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THE CHARITY FRANCHISE

ROBERT W. KELSO
Secretary State Board of Charity, Boston, Mass.

In every state of the Union an organization for charitable pur-

poses may be legally incorporated. With but the faintest glim-

merings of exception here and there, the laws of all the states deal

at length and with exceeding care in the intricacies of business

incorporation; and all without exception treat the incorporation

of charitable agencies as an analogy—a sort of faint echo of the

money-making charter. In most jurisdictions there is no evidence

that analytical thought has ever been expended upon the eleemosy-

nary charter. For most of our states, therefore, explicit rules are

laid down for the incorporator who seeks a profit; and all the rest,

religious, civic, charitable, benevolent, and what not, are grouped

as organizations not for profit.

So deeply rooted is the notion that a charitable charter is some-

how merely a franchise to do business, which in fact is not business

after all, that proposals for legislation relating thereto are habit-

ually referred to legislative committees dealing with business rela-

tions, mercantile affairs, and the like.

As a result of this point of view a charitable charter can in

almost all of our states be secured merely for the asking. Com-
pliance with certain requirements as to numbers, names, and

addresses of petitioners and the payment of a nominal fee will result
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in the issuance of a franchise which enables those petitioners to

represent to the public that the state sanctions and fathers their

enterprise.

Furthermore, there is throughout the United States practically

no public supervision of such bodies. The attitude of the public

appears to be that since they do not pretend to be making a profit

they must necessarily be seeking the uplift of mankind. It is fair

to assume that the state of our statute law is a direct and accurate

reflection of the pubHc mind with reference to organized charity.

Yet in the face of this time-honored attitude it remains true

that brief analysis will show how utterly fallacious is the basis

upon which such attitude rests. What after all are the elements

of an organization for charitable purposes, and what are the great

distinguishing marks of a franchise for such undertaking ?

The practice of charity through centuries of change in human

relations has emerged in some measure from the church and, though

it retains its ethical basis, is coming more and more to be a function

of the state. That which in the beginning of society was repre-

sented by the sympathetic giving of alms for the good of the soul

has in this present day come to take shape with a far greater degree

of righteousness and charity, in the giving of adequate relief after

study of needs in the light of the public welfare.

The earliest mode of charitable gift, other than alms upon the

highway, was the grant of land to a reHgious house or guild or to the

parson of the parish for religious purposes. Not till the institution

of Chancery did charitable trusts as such come into existence;

though long prior to that time the material welfare of the parish

and the town came to be recognized as a worthy object, to which

gifts were made in despite of the personal urgency of kings and

often of existing laws.^

By the beginning of the seventeenth century the public mind

had reached that degree of solicitude for the preservation of gifts

made for the common welfare that the subject was crystallized in

our first great parliamentary exposition of the law of charity. The

statute 43 Eliz. c. 4 was passed in the year 1601. It undertook,

' See the Plantaganet Mortmain Acts: 7 Edw. I, c. 2. (a.d. 1279); also 15 Rich.

II, c. 5. (a.d. 1392).
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not by a recital of basic principles, to show what was charity, but

rather, by a process of identification, to enumerate all those objects

which theretofore had been considered charitable and which by

inference henceforth the law was to call charities.

Those objects fall naturally into four groups, which, if stated

generally, may be found to cover the modern field of charity.

They are, first, relief of the poor or disabled; second, the advance-

ment of education; third, rehgion; and fourth, miscellaneous pubhc

works.

The courts have applied the statute of Elizabeth as a guide in

passing upon the charitable nature of uses or objects not there

enumerated. As expressed by a very recent authority, "the word

charitable has a distinct legal meaning, derived from the statute

43 Eliz. c. 4 from the construction given to it in the definition of its

objects of charity, and from the application of the statute to other

uses which are not included in those there enumerated, but which

come within its spirit by analogy."^

In their solicitude for the public weal, the courts went farther

and found a way (it was no other apparently than the practical

ground of public expediency) to uphold the perpetuity of charitable

gifts, notwithstanding the rule applicable to all gifts and convey-

ances that unvested limitations and remainders may not bind or

entail the property beyond a certain limit of time.^

Committed now to the doctrine that the public welfare is the

essential purpose in all charity, they met each questioned purpose

with the one inquiry: "Having regard to all legislative enactments,

and general legal principles, is it, or is it not, for the public benefit

that property should be devoted forever to fulfilling the purpose

named? "3

Coincident with this exemption from the operation of the rule

against perpetuities, it became and is now well-established law

that a valid gift to charity may legally be declared to accumulate

for an indefinite time."*

' Devens, J., in White v. Ditson, 140 Mass. 351, at p. 352.

' See Gray, The Rule against Perpetuities, 2d ed., §§ 201, 589 ff.

' See Tyssen, Charitable Trusts, p. 5.

< Northampton v. Smith, 11 Met. 390; Nelson v. Trustees, 2 Cush. 519.
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Furthermore, a fund once devoted to charity was held to be

forever so dedicated; so that the court, upon failure of the primary

object, would find another.^ Thus, to safeguard the public welfare

yet further, a doctrine was developed with reference to declarations

of trust for charitable purposes, in which the general intent was

present, but in which the method, for vagueness or other fault,

could not be followed. Such gifts the English courts have declared

shall not fail. The court will devise a scheme for its application.

In the leading case of Moggridge v. Thackwell,' decided in 1803,

Lord Eldon summed up the doctrine in the following oft-quoted

statement: ''All the cases prove that where the substantial inten-

tion is charity, though the mode by which it is to be executed fails

by accident or other circumstances, the court will find some means

of effectuating that general intention," Gifts so disposed are said

to be applied cy pres, a legal phrase from which the doctrine takes

its name.

Latterly in this growth of the law of charity came the founding

of the American commonwealth and the extension thereto of the

great body of the English law. With due regard to new conditions

and somewhat different needs, our courts have clung to that same

basic element in the concept of charity, shaping their decisions for

the public well-being as against the interests of the individual.

The meaning of the term as understood by our judiciary today is

perhaps best set forth in the decision of Justice Gray, in the case

of Jackson v. Phillips,^ decided in 1865: "A charity, in the legal

sense," said he, "may be more fully defined as a gift, to be apphed

consistently with existing laws, for the benefit of an indefinite

number of persons, either by bringing their minds or hearts under

the influence of education or religion, by relieving their bodies from

disease, suffering, or constraint, by assisting them to establish

themselves in life, or by erecting or maintaining public buildings

or works, or otherwise lessening the burdens of government."*

So far then as the term charity has emerged from the crucible

of the Anglo-Saxon court with its searching analyses and far expe-

' AUy. Genl. v. Bishop of Llandaf, cit. 2 M. and K. 583; AUy. Genl. v. Ironmongers'

Company, 2 Beav. 313.

' 7 Ves. 36. 3 14 Allen 539. » 14 Allen 539, at p. 556.
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ditions for the reason of things, the term signifies broadly a con-

scious effort to effect the greatest good for the greatest number of

persons who make up the community. Its exercise is essentially

the administration of a public trust. To this end it is more than

goodness. It outstrips sympathy. It goes beyond compassion.

Its application is no longer personal and individual, since the public

weal is its compelling force. It is collective and coextensive with

the scope and interests of the state, in that the perpetuating of

civilizing influences through the continuance of right government

is its inspiration. Whatever else it may be, the exercise of charity

in the modern state is essentially a function of government.

If then a gift to charity is a public trust—and be it remembered

that the fiduciary relation attaches, whether such gift be by will

or deed or in change out of a business man's pocket—^what then

shall we say of the relationship to the state of the person or asso-

ciation which assumes the burden of applying that gift to public

uses?

If such person or group of persons be appointed by deed or will

for the purpose of administering a gift to charity, it is quite clear

that he or they would without hesitation be termed trustees and

charged with a responsibility which because it involves the public

welfare is deemed doubly sacred. If, on the other hand, they

voluntarily band themselves together for the purpose of soUciting

an identical fund for an identical charitable purpose, how can it be

said that they are any the less charged with a sacred trust ? The

fiduciary relation is unmistakable.

With this definition of the nature of charitable agencies, a brief

view of the extent of charities in the United States is of especial in-

terest. Massachusetts is here chosen as an example because, though

she has perhaps rather more such agencies in proportion to her

size than many of the other states, she is a fair indication of present

and future conditions elsewhere ; and because that is the one com-

munity in which there is regular and thorough accounting of

charities.

There are at the present time in Massachusetts about fifteen

hundred charters, old and young, issued for charitable purposes.

A few less than eight hundred of these are in active operation; the
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rest, though alive in law—since a charitable charter never dies and

is not avoided by non-user—are defunct in fact.

By the laws of the state^ every charitable corporation whose

property is exempt from taxation is required to make annual report

of its finances and its activities to the State Board of Charity.

These reports, made over the oaths of the respective ofiicers, are

published by that board each year, and are susceptible of interesting

analysis. Thus for the year ending November 30, 191 2, the reports

show that the total trust funds held by the 731 incorporated agen-

cies that complied with the law amount, real and personal, to within

a few dollars of ninety-five millions. Out of the total number, 397

reported real estate owned and occupied for corporate purposes;

386 conduct some home or other institution for care and treatment;

86 are homes for aged persons; 125 operate in the field of child-

caring; and 136 dispense medical relief. Of this latter number, 65

are general hospitals; 134 out of the entire group may be styled

material relief agencies.

As regards growth in the numbers of these organizations, it

appears that 264 have been chartered since 1900, and a total of 549

since 1800. The past three decades represent by far the most rapid

growth.

It is probable that the condition in other states will differ little

from those here shown; consequently it may be assumed that on a

quantitative basis, at least, the attitude which the state govern-

ments should take toward charitable enterprises becomes a question

of the first importance. As indicated by the present state of

enabling acts covering the incorporation of such agencies, the atti-

tude down to the present has consistently been that if a few per-

sons—^the numbers vary from three to seven—file an application

giving their names and their purpose, the terms of which may be

and usually are exceedingly vague, they may, upon the payment of

a nominal fee, or in some cases no fee at all, receive a charter in the

nature of an unUmited sanction of their enterprise by the sovereign.

Furthermore, in most jurisdictions such charters are not impaired

by non-user; they may lie dormant for many years and then come

suddenly to light in a new cloak. The question of ultra vires does

• R.L. chap. 84, s. 14; chap. 402, Acts 1903; chap. 82, Acts 1913.
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not impede them, since the calhng of meetings is regulated by

their own by-laws and a change of purpose or of name or of both

involves merely an act of registration. About eight hundred such

charters are lying in dusty pigeonholes in Massachusetts, held

frequently by attorneys who are waiting for fees long since due.

The governmental attitude there as elsewhere has been that if the

group of incorporators wish to embark in this particular enterprise

it is nobody's business but their own. They need not submit to

interference from any quarter. They do not seek a profit : hence

their motive is charity.

In 1909 this attitude in Massachusetts suffered change. By a

statute passed in that year^ the State Board of Charity is required

to inspect all charitable corporations that do not refuse such

inspection. This mild provision was supplemented by another

statute passed in 1910^ which required the same board to investi-

gate all petitions for charitable charters. These two provisions,

in conjunction with the law requiring annual returns, have now
placed the incorporated charity in Massachusetts in the position

of a special agency performing a public function and therefore

accountable in special manner to the commonwealth.

Already the wastefulness in effort and money and the extensive

operations of business enterprises under the guise of charity,

largely owing to the lack of supervision, are coming to light under

Massachusetts inspection. In the year ending November 30, 19 12,

the state board found that something over 25 per cent of all the

agencies inspected were either non-charitable or so poorly man-

aged as to constitute them an imposition upon the public. Slightly

over 50 per cent were rated as well managed. Results for 19 13 are

showing about the same proportions.

These figures show in the most trustworthy fashion that a field

hitherto fallow, as far as state oversight was concerned, and only

suspected of abuse, is in fact honeycombed with fraud and incom-

petency. And why should this not be so ? It is unmistakably the

way of the world that where watchfulness for right and justice are

relaxed there will come the impostor, and where standards of

^ Chap. 379, Acts 1909.

' Chap. 181, Acts 1910.
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service are not upheld there will the husbandman relax in ease or

incompetency.

Thus a group of physicians desiring a hospital in which they may
house their private patients without charge, organize a charity,

and permit the public to pay the bed and nursing bills while they

collect their fees up to the limit of the patients' ability to pay

—

not altogether a charitable motive.

A person of engaging manner organizes a charity for the expressed

purpose of educating children through the medium of musical

symbols. The new philosophy is lauded by the press as though

it were a newly discovered cure for tuberculosis. The actual

accomplishments, however, are confined to the purchase of a house

and lot out of public donations and the dissipation of the title

among the promoters. Indignant neighbors saved the good name

of the state that should have been supervising, by driving a wrong

influence from among their children. Vague and nonsensical as

was the purpose of this fraud, there were those in the community,

of high education and true public spirit, who gave to it for years

upon the sole explanation that the contribution was for the poor

children.

An enterprising soldier of fortime, convicted by a federal court

and wanted by another, spent years collecting large sums from the

public to be devoted to outings and good times for children. His

real activities, aside from collections for his own pocket-book, were

confined to fathering an annual excursion for children, chosen by

advertisement, in which his society figured largely, but paid for

by another more simple-minded charity. By rare good fortune

a citizen left a large sum of money by will to this bogus charity,

and the state, so sensitive to dollars, intervened to prevent the gift.

In the process the charter was forfeited. Instances might be mul-

tiplied without limit. And what is true of Massachusetts may be

even more true of many other states, where interrelationship and

consequent watchfulness among agencies is less marked.

In some other states such governmental supervision or regula-

tion of charities is sought through a licensing system, but nowhere, so

far as the writer is aware, is the process thoroughgoing and nowhere

has the project been based upon the true reasoning here indicated;
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it has arisen for the most part out of momentary abuse of charter

privileges. Where advance has been made thus far, it resembles

a stumbling upon the truth unawares. In Massachusetts it is only

after constant insistence on the part of the State Board of Charity

that the real obligations of the charitable agency are coming to be

appreciated.

But time moves swiftly in the social field, and the special knowl-

edge of today easily becomes the common knowledge of tomorrow.

The time is at hand when it must be fully recognized that every

gift to a charitable organization for charitable purposes constitutes

a trust for the public use; that the agency administering that trust

is a pubHc trustee; and that consequently, as such, it must render

fair and full acount of its stewardship to the public. In brief, a

private charity is a pubHc trust, and as such can be properly regu-

lated only under a reasonable system of state supervision.



THE EVOLUTION OF A SOCIAL STANDARD^

ALBION W. SMALL
University of Chicago

Lester F. Ward was by occupation a biologist, by conviction an

evolutionist, and by achievement the founder of American sociol-

ogy. In a paper read before the Metaphysical Club of Johns

Hopkins University in 1884, Dr. Ward incidentally elaborated the

proposition that it is impossible to locate the precise boundary

between an earUer and a later evolutionary stage. He said : "While

it is true that nature makes no leaps .... while .... all the

great steps in evolution are due to minute increments repeated

through vast periods, still when we survey the whole field ....
and contrast the extremes, we find that nature has been making a

series of enormous strides, and reaching from one plane of develop-

ment to another And although, in no single one of these

cases can it be said at what exact point the new essence commenced

to exist, .... it is not a whit less true that each of these grand

products of evolution, when at length fully formed, constituted a

new cosmic energy, and proceeded to stamp all future products and

processes with a character hitherto wholly unknown upon the

globe."

The sociologists who are studying the short span of historic

social evolution in the spirit of Ward's survey believe that we have

already crossed the boundary line between two periods which men
some time in the future will recognize as occupying contrasted

moral levels. How many centuries must pass before the distinctive

trait of social rules observed hitherto will become subordinate to the

trait which is now beginning expressly to strive for mastery, we

need not try to guess. There has been a species of social control

in the past, which some men already perceive to be as rudimentary

in the scale of moral possibiHties as dependence upon manual arts

'This paper was read under the title "The Nature of Social Rules," at the Con-

ference of Legal and Social Philosophy held in Chicago, April, 1914.
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alone was in the physical realm before other forces were made to

move machines.

Accordingly, from the sociological point of view, there are two

cardinal questions concerning the nature of social rules. The first

is. Of what sort have social rules been in the past ? The second is,

Of what sort are social rules to be in the future ? Of course it is

impossible to think sanely of the future as independent of the past.

The marine engineer today is dealing with the same physical con-

ditions that had to be met by the crews of triremes and caravels.

His rules can never ignore these persistent conditions. The rules

themselves changed radically, however, from the time when navi-

gation ceased to be chiefly a problem of oars and sails, and became

chiefly a problem of steam.

To speak summarily of the familiar facts about the past, social

rules began by being the bullyings of the stronger over the weaker.

The limitations of these dominations were not in anything external

to the dominant party. They were merely in his instinctive

economy of selfishness. The he-savage did not as a rule kill the

she-savage. On the other hand, he did not limit his brutality

toward her by any considerations for her. Instinctive procuring

for his own sex-wants and food-wants was the program which made
him allow her to live so long as she served his purposes.

Substantially the same thing is true of the rules laid down by

early conquerors to govern the conquered. They were rules which

reflected the superior party's best calculations of expediency, his

own desires being the standard. If the vanquished could not be

controlled to the victor's advantage, they were killed. If they were

allowed to live, their status was that of more or less complete servi-

tude, according to the conditions found to be necessary in order to

make the tributaries most profitable to their masters.

In principle there is no ''differentiation of species" in what

Montesquieu called "the spirit of the laws," during the earlier

stages of the period in which the dominant have had less than

absolute power over the dominated. When the subjugated had

strength enough left, if pushed to extremes, to make things uncom-

fortable and costly for the subjugators, the latter prudently counted

the costs in a rough way, and the tendency set in to temper social
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rules by regard for the difficulties of enforcing them. Dictation, on

the one hand, and obedience, on the other, were still the spirit of

the rules, even after they verged toward the form of treaties or

compacts, as in the comparatively late type of Magna Charta.

In spite of all ameUorations in the temper of social rules, due

to specializations in selfishness, and to partially paralyzing cross-

purposes between different phases of selfishness, both in typical

individuals and in typical groups; and in spite of the consequent

rarity of unequivocal linings-up between the principally dominating

and the principally dominated, all the subsequent codes of mishpat

or justUia were simply reflections of the ratio of fighting ability,

between combinations of interests which surveyed social propor-

tions from the standpoint of one alliance of selfishnesses, and antag-

onistic combinations of interests which surveyed social proportions

from the standpoint of another alliance of selfishnesses. That is,

the kind and degree of social superiority and subordination pre-

ordained by each mishpat or justitia registers the margin by which

the aggressive efficiency of the one set of interests exceeded the

aggressive efficiency of the other set of interests. Stripped of all

glorifying pretense, each mishpat or justitia is merely the code of

rules which the more aggressive selfishness succeeded in imposing

upon the less aggressive selfishnesses. This ceased to be invariably

and entirely the case, according to the degree and frequency in

which Christianity exerted a sufficient political force to project into

the conflict of classes the extenuating factor of respectforfellow-men

as values in themselves. This factor presently figured in the Kantian

philosophy as the precept to respect the individual *'as an end in

himself." We need not commit ourselves either to the credulous

or to the cjoiical extreme, in estimating the relative efficiency of

this factor. There is Httle room for contention, however, over the

proposition that, at the very least, this factor has assisted in dis-

ciplining modern controlling selfishness into increasing circum-

spection in framing the rules which it forces upon more passive

selfishness.

Not always with the same naked sordidness, but with identity

of spirit, modern social rules have taken shape through variations

of the process
—"I will vote to spend some of the people's money
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for a post-office in your town, if you will vote to spend some of the

people's money for dredging on my water front." On the whole,

therefore, with mollifying factors which have tended to make the

practice somewhat less offensive than the principle, our social rules

have remained in each case the modus vivendi forced upon all con-

cerned by the balance of power between many conflicting interests,

each of which interests, if it had been able, would have made the

terms more favorable to itself. During the hundred and fifty years

just past, the capitalistic interest has become paramount among
these factors, by a superinduced law of accelerated motion.

The distinguishing thing then about the social rules of the evo-

lutionary stage now culminating is that they are the resultant of

heterogeneous conflict between interests, each of which has been

trying to realize itself to the utmost, and neither of which would

reduce its claims very much, except under resistless pressure from

some or all of the rest. This pressure from the interests, at a given

time forming either the working majority or the minority, has never

been organized in accordance with a valid universal principle. It

has been merely a varying of opportunistic combinations, as for

example in the political sphere, the dissolving pictures of interest-

alHances in European diplomacy. That is, our social rules, up to

date, represent the points scored by each special interest in the

handicap tournament between all special interests.

It requires some courage to intimate that traces have been

observed of a new social force which is working for differentiation

of a more highly evolved species of social rule. It would require

even more imagination to declare that this new force has appeared

in sufficient quantity to be a factor in practical poHtics, or that in

a very immediate future it will have transformed society. I hazard

the judgment, nevertheless, that, if historians two or three thousand

years hence succeed in doing justice to all concerned, they wiU have

to go well back into the nineteenth century for the earliest conscious

expressions of this new creative force. Without adopting any

technical jargon which anyone may have used in this connection

before, I may first appraise this factor as a conception of the human
lot likely sometime to prove as revolutionary in the social sphere

as the Copemican substitute for the Ptolemaic cosmology was in
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the physical sphere. The idea that the human lot is essentially an

anarchy of hostile interests has been deliberately challenged. Many
men have been bold enough to declare their behef, and to expand

their confession into impressive details, that the human lot is essen-

tially a concurrence of reciprocating interests, making for something

more important than either of the antagonistic interests that has

thus far figured in the social struggle. Along with this conception

—

whether more cause or more effect of it does not matter now—we
have been gradually coming under what I may call a recognized

categorical imperative of objectivity. We reahze more and more that

we are bound to adjust ourselves, not to a version of Ufe which some-

one has reasoned out to suit his subjective convenience, but to the

accumulating and self-interpreting body of men's experiences as to

how life actually works. In pursuance of this obligation and poHcy

of objectivity, we are coming into a view of life in which satisfaction

of the wants of men as individuals, or as specialized groups, appears

merely as a casual phase of the realization of man as a species. Not
what men want now, but what they will be wanting after innumer-

able nows have co-operated in working out the possibilities of men
as they are becoming, is the indicated standard of what men mean-

while ought to do. Consequently, the type of social rule which

will fit the moral judgments of the era we are entering will not be a

compromise dictated by the relative fighting force of antagonistic

interests. // will he a formula of the indicated function of each con-

stituent interest in the economy of the composite whole.

In the effort to keep within the allotted time, I have probably

become unintelligibly mystical and cryptic. Having reduced my
brief to propositions which still mean something to me, I ask leave

to use the rest of my time trying to translate the substance of that

meaning to the court.

In plain English, the thing that is going on in the social struggle

today is mostly the same old selfish tug-of-war between interests

—

the interests merely averaging a little less crudely selfish than they

were among nature-men; but out of it all there is emerging the

beginning of a social consciousness which judges each of these

interests to be unsocial in its present temper, and which is searching

for an arbiter between and over the interests, that shall be above
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and beyond complicity with either of them in preference to the rest.

Something approaching this was in Adam Smith's mind when, in

his moral philosophy, he made his recurrent appeal to the *' impar-

tial spectator." It turns out that an ''impartial spectator" of the

things involved in the social process is a psychological impossibility.

Each individual is so implicated, at some point or other, that he

cannot be wholly impartial. The process is too big and complicated

to be reflected by a single mind with reliable objectivity. We find

ourselves obHged to appeal therefore from the most dispassionate

observer possible to the stark reality observed. What account does

this whole developing scheme of human relations give of itself?

And we must acknowledge that it has a suspicious look of the

vicious circle, when we are obliged to answer that the final version

of that disclosure accessible to human beings is the consensus of all

observers as to what they discern in the reahty. There is not, and

there never has been, and there probably never will be a unanimous

consensus of the observers. The circle then is not vicious, but it

is discontinuous. Yet it is the best we have. The last and best

we have to go by in deciding what the reality of human experience

is, must necessarily be that reading of reahty which is made out by

that portion of the observers which seems to us worthy of credence,

with incessant reference back from their reading to the things read,

and to succession after succession of critics of the readings. Now
the observers who are estabhshing the solidest credit in our era,

those who are convincing the most open-minded people, are those

who declare, in some terms or other, that separate human interests

get their value, not from some sort of supposed self-sufiiciency, but

from the part which they perform in promoting the whole social

process, whatever that social process may turn out to be. With

wide variations in detail, the idea that is taking shape in our minds

today is that the content of the social process is promotion of the

evolution of a cumulatively capable and capacious human type.

Accordingly, the genus of social rule upon which we are Hkely to

agree in the next stage of civilization may be hinted at in the

formula : There are no rights, except rights of way in the performance

of social functions. In the course of time, the coming social con-

sciousness may add a codicil granting, to each one using these rights
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of way for their proper purpose, permission incidentally to enjoy

the scenery along the route. This, however, will be accidental, not

substantial.

The social rules that are most in doubt in our time are those that

pertain to property. It would be a man spookily detached from

the social process who could beheve that if society were wrecked,

and if all traces of titles to property were irrecoverably lost, the

wisest policy of reconstruction would be a re-enactment of our pres-

ent property laws. While it is not true that our present property

rules respect only the status of possession, and ignore the functions

of production and conservation, it is true that status in the social

order bulks relatively large, and partnership in social functions

bulks relatively small, in determining our rules of property. The
standards of the coming era will tend to invert that proportion.

For a long time to come, the radical task and the most humanly

profitable employment, for men of social mind, will be the work of

installing the conviction that life will be raised to its highest power

when it ceases to be a struggle for dominance among interests, and

becomes a co-operative enterprise between men committed to team

work between their interests. Not much systematic progress will

be made toward a code calculated to realize this conception, until

the majority are convinced that it is a conception worth realizing.

On the present level of civilization, the prevalent moral type is

symboHzed by the form, *'I will do the thing that will get the most

votes in my district." The t3rpe which is the appropriate product

and producer of authentic social consciousness is symbolized by the

form, "I will do that which functions best in the big human process."

Meanwhile we are not reduced to inaction, pending discovery of

the undiscoverable, viz., plans and specifications of absolutely

intelligent human functionings. A majority of Americans might

agree on enough specifications of goods good for all men, and only

partially assured by our social rules to an uncertain fraction of men,

to keep us busy furnishing exercise for our faith through an indefinite

future. Security of occupation, influence upon and income from

the occupation, not as determined by the rules of obsolescent

interest-politics, but as indicated by performance of function within

the occupation—these are achievements to be realized in a high
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degree in the course of the next two or three generations. The
readjustment will certainly pull down certain types, whose tenure

of their present status is by grace of the arbitrariness of traditional

social rules. It will correspondingly lift up certain other t5^es,

whose lot now is not in accordance with the relative worth of their

functions. The details involved in the course of these achievements

will keep both socially inventive and socially obstructive men busy,

on the aggressive or the defensive, until demand for more advanced

types of adjustment becomes the center of attention.

Meanwhile, whenever their points of personal touch with this

process, and whatever their specific programs of action, men of the

foreward look will more and more reinforce one another in dissipating

the mirage that life is doomed to be an endless campaign of warring

interests. They will concentrate their labors upon the aim to

realize life as a community of reciprocating fimctions.
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All are familiar with the assertion that party managers in the

United States can no longer depend upon a steady partisan vote

because of the increase in the number of independent voters.

Various causes have been ascribed, important among which are the

greater diffusion of common knowledge of public affairs and the

increasing desire of the electorate to make the government more

responsive to the public will. The most recent expression of

national opinion has been widely considered as evidence of this

condition and of these important causes. Inasmuch as the cam-

paign of 191 2 not only introduced a powerful third party but also

witnessed the active presentation of different conceptions of the

nature of the government, particularly the function of political

parties and their relation to different methods of expressing the

popular will, a detailed examination of the election returns should

go far toward testing the truth of the assertion. It is my purpose

to do so by pointing out the distribution of the vote for each of the

three leading candidates and by considering salient features of the

distribution that seem to throw light on the causes that brought

about the result. This preliminary analysis will serve as a basis

for more extended examination.

First it may be well to summarize the result by states. By
pluralities Taft carried 2 states, Roosevelt 6, and Wilson 40. It

was expected that pluralities would determine the result, yet in

this sharply contested election Taft and Roosevelt together polled

73,cx)o votes less than Taft received four years before, while Wilson

dropped 116,000 behind the Bryan vote of 1908.' Wilson's over-

' The Socialist and Social Labor parties increased their vote by 500,000. Except

for this increase in the ultra-radical vote the election revealed a general falling off in

the vote. The total vote of 1912 exceeded that of 1908 by 145,000, but within those

four years Arizona and New Mexico had entered the Union, and suffrage had been

18
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whelming lead was due to the wide distribution of the vote, for so

evenly balanced were the parties, that, judged by state majorities,

Taft carried no state, Roosevelt only one,* and Wilson 14 states

in the South. While the combined vote of Taft and Roosevelt

gave non-Democratic majorities in every state outside of the South,

Wilson's majority vote lost Nebraska, Nevada, and Colorado,

which Bryan had carried in 1908. Wilson carried only the South

and in that region he polled 30,000 votes less than Bryan had

obtained four years before.^ Whereas the Democratic majorities

were confined to this region,^ more than two-thirds of Wilson's

total vote was cast in the 33 states outside of the South. An
examination of the distribution of the vote by smaller units than

states is obviously necessary.

There were 2,975 counties in the United States in 191 2. Of

these Wilson secured a plurality in 2,196 (see Map III). This

appears overwhelming, for it leaves only 771 counties'* of which

Taft carried 281 and Roosevelt 490. But again, a majority vote

is the only real test of Democratic strength. On the basis of the

total vote cast for Democratic, Republican, and Progressive tickets,

Wilson secured a majority vote in only 1,431 counties (see Map
II). Even this number would be materially reduced were it pos-

sible in the total vote to include the Socialist vote by counties.^

Of the 1,536 counties in which Wilson did not have a majority,

Taft led Roosevelt in 648, and in 888 the Roosevelt vote exceeded

the Republican vote. The distribution was sectional, Taft leading

in the Northeast, Roosevelt in the Middle West, and Wilson in the

extended to women in California and Washington. Excluding the increase due to

such changes the vote of 19 12 was 350,000 less than that of 1908. Between the two
elections 200,000 were added to the voting population. The decrease in the vote of

191 2 as compared with that of 1908 may be placed safely at 500,000.

' South Dakota; there was no Taft ticket.

* West Virginia and Missouri are not included, and Oklahoma is added. Arizona,

which gave a slight majority to Wilson, cast no presidential vote in 1908.

3 In 1904 Parker had carried the same states except Oklahoma and Arizona, which

had not then been admitted to statehood.

* No returns in 8 counties.

s Socialists cast 900,672 votes. Compared with the vote of 1908, there was an

increase in every state.
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South. In 4 states, South Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, and

Louisiana, Wilson had a majority in every county. In the 15

states of the South^ he carried 1,018 counties, the combined vote

of Taft and Roosevelt keeping 276 from his majority column. In

the 33 states outside of that area his majority carried only 413

counties out of a total of 1,681. In 9 states he had a majority in

no county.*

It is possible to test the permanency of the Democratic vote by

comparing this distribution with the distribution of the Bryan vote

in 1908. Bryan had carried 1,360 counties (see Map I). To
make possible a fair comparison between this number and the 1,431

in which Wilson had a majority certain deductions must first be

made.3 The counties of California, South Dakota, and Oklahoma

should not be included because in these states the three-cornered

contest did not obtain in 191 2, and consequently the strength of

neither competing party was normal. Arizona and New Mexico

cast no presidential vote in 1908. In the remaining 43 states

Wilson had a majority in 1,305 counties, one less than had been

carried by Bryan in that area.* The general parallelism of the

counties may be seen best by a comparison of Maps I and 11. The

differences are given in Tables I and II. Wilson gained 194

counties. Of these 14 returned no vote in 1908, 29 were new

counties in 191 2, and 56 were in states where either Taft or Roose-

velt had no ticket in 1912. There was an actual gain of 95. On
the other hand, in the same territory Wilson lost 121 counties

which had been carried by Bryan in 1908.5

' Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missis-

sippi, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West

Virginia.

' New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Michi-

gan, North Dakota, Washington, and Oregon.

J Of 84 new counties in the returns of 191 2, 29 had a majority for Wilson.

< There were 765 counties in which Wilson had a plurality but not a majority.

They are distributed over 17 states. It is significant that in all except two of these

states, Wilson's state vote was less than Bryan's in 1908. The exceptions are Maine

and Oregon; in the first Wilson received 39 per cent of the total vote, in the second

35 per cent.

s This of course excludes the losses in California and Oklahoma and the counties

that gave no returns in 1912.
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The foregoing comparison indicates the permanent character

of the greater part of the Democratic vote. In spite of the change

of candidates and the spUt in the opposition party, the Democratic

vote of 191 2 was distributed on the whole as that of 1908/ Before

considering the location of the gains and losses by counties it will

be well to point out the regions of Democratic strength on the basis

of both elections. As indicated by state majorities the determining

Democratic vote was cast in the South.^ In the 15 states of that

region 1,024 counties were carried by both Bryan and Wilson.

Outside of the South only 212 counties had Democratic majorities

in both elections. Of these 134 are in four states: Oklahoma 45,

Indiana 32, Illinois 31, and Ohio 26. These counties are quite as

much a part of the Democratic South as are the counties in the

first 15.^ The remaining 78 counties appear in 14 states. In 1904

Roosevelt carried 54 of them. Except for this overwhelming defeat

of Parker all except 28 have been steadily Democratic since 1892.4

As striking is the parallelism of the Democratic vote in the 17

great cities. They cast nearly two and one-half million votes.^

Wilson's aggregate vote exceeded Bryan's by 38,000.^ Nevertheless

' By state votes Wilson incurred remarkable losses in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois.

* It would be a great mistake to consider that the Democratic party had greatest

numbers of votes in the South; Wilson received 4,483,146 votes outside of the South,

more than two-thirds of his total vote.

3 (i) Of the 89 counties in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio 45 were Democratic in 1904,

80 in 1900, and 75 in 1896. For the distribution of county votes in these states in the

elections of 1856, 1868, 1888, and 1900, see maps, American Journal of Sociology,

XIII, 664-65 (Plate I); and for distribution in the elections of 1876, 1888, 1892, and

1904 {ibid., Plate II, i, 2, 3, 4).

(2) Oklahoma cast its first presidential vote in 1908. For the sectional distri-

bution of counties, see Maps I and II.

4 Of the 78 all except 21 have since 1890 been increasing in population more slowly

than their states. In the decade, 1900-1910, 20 decreased in population.

s Total vote cast, 2,371,982 in 1908; 2,448,914 in 1912.

* Democratic vote:

City

New York . .

.

Chicago ....
Philadelphia

.

St. Louis . . .

.

Boston
Cleveland . .

.

Baltimore. .

.

Pittsburgh .

.

Detroit

1008 1912

284,569 312.386
152,990 130,702
7S.3IO 66,308

60,66s 58.84s
43,773 46,059
39,954 43.610
49,139 48.030
4S,6SS 31.36s
24,603 22,916

City

Buffalo
San Francisco.
Milwaukee . .

.

Cincinnati . . .

.

Newark
New Orleans .

.

Los Angeles.

.

Minneapolis .

.

1908

45,183
21,260
26,000

45,429
30,191
25,678
22,076
16,169

1912

33,518
48,955
27,807
42,909
26,250
26,433
SS,ios
IS.530
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in lo* of the 17 Wilson's vote fell below Bryan's, but he made
notable gains in New York City; and in San Francisco and

Los Angeles, where the extension of the suffrage must explain

the greater part of the increase. The distribution of the majority

vote for the two men was similar. Bryan carried New Orleans;

so did Wilson, and to it he added San Francisco, where in 191

2

there was no Taft ticket, and Milwaukee, where he polled 1,800

votes more than Bryan, but had 800 less than had been cast for

Taft four years before. In the remaining 14 cities the combined

vote of Taft and Roosevelt exceeded the Wilson vote, but in this

triangular contest the victory was accorded Wilson in 11 of the 17.'

Consider now the 123 counties carried by Bryan but in which

Wilson failed to gain a majority. They are distributed as shown

in Table I. The Democratic vote declined in all except 20. The

distribution is too scattered to make the changes significant with

TABLE I

Alabama 3 Kansas 4 North Carolina 2

Arkansas 3 Kentucky 9 Ohio 5

California i Maryland 3 Oklahoma i

Colorado 12 Minnesota i Pennsylvania i

Idaho 4 Missouri 5 Tennessee 5

Illinois 2 Montana 5 Texas i

Indiana 13 Nebraska 32 West Virginia i

Iowa 5 Nevada 4 Wisconsin i

the possible exception of the losses in Nebraska, Colorado, and

Nevada, states which had been carried by Bryan in 1908 but in

which Wilson failed to gain a majority in 191 2. Of the total loss

of 121^ counties Roosevelt led Taft in 68 and in 53 Taft led

Roosevelt.

Li territory where a comparison can fairly be made Wilson

gained 95 counties which Bryan had lost in 1908. They are dis-

tributed as shown in Table II. This distribution was even more

» Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Baltimore, Pittsbui:gh, Detroit, Buffalo, Cin-

cinnati, Newark, Minneapolis.

' Even a plurality vote did not gain Philadelphia, where Taft led Roosevelt, and

Chicago, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Newark, and Los Angeles, which were carried by Roose-

velt.

3 Two coxinties not included.
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scattered than the losses had been. Yet 56 of the counties are in

the South and 38 of these in two states. Qf the total 95 the Demo-

cratic vote increased in only 61.^

Arkansas 7

Colorado i

Delaware i

Florida i

Georgia 21

Idaho I

Indiana 2

Kansas 2

TABLE II

Kentucky 3

Maine i

Maryland i

Minnesota i

Missouri 4

Nebraska i

Nevada 2

New Jersey i

New York ....

North Carolina.

Pennsylvania. .

Texas

. I

•17

. I

• 3

Virginia 8

West Virginia 5

Wisconsin 10

So identical is the basic vote with the Democratic majority-

counties since 1896, and so unimportant are the changes in 191 2,

that further examination is unnecessary for our present purpose.

It is clear that the great body of voters that voted the Democratic

ticket in 1908 must have done the same in 191 2. The opposition

parties gained Democratic votes, but it is inconceivable that there

could have been any considerable number, for the distribution is

essentially the same.^ The losses are due on the whole to a decline

in the interest of the electorate.^ If there was a wider knowledge

of the issues it did not lead the Democrats to the polls and if the

desire to restore the government to the people was dominant in

Democratic areas it did not lead them to forsake the Democracy.

Moreover, the nature of the gains made by Wilson precludes the

possibility that any great number of independent voters went over

to the Democracy.^

' In New England, Wilson had a majority in one county, Knox, in Maine. He
gained 800 votes; the opposition 200. Of the 10 Wisconsin counties gained by Wilson

in 5 his vote was less than Bryan's had been, but in all the opposition declined nearly

one-half.

' Wilson gained in the lower South and lost in the border states. Likewise he

gained in the Northeast and lost heavily in the Northern Ohio River Valley. He lost

in certain western states, notably Nebraska and Colorado; he gained in Wisconsin

and California.

3 The decrease in the total vote has been placed at 500,000. In the South, Wilson

was 30,000 behind Bryan. In the North, excluding 5 states mentioned above, he was

276,000 behind Bryan.

* Notable exceptions in Wisconsin and California.
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Doubtless a fairer test of independent voting and its causes is

to be found in an analysis of the distribution of the divided Repub-

lican vote. For it is of course apparent that Taft and Roosevelt

together held the Republican vote, and that it was the evenness

of the split that made possible the enormous plurality victory for

Wilson at the same time that the Democracy made no appre-

ciable gains. The division of the Republican vote was such as gave

counties to both Taft and Roosevelt in every state excepting ii,

5 of them in the South.^

Consider first the non-Democratic counties in the 15 states of

the South. Wilson's plurality gained all but 116.* But the com-

bined vote of Taft and Roosevelt kept 276 from Wilson's majority

column. In 1908 Taft had carried 312 in this area. Of these 243

were identical.^ Of these identical coimties 233 were Republican

in 1904, 211 in 1900, and 193 in 1896. The location of these per-

manent non-Democratic counties is best seen in a comparison of

Map II with Map I. On the other hand, 31 counties that were

Democratic in 1908 were non-Democratic in 191 2; in 19 of them

the Republican vote led that for Roosevelt."* Of the 276 coimties

held by the combined vote of Taft and Roosevelt the Republican

vote was the greater in 150.^

'Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, South Carolina in the South; Con-

necticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire in New England; California and South

Dakota, where there was no Taft ticket, and Oklahoma, where there was no Roosevelt

tidcet.

' Alabama 4 Maryland 4 Texas 6

Arkansas i Missouri 21 Virginia 2

Georgia S North Carolina 11 West Virginia 12

Kentucky 27 Tennessee 23 (see Map III)

5 The distribution was as follows:

Alabama 6 Arkansas 4 Georgia 11

Kentucky 48 Maryland 8 Missouri 51

North Carolina 21 Tennessee 40 Texas 6

Virginia 14 West Virginia 34

< The coimties lost by Wilson:

Alabama 3 Missouri 5 Teimessee 4
Maryland 3 Kentucky 9 Texas 4

Arkansas 3 North Carolina 2 West Virginia i

* Of the 126 coimties in which Roosevelt led Taft, all except 12 had been carried

by Taft in 1908.
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Consider now the division of the Republican vote in the 33
states outside of the South. In 498 of the 1,260 counties kept from

Wilson, Taft's vote exceeded that for Roosevelt. These counties

were chiefly in the New England section, in New York, Ohio, and

Wisconsin, and in Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico. All

except 19 were Taft counties in 1908. In these areas then a decided

majority of the Repubhcan voters were not moved from their usual

habit. It is noteworthy that in all but three* of the states the state

party organization supported Taft before as well as after his re-

nomination. A majority of the party and the party leaders were

in agreement in their support of the Republican administration.

The 762 coimties in which Roosevelt's vote exceeded that cast

for Taft were chiefly in Maine, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey,

in the Middle West, and in Montana, Washington, and CaHfornia.

In 490 of these counties, most of them in the Middle West, Roose-

velt had more votes than Wilson. These areas where a majority

of the Republicans evidenced independence of party by voting for

Roosevelt were those in which Roosevelt Republicans in the pre-

convention contest had obtained control in the state organization,*

or those in which during the greater part of the Taft administration

"Insurgents" or Progressive Republicans had controlled the domi-

nant state organizations.^ A majority of these RepubUcans and

their accredited representatives were in agreement in their dis-

satisfaction with the forces long dominant in the national Repub-

lican organization.

Most remarkable then is the influence of the state pohtical

organization as revealed in this division of the Republican party.

The northern tier of counties in Pennsylvania gave majorities for

' Ohio, Wisconsin, Idaho. In the pre-convention contest the organization in

Ohio divided (see below); Wisconsin supported La FoUette; in Idaho Senator Borah

remained aloof from the Taft-Roosevelt contest, and, although the state delegation

was pro-Roosevelt, it voted for Cummins in the convention.

* Roosevelt won Republican primaries in Illinois, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

He captured state organizations in Maine, Michigan, and Ohio.

3 Of twelve states represented by Progressive Republicans during the greater part

of the Taft administration in all except three, Oregon, Idaho, and Wisconsin, the

Roosevelt vote exceeded the Taft vote. The nine are North Dakota, South Dakota,

Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, and Minnesota in the Middle West, and Montana, Wash-

ington, and California in the Far West.
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Roosevelt, while the adjacent tier of counties in New York returned

majorities for Taft. Similar divisions are shown on the boimdaries

between Maine and New Hampshire, Utah and Nevada, New
Mexico and Arizona. The isolation of Wisconsin as a Taft state

among the Insurgent Republican states is evidence of the strength

of the state organization of La Follette. In addition to Wisconsin

there were strong La Follette organizations in North Dakota,

Oregon, and Cahfomia, and these three "Insurgent" states show

a correspondingly weaker support for Roosevelt. In Ohio as early

as the pre-convention contest Roosevelt had obtained control of

the organization in the northern districts, while the Taft leaders

held their control in the southern part of the state. The division

of counties in the November election outlines this earlier disagree-

ment within the state organization.

So in agreement were county majorities and their respective

state organizations that the basis for the manifestation of inde-

pendent voting is not easily discerned. There are, however, cer-

tain suggestive divisions within certain states. Massachusetts

had held a primary for the election of delegates to the Republican

convention and Taft and Roosevelt had divided the state, the

former leading in the western districts. In the November election

each carried seven counties, Roosevelt carrying all the seaboard

counties except Essex and Taft leading in the interior. AH of the

Taft counties except Essex have over 60 per cent of their area in

farms; all of the Roosevelt counties except Middlesex have less

than 60 per cent of their area in farms. Iowa held no primary but

district conventions instructed delegations. Six districts instructed

for Taft. These are grouped in the southern half of the state and

comprise all but two of the counties that gave Taft a greater vote

than Roosevelt in the November election. The northern districts

supported Cummins in the Chicago Convention and had been

represented by "Insurgents" throughout the Taft administration.

All but four of these northern counties gave majorities to Roosevelt

in November. They comprise 21 of the 28 coimties in Iowa which

showed an increase in population between 1900 and 1910. Similar

to these divisions in Massachusetts and Iowa and unlike the unity

of the bulk of the states, there was a fairly even division of counties
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in Vennont, North Dakota, Colorado, and Oregon which offers

additional material for detailed examination.

TABLE IV

Increase or Decrease by States, 1908 and 191

2

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut. . . .

Delaware
Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts. .

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey ....
New Mexico ....

New York
North Carolina .

North Dakota. .

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania. . .

Rhode Island . . .

South Carolina.

.

South Dakota. .

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington. . . .

West Virginia. . .

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Increase

14,079

(23,722)

(286,930)

2,994
1,665

670
2,531

6,91s

4,163

23,302

31,130
9,027

2,91s

9,086

(49,376)

26,151

5,577

1,550

11,561

3,278
10,156

(138,920)

10,677

4,687

Decrease

28,267

11,261

8,648

66,652

3,449
10,502

36,989

6,553

2,58s
17,312

16,938

4,482
1,631

34,664

50,367
8,809
8,002

88,031

839

47,242

16,045

9,694

90

57,154
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In the election of 191 2 the electorate was not convinced that

a vital issue was involved, no appreciable gains were made by the

Democracy with the elimination of Bryan as a candidate, and the

Progressive strength was Republicanism of a modified form. Yet,

notwithstanding the decline in the total vote, the stabiUty of the

Democratic vote and the powerful influence of the Republican

organizations, the distribution of the vote of 191 2 does reveal the

strength of the independent voter. For the greater part of the

Progressive vote was won by an appeal made to the wider interest

that the Middle West has been accustomed of recent years to take

in matters of government/ Here had been a long-felt desire to

break the rule of the party machine. The bolt of a former Repub-

lican leader seemed to offer a favorable opportunity.* Yet funda-

mentally there was even in this instance a remarkable expression

of regular voting. Few voters crossed the traditional line to the

Democracy. The division remained within the RepubUcan party.

Moreover this division was due primarily to the campaign of the

Insurgent Republicans against the forces dominant in the Taft

administration, and this fact must minimize the significance of the

immediate independence apparently displayed by a great body of

voters in the presidential vote of 191 2. Why this section has

exhibited a growing independence is not within the scope of this

paper.^ >

' Yet the total vote in this region was less in 191 2 than in 1908; Taft and Roose-

velt polled 100,000 votes less than Taft received in 1908.

* The bulk of the Progressive Republicans in Congress had not supported Roose-

velt in his candidacy for the Republican nomination.

3 See E. E. Robinson, "Recent Manifestations of Sectionalism" in American

Journal of Sociology, XIX, 446-67 (January, 1914).
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CRITICAL POINTS IN WARD'S PURE SOCIOLOGY

JOHN M. GILLETTE
University of North Dakota

The death of Professor Lester F. Ward, April 13, 1913, took

from the ranks of American sociologists one of its greatest con-

tributors and creators, and, at the same time, one of the world's

greatest sociologists and scientists. His exact place in the history

of human thought cannot now be determined; neither can his

rank as a sociologist, because of the operation of the principle which

he himself so frequently emphasized, and which he named "the

illusion of the near." But that his ultimate standing in sociology

will be conspicuously eminent few students of his works will deny.

Many there are who would accord him first place. His writings

are so characterized by intellectual voluminousness, profundity of

philosophical grasp, keenness of scientific penetration, universality

of knowledge, and power and fecundity of expression, that the reader

is conscious of dealing with the system and ideas of a truly master

mind.

I have specifically Umited myself in this paper to a discussion

of the critical points in that division of Ward's system of sociology

which he called pure sociology. The exposition of his system as

a whole, indicating what his great contributions to the science

of sociology are, would be a more deHghtful task. But this par-

ticular piece of critical work has been needed and I regret that the

carrying-out of other scientific tasks has postponed till now the

execution of this long-contemplated paper. On some of the points

raised I have often desired to have Professor Ward express himself.

It is probable that no one more than he would have welcomed a

well-founded criticism of his system. Certainly it is far from my
intention to detract from his greatness or in any manner to reflect

on the profound worth of the contributions he left behind him.

THE ORIGIN OF SOCIETY

Ward's position in Pure Sociology relative to the origin of

society is a reflection and essentially a continuation of the one he

31
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espoused in Dynamic Sociology. As a prelude to discussing the

origin of society, the origin of man is treated in each of those works,

but while treating polygenism with some respect in the latter

(I, 465^), he emphatically insisted on a monogenistic beginning

{Pure Sociology, p. 194), dubbing polygenism a "purely theological

conception."

The maturing, defining, and formulating of his idea of achieve-

ment, conceiving it to be the subject-matter of sociology, gives

to his later consideration of the origin of society a more formally

Jintellectualistic character than is apparent in his earliest treatment,

although his view of origin remained essentially the same. In

Dynamic Sociology, in the primary sense society is "simply an

association of individuals." This is roomy enough to take in

animals, which are said to be gregarious. But since man's imme-

diate ancestors lived in solitary pairs, or in small groups, as he

emerged man could have possessed no innate social sentiments.

The scarcity of food and the conflict over food would make pre-

human society impossible by decimating life and reducing it to

solitary existence. Only when brain development became sufficient

to enable man to see the advantage of "larger association" did

society become possible. In the meantime man's nature under-

went a transformation. Humanity was generated. Morals arose

out of reason and sympathy. Society began, then, with the birth

/of humanity, which overcame the original anti-social state {Dynamic

Sociology, I, 450-66).

In Ward's latestjwritingsjdie origin,of society rests upon the

adyent^of achievement. Animals have no society because they

do not achieve. The environment controls them, while with the

birth of achievement man began to control the environment

{Pure Sociology, p. 16), and his domination of nature has proceeded

as far as he has achieved. Since sociology studies society, and

since, it is maintained, achievement is the subject-matter of sociol-

ogy, we are forced to infer that there could have been no society

prior to the appearance of achievement. This arises where mere

imitation and repetition end, for achjevenient "is anything and

' See, also, page 423 of the same volume, where he indicates that the monogenistic

origin has been amply proved.
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everything that rises above mere imit^tfnn and repetitipn" {ihid.,

p. 25). Animals never rise above the imitative stage {ihid., p. 433)-

"So-called animal societies" are "produced by reflex and instinc-

tive forces" {ihid., p. 29). And, as we shall see under the discus-

sion of statics and dynamics, Ward even regards bona fide society

as having arisen with the "metasocial" stage of social evolution.

If we agree that achievement (as he conceived it) constitutes

the subject-matter of sociology, we are forced to accept Ward's

position relative to the origin of society. But should we modify

the concept achievement so that it may include simple social prod-

ucts as well as highly rational ones; or should we insist that the

social content consists of the psychical interactions of associating

individuals, as many sociologists maintain, the case would be

different. Later in this paper I shall deal with his conception of

achievement in particular. Now it is sufficient to indicate that

we are warranted in placing the origin of society at the point where

intelligence dawns. This carries it back into the animal world.

After the purely instinctive groupings are passed in evolution there

is a mode of grouping which Baldwin properly denominates

"plastic" {American Journal of Sociology, XV, 822). In such

groups the young learn how to do things from the older associate

group members. While social heredity operates by way of imita-

tion for the most part, the animal young actually may be taught.

I have witnessed the parents both of birds and of animals patiently

teaching modes of action to the young. A considerable body of

knowledge exists within the group which is passed down from

generation to generation. Perhaps, in a modified sense of the

term, the ways of acting which are learned by the young might

be termed achievement.

TMsjjjflfiriilt-tQ-riftrirpivp^ thprpfnrp^ hnw_pwy»tfivp man f^wld.

jjaja^been anti-social. It is more logical to think that, in descend-

ing from ancestors which were social and in starting on the road

of truly human development, man kept the social nature as a

working capital than that the conflict over food and possessions

drove him to an entirely solitary life and made of him an anti-

social being. Did we concede that simians lead a practically

solitary life, living in small groups of parents and offspring, which
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I think is an extreme position when taken as a typical thing, the

family life is quite sufficient to keep alive the social nature until

conditions arise which permit of the existence of the larger kind

of associational life.

THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF SOCIOLOGY

In the chapter entitled "The Subject-Matter of Sociology"

Ward engages in an elaborate discussion and exposition of achieve-

ment with a view to establishing it as the subject-matter of soci-

ology. In his treatment of "conceptions of society" Professor

Ellwood classes Ward's conception as that of the "science of hirnian

institutions." He rightly criticizes it for being too narrow because

it leaves out of sight many social phenomena of which the sociolo-

gist must take account, such as "mobs, crazes, fads, fashions, and

crimes," and "many instinctive actions which do not take on insti-

tutional forms." It is too broad in one way because other social

sciences also deal with human institutions, though in a less general

way than does sociology {Sociology in Its Psychological Aspects,

P-5).

My purpose is not so much to criticize Ward's conception in

itself as it is to indicate certain inconsistencies in his development

of it.

First, there is an essential change or shifting in the meaning

of the term "achievement" which it is asserted constitutes the

subject-matter of sociology. The initial statement represents

achievement as an activity, society as made up of activities, and

sociology as a science that concerns itself exclusively with functional

matters. The "subject-matter of sociology is human achievement.

It is not what men are but what they do. It is not the structure

but the function Sociology is concerned with social activi-

ties. It is a study of action, i.e., of phenomena, .... of how the

various social products have been created. These products once

formed become permanent" {Pure Sociology, pp. 15, 16). The
functional character of achievement, the activital nature of society

which consists of achievement, and the functional basis of sociology

scarcely could be more emphatically stated. Further, it is evident

that there is a wide distinction between achievement and its prod-
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ucts which are later called achievements. However, this distinc-

tion is lost sight of in the same chapter and practically disappears

from the remaining treatment of pure sociology. The ensuing

quotations sufficiently reveal the lapse.

The products of achievement are achievements.

All human institutions are achievements. The term institution is capable

of such an expansion as to embrace all human achievement, and in this enlarged

sense institutions become the chief study of sociologists. All achievements

are institutions, and there is a decided gain to the mind in seeking to deter-

mine the true subject-matter of sociology, to regard human institutions and

human achievement as synonjonous terms, and as constituting, in the broadest

sense of both, the field of research of a great science (ibid., p. 31).

Now this may be a convenience but it is certainly a confusing

one. The author of a grammar, after having made clear that

action is denoted by verbs and objects by nouns, might as well say:

"The term noun is capable of such an expansion as to embrace all

verbs, since there is an advantage in regarding all activities as

objects." But, to say the least, it would do anything save throw

light on the subject-matter of grammar. It would seem that the

product of an activity must be considered a structure, and hence

that the products of achievement must be thought of as structural.

Ward is perfectly logical in drifting into the structural interpreta-

tion of achievements, institutions, structures, but not into identi-

fying the activity which produced them with the things produced.

The distinction he draws between primary and secondary institu-

tions, the former being termed institutions and the latter struc-

tures {ibid., pp. 185 ff.), is not elsewhere regarded and evidently

serves as an incident in his system.

Second, we find that achievement is made dependent on a

process, or social activity. Thus social continuity, or social

heredity, is the precondition of institutions. "Sociology, as

distinguished from anthropology, deals mainly with the historic

.... races because here alone is social continuity, the sine qua

non of achievement The essential characteristic of all

achievement is some form of knowledge. But knowledge, unlike

capacity, cannot be transmitted through heredity As all

achievement is knowledge, to be saved it must be transmitted
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in some way. The process by which achievement is handed down
may be aptly called social heredity," or social continuity {ibid.,

P- 34)-

This knowledge bears evidence of being structural in nature,

since achievements consist of ideas, plans, devices, ways of doing

things in society. Were achievement here regarded in its initial

sense, as activity, or social function, it would be difficult to con-

ceive how it could be handed down by a process. Achievement

or achievements, as conceptual objects, are transmitted, but as

social structures rather than as functions. They may be functions

of individual minds but relative to society they are structures.

I believe it is obvious that Ward's conception of achievement,

beginning as one relating to function, soon changed to one of

structure. It is certainly true that in developing his doctrine of

statics and dynamics he constantly makes use of achievement in

the structural sense. And in his later volume, Applied Sociology,

the substantive signification is evident, because there it is regarded

as the product of individual genius which is to be submitted to

a process of social appropriation. In neither connection would

achievement as activity be appropriately used.

THE NATURE OF SOCIETY

The student of Ward could not fail to be impressed by the great

attention which he pays to psychological matters. Seven out of

the twenty chapters which make up Pure Sociology deal directly

with the origin and nature of what he terms the two great agents

of the social process, feeling and intelligence, and much of other

chapters involves similar implications. That he believed society

is psychical cannot be doubted. That he conceived its operations

now to be chiefly of the instinctive sort and formerly much more

so than now could only be inferred from the general impression

which a perusal of that volume leaves. Yet it is paradoxical that

a critical study of the mechanics of his system brings the conclu-

sion that his system when interpreted according to the demands

of its explicit formal foundations teaches that society is essentially

rational and intellectual in its nature.
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It is evident that sociology deals with society and that society

is revealed in its phenomena. Now Ward tells us that social

phenomena are caused by social forces {Pure Sociology, p. 256).

This might raise the question : Are social forces social phenomena ?

We are not left in doubt as to the answer because he tells us, in

developing his conception of the "subject-matter of sociology,"

i

what social phenomena are. ''Sociology is concerned with activi-

ties. It is a study of action, i.e., of phenomena" {ihid., p. 16).

This gives no clew to what they are save that they are activities.

But his great thesis is: "The subject-matter of sociology is achieve-

ment. It is not what men are but what they do" {ihid., p. 15).

But we have already been forced to conclude that while Ward
began his treatment of achievement as a functional affair he soon

identified it with social structure and continued to treat it as such.

Now it stands to reason that an author's conception of the

nature of society will be revealed in the character of whatever he

conceives to be the subject-matter of sociology. Hence I believe

it is fair to infer that, according to the logic of the initial mechanism

of Ward's system as he himself formulated it, the nature of society

is exhibited in the nature of human achievement.

We have seen in a former connection what is involved in achieve-

ment. It is a highly intellectual product, being the creation of

the rational faculty. According to this doctrine, then, society

consists of achievement, and is a psychical object of a severely f

intellectual, rational character. Only once in the volume under

consideration have I detected an indication that achievement, or

structures, may be otherwise than psychical. Thus: "Structures

are not necessarily material objects Social structures may or

may not be material" {ihid., p. 185). There is nothing to indicate

what is meant by this statement except in the assertion that achieve-

ment "is chiefly mental or psychical, but it may be physical in the

sense of skill," the allusion being to the muscular feats of heroes

{ihid., p. 25). But even skill in its incipiency is not physical but

mental because it consists of a series of related movements which

must be conceived in order that they may be executed. It has

often been demonstrated in gymnasium work that athletes taking

up new activities, such as those of the horizontal bar, fail in their
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execution until they are able to form a mental image and a "feel"

of the bodily adjustment to be made at each important point of

the series of movements.

What then are we to say of the emotions, the feelings, the desires,

which Ward makes so much of and which he denominates the

"social forces"? If they are "social forces" must they not be

a part of the social phenomena and help establish the nature of

society ? Not if we are to remain true to the logic of the position

which has been previously marked out. They may be necessary

but they are on the outside of the social nature because achieve-

ment holds the center of the field. The social forces are only

agencies which move men of brains to make achievements and

other men to conserve them; but the achievements are social

phenomena, institutions, structures. What place is left for feel-

ings and desires? It may seem strange that this should be the

case but we are only following the logic of the foundations of the

system.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

The background of Ward's classification of the sciences gen-

erally and of the social sciences specially is |gund in Comte's idea

of classification and in his own xievelopment of the conception of

Ration, Comte's scheme of classification on the basis of general-

ity and complexity is considered sound. The natural order of the

sciences, beginning with the most general and simple and proceed-

ing successively through the less general and more complex to the

least general and most complex, is mathematics (a normative

science), astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology, psychology,

Isociology. This is the natural order because it is the order the

pind is obhged to follow if it desires to understand fully the given

Sciences. The fundamental conception of a given science in the

Series is the foundation for understanding the science that follows.

/Ward is so strongly possessed by this idea that he would organize

(the educational system so as to inculcate the sciences in that order.

Incidentally it is regarded as the order of the genesis of phenomena

in the objective world. Spencer pursued the logical method in

his classification scheme, regarding phenomena primarily rather
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than the inwardness of the sciences themselves as the basis, and

came out with practically the same order as Comte's.

Ward's^^ditio^^^ rpnmn fnr fliA cfirml classification is found

in the doctripp of filia-tion. The sciences should be grouped in the

above order because they grow out of each other just as do phe-

nomena in nature. There is a principle of "universal chemism"

operating in the world of events. According to this principle new

and higher products are the synthetic results of the old and lower,

unHke the old in form and properties; so much so in fact that an

inspection of the old would never lead the untutored mind to

predict the form and quahties of the new {Pure Sociology, chap, v)

.

This chemical conception is applicable everywhere. Nature makes

syntheses outside of chemical combinations. Organic life origi-

nated in this manner. Mind, at the appropriate time, appeared

as the synthesis of biotic units. Society is a like synthesis, com-

pounded out of ingredients resident in individuals.

The classification of the social sciences conforms to this prin-

ciple, ^riobgy-i&ihe resulJLof-the

rgromjv^nnHjn^ of
^
^P! simpler sn'ftnrfis. The sociological units are compounds

of psychological units, but differ as much from their components as corrosive

sublimate differs from chlorine or mercury. This principle explains the rela-

tion of sociology to the special social sciences. It is not quite enough to say

that it is a synthesis of them all. It is the new compoimd which their synthesis

creates. It is not any of them and it is not all of them. It is that science

which they spontaneously generate. It is a genetic product, the last term

in the genesis of science. The special social sciences are the units of aggrega-

tion that organically combine to create sociology, but they lose their indi-

viduality as completely as do chemical units, and the resultant product is

wholly unlike any of them and is of a higher order. All this is true of any

of the complex sciences, but sociology, standing at the head of the entire series,

is enriched by all the truths of nature and embraces all truth. It is the scientia

scientiorutn [Pure Sociology, pp. 90-91].

Thus we find that sociology is an all-embracing science, spon-

taneously synthesized out of all sciences and the special social

sciences in particular, less general and more complex than they,

unhke them, of a higher order, the final head of the scientific series.

This claim should satisfy the pretentions of the most predacious

sociologist.
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Now when we seek to discover just what is the relationship

existing between sociology and the "special social sciences" in this

system we get into a difficulty. Nor is it clear what relation those

special social sciences bear to the sciences in general. In another

work Ward says: "The special social sciences, then, are not them-

selves the science of sociology, but they constitute the data of

sociology" {Outlines of Sociology, p. 36). As much is said in

Pure Sociology. But in a general scheme of all sciences do they

stand below sociology as more general and simpler sciences or above

it as less general and more complex ? The latter alternative seems

to be excluded in Ward's treatment, since he calls sociology the

"most complex science" {Pure Sociology, p. 46), and asserts that

it heads the entire list of sciences (see quotation above). On the

other hand, the other social sciences are called the "special social

sciences" and since they go into the details of the various great

subdivisions of social activity would naturally be regarded (accord-

ing to the scheme in question) as more complex than sociology.

But because, according to the doctrine, the more complex science

is a synthesis of the units contained in the next less complex and

because it is asserted the other social sciences furnish data for

sociology, schematically they would be expected to precede sociol-

ogy. Yet one rather feels that Ward does not regard them as more

general sciences.

No doubt sociology is a synthesis of other sciences. But it is

apparent that, since sociology has developed, other social sciences

are treating it as data for themselves, i.e., abstracting units and

points of view from it which they synthesize into themselves.

We have witnessed such transformations in economics, psychology,

ethics, political science, to a degree up to the present time, and

probably are destined to see still further absorptions of the sociologi-

cal concept. Good, fruitful ideas easily pass into circulation and

become a part of the organizing equipment of the minds that work

in cognate lines. Perhaps this is to be welcomed because it makes

for the unity of the sciences.

The real scientific question is not whether sociology is higher

or lower than the other social sciences but what is its function in

the scientific undertaking as one among its brethren. It will
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become established as a science among others as fast and as far

as it discovers its specific division of labor. This will probably

consist in showing how all the great streams of social activities

enter into synthesis with each other, how the many lines of human
interest get harnessed into a working copartnership, in unearth-

ing and formulating the conditions and laws of progress relative

to total society, and in developing principles of social control. In

this sense, and perhaps in this sense alone, may sociology lay

any claim to being the most general social science.

SOCIAL STATICS AND DYNAMICS

Altogether the most difl&cult part of the Wardian sociology is

that which relates to social statics and social dynamics. Ward's

Dynamic Sociology lacked the mechanism of system which was

developed in Pure Sociology and hence escaped any difficulty

of interpretation in the use it makes of the terms "statics"

and "dynamics." "Statics," "passive dynamics," and "active

dynamics" were the terms used in the former work to express in

a general way what came to be expressed in the latter work by the

terms "statics," "dynamics," and "telics." Thus it is said:

The condition, or status, of society at the present time or at any past

time is the problem of social statics: the natural progress, or movement, of

society, the causes, origins, and genesis of its leading institutions, and the

purely spontaneous changes which it has undergone, are problems of passive,

or «ggo/ii»e, social dynamics The closing chapter of that volume [ZJywamc

Sociology, Vol. I], though fairly entering on the field of social science, was pur-

posely confined to the statical and passively dynamical conditions, which it

was necessary to comprehend thoroughly before the more important but less

understood problems of active social dynamics, or applied social science, could

be intelligently stated and logically discussed [Dynamic Sociology, I, 456; II,

1-2].

These distinctions were carried out in an obvious and untechnical

manner.

But in Pure Sociology, where Ward's system is matured and

final, it is a really critical task to discover the relations existing

between social statics and social dynamics. And when their

actual relation has been ascertained certain discrepancies appear

and the basis for the formulation is open to grave objections.
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There can be no doubt that Ward regarded his conception and

treatment of statics and dynamics as among his greatest contribu-

tions to sociology, for relative to both, in commenting on their

consideration by Comte, he took pains to point out the profoimd

advance he himself makes in their formulation {Pure Sociology,

pp. 223-24). Besides this their treatment occupies about one-

sixth of the total space devoted to pure sociology. Outside of

his treatment of the classification of the sciences, this is by far the

greatest amount of attention he devotes to developing the technical

mechanism of his social philosophy.

In dealing with social statics and social dynamics, I shall first

make an exposition of their essential features and then devote to

their formulation some criticisms. Pursuant to that I cannot

refrain from acknowledging the masterly treatment contained in the

two chapters which are devoted to statics and dynamics and the

great value of the many conceptions embodied in their presenta-

tion. From whatever point viewed, Ward's conception of social

synergy is profound and his exposition of it is among his most

masterly productions. But when a writer consciously seeks to

construct a system which avowedly is an advance over those of its

predecessors and when such attention is devoted to the perfection

of its mechanism that the latter is made to occupy a conspicuous

and vital position in the system, the system and the mechanism

must be examined critically with a view to determining their con-

sistency and validity.

Social statics and social dynamics have specific fimctions

allotted to them in the age-long social drama. They are con-

ceptual mechanisms in a system of social philosophy whose divi-

sions of labor consist in the creation and transformation of social

structures, or the establishment of social order and the production

of progress. Both processes are comprehended under a larger

division of sociology—social mechanics. It deals with the social

forces in both their statical and dynamical aspects {ihid., p. 145).

Telics is the other main division of pure sociology.

The principle of synergy lies behind the operation of the social

forces in the field of'statics. This principle represents the coming

together of conflicting forces in such manner that their direction
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undergoes a gradual change by which they become co-operatively

conservative and constructive. Ward seeks to demonstrate that

sj^rgy is a universal cosmical principle, accounting alike for the

construction of celestial and terrestrial structures. In the social

field, the social forces, which otherwise but for the operation of

synergy would be kinetic, destructive agents, are brought into bal-

ance. nuring^jiiLdas a consequence of. this equiUbration the social

forces becorne constructive. Their creative synthetic function issues

in structures and social order. Society is established {ibid., pp.

175 ff-).

Thq^staticaL character oistructures arises out of the fact that

functioning, growth ,^ and simple perfectipmnent do not make
detenninajtiv£^ changes of type. All modifications of type occur

under dynamics. Social function is to be regarded as quite as

statical as structure. Physiology as a science is as statical as

anatomy. Functions as such do not modify structures. They
are not dynamic even where by excess they increase the quantity

of life through growth and multiplication. Likewise simple per-

fectionment (Ward never illustrates what he means by it) so long

as it does not alter the type of structure, is statical. The principle

at work relative to social structures is the same as that in inven-

tion, biology, and psychology. The difference bptwppn thfi fjpldjs

lies ia thp nRtnrp n£ the^forces {ibid., pp. 180-83).

Since social equilibration "works out social structures and

conserves them," the process is one "of a struggle for structures"

in which the fittest structures survive {ibid., p. 184). It is not a

quiescent process but one marked by intense activity. It is this

"increased intensity" that constructs {ibid., p. 222).

Social statics, like biological statics, is a theoretical science.

It assumes the fixity of human institutions in order to study them.

But there is no actual fixity. The social process is a. rnntim ifll

flpy ir^ ^VnVh frarisfnrmaHnnt; nrmr {ibid., p. 224).

Social statics appears somewhat late on the scene in social

evolution. It does not begin with the origin of the race. Man
as man evolved and distinctive races were wrought out before it

appeared. Not until men had dispersed, races had been differ-

entiated, languages, customs, religion, ceremonies, etc., had formed,
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population had increased mightily so that divergent groups again

met but as hostile strangers, conflict and conquest had ensued and

following it social assimilation involving crossing and combina-

tion of culture, did it emerge {Pure Sociology, pp. 193-203).

Further, social statics has its own distinctive domain. It is

not to be confounded with social dynamics or any other science.

To my own mind it woiild be impossible to conceive of a more definite

branch of science than that of social statics as here presented. It cannot be

confoimded with any other science or domain of natural law, and we shall see

in the next chapter that it is as clearly marked off from social dynamics as

from all other sciences, although it is its natural prelude and its study is abso-

lutely essential to the study of social djoiamics, which cannot be understood

without it as a basis [ibid., 216].

Dynamics is a term which occupies a conspicuous place in

Ward's sociology. Not only did it christen his first sociological

work but it acquired deep significance in the mechanism of his

matured philosophy. But in developing pure sociology the term

undergoes a transformation of meaning. In Pure Sociology at

leastjthree distinct interpretations are necessary. Ia^_the earlier

part of that work it has the gf^npral m'gm'firanre of fOffft and move-

ment . In formulating the mechanism of statics and dynamics

its sense is specialized, covering the agency which disturbs the

equilibrium of forces. These interpretations are consciously

adopted by Ward. But in the latter portion,, of thgjyolume he

sometimes unconsciously drifts into the use of the term which

comports with the usage common among sociologists, namely,

any chan gipg snriety or sf^t "f social conditions.

/
I

Since statics deals with the establishment of an equilibrium

^ jof social forces and the production of social order, it is evident

that social dynamics must be something different. Equilibrium

is still concerned but in the direction of disturbance and trans-

formation. Social dynamics secures these results by means of

long, gradual, differentiating processes. Therefore instead of be-

ing directed toward social order the treatment of social dynamics

I
considers the processes of social progress. Its business is not

I

fixity of type but fluidity and change of type. And since growth,

fimctioning, and simple perfectionment do not secure structural

transformation, something else must be invoked.
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Dynamic phenomena can take place only after structures are

formed. "Dynamic movements are confined to structures already

formed and .... consist in changes in the type of these structures.

.... It is a differential process and takes place by infinitesimal

increments and changes" which are comparable to the transfer of

matter in petrifaction {ibid., p. 222). It involves some additional

principle by which it is adjusted to the environment (ibid., p. 221).

As such it involves movement as distinguished from motion.

Dynamics also relates itself to the equilibrium of forces as

manifested in the social order in a manner distinguishable from the

relation statics bears. In statics the equilibrium is established

and conserved. In dynamics the internal, intensive, differential

movements influence the social order. The equilibrium, instead

of being stationary, passes into a moving equilibrium. In this

movement of the whole, progress is seen. Progress^ consists in

such a transformation of structure and order that, instead of being

broken down or impaired, they are not only sustained but improved.

Thisjmprovement consists in a better adaptation to the environ^,

ment. Hence in progress society gradually becomes possessed of

a more efficient mechanism of adaptation. "V^ard's emphasis Js
on the mechanism- rather than on the subjective_cont;entj__that of

s^^'sfaj;'ti^Ti^ nr yvPlfq^-p

.

Unlike statics, whose field of operation is dominated by but

one principle, synergy, the dynajmC-jfield^iaQ three-manciples which

pro^ce^the_results seen in. progress. The briefest statement of

these principles and their funrtinns may b^ quoted from Ward:

These are, fijgt, differjeBcejOLf_j>ot_entialj^manfetedj;hiefl^ in the crossing

o:L.cultures, and by which the equilibrium of social structures is disturbed,

converting stability into lability; second, innovation due to pgyrhir PYiihpr-

ance, through which the monotonous repetition of social heredity is interrupted,

and new vistas are gained; and, tl^irH, ynnf^^j^n, nr gnn'al pfFnrf, by which the

social energy is applied to material things, resulting in poesis and achievement.

All these principles are imconscious social agencies working for social progress

[Pure Sociology, pp. 231-32]. /

Ward's exposition of social statics and social dynamics is most
likely to confuse the student until he has mastered the system;

even then a confusion exists but it is observed to pertain to the

system. It is almost as difficult to discover just what are the rela-
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tions between statics and dynamics in his scheme as it is to penetrate

Kant's Critique of Pure Reason and understand how the categories

are related to the forms of time and space. A part of the trouble

arises from the fact that it is not until social statics has been

exposited in chap, x, and the second division of social dynamics

in chap, xi has been reached, that the author's real idea of their

schematic relationship emerges. Up to that point the reader is

left to believe that he is pursuing a chronological account of the

successive development of statics and dynamics. Yet when we

reach this point we are met by this statement: "Social statics,

like biological statics, is a theoretical science. It assumes [italics

mine] the fixity of human institutions in order to study them."

We find, then, that we are to take the relation of statics to dynamics

as one of logic rather than as one of time. Although the announce-

ment comes late it does clear up some of the anomalies which

seemed to inhere in a chronological interpretation. For instance,

we are told in the exposition of the dynamic principles that they

have been in operation all the time; that, notwithstanding the fact

that statics creates the equilibrium which we call the social order,

those principles were already on the scene, busy at work, although

their function is to secure a moving equilibrium, or social progress.

When chronologically viewed it was really difficult to think of

social differentiation having taken place, followed by collision

of groups, conflict, conquest, and social integration, the last item

alone constituting social statics, without the presence of the

dynamic agent.

J But the statement that statics is a purely theoretical conception

does not remove all confusion. In the first place, there are indica-

tions that at times Ward himself thinks of the relation of dynamics

to statics as chronological. The long-deferred statement that

statics is to be conceived as purely theoretical indicates either

this or that the author lapsed from his extraordinarily high rank

as an expositor. And when the belated statement appears it

bears the character of inconspicuousness and of being incidental

to the elaborate treatment of statics and dynamics.

^ Second, great emphasis is laid on the fact that dynamics can-

not occur until statics has built structural types on which the
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former is to work. There cannot be a change of type until this

type is established and the creation of this type is the function of

statics. "No dynamic phenomena can take place until structures

are formed." "Dynamic movements are confined to structures

already formed." They consist "in changes in the type of these

structures" (pp. cit., p. 222). I am entirely unable to attach any

significance to these statements when taken in a logical sense only.

They mean chronological succession or they mean nothing.

Third, the relation of type formation to type transformation. /
We are to remember that the principle of S3niergy accounts for

structures by constructing an equilibrium of reciprocal and co-

operative social forces out of mutually antagonistic and destructive

ones; that this creation of structural types must precede their

transformation under dynamics; and that this creation does not

take place prior to, and is consummated in, the process of social

assimilation. (For the latter part of the statement, ibid., pp.

201-3.) Notwithstanding, the dynamic principles are supposed to

operate during the building-up process of synergy. Thus Ward
says: "We saw in it [statics] the working of the principle of synergy,

equilibrating antagonistic social forces and constructing human"

institutions. We kept as completely out of view as possible the

other and equally important point, viz., the simultaneous and

concomitant working of the principle of the difference of potential"

(ibid., p. 236). Innovation also occurred specifically during social

assimilation in the workings of the institution of slavery {ibid.,

p. 244). Relative to it Ward makes this statement:

The state of equilibrium established by social synergy in producing the

old structures is converted into a moving equilibrium developing higher

structures. Innovation is a part of this process, and is not to be considered

as a separate movement. It is a partial explanation of how the changes take

place. In studying it we simply go deeper into the details of the process and

learn to distinguish the strictly dynamic from the wholly static elements of

social activity [ibid., pp. 247-48].

Conation is viewed in the same light. "Finally, in studying

conation we proceed one step further in our analysis and seek to

discover what it is that makes an action dynamic" (ibid., p. 248).

Now the difficulty consists in understanding how the dynamic
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principles are able to effect changes in types of structures while

those types are in process of formation under statics. To call it

a logical conception does not help much. There can be no doubt

that Ward's exposition of statics is meant to identify the process of

"assimilation" which succeeded the " protosocial " stage and intro-

duced the "metasocial" stage with the synergistic creation of struc-

ture or types. Both chaps, x and xi explicitly and implicitly reflect

this interpretation. The social order as such then arises for the

first time. After showing how family, clan, patriarchal system,

race, tribe, language, customs, ceremonies, religion, exogamy, etc.,

grew up, Ward remarks: "Such a state of things can scarcely

be called a society, and yet it contained all the germs of a future

society. This was the stage of differentiation" {ibid., p. 201).

But " at length a process of integration began We are now
to inquire by what process and according to what principle the

latter was accomplished. At the very outset it is important to

note that this principle is none other than that by which all organi-

zation takes place, viz., synergy" {ihid., p. 203). Of conflict,

which initiates integration, he says: "We at last have a true key

to the solution of the question of the origin of society" {ibid.^

p. 204).

^ Ward is far from clear as to what structures he has in mind

in considering statics and dynamics, whether achievement in general

or the particular achievements which more especially constitute

the social organization. Both are spoken of and sometimes it is

the one, sometimes the other that appears to be meant. But

whether it is the one or the other or both can make no difference

in the outcome since all achievements are held to be social institu-

tions and therefore are structures {ihid., p. 31). The great ques-

tion or problem is one that pertains to the occurrence of static

and dynamic principles at the same time. Perhaps this might not

appear so difiicult to conceive had we not been assured that types

of structures must be worked out prior to their transformation;

that the social order must get established before social progress

can take place; that a stationary equilibrium must be constituted

as a condition to securing a moving equiUbrium. But the whole
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distinction between statics and dynamics rests there. Everything

revolves about, and centers in, types of structures. Type estab-

lishment means unprogressive, or stationary society; type trans-

formation means progressive society. Type establishment means

a process of building up a type and type transformation means

working it over into a structure that involves a new principle of

adaptation. How both establishment of type and its transforma-

tion may occur at the same time either chronologically or logically

is past understanding.

Relative to the dynamic principles the question arises: What
real difference is there between those of innovation and conation ?

Innovation is said to be the invention which was initiated by the

leisure class but which occurs widely now, and conation is that

part of desire or that desire which is directed toward the material

environment and results in achievement, another name for inven-

tion. Innovation may be ''psychical exuberance" and conation

may be forced effort, yet each is a desire to achieve and the fruitful-

ness of each arises from the fact that its effort is expended on the

material environment. Practically their only difference consists

in the fact that originally some men achieved because they wanted

to and others have achieved because they had to—distinctions so

slight for sociological purposes that to apply the term ** principle"

to them is too great an honor.

The distinctions drawn between statics and dynamics do not

uniformly result in clear ideas. What a change in type of social

structures consists in Ward never illustrates. Indeed his nearest

approach to an illustration relative to any kind of structure is

that which refers to a patent on the improvement made to a pre-

vious invention. The patent is issued because a "new principle"

is introduced. But in the organic and social world he is silent,

which is all the more curious since both fields of phenomena are

so extensively dealt with. Previous to "social integration" there

were no types of structures, only "idea germs"; afterward types

had arisen. But what Ward actually conceived to have happened

to religion, language, government, etc., in the way of adding "new
principles" is purely conjectural. I have always admired Ward's
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system but have felt defeated whenever called upon to illustrate

by concrete cases the distinction between his types of structures.

A similar difficulty arises in considering another side of the

subject of type. Ward insists that progress consists in a change

of type of structure. This is brought about by infinitely small

changes which constitute the moving equilibrium. As we have

seen, neither growth, function, nor simple perfectionment can

account for a change of type {Pure Sociology, pp. 181-82). This

is open to grave questioning. Both growth and perfectionment

are put in the class of non-moving equilibriums. The syllogistic

form of the argument employed by Ward to prove his case is this:

Growth, functioning, and simple perfectionment cannot change

type. Only moving equilibriums can do so. Hence they are not

moving equilibriums. But I do not see why a growing child, or

other growing organism, does not represent in the strictest sense a

progressive balancing of forces. The same should hold true of

"simple perfectionment" if it is perfectionment at all. For

example, there must have been all stages of differentiation repre-

sented in the series of feet belonging to the forms which bridged

the gap between man's simian ancestors and himself. The full

series may perhaps be regarded as constituting a change of type

in the Wardian sense. Now a small part of the series would doubt-

less be considered a case of "simple perfectionment." But if

the whole series constitutes a moving equilibrimn (it must be so

in the Wardian sense because it actually changes type), why does

not any portion of the series ?

In Ward's treatment it is evident that strictly social structures

emerge only after "social integration" has succeeded the period

of conquest that initiates the "metasocial" stage of social evolu-

tion. It is of some importance to inquire in what the social con-

tent of that " protosocial " stage which endured hundreds of

thousands of years prior to the "metasocial" period consisted.

If social structures are the products of the "metasocial" period,

what preceded them? If the balancing of social forces does not

take place prior to that period when primitive social products were

building, in what relation to each other were the social forces ?
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Instead of social structures we find Ward talking of original

"idea" or "culture germs" as constituting the content of the

"protosocial" stage. These Anlagen possess much social energy-

locked up within them which becomes freed and constructive

through conflict and the consequent "social karyokinesis " {op. cit.,

p. 236). One cannot but wonder why forces so locked up in lan-

guage, religion, race, tribe, custom, etc., are not balanced and how
they can be regarded as "kinetic " ; also why unlocking them would

not really render them "kinetic" and destructive in the truest

sense. But according to Ward it is because of their "difference

of potential" that through conflict their energy is unlocked and

the process of equilibration takes place which issues in structural

types. Hence there could have been no equilibrating process

prior to integration through assimilation. It is only from his

general doctrine of synergy that we are able to infer in what rela-

tion the preceding social forces were. According to that doctrine

they were running to waste because they were kinetic rather than

dynamic and constructive. "The motions that take place prior

to equilibration, the unrestrained motions of all things in their

primitive state, are kinetic. But these produce nothing. They
are lost Construction is only possible through equilibra-

tion. Statics does not imply inactivity or quiescence " (ibid., p. 222).

Now if the protosocial state is characterized by the operation

of kinetic forces it is inconceivable that the original "idea germs,"

or Anlagen, could have been formed. And there is a rather formi-

dable array of such Anlagen enumerated as having been wrought

out during the period of social differentiation (ibid., pp. 199-201).

Ward actually uses the term "equiHbrium" relative to one of these,

viz., race:

A race of men may be looked on as a physical system possessing a large

amount of potential energy, but often having reached such a complete state

of equilibrium that it is incapable of performing any but the normal functions

of growth and multiplication. It is reduced by the very principle that con-

structed it to the power of simple repetition. Under the head of social stagna-

tion .... it was shown that most savage and barbarous races are actually

in this stage [ibid., p. 236].

Evidently the "equiHbrium" is regarded as being of a physical

rather than of a social character. But it is difficult to believe
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that the accompanying social products can be regarded as purely

physical products.

In another passage Ward concedes much of what, schematically,

he reserves for late society to " protosocial " society:

If savage man has come out of an animal state (Homo descended from

Pithecanthropus), if barbaric man has come from savage man, if half-civilized

man has come from barbaric man, if civilized man has come from half-civilized

man, if enlightened man has come from early civilized man, then there has in

the long run always been progress in spite of all the forms of degeneracy and

all the rhythms to which this series of phenomena has been subjected [ibid.,

p. 229].

Unless progress is used here in a very loose and unwarranted

sense the earhest human society is credited vsdth that which by the

system under discussion is reserved for social dynamics. But social

dynamics concerns itself with transformation of structures under

a moving equilibrium of forces. And, as we have seen, dynamics

is preceded by statics with its stationary equihbration.

Much of this confusion in Ward's system of sociology is due to

the hard-and-fast position held relative to achievement as consti-

tuting the subject-matter of sociology and to the attempt to build

a sociological system on the analogy of physical mechanics. To
rule out all of the early social products such as clan, tribe, family,

religion, race, etc., from having a place in the hst of achievements

is an arbitrary procedure which sacrifices facts to system. The
same must be affirmed of the refusal to view those phenomena as

the products of social forces which operated in a manner similar

to those in more recent society. That he sought to make society

begin with the "metasocial" stage is an indication that he was

unduly influenced by the social conflict school of sociologists, as

is also his position which glorifies the benefits of war in times of

civilization and enlightenment.

WAR

On the place and function of war in society Ward underwent a

change of heart between the publication of his Dynamic Sociology

and his Pure Sociology. In the former work he viewed standing
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armies and war as inimical to civilization and as a means of exploita-

tion of the masses of people by the privileged classes and the govern-

ing few {Dynamic Sociology, II, 237-38). He did not believe,

however, that war can be abolished until the reform is introduced

on the side of the offensive instead of the defensive, otherwise

non-resistance would be fatal. The mistake of "peace reformers"

consists in "supposing that peace can be maintained except by

the very threat of war, so long as the war spirit prevails in any

considerable portion of mankind" {ihid., I, 648). Doubtless the

appearance of the sociology of conflict which he later gives so much
weight in the origin and evolution of society accounts for his

change of position. For in Pure Sociology he defends war and

deprecates the attitude of peace advocates.

Ward, as we have seen, calls conflict the "true key" to the

problem of the origin of society. It is "the only scientific explana-

tion that has been offered of the facts and phenomena of human
society." It is both a true natural principle and a universal one,

and illustrates "simple and typical social synergy" {Pure Sociology,

pp. 203-4).

Not only is conflict regarded as essential to account for the

origin of society, thus having a large place in social statics, but

it is likewise necessary to social progress, which social dynamics

accounts for. " When races stop struggling progress ceases. They

want no progress and they have none. For all primitive and early,

undeveloped races, certainly, the condition of peace is a condition

of social stagnation" {ihid., p. 238). What is true of backward

peoples is practically true of civilized ones. The advanced peoples

are compounds of many crossings of culture by reason of successive

conquests. Consequently they have the highest social efficiency

and constantly extend their domain over the backward peoples of

the globe. But this is only another form of conquest and "differs

not the least in principle" from the principles laid down in the treat-

ment of conflict {ihid., p. 239). "Under the operation of such a

cosmical principle it seems a waste of breath to urge peace, justice,

humanity, and yet there can be no doubt that these moral forces

are gaining strength and slowly mitigating the severity of the law

of nature. But mitigation is all that can be hoped for." Most
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of the peace agitation is "characterized by total blindness" to all

the "broader cosmic facts and principles." It is our "over-

culture," the "mark of an effete mind," "maudlin sentimentality,

and inconsistent sympathy." Could peace missionaries have their

way there would be an end to progress {ibid., pp. 239-40).

Were a writer the inhabitant of a warring state in the midst

of a warring group so that his historical perspective had been

swamped by the pressure of contemporaneous conditions, this

position might not appear unnatural. But in the case of a man
who was the citizen of a peaceful state, living in an enhghtened

age, and cognizant of the whole field of social facts, the position

seems strange indeed. Without standing sponsor for "peace

missionaries" it is important that we should examine this doctrine

impartially.

First, Ward's illustrations of the benefits of conquest on the

part of advanced nations in modern times are unfortunate for his

position, since the very features which, according to his exposition

of conflict, are progress-giving were absent. Conquest and assimi-

lation, in order to prove beneficial, must occur between peoples

of about the same culture stage. "The only kind of social assimi-

lation that is increasingly fertile, is that between races that occupy

substantially the same social position" {ibid., p. 215). But the

primitive peoples with which the advanced nations have dealt

are Uttle compounded or are not compounded at all. Hence if

fusion with them takes place, according to the theory, it could not

prove fruitful. Ward admits their backwardness and unfruit-

fulness but still insists that their conquest truly represents the

conflict theory {op. ciL, p. 239).

Again it must be said that there is very little real fusion between

such backward peoples and their civilized conquerors. Generally

the inferior race or people is pushed out and displaced; or it may
be retained as a ward of the superior nation to be gradually assimi-

lated physically rather than culturally. This has been the case

with the American Indians. It would be extreme to assert that

there has been anything like a "crossing of cultures" between the

whites and Indians in North America.

Second, when it is claimed that conflict between advanced
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nations today is the prime condition of progress the eyes are blinded

by a theory and the mind is oblivious to the obvious facts of the

modern period of history. It is sufficient to inquire: What con-

flict in modern times between such peoples has resulted in conquest,

subordination of the one to the other in its territory, and a long

process of amalgamation of culture ? It would be difl&cult to find

such a case on the part of leading nations.

There have been almost innumerable conflicts in modern times

and some that have occurred were gigantic and profoimd. Terri-

tories have been shifted from one state to another. But modem
history has been characterized by the existence of states which,

resting on a definite territorial basis, have presented distinct

national personalities and externalized themselves relative to each

other. The movement of an integral people out of its geographical

location, its invasion and conquest of another such people, and the

physical and cultural absorption of either the victors or the con-

quered by the other, or the amalgamation of the two cultures,

cannot be said to have taken place, among peoples who have been

in the mid-current of western civilization, since the Norman inva-

sion of the eleventh century.

Language and race loyalty have proved almost insurmountable

barriers to the assimilation of a people, even where territorial

incorporation has taken place. The recrudescence of political

aspirations of present slavic inhabitants of Austria and Germany
clearly distinguishes the method of incorporation of a people from

that of conquest, consequent slavery, and other stages of social

assimilation which the conflict theory involves. Germany absorbed

Pomerania and Schleswig-Holstein, but their cultures were essen-

tially identical with its own. It incorporated Alsace and Lorraine,

yet the inhabitants and literature of the latter, though not the

language, have remained chiefly French. Russia incorporated

Siberia but has sent Httle of her population and culture into the

incorporated region. Changes of territory have taken place as

a result of the recent Balkan conflict but the states involved are

admittedly feudal and medieval in their social systems, having

been practically untouched by western progress. These are but

a few of the instances of the modern method of conquest as dis-
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tinguished from the earlier one which was followed by approxi-

mately complete amalgamation.

The method by which the modem world takes and utilizes the

undeveloped regions of the earth is seizure and colonization.

It is seizure rather than conquest because backward peoples are

unable to make anything like effectual resistance to the advance

of the great powers. It is colonization instead of assimilation since,

as has been previously stated, the civilized peoples do not merge

culturally with the undeveloped inhabitants but exterminate,

displace, and localize them as wards. The new territory of which

the natives have been dispossessed is settled by migrants from the

exploiting nation and organized as dependent colonies into the

governmental scheme of the parent society.

If this is true, the crossing of cultures, which has certainly

gone on in an increasingly voluminous and fruitful manner in

modern times and which has contributed so largely to human
progress, must have had other agencies than conflict to promote

it. In fact the great communicating and teaching agencies which

have developed within the period are quite sufficient to take care

of and promote the crossing of culture. Therefore it must be

said that while Ward's apphcation of the philosophy of conflict

to backward peoples is mostly justified, his assertion that war is

the fundamental condition of progress in civilized and enlightened

times is unwarranted and untrue.

SLAVERY AND LABOR

In his latest conception of slavery Ward views it in its rela-

tion to the genesis of labor in the economic sense of the term. The

modern man possesses the abilit}'^ to carry on sustained labor.

The work of the world is performed continuously and systemati-

cally for the sake of production. Primitive men may perform

work but it is likely to be of a sporadic character. The mass of

primitive people are not organized into a systematic body of pro-

ducers. Ward contends that they do not labor because they are

not disciplined. To secure this disciphne it is necessary that the

mass of the people shall be compelled to work under long, master-

ful coercion. Because there is no other institution or agency
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which is capable of supplying this disciplinary training slavery

is conceived to meet the need. It therefore becomes a fruitful

and justifiable institution relative to the stage of evolution in which

it occurs. "The capacity to labor is a typical 'acquired character'

that has been transmitted in minute additions from parent to off-

spring and from generation to generation of slaves, until great

numbers of men were at last born with a ' natural ' or constitutional

power to apply themselves to monotonous tasks during their whole

lives" {Pure Sociology, p. 272).

Further, the institution in its origin is associated with conflict.

Slavery is the third mode of treatment which the conquered race

is subjected to, the preceding modes having been extermination

and cannibalism. Since conflict is the "true key" to the origin

of society and slavery is a factor in its processes, the inevitableness

of the institution is apparent {ibid., pp. 204-5). ^^ ^^.ct modern

industry could not have come into existence without it. "And
right here is a corollary which Mr. Spencer and other critics of

militancy have failed to draw. For slavery, as they admit, is the

natural and necessary outcome of war. It is the internal step

in the 'regime of status.' It was therefore in militarism that the

foundations of industrialism were laid in social adaptation. There

seems to be no other way by which mankind could have been pre-

pared for an industrial era." But if this is too extreme, "it is at

least true that this is the particular way in which men were fitted

for the role that they have been playing in the last two centuries"

{ibid., p. 272).

Two distinct questions arise out of Ward's position relative to

slavery and labor: Is conflict the sole cause of slavery, and is

slavery the sole cause of labor ? The reply to the first question is

found simply in an appeal to fact. Spencer sufficiently showed

that there have been various methods other than war of securing

slaves, such as selKng children and other relatives, kidnaping,

enslavement of the debtor, and condemning the criminal to slavery

{Principles of Sociology, Part VIII, chap. v). It is to be admitted,

however, that war has been the chief method employed in the

establishment of slavery.

The other question demands a different kind of answer. In this
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connection it is interesting to note that in his earlier writings on

sociology Ward occupied a different position relative to slavery.

He then regarded it as but one of the means for securing the dis-

cipline which labor involves and severely condemned Spencer for

arguing in favor of its exclusive r61e in that capacity {Dynamic

Sociology, I, 541). Whether rightly or wrongly the sociology of

conflict came to dominate his mind and the necessity of slavery

appeared as a consequence.

The writings of recent investigators of the capacity of primitive

man throw some light on his interests and abihty. The older

writers imderrated his ability, interpreting his backwardness as

being due to innate incapacity. Spencer necessarily imputed

to him the qualities of childishness, emotionaUsm, and fickleness,

because he applied to him the standards of civiHzation rather than

those of his own primitive cultural stage. Ward specifically

reflects this attitude in his treatment of slavery, although the

logic of his general position that circumstances are the potent

factors in the development of individuals looks in the opposite

direction. He specifically states that the difference between

civilized and uncivilized man is less inherent than in things {Pure

Sociology, p. 17). Both Thomas and Boas have shown that the

mental organization of primitive man is practically identical with

that of civilized man, and that, measured in terms of their

cultural conditions, they have relatively equal strength of atten-

tion, inhibition, originality, and generalization (Thomas, Sex and

Society, pp. 25 ff.; Boas, The Mind of Primitive Man, chap. iv).

The persistence of primitive man's activity in the direction of

his interests is abundantly evidenced by those who have lived

among primitive peoples and who have observed them without

prejudice. Thus Boas states that in his own contact with the

very Indians whom Spencer's informant cited as unpersistent and

childish in their attention and interest they often wearied him first in

considering matters which involved their interest. My colleague,

Dr. O. G. Libby, testifies that, in his capacity as secretary of the

State Historical Society of North Dakota, his years of contact

with various Indian tribes led him to the same conclusion. One

illustration may be offered. He held a conference which lasted a
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week and which was devoted to securing the Ankara's account of

the "Custer Massacre," in which the elder Indians had taken part.

Each day's proceedings began in the morning and continued till

ten or eleven o'clock at night. At the end of the week, to the sug-

gestion that the conference had better end as they might be tired,

the Indians responded: "We are not tired. But if you are tired

we had better stop."

The point of all this is that without slavery as an agency, with

the mental capacity for sustained interest, primitive men would

have worked out their labor system gradually and as fast as proper

incentives accumulated. Especially as money, as an instrument

of value and exchange, was developed, the items of wages and

especially profits would make their appeal. It is certainly true

that many primitive peoples Hving in what Ward calls the "proto-

social" stage developed inventions and technology to a considerable

extent and laid the foundations of an industrial and labor system.

Thus the Indians of British Guiana interchange manufactured

products, different tribes engaging in special lines of production

which their environment or technical achievement enables them

to carry on to advantage for exchange with the others (Thomas,

Source Book for Social Origins, article by Biichner, pp. 11 6-1 7).

It is assumed that slavery furnished the discipline for the

development of the captured hordes into a labor mass. It is per-

tinent to inquire at what point in the process of social evolution

discipline as an attained ability entered. The captors are assumed

to possess it, otherwise it could not be imposed on the captured.

From whom did the captors obtain it? This really starts a

baffling series of preconditions which reach their end in the con-

clusion that either some group of people of itself worked out the

system of discipline which they proceeded to impose upon other

people, and the consequent composite people in turn on others,

or that discipline could have arisen by means of other agencies

than slavery.

Ward's statement that discipUne is an "acquired character"

which was gradually built up by means of transmission from

parents to offspring is open to question. It is safe to say that

present-day biologists would almost imanimously reject it as an
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impossible mode of accounting for labor. It is generally held by
biologists that acqiiired characters cannot be transmitted. Accept-

ing their statement as true, the disciplining force of slavery must

have been exercised only in the lives of each particular generation

of individuals.

CASTE

According to Ward, caste was as much the product of conflict

as was slavery. Indeed he appears to regard it as exclusively the

product of conquest {Pure Sociology, p. 206). The two races which

were forced to occupy the same territory, the conquered as the

slaves of the victors, regarded each other with prejudice and

hostility. Generations must ensue before a fusion of the two into

one people could take place. This separation into servile and non-

servile classes is what constituted castes, and marks the origin of

caste. It would seem that all succeeding castes are to be regarded

as lineal descendants of those original castes which arose during

the period of social assimilation when society itself is considered

by Ward to have originated.

But is there no other principle or principles operating in society

which are capable of generating caste? Has there never been a

social stratification which amoimted to a caste system which was

not the product of conquest and social assimilation? Are the

hard-and-fast classes which exist in England today the consequences

of conflict of a military nature? There are in the British Isles

several social strata between which there is practically no inter-

marriage and no conventional social intermixture. These classes

do not coincide with the several ethnic elements out of which the

people of Great Britain have, at different times, been compoimded.

Such a coincidence should occur were the stratifications the

products of the conquests of the past.

Further, it is obvious that forces are working in the United

States which if not checked by the operation of other forces which

are strictly modem would in due time organize our population into

distinct and inflexible classes. Were the wealthy class not con-

tinuously recruited from below it would become exclusive and

aristocratic. Self-individuahzation, the desire to stand out in

distinction relative to the masses of people, the adoption of badges
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and titles of distinction, the effort to put into the possession of one's

children the wealth, social standing, and privileges that have been

gained by parents, are principles which if left to act alone would be

sufficient in a few generations to create social castes.

ROMANTIC LOVE

In the course of an extended treatment of the phylogenetic

forces of society Ward has occasion to consider the nature of sex

relations. The sexual instinct, which he terms "natural love,"

together with its derivative and associate manifestations, is given

much attention. Since we are concerned with but one of these

manifestations, that of ''romantic love," the other forms of love

will be dismissed with the remark that in a general sense they are

considered by Ward as the genetic products of the mating instinct.

I have no objection to make relative to Ward's demarkation and

characterization of romantic love. The whole subject might be

regarded as a mere incident of his system were it not for the fact

that it is made to account so fundamentally for the position of

woman in modern society. Romantic love is regarded both as a

cause and as an effect. Certain episodes in historical develop-

ment initiated it. In its turn it brought about a transformation in

the sex relations, distinctively elevating the position of woman.

We must recall that in Ward's philosophy early society was

characterized by a universal system of matriarchy wherein woman
actually dominated the situation. It was not a case of mere

matemalism, i.e., of handing down names through the mothers,

but of bona fide governmental sovereignty, a gynecocracy. Up
to this time females had chosen their male consorts and the latter

had previously and during a long period of biological evolution

been elevated from the position of parasitic appendages of the

female organism to one of independence and equality by gyne-

clexis. But in the midst of the matriarchal system something

eventuates. The male, under gyneclexis and male rivalry, had

become superior to the female in physical strength. He also had

shared in the general brain development of the race. The stage

of social evolution, moreover, guaranteed no ethical insight or

scruples in the relations of the sexes. Hence in this setting, accord-
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ing to Ward, man's function in procreation, about which all had

been ignorant previously, was discovered. Realizing his true re-

lationship to the children, man proceeded to take control of them

by means of his superior strength. Being stronger than woman
and without ethical scruples, he overturned the gynecocratic order,

subordinated woman along with children to his own selfish purposes,

and so established the androcratic system.

Without attempting to make an extended criticism on this point

it should be said that Ward doubtless errs in hypothecating the

existence of a general matriarchal system in the early evolution of

society. I believe Westermarck succeeded in overthrowing that

theory. Further, the couvade as vestigeal is employed to demon-

strate the passage of society from the gynecocratic to the androcratic

stage. But practically, if not absolutely, all known primitive

people know the paternal part in procreation although many of

them live under a maternal system. Besides, the couvade may
be interpreted as a mystic sign of sympathetic imion between

husband and wife (Westermarck, History of Human Marriage,

pp. 104 ff.; also Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, II, 635-36).

The androcratic system with all its subjection of woman is held

to have persisted, pervaded as it was by the absence of any higher

form of love than natural or sex instinct, imtil the institution of

chivalry in the Middle Ages gave birth to romantic love. Then

fanned and energized by the religious fervor and kindred emotional

phenomena of the age, romantic love emancipated the women of

the upper classes from their brutal subjection and established an

ideal in society which, caught up and heightened by romantic

literature, has operated to ameliorate the condition of women in

all advanced nations.

It is a historical fact, I believe, that a higher form of sex affection

made its appearance during the Middle Ages, that it exhibited its

force chiefly in the direction of woman, and that it has had much
to do with the improvement that has gradually taken place in her

social position. The issue that is raised is concerned with the

nature of the method by which romantic love was introduced and

perpetuated.

As brain development accounts for the rise of humanity, a
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change in brain structure and nerve organization, so Ward holds,

is the primary cause of the appearance of romantic love, as it is

of other social advances. Not only increase in brain mass but

qualitative brain changes are responsible for social evolution. In

later times the latter method is the more important. "Since the

period of social assimilation this has undoubtedly been the principle

advance that has been made. The cross-fertilization of cultures

worked directly upon these qualitative characters, rendering the

most thoroughly mixed races, like the Greeks and the English,

highly intelligent." The general aspects of these changes are said

to be known: increase in number of "neurons," "extension and

ramification of the plumose panicles that proceed from the summit

of these pyramidal cells, and by the character of the axis cylinder

at their base." Besides this, "it is altogether probable that a

process of qualitative improvement has also and at the same time

been taking place in the entire nervous system, and especially in the

great centers of emotion [he probably refers to the sympathetic

system as he does elsewhere], and if the serious study of these

plexuses could be prosecuted, as has been that of the brain, differ-

ences would in all probability be detected capable of being described,

as this has been done for the brain" {Pure Sociology, p. 391).

Two questions are raised relative to this position. First, how
much do we actually know about the evolution of brain and nervous

structures during the historic period? Second, is it necessary to

assume such neural transformations in order to account for the

rise of romantic love ? The ethnologists and sociologists who have

given specific attention to the brain in its relation to social develop-

ment do not entirely agree with Ward. I have cited the position

of Boas and Thomas in a previous connection to the effect that

the improved technique of society rather than neural transformation

accounts for the difference between the mind of primitive and that

of civilized man. Deniker holds much the same position when he

says: "The secret of civilization lies not so much in efforts of

isolated individuals as in the accumulation of these efforts, in the

transmission from one generation to another of the acquired result,

of a sum-total of knowledge which enables each generation to go

farther" {Races of Men, pp. 125-26). But he also thinks there
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may have been a refinement of brain structures, although there is

no way to demonstrate it at present {ihid., p. 104). Doubtless we
should expect a gradual refining process to take place in the course

of evolution, but this must be almost imperceptible during recent

historic times.

Relative to the part the sympathetic nervous system plays in

developing and reservoiring emotional power, it must be said that

Ward's position is largely conjectural. It has been demonstrated

that this system is more closely associated with the central nervous

system than was formerly supposed, that it carries the major part

of efferent nerve currents relative to the brain while the central

system conducts the major portion of the afferent, and that it

extends its postganglionic fibers to various portions of the aUmen-

tary canal from mouth to anus, to part of the genital organs

both internal and external, to the unstriated muscles which operate

hairs, to muscles, glands, and blood vessels of the skin, and to the

iris muscles and blood vessels of the eyeballs {Encyclopaedia Briian-

nica, I ith ed., XXVI, 288) . In so far as the nervous system may be

considered a reservoir of emotional force the sympathetic system

obviously shares in this respect with the central system. In one

particular Ward's conjecture is happy, since it is seen that the

sympathetic system controls the genital organs. His argument

is directed toward romantic love, but since natural love is bound

to be the foundation of the later form of love it comprehends the

latter in an indirect manner.

The chief criticism of Ward's position is to be directed toward

the second question. While certain social events are made respon-

sible for precipitating the advent of romantic love, it is supposed

that those events met an immediate response in the way of brain

and nerve transformations, and that romantic love was then trans-

mitted to later generations by way of heredity. This would seem

to be an unnecessary assumption because there is a simpler and

more apparent explanation. Were Ward's position true, we should

be forced to explain every great change of front and point of view

which society undergoes by an appeal to brain and nerve changes.

But profoimd feelings are generated on the part of the members

of society relative to numerous issues and with comparative fre-
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quency. Man's nervous organization has been the agency and

depository of emotional stress during the ages, accustomed to the

surges of the storms of feeling that sweep the organism from time

to time. The channels and reactions were long ago fashioned and

perfected so that there is little reason for believing that recent

emotional disturbances produce any considerable effect on the

physiological mechanism. Theoretically, use and disuse of parts

may produce sKght changes in the life of the individual, but, as

we have seen, these changes are in the nature of acquired char-

acteristics and are not transmitted to offspring.

What really seems to have been the case concerning romantic

love is that it was a mental attitude which society adopted at a

given time in the history of Europe under sufhcient stimulus and

conditions which were peculiarly appropriate to produce it. It

involved a particular manner of regarding woman, and hke all

ideas touched by the reproductive instinct, was motived by a wealth

of emotion. The idea was embodied in the ceremonies of the

knightly order and in songs of troubadours and was thus enabled

to fasten itself on the age by means of a spectacular and imaginative

appeal. All that was needed to fashion natural love into romantic

love was the idealization of woman. .The long absences of knights

from home as they went upon distant campaigns and crusades,

coupled with the religious fervor of the age, was peculiarly fitted

to furnish the ideal factor.

The transmission to succeeding generations of the higher and

more ideal point of view regarding woman does not require to be

conceived in a manner different from the transmission of other

ideas and points of view. It is an instance of transmission by

social heredity rather than by physical inheritance.

There are certain other conceptions contained in Ward's formu-

lation of pure sociology which deserve consideration and perhaps

criticism. Some of these are the sympodial method in evolution,

the creation of the male by the female, advocacy of the laissez-faire

policy relative to the social evil, the nature of the social forces, and

attractive legislation. Perhaps all of these save the two last men-

tioned might be considered as incidental to the system rather than

as fundamentally involved in it. Professor Hayes has made an
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extended and able criticism of Ward's conception of the sodal

forces, obviating any demand for special attention now (see Pub-

lications of the American Sociological Society, V, 77 ff.).

Very brief attention may be paid to attractive legislation.

This is a method which is suited to realizing "social improvement,"

to which Ward devotes the last chapter of his Pure Sociology and

the whole of Applied Sociology. It consists in constructing laws

by the state with due reference to the nature of the social forces

and of human nature, so that, instead of being compelled by
force to obey them, members of society will find their realization

lies in the direction of their own selfish interests.

"The social inventor has only to make sure what will constitute

a greater gain or marginal advantage and to devise measures that

will harmonize this with the social good, in order to secure with

unerring certainty such a course of action on the part of all affected

by the measures as will secure the end sought" {Pure Sociology,

p. 570). It is the business of legislators, statesmen, and judges

to make themselves masters of a knowledge of the social forces

and of methods of their control in order to direct society without

friction for the greatest good of all. It is the business of the

sociologist to expose the nature and to formulate the laws of the

sodal forces as a propadeutic to the work of lawmakers and admin-

istrators {ibid., p. 569).

The first question to arise is whether a study of the social forces,

in the Wardian sense, or a study of the condirions which produce

the social evils that are to be removed, will yield the best results

in the way of social control and direction. While it is recognized

that a deeper knowledge of the psychology of man, both individually

and collectively, would yield certain advantages, it is to be doubted

if alone it is competent to bestow legislative or administrative

prescience. It is more reasonable to believe that an apprehension

of the actual producing conditions in any given case, the dissemina-

tion of the information pertaining to the situation to the public

generally, and the framing of laws which demand the removal of

adverse conditions, depending on the moral sanity and the senti-

ment of justice resident in the citizenship to support the execution

of the laws, is the most efficient method of approach. Sometime
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statistics may reveal the exact order of the occurrence of social

phenomena or conditions. But it will be by the collection and

systematization of facts relative to recurring conditions rather than

by an immediate study of forces as such that anticipation and con-

trol are to be secured. So far as we have gone the greatest gains

in democracy have come from appealing to the electorate on the

basis of the information of conditions.

The second query relates to a matter of consistency in the

ultimate working of Ward's scheme. His panacea for the allevia-

tion of social ills and securing social improvement is universal

education. The equalization of intelligence so that the members

of society may become able to control and appropriate human
achievements is fundamental to his system. This is the one great,

pressing theme of his Applied Sociology. But in addition to this,

although not logically or organically connected with it in Ward's

system, is "social invention," or "attractive legislation." Both

Pure Sociology and Applied Sociology end with a development of

the idea.

It may be admitted that so long as the mass of a citizenship

remains unintelligent, in the hands of patriotic and beneficent

lawmakers and administrators a prescient knowledge of the social

forces would work to the advantage of society. It equally follows

that if the rulers were selfish and imethical society would suffer.

But the inconsistency between the two ideas in their ultimate

operation consists in the fact that as fast as universal education,

or equaHzation of knowledge, is reaHzed there is left a more

restricted scope for legislating attractively. Universal education

involves the bestowal of a knowledge of the social forces and of

human nature upon the masses of citizens as well as upon the

legislators. In so far as citizens do not have this insight into society

the great object for which Ward contends so vaUantly, namely,

social improvement of the most thorough kind, fails of realization.

But if men attain this comprehension of the workings of society

they will be able to penetrate the veil of legislation and to thwart

that class of legislation which is based solely on the principle of

seducing people into compliance therewith.
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Like the generation of thinkers that preceded ours, we are living

in an age of revolt, but the object of our revolt is diflferent from

theirs. Our predecessors fought tradition as arrayed against

reason. We have the task of exorcising the ghosts of tradition

raised in the name of reason herself. There is not only a folklore

of popular belief, but also a folklore of philosophical and scientific

system-mongers. Our present duty is to separate scientific fact

from its envelope of scientific folklore. This duty has been recog-

nized by workers in various fields. And so we have in philosophy

James's protest against monistic mythology; in physics and chem-

istry Mach's protest against mechanistic mythology; in biology

and anthropology a no less vigorous protest against evolutionary

mythology. Monism, mechanism, evolution are doubtless valu-

able concepts; but they are valuable in proportion as they are free

from scientific folklore.

Our present course of lectures is designed to help in the separa-

tion of anthropological fact from anthropological folklore. This is

the more necessary because not only laymen but even scientists of

neighboring fields—historians, economists, sociologists, social re-

formers—continue to use as definitely established truths anthro-

pological theories that are now gracing only the refuse heaps of the

modem anthropologist's laboratory.

In my own lectures, I will confine my attention to a single

problem—that of the clan and the gens, or, to call both by a generic

term, that of the one-sided exogamous kinship group, a group that

traces descent either through the father or through the mother

exclusively, and within which marriage is prohibited (exogamy).

' Two lectures (in a course of four) delivered in January under the auspices of the

Department of Anthropology, American Museum of Natural History.
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I will outline the conception of this group in older anthropological

literature. I will show why we secessionists revolt against that

conception. And I will attempt to show how nowadays we grapple

with the range of facts that concept was intended to summarize.

The concept we are here concerned with has been most clearly

defined by Lewis H. Morgan in his Ancient Society, a work that has

molded the views of innumerable professional and non-professional

students of anthropology on the social organization of primitive

tribes. This is not the place to define accurately Morgan's place

in the history of anthropology. To avoid misunderstanding, I will

state at the outset that in my opinion that place will remain a high

one. But we must distinguish between Morgan the observer, and

Morgan the theorist; and in Morgan's theoretical work we must

again distinguish between his tmusual power to see the importance

of certain facts that had escaped others, and the very ordinary

power shown in his naively synthetic constructions. Morgan's

observations have indeed been challenged in part, yet in almost

every instance, not only with reference to the Iroquois but also as

regards tribes he was less intimate with, they have been corrobo-

rated by later and more thorough investigation. We are, therefore,

entitled to consider him a painstaking, trustworthy observer. On
the other hand, Morgan's interpretation of human society as a

whole was not only unduly colored by his personal observations

among the Iroquois, but reflected the trend of his age toward arti-

ficial evolutionary schemes. To develop such a scheme requires

more than average abiHty, but, contrary to current notions, it does

not require a very high grade of ability, certainly not of scientific

ability. This Morgan displayed in a far more convincing manner

when he noted the character of the Iroquois kinship system as

distinct from our own, defined it, and set about with truly Dar-

winian industry to determine its analogues the world over. This

genuinely scientific and theoretically important imdertaking was

doubtless not so spectacular as the interpretative speculations he

superadded to the facts, but it will be rated higher by future

generations.

To attack our problem. In Ancient Society Morgan's general

aim is to trace the history of social organization from the period of
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savagery to that of latter-day civilization. This development, he

contends, took place through a series of unconscious reformatory

movements enforced by natural selection. Low down in the scale

of savagery there was a period of intermarriage of brothers and

sisters in a group. At a later stage this was prevented by forming

social imits that would include brothers and sisters (as well as

many other members of the tribe), and prohibiting marriage

between all members of the new imits. These organizations were

of two distinct types according to whether kinship was traced

through the mother or the father: they were either what are now
known as "clans" or what we now call "gentes." A clan consists

of "a supposed female ancestor and her children, together with the

children of her female descendents, through females, in perpetuity."

A gens consists of "a supposed male ancestor and his children,

together with the children of his male descendants, through males,

in perpetuity." Both the clan and the gens would bar intermar-

riage of brothers and sisters, and also marriage of cousins, no matter

how distant, belonging to the same kinship group. On the other

hand, marriage was not thereby prevented between all blood-

relatives. With female descent, for example, I should not be

permitted to marry my mother's sister's daughters, because they

belong to my own clan, but I might marry my father's sister's

daughters, who would necessarily belong to another clan. Morgan

believes that, once invented, the scheme of the one-sided exogamous

kin group spread "over immense areas through the superior powers

of an improved stock thus created." With the exception of

Polynesia, it formed "the nearly universal plan of government

of ancient society, Asiatic, European, African, American, and

Australian."^

To this notion of the one-sided exogamous kin group Morgan

added a theory of how that group developed from an archaic to a

relatively modem form. In order to secure " the benefits of marry-

ing out with unrelated persons," it would obviously be immaterial

whether kinship is reckoned on the mother's or father's side, so

long as an equal number of relatives were prevented from mating.

' Ancient Society, pp. 27, 63, 74, 377-79. I am using the term "gens" not in

Morgan's sense, but in that now common among American ethnologists.
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But Morgan holds that at the time when the one-sided exogamous

group originated "marriage between single pairs was unknown, and

descent through males could not be traced with certainty" (p. 67).

Hence, he contends, in the archaic form of the kin group, kinship

could be reckoned only in the maternal line, which also determined

inheritance. When the paternity of children was assured, Morgan

assumes that fathers revolted at their children being disinherited by

the clan rule of inheritance, and in this way descent in the female

line was overthrown and patrilineal descent substituted: in modern

terminology, the clan was changed into a gens. Such, at least, is

Morgan's account for the change among the Greeks and Romans

(p. 345). For the Indian tribes with gentes he does not venture to

suggest throughout the same motive for the development of the

gens from the clan. Speaking of the Siouan family , he writes : "It

is surprising that so many tribes of this stock should have changed

descent from the female Hne to the male, because when first known

the idea of property was substantially imdeveloped, or but slightly

beyond the germinating stage, and could hardly, as among the

Greeks and Romans, have been the operative cause. It is probable

that it occurred at a recent period under American and missionary

influences" (p. 157). In general it may fairly be said that Morgan

regards descent traced through the father as a quite recent institu-

tion, and believes in the ancient universality of the clan among

North American Indian tribes (e.g., p. 177).

It is my intention to test Morgan's theory by the Indian data on

which it is primarily founded. We may begin our test with the two

most tangible questions that develop in connection with Morgan's

scheme. Was the one-sided exogamous kinship group really a uni-

versal institution among the natives of North America ? And did

the exogamous gentes foimd among them develop uniformly out

of exogamous clans? These questions have been answered by

Dr. Swanton,^ in the light of modern investigation, and while still

later research has corrected his statement of the case in detail I

find myself in full agreement with his general conclusions.

In answering the first question it would not serve our purpose to

enumerate the tribes that have exogamous kinship groups and set

» "The Social Organization of American Tribes," American Anthropologist, 1905,

pp. 663-73.
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off against them the tribes that have not. For in this manner the

real meaning of the facts would often be obscured through lack of

weighting. For the question of the ancient universality of the

exogamous kinship group it is not equally significant whether the

institution occurs among two quite unrelated tribes or among two

tribes which, hke the Hidatsa and Crow or some of the Southern

Siouan tribes, have only branched out from a common ancestral

tribe during the last four or five centuries. And obviously the

recent adoption of a clan or gentile system, which in a fair number

of instances is demonstrably a result of borrowing from neighboring

tribes, is of no importance from this particular point of view.

Fortunately the essential facts can be expressed in a somewhat

summary fashion, owing to the geographical continuity of the tribes

possessing the system in question. We find it, roughly speaking,

in the greater part of the United States, east of the Mississippi, and

some of the adjoining Canadian territory; among the Caddo and

Southern Siouan tribes of the Plains, as well as among several of the

Northwestern peoples in the same area; in New Mexico and

Arizona; on the coast of British Columbia and Alaska and in part

of the Northwest coast hinterland. There are thus four fairly con-

tinuous areas within which the one-sided exogamous kin group is

known to exist. In the remaining part of North America north of

Mexico no such institution has been discovered. Among the

Eskimo, throughout the Mackenzie River and Plateau areas, as

well as in nearly all of CaHfomia and several of the Plains tribes,

diligent inquiry has failed to reveal any trace of such an exogamous

system. It cannot be supposed that the system did exist in these

regions but has escaped the notice of observers. For there is

nothing esoteric about the rule that kin must not intermarry; and

where exogamous groups occur the social activities connected with

them are so prominent that, according to the experience of American

field workers, their existence is very readily ascertained. The sup-

porters of Morgan's views must, therefore, reckon with the fact

that the supposedly universal organization simply does not exist in

a very large part of North America. It might be asserted that the

system had once existed everywhere, but that in certain districts it

has disappeared. But this remains a baseless assertion in the
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absence of any proof that such a process has occurred and in the ab-

sence of any reason for such a process of degeneration in the regions

concerned. It cannot be maintained either that the tribes in

question have advanced beyond the clan or gentile stage. When
we compare the culture of the Shoshone, Paiute, Thompson River

Indians, and others lacking the one-sided exogamous kin group

with the Pueblo Indians, Iroquois, Omaha, and others possessing

the system, it is at once apparent that whether from the point of

view of industrial arts, social life, or ceremonial activity the tribes

possessing the system are the more advanced. Swanton has rightly

emphasized the fact that almost all the tribes with a clan or gentile

organization are agriculturists, while the rest are almost all non-

agricultural. The weight of such considerations as these has led

Frazer—in other ways a typical representative of the classical

school in anthropology—to reject Morgan's position and to admit

that the stage of the exogamous clan or gentile system had never

been attained by "the more backward members of the Redskin

family."^

This statement of the facts must not, however, be interpreted to

mean that the tribes in question represent a stage preceding that of

the clan in Morgan's scheme. For in that case we should expect no

definite restriction of marriage, even between own brothers and

sisters,^ while on the contrary we almost uniformly do find addi-

tional restrictions based on consanguinity. To cite only a few ran-

dom examples: Among the Central Eskimo, marriages of cousins,

nephews and aunts, nieces and uncles are prohibited.^ Cousins are

forbidden to marry among the Thompson River Indians, and even

second-cousin marriages are disapproved."* In the Nez Perce tribe

there were no restrictions of marriage except in the case of relatives,

but even second or third cousins were not allowed to marry .^ In

these cases, of course, a superadded one-sided exogamous kin sys-

tem would not "secure the benefits of marrying out with unrelated

' Totemism and Exogamy, III, 1-3.

' Except in so far as the Australian four-class system prevailed, which, however,

did not prevent first-cousin marriage {Ancient Society, pp. 425, 503).

3 Boas, "The Central Eskimo," Sixth Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, p. 579.

< Teit, The Thompson Indians of British Columbia, p. 325.

5 Spinden, The Nez Perc6 Indians, p. 250.
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persons," because these benefits are already secured by existing

marriage restrictions based on bonds of consanguinity. Thus the

tribes in question in no way fit into Morgan's scheme of social

evolution. They are not more advanced than the tribes possessing

exogamous kin groups, for their general culture is undoubtedly

lower. But neither are they so low in their social customs as to

require an exogamous kin system for the retrenching of consanguine

marriages. If anything, we should have to say that in this par-

ticular point they are higher, that is, nearer to our own mode of

conduct, than the tribes organized in exogamous kin groups as

conceived by Morgan.^ It might still be argued that tribes may
advance very imequally in different departments of culture; that

therefore the loosely organized peoples may have lagged behind in

their economic and industrial life while forging ahead of the tribes

with clans or gentes in their social usages; that therefore they did

once possess clans or gentes but have passed beyond that stage.

The general principle on which such an argument would rest is

sound, but its application is highly unconvincing in the present case.

It would never be applied except to save the endangered hypothesis,

involving as it does an appeal not to any observable facts, but to

our ignorance of unobservable ones. Accordingly, we may dismiss

it and sum up our conclusion to the effect that in North America

exogamous kin groups, instead of being universal, were absent from

a great many tribes, and that these for the most part possessed a

less complex culture than those who had this institution.

Let us now turn to our second problem. Has the history of the

one-sided exogamous group in North America been the origin and

partial persistence of the archaic clan and its partial transformation

into a gens ? In other words, have all the gentes found among our

Indians been preceded by a clan system ? It will be best to con-

sider first the mechanism by which Morgan conceives the change to

have occurred and then the question of fact involved.

Roughly speaking, we find the gentile (as opposed to the clan)

system among the Central Algonkin, Blackfoot, and Southern

Siouan Indians. For the last-mentioned tribes Morgan suggests,

as already noted, that the hypothetical change occurred under

« This conception of Morgan's will, however, prove to be erroneous.
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American and missionary influences. This suggestion, however, is

anything but convincing. We know of a number of instances

where civilization has introduced novel social arrangements among

Indian tribes, but of none where it has produced Morgan's hypo-

thetical development. Among the Crow, for example, the govern-

ment has introduced a patrilineal rule of property inheritance, but

the native rule of maternal descent continues to hold for clan names

and affiliations. The Iroquois have adopted the system of passing

on surnames given by whites from father to son, but the ancient

matrilineal system remains in full force. The Crow have probably

been subject to white influence for as long a period as the Southern

Siouan tribes, and the Iroquois doubtless for a much longer period.

It seems highly improbable that within the short period of some-

thing like a century contact with civilization should have caused a

considerable number of tribes not merely to adopt the white way
of reckoning descent in matters that would be of moment in their

dealings with whites, but to be so thoroughly imbued with the point

of view of the whites as to adopt the alien mode of tracing Hneage in

all parts of their social system. The Mandan, of whom not a dozen

full-blood members survive at the time of writing, still reckon

tribal affiliation according to the matriHneal scheme; children of

Mandan mothers and Hidatsa fathers are Mandan; children of

Hidatsa mothers are Hidatsa. Morgan's suggestion as to the cause

of change of descent among Siouan tribes may therefore be dis-

missed as unsatisfactory.

With reference to the Algonkian Shawnee, Morgan makes a

suggestion more in accord with his general scheme of development

(p. 169). Instead of ascribing the change of descent to civilized

influence, he is here incHned to assign an internal cause—the wish

to enable a son to succeed his father as chief, and to enable children

to inherit property from their father. But, repeating in essence

the foregoing remarks, we must insist that both these questions

—

descent of office and descent of property—do not necessarily affect

the fundamental matter of reckoning lineage. The Crow illustra-

tion cited above fits in here also, for it is manifestly a matter of

indifference whether the rule of inheritance is changed from alien

or indigenous causes. The question is whether a change in the rules
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of property inheritance from the maternal to the paternal line is

itself a cause of changing clan affiliations into gentile affiliations;

and there seems to be no evidence for this alleged causal connection.

This does not answer the question of fact whether, regardless of

what causes may have operated, the gens is a development from the

clan. Morgan's proof consists essentially in pointing out that

while certain tribes have a gentile syst.em other members of the

same stock have clans. This is of course a two-edged argument

that may with equal force be used to prove that clans developed

from gentes. From the fact that Mandan, Hidatsa, and Crow

reckon descent in the female Hne, Morgan argues that the Ponka,

Omaha, Iowa, and Kaw formerly reckoned descent in the same

way (pp. 155 fif.), all these tribes speaking Siouan languages. So,

from the occurrence of female descent among the Delaware, Morgan

infers "its ancient universality in this form in the Algonkian tribes"

(p. 172). To be sure, this conclusion is supported by some addi-

tional data. The Delaware are declared to be "recognized by all

Algonkian tribes as one of the oldest of their lineage," though it is

safe to say that many Algonkian tribes were blissfully ignorant of

the very existence of the Delaware in Morgan's time. Morgan

furnishes better evidence in citing cases of several Algonkian tribes

with male descent where nevertheless the chief's office was passed,

not from father to son, but from maternal uncle to sister's son

(pp. 166, 170). However, these cases are very few, have not been

corroborated by later inquiry, and admit of other explanations.

For example, there may be special rules for the inheritance of cer-

tain offices distinct from those which otherwise hold. The co-

existence of different rules of descent for different social groups is

well estabhshed in various primitive tribes. Thus, in Uganda

descent of clan membership was patrilineal for all except princes of

royal blood, who were always reckoned of kin with their mother.

Considering that even with the most favorable interpretation of the

cases cited by Morgan we are still confronted with a considerable

number of tribes with paternal descent and no trace of any other

system, we must conclude that Morgan has not estabhshed his

scheme of development inductively but deduced it from his a priori

postulate of unknowable fatherhood in archaic times.
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This brings us face to face with a most important theoretical

problem. We have indeed shown that Morgan has not proved his

case from the North American data; but he may nevertheless be

right if others have established the general law that matrilineal

descent precedes paternal descent. Extending our inquiry beyond

the American data, we must admit that until recently most sociolo-

gists and anthropologists deduced this sequence from such postu-

lates as the imcertainty of fatherhood among primitive conditions.

Tylor's point of view was doubtless in large measure determined

by such considerations, but he supports it on a more solid basis of

fact than is usually the case, and accordingly it will be best to

consider his reasoning in some detail. Advancing what he himself

characterizes as a geological argument, he holds that

.... the institutions of man are as distinctly stratified as the earth on which

he lives. They succeed each other in series substantially uniform over the

globe, independent of what seem the comparatively superficial differences of

race and language, but shaped by similar human nature acting through succes-

sively changed conditions in savage, barbaric, and civUized life.

Tylor groups primitive tribes imder three headings, correspond-

ing to successive cultural strata: those with a maternal system of

descent, those in which both maternal and paternal rules of descent

coexist, and those with a purely paternal descent. He then exam-

ines, with reference to their occurrence in these strata, certain social

customs—notably the remarriage of widows and the "couvade."

His treatment of the latter case will suffice to illustrate the method

of reasoning followed. The couvade is the practice (found most

conspicuously in some parts of South America) by which "the

father, on the birth of his child, makes a ceremonial pretense of

being the mother, being nursed and taken care of, and performing

other rites, such as fasting and abstaining from certain kinds of

food or occupation, lest the new-born should suffer thereby."

Tylor finds not a single instance of this strange usage among purely

maternal peoples. In the maternal-paternal condition there are

not less than twenty cases, while in the paternal the number

dwindles to eight. From this Tylor infers that the purely maternal

stage is the earHest because there is no survival of the couvade from

other stages as there is in paternal society.
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Just as the forms of life, and even the actual fossils of the Carboniferous

formation, may be traced on into the Permian, but Permian types and fossils

are absent from the Carboniferous strata formed before they came into exis-

tence, so here widow-inheritance and couvade, which, if the maternal system

had been later than the paternal, would have lasted on into it, prove by their

absence the priority of the maternal.^

In support of Tylor's theory, that matriUneal institutions pre-

cede patrilineal descent, concrete evidence of all kinds has been

adduced. Among the most recent writers, Rivers has expressed

the conviction that this sequence holds for Oceania." On the other

side, American ethnologists have appealed to the case of the

Kwakiutl of British Columbia, where there is assumed to have

taken place a change in the contrary direction. According to

Professor Boas, the Kwakiutl, like the tribes of Oregon, Washing-

ton, and southern Vancouver Island, once lived in village com-

munities with paternal descent. Owing to the influence of the more

northern Pacific tribes, whose system is matrilineal, the Kwakiutl

grafted the northern principle of descent on that of the south, with

the result that certain privileges are inherited in the paternal line

and a much larger number are obtained by marriage through an

intricate method that insures maternal descent.^ But although

the Kwakiutl facts are very interesting, it is highly doubtful

whether they have the theoretical significance ascribed to them. It

is, in the first place, worth noting that they represent, in Tylor's

terminology, not a maternal but a maternal-paternal stage. At

best, therefore, they yield evidence of change from a purely paternal

to a mixed condition. Secondly, maternal descent, so far as it

prevails, seems to be restricted to the inheritance of property,

while the reckoning of a child's affiliation seems to be indeterminate,

as we have been more recently informed by Boas that a child is

reckoned as belonging to both his father's and his mother's family.

Thirdly, it is a matter of grave doubt whether the Kwakiutl units

» "On a Method of Investigating the Development of Institutions, Applied to

Lavrs of Marriage and Descent," Journal of the Anthropological Institute, XVIII (1889),

245-69.

» "Survival in Sociology," The Sociological Review (1913), pp. 293-305.

J Boas, "The Social Organization and the Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl

Indians," Report of the United States National Mttseum (1895), pp. 334-35.
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of which maternal-paternal descent may be predicated correspond

to the type of imit to which Morgan, at all events, applies the

sequence advocated by himself and Tylor. For Morgan is speaking

all the time of exogamous units, whether clans or gentes, and among

the Kwakiutl there seems to be no definite rule of exogamy but

only a preference for marriage out of the group, and even this is

denied in a later statement.^ Finally, the Kwakiutl conditions are

so specialized that adherents of the Tylor-Morgan theory may well

regard them as exceptional; and even if the change from paternal

to maternal descent be admitted, it is possible to suppose a pristine

stage of matrilineal reckoning preceding the patrilineal village

communities.

For these reasons the Kwakiutl conditions do not seem to fur-

nish a favorable test case. Nevertheless, they embody the principle

that forms the most vital objection to the classical theory as to

rules of descent. For the Kwakiutl have developed their system

not solely through internal growth but through contact with other

tribes. The far-reaching influence of such connection with neigh-

boring tribes generally has been realized to an increasing degree by

modem anthropologists, and it obviously interferes with the

doctrine of parallelism advanced by Tylor. For, granting that on

account of the similarity of human nature, hmnan institutions tend

to succeed one another "in series substantially uniform over the

globe," the borrowing of institutions would in an indefinite number

of cases produce an abnormal sequence. We cannot even assert

that where the observed sequence corresponds to the theory the

residt is due to uniform causes producing parallel evolution.

Among the Carrier and Babine Indians there is matriHneal descent.

As the majority of the Northern Athapascans, of whom these tribes

form part, have a loose organization, it may be safely assumed that

the Carrier and Babine once shared this sociological characteristic,

provided we can indicate the conditions that in their case produced

a change. We thus seem to have an illustration of the evolution

of a clan system from the "earlier and less organized and regu-

lated condition" postulated by both Morgan and Tylor. But the

' Boas, Annual Archaeological Report, Toronto, 1905, pp. 239-40; Goldenweiser,

"Totemism, an Analytical Study," Journal of American Folk-Lore, XXIII (1910),

187, 213.
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conditions that produced the change were not so general as the

psychological constitution shared by humanity, but lay in the geo-

graphical contiguity of the Northwest Coast Indians, whose social

organization was simply copied by the tribes in question. Accurate

information as to the actual process of cultural development has

largely shattered the belief once held in the necessity of parallel

evolution among imrelated tribes. Many ethnologists now hold

that historical processes are unique in character, that every phase

of human history is so complicated by individual traits that no

laws of historical development can be framed. This view has so

deeply affected modern anthropology that even in quarters pecul-

iarly liable to classical influence a far more cautious formulation is

now in vogue. It is no longer contended that every gentile system

has superseded a clan system, but merely that if the rule of descent

changes at all, it changes from matrilineal to patrilineal descent.

Thus, N. W. Thomas writes:

.... whereas evidences of the passage from female to male reckoning may be

observed, there is virtually none of a change in the opposite direction. In

other words, where kinship is reckoned in the female line, there is no ground for

supposing that it was ever hereditary in any other way. On the other hand,

where kinship is reckoned in the male line, it is frequently not only legitimate

but necessary to conclude that it has succeeded a system of female kinship.

But this clearly does not mean that female descent has in all cases preceded

the reckoning of kinship through males. Patrilineal descent may have been

directly evolved without the intermediate stage of reckoning through females.*

And expressing a still more acceptable view, Cunow writes:

Die meisten der heutigen vaterrechtlichen Halbkulturvolker haben sicher-

lich einst, wie sich deutlich aus ihren Rechtsbrauchen und Verwandtschafts-

bezeichnungen nachweisen lasst, das Mutterrecht gekannt; aber das besagt

noch nicht, wie den Vertretem der zweiten von Miiller-Lyer genarmten Theorie

eingeraumt werden muss, dass das Mutterrecht eine Institution ist, die sich

bei alien Rassen imd Volkem ohne Unterschied auf gewisser Entwicklungs-

hohe einstellt. Unter besonderen Umstanden mag das Mutterrecht ganz

gefehlt haben oder doch die Mutterrechtsperiode von relativ kurzer Zeitdauer

gewesen sein.*

From this modem point of view there is thus no reason to sup-

pose that the Blackfoot, Central Algonkian, and Southern Siouan

'Thomas, Kinship Organizations and Group Marriage in Australia, p. 15. Also

of. Marett, Anthropology, p. 169.

' Cunow, Zur Urgeschichte der Eke und Familie, pp. 38-39.
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tribes ever possessed a clan system preceding their present or recent

gentile system. Their general cultural condition, whatever may be

the value of such a comparison, does not show a higher stage than

that of maternally organized tribes; of the latter, indeed, the Pueblo

Indians are manifestly superior to any of the patrilineal tri])es.

Considering the modified form in which such sane students as

Marett, Cunow, and Thomas now present the classical theory of

father-right and mother-right, we may safely say that there is no

reason why the patrilineal tribes of North America could not have

developed their system directly from a loose organization without

passing through the hypothetical intermediate stage. Siunming

up, therefore, our reply to the two questions set at the beginning,

we may say:

1. It is as certain as anything can be from the nature of the case

that the one-sided exogamous kin-group system, whether in the

form of clans or gentes, was not universal among North American

tribes.

2. It is entirely unproved that those Indian tribes possessing a

gentile system previously had a clan system.

II

In the preceding discussion little has been said of what is really

more important in Morgan's treatment than either the geographical

distribution of one-sided kin groups or the relative priority of

different forms of these groups—-Morgan's notion of what the kin

group really represents. There can be no doubt that in Morgan's

mind it was primarily not only a marriage-regulating agency

(pp. 74, 378), but the marriage-regulating agency, preceding a prohi-

bition of marriage between blood-relatives generally. It was, more-

over, the only original type of social unit he recognized in primitive

society beyond a certain stage and before the development of

poUtical society (p. 63). Finally, it was everywhere the same

{ihid).

Every one of these points is open to criticism. I shall first

endeavor to show that blood-relationship operated as a bar to

marriage independently of the origin of the one-sided kin system.

If Morgan's view of the kin group were correct, tribes possessing
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this institution ought, in the J&rst place, to consider marriage with

the most distant cousin belonging to one's own group as incestuous

as marriage with an own sister, for the exogamous rule according

to hypothesis was a bar to brother-sister marriages only indirectly,

inasmuch as brothers and sisters were included in the number of

kinsfolk among whom marriage was tabooed. It is true that there

are cases where union with a fellow-member of the same kin group

is regarded as incest, even where there is no trace of blood-

relationship between the mates. Among the Haida, for example,

"so close was relationship held to be between persons of the same

clan, that marriage within it was viewed by them almost as incest

is by us."^ But in other cases there is no such feehng. The Crow
and Hidatsa have preserved their matrilineal system to the pres-

ent day, the former still considering their clans exogamous. Yet

transgression of the exogamous rule is a matter for ridicule not

for punishment, is considered improper rather than criminal, and

there is no evidence that any other point of view was ever taken by

the natives.^ The same, according to Dr. Goldenweiser, appHes

to Morgan's own Iroquois: mild reproval, not abhorrence, was

meted out to the offenders. In these tribes marriage with an unre-

lated clansman would not begin to compare in offensiveness with

marriage to a clansman who was a near blood-relative.

It may of course be urged that the differentiation of clansman

and blood-relative is recent, but the argimient may be supple-

mented by another. Morgan's theory presupposes not only that

all members of a kin group are equally barred from marriage, but

also that marriage with members of other kin groups is permitted

regardless of ties of consanguinity. This corollary is demonstrably

false for the present time in a great number of cases, and with it

falls the theory from which it is deduced. Among the Crow, mar-

riage with a near relative on the father's side is as strictly tabooed

as marriage with a near relative within the clan. The same applies

to the maternally organized Creek,^ to the Navaho, Iroquois, and

^ Swanton, Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida, p. 62.

» Lowie, The Social Life of the Crow Indians, pp. 188 f.

J Swanton, "A Foreword on the Social Organizations of the Creek Indians,"

American Anthropologist (1912), p. 596.
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Zuiii/ Among the Omaha, while a man must marry outside of his

gens, he is also required to marry outside of his mother's gens.'

The same, to choose an example from an entirely different area,

appKes to the patrilineally organized Baganda of East Africa.^

Among the AustraHans of Queensland blood-cousins are not allowed

to marry though they belong to otherwise intermarriageable groups.'*

Against this twofold argimient the only possible answer is that

the kin-group affiliation was in each case primary; that the atti-

tude toward marrying a related clansman, as compared with that

toward marriage with an unrelated one, and the objection against

marriage with related members of other clans developed after the

feeling against kin intermarriage. Here it may be noted in the

first place that absolutely no evidence exists for this view; it is

pure dogma. On the other hand, there is good evidence for the

reverse order of development. As noted above, it is precisely

among those North American Indians possessing the simplest

culture that ties of blood-relationship, and not of one-sided kin-

ship, act as a bar to marriage. Examples could be drawn from

among tribes of other continents. Thus, among the Kai of New
Guinea, marriage between a brother and sister is forbidden, though

nothing is said of any kin restriction. In the same area the Jabim
prohibit imions between children of a brother and sister.^

There is even more direct evidence. In several instances it

appears that the exogamic character of the clan or gens is derived

from the feeling that all fellow-clansmen or gentiles are related by
blood. Among the Blackfoot,

when a proposal for marriage has been made, the relatives of the girl get

together and have a talk, their first and chief concern being the question of

blood relationship. Naturally, the band [gentile] affliations of the contracting

parties cannot be taken as a criterion, since both may have very near relatives

in several bands and cousins of the first degree are ineligible. Should the con-

tracting parties belong to the same band but be otherwise eligible, the marriage

' Swanton, American Anthropologist (1905), pp. 667-68.

* Dorsey, "Omaha Sociology," Third Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, p. 257.

3 Roscoe, The Baganda, p. 1 28.

^ Roth, Ethnological Studies among the North-west-central Queensland Aborigines,

p. 69.

s Keysser and Zahn, in Neuhauss, Deutsch Neu-Giiinea, III, 89, 299.
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would be confirmed, though with some reluctance, because there is always a

suspicion that some close blood relationship may have been overlooked. Thus,

while this attitude is not quite consistent, it implies that the fundamental bar

to marriage is relation by blood, or true descent, and that common member-

ship in a band [gens] is socially undesirable rather than prohibitive In

any event, the attitude of the Blackfoot themselves seems to imply that the

band [gentile] system came into existence after the present marriage customs

and adapted itself to them rather than they to it.^

A still more striking case is fumislied by the Todas of Southern

India. The Todas, according to Rivers, have a general term,

puliol, for those relatives whose intermarriage is proliibited, includ-

ing some that belong to the same gens and some who do not. A
man casting about for a mate classified women as either puliol

or not, "and it seemed to me in several cases as if it came almost as

a new idea to some of the Todas that his puliol included all the

people of his own clan [gens]." A Toda

has not two kinds of prohibited affinity, one depending on clan [gentile] rela-

tions, and another on relations of blood-kinship, but he has only one kind of

prohibited affinity, to which he gives the general term puliol, including certain

kin through the father and certain kin through the mother, and there is no

evidence that he considers the bond of kinship in one case as different from the

other as regards restriction on marriage.

The fact that the Toda includes all those kin whom he may not marry

under one general term, and that the kin in question include members both of

his own and other clans [gentes], goes to show that the Todas recognize the

blood-kinship as the restrictive agency rather than the bond produced by mem-
bership of the same clan [gens].'

That is to say, among both Blackfoot and Todas such gentile

exogamy as occurs is not a primary but a derivative phenomenon

—

is merely a function of the primary phenomenon, to wit, of restric-

tion on the basis of blood-relationship.

To sum up. Restrictions of marriage based on blood-relationship

apart from one-sided kinship coexist with kin-group exogamy.

Restrictions of marriage due to blood-relationship exist where kin

exogamy does not occur, that is to say, in North America at least,

among the tribes with the most primitive culture. Finally, there

' Wissler, The Social Life of the Blackfoot Indians, pp. 19-20; also in Current

Anthropological Literature, I, 15-16.

' Rivers, The Todas, pp. 509-10.
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is positive evidence that in some cases kin exogamy is a corollary

of restrictions due to blood-relationship. The conclusion seems

warranted that clan or gentile exogamy is a phenomenon super-

imposed on prohibitions of incest in our sense.

Let us now turn to the question whether the clan or gens is

really the prototype of all social imits in North American Indian

society. Morgan found that among the Seneca-Iroquois the eight

clans of the tribes were grouped in two divisions of four each. These

larger divisions or "phratries," he argued, were nothing but over-

grown clans that had become subdivided, the subdivisions preserv-

ing a consciousness of their kinship.^ As association of clans occurs

without a dual grouping I propose to call any such association a

"phratry," and will call "moiety" one of two complementary

divisions of a tribe, regardless of its relations to whatever lesser

divisions may coexist with the moieties. In my terminology the

question then arises: Did the Seneca moieties develop from the

Seneca clans by a process of subdivision ?

In order to solve the problem, let us consider the facts as pre-

sented by Morgan and Dr. Goldenweiser. The Bear, Wolf,

Beaver, and Turtle clans form one moiety; the Deer, Snipe, Heron,

and Hawk the complementary moiety. While the clans bear

animal names, the moieties are nameless. At the present, and

indeed this even applied to Morgan's time, the moieties are not

exogamous, but there is evidence that they were exogamous long

ago; the clans remain exogamous even today. Each clan has a

set of individual names distinctive of its members, and there is a

rule that none of these names shall be borne by more than one

person at a time. The moieties do not possess distinctive sets of

names, but on their part exercise certain functions not shared by

the clans. At a ball game the division of players and of their

supporters in betting was by moieties; at tribal councils the chiefs

of the two moieties sat on opposite sides, and voting on such a

subject as the confirmation of a new chief was by moieties; at a

funeral the moiety complementary to that of the deceased con-

ducted the ceremonies; finally, there were obscure religious func-

tions connected with the phratries.

' Ancient Society, pp. 88, 89, 91, 99.
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These being the essential facts, what do we learn from them

respecting the segmentation of two primary clans into eight?

Before answering this question, let us try to determine whether

we have any evidence for the segmentation of social imits. Such

evidence imdoubtedly exists. Among the Onondaga-Iroquois, there

is not only a Big Snipe but also a Little Snipe clan. If these

were primarily distinct social units, we should expect to find that

their sets of individual names were distinct, this being a character-

istic of the clans of all the confederated Iroquois tribes. But the

clans in question share the same set of names, whence their

essential unity may safely be inferred. In other tribes additional

examples of segmentation could doubtless be adduced. Where

different clans are named for animals of the same genus but for

different species of that genus, there is at least some presumptive

evidence for segmentation (though never more), and where the

moiety bears the name of a predominant clan or gens within that

moiety the same applies, though here the actual demonstrative

value of the evidence is even less.

However, in the case of the Iroquois it is not at all clear why
the moiety and the clan should be supposed to be genetically

related. Either the moiety was not formerly exogamous—then

there is no fimctional similarity between moiety and clan at all;

or, as according to Morgan and Dr. Goldenweiser it is reasonably

certain, the moiety was once exogamous. Then, also we are not

justified in saying that both imits were exogamous. For, at the

time the moiety was exogamous, the clan was by logical necessity

exogamous as a part of the exogamous moiety, while its distinctively

clan characteristics may have had 'nothing to do with exogamy.^

The fact that when the exogamous rule of the moiety broke down

it was limited to the clan proves nothing as to the unity of the two

organizations. For in Australia, as Cunow shows, the marriage-

regulating functions of the classes have in some instances been

transferred to the genetically quite different totem kin units. It is

true that an indefinite number of excuses can be given why proof

of connection between the Iroquois moiety and clan should be

' This argument has been used by Dr. Goldenweiser with relation to Australian

conditions.
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lacking. Names of social units have been known to disappear;

social units have been known to assume new fimctions; if the moiety

developed according to Morgan's scheme, evidence of the exogamic

character of the new clans must have disappeared. All such

explanations remind one of the evolutionist's plea as to imperfec-

tions of the paleontological record. Such a plea is admissible

where there is extraneous positive evidence, but does not fill the

place of lacking evidence. In the case of evolution there is for-

tunately independent evidence; in our Iroquois case there is not.

Hence, the unity of the Iroquois clan and moiety remains unproved,

though not disproved.

The value of the foregoing discussion lies in several directions.

For one thing it changes our view of the essence of the units com-

monly called clans and gentes. Whenever such units form part

of larger exogamous units, we can no longer assume dogmatically

that they, too, are at bottom exogamous. This, nevertheless,

remains a possibility, and on that assumption we must change our

conception of the moiety. The moiety, instead of being a sub-

divided exogamous clan, may be an association of exogamous clans

constituting a unit of novel character even if it assumes the exoga-

mous character once distinctive of the separate clans. And this

again opens our eyes to all kinds of possibilities. We need no

longer tug at all the facts of social organization in a vain effort

to thrust them into the strait-jacket of "exogamy." We begin

to suspect that various types of social units may peaceably coexist

in the same tribe, some regulating marriage, some, other social

activities; nay, some regulating marriage in one sense, others, in a

different sense. In short, instead of the dull uniformity of the

theorists, we may have all the motley variety of real life with its

profusion of individual differences. To justify this pluralistic

view, let us turn to some facts.

The Fox and Kickapoo are divided into exogamic gentes bear-

ing animal names. So far these units, except for the rule of descent,

correspond to the Iroquois clans. But in addition to their gentes

both Fox and Kickapoo have a division into moieties that is

utterly different from the Iroquois scheme. The Kickapoo child

enters a moiety only after receiving a name.
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The name comes from the father's name, unless the right of naming the

child is handed over to the mother by the father. If the father is uskaca, then

the offspring will be uskaca. If the mother is kicko'a and she has the right of

giving the name, then the child is kicko'a. Again, the child can become a

kicko'a if he is given to a grandmother, grandfather, sister's son, or a sister's

daughter; the child gets his name from the one in whose hands he falls, and if

the namer is a kicko'a the child will be a kicko'a.

Among the Fox the father usually, but not always, determines

which division a child shall enter.

If he is a To'kan, it is likely his children will be the same. Often the first-

bom is the same as the father, and the next child is the other. No distinction

is made on account of sex.'

From an earlier account of the closely related Sauk it appears

that consecutive children of the same father were placed into differ-

ent moieties, the oldest into his father's, the next oldest into the

complementary moiety, and so forth.* The Fox and Kickapoo

moieties are distinguished by the use of different paint for personal

decoration. Their sole function has been limited to that of divisions

in athletic games, but according to Dr. Michelson, the Fox moieties

had more serious (in part, ceremonial) duties. These moieties

differ markedly from those of the Iroquois, not so much because

of a difference in function, as in essential constitution. Functions

may be assumed and lost. The moieties of the Fox might be sup-

posed to have lost some of the characteristics found among the

Iroquois, or the Iroquois moieties might be supposed to have

originated as divisions similar to the Fox moieties and to have

assumed additional duties. But the difference is more funda-

mental. While among the Iroquois all the members of several

gentes are imited in one moiety, this is contrary to the Fox scheme,

where members of the same gens belong to opposite moieties, while

either moiety probably joins together members of all the gentes.

The problem that, however solved or however insoluble, naturally

arises from the Iroquois facts, viz., whether the moiety is a sub-

' Jones," '!!Jotes on the Foxlndians," Journal ofAmerican Folk-Lore (i9ii),pp. 216,

220; idem., "Kickapoo Ethnological Notes," American Anthropologist (1913), p. 335.

According to Dr. Michelson the firstborn child belongs to the moiety complementary

to its father's, the second to its father's moiety, and so forth.

^ McKenny and Hall, History of the Indian Tribes of North America, 1, 117.
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divided clan or an association of originally distinct clans, does

not arise at all in connection with the Sauk and Fox. It would

not even arise if the rule of descent were definitely patrilineal for

the moiety as it is for the gens. For there is nothing to show that a

man of gens a must belong to moiety A; and so long as there is no

such definite correlation, the children of a given man, Aa, will

indeed be also Aa, but will be joined for athletic purposes (or what

not) by the children oi An, who are also An. Consider Germans

divided into Catholics (A) and Protestants (B). From the point

of view of marriage the German Catholics form as definite an

endogamous imit as the Fox gens forms an exogamous unit. But
Germans are also divided into socio-economic groups, a .... n,

within which membership is in a measure hereditary, and when
we are told that a German is of the landed gentry, a capitalist,

a proletarian, etc., we do not know whether he is a CathoUc or a

Protestant, nor will it occur to us to ask, whether the religious

division grew out of the economic division or vice versa.

An even more instructive case is furnished by the Yuchi,

formerly resident in Georgia and Alabama but now settled in

Oklahoma. Like the Fox, the Yuchi are divided into exogamous

groups, though with them descent in these groups is matrilineal.

Like the Fox again, the Yuchi are divided into moieties, but with

the important difference that membership descends in the paternal

line. Here again each moiety will thus embrace members of all

possible clans and each clan will have members of both moieties.

The functions of the Yuchi moieties are of great importance. Not
only does the division during ball games follow moiety lines, but

in every phase of ceremonial, military, and political life the moiety

division appears more important than the clan division. The
Chief moiety is associated with peace, the Warrior moiety with war.

From among the Chiefs were chosen the highest pubUc ofl&cials,

while the Warriors took the initiative in setting out against the

enemy. At the tribal ceremony the Chiefs cared for the medicine

plants, while the Warriors presided over dances and games. As if to

emphasize the distinctness of the moiety from the clan, there is a

tendency—though not consistently carried out—'for Chiefs to

marry their daughters to other Chiefs rather than to Warriors.*

' Speck, Ethnology of the Yuchi Indians, especially pp. 70-78.
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In considering the social organization of the Yuchi, it would be

monstrous one-sidedness to disregard the important dual division

and emphasize only the exogamous clan unit.

But the social relations of individuals may be definitely deter-

mined, even without a definite grouping under the same group

name. Among the Hidatsa there were formerly seven exogamous

clans, four of which were grouped in one moiety, and the remainder

in the complementary moiety. Membership in clan and moiety

depended on one's mother's affiliations. But a Hidatsa's social

activities were only in part dependent on his membership in the

two units mentioned; in very large measure they depended on his

father's membership. The ceremonial life of an individual was

determined by his father's: he was obliged to purchase certain

sacred objects from his own father, and with them membership in

an esoteric ceremonial fraternity. Moreover, all the children of

fathers belonging to the same clan were united in a group of "jok-

ing relatives" whose privilege it was not only to play practical

jokes on any of the members of the group, but also publicly to

upbraid any member offending against tribal custom. Of the

Hidatsa, also, we may therefore say that their social organization

is very imperfectly described by an account of the exogamous

clan system: at any particular period the group of "joking rela-

tives" and of the patrilineal esoteric brotherhood loomed as

equally important social factors with one's own clan.

These few illustrations of different types of social units by no

means exhaust the number found in North America. From
among the most interesting ones I may add the castes of the

Northwest coast, where tribes are divided into Chiefs, Noblemen,

Commoners, and Slaves; and loose associations of clans into

phratries with apparently few or no distinctive traits, which occur

among the Crow. Instead of finding North American society

built upon a single basis, the clan or gens (for in Morgan's scheme,

I repeat, the phratry or moiety is only a segmented clan or gens),

we have met the following varieties of social unit

:

1. The exogamous clan or gens (Crow, Fox).

2. The clan or gens of indeterminate character as to exogamy, because it

forms part of a larger exogamous unit (Iroquois).
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3. The exogamous moiety composed of several clans or gentes (Iroquois).

4. The non-exogamous moiety composed of several clans or gentes (Hi-

datsa).

5. The non-exogamous moiety organized without relation to clans or

gentes (Yuchi, Fox).

6. Phratries of indeterminate character (Crow, Kansas).

7. Castes (Northwest coast).

8. Ceremonial bodies in which membership is determined by descent

(Hidatsa).

To these, on the basis of former considerations, we must add

the family in more or less our sense of the term, for we foimd that

both clan or gentile systems exist and where they do not exist there

are social relations due to ties of blood-relationship independently

of such systems.

To regard the exogamous one-sided kinship group as the sole

basis of social organization in North America is thus an unjustifiable

piece of anthropological folklore.

Finally, we must take up the question, whether the kinship

group is everywhere fundamentally the same. To a certain extent

this has already been answered. For if, on the one hand, clans

are exogamous as such, Hke those of the Crow, while on the other

hand they are only derivatively exogamous, as parts of other units

that are exogamous in their own right, then, of course, whatever

fundamental unity exists, exists, from Morgan's point of view,

between the exogamous divisions and not between the divisions

called clans. And as a definite unit must serve some purpose,

the non-exogamous clan must have had some other characteristic

that puts it in a different class from the exogamous clan. This

being so, we must repudiate as dogmatic the assumption that

wherever clan exogamy is found with other features the exogamous

feature is the historically earHest trait with which the other traits

afterward become associated. It is entirely possible that the course

of development may in some cases have been as follows: There

may have been a ceremonial groups at the beginning, with a rule

of descent like that followed in the Hidatsa esoteric groups, viz.,

the rule that children buy their own father's medicines and mem-

' Or a group constituted for some other purpose. I adopt an example patterned

as closely as possible on actual facts.
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bership. The ceremonial group will thus come to consist of a

nimiber of patrilineal families. We need only the additional step

that marriage shall be tabooed among fellow-members—a step that

has been taken in ceremonial associations of a diflFerent type within

the same area—to have a typical gens, with exogamy as the final

instead of the fundamental feature of organization.

In the Ught of these considerations we shall not base any theory

as to the fundamental unity, either historically or psychologically,

between two given clan systems on the existence of exogamy in

both, but shall take into account all the geographical, historical,

and psychological factors that would be considered in any other

ethnological comparison. Let us compare, for example, the clan

concept of the Iroquois with that of the Crow. The Iroquois clan

bears an animal name; has a distinctive set of personal names; and

was once derivatively exogamous. The Crow clan is not named for

an animal, but bears a nickname, such as "Sore-lip," "Tied-in-a-

Knot," "Bad War Honors"; it has no set of personal names;

and it is primarily exogamous, for it does not form part of a larger

exogamous unit. This parallel becomes really significant when we

view both systems in their geographic setting. Clans and gentes

bearing names directly or indirectly referring to animals are foimd

very widely distributed among the tribes east of the Mississippi and

among the Southern Siouan tribes. The idea of nicknaming clans,

gentes, or local bands is also definitely localized among the tribes

of the Northwestern Plains—^Assiniboine, Dakota, Blackfoot,

Crow. Practically all the tribes with animal-named divisions have

associated with these divisions sets of distinctive personal names;

among the Northwestern Plains tribes children are named either in

commemoration of some exploit of a distinguished tribesman or

according to a supernatural revelation, a method precluding clan

sets of personal names. Finally, there is fair evidence of exogamy

being a secondary clan feature among a number of Eastern Wood-

land and Southern Siouan tribes. The Iroquois, Winnebago, and

Kansas are positively stated to have had exogamous moieties;

for the Osage the same condition seems to have held formerly;^

for the Omaha there is at least some indication of pristine exogamy

» For this information I am indebted to Miss Gerda Sebbelov.
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in the moiety. While the evidence on this point is far from con-

vincing, a suspicion remains that in the area under discussion ex-

ogamy may have been primarily associated with the dual division.

But in the Northwestern Plains area there is no reason for assuming

that exogamy was anything but a phenomenon characteristic of

the clan or gens, for the simple reason that the moiety does not occur

among the Crow and Blackfoot, and the phratries of the Crow are

historically a later development than the exogamous clan. The

clans of the Iroquois and Crow are therefore not only radically

dissimilar, but it appears that they represent two types of social

unit distinctive of certain definite geographical areas. If kinship

groups are not fundamentally alike even within the same continent,

they will, a fortiori, not be fundamentally alike in different conti-

nents, as Dr. Goldenweiser has shown by a comparison of Aus-

tralian and Northwest American kinship groups.^ The theory

that clans or gentes conform to a single basic concept thus breaks

down utterly.

Our critique of Morgan has thus established the following con-

clusions :

1. Kinship groups tracing descent unilaterally are not found

universally among primitive tribes.

2. It is not proved that the North American gentes developed

out of clans.

3. Restrictions of marriage are not primarily determined by

unilateral kinship groups, for they exist, on the basis of blood-

relationship, where no such groups exist, and coexist where such

groups do exist; kinship groups being absent precisely among the

tribes of lowest culture (in North America)

.

4. The exogamous kinship group did not form the sole foimda-

tion of the social fabric among primitive tribes, where quite different

imits, such as the moiety, caste, etc., occur, often coexisting with

the clan or gens.

5. The kinship group is a phenomenon of variable significance.

Every destructive criticism of a view sanctioned by tradition

leaves its adherents with a sense of loss. This feeling is, of course,

' "Totemism, an Analytical Study," Journal of American Folk-Lore (igto),

pp. 179-293-
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an illusion, for there is no real loss when opinions are abandoned

that are demonstrably false. But does modern ethnology, to use

a hackneyed phrase, merely tear down without building up ? To
anyone acquainted even with the rudiments of psychology this

question must seem very naive. Synthesis is the most fundamental

characteristic of consciousness: all the elementary operations of

the human mind, such as the association of ideas, are described by

psychologists, such as Hoffding and ComeUus, as synthetic processes.

Under these circumstances the fear that modern critical science will

compile a chaotic mass of data by failing to correlate the isolated

facts it ascertains is absurd. The kind of synthesis that some

people dream of seems to be the method of insisting that things are

alike which one knows to be different, and it is this kind of synthetic

sleight-of-hand performance with which modem science will have

nothing to do. Let us once more turn to the facts to see in what

manner legitimate synthesis proceeds.

We find that the Crow are divided into clans of a certain type

—

an isolated fact. When we find subsequently that the Hidatsa

have exactly the same type of clan we spontaneously bring this fact

under the same heading as the first—we synthetize, in other words,

our two findings. This spontaneous activity, owing to the very

nature of human consciousness, must be supplemented by a sys-

tematic attempt at all conceivable correlations of fact. How did

the Crow-Hidatsa clan originate ? Is it a trait of human psychology

to evolve just such a clan in every part of the globe ? Or is such a

development due to a peculiarity of the Crow and Hidatsa ? Or

has it been borrowed from certain other tribes, and if so, from what

tribes ? The formulation of every such problem is the synthesis of

certain facts that were at first isolated, unsynthetized. But the

synthesis consists solely in the formulation itself. If we find that a

suggested correlation does not hold as a matter of fact, our method

of procedure has nevertheless been synthetic, quite independently

of the result. When Morgan assumes without question that the

Iroquois clan and moiety are at bottom alike, he is not more syn-

thetic but less synthetic than we who question the self-evident

character of his assumption and thus suggest a new co-ordination

of the facts.
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The actual course of scientific progress is more enlightening on

the subject of scientific method than the psychologically intelhgible,

but logically often indefensible, desire for simplicity. We must in-

deed seek the simplest, most economical representation of the facts,

but the emphasis must be as strong on ''facts" as on "economical" if

we are to avoid producing merely a pleasing myth instead of a sum-

mary of reality. What does it mean when Faraday tells us that he

crushed dozens of hypotheses in the silence of his laboratory ? It

means that, thoroughly saturated with the facts of his science,

Faraday attempted all manner of correlations of phenomena, many
of which could never have suggested themselves to one unacquainted

with the same range of facts, and that, by a process of selection, those

correlations suggested in his thinking to which there corresponded

a real correlation in nature remained as his permanent contribution

to science.

If anthropology is to be regarded as a science, it must conform

to the logical methods of the exact sciences. Spontaneous synthesis

of anthropological facts will be supplemented by systematic sugges-

tion, verification, and elimination of all conceivable co-ordinations.

In this work there will naturally be differences among anthro-

pologists due to individual differences in knowledge of anthropo-

logical fact, individual differences in degree of synthetic faculty

and of critical judgment. But can anthropology aspire to the

exactness of sciences Hke physics and chemistry ? As regards logical

method, at least, I firmly believe it can; if I did not, I should regard

it as a harmless mode of amusement or as a branch of belles lettres

rather than as a branch of science.

One or two illustrations must suffice. Among several of the

Plains Indian tribes there are graded clubs, the members of any one

of which are of the same age and buy their place in the society.

We have here, then, two factors on either of which membership

may primarily depend—^purchase and age. The question is, which

is the fundamental correlation, membership and purchase, or mem-
bership and age ? Let us make an experiment in thought. Pro-

vided membership is a function of age, then if we vary the age

beyond a certain Hmit membership must cease. Provided mem-

bership is a function of purchase, it will cease only when sold.
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Fortunately, our experiment in thought has been performed for us

in reality. Among the Hidatsa and Mandan, individuals have pre-

served their membership in clubs regardless of advancing age,

because they had had no opportunity to sell their membership;

in this way some claim simultaneous affiliation with more than one

organization, which of course would be impossible if these clubs

were primarily age societies. Hence, membership is basically a

function of purchase. Many theories of physicists as to the consti-

tution of matter rest, I fear, on a less solid basis of fact and logic.

To take another case. Many primitive tribes use the same

term in addressing relatives very differently related according to

our notions of kinship. For example, the Crow call a father, a

father's brother, the husband of a mother's sister or of a father's

sister by the same term. They also use a single word in addressing

a mother, a mother's sister, a father's sister, and the wife of a father's

brother. From this we might infer that persons of the same genera-

tion and sex are addressed by the same kinship term. But while

this conclusion is in large measure true, it does not state the whole

truth. For a Crow will also address any father's clansman, no

matter how young, as ** father." Similarly, he will address any

female of his father's clan, no matter how young, as his "mother."

Now, as among the Crow descent is traced in the female line, any

man, his sister, and her daughters and sons, her daughter's daughter,

and all female descendants indefinitely must belong to the same

clan. Hence, if I am a Crow, I ought to call my father's sister's

daughter and all her female descendants "mother," and my father's

sister's son "father," because all of them belong to my father's

clsin. This is actually the case, both among the Crow and the

related Hidatsa. But how can we make sure that they are so called

because of their clan ? Obviously we must proceed again by keep-

ing other possible causes constant and determining what happens

when we eliminate the one cause xmder discussion. We must,

therefore, find two relationships differing only as to clan affihation.

Now, while my father's sister's daughter and son belong to the same

clan (which is also my father's), the daughter of my father's sister's

son and the daughter of my father's sister's daughter will belong

to different clans, since the former must follow her mother's clan.
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Hence, we have here two relatives identical in sex and generation, but

differing in clan. We have found that a Crow will call his father's

sister's daughter's daughter "mother." Does he call his father's

sister's son's daughter by the same term? He does not, calling

her instead his "sister." In other words, when the clan factor

is eliminated, a different factor becomes potent—the generation

factor. For it seems clear that I use the term "sister" because the

father of my "sister" is my "father" and because children of the

same "father" are brothers and sisters.

There are no bounds to the synthetic co-ordination of ethno-

logical facts along the lines here indicated. That, however, ethno-

logical facts should admit of such simple wholesale summing up

as certain (not all) groups of physical facts is an unreasonable

demand. If ethnological laws of development exist, their discovery

will doubtless be a great achievement. But we must be on our

guard against "fake" laws that do not result from a synthesis of

the facts but from an artificial simplification by selection of those

facts that fall in with the investigator's fancies. It would be a

great simplification of much physical calculation if bodies fell

with an acceleration of lo meters per second; but they perversely

persist in falling with an acceleration of 9.81. So it would be

charming if all tribes passed first through a loose, then through a

clan, and finally through a gentile form of organization; unfor-

tunately there is no evidence that many of them do. It has been

said in Newton's praise that he did not attempt to astonish himself

by his clever ideas about nature, but sought to know what nature

was really like. In looking over etlmological literature we are

frequently tempted to ask whether the writer's object is not solely

to amaze himself and others by his own cleverness. But ethnology

is rapidly coming of age, and we are learning to synthetize after

the manner of Newton, in the expectation of raising, not a structure

of new anthropological folklore, but a new anthropological science.
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The determination of the exact meaning of a word that has only

recently been proposed, and which has been explicitly defined by

'

its author, is ordinarily an easy task; easier, that is, than in the case

of an old term whose meaning has shifted through ages or through

successive languages. Yet this youthful term, "eugenics," has

already raced along a rapid and muddy course.

Galton applied the word, in the first place, to the control of the

racial evolution of the human species. Yet so far has the original

meaning strayed that if one were to ask for definitions of eugenics

from the passengers of a street car, one would get answers such as

these: "the science of sex," "the control of venereal disease," "the

causes and prevention of prostitution," "the science of health."

Who has not heard laws to prevent the marriage of those venereally

infected called eugenic? A school for sex education is called a

school of eugenics. Even a milk and ice station ^as been similarly

designated. At a recent important conference one speaker said,

"As the hour is late, we must adjourn for lunch now, to be eugenic."

Again, some workers for sexual hygiene explained that their move-

ment had been, greatly helped since they had labeled it eugenic.

So it goes; a good word has been blurred and marred almost past

recognition.

There are several criteria for determining what is the best usage

of any term. These are: (i) the formal definition by its originator,

(2) its etymology, (3) reputable usage, and (4) fitness of limits.

Just as facts fall into groups with natural limits, so words which

have limits corresponding to these limits of the facts are to be

preferred to words that are assigned arbitrary boundaries.

In an article in Macmillan's Magazine, Vol. XII, pp. 157 and

318, in 1865, entitled "Hereditary Talent and Character," we find

98
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the main lines of all of Sir Francis Gallon's subsequent work in

eugenics developed. The expression "improvement of the breed

of mankind" was its keynote, though the word eugenics was not

yet used. The word first appears in a footnote in Galton's In-

quiries into Human Faculty in 1873. Here it is described as

the science of improving stock, which is by no means confined to questions of

judicious mating, but which, especially in the case of man, takes cognizance of

all influences that tend, in however remote a degree, to give to the more suit-

able races or strains of blood a better chance of prevailing speedily over the

less suitable than they otherwise would have had This [is] ....
applicable to men, brutes, and plants Eugenics .... is a neater

word and a more generalized one than viriculture, which I once ventured to

use.

In 1892, in the prefatory chapter to the second edition of

Hereditary Genius, Galton said, on p. xxvii: "Our part is to watch

for opportunities to intervene by checking the bad and giving free

play to the good. We must distinguish clearly between our power

in this fundamental respect and that which we also possess of

ameliorating education and hygiene." Galton did not use the

word eugenics here, but the passage is significant as showing that

he had very clearly in mind the distinction between that which we
now call eugenics and euthenics.

In 190 1, in his Huxley lecture on the "Possible Improvement

of the Human Breed under Existing Conditions of Law and Senti-

ment," he does not use his new term, but does throughout deal

strictly with germinal characteristics.

In 1904, in his paper "Eugenics, Its Scope and Aims," he uses

this definition: "Eugenics is the science which deals with all

influences that improve the inborn qualities of a race; also with

those that develop them to the utmost advantage. The improve-

ment of the inborn qualities or stock of some one human population

will alone be discussed here." It is this definition which gives the

excuse to tliose who would use eugenics so broadly as to include

nearly all human betterment. Some contend that he meant to in-

clude a considerably wider field than he did earlier. Since birth

does not take place till the individual is already nine months old,

characteristics acquired during these prenatal months, strictly

speaking, are inborn. Yet Galton himself used the word "inborn"
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always in reference to the germinal characteristics, in contradis-

tinction to the acquired body characteristics, even though inborn.

And let it be noted that in this article he does not deal with anything

but germinal characteristics, as in his other articles.

When we come to his Memories oj My Life, written in 1908, we
find him saying, "Eugenics is officially defined in the minutes of the

University of London as the 'study of the agencies under social

control that may improve or impair the racial qualities of future

generations either physically or mentally.'" Galton gave this

same definition to the Eugenics Education Society, so that we may
consider it the final form in which he wished it expressed. That to

Galton the word "racial" meant germinal is borne out by his_

expression "races or strains of blood," and also by the following

passages from this same autobiography:

To replace natural selection by other processes that are more merciful and

not less effective .... is precisely the aim of eugenics. Its first object is to

check the birth-rate of the unfit instead of allowing them to come into being,

though doomed in large numbers to perish prematurely. The second object

is the improvement of the race by furthering the productivity of the fit by

early marriages and the healthful rearing of their children. Natural selection

rests upon excessive production and wholesale destruction; eugenics on bring-

ing no more individuals into the world than can be properly cared for and those

only of the best stock [p. 323].

In the foregoing passage, the expression "healthful rearing of

their children" might at first reading seem to indicate that Galton

meant to include hygiene. But when we note that he says "the

healthful rearing of their children" (not merely "children"), it is

evident that he is treating hygiene as an agency in increasing the

survival of these individuals of good stock.

Most biologists believe that acquired body characteristics are

not inherited unless the germ cells, collectively spoken of as germ-

plasm, are affected. The question then becomes, What influences

do affect the germ-plasm? While most biologists today believe

that the germ-plasm is very conservative, and therefore difficult

to modify, yet it is generally granted that such a modification is

possible, where the agency, through some quality of the blood or

otherwise, can act directly upon the germ-plasm. Since species

are so conservative, the burden of proof lies with those who would
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assert the possibility of easier modification. The two deleterious

agencies which have been most generally supposed capable of

afifecting the germ-plasm are alcohol and the toxin formed by the

parasite Spirochaeta pallida. If these do affect the germ-plasm,

they are properly classed as racial poisons. But the evidence, even

in these cases, is as yet by no means conclusive. Without the

results of further investigation, now under way at several labora-

tories, we cannot decide positively whether there is a direct lasting

effect on the germ-plasm of alcohol and the toxin of Spirochaeta

pallida to include within the province of eugenics or not.

When we consider the etymology of the word eugenics, we find

no warrant for the loose uses earlier quoted. The Greek equiva-

lent, true breeding, clearly puts the emphasis on heredity.

Reputable usage, in the case of ordinary words, means that

interpretation given by educated people, but in the definition of

a scientific word we accept only the meaning used by specialists

in that field of science which embraces the data or principles under

consideration. The Galton Eugenics Laboratory in London and
the Eugenics Record Office of Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island,

are both investigating, in their studies of human variation and

heredity, germinal characteristics, or determining just what is

germinal. I know of not a single instance where these scientists

have used the word eugenics in any but the Galtonian sense.

Furthermore, the officers of the Eugenics Committee of the Ameri-

can Breeders' Association, which is the oldest eugenics association

in this country, in their writings also use the word only in this early,

restricted sense.

Is there a natural, clear-cut line dividing the field of eugenics

from that splendidly large, though vaguely bounded, field of activity

for improved human environment, now known as euthenics ? To
be sure, much of this social betterment work does affect inborn

quaHties. But as we have seen, inborn qualities may or may not

be germinal. Thus, a cleft palate, known to have been in the

family for generations, is plainly germinal and belongs to the field

of eugenics. On the other hand, we may recognize certain charac-

teristics in an infant at birth, which are of course inborn, without

necessarily being germinal, as for instance, weight somewhat above
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the normal, wholly as the result of superior prenatal nutrition.

The mother after conception is merely a nurturing environment.

Any characteristics the child acquires, then, in this period are

not germinal, though inborn. Therefore efforts to improve these

inborn, non-germinal characteristics of the coming child, through

better care of the pregnant mother, are not in the field of eugenics,

if we adhere to Galton's original definition, but in the field of

euthenics. Yet in some cases there is, in the avowed object of

bettering the new generation, an element of futurity that marks

it off somewhat from the general euthenic movement that stresses

present-day betterment. To cover just this, I have coined the

expression "projected euthenics."

If the line of distinction is drawn as here indicated, this field of

projected euthenics will be handled by the euthenist, familiar with

its problems and trained in its methods, and not by eugenists, who
have a training and interest entirely distinct. These eugenists can

then give their whole attention to those problems of heredity and

selection which they are peculiarly fitted to handle.

In order to show this contrast between the euthenists and the

eugenists, and why it is desirable to have a scientific demarkation

of their fields, let us examine a few cases where they come into

conflict. It is noticeable in each of these instances that the most

useful line of division cuts between eugenics and projected euthen-

ics, not between projected euthenics and euthenics.

The campaign to save all infant lives indiscriminately is clearly

not eugenic, but it is to be favored on euthenic grounds. To
tolerate the present needless sacrifice of baby lives for the possible

good of future generations would be too costly.

Using the Galtonian definition, we discover that the crucial

eugenic aspect of alcohoHsm is whether it deteriorates the germ-

plasm or affects the marriage-, birth-, and death-rates of the affected

persons. AH other aspects of alcohoUsm belong to the field of

euthenics. Should we accept the extended definition of eugenics,

there would be no limit, since as a rule the children of alcoholic

parents are inferior, aside from any race deterioration.

To the eugenist the principal importance of venereal diseases is

the effect they have on sterility and the marriage rate. But with
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the extended meaning, eugenists would need to cover the entire

field of sexual hygiene, inasmuch as the health of offspring is

impaired by infection.

Let us hope that it is not too late to save the word eugenics from

the disuse into which it will fall if it becomes so inclusive as to lose

the value that arises from an apt distinction. Let us use the word

only in the good, pure, Galtonian sense: Eugenics is the science and

art of the control of human, germinal characteristics. As an

adjective, eugenic is applied only to those agencies or influences

^hich improve the aggregate of human, germinal characteristics.



RACE MINGLING IN HAWAII
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A discussion of the mingling of races would seem to imply that

there exists somewhere a pure stock. Probably this is a mere

historic ideal/ The social body is a mixture, and whatever quah-

ties it exhibits exist by virtue of or in spite of an extended process

of amalgamation. The word "race" therefore can be appKed only

to fairly fixed types which measure up to certain canons of homo-

geneity. The problem of mingling involves on the one hand a

study of the forces which have created these types, and on the other

an attempt to interpret their operation in contemporary race con-

junction. Data are difficult to obtain, but a few principles have

made themselves prominent.

MOTIVES AND CONDITIONS INVOLVED IN RACE MINGLING

When two races meet, the normal course of their association is

through introduction, hostihty, tolerance, indifference, co-operation,

friendship, fusion. Though often one or more of these stages is

omitted, the general process is revealed in the conquest of one race

by another, in the contact of two parallel migrating groups, and

in the peaceful settlement of large numbers of men from one land

within a territory already partially occupied. Certain forces

oppose it—primarily, geographic isolation. Others favor it

—

notably, economic necessity. The stage with which we have to do

in this paper is the final one. It is pertinent to inquire how far the

principles observable throughout the entire movement survive

and exert an influence for or against interbreeding.

Among the most potent deterring forces is physical repulsion.

This must not be confused with contrast in specific physical char-

acteristics, for it involves the complete reaction of man to man or

of race to race. It is therefore in reality psychic. The same may
* Annand de Quatrefages, Human Species (1895), pp. 273-75.
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be said of that body of tradition which has been classified as "group

standards." Included in it are reUgious beliefs, civil institutions,

manners and customs, race propensities and ideals. It is semi-

sacred in character, and frowns upon intimacy with foreigners as

threatening its integrity. Intensify it on one side and there

develops that religious bigotry which has kept many a stock pure for

centuries. Foster it on another side and there appears the soUdarity

of the Jewish and the Japanese peoples. Certain minor adverse

influences might be mentioned under the heads of prejudice, lack

of s)anpathy, mental preference, and canons of beauty. These,

however, are more obviously survivals. In so far as they fall with-

out the area of group standards they belong to the sphere of indi-

vidual judgment.

The barriers mentioned break down of their own weight as

races pass from acquaintance to intimacy. Moreover, two influ-

ences may be mentioned as hastening actual interbreeding. The
psychic element of novelty often leads to unions which otherwise

would not take place, and military or other circumstances fre-

quently force groups of men to the alternative of alien marriage or

no marriage at all.

A statement of the reactions dictated by these psychic tendencies

is found in Ward's laws of miscegenation.^ The significant aspect

of it is that it epitomizes the response to what Mr. Ward calls the

"biological imperative" of race improvement. Individuals choose

mates as they do because of inherent impulse to produce offspring

superior to themselves. If this principle can be accepted it may
interpret both those influences which encourage and those which

check fusion.

EFFECTS OF RACE MINGLING

The operation of the principles already discussed may follow

any one of several lines in a given instance of race conjunction.

One people may disappear before another, either as the result

of an extermination policy or through the more gradual influence

of new disease and novel economic situations. There may be

absorption, one element losing its identity without exerting any

' L. F. Ward, Pure Sociology (1903), p. 359.
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marked effect upon the other and greater. The conditions for this

are adaptability and relatively small numbers in one race and the

existence of not too great a culture interval between the two con-

cerned. Again, there may appear the formation of a new stock,

taking the place of, or existing beside, the old. Lastly, there

may be Uttle or no interbreeding, the two peoples dwelling side by

side in distinct racial groups, but co-operating to greater or less

degree in community life.

Where races refuse to blend, open antagonism is always a possi-

bility. Where they meet to create a new stock, social comphca-

tions equally conspicuous are likely to arise. A hardening of caste

lines may ensue, though quite as probably the very laxity which

has allowed the fusion is conJSrmed by the fact of fusion. A well-

defined "buffer" class may be evolved. With whatever vague-

ness social Unes are drawn, however, there is almost certain to

emerge the tragedy of the individual who combines the culture

characteristics of one parent race with the physical marks of the

other. This product, especially in a tense economic environment,

inclines to cause bitterness. Race antipathy so arising may be

even more virulent than that between two mutually jealous and

exclusive groups which tolerate and avoid each other.

Passing from the group consequences of race mingling, perhaps

the most vital matter of the entire problem relates to the character

of offspring. Much has been made of the theory that hybrid

peoples are likely to be retrogressive—weakly, unstable, and even

infertile. Careful observations may be at the bottom of this, but

it should be remembered that the circumstances under which inter-

breeding takes place are often disadvantageous.^ Often it involves

violent change of environment for one of the contributing bloods,

a condition which is beUeved to discourage fecundity. Differing

group standards in the parents may forbid such psychic harmony

as is essential to the production of strong and abundant progeny.

Most important of all, unwonted diseases are likely to cause high

mortality among peoples who can meet them neither with inherited

immunity nor with acquired resistance. It is significant also that

' C. L. Brace, Races of the Old World (1864), p. 490.
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the preliminary fusing often is identified with the less wholesome

elements of at least one stock.

Convincing as may appear the instances of hybrid inferiority,

excellent evidence for the worth of mixed bloods is at hand.^ It

seems fair, therefore, to consider that such unfavorable influences

as those mentioned above are responsible for the seeming deteriora-

tion of certain crossed products. The fecundity and longevity of

mixed races in Mexico and Brazil are conspicuous^—in fact, the

mixture of Latins, negroes, and Indians which is peopling Central

and South America seems to be an ascendant stock.^ There may
be sigoificance also in the numerical growth of the mulattoes in the

United States,'' and in the occasional emergence of strong individuals

in this race. When the social body is admittedly a mixture, and

when great areas can be permanently populated by such stocks as

the Latin-Indian and the French-Indian, the burden of proof would

seem to lie with those who contend that no hybrid race can thrive

and persist.

THE SITUATION IN HAWAII

a) The elements.—Such principles of race mingling as are

known seem in the recital somewhat abstract and prehistoric. For

example of contemporary application we need only turn to Hawaii.

Fusion is in process in the mid-Pacific. In order to estimate it let

us first examine the elements. The base is of course the native

race. The derivation of this is uncertain. Together with the

inhabitants of New Zealand, the Marquesas, the Society, the

Samoan, and other Pacific islands it makes up the Polynesian group.

It came ultimately from the Indian archipelago, but its more

specific relations are clouded.^

' Ibid., p. 482; Earl Finch, "Effects of Race Miscegenation," in G. Spiller (ed.),

Papers on Inter-racial Problems (Ginn, 191 1), pp. 108-12.

' A. H. Keane, Central and South America (iQog), I, 492-93; II, 123.

3 A. S. Pennington, Argentine Republic (1910), p. 35. Jean Baptiste de Lacerda,

"The Metis, or Half-Breeds of Brazil," in G. Spiller (ed.), op. ciL, pp. 377-82; Quatre-

fages, op. cit., pp. 269, 281-82; J. P. Canto, Chile (1912), pp. 139-41.

* U.S. Census Report, 1910, 1, 129,

5 Abraham Fornander, Polynesian Race (1890), I, 2.
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Perhaps because of the mild and somewhat enervating clime

in which he has lived the Hawaiian is not so strong a type as is his

Maori kinsman. His whole being shows the effect of his environ-

ment. The temperature of Hawaii varies but a few degrees

throughout the year. There is practically no seasonal change.

The cultivated food supply is little subject to climatic exigencies.

Fish is always abundant in the sea. The native mind and physique

have lacked, therefore, on the one hand the stimulus of the temper-

ate zone and on the other the compelling pressure of a climate in

which provision for shelter and subsistence must be made against

adverse natural conditions and fierce competition of kind. Cir-

cumstances are such as to minimize the growth of positive traits.

The Hawaiian is large and well formed, muscular, and inclined to

corpulency. He is simple minded, generous, gentle, susceptible

to influence, averse to sustained effort, incapable of enduring mental

strain. The present native population is 26,000,^ Roughly, this is

one-eighth of the original—a significant conmaentary upon civiliza-

tion's contribution to backward races.

Next chronologically among the fusing factors in Hawaii is the

Caucasian. His place can best be shown by sketching the white

influences that have reached the group. The first Europeans who
touched Hawaii^—the crew of a Spanish ship in 1528—left little

more than a legend. Real acquaintance with the whites came when

Cook discovered the islands for the modem world in 1778.^ For

several decades those proverbially undesirable elements which

have often brought disaster to unopened lands exploited Hawaii,

Cook's own party left a trail of blood and lust. Then followed

whalers, beach-combers. Botany Bay convicts, adventurers from

every civilized land. In 1820, however, began the play of an oppos-

ing force in the arrival of band after band of New England mission-

aries. Anglican, Roman Catholic, and Mormon emissaries came

in their turn. Two parallel but hostile streams of white influence

continued to flow into Hawaii for forty years. Gradually the islands

'U.S. Census Report, 1910, III, 1159.

' W. F. Blackman, Making of Hawaii (1906), p. 63.

3 W. D. Alexander, Brief History of the Hawaiian People (1891), chaps, xvi ff.;

Blackman, op. cit., pp. 62-72.
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came to be more widely known as a congenial spot for American

settlers. Business began to exert its pull, and since annexation

this, together with professional opportunity and the government's

military activity, has swelled the Caucasian population. Thus

Hawaii has since 1778 felt the touch of libertinism, of Puritanism,

and finally of modern, middle-class American ideals. In 1910

the whites, exclusive of Portuguese and Spanish, numbered i5,cx)o.^

The Chinese in Hawaii may well debate the claim of the Cau-

casian to second place among the fusing elements. Chinese began

to arrive before the middle of the century, in response to the oppor-

tunities of the sandalwood trade. In 1852 the first supply of

Chinese labor reached the islands. This was augmented from

time to time until 1883, when there began to go into force those

restrictive measures which finally ended Chinese immigration.

The Chinese in Hawaii are all from Quantung and largely from

Canton. They exhibit, therefore, the racial characteristics of the

southern Chinese, being short, dark-skinned, and suggestive of

Malay extraction. Their mental traits are those of the Chinese in

general. They are plodding, thrifty, inveterate workers, content

with simple living, stolid, and capable of excelling in those arts and

activities which involve memory and imitation rather than origi-

nality. The bearing of these qualities upon the racial situation will

appear later. Notwithstanding the cessation of immigration the

Chinese element in the population is important numerically as well

as otherwise. The census of 1910 puts it at 22,000.

A dozen other peoples are found in Hawaii in appreciable

numbers. Of these the Portuguese alone promise to contribute

in any considerable measure to the race mixture. They were

imported as cheap plantation labor, and now number 22,000.*

They intermarry with no great freedom, but since their group is

relatively large their influence is bound to be felt. The Japanese

stand at the other end of the scale. Separate, exclusive, and

avoided by all, they almost never form unions with other peoples.

Between these two extremes are sprinklings of various nationalities

—small in extent, but nevertheless certain to leave their mark in a

' U.S. Census Report, 1910, III, 11 59.

^ T. G. Thrum, Hawaiian Annual (191 1), pp. 43-53.
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community where race lines are vague and the fusing process well

under way. These include Korean, Russian, Filipino, Spanish,

Porto Rican, negro. Moreover, the influences catalogued are

by no means final. At any time a new and powerful one may be

introduced. Labor is scarce. The planters and the Department

of Immigration are scouring the earth for cheap workers.* New
Latin or oriental stocks may be imported and inject a hitherto

unknown strain into the blending populace.

h) Influences which have encouraged fusion.—Having examined

the ingredients, let us note the forces which have guided the actual

mingling of races in Hawaii. They began with libertinism, for the

early American and European adventurers were not of the stripe

to turn from an unmoral race whose women admired the white

gods and among whom hospitality meant the fullest sharing of the

home. Then followed legitimate relations, for the more scrupulous

immigrants and even the missionary offspring found it expedient to

take wives from the amiable, tractable people who were their sole

companions. Later came the Chinese men. Isolated from females

of their own race, they sought marriage alliances with the natives.

These the Hawaiian women were often glad to make, for the

Chinese was regarded as a better provider than the Hawaiian. Of

late years the Portuguese have been thrown with Hawaiians,

Chinese, and hybrids upon the plantations and in the poorer city

districts in such intimacy as to produce a certain amount of Latin

intermarriage. As the Portuguese for the most part brought their

women with them, and as they are somewhat inclined to separate-

ness, this has not been considerable. It may, however, exert a

perceptible influence.

So much for the situations which have brought about inter-

breeding in the past. They are to no such extent operative today

as formerly. With the growth of the two cities of the islands and

the establishment of modern American institutions a new set of

forces has begun its work. Whether or not these forces are directly

encouraging to actual fusion, they are conspicuously productive

of race contact in the social and intellectual and cultural spheres.

In general they are similar to the influences which the mainland

calls upon in dealing with European immigrants. They are

' Hawaii Governor, Annual Report (igii), pp. 47-49-
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worthy of some notice, however, because the ideals of the races

concerned are opposed rather than akin to our own, because in

spite of this diversity American mores are being accepted with

eagerness, and because assimilation is proceeding with even greater

success than where Europeans are involved.

Among the forces now active, education deserves first mention.

Theoretically common-school privileges are available to all, and

compulsory, although the territory has difficulty in keeping pace

with the need. Besides the grade schools it provides three high

schools, and in co-operation with the federal government a college of

agriculture and mechanic arts. The islands teem with elementary

institutions under sectarian and private auspices, and almost with-

out exception students are admitted to these without regard to

nationality. In fact, several of the more important exist primarily

for the benefit of Orientals and Hawaiians. The result is that the

young people of these races are taking business positions requiring

training and ability, pursuing further study in mainland colleges,

and rapidly achieving the Anglo-Saxon culture standard. The

earnestness and capacity of the average non-American pupil would

put many a white student to shame.

Religious influences are playing an important part in Hawaii's

development. While Buddhism and Confucianism have a strong

hold among the Orientals, it is obvious that neither of them can

ever be a flux. Neither can Christianity of any but the broadest

and most liberal type. Fortunately the Protestant church leaders

have learned in some measure to plant the seed and allow the

great forces to care for the growing. The native Chinese, Japanese,

Korean, and other Christian groups are left largely to interpret

the Galilean message in the light of their own peculiar race psy-

chology and experience. At least one large church of the islands

not only reaches out to all nations, but with a creed that is a bare

statement of purpose welcomes the earnest soul whether he be ortho-

dox Christian, Buddhist, Jew, or Catholic. Another, while retain-

ing a less modern creed, requires no assent thereto.

Social relations are such as to promote race intercourse. Hono-

lulu is a cosmopoUs in which diverse peoples not only live but

mingle. A gathering of ten taken at random in a store or office
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is more than likely to include white, Hawaiian, Chinese, Portuguese,

and Japanese. A street car may carry at once representatives of a

dozen races without a suggestion of Jim-Crowism, And at the

functions arranged by leaders of one nationality there are found

people of the others—all assemble on a single footing at the gover-

nor's levee, at Queen Liliuokalani's birthday reception, at festivities

in the Chinese district, at the celebration of a German holiday, or

at a lawn party in honor of visiting Japanese royalty. Hetero-

geneous crowds jostle each other at steamer landings and band

concerts. The Washington's birthday fete enlists every element

of the community in the year's great jollification. Good feehng

prevails and refutes the proverbial notion that amity and co-

operation are impossible among people whose racial inheritances

are dissimilar. Common interests and purposes have operated to

weld the population into a working social unit.

Economic considerations weigh heavily on the side of amalga-

mation. Commercially the various classes are vitally dependent

upon each other. Whites are on the ground only in sufficient

numbers to provide leadership in business and the professions,

and this condition is likely to continue. Chinese, Japanese, Portu-

guese, Fihpinos, and Russians contribute plantation labor. Orien-

tals dominate the trades, perform menial service, and raise the vege-

tables, rice, and taro. Portuguese and Hawaiians supply the city

and dock labor. While there is a distinct line drawn according to

dignity of occupation, it falls between the crust of whites and the

rest of the lump. Among the other races there is Uttle gradation.

Each is necessary in its place, and there is comparatively little

economic competition. It is only fair to say that what competi-

tion does exist is increasing, as ambitious Chinese and Japanese

and Portuguese push out from the plantations into the trades and

crowd the field. There is little animosity, however, barring the

slight distrust which exists between the Japanese and every other

element in the population.

Certain other agencies may be mentioned as encouraging race

contact and urging conformity to American civilization. English

is now the language of the government and of big business, and its

recognition appears in the eagerness with which the Orientals seek

a knowledge of it and the pride with which those already proficient
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in its use scorn the "pidgin" jargon. This appears even among the

Japanese, who are most jealous of their own institutions. News-

papers printed in English increasingly spread mainland ideals

throughout the heterogeneous community. Western clothes are

affected to a large extent by all—the single possible exception being

the Japanese, whose adherence to their national garb is probably

a matter of comfort. It is interesting to note that the old " holaku "

or "Mother Hubbard" is popular among all the races, being used

about the home even by white women of the better classes. This

was introduced by the early missionaries. The Hawaiian has pre-

served it, and is now passing it on to the other peoples as a derived

contribution.

c) Results.—Such are the influences, early and recent, which

have brought about race contact, race understanding, and a

limited interbreeding of peoples in Hawaii. Numerically the

results can be briefly stated in figures furnished by the twelfth and

thirteenth census reports:^

1900 1910

Hawaiians
Various imported pure stocks . .

Mixed races

29,799
116,345

7,8S7

26,041

153,362
12,506

Certain data for the years July i, 1896, to August 31, 1905, relating

to the Chinese are also interesting. In this period Chinese were

parties to 524 marriages. Of these 195 involved persons both of

whom were Chinese. In 193 cases marriage was between Chinese

and Hawaiian. In the remaining instances Chinese married Porto

Ricans, Portuguese, Greeks, half-whites, and in a very few cases

Japanese. Hawaiian-Chinese married English, Scotch, German,

and Spanish.^

The numerical side of the matter is of minor importance, once

the movement is recognized as more than abortive. The three-sided

combination of Hawaiian, Caucasian, and Chinese is a very evi-

dent fact, and the inquiry of chief moment concerns its nature.

Chronologically the Caucasian-Hawaiian deserves first mention.

There is to be observed in his case nothing indicative of the weakness

'U.S. Census Report, 1910, III, 1159.

' Figures compiled from original records in the office of the Board of Health,

Honolulu, by Dr. Doremus Scudder, pastor of Central Union Church, Honolulu.
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so often ascribed to mixed peoples. He is well built, strong, and

prolific. He has no greater susceptibility to disease than is usual in

races forced into contactwith new contagions. He even thrives under

exotic conditions so long as he may have his staple food. Intellectu-

ally he is no giant, and when measured by American standards may
seem to lack seriousness and perseverance. But there are able men
in his group, the average is fair, and he exemplifies those lighter

qualities a strain of which might not be out of place in our austere

Caucasian mentality. In spite of the disparity between the

culture standards of the contributing races it is certain that the

Caucasian-Hawaiian is not inferior to both. How closely he hovers

about the average of the two is a query so vague as to be almost idle.

If there is nothing remarkable about him there is surely nothing

notably inferior. Many and many a time he proves his worth, and

his class is undeniably a community accession.

Even more than this can be said for the Chinese-Hawaiian. The

combination of parent quahties renders him industrious, yet keeps

him from the treadmill
;
gives him purpose, but saves him from over-

intensity; bestows upon him strength and resisting power; makes

him capable of enjoying as well as winning the contest for sub-

sistence and advancement; gives him ability in acquiring knowl-

edge, and versatility and aptness in applying it. There can be no

question that, measured by western economic requirements, the

Chinese-Hawaiian is far superior to both of the elements in his

make-up.

The Caucasian-Hawaiian and the Chinese-Hawaiian are the

primary products of the fusion. Following their establishment has

come a minghng of the two. This has been accompanied by the in-

jection in small quantities of such other bloods as have reached the

islands. The vital fact in the process, however, is the prominence

of the Caucasian, Hawaiian, and Chinese factors. Of these, the

Chinese is probably to be the dominant strain. On the ethnic side

this is to be expected because the Chinese is the most stable and

fixed and pure element of the three. Further reason is found in the

facts that full Hawaiians are rapidly disappearing, that the class

alignment of the whites now in the islands has put a check upon

their marriage with natives, and that the industrial prospects of the

territory do not warrant further increase of such whites as would
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be likely to contribute to the fusion. It is obvious, too, that the

race which presses most heavily upon the plastic ethnic mass will

stamp its own distinguishing marks most deeply upon the new

product. And certainly the Chinese thus far is the weightiest ele-

ment in the movement. It will be worth while, perhaps, to note

the characteristics of the individuals in whom the three stocks are

represented. The Caucasian-Hawaiian-Chinese is below the me-

dium height. He is stocky, and inclined to be thickly built and

muscular. His skin is medium brown and his hair black. His

eyes are usually of a very dark brown. Mentally he has the

assiduity of the Chinese and the ambition of the white, but is

handicapped by an element in his Hawaiian inheritance which

savors of dulness. He is usually very dependable, although traces

of the native volatility may sometimes unsettle him. He is

tractable and accommodating, yet well anchored to principles

and a purpose. He loves to command, and is jealous of his

authority and rights. He revels in music, and takes readily to the

other culture features of our civilization. He is coming to be a

force in the business world, and is among the most eager of students.

What he achieves he achieves through earnestness and persistence-

earnestness and persistence so tempered as to deliver him from

Anglo-Saxon severity.

But if the dominant ethnic element is the Chinese, the pre-

ponderant culture factor is our own, with scarcely a minor modi-

fication. The educational ideals are American. Anglo-Saxon

Christianity puts its stamp upon all who pass beyond the stage

of primary schooling. European dress is almost universally worn,

and as the economic standard rises American food is winning the

people from poi and rice. The sports that are popular in the

United States are the sports of the Caucasian-Hawaiian-Chinese,

and the occasional musical artist who happens in upon the com-

munity is enjoyed by the mixed race as well as by the American

and European. It is necessary only to mention that Chinese,

Hawaiian, and mixed peoples desire generally to be known as

American to show the powerful drift toward the ideals of our own
land. Indeed, it would be pecuHar if, while China is straining

after western civilization, her children at the hub of the Pacific

should not eagerly seize their opportunities to absorb it.
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d) The prospect.—What of the future? We have two well-

differentiated groups of conditions tending to race-fusion. The

first clearly produced actual interbreeding. To what extent the

second will so act is a matter for conjecture. If race lines are

gradually being a little more closely drawn, as would seem some-

times to be the case, blending may be checked. Certainly there

are forces tending to retard it, for the tragedy of the highly cultured

negro finds a mild counterpart in the situation of the educated

native of Hawaii in whose veins runs a mixture of white, Hawaiian,

and Chinese blood. To a large extent, however, the mixed mar-

riages take place in a stratum of society whose members would

not be deterred by thought of a culture anomaly. There seems

to be no reason to doubt that the mixing will proceed at a moderate

rate. This does not, of course, mean that Hawaii will be given

over to the Caucasian-Hawaiian-Chinese race. The Japanese are

predominant numerically and promise to remain so. The Portu-

guese constitute a bulky element. Both are prolific, and neither

contributes considerably to the fusion. What is likely to appear

is the gradual growth of the new stock, fitting itself for leadership

in the minor business and clerical activities of the islands. Parallel

with it will live the non-fusing races, together with those Caucasian

and Chinese elements which do not enter into the mixture, and with

the Hawaiian remnant, until that is overtaken by absorption and

extinction.

Even were there to be no extension of the process, race amalga-

mation in Hawaii is more than an interesting and isolated movement.

World-statesmen have for years been inquiring what is to happen

when there transpires the real meeting of East and West. Can

opposing customs be reconciled ? Can varying economic standards

be adjusted? Can fragile ideals associate without destruction?

Hawaii furnishes one answer. Here a dozen races are taking imto

themselves a single manner of life, one set of ideals, and one group

of purposes. And here three peoples are joining to form a new

stock. How far-reaching this last may be cannot be predicted.

The significant facts are that it has seemingly established itself in

the community, and that it is to all appearances virile, capable,

fertile, and charged with the excellences of the parent races.



A MODERN DEVIL-BABY

JANE ADDAMS
Hull House, Chicago

There is a theory that woman first evolved and used the fairy

story, that combination of wisdom and romance, in an efifort to

tame her mate and to make him a better father to her children.

The stories finally became a rude creed, or rather rule of conduct,

which softened the treatment men accorded to women. In support

of this theory it is pointed out that in the typical fairy story the

heroine is often disguised under a repulsive and ugly mask and the

man is destroyed by seductive beauties. The old woman, the

mother-in-law to the maker of the tale—let us observe in passing

—

is too often a wicked witch who gives men bad advice, and, above

all, the stepmother is the incarnation of all wickedness.

These first pitiful efforts of women became so widespread and

so powerful that we have not yet escaped their influence. We had

a remarkable experience at Hull House this year of the persistence

of one of these tales which has doubtless had its taming effects

through the centuries upon recalcitrant husbands and fathers. It

burst upon us one day in the persons of three Italian women who,

with an excited rush into Hull House, demanded to see the devil-

baby. No amount of denial convinced them that it was not there,

for they knew exactly what it was like, with its cloven hoofs, its

pointed ears, and its diminutive tail. It had been able to speak as

soon as it was born and was most shockingly profane. For six

weeks the messages, the streams of visitors from every part of the

city and suburbs to this mythical baby, poured in all day long and

so far into the night that the regular activities were almost swamped.

The Italian version, with a hundred variations, dealt with a pious

Italian girl married to an atheist who vehemently tore a holy pic-

ture from the bedroom wall, saying that he would quite as soon have

a devil in the house as that, whereupon the devil incarnated himself

in the child. As soon as the devil-baby was born, it ran about the
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table shaking its finger in deep reproach at its father, who finally

caught it and in fear and trembling brought it to Hull House.

When the residents there, in spite of the baby's shocking appear-

ance, in order to save its soul took him to the church for baptism,

they found the shawl was empty, and the devil-baby, fleeing from

the holy water, ran lightly over the backs of the pews.

The Jewish version, again with variations, was to the effect that

the father of six daughters said before the birth of the seventh child

that he would rather have a devil than another girl, whereupon the

devil-baby promptly appeared. The story was not only used to

tame restless husbands, but mothers threatened their daughters

that if they went to dance halls or out to walk with strange young

men they would be eternally disgraced by devil-babies. Simple,

round-eyed girls came to Hull House to see if this were true, many
of them quite innocent of the implications in the warning. Save

for a red automobile which occasionally figured in the story, and a

stray cigar, the tale was as mediaeval and unrelieved as if it had

been fashioned a thousand years ago in response to the imperative

need of anxious wives and mothers. It had fastened itself to a poor

little deformed creature, born in an obscure street, destined in his

one breath of life to demonstrate the power of an old wives' tale

among thousands of people in modern society who are living in a

corner of their own, their vision fixed, their intelligence held by

some iron chain of silent habit. Or did the incident rather make

clear that the love of the marvelous will not die, and that romance

springs unexpectedly from the most uncongenial soil ?
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What Men Live By. By Richard C. Cabot, M.D. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914. Pp. xxiH-34i. $1.50 net.

It by no means depreciates the quality of the book to say that the

best things about it are the title and the name of the author. It is a

happy title, exactly expressing the purpose of the author, who is a physi-

cian of eminence, a citizen of the type the best traditions of Boston

can furnish, a man with unusually broad training in philosophy, and an

idealist by temperament. All these are consistently combined in the

book, which teaches that men live by Work, Play, Love, and Worship.

Of them the author says: "The interplay of these four is the end of life,

and the sole worthy end, in my creed."

As a physician, citizen, and metaphysician, the author shows the

essential character of work. The problem is merely to see it correctly,

and to have certain possible readjustments made, such as giving a
" handle to our name, " as cook or captain, so that we should not be deper-

sonalized. The aim should be to raise work to an aesthetic level, where

it would possess some of the qualities of play, and thus lose much of its

hateful nature.

A brief is offered for play for everybody as a natural and necessary

form of the expression of life itself, and it is shown that many of the things

which we have not regarded as play belong with it. The fine arts, for

example, and a smile on a deathbed may be the purest exhibitions of

play.

The place of love in life is discussed with the frankness of a physician

and the delicacy of a poet. The analysis is keen and brings within the

range of love many interesting interpretations. He takes issue with

much that is now being advocated in reference to the sex question.

The tone of the whole book is distinctly religious and appropriately

culminates in the treatment of Worship. This may or may not be ortho-

dox, but the book is an application of good psychological interpretation,

for Dr. Cabot knows his psychology well and he makes applications

that are bound to be fruitful. The tone of the book is prevaiUngly

ethical, and were the author less eminent and less scientific, might almost

be sentimental. The logical sequence is well maintained, though it
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makes little difference where one takes up the book. The point of view

is always that of an idealist and it is easy to imagine that realists may
not be satisfied, but they cannot fail to be respectful.

Herbert Adolphus Miller
Olivet College

Kinship and Social Organization. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D.,

F. R. S., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. London:

Constable & Co. Ltd., 1914. Pp. vii+96. 2s. 6d.

In opposition to Kroeber, Dr. Rivers sets out to prove that "not

only has the general character of systems of relationship been strictly

determined by social conditions, but every detail of these systems has

also been so determined" (pp. 93 f.). The general character of the three

systems (classificatory, our own, and descriptive proper) recognized by

Rivers is said to be based on exogamy, the family proper, and the Gross-

familie, respectively. Details in the first-mentioned system are explained

by specific social institutions, especially but not exclusively by special

forms of marriage.

It must be admitted that Dr. Rivers victoriously refutes Kroeber's

universal negative to the effect that kinship nomenclature reflects

"psychology, not sociology." Indeed, his argument for the case of the

Melanesian cross-cousin marriage (pp. 19-25) forms a classical proof of

the reality of sociological causation. From this, however, it does not

follow that all the features of kinship terminology are similarly con-

ditioned. What, for example, is the sociological reason for the differentia-

tion of vocative and non-vocative terms? In demanding everywhere

sociological determinants Dr. Rivers is right only in so far as the so-

called psychological explanation is no explanation from psychological

principles but the abandonment of all explanation. Nevertheless, we

must face the dire truth that many elements of primitive systems defy

interpretation and can only be referred to the capricious action of the

psychologico-linguistic consciousness.

The correlation of the three systems with exogamy, the narrow

family, and the extended family is suggestive, but far too briefly sketched

to be demonstrative. Curiously enough. Dr. Rivers does not mention

Tylor as an earlier defender of the view that exogamy and the classi-

ficatory system are related phenomena. The principle is very fruitful,

though it seems to me that Dr. Rivers has not made the most of it, since

it suffices to explain modes of classification which he derives from other

social customs (e.g., p. 36).
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It is to be regretted that Dr. Rivers has not subjected the concept

" classificatory " to a historical analysis. From Morgan's earliest state-

ment on the Iroquois nomenclature (League of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee,

pp. 85, f.), it is clear that what impressed him most was the notion of

merging the collateral in the lineal line (Kroeber's Category 2). A
definition based on this principle obviates the objection that our system

is also "classificatory" and at the same time it leaves open the possi-

bility that the primitive systems now loosely grouped together as

" classificatory " may represent a number of distinct types, for the defi-

nition of which Kroeber's (and other) categories may prove useful. The
preponderating use of reciprocal terms perhaps sets off some systems as

clearly from the Iroquois-Siouan systems as the latter are distinguished

from our own in point of Category 2.

Another serious lack is the absence of any suggestion that a given

system may be complex, i.e., may embody elements borrowed from with-

out. This possibility, which is strongly supported by the geographical

distribution of certain elements, might well have been emphasized by

Dr. Rivers, who has so vigorously insisted on the historical analysis of

cultures.

In spite of these reservations Dr. Rivers' essay remains one of the

most stimulating of recent ethnological productions. We cannot be

too grateful to him for again directing attention to a field in which perhaps

more rigorous logic is required and possible than in any other branch of

sociological research.

Robert H. Lowie
American Musexjm of Natural History

In Freedom's Birthplace. A Study of the Boston Negroes. By
John Daniels. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin

Co., 1914. Pp. xiiiH-496. $1 . 50.

Roughly, one-third of Mr. Daniels' book is devoted to a history and

description of Boston's Negro population from 1638 to the present. The
remaining chapters are concerned with social construction and ethical

growth, the Negro church, the ballot, economic achievement, and the

future of the Negro. While the study is nominally confined to the

Boston situation, it is constantly kept in touch with the whole sweep of

Negro development in the country at large. This method has the

distinct advantage of enabling the author better to emphasize the two

facts with which he is chiefly concerned—the Negro's use of his freedom

and the reaction of the Negro and the Negro problem on Boston itself.
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The passionate sentiment, first for emancipation and then for equality,

which found its most vivid center in Boston has been supplanted by

an attitude of disillusionment and distrust. The old Negro families of

the heroic age have disappeared and their place has been taken by an

increasingly inferior type of raw immigrants from the far South. This

present attitude to the Negro in Boston is typical of the changing

northern opinion, which is gradually assimilating itself to the southern

point of view with reference to the racial quality of the Negro.

Mr. Daniels is a clear, incisive critic, whose virile sympathy for the

Negro is always held in check by his discriminating candor. The Negro

has two inherent defects—lack of self-reliance and incapacity for co-

operation. His easy-goingness and lack of stamina are the chief causes

of his economic weakness, and these are peculiarly fatal defects amid

the tense competition of northern industrial society. Moreover, Negroes

with specialized skill are increasingly remaining in the South. The lack

of social co-operation grows out of the racial tendency to envy and

jealousy; "no other racial group in the city is so much given to petty

dissension, and so obviously lacking in unity and the spirit of unity."

To these causes is due the growing discrimination against the Negro,

the reality of which, in Boston, Mr. Daniels frankly admits. "If by

some miracle the present industrial prejudice against the Negroes could

be made to disappear overnight, no doubt the immediate effect would

be that the latter would suddenly rise many degrees in the industrial

scale. But they would not retain their higher position long. As their

actual industrial unfitness made itself evident anew, discrimination

based on this imfitness would again come into being That is to

say, the present industrial standing of the negro people is roughly com-

mensurate with their present actual industrial worth" (p. 325).

It is exactly in the line of social co-operation, wherein the Negro is

shown to be weak, that the best hope for his progress would naturally

lie. For, as Dr. Robert A. Woods points out in his introduction to the

present volume, the Negro population ought to be regarded as an

unassimilated social group, comparable with the foreign colonies in the

cities. Group solidarity, if the Negro had it, would bring him a certain

degree of "collective power in hand" independent of the exigencies of

any appeal to the doctrine of abstract rights. That the Negro is in

need of such blunt self-assertion in Boston is perhaps less strikingly

significant of his own tendencies than it is of the changed attitude of

Boston itself and of the North in general.

Ulysses G. Weatherly
Induna University
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The Human Way. Addresses on Race Problems at the Southern

Sociological Congress, Atlanta, 1913. Edited by James

E. McCuLLOCH. Nashville: Southern Sociological Congress,

1913. Pp. 146. 40 cents.

The present collection of papers proves that the new movement for

social reconstruction in the southern states proposed to face the race

problem frankly and fearlessly. As President Alderman of the Uni-

versity of Virginia has recently said, "those who are seeking to think

quietly about the matter should be grateful for the fact that the Negro

has somehow gotten on the southerner's nerves and out of the northern-

er's imagination." The papers, written by members of both races,

represent both the academic point of view—eight of the writers are

university professors—and the findings of those engaged in technical

social service. The aspects chiefly emphasized are the economic, the

industrial, the hygienic, the educational, and the religious. The writers

sound a distinctly hopeful note, although the darker sides of the problem

are not ignored. The avowed poUcy of the Southern Sociological Con-

gress is "the solving of the race question in a spirit of hopefulness to the

Negro and of equal justice to both races." To contrast such a program

with the utterances of certain southern politicians is to disclose the dififer-

ence between intelligent social construction and primal ethical duaUsm.

While not lacking in zeal the writers have carefully adhered to the

principle of " an enthusiasm for the possible." It was to be expected that

the educational aspect would be emphasized, and it is noteworthy that

there is general agreement among the writers, white and black, on the

principle of a sharing of the burden of Negro education by both races.

The large part which the church is to play is also manifest throughout.

It is encouraging that the South is preparing to deal with the problem

in the new era chiefly through existing agencies rather than through new
machinery created for the purpose.

Ulysses G. Weatherly
Indiana University

Sociology: A Syllabus. By Enoch Burton Gowin. Middle-

town, Conn. Pp. 48. 25 cents.

This brief pamphlet contains outlines and references for use in Dr.

Gowin's classes. The outUnes cover points under, (I) Principles of

Sociology; (II) AppUed Sociology. Under I the main headings are:

"The Social Population," "The Social Mind," and "Social Organiza-

tion." Under II, "Bases of Social Problems," "Social Progress,'
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"Practical Measures by which Progress is Achieved," and "Organized

Social Effort."

Following these is a seven-page bibliography, and twenty pages of

suggestions regarding note-taking and the preparation of papers.

The pamphlet as a whole indicates careful work on the part of its

author, and is interesting as an illustration of the modern movement
which aims to further social improvement through policies based on

sociological teachings.

J. Q. Dealey
Brown University

The Welsh of Columbus, Ohio. A Study in Adaptation and Assimila-

tion. By Rev. Daniel Jenkins Williams. Published by the

Author, Oshkosh, Wis., 1913. Pp. 144. $1.00.

This study was undertaken primarily for the purpose of getting facts

in relation to the religious condition of the Welsh in Columbus, but also

gives a historical sketch of the settlement of the Welsh in Ohio. The
investigation was very thorough, and is of value because it gives the pres-

ent condition of a people strongly nationalistic who have just reached

the point of approaching dissolution and assimilation. It is one of many
studies that we need to have made to give us more light on the develop-

ment of various national groups in our midst.

The two predominant impulses in the nationalistic expression of the

Welsh have been devotion to the church and the language. These have

been maintained together, and the church has been willing to lose ground

for the sake of keeping its services in Welsh. "The main reason for

this is that the older people cling to the mother-tongue from sentiment,

and the older people control church affairs." This sentiment has been

stimulated by the national air, in which one stanza runs: "If the enemy

has ravished the land of Wales, the language is as living as ever." The

result has been an average persistence of the language for about three gen-

erations, or eighty years. A large part of Welsh immigration took place

about that long ago, and we find a very rapid breaking up of the Welsh

community within the last decade. The church has ceased to be so much
the center of life, and many are joining other denominations than their

own. Although the Welsh are strongly Protestant, and are in several

denominations, the majority are in the Calvanistic Methodist church,

which is similar to the Presbyterian, yet they do not affiUate at all with

the American churches. The church has been strongly opposed to

mixed marriages, but statistics are given to show that the opposition has
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no effect on the third generation. The Welsh have never lost control of

the children, as so many nationalistic aliens have. There are practically

none in the juvenile courts.

Herbert Adolphus Miller
Olivet College

Modern City Planning and Maintenance. By Frank Koester.

NewYork: McBride, Nast&Cc, 1914. Pp.ix+329. $6.00.

American literature on the Renaissance of the City secured a valuable

addition in this book. It attempts to give a sunmiary of the principles

and practice in city planning, maintenance, architecture, and beautifica-

tion which have stood the test of time and experience abroad and which

the author believes are certain to be adopted in America sooner or

later. The author has an exceptional preparation, having had familiarity

with the practical and theoretical side of European experience and having

been also a consulting civic engineer in America for twelve years. The
material is new and up to date; its arrangement is popular, not scholarly.

Many repetitions occur, even entire paragraphs are found repeated in

different chapters. The same topic is treated in different chapters

when logically the material belongs in the same chapter. The short

paragraphing is inexcusable, yet it makes excellent popular reading.

Some merits are: psychological implications of city planning, of superior

public architecture, of the attractiveness of streets; a fair emphasis on

both the business and cultural interests, not an overemphasis of either;

a synoptic view of the city; new material about some European prac-

tices, and well-chosen illustrations and diagrams. This is an excellent

addition to the books by Robinson, Unwin, Howe, Triggs, and the

extensive German literature on the subject.

Scott E. W. Bedford
University of Chicago
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
The Religion of the Future.—Religion is conditioned by social environment and

especially by economic organization. The development of religion is parallel to the
widening of the social field. Science arises after the birth and growth of all the great
religions, and an incessant conflict grows up between science and rehgion, because
science modifies human estimates of the worth of non-scientific explanations of the
universe. And yet a certain form of religion seems compatible with science. Thus
Judaism is not a dogma or a faith but a moral practice. Every mode of cosmic inves-

tigation ought to be conserved. It would be good for humanity if all rehgions could
accommodate themselves to scientific discoveries. This process of accommodation has
begun. Out of it will grow the truth that at bottom there is one religion.—A. Bochard,
"La religin de I'avenir," Revue internationale de sociologie, April, 1914.

R. H. L.

The Concentration of "Wealth.—^The study of fiscal statistics to determine the
distribution of wealth in town and country as compared with the distribution of papu-
lation, to determine the distribution of wealth among various classes of cities, and to

determine the relation between the number of taxpayers and the population, estab-
lishes two facts. The first is that the proportion of independent producers is far

greater in small cities than in large ones, and the second, that the relative nimiber of

the emploj'ed increases steadily with the increase in the population of cities.—Con-
stantius Bresciani Tiuroni, "L'agglomeration des richesses," Revue economique inter-

nationale, March, 1914. R. H L.

Trade Unionism in the United States. General Character and Types.—Union-
ism is not a unified, consistent entity. What is called unionism is in reaUty the mani-
fold expression of a series of distinct and essentially contradictory types and varieties.

Such typts and varieties can be distinguished tentatively with respect to both struc-

ture and function. Structiurally, the union complex can be analyzed into six main
forms of organization, each represented by a series of territorial and sometimes indus-
trial units; viz., the craft union, the trades union, the compound craft imion, the
quasi-industrial union, the industrial union, and the labor union. Functionally, four

main types and four subordinate varieties may be distinguished, viz., business union-
ism, uplift unionism, revolutionary unionism, and predatory unionism as types;

socialistic and quasi-anarchistic unionism as varieties of the revolutionary type,

hold-up and guerrilla unionism as variants of the predatory type.—Robert F. Hoxie,
Journal of Political Economy, March, 19 14. V. W. B.

The Question of the High Cost of Meat.—It is first necessary to note whether the

increased cost of meat has gone hand in hand with an increase in other products, or

whether it is an isolated case. We find that since 1850 the increased cost of meat
products has been due more to the conditions of supply and demand than to a corre-

sponding increase of other food products. The results of our investigations seem to

indicate that the meat question is primarily one of agricultural economics, that it is

affected by the entire industrial situation and the shifting of the balance of supply and
demand of animal products. The matter may to some extent be remedied by the

increased use of waste lands, by the dividing of the large farms into smaller plots, and
in the modification of the import duties upon grains used by the small landholder for

feeding piu-poses.—Joh. Conrad, Jahrbiicher f. Nationalokonomie u. Statistiok, Feb-
ruary, 1914. M. C. E.

Z36
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The Capitalist Spirit and Class-Consciousness.—^The class prejudices, overvaluing

of one's own, underrating and despising of the opposing class, are older than class-

consciousness. These prejudices made classification of men by rank, vocation, and
religion, long before the modern class-system. The transmitted prejudices might easily

change into class prejudices and thus create the foundation of class-consciousness.

Class-consciousness slowly develops with the growth of the class and as a result of

its conflicts with other classes. The progress of theory, especially philosophy and
political science, has also played an important part in the development of class-

consciousness. And finally, it unifies class sentiment by means of its own press, party
and class organizations. The capitalistic spirit is a combination of a spirit of enter-

prise and a spirit of risk. There are groups of peoples who have a natural tendency
to engage in capitahstic activities. In these groups we find some who are destined

to usurp pov/er and rule; we find others who gain power by peaceful means through
industry and gradual increase in prestige. The result as seen in the enormous develop-
ment of the capitalistic class-consciousness today is that all other powers are dethroned,
and capitalism places itself in authority.—Otto Pringsheim, "Kapitalistischer Geist

und Klassenbewusstsein," Zeit. f. Socialwissenschaft, April, 1914. H. A. J.

The Proposed Norwegian Social Insurance Law.—^The commission appointed in

1907 to work out an invalid and old-age insurance law finished its work in 1912 and
submitted the following outline of a law which shall apply to all Norwegian citizens.

The main purpose of the insurance is to insure invalids and aged persons an income.
Invalidity benefits are paid for a period of twenty-six weeks, or for a longer period
where economic conditions are bad, upon the condition that the individual concerned
shall have been insured for at least four years and have paid all dues during the same
period. Another purpose of the insurance is to provide sick and death benefits. The
insurance is founded on a basis of self-support, so that all expenses involved are paid
from the dues of the insured. The dues are payable yearly and vary with the income.
—Nicolay L. Bugge, "Die geplante norwegische soziale Volksversicherung," Zeit. /.

d. g. Versich. Wissenschaft, March, 1914. H. A. J.

The Problem of Prostitution.—This article briefly reviews nearly all the most
important phases of this question, especially the legislative problems connected there-

with. The author recommends oversight by welfare police, the increase of the age of

consent to eighteen years, and special oversight of young persons who appear liable to

fall into immorality. Compulsory registration should not be intrusted to police. The
matter should go through the courts. Legal ground for combating the increase of

venereal disease should be sought in the control given the state of contagious diseases.

Such control should not be confined to prostitutes and suspicious characters. The
sanitary control should be in the hands of medical authorities.—Balser (Darmstadt),
"Zur Prostitutions frage," Klinik. /. psych, u. nervose Krankheit, March, 1914.

C. D. B.

The State of Labor Unions in the Netherlands.—I. The trades unions. Before

1870 social agitation among the workers was faint; after this date labor began to effect

gradual organization, rather patriarchal at first. The typographers were the first

organized into a coherent band. For a long time labor collectively was indifferent on
the score of political effort. Now they are active in asserting themselves in this sphere.

Among the efforts to direct organized labor may be cited the Calvinistic and Catholic

bands, organized for ultimate religious effect, the social-democrat and anarchistic

unions, organized for political purposes, and liberal, but independent orders. National
unions of all these groups persist; no land has such division in the labor element.

Many of these allow cash benefits for such exigencies as sickness or loss of employment;
most of them have centered their effort on a better wage, with a fair degree of success.

II. The diamond-workers organized in 1884 but languished without solidarity until a
serious strike in 1894 brought them together. Now they present a splendid union,

capable of enforcing its demands. III. The longshoremen offer a striking contrast

to the admirable organization of the diamond-workers. The labor of the longshore-

men is heterogeneous; the work demands many and rather transient toilers; fixed

labor of this kind is relatively small; the intelligence of the laborers is not high. Some
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organizations have been effected in the more important harbors as Rotterdam and
Amsterdam, but this is not so highly developed in the Netherlands as elsewhere.

—

Charlotte A. Manen, "Zum Stande der niederlandschischen Arbeiterbewegung,"
Schmoller's Jakrbuch, January, 1914. F. P. G.

Plan of the Higher School for Its Organizers.—The task of instructing the rising

generation in industry, agriculture, and handwork becomes yearly more urgent and
more difficult. Our system of education has failed as yet adequately to respond to
the demands of efficiency and training, both for a particular task in life and for fitness

in the general relationships of life. It is impossible to bequeath the highly specialized

knowledge of one generation to the next; our higher schools should attempt to give
elementary technical knowledge combined with a broader capacity which would pre-
pare for any exigency of economic, social, or public life. There has been much reproach
brought against the professional school, as previously constituted, for its impractical
nature and for its actual damage to proficiency in diverting the mind of the student
from the trade for which he is perhaps best qualified. If the school lives up to its

highest ideal, this reproach will not be tenable. For the future, the best opportunity
now before the school of this technical nature is in the extension of the university
lecture-course and, in this way, articulation of the expert knowledge with the problems
that face the masses. Economic training schools offer especial promise along this line.

The general organization of the university should be retained in these extended schools;

the course of study should receive painstaking guidance; especial emphasis should be
laid on the various kinds of technical knowledge and the general principles that under-
lie all society. Something of a general academic test should be passed by every
student. The development of this kind of the higher school promises expanded ver-

satility and quickened moral stimulus in the life of the nation.—Karl Thiess, "Hoch-
schulbildung fiir Unternehmer," Schmoller's Jahrbuck, January, 1914. F. P. G.

Religion and the Declining Birth-Rate.—It is astonishing how statisticians

attempt to give a partial explanation of the fluctuations in the birth-rate on religious

grounds. Mayr argues that the Catholic confessional is an effective agent in keeping
up the birth-rate. Statistics in this case are uncommonly treacherous; for religion,

at best, is but one among a number of causes which do not lend themselves readily to

investigation. If we could find two similar districts, lying side by side, with like

marriage customs and identical mortality rates, differing only in religion, we might
arrive at something conclusive. All religion, except Buddhism, encourages fertility.

Catholicism holds repression of conception one of the deadly sins; Protestantism holds
that reproduction is a replenishing of the kingdom of heaven; even "free Christianity"

emphasizes the duty of fruitfulness. In general the claims for one religion, as more
conducive to a high birth-rate than any other, will be found to have a political motiv'a-

tion. It is hazardous to rely firmly on any such pretension.—J. Wolf, "Religion und
Geburtenriickgang," Archiv.fiir Rassen- und GeseUschafts-Biologie, December, 1913.

F. P. G.

Woman's Labor as a Factor of Her Evolution.—This article constitutes the intro-

duction of a study soon to be published, entitled, The Rights of Woman the Result of
Her Labor. In the history of society, woman has always worked and the woman
question has always been parallel to the labor question. Agriculture is woman's
invention; also the simple objects of the household were probably discovered by
woman. In the earliest agricultural state woman equaled man because of her pro-

ducing powers. In the foUowing period, characterized by the foundation of private

property, men undertook agriculture, and reduced women to more humble occupations,

and the father became master of the family. The period of household industry

does not improve the condition of women. With capitalism, when woman enters the

factory her husband is no longer her master. The family is no longer a co-operation

for production. Woman's field of labor now includes almost every field. About one-

half of the female population at the present time earns a living by means of an occupa-

tion. In France the number of women who work for wages is about one-half the

number of men who work. To discipline the interests of marriage to conform to the new
ideals and reform tendencies; to prepare for the married woman economic independ-
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ence which shall be the basis on which rests her moral and intellectual liberty : this is

the problem before which modern society and legislation finds itself.—F. Maroi, "II

lavoro della donna vella sua evoluzione," Rivista italiana di sociologia, February, 19 14.

C. D. B.

The Social Value of Buddhism.—The easy transmission from one race to another

of its mechanical and material progress indicates that this is not the only criterion of

its civilization. The Occident is inclined to judge the Orient by this criterion. The
pessimism of Buddhism is considered one of its worst faults by Occidentals. Buddhism
is founded on pain but it does not necessarily treat pain as an ill. Pain is a necessary

consequence of imperfection; it is "insufficiency in attaining an end." In this sense

pain is the motive for the adaptation of evolution. The ego is not eternal and no
consciousness remains after the dissolution of the body. But all of one's deeds during
life form the karma, which is the germ of a new body and soul. The karma may be
regarded under a double aspect: as a conservatory principle of energy which renders
immortal the works and thoughts of men, and as a principle of evolution and hereditary
transmission. This law applies to all beings. The doctrine of karma is beneficent in

that it makes each person master of his own existence. The complete salvation is

freedom from every existence.—C. Puini, "Sul valore sociale del Buddismo," Rivista

italiana di sociologia, January and February, 1914. C. D. B.

The Vocational Interests, Study Habits, and Amusements of the Pupils in Cer-
tain High Schools in Iowa.—Comparing the fathers' vocations of these 1,112 pupils in

four Iowa schools with those of 1,000 pupils investigated by Van Denburg in New
York, it was found that children of professional men occur two and one-half times as
frequently in Iowa as in New York, suggesting that western schools are more demo-
cratic. As to vocational intentions, teaching stands easily first with the girls and
engineering with the boys, in both East and West. The Iowa boys chose 54 different

occupations, the girls 30. There seems to be a close correlation between the pupil's

estimate of the value of his school work and the length of his stay in high school. No
relation could be detected, from the data, between a student's school interests, his

vocational preference, and his intention to stay in school throughout the course.
Girls prefer English, Latin, and German; boys surpass them in interest in mathe-
matics, history, and physical science. While no clear relationship was found between
amount of home study and failures, there is, no doubt, a relationship in terms of the
quality of work done. The boys most commonly reported three and four evenings of

the week at home, and the girls four and five. Home life and home influences seem
to be playing too little a part in the lives of these adolescents. Pupils reported as
spending four to seven entire evenings per week at home average fifty-five failures per
hundred pupils. Pupils reported as spending none to three evenings per week at
home average one hundred and thirty-five failures per hundred pupils. There was
no apparent relation between failures and outside work at home or lack of it. A few
are doing outside work more or less related to their chosen life-work. But the school
and the community should join forces in cultivating the vocational interests of its

children, in enlightening them as to vocational opportunities, and in providing ways
for them to connect their outside work up with their school life and their intended
vocation.—Irving King, School Review, March, 1914. F. S. C.

The Philosophy of Law in America.—The eighteenth-century union of juris-

prudence and philosophy was broken by (i) the need of special development of juris-

prudence as a separate science, (2) a reaction from the abuses of the philosophical

method, and (3) the need of stability and certainty in the mature stage of law and the

consequent call for analytical rather than the philosophical method. Hence the period

of legal development just closing is one of stability, relying upon analysis rather than
philosophy, and at present we have no modern philosophj^ of law in America. It is

in periods of readjustment and growth that philosophy has come to function in legal

thinking. Hence the signs of revival of philosophy of law as we begin a new period

—

the socialization of law. Eighteenth-century legal philosophy contained two tend-

encies: (i) the purely juristic movement founded upon the idea of inherent natural

rights, and principles of law discoverable by a priori reasoning; (2) the legislative
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tendency in which rights were conceived of as products of social agreements, and
justice and law as coming from the sovereign in the political organization. The
second theory passed into political thinking and the science of legislation, but was
never welcomed in America. The first passed" into metaphysical and historical juris-

prudence; and the preponderance of the traditional element, the necessity of reliance

upon judicial lawmaking in the sudden expansion of the first half of the nineteenth
century, and the conspicuous r6le of the judge in the Anglo-American system led
American lawyers to accept these absolute ideas of law. Thus the ultra-individualism
of American legal thinking is due to the mutual interaction of this individualistic legal

tradition and an individualistic legal science. Five influences gave a strong individual-
istic bent to American common law: (i) its basis in English common law, one of whose
prime characteristics is individualism; (2) it preserved something of the individualism
of German law; (3) the Puritan influence, (4) the controversies between the courts and
the crown in England which led the common law to guarantee individual rights against
state and society, and (5) the conditions of life in American frontier and rural com-
munities. But while lawyers have been proclaiming the absolute rights of the indi-

vidual, radical changes in our actual law have recently been taking place. Judicial
limitations on the use of property, prevention of anti-social exercise of rights, and
particularly the laws regarding dependent members of the family have been coming
to regard social rather than individual interests as paramount. The only real Ameri-
can contribution to this growing philosophy of law has been made by the sociologists,

although they have made no attempt to deal immediately with the law. The present
problems for philosophical jurisprudence in America are five: (i) the respective prov-
inces of rule and discretion; (2) as to the system of law as a whole, philosophy must
give us a system based upon social ends rather than upon legal history; (3) in the
theory of lawmaking, we must make all lawmaking agencies completely conscious of

what they are doing, their purposes, and their limitations in laying down universal
rules; (4) as to the theory of the interests to be secured by the legal system, the law-
maker must consider (a) the individual, public, and social rights which the law may
be called upon to recognize and secure, (b) the principles by which conflicting interests

are to be evaluated, (c) the means by which the law may secvire these interests, and
(d) the limitations upon effective legislation. The fifth problem is with regard to the

application and enforcement of law.—Roscoe Pound, Archiv fur Rechls- und Wirt-

scfmftsphilosophie, January and April, 1914. F. S. C.

Continuation Schools in England and Germany.—The superiority of German
workmen of all classes over the same English classes is due to their better school edu-

cation, and the German continuation school is one of the most evident points of supe-

riority. There is no serious and organized system of continuation schools in England.
Attendance is voluntar>', classes are held in the evening when both teachers and pupils

are tired. Many classes are closed for lack of sufiicient attendance—the average
student's hours per year in London being only 45.7—and no real course for consecutive

years, either for general knowledge or for vocational training, has been worked out.

The problem for rural communities has hardly been attacked. On the other hand,
Germany has empowered her towns to found compulsory continuation schools and
obb'ge employers to give leave of absence to employees for such time as the local

authorities demand—which is normally six or eight hours per week for forty weeks,

for a course of three years, fourteen to seventeen. These schools are held in the day-
time, diu-ing working hours, not on Sundays, holidays, or in the evening. Commercial,
handicraft, and technical courses are arranged for three-year periods, and general

courses for citizenship are included. They are beginning to require the attendance

of girls as well as boys. Prussia has just passed legislation extending the permissive

powers to make the continuation schools compulsory to the smaller towns and country

districts.—J. Saxon Mills, Fortnightly Review, February, 1914. F. S. C.

Agencies, Methods, Materials, and Ideals of Sex Education.—Sex instruction as

a rule should not be isolated; it should not be prominent; it should be an integral

part of courses in biology, hygiene, and ethics. "Specialists" in sex education are

undesirable as teachers of boys and girls, in or out of school. Since it is not ignorance

of what is right, but rather the will to do the right, that is responsible for sexual
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delinquency among adults, the program of public education must include more effective

moral education in all grades of all schools. The appeal must be made to self-respect

and to chivalry; especially through history and literature, the idea of sex must be

spiritualized; the right education of the emotions is fundamental.—William T. Foster,

School Review, April, 1914. J. E. E.

What Is Religious Knowledge? Religious knowledge is not different in kind from
scientific knowledge, but it is scientific and philosophical knowledge (i) systematized

and (2) poetically expressed. The dogmatic certainty derived equally from all

articles of the ancient creed cannot be found in any form of modem knowledge. If

we are still to speak of religious knowledge, that element in its older form must be
omitted, and its place is supplied by the courage which dares to acknowledge ignorance.

—C. Delisle Burns, International Journal of Ethics, April, 19 14. J. E. E.

Society and "The Individual."—The failure to understand the true distinction

and the creation of false distinctions between "individual" and "social" is a main
source of sociological error. There are no individuals who are not social individuals,

and society is nothing more than individuals associated and organized. Society has
no life but the life of its members, no ends that are not their ends, and no fulfilment

beyond theirs. The quality of society is the quality of its members. There is no
social morality that is not individual morality, and no social mind that is not indi-

vidual mind. Society is therefore not relations but beings in their relationships.

—

R. M. Maclver, Sociological Review, January, 1914. J. E. E.

The Effects of School Life upon the Nutritive Processes, Health, and the Com-
position of the Blood.—The charge of school overpressure has been made repeatedly

for at least half a century, though it is only recently that investigations of a scientific

character have been directed to the problem. The underlying cause of school anemia,
with its alterations of metabolism and its imperfect oxygenation of the blood, is due
to excessive accumulations of toxic products of fatigue. Formal examinations cause

a marked reduction in the amount of nourishment taken by university students, and
a corresponding decrease of weight. Prolonged examinations tend to bring about a
condition of the nervous system resembling that characteristic of persons who are

chronically neurasthenic.—Louis M. Terman, Popular Science Monthly, March, 19 14.

J. E. E.

Syndicalism in France and Its Relation to the Philosophy of Bergson.—Bergson's
emphasis on the will to create finds its echo on the industrial field in syndicalism. But
this entails the responsibility of choosing what to create, and there, the syndicalists

have gone wrong. They aim at cutting the the laboring class clean out from the heart

of the nation, and making it take the place of the state. But this is impossible.

Another idea is the workshop without the master, and the government carried on
directly by the people concerned, and not by representatives. The syndicalists argue
that when that type of society which we have at present is destroyed by catastrophe, a
new type will bring with it a new morality. They justify violence toward the present

order because there is nothing eternal about this order, or about the morality it enjoins.

—T. Rhondda Williams, Hibbert Journal, January, 19 14. J. E. E.

Socialism in Australia.—The concept of socialism is gradually gaining strength in

the political activities of the labor parties of all lands. The theories of socialism were
early introduced into Australia, but did not seem to be able to gain many adherents,

probably because of the fact that the Utopian Communistic type of socialists were
most active there. The great strike in Australia during the '90's left behind it two
distinct results: first, it turned the attention of the labor unions toward politics; and
second, it gave the Labor party a socialistic trend. The socialism of Australia is not

anti-religious; it is not international; nor is it opposed to the home-country, or monarch-
ism. The chief object against which its efforts are directed is capitalism. The social-

ist movement has not yet concerned itself with moral questions, but devoted its

strength entirely to economic and industrial questions.—Dr. Jungharm, "Sozialismus

in Australien," Zeitschrift f. d. ges. Staatswissenschaft, January, 1914. M. C. E.
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Races and Capitalism.—The capitalistic spirit found in a race of people may
usually be traced to an inborn tendency of the race. The different races of Europe
show varying degrees of this capitalistic spirit, sometimes even among peoples so

closely associated as the Spanish and Italian, the French and German, or the Scotch

and Irish. The non-capitalistic tendency is most in evidence among the Celts and
certain of the Germanic branches. Wherever the Celts are in the majority, the

capitalistic spirit is in the background. This is likewise true among the Spanish and
Portuguese, and where traces are found it can usually be found to be a result of Jewish
influence. The peoples of Europe proper may be divided into (i) the heroic peoples,

who were adventurous and warlike, as the Romans (among whom may be classed the

Normans, Saxons, and Franks), later Italians, Spanish, and West Germans; (2) those

of a capitalistic spirit, this spirit being most evident among the Florentines, owing
to their infusion of Etruscan blood, the Scots who are claimed to have descended from
the Friesians, a very provident people, and the Jews.—Werner Sombart, "Volker
und Kapitalismus," Die Zukunft, October, 1913. M. C. E.

The Land Question in Russia since 1905.—With the emancipation of the Russian
serfs considerable land was taken away from the use of the peasants. After the

emancipation the population increased rapidly owing to the removal of former re-

straints. The motto of recent revolutions in Russia has been the increase of peasant

landholdings at the cost of the crown and the landed aristocracy. In recent years

relief has been sought in an increased productivity of the soil. Lack of industry,

overpopulation, and poverty make it impossible for the peasants to develop and stock

the land properly. Emigration has decreased in the last three years. The emigrants

belong to the class that possesses insufficient land. The supply of land in Asiatic

Russia suitable for cultivation is nearly exhausted. In recent years the productivity

of the land in Russia in the principle products has not kept pace with the increase of

population, although there has been a large apparent relative increase of the land's

productivity. This apparent increase is caused by the higher prices that now prevail.

The use of farm machinery has increased rapidly in recent years. Good plows are

now generally used in several provinces, and threshing machines are common. Thou-
sands of mowing machines are bought annually in South and East Russia. The
government has done little for agriculture. It has tried to do away with the communal
system and put in its place the independent farmer but has been unsuccessful thus far.

—Dr. N. Organowsky, "Die Agrarfrage in Russland seit 1905," Archiv ftir Socialwis-

senschaft u. Social Politik, No. 37, 1913. C. D. B.

Positive and Historical Science.—Positive science consists of formulae which
describe repetitions in the physical as well as the psychical world. Thus positive

science is able to predict future phenomena. Repetition, law, prevision are three cor-

relative terms. Positive sciences occupy themselves with present reality. In addi-

tion to positive science there should exist a science which studies the past. This

science is history. History studies phenomena which have occurred once, but which

are not repeated. She studies, not repetitions, but evolutionar>' processes. In his-

tory are given instead of laws generalizations of unfolding series. History is not

purely "intuitive," as Rickert seems to think. Rickert proposes the notion of "value"

as the equivalent in history of "law" in science. We believe this notion absolutely

unadapted to serve as an organic element of historical science, and hold that this

element, analogous to law, is found in the concept "series."—Dr. A. D. Xenopol, "Le
scienze positive e le science storiche," Revista ilaliana di sociologia, September, 1913.

CD. B.

Modern Social Evolution.—There are two types of social groups: (o) natural bu£

many sided organization; example, the community or family; {b) free organization of

individuals for particular ends; example, society, association. The whole individual

belongs to the family or community {Gemeinschaft); only one side of the individual

belongs to the association. History begins with pure community and will probably end

with pure association. With the association begins true individual life. Here begins

the individualization of the single person. The city favors association, the country

Gemeinschaft. Connection with many associations does away with "collective
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delusion" which is often found in families and closed communities. In modern society

the family seems to be giving way to association. Many persons now, because of

membership in several groups, can be said to belong to several diflFerent social classes.

Association must mollify the strife between capital and labor, the class-conflict which
is a remnant of an outworn social structure. Wider organization of laborers and
employers leads to a diminution of bitterness.—Dr. Julius Makarewicz, "Sociale Ent-
wicklung der Neuzeit," Archivfiir Rechts- und Wirtschaftsphilosophie, January, 1914.

C. D. B.

Concerning Certain Race Characteristics of the Jews.—The word "race" may be
used in either an anthropological, an ethnical, or a biological sense. The formation
of the Jewish race is a subject about which there is considerable dispute. There is

without doubt a specifically Jewish physiognomy. A certain percentage of Jews in all

countries is blond, although the percentage varies greatly. Eleven per cent of the
German Jews are blonds. A large percentage of Jewish children have light hair which
later turns dark. The sexual maturity of Jews occurs at a younger age than that of

other European races. Jewish school children ripen intellectually earlier than other
European children. Statistics indicate that Jews are less liable to tuberculosis, but
more Uable to nervous diseases and diabetes than other races.—Paul Kazuelson,
"tjber einige Rassenmerkmale des jiidischen Volkes," Archiv fiir Rassen- und
G'esellschafts- Biologic, March 6, 1914. C. D. B.

Democracy on Trial.—Hasbach's scholarly work, Die moderne Demokratie, discusse

the working-out of the democratic experiment in France, Switzerland, and the United
States. It is a work of deep insight and ripe judgment. He finds that one might
name certain stupid monarchs as the immediate originators of modern democracy,
though the inward urge of the people toward self-rule has not been duly emphasized.
The battle of the English, beginning with the Magna Charta and the seventeenth-
century doctrine of natural rights, gave great impetus to the movement. The;
American Revolution was the crowning expression of the feeling of individual rights

yet on the success of the revolt, the wiser leaders, seeing the peril of extreme democracy,
established not a democratic but a free government; the senate was a check on the
house of the people. Troubles began early; the states'-right theory, the interposition

of financial influence upon the electorate, the influx of the aliens, all had an unhealthful
effect and today America is ruled by the "boss" because the people are not yet capable
of ruling themselves. In Switzerland the revolutions of 1848 consolidated the loosely

bound states, and the wholesome revision of the constitution in 1874 revitalized

the democratic feeling. French democracy, after its stormy career, still suffers from
the Gallic ambition and vanity of its officials. The problems that face representative
democracy are the veto, a check on the people's will, the initiative and referendum,
the clumsy forms of government machinery, as the standing committees of the Ameri-
can Congress, the corrupt party machine, the purchasable suffrage, etc. Of course
the great problem is the quality of stewardship rendered by public servants. Political

democracy is yet far from the social democracy, for one reason, because it takes uni-
versal suffrage as a right and not as a duty. But democracy is yet the goal of all

mankind, and monarchies must give way before it. To those of a democratic tendency,
Hasbach brings encouragement, but the very analysis of conditions will raise doubt.

—

G. SchmoUer, "Demokratie auf der Anklagebank," SchmoUer's Jahrhuch, December,
1913- F. P. G.

Experimental Investigation of Fatigue, I.—All experiment is but a form of sci-

entific observation; the observer, of course, must be capable and free from prejudice.

Especially in so intricate a problem as fatigue, one should be thoroughly prepared,
grounded in modern psychology, and with an understanding of the limits beyond which
the experiment cannot be pushed. The physical method has points in its favor, but
it ignores the fact that fatigue is not isolated; we cannot be weary either physically

or psychically without calling forth sympathetic response from the other side of our
nature. The machinery for physical measuring of fatigue, as the dynamometer, the
ergograph, and the quick-writing method, can deal with but a muscle or a small group
of co-ordinated muscles. A great question concerning this practical application of
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the method is the influence of the will upon results; and fatigue itself is often the

result of the struggle between the will and the physical.—M. Lobsien, "Die Experi-

mentelle Ermiidungsforschung," Zeitschrift fur Kinderforschung, December, 1913.
F. P. G.

Shifting Labor in Agriculture, I.—Broadly speaking, this custom has existed since

the first hiring of labor. It has been affected chiefly by specializing harvests, by the

changing conditions of highlands and lowlands, and by the building up of certain

sections to the exclusion of individual opportunity. The beginnings of the modem
custom are obscure, but by i860 it had assumed a wide social significance. It consists

now, not of mere local migrations, but of wanderings over scattered districts. At first

laborers were called in to meet emergencies, as the harvest, but gradually great bodies

were moving to and fro. The hordes from other countries poured in, especially those of

the slavish East. The laborer has greatly suffered by this practice, whUe the employer
feels it keenly in the higher wage it entails. Various provinces have attempted to meet
the situation; Saxony provided a contract for the laborers which made it obligatory

upon them to return three times during the year, practically settling them there;

Prussia sent forth agents with inducements for the immigrating worker who would
locate permanently.—L. Pohle, "Die Wanderarbeit in der Landwirtschaft, I," Die
Neue Zeit, December, 1913. F. P. G.

Shifting Labor in Agriculture, II.—In 1889, the immigration was so small as to be
practically negligible; in 1890 about 17,000 came in. But in 19 11 the total ran up
to nearly 700,000. These came from various coimtries, but chiefly from Russia, Silesia,

Galicia, and Ruthenia. In lands outside of Europe, as in the Americas, where agri-

culture is extensive rather than intensive, shifting labor is almost indispensable for the
farming. The great farms lie idle by winter, but in the grain season require scores of

laborers. In the United States and Canada, more and more the crops are being taken
care of by wandering hordes of foreigners. But middle Europe faces a real problem in

this matter of labor, a problem that deserves serious consideration.—S. Schultz, "Die
Wanderarbeit in der Landwirtschaft," Die Neue Zeit, December, 1913. F. P. G.

New Statements of the History of Political Economy.—Two new histories have
appeared. Fridrichowicz, writing from the basis of the much-prized "historical sense,"

divides the economists into (i) individualists, as physiocratic, industrial, and anarchis-

tic schools; (2) populationists; (3) anti-individualists who stand with modern economy
as ethical reformers, the psychological and mathematical schools; (4) anti-individual-

ists who oppose modern economy, as socialists, communists, and federalists. His
judgments are arbitrary and sometimes amusing; his verdict on the men of history is

wholly unreliable; he does not hesitate to draw conclusions whose absurdity is patent;

he ignores many of the great masters, and fails to do justice to the iiiductive school.

His work is a contribution to the misconception of theoretical research. The volume
of Gide and Rist, however, is a most superior book. They divide the history of the

modem science into five epochs: (i) at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the

age of Adam Smith and Ricardo; (2) first half of the nineteenth century; (3) middle of

the nineteenth century, the crest of the liberal school; (4) latter half of the nineteenth
century,*the division of the liberals into the methodistical, social-political, Marxian,
and Christian Socialist schools; (5) modem teaching, hedonism, solidarism, anar-

chism, and a bridge between socialism and individualism. The divisions are capital,

both chronologically and as to the schools; the work escapes alike the peril of a dog-
matic standpoint and that of an immovably theoretical one; the perspective is good
and the whole thing stands on a sound scientific basis.—L. Pohle, "Neue Darstellungen
der Geschichte der Volkswirtschaftslehre," Zeit.f. d. Socicdwissenschaft, January, 1914.

F. P. G.

Concerning the Legality of Franchises.—For some years a legal battle has been
going on in Hildesheim between the police administration and an ammonia factory.

The non-compliance with the law concerning the control of unhealthful fumes and
gases led to the clash. The litigation centered on three main points: (i) whether a
franchise already given could be changed; (2) whether, by magistrate's orders, the
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factory could be closed; and finally, (3) whether on account of the closing, damages
might be demanded. The case was decided against the ammonia factory. The
question now comes up regarding the legality of the decision, (i) Since there is no
means of gaining sufficient and accurate knowledge of how a particular business enter-

prise will work out in reality, the council must specify that it reserves the right to

change or amend a franchise. (2) Since every possible means for causing the factory

to meet the demands of social welfare had failed, the police administration had no
recourse but to order it to be closed. (3) The general welfare of the community
demanded that the factory be closed. The police administration stepped in to pro-

tect private rights. No claim for damages could therefore be demanded from the city,

the police department, or a particular person.—Otto Gerland, "Zum Rechte der
gewerblichen Genehmigungen," SchmoUer's Jahrbuch, December, 1913. H. A. J.

The White Slave Traffic and the International Struggle against It.—The govern-
ments of the various European countries have come to realize that the white slave

trafiic, which is built up on an international, criminal organization, and has thus
grown to enormous proportions, can most successfully be combated through inter-

national agreements on methods of procedure. With this end in view the govern-
ments sent representatives to Paris, where they held their congress in the years 1904 and
1910. Representatives were present from Germany, Austria, Hungary, Belgium,
Brazil, Denmark, Spain, France, England, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, and
Sweden. These nations accepted the following points agreed upon at the congress:

(i) that courts should be established, the function of which should be to seek all

possible evidence where the traffic is reported to exist, and to co-operate with the
courts of these other countries by furnishing such information and evidence as they
may have secured, if such is desired; (2) that each of the nations should have charge
of the investigation work in its own colonies; (3) that women and girls, thus found,
shall be interviewed and an attempt be made to learn their identity. Those found
to be of foreign birth and victims of the traflic shall be returned to their native country
at the expense of the country in which they are found.—Franz Janisch, "Der Madchen-
handel und seine international gesetzliche Bekampfung," Arch. /. Rechis- u. Wirt-

schafisphilosophie, January, 1914. H. A. J.

The Consumers' League in Germany.—Contrary to its process of development in

England, the Consumers' League in Germany was in the beginning entirely void of

all idealism. Petty civil ofl&cials and small landowners invested their surplus in

"consumption goods" as a business enterprise, for the dividend they might realize

from it. In recent years working-men have likewise formed consumers' leagues, and,
through their energy and power, the larger percentage of their class are now thus
organized. The luufication of the various leagues and the formation of a central

department, with its scientific and educational publications, has greatly increased its

influence and beneficial results, which may be summed up imder four main heads: (i)

increase of income due to decrease in the cost of consumption goods; (2) improve-
ment in the quality of goods, which is the main object of the Consumers' League;

(3) introduction of the cash system instead of credit business; (4) to the average
member of a consumers' league the varied activities have the ethical value of helping

to form a feeling of responsibility and of unity, and thus, the composition of the

Consumers' League is a preparatory school for democracy.—Wilhelm Tils, "Das
Konsumvereinswesen in Deutschland," SchmoUer's Jahrbuch, December, 1913.

H. A. J.

The Crisis in French Syndicalism.—Owing to the local autonomy of trade unions,

any disputes as to policy do not disrupt their national federation. However, since

syndicalism has become a world-wide movement, the French propaganda will be
modified by Anglo-Saxon ideas. Already it has changed its political emphasis of

protest against the government to that of a campaign of direct action against the

capitalistic class. Though in its youth, syndicalism, in its revolutionary action

against capitalism, the state, and the conservative labor system, will exert a social

force with which we must reckon.—Alfred Kruse, "I den Franske S3Tidikalisme,"

National^konomisk Tidsskrift, January-February, 19 14. J- E. E.
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Denmark as a Land of Agriculture.—Denmark will continue as an agricultural

nation, though manufacturing is gaining strength. The day will never come when
the products of the soil are only sufficient for home consumption and when manufac-
tures must necessarily control the financial balance of trade with foreign countries.

Her prosperity will depend on her arable lands.—Chr. Sonne, "Danmark som Land-
brugsland," National^konomisk Tidsskrift, January-February, 1914. J. E. E.

The Erotogenetic Interpretation of Religion: Its Opponents Reviewed.—The
working hypothesis set forth is: The differential essence of religion is always reducible

to a sex ecstasy. When frankly avowed as such, then the apotheosis of sex results in

some form of phallic worship. When not recognized as a sex ecstasy, or not frankly
avowed as such, the erotic origin of religion is revealed by an extravagant overvaluation
of the sacredness or sinfulness of some sex manifestations. If this thesis is true, it has
this social utility, namely, religious ideals of -practical life need re-examination in

order that we may see how far they are warped by perverted emotions or by the
misinterpretation or supposed necessity for the concealment of intense sensuality.

It may also be possible to show that emotional religion is pernicious and all revival

excitement is conducive to injurious sexual irregularities and excesses. The argu-
ments advanced by the opponents of the erotogenetic interpretation of religion either

are side issues or upon closer analysis really support the theory.—Theodore Schroeder,

Journal of Religious Psychology, January, 1914. W. W. B.

The Compulsory Settlement of Industrial Disputes.—In England, the United
States, and France very little governmental control has been exerc^ed to restrict

freedom to strike or lock-out. This perhaps is due to the fact that such restriction has
seldom been considered desirable, if ever possible. A thorough study of the labor
laws controlling the labor unrest and industrial dissatisfaction in countries like

Germany, Austria, and Belgium, on the other hand, shows that the government can
bring about better conditions in the industrial fields by a certain amount of direct

control. Yet any control of the industrial relationships involves ( i ) direct state-control

of as many industries as concern the public vitally (such as telegraph, telephone,

etc.); (2) the existence, side by side with prohibition, of machinery for achiev-

ing the ends of a strike and lock-out; (3) recognition and encouragement of respectable

trade unions, thus bringing them under direct compulsion to obey state regulations;

(4) promotion—by every possible means—of good feeling and deep interest between the

employers and the employees.—W. G. Constable, Edinburgh Review, January, 1914.
B. D. Bh.

Mediation and Arbitration of Railroad Wage Controversies: A Tear's Develop-
ment.—The year 19 13 was one of great progress in the settlement of railroad

labor controversies. Some of the striking features of the progress were: (i) the
Erdman act, which was so unsatisfactory both to the eastern railroad brotherhoods and
to the firemen, gave place to the Newlands act, which provides for a board of media-
tion and conciliation and for more satisfactory methods of procedure; (2) in two con-

certed movements in eastern territory the firemen, the conductors, and trainmen
obtained, through arbitration, increases in rates of pay and changes in working condi-

tions; (3) differences between the four train-service brotherhoods and the Southern
Pacific "Pacific" System in the matter of electric service, were somewhat adjusted;

(4) there was an arbitration award relating to wages and working conditions of firemen,

conductors, and trainmen on the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of

Chicago; (5) on the Southern Pacific "Atlantic" System a strike of engineers, firemen,

conductors, and trainmen was brought to an end through mediation. There were also

the settlements of a few more such disputes in southern territory through mediation.

—

Fred Wilbvu: Powell, Quarterly Journal of Economics, February, 1914. B. D. Bh.

The Indian Immigration Crisis in South Africa: Its Effect on Indo-British Rela-
tions.—One of the most vital socio-political problems which are threatening the delicate

Indo-British relations is the Indian immigration crisis in South Africa. Some of the

striking grievances of the immigrants are: (i) difficulty (a) to acquire, and even lease

property, (b) to secure licenses to engage in trade and vending; (2) imposition of a
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poll tax of £ 3 per annum on each Indian, his wife, and each of his sons and daughters

above the age of thirteen; (3) questioning of the legality of marriage contracted

according to Hindu, Moslem, Sikh, and other non-Christian rites, and the legitimacy

of children bom in such wedlock; (4) interference in religious observances by barring

out priests and preceptors; His Majesty's Imperial Government has practically paid

no heed to the cries of the suflEering thousands. The fact that respectable women
have been thrown into prison and their very chastity has been suspected has aroused

the dumb millions of India, so much so that the proverbially meek Hindu women have
come out of their exclusions to join their husbands and sons in the open field of battle

of "passive resistance."—Saint Nihal Sing, Fort Nightly Review, March, 1914.

B. D. Bh.

The Superfluous Woman: Her Cause and Cure.—^The increasing disproportion of

the sexes in England, especially with a striking excess of unmarried females to im-
married males, has, for long, presented serious problems to the sociologists of the

country, (i) The longevity of women—especially widows—under modern conditions

of life and hygiene, (2) the increasing number of women driven into "the labor-market"
in their marriageable ages, (3) the scarcity of possible husbands and homes (this latter

is due to a misinterpretation of census reports, since the number of the females does not
threateningly exceed that of the males—if the figures are studied in reference to the

marriageable age), and (4) even the so-called economic freedom of women and the
enlargement of their field of activity have by many been held responsible for (a) ever-

increasing ceUbacy, (6) "physiologically married" relationships, (c) disintegration of

family Uves, and {d) the creation of abnormal taste for wild freedom of unmarried life

among the youths of the community. In main, these problems have been regarded as

the inevitable effects of modern economic conditions. But the problem is a psycho-
logical one. The root of all the causes can be summed up in one word—"luxury."
We must learn to breed fewer teachers, tj^ists, and government clerks, since we want
more mothers, wives, and cooks.—Mrs. Archibald Colquhoun, Nineteenth Century
and After, March, 1914. B. D. Bh.

Schmoller as a Politician.—Gustav Schmoller has begun to lessen his collegiate

activities in order that he may devote more of his time to pohtical studies. As a
result of this, we have his recently published Character Sketches. Included therein

are several productions of his younger days, and special tributes to Adolf Wagner and
Ernst Franke, as well as sketches defending Adam Smith and Friedrich Lizt. Up to

the present time Schmoller has posed as an "old-school" liberalist, and in much that he
writes there is still the ring of the '6o's. One is almost led to believe that the great
German question was not settled in 1866 and 1870. As court historian, Schmoller
has remained firm to his early type of thought. He has always been an ardent admirer
of Bismarck and a great advocate of "Germanism."—Dr. Richard Bahr, "Schmoller
als Pohtiker," Die Zukunft, October, 1913. M. C. E.

The Woman Peril in American Education.—Statistics show that children attend
school in greatest numbers between the ages of ten and fourteen. These most impres-
sionable years are spent in the grades and secondary school almost wholly under
women teachers. Only a negligible number of boys go on to higher education where
men teachers predominate. Instruction in book knowledge is overemphasized; the

training in character through the personal, psychical influence of the teacher is of

greater consequence. The training of our boys in whom force of character is a first

essential is intrusted to women. As a result they are made emotional, illogical, and
non-combative. Men and women are essentially different. Neither can wholly
understand the other. The influence of women teachers does violence to the boy's

natiu-e. It is not woman's teaching ability that is in question. In New York and
Boston 89 per cent of the public-school teachers are women. Women will accept
lower salaries than men, and the salaries paid to men are not large enough to attract

men who have to support a family into teaching. Girls should be largely under the

charge of women, boys, of men.—F. E. Chadwick, Educational Review, February, 1914.

F. S. C.
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A Co-operatiye Industrial Course : The Experience of Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
—In response to a demand of the manufacturers, the Fitchburg high school, in 1908,
adopted a combination of a practical shop and school course for boys of fourteen to
eighteen years, based on the University of Cincinnati plan. Ten manufacturers of
steam engines, pumps, grinding machinery, lathes, planers, foundry work, etc., offered

their shops for the practical instruction of apprentices, if the school would give the
theory and correlative material. The industrial course is co-ordinate with the college-

preparatory or commercial courses and it requires four years' work. Boys electing

the industrial course spend all of their first year in the school. The last three years,

one-half of the time is spent in the shops, the manufacturers taking the boys in pairs

alternating each week so that the work goes right on. In school the boys are taught
how to solve the practical problems which they encountered in the shop the week before,

along with business English, mechanical terms and theory, shop mathematics, drawing,
physics, chemistry, commercial geography, American history and civics, and first aid

to the injured. Boys are paid for their work in the shops, for the first year ten cents

per hour, for the second, eleven cents, and for the third, twelve and a half cents.

Thus the boy is encouraged to stay in school, and many can afford to stay who other-

wise would have to drop out. The industrial teacher keeps in close touch with the
boys' progress in the shops. The plan has now been extended to include oflSce work,
textile establishments, and other of the city's industries. Plans are in the making
for similar provision for girls in the commercial course, to spend part of their time at

practical work in the office, counting-room, or store. The manufacturers, business, and
professional men are in hearty sympathy with the movement.—Joseph G. Edgerly,
Educational Review, December, 1913. F. S. C.

The Progress of Eugenics.—Eugenics will be a very much larger and more difficult

matter than the eugenics of Galton. Recognizing the vast differences in human stocks

and the greater value of fine people to a nation, he argued that we must encourage
parenthood on the part of persons belonging to fine stocks, and to that project he
gave the name of eugenics. However, the overwhelming new evidence as to the

influence of parental nutrition upon offspring made it apparent that eugenics required

much more than selection and rejection for parenthood. Eugenics as thus presented

differs widely, in scientific assumptions and in practical prop>osals, from that which is

commonly taught and advocated in Great Britain.—C. W. Saleeby, Forum, April,

1914. J. E. E.

The Psychological Limit of Eugenics.—Even if a perfect eugenic system were in

vogue, practically every social problem which we are now trying to solve would still

remain. In spite of the good eugenics may have done, it has also done a very great

harm in diverting attention from the really fundamental problems which underlie the

question of race improvement. The germ plasm can in no way remove the principal

obstacles to race progress. Some of them are social classes, race prejudice, industrial

strife, the social and economic position of women; and they are psychological problems.
Therefore it will not do to attribute such maladjustments to a race inferiority. If

eugenics succeeds in establishing in the popular mind the tremendous social value of

heredity that it is trying to establish, it will overthrow a mass of valuable work of the

last decade.—Herbert A. Miller, Popular Science Monthly, April, 1914. J. E. E.

Abnormal Childhood in the Houses of Correction.—In the interest of society

an urgent reform is demanded. This is the psychiatric organization of the houses

of correction, the mental examination of all juvenile delinquents therein, and the

medico-pedagogical treatment of those abnormals who are susceptible of education.

—

Constanza Pascal, "L'enfance anormale dans les maisons de correction," La revue

philanthropique, January, 1914. R. H. L.

Syndicalism and Legislation.—In England, the parliamentary reformers disap-

prove of strikes but advocate official action. The syndicalists advocate direct action.

In France, the syndicalists are discovering, through experience, the deceptiveness

of struggle, and they are favoring legislative t)pportunism. In Germany, the Socialists

are becoming more syndicalistic, not following the example of France, where syndical-
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ism is waning. Syndicalism alone is not sufl5cient, but should be combined with
legislation as ameliorative factors.—V. Brants, "Syndicalisme et legislation," Revue
sociale caiholique, February, 1914. P. E. C.

Infant Welfare Stations in Yonne in 1912.—Breast feeding shows its superiority

to artificial feeding of infants by the following infant death-rates: in 191 2, breast-fed

infants 1.74 per cent against 2.95 per cent for the artificially fed. In the hot year of

191 1 the ratios were 2.30 per cent against 7.63 per cent. In 67 communes the records

of eighteen years show a reduction in infant death-rate from 11.60 per cent to

8.59, as the result of establishment of infant welfare stations.—Marois, "Les consulta-

tions de nourissons dans I'Yonne en 191 2," La revue philanthropique, October, 1913.
R. H. L.
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The four blocks between Sixteenth and Eighteenth streets and

between Union and Burlington, though theybear no such picturesque

title as "Little Hell, "of the lower north district, or "Whiskey Row,

"

of the stockyards, were chosen for investigation, not only because

they are situated in the Twentieth Ward, which has been neglected

previously in this series, but because they are predominantly

inhabited by Slovaks, an interesting part of the newer Slavic immi-

gration from southeastern Europe/ To eke out an existence on

their meager fields in Hungary the Slovaks have long been accus-

tomed to leave home as wandering merchants, glaziers, tinworkers,

or harvesters in the more fertile plains that spread out at their feet.

More recently they have gone to Budapest and Pressburg for

temporary employment at building or in factories. The trip to the

United States is simply a longer stride, and one which has not been

made by any considerable number of Slovaks except within the last

^ An interesting account of the Slovaks may be found in Emily G. BaXcWsOur Slavic

Fellow-Citizens, New York, Charities PubUcation Committee, 19 lo.

145
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thirty or thirty-five years, although there was a spattering of their

immigration to this country as early as 1864.

The district in the Twentieth Ward, where blocks typical of

one of their colonies have been canvassed, extends from Halsted

Street east to Burlington and Seward streets, where factories and

a great brewing plant cut it off from the river. It reaches from the

freighthouses running along Eighteenth Street, south to Twentieth

Place, where factories and lumber yards again cut it off from the

river, which turns west at this point and holds the district in the

crook of its arm. It has never been an inviting neighborhood.

Swamps covered the area in the earhest days of Chicago, as they

did when, in 1857, there was but the cluster of a dozen houses east

of Halsted Street at about the point where Eighteenth Street is

now located, and as they did very much later and almost until the

beginning of the eighties, when the streets were first graded up to the

present level and paved. Before this, roads had been built by

standing wooden horses crosswise of their course and upon these

nailing boards lengthwise of the road. Old inhabitants still living

in this district tell of falling through these roads into the swamp,

sometimes with a team of horses, and of the difficulties in driving

home a flock of geese. At the time of grading, the area was built

up practically to the extent it is today. It was then an Irish and

German colony, with a knot of Bohemians between Sixteenth and

Eighteenth streets, Jefferson Street, and the River. A few mem-
bers of these earlier groups who were so provident, or so imprudent,

as to buy their homes, remain stranded among the often despised

Slovaks, Poles, and Lithuanians, who began settling here perhaps

fifteen years ago.

Today the house-to-house canvass showed that one-third of

the 854 households in the four blocks covered are Slovak. Nearly

one-fifth are Lithuanian and one-sixth Bohemian. The Polish

form a little more and the Germans a little less than one-tenth,

while all others together, including Irish and American, form less

than a tenth of the total number of households. The Slovaks form

a somewhat larger proportion in the western part of the area included

in the four blocks, and the Poles and Bohemians are correspondingly

more numerous numerically and relatively toward the east. The
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other nationalities are quite evenly scattered. Beyond the four

blocks, south and west, where the district frays out at its edges in

most wretched, tattered dwellings, the national composition changes.

Along Twentieth Street, Twentieth Place, Seward, and Blair

streets, Poles predominate, with a few Russians, Letts, and Slovaks.

In the block of dilapidated houses along Mechanic Street, east of

the brewery and overlooking an expanse of tracks, is a Lithuanian

group.

A ROW OF HOUSES ON MECHANIC STREET, FACING THE
RAILROAD TRACKS

The houses are all in very bad repair, both inside and out

As is to be expected, these people are generally occupied at the

more poorly paid and unskilled work. Ninety of the 845 heads of

households reported are classified as common laborers; 115 more

work about a freighthouse, in a car shop, or on steam or street

railroads; 83 are factory workers, 61 metal workers, and 43 express-

men, teamsters, and draymen; 35 are scrubbers and cleaners. Of

about 35 small shopkeepers and tradesmen, it is interesting to note

that 20 are saloonkeepers. Other workers in the district are

scattered in a great variety of employments, ranging from the old

man who owns a soda-water factory to the old woman who lives

by "picking things up on the tracks."
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Four hundred and eighty-four lodgers were found in the four

blocks canvassed, forming 13 per cent of the total population/

This is a much smaller proportion than was found in the Slavic

groups of South Chicago, or back of the Yards, or among the Jews

on the West Side. It is, however, larger than the proportion of

lodgers among the Italians, or among the Bohemians and Poles

on the West Side, and is quite large enough to introduce the much-

discussed "lodger problem."

Children under twelve form nearly one-third of the population,

and all the evils of overcrowding, of inadequate toilet arrangements,

of ugly and insanitary dwellings, and of lack of open spaces are

intensified in importance by the fact that in these four blocks live

nearly twelve hundred little children.

In neighborhoods where the location of the house on the lot

means merely that the bulk of the lawn will be in the front or in

the rear or on the side, it is unimportant except as a question of

landscape gardening. In this district, however, a house set on

TABLE I

Location of Dwellings on the Lot

Location
Number of
Dwellings

Percentage

Front 203
I

S8

77.4
Middle .4

Rear 22. 2

Total 262 lOO.O

the rear of the lot means invariably, not a garden in front, but two

houses on the lot, and between them a small court or yard, some-

times only the width of a narrow passage. This becomes, even

more than the open yard, an abiding-place for rubbish, even for

scraps of rotting garbage. Water seeps down from the higher level

' The population in the blocks canvassed was distributed as follows:

Number Percentage

2,099
I.IQS

484

SS
32

Total , 3.778 100
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of the street or alley and stands here often in stagnant pools.

According to Table I, which shows the location of the dwellings on

the lot, 22 per cent of the houses are rear or alley houses, and,

although this is a smaller proportion than was found in other parts

of the West Side investigated, it is large enough to present a serious

problem.

It is chiefly this crowding of two houses upon a lot which results

in the covering of many lots over a large percentage of their area.

Table II shows that 44 lots, or about one-fifth, are covered less than

50 per cent, while 103, or one-half, are covered 70 per cent or more;

61, somewhat less than a third, are covered 80 per cent or more;

9 are covered over 90 per cent, and 4 are completely covered. Such

crowding upon the lot, leaving so little yard or other open space,

is plainly undesirable.

TABLE II

Number of Lots Having More than a Specified

Percentage of Area Covered

Percentage of Lot Area Covered Number Percentage

Less than 50
50 and less than 60
60 and less than 70

70 and less than 80
80 and less than 90
90 and less than 100
100

44
22

38
42
48

9
4

21

II

19
20

23

4
2

Total 207 100

The houses of the Slovak district are smaller than the tenements

of the more crowded near-town districts. The great majority,

252 out of 262, are one or two stories high. Sixty-four, or one-

fourth of the total, are just one story, while only one building is as

much as four stories high. Three-fourths, or 198, of all the houses

of the blocks canvassed contain less than five apartments each.

Of these, 39 have only one apartment each and are therefore techni-

cally private dwellings and not tenements; 58 houses contain two

apartments and 54 houses three.

In spite of the small size of the houses, the density of population

in the four blocks is high, indicating a large amount of the most

demoralizing kind of crowding—that within the apartment.
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Table III shows Block III with the highest density, 322 persons

per acre, and Block IV with the lowest, 262 persons per acre. All

four blocks make an average of 287 persons per acre. This over-

crowding enhances the importance of conditions of sanitation and

repair of the houses.
TABLE III

Density of Population in Four Blocks in the Twentieth Waiu)

Block Net Area in Acres Population Density per Acre

I 3.621
2.589*

3-352
3-614

1027
728

1078

945

284 .

281II

in 322
262IV...

Totals and average density. .

.

13-176 3778 287

* 1.062 acres occupied by public school, deducted from this area.

The houses are, for the most part, old—the first generation in the

district—sometimes moved back to accommodate a new building on

the front of the lot, which has in its turn become dingy and worn.

Thus, only five of the 258 houses reported upon were built since

the 1902 law and only one of these since the law of 19 10. Three

additions to old buildings were made under the 1902 law and one

since 1910. This leaves, roughly, 97 per cent of the houses under

the old law. Not only are the houses old and therefore exempt from

compliance with our present legal standards, but they are largely

of the material most affected by old age, 192, or over 73 per cent

of the total 262 canvassed, being frame.

Because these houses are old they are almost uniformly dilapi-

dated. The worst element in their disrepair is the almost universal

dampness of cellars, even of first floors, occasioned by the grading of

streets and alleys up to from three to seven feet above the level

of the yards, thus allowing water to drain down about the founda-

tions. The jvalls of the cellars and the floors of the first stories are

often mildewed or white with mold, and so damp as to be musty.

Floors were found warped and sinking upon the half-rotted piles

beneath. The plumbing is generally in a precarious condition.

Too often defective sinks are remarked by soaking plaster in the

ceiling below. One long-suffering Lithuanian man showed us the

water dripping down on his bed. Gas was escaping in one room.
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In one apartment, which seems typical of the worst conditions

found, three window-panes were gone—^this was well past the

beginning of winter—and others had pieces broken out. The

window casings in two rooms of this apartment were broken and

the windows simply leaned up against them. All the panes were

loose for lack of puttying at the edges, and one fell out when the

window was measured for this investigation. The doors were

worn, showing great gaps at the edges, while the plaster was heavily

seamed and grimy. The woodwork was cracked, splintered, and

long unvarnished. Both knobs were off the entrance door, so that a

stick had to be pushed through the hole to open it. The door into

the hall would not lock. The occupant said she had reported all

of these defects to the landlord two months before but that he

would do nothing, and told her to get out if she did not like it.

The outer hall or passageway sagged ; the foul condition of refuse

and toilets under it will be described later. A second visit to the

place found burst pipes that had poured water into the cellar and

yard under this passageway for days. While such obvious defects

may be discovered by the cursory glance of the investigator, it is

only by living here day after day that one may realize the more

subtle, continual, and recurring discomforts.

The undrained and unclean state of many yards, areaways,

and passages, the accumulation of rubbish, the keeping of fowls in

quarters inadequate and inappropriate, together with other nui-

sances, such as the smoking of meat carried on in the rear of one lot,

aggravate the effects of any insanitary conditions in the house.

One factory owner persists in burning the manure of thirty horses

and mules kept in a stable connected with his factory, creating

a thick, oily, and evil-smelling smoke that hangs low over the

whole neighborhood.

Probably no single element in the condition of a house or premise

is more important than the toilet arrangements. Although the

present code in Chicago will not tolerate in "new-law" tenements less

than one private toilet within every apartment of two rooms or

more, fewer than one-fifth of the toilets in the four blocks can-

vassed are apartment toilets, and they accommodate only one-

tenth of all the famiUes. Cellar toilets are the most numerous
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type. There are 144 of these and they are used by 285 families,

nearly one-third of the total number. One hundred and one

toilets located under the sidewalk are used by 209 families, nearly

TABLE IV

Location of Toilets and Number of Families Using

Number of Families Using

Total
Number of
Toilets

Location of Toilet
Not More
Than One
Family

Two
Families

Three
Families

Four
Families

Five
Families

Yard 14
19*

3it

3

54
56

8S
26

22

24

27

3

i i

2 T m
Under sidewalk .... 2

I

2

lOI

144

34

Cellar

HaU

Total 67 221 A 1 ' !

76 7 :

I 372

* Includes two cases where there were two closets for one family.

t Includes one toilet in a vacant apartment for one family.

one-fourth of the total number, and 93 yard closets by 201 families.

We find only 34 hall closets, accommodating 72 families, or one-

twelfth of the total number. Nine families are dependent on saloon

toilets and two upon toilets in stores.

Table IV gives an idea of the over-large number of families and

consequently of people using many of the toilets. The five families

using a single yard closet included twenty-eight persons, of whom
eleven were children under twelve and four were lodgers.^ A
number of families and persons using a single toilet decreases the

individual responsibility for its condition and adds to the difficulty

of keeping it clean. For example, one woman took us out to inspect

a yard closet, confident of our approval because she had scrubbed it

an hour before. She was embarrassed to find a thick, filthy pool

' It is obvious that in many cases a single toilet is the only provision for a very

large number of persons. The following table shows the number of persons dependent

on a single toilet.

Number of Persons Number of Toilets

S persons or less 57

6 to 10 persons 206

1 1 to IS persons 93

16 to 20 persons 14

Over 20 persons 2

Total. 372
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upon the seat. One filthy cellar toilet used by dance-hall patrons

spread a sickening odor over the whole premises/

The type of toilet, as much as the number using it, affects possi-

bilities of cleanliness. While the yard closet which is not kept

locked—and many are not—is open to considerable promiscuous

use, it has the advantage of being generally light. The toilet

under the sidewalk or in the cellar, on the other hand, is often quite

dark, sometimes totally so. In such places it is practically impos-

sible to keep any degree of cleanliness. Of the 474 toilets examined,

one-third are reported either dirty or filthy. The hall and apart-

ment toilets make a showing very much better than this average,

the yard closets slightly worse, and the saloon, sidewalk, and cellar

closets (named in the order of the number in each type reported

dirty or filthy) very much worse.

The repair of the toilets is generally in the same dubious con-

dition as the rest of the plumbing. Excepting the apartment

toilet, there is an almost general condition of dampness about the

fixture. The water for flushing too often comes in a very feeble

stream. The woodwork of the seat is usually worn, sometimes

badly broken. One fixture, when we pushed it, fell over for

lack of a screw at its base. The iron rod, which in many cases is

turned to flush the toilet, and which is not adequately attached,

is often pulled loose, leaving the water running unhindered.

In those cases where the toilet does not flush at all the condition

is obviously serious, even when temporary. The few cases in which

toilets were revisited give us basis for only a rough judgment as

to the permanency of conditions of ill repair. While it is probable

that only a comparatively small number of toilets are permanently

' The most objectionable cases seem to be where the toilets, in the cellar or under

the sidewalk, are approached under a covered passage. These practically under-

ground alle3rways, often too low to permit of walking upright, generally mud-bottomed

and sometimes overrun with water, collect all sorts of refuse. The two toilets opening

into one such passage of the house already described were filthy; neither could be

flushed. Four of the six toilets in another such place were totally dark and none was in

good repair. Among the pile of rubbish in the front entryway of one house entered

at the side we found evidence of occasional use of the vestibule as a toilet. In one

place the men had improvised a toilet for themselves imder the sidewalk, which was

foul. In another place a toilet had been made for the men, consisting of a cement

floor, drained but without fixtures.
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and seriously disabled, it also seems probable tha,t a large number

take their turn at unfitness at some time during the year.

Privacy, an important aspect of the toilet problem, is affected

by the number of families and persons expected to use the same

toilet, and also by the type of toilet provided.' The yard closet

not only lacks privacy, but, along with the cellar and sidewalk

toilets, which are generally only reached by a long trip along outside

passages and stairs, sometimes half circling the house, causes great in-

convenience. Inconvenient at any time, the arrangement becomes

a great hardship in times of illness. One feeble old woman, who

had been ill for nine years and was scarcely able to totter about her

own room, had to go out of the house at the front, down two flights

of stairs, and around to the rear of the house to reach the toilet.

A similar necessity was put upon another woman left alone to care

for her four children sick with scarlet fever, herself ill with a light

attack. She said the location of the toilet was the greatest hardship

she had had to undergo.

The position of the apartment is of importance because of its

relation to light and ventilation. Table V shows 34 per cent

front, 6 per cent middle, 36 per cent rear, and 24 per cent through

TABLE V
Position of Apartments

Position of Apartments Number Percentage

Front 291

SS
316
207

34
6

36
24

Middle
Rear
Through

Total 869 100

apartments. On the typical Chicago lot, a long and narrow

''shoestring" lot, it is almost necessary to have rooms at the front

or rear where the buildings on the next lot cannot shut out all light

and air. When only a narrow passageway separates houses on

' We have received complaints, from families with children, of the careless use

by men boarders from another apartment or the next house, of the yard closet, which

is probably the most public type. Several little girls, taking us out to see the toilet,

have opened the door to find a man inside. This is very likely to occur where a family

uses a saloon toilet.
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adjoining lots, as is too often the case, a poor circulation of air and

an absence of sunlight must be expected. On Jefferson Street there

is a row of four connected brick tenements covering most of the lots

on which they stand. Of the thirty-one bedrooms in apartments

in these buildings only eight are light, while twenty are gloomy and

three, very dark.

Another important consideration in the question of position is

the prevalence of basement and cellar apartments. Table VI
shows us that 14 per cent of the apartments investigated are

situated in the cellar and i per cent in the basement.^ The regrad-

ing of the streets in the early eighties made many of the lots from

three to seven feet below the level of the sidewalk and a large num-

ber of basement and cellar apartments resulted. In a good many
instances these cellars and basements are on or above the level of

the lot itself. In a house situated well back from the sidewalk

the cellar apartment does not seem to have so many evils as the

cellar apartment close to the lot-line with the sidewalk within a few

feet or inches of the windows. The lot cannot be other than damp
and poorly drained, however, when the street is several feet above

it, and the cellar, although a cellar only technically, is an unhealthy

and dangerous place.^ A little old Bohemian woman, who makes

her living by picking up things on the railroad tracks, pays two dol-

lars a month for two small, dark, cellar rooms under a store on

Eighteenth Street. Her rooms are 6 feet 3 inches high and her

floor is 6 feet 6 inches below the level of the sidewalk. Her windows

'According to the Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 432(6), "a basement is a

story partly but not more than one-half below the level of the street grade nearest

the building," and section 432 ii), "a cellar is a story more than one-half below the

level of the street grade nearest the building."

*The Revised Building Ordinances (sec. 449) state that "in no new tenement

house shall any room in the cellar be constructed, altered, converted, or occupied

for living purpose unless such room shall be at least eight feet and six inches high in the

clear and shall have at least one-half of such height above the finished grade of said

premises at the building and at least four feet three inches of such height above the

average street grade at the building." If cellars are forbidden and basements

restricted for living purposes in "new-law" houses, people living in "old-law" houses

should be protected just as carefully from the dangers attendant upon low, dark,

damp living quarters. For this reason, in this study no distinction has been made

between cellars in "new-law" and "old-law" houses.
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are very small and open under a stairway, and directly opposite

her door is a filthy, leaking cellar toilet used by fourteen people.

TABLE VI

Number of Apartments above and below the Street Level

Location of Apartments Number Percentage

Cellar 123
12

734

14-

Basement I

Other floor 85

Total 869 100

Many cellars are very damp because of inadequate drainage.

In one low cellar occupied by a small family and several lodgers,

it is said that during heavy rains the water backs up in the drains

and so floods the rooms that the occupants are compelled to pile

their possessions away from the water and depart until the storm is

over and the drains are again functioning properly. In the rear

of a cellar on Sixteenth Street live two Lithuanian boatmen who

pay one dollar a month for a large, dark, damp room. The neigh-

bors state that there are sometimes as many as a dozen men sleeping

in this room. The one small window has an area equal only to

I per cent of the floor area, although the law requires 10 per cent.

Coal is stored in the same room, and chickens are constantly running

through to the front of the cellar where they are kept. A toilet

opens off and ventilates into this same room, and. as the pipes are

faulty and leaky, the room is always damp. The walls of a base-

ment apartment in another house on Sixteenth Street are white

with mold.

The number of persons in the households, together with the

number of rooms per apartment, is shown in Table VII. The

four-room apartment is the prevailing type, and this table shows

that the family of four members is rather the most frequent. It

is, of course, impossible to regulate by law the number of inhabitants

of a single apartment, but it is unnecessary to call attention to the

fact that five people in a one-room apartment or nine people in a

three-room apartment means serious overcrowding. The housing

code does attempt to govern overcrowding to a certain extent by
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requiring a minimum of cubic air space, 400 cubic feet of air to each

adult and 200 cubic feet for each child under twelve years of age.

In the blocks covered by the investigation every room used for

sleeping purposes was carefully measured and the cubic contents

computed. In this district, as shown by Table VIII, 912, or 53

per cent, of the 1,721 rooms used for sleeping were illegally over-

crowded. Former investigations have shown very similar con-

ditions. In the Jewish district 51 per cent, in the Bohemian

district 53 per cent, in the Polish district 69 per cent, in South Chi-

cago 72 per cent, and back of the Yards 53 per cent of the sleeping-

rooms were occupied by more people than the law permits.

TABLE VII

Number of Persons in Household and Nxjmber

OF Rooms in Apartment

Number of
Rooms

Number of Persons

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
*ioor
More

CANT
To-
TAIS

I 4
13

7
I

2

2

57
23

27

4
3
I

I

36

43
51
8

3
I

2

I

26

48

79
13

9
S
2

I

13

38
75
17

4
7
2

9
156
202

356
75
41
18

2 8

24
61

4
5

4
3

3
2

9

I

3

4
s
6

11

27
8

7

3
17
II

6

3
7

3
2

2

5
I

7

8 or more

.

2 I

Totals 27 117 145 183 157 109 55 37 16 8 15 869

* There were two instances of eleven persons living in five rooms; one instance of fourteen persons
living in six rooms. These were the only instances of more than ten people in households.

These figures mean that conditions such as the following are

found not infrequently: Two Polish famihes are living in three

bare, filthy, and stuffy rooms. One large room contains only a

bed on which one man, his wife, and their two children sleep. Off

the kitchen is a pantry 10 feet 6 inches X4 feet 9 inches, in which

sleeps the other family of father, mother, and three children.

Against one end of the room a folding-bed is propped, and the other

end of the room is taken up by shelves for food. The room con-

tains 386 cubic feet of air—not enough for one adult according to

law—and two adults and three children occupy it each night. On
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Sixteenth Street a Lithuanian family occupies three rooms for which

they pay $10. Though hght, the rooms are dirty and cluttered.

One room containing 687 cubic feet of air—legally enough for one

adult and one child—is occupied by two adults and five children.

A one-room apartment in the rear of a cellar is occupied by a Slovak

family consisting of man, wife, and three children. The room is

clean, but gloomy, and the ceiling is only 6 feet 6 inches high. The
room contains 1,263 cubic feet of air, and the five members of the

family cook, eat, sleep, and live here. A cellar apartment on Jeffer-

son Street, rented by a Polish foundry worker for $7 a month, has one

bedroom with 347 cubic feet of air which is occupied by four adults.

In addition to insufficient air, overcrowding within the apart-

ment involves a serious lack of privacy. Three per cent of the

people of this district occupy a room at night with five or more

other persons, 13 per cent of the people sleep in rooms shared with

three others, and only 12 per cent occupy a room alone. The
taking of lodgers often greatly increases this problem of overcrowd-

ing and lack of privacy. Two hundred and fifty, or 29 per cent of

the 854 families interviewed, kept boarders and in 25 per cent of

these 250 families the lodgers slept with some member or members

of the family. In a basement on Jefferson Street the one bedroom

of the four-room apartment is occupied by two adults, four children,

and one lodger. From this bedroom there is no direct communica-

tion with the outer air. The room is gloomy, and, although

2,000 cubic feet of air are legally required for that number of occu-

pants, the room contains only 1,323 cubic feet. In another four-

room apartment on Jefferson Street one bedroom containing 985

cubic feet of air and with interior windows only is occupied by one

adult, one child, and four lodgers. In an apartment on Burlington

Street the kitchen is used as a bedroom by the sixteen-year-old

daughter and the girl who is to marry her brother, and in the same

room a man boarder occupies a cot.

The law forbids in tenement houses erected since 1902 the

entrance to a bathroom through a bedroom, but Table IX shows

that 25 of the 90 apartment toilets in this district are entered

through a bedroom. The undesirability of such an arrangement

is apparent, especially if there are boarders in the family.
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The present building ordinance requires in new tenement houses

a window area equal to one-tenth of the floor area/ As shown in

Table X, 490 of the 1,746 bedrooms in this district are found to have

a window area of less than ten square feet. Five of these rooms

have windows with an area less than 4 per cent of the floor area.

In one instance where the window area was i per cent of the floor

area, all the light and air for a large cellar room came through the

one small opening four square feet in area. The minimum require-

ment for "old-law" houses is "a window having a superficial area

not less than one-twelfth of the floor area of the room."' Seventy-

seven of the rooms were found to be lighted by windows below this

standard. It is interesting to note that, in the 170 rooms with a

window area less than 10 per cent of the floor area, 100 of the rooms

are light and 70 are dark or gloomy.

TABLE IX

Number of Apartment Toilets with Entrance From

Bedroom 25

Dining-Room 11

Hall 7

Kitchen 34
Pantry ; 2

Parlor 8

Storeroom 3

Total 90

Of even greater importance than the size of the windows is their

relation to the lot-line. A builder should be compelled to provide

for air to come over his own lot. Table XII shows that 679, or

39 per cent, of the 1,746 rooms recorded have windows opening on

the lot-line. Though 374 of these rooms are light as against 305

dark or gloomy, there is no reason to beUeve that the light rooms

may not at any time become dark because of the erection of a large

tenement or factory on the adjoining lot. In addition to the 679

rooms opening on the lot-line, are 412 opening on a passage,

' The Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 448, state that "in every new tenement

house every habitable room shall have a window or windows with a total glass area

equal to at least one-tenth of its floor area opening onto a street, alley, yard, or court.

None of such required windows shall have a glass area of less than ten square feet."

» The Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 475.
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that is, a space between the building and the lot-line more than

one foot wide. In this district the passages average three feet in

TABLE X
Ratio of the Aiiea of Window-Glass to the Floor Area in Sleeping-Rooms

Ratio or Window-Glass to Floor Area

NxTUBER OF Rooms Which Ark

Total Percent-

Light Gloomy Dark
age

Less than 4 per cent I

6

33
60

1,110

3
8

17

25

370

I

3

S
8

96

5

17

55

93
1,576

4 per cent and less than 6 per cent.

.

6 per cent and less than 8 per cent .

.

8 per cent and less than 10 per cent.

10 per cent and over

I

6
6

90

Total 1,210 423 "3 1,746*

Percentage 69 24 7 100

* These 1,746 rooms are in 869 apartments; there is no information for two empty apartments.

TABLE XI

Sleeping-Rooms with Less than Ten Square Feet
OF Window Area

Rooms Which Are Number Percentage

Light 274
164

52

56

33Gloomy
Dark

Total 490 100

TABLE XII

Outlook of Light, Gloomy, and Dark Sleeping-Rooms

Windows Opening On Light Glooiiy Dark
Total

Number Percentage

Room or hall I

21

67

374
264
81

123

279

20
8

21

215

137

3
13
6

II 32
29
89

679
412
84
136

28s

2

Porch 2

Cotirt I

90
II

5

39
23

5

Lot-line

Passage
Alley

Yard 8
Street 16

Total 1,210 423 "3 1,746 100

Percentage 69 24 7 100
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width. When, as is often the case, the house on the next lot comes

to the lot-line, there is little opportunity for ventilation and light

in rooms of either tenement; and rooms lighted by lot-line or by

passage windows are equally badly off.

The ordinance requires in all living-rooms windows opening onto

the outer air except in the case of alcove rooms/ Thirty-two rooms

were found, however, which had no windows communicating with

the outer air.

The district contains only one "new-law" tenement and one

house built partly under the old and partly under the new law.

Even in these houses erected or rebuilt under the new law there are

violations of the law. In 1,019, or 53 per cent, of the sleeping-

rooms measured the floor area is less than eighty square feet.'

In one of the "new-law" houses ten bedrooms have less than eighty

square feet of floor area, one room having an area of only forty-two

square feet. The law also requires^ that each room be in every

part not less than 8 feet 6 inches high except under certain con-

ditions in attics and basements. The ceilings are less than 8 feet

6 inches in 629, or 36 per cent, of the rooms investigated. In one of

the "new-law" houses three bedrooms have illegally low ceilings.

In one cellar apartment the ceiling is only 5 feet 8 inches high, so

that a person of average height cannot stand upright.

The question of rent, which includes the amount of money paid

and the accommodations secured, is fundamental. Table XIII

presents the number of apartments for which specified monthly

rentals are paid, together with the number of rooms in the apart-

ment. There is no apparent relation between the number of rooms

and the amount of rent paid. The factor that probably does most

toward determining the rent is the location of the apartment

—

whether front or rear, basement or first floor, and whether in a front

or an alley house. The table shows that four-room apartments

rented both for $4 and for $15.

It is interesting to compare rents in the different districts investi-

gated. The most satisfactory comparison may be made by taking

» Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 475.

* Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 445 {b), states, "In every new tenement house

all rooms shall contain at least eighty square feet of floor area" except for hall bed-

rooms under certain conditions.

i Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 445 (J)).
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the median rents^ for the four-room apartments from the tables for

the different districts. The four-room apartment is chosen because

it is the typical apartment of the districts investigated. It is

TABLE XIII

Number of Apartments for Which Specified Monthly Rentals Are Paid

AND Number of Rooms in Apartment

Rent per Month

NuifBER OF ROOUS PER APARTUENT

6 or
More Total

Less than $4.00.

.

$ 4 . 00 and less than 4 . 50 . .

4 . 50 and less than 5 . 00. .

.

5 . 00 and less than 5 . 50. .

.

5 . 50 and less than 6 . 00. .

.

6 . 00 and less than 6 . 50. .

.

6 . 50 and less than 7 . 00. .

.

7

.

00 and less than 7 . 50. .

.

7

.

50 and less than 8 . 00. .

.

8 . 00 and less than 8 . 50. .

.

8 . 50 and less than 9 . 00. .

.

9 . 00 and less than 9 . 50. .

.

9 . 50 and less than 10 . 00. .

.

10 . 00 and less than 10 . 50. .

.

10

.

50 and less than 1 1 . 00. .

.

11.00 and less than 11.50...

1 1

.

50 and less than 1 2 . 00. .

.

1 2

.

00 and less than 13 . 00. .

.

13

.

00 and less than 14 . 00. .

.

14

.

00 and less than 15 . 00. .

.

15

.

00 and more
Rent unknown
Rent for apartment includes rent

for store, etc

2

13

17

45
16

37
5
6

I

I

9
5

30
15

39
II

35
5

15

9
2

20

7

40
8

S8
4
59
7

26

4
22

3
I

3
6

16

2

10

I

4
6

9
16

17

S8
23

76
22

65
20

78
14

78

4
77

7

30
7

38
8

9
17
12

36

Number of apartments rented . .

.

Number of apartments owned . .

.

Total

151 183 302 48 30 721

18 S3 28 42 148

157 355 76 72 869

evident from Table XIV that the Slovaks pay less for rent than the

Jews and negroes, and more than the Bohemians, Poles, Italians,

and people of the stockyards district. The median rental for the

Slovaks is the same as that for the workers around the South

Chicago mills.

Although the median rental for the four-room apartment is

between $9 and $9 . 50, 42 per cent of all the occupants are paying

> That is, the rents half-way up the scale when the rents are arranged in ascending

order.
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less than $8, 55 per cent are paying less than $9, and 67 per cent are

paying less than $10 rent.

TABLE XIV

Median Rentals for Four-Room Apartments in Eight Districts

District Median

Jewish $io.oo-$io. 50

Bohemian 8 . 00- 8 . 50
Polish 8.00- 8.50

Stockyards 8 . 00- 8 . 50

South Chicago 9. 00- 9. 50

Colored 12. 00- 1 2 . 50
Italian 8 . 50- 9 . 00

Slovak 9 . 00- 9. 50

In this district the number of tenement landlords is found to be

large. One hundred and forty-eight, or 17 per cent, of the 869

apartments visited are occupied by their owners. It is interesting

to note that in the Jewish neighborhood only 9 per cent of the

apartments were occupied by their owners; in the Bohemian, 12

per cent; in the Polish, 13 per cent; and in the stockyards district,

18 per cent.
TABLE XV

Tenants and Owners Together with Length op Residence in Apartments

Length or Residence

Tenants

Number Percentage

Owners

Number Percentage

Under one month
One month and under three months

.

Three months and under six months

.

Six months and under one year
One year and under two years

Two years and under four years ....

Four years and under six years

Six years and under eight years

Eight years and under ten years

Ten years and imder fifteen years . . .

Fifteen years and under thirty years.
Thirty years and over

28

70
108

79
III

iSS

59
30
21

29
8

5

4
10

IS
II

16

22

9
4
3

4

3

S
13
21

14
6

27

29

25

I

I

2

4
9
14
10

4
18

20

17

Total reporting

.

703' H7'

* Length of residence not reported in the case of four tenants and one owner. The fourteen vacant
apartments are, of course, not included in this table.

The length of tenancy is directly related to the ownership of the

home, since, as we see in Table XV, 40 per cent of those who rent
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their apartments have occupied them less than one year, while 37

per cent of those owning their homes have lived in them for over

fifteen years, and 17 per cent for over thirty years. Not only

must we sympathize with those who, unable to dispose of their

property, have been separated from their own people by the shifting

character of the neighborhood and left among the newer immi-

grants whom they do not understand and often dislike, but we must

feel added concern when we realize that for many families such

, conditions as have been described constitute not a merely passing

circumstance but a permanent situation.

Through year after year these people Uve in houses, old, ill-

repaired, insanitary. In most cases the conditions under which

they live fall below those now required for new houses, so that while

not illegal they do not come up to the standard that has been accepted

by the community. For example, 36 per cent of all the sleeping-

rooms are less than 8 feet 6 inches from floor to ceiling, and 53

per cent have less than 80 square feet of floor area. Of these

rooms, often gloomy or dark and with small chance of ventilation,

39 per cent open upon the lot-line, and 32 per cent are without

windows opening to the outer air. The windows are small, less

than 10 square feet in 490 rooms, less than 10 per cent of the floor

area in 170 rooms, and less than 8 per cent in 77 rooms. Four-

teen per cent of all the apartments are in the cellar, 36 per cent

are in the rear, while 6 per cent are middle apartments gaining

light and air only as they strike through narrow lot-line passages.

More than 70 per cent of the toilets, accommodating 80 per cent

of the families, are in the cellar or yard or under the sidewalk.

They are inadequate in number and are in ill repair; they lack

privacy and possibilities of cleanUness, and often cause severe

hardship. Under such conditions and with such accommodations,

crowded upon the lot, crowded within the apartment, crowded

within the room—beyond the legal standard in 53 per cent of

the bedrooms—live, within these four blocks alone, 3,778 people,

of whom nearly 1,200 are little children.



PROFESSOR HOXIE'S INTERPRETATION OF TRADE
UNIONISM

E. H. DOWNEY
Industrial Commission of Wisconsin

A series of articles now current in the Journal of Political

Economy^ appears destined to mark a fresh departure in the study

of the American labor movement. Hitherto we have had a plenti-

ful deal of description with a painful lack of interpretation. The

well-known Johns Hopkins Studies, as also a multitude of mono-

graphs after the same model, give a mass of valuable information

as to the history, structure, and policies of particular imions and

union groups, but they hardly attempt a causal or genetic accoimt

of the phenomena with which they deal. Still less is theory, in the

sense of reasoned explanation, to be looked for in the various text-

books or in the mass of popular and propagandist hterature devoted

to labor subjects. The monumental Documentary History, edited

by Professor Commons, professes to be no more than a source

book, and the forthcoming opus magnum, to be based on the same

rich collection of materials, has not yet been given to the world.

Professor Commons, indeed, has sought to interpret as well as

describe. His scattered articles,* as well as the masterly "intro-

ductions" to the several volumes of the Documentary History, are

packed with helpful clues and brilUant suggestions, but he has

nowhere brought together, as have the Webbs, a coherent body

of trade-union theory. Professor Hoxie's is, therefore, the first

attempt at a systematic interpretation of unionism in the United

States.

Were it no more than this—the putting-together in coherent

form of the disjointed fragments of union theory already extant

—

Professor Hoxie would have made a substantial contribution to the

' R. F. Hoxie, "Trade Unionism in the United States," Journal of Political

Economy, XXII, 201 (March, 1914), and 464 (May, 1914).

» Many of these have been collected in the volume entitled Labor and Adminis-

tration.

170
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economics of labor. But these articles are no mere redaction.

They approach the subject from a novel standpoint and they give

a fresh interpretation.

Trade unions hitherto have been analyzed and distinguished

mainly in terms of structure.^ We have been told much of craft

unionism and industrial unionism, of local, national, and district

units, whereas we have heard comparatively little of those differ-

ences in the trade-union world which lie deeper than forms of

orgam'zation. Spiritually, unionism is looked upon, by lay and

learned alike, as a single whole. Diversity of method has, indeed,

been recognized, as well as something in the way of cumulative

change, but neither development nor variation is held to vitiate the

substantial unity of the movement. Friend and foe, economist,

preacher, and propagandist, assume to pass judgment upon union-

ism per se. The judgments, to be sure, are as diverse as the stand-

points from which they are made, but rarely is there any hint that

the thing judged is of a non-unitary character. Even the Webbs
can speak of the "assumptions," "implications," and "economic

characteristics" of trade-union pohcy as if they had to do with one

consistent social philosophy.'

This view of the union movement as essentially one in purpose

and outlook has supported, and been supported by, a narrowly

economic explanation of unionism. The growth and mutations of

union structure and pohty are accounted for, typically and in the

main, by the development of industrial technique and the pro-

gressive widening of the market .^ Social and political conditions

are admitted as modifying influences, but even Professor Commons,
who has gone farthest in this direction, has thus far made Uttle

use of such forces in working out the details of his problem. Still

'The famous definition of a trade union as "a continuous organization [writer's

italics] of wage-earners for the purpose of maintaining or improving their conditions

of employment" (Webb, The History of Trade Unionism, chap, i) illustrates and

emphasizes the structural viewpoint.

' Webb, Industrial Democracy, Part II, chaps, xii and xiii; Part III, chap. iii.

sVeblen, The Theory of Business Enterprise, pp. 221-336; Commons, "The
American Shoemakers" in Quarterly Journal of Economics, XXIV, 39-84; Ethelbert

Stewart, "A Documentary History of the Early Organizations of Printers," Bulletin

of the U.S. Bureau of Labor, No. 6i.
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less has any adequate attention been given to subjective factors.

Stress is laid upon the environment which shapes the union, to the

relative neglect of the human materials out of which the union is

formed. The social creeds which unions impose upon their mem-
bers have been duly set forth; the beliefs, ideals, and aspirations

which members bring to their unions have hardly been remarked.

It is just these neglected functional and psychological aspects

of unionism which Professor Hoxie has brought to the focus of

attention. To him a union is not so much an outward organization

as a like-minded group. The effectual bond which um'tes a body

of wage-workers is not a constitution and by-laws, a set of officers

and a treasury, but a consciousness of common needs and aims, a

common outlook on life, and a common program for the betterment

of their lot. To employ Professor Hoxie's terminology, the essence

of unionism is a social philosophy—an interpretation of the social

facts and relationships which impinge upon the group in question,

and a solution of the practical problems which these present. The
interpretation may be wide or narrow, expUcitly formulated or

imphcit and ill defined; the program may concern itself solely with

conditions of employment or it may embrace the economic and

political regeneration of society. But some social philosophy, more

or less consistent and far-reaching, and some generally accepted

scheme of policies and methods, are the sine qua non of common
action. The unionism which excites hopes and fears is functional;

structure is altogether a secondary and derivative matter.

Analyzed from this functional standpoint trade unionism

appears to be not one, but many. Professor Hoxie finds five dis-

tinct functional types (not to mention subvariants) which differ

among themselves in aims, methods, and attitude toward existing

institutions. Business unionism, accepting the wages system as

it is, seeks the best obtainable terms of employment for its own
membership. Its method is collective bargaining supplemented

by mutual insurance and occasional resort to strikes; its outlook

is that of the craft or trade, its aims somewhat narrowly economic.

The railway brotherhoods furnish the stock illustration, though the

type is dominant in the American Federation of Labor as well.

Uplift unionism accepts, along with the wages system, the whole
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existing social order. Its mission is the diffusion of leisure-class

culture and bourgeois virtues among the workers. Mutual insur-

ance is its main function and homiletics its preoccupation. There

is no representative of the pure type—unless the Woman's Trade

Union League be accepted as such—but there is a strong infusion

of uplift idealism in most unions that are dominated by the business

animus. Revolutionary unionism avowedly aims at the overthrow

of the extant socio-economic order by and for the working class.

Its two variants—socialistic and quasi-anarchistic—are sufficiently

represented by the Detroit and the Chicago organizations of the

I.W.W.'' Predatory unionism practices secret, rather than open,

violence. It is lawless, and in so far anarchistic, but it professes no

far-reaching philosophy, nor does it aim at anything beyond the

immediate economic advantage of its own membership. When
this ruthless policy is a counsel of despair, the continuation of a

bitter struggle which has gone against the union and the practical

answer to a policy of extermination on the part of employers. Pro-

fessor Hoxie terms the resultant subspecies guerrilla unionism. The

dynamiting career of the Structural Iron Workers is a familiar

example. When, on the other hand, predation is deliberately

adopted for the aggrandizement of a narrow ring, he appHes the

more opprobious epithet of hold-up unionism. The term is not

altogether happy. Cunning characterizes the type still more than

force; its most brilliant successes have been gained by illicit alliance

with monopoly-seeking employers. "Skinney" Madden and

" Sam" Parks are the beaux ideal of the type. It is fair to add that

predatory unionism, in both its forms, is more picturesque than

significant. Dependent unionism appears in two forms : that which

relies upon the support of unionists outside the group concerned

and that which is created by employers for ends of their own.

Some "label" unions are at least partially dependent in the former

sense; all "yellow" unions, of which the organization fathered by

the late C. W. Post is a conspicuous example, are wholly dependent

in the latter sense.

' Professor Hoxie cites the Western Federation of Miners as a socialistic union.

But though the ofl&cial program of this union is a synopsis of the Communist Manifesto,

its actual methods are more nearly of the ordinary business type.
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Manifestly we have here to do with something more than vari-

ants from a single norm. These are so many distinct and conflict-

ing social philosophies in terms of the special needs and problems of

wage-workers. Each offers an interpretation of existing law and

order and a plan of united action for the attainment of more toler-

able conditions of life; each is held by large numbers of wage-

workers who carry on an active propaganda for the conversion of

their fellows, and each aspires to possess the field/ These func-

tional varieties, then, are true union types, as distinct as the indus-

trial and craft forms of organization and far more significant.

No functional type, it must be owned, is precisely represented

by any concrete union, past or present; which comes to saying that

no union is altogether homogeneous in respect to aims, policies, and

attitude. Rival types coexist and struggle for the mastery within

the same organization. As already mentioned, the American

Federation of Labor is dominantly of the business type; neverthe-

less, a strong and active socialist minority exists in the federation

itself and in most of the constituent unions. The conflict of busi-

ness and revolutionary unionism is waged in the official pubhcations,

in local meetings and general conventions, and in elections and

referenda. Even the ultra-revolutionary I.W.W. has been torn by

internecine strife between anarchist and sociahst groups.

This want of identity between functional and structural lines

of cleavage has obscured the existence of the former. The organi-

zation has an outward and visible identity. It adopts constitutions

and by-laws, holds conventions, enters into trade agreements, and

conducts strikes; above all, it bears a proper name as the attesta-

tion of its corporeality. The like-minded group which constitutes

a functional type has not these hall-marks of tangibility. It is

probable that no functional type has ever been able to possess itself

absolutely of any important organization or to get itself embodied

without admixture in any considerable number of union programs.

None the less, these types do exist and have persisted for decades.

Business and uphft unionism date from the eighteenth century.

' This statement needs some qualification. The predatory type has shown little

tendency to proselytize and the propaganda of "yellow" unionism is carried on by
employers.
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Revolutionary unionism has been present in the American Federa-

tion of Labor from its beginning and was present also in its prede-

cessors. The struggle of these three types for the mastery (the

other two being of minor consequence) has shaped the internal his-

tory of the labor movement. The functional character of the lead-

ing unions has shifted from period to period as one or another t5^e

has gained a position of dominance, but no major tj^e has ever

wholly disappeared or lost its distinctive character.

The emergence and the persistence of these union t)^es cannot

be explained by work-day environment alone, for radical diver-

gencies of group viewpoint and attitude are found among the mem-
bers of the same trade employed in the same establishment and

such divergencies have endured for half a century even within a

single craft organization—e.g., the Cigar Makers' International

Union. Nor is economic circimistance, however broadly conceived,

adequate to account for the phenomena. On the one hand, the

most diverse types coexist under similar industrial and market con-

ditions; on the other hand, the same types have survived the most

startling economic transformations.

The social philosophy of unionism relates to the practical

(mainly economic) problems which confront wage-workers as such

and it turns upon conditions of work and livehhood and upon the

pohtico-economic institutions which govern these conditions. But

this philosophy is shaped by the whole mass of influences—^personal

and cultural—which bear upon the workers involved. For man is,

after all, a single person. The several aspects of his Ufe cannot be

isolated one from another; the habits of thought which he has

acquired as a citizen, a churchman, or a pleasure-seeker guide him

also in his work-day pursuits. Rejecting, therefore, every attempt

to give a monistic explanation. Professor Hoxie has sought to ana-

lyze the efficient causes actually observable in the evolution of

unionism. These causes may be grouped under five heads.

^

I. The work-day environment proper, which operates in mani-

fold ways to produce solidarity among the workmen of a given

* The analysis here given is more detailed than that contained in Professor Hoxie's

second chapter but seems to the writer fully consonant therewith. See Journal of

Political Economy, XXII, 473.
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trade or industry. This is the most obvious factor in the case, the

one which is best understood and which has received the most

attention from students of the subject.

2. Union tradition, itself in great part the spiritual distillate of

experience and consequently differing from union to union, but

within each organization acting as a consolidating force.

3. The immediate social milieu, comprising those economic,

juridical, ethical, aesthetic, religious, and other institutional stand-

ards, convictions, and relationships which make up the prevalent

civilization. A large part of this cultural complex impinges with a

fair degree of uniformity upon the members of the same occupational

group at a given time and place, and so favors a group interpreta-

tion and program. Another part, however—e.g., aesthetic and

religious influences—diversely affects workers of the same occupa-

tion, even in the same community, and so makes for the formation

of subgroups. The like divergence is, of course, more pronounced

as between widely separated localities within the same large cultural

situation.

4. What may be loosely termed national characteristics.

Workers of the same craft in the United States are gathered from

many nations, and, what is more to the point, from widely different

cultural situations. They bring to their work and to their unions

the most diverse convictions and ideals with respect both to eco-

nomic and poKtical institutions in general, and to the immediate

problems which confront them in their capacity of wage-workers.

To mold these diverse elements into a homogeneous group—homo-

geneous as respects even the immediate problems of work and pay

—

is a labor of time. It is also in good part a labor of Sisyphus, in that

it continually requires to be done anew for fresh comers.

5. Congenital variation of those propensities and aptitudes

which form the underlying traits of human nature.^ Such varia-

tions may be of an individual character or they may connote the

presence of distinct ethnic types in* our mixed population. They

cover a wide range and are independent of recent cultural ante-

cedents. Just what part is played by these differences of native

endowment, as over against environment, may be a moot point,

' Professor Hoxie subsumes these congenital traits under the not altogether

apposite term of temperament.
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but few would deny to this factor a very considerable role in shap-

ing the lives of men. Whatever its importance, it makes for

diversity of the raw material and finished product of unionism.

From the varied combinations of these relatively permanent

forces unionism receives its form and substance. "Workers simi-

larly situated, economically and socially, closely associated and not

too divergent in temperament (congenital endowment) and training,

will tend to develop a common interpretation of the social situation,

and a common solution of the problem of living"^—that is, will tend

to form a functional t5^e. Obviously there will be as many such

types as there are groups of workers with vitally different view-

points and plans of action.^ The functional character of any given

union is, then, a question of the psychological groups of which it is

composed, and this resolves itself into a question of the personal

traits and cultural heritage of its members and of the environmental

discipline to which they have been subjected. The differentiation

of unions, whereby one comes to be dominantly business and

another dominantly socialistic in animus, is doubtless a matter

partly of selection and partly of progressive adaptation to environ-

ment. Men of certain characteristics, native and acquired, choose,

and are chosen for, the pursuit of locomotive engineers; thereafter

the influences of their daily life and work mold their habits of

thought to a common pattern. The members of the I.W.W. come

from a very different social stratum, of other natural endowments

and other cultural antecedents, and their training as "hobos"

enforces a very different outlook on life. These forces of selection

and adaptation which, on the one hand, have produced the arche-

type of respectable laborism, and, on the other hand, have made
the I.W.W. a hissing and a byword among the devotees of "law and

order"—these forces are relatively permanent and they work out

their cumulative effects in permanently different combinations.

Hence the resultant union types have hitherto shown no tendency

to merge into one common unionism.

This view of unionism, whether as interpretation or as genetic

account, wants definitive verification. It must be shown that con-

flicting union viewpoints exist, not as mere individual differences

' Hoxie, Journal of Political Economy, XXII, 467.

^ Cf. ibid., p. 470.
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of opinion, but as well-defined social interpretations and remedial

programs concurrently held by large groups of organized workers,

and that these same psychological groups have persisted for a con-

siderable time and under a wide variety of circumstances. It must

further appear from a life-history of concrete unions that the func-

tional types in question are actually accounted for by those forces

of selection and adaptation which the theory requires. That is to

say, the test of the theory must be the pragmatic one of appHcation.

Professor Hoxie has reserved such proof to later chapters. But that

he will be able, in the course of an initial volume, to establish his

central thesis in any thoroughgoing way is scarcely to be expected.

His task is nothing less than an exhaustive inquiry into the present

and past of many particular unions—the ethnic and temperamental

composition and cultural heritage of their memberships, the tech-

nical and entrepreneurial situations which have confronted them,

and the politico-economic-social disciphne to which they have been

subjected. The materials for such a history have hardly been

assembled, for the rich collections of documents already published

have been made for a very different purpose and from a very

different standpoint. Final verification will have to await the

detailed studies of a Ufetime, or of a school.

Nevertheless, there is sufl&cient warrant for the acceptance of

Professor Hoxie's theory as a working hypothesis. It seems to

accord with the known facts, it explains much in unionism that is

unintelligible on any other view, and it is supported by the latest

results of social psychology. Judicious inquirers have long per-

ceived that a purely economic interpretation of history does not

suffice to explain even economic institutions. It ma}-^ well be that

the extant fnaterial civilization exercises a selective surveillance

over other elements of the cultural complex; it may even be granted

that the exigencies of material fife furnish the chief, if not the sole,

stimulus to that process of adjustment whereby all growth and

change of civilization are brought to pass.^ Since, however, this

process of growth is cumulative; since, therefore, the whole cul-

tural situation at any given moment forms the starting-point for

» For a very able statement of this view see Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class,

chap. viii.
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the next move, all institutions—juridical, aesthetic, and religious,

as well as economic—become in their turn causes as well as efifects.

In the study of a particular social movement, such as labor union-

ism, the question is not how these institutions arose, but how they

have afifected, and been affected by, the movement concerned.

The underlying forces, whether temperamental or institutional, may
be taken as data, in the sense that they do not themselves require

to be explained for the purpose in hand; but to abstract the eco-

nomic from other influences in such a case is to study the motions

of a puppet.

To sum up: Many have given a structural and narrative

account of American labor unionism; Professor Hoxie's analysis is

functional and genetic. Seen from the standpoint of aims, ideals,

methods, and theories, there is no normal type to which all union

variants approximate, no single labor movement which has pro-

gressively adapted itself to progressive change of circumstances,

no one set of postulates which can be spoken of as the philosophy

of unionism. Rather there are competing, relatively stable union

types, functional and structural, the outcome of permanent differ-

ences in the temperament and situation of different groups of wage-

workers.

If this pluralistic interpretation of the union movement meets

general acceptance, it will have important consequences for social

appraisal and action. It means that unionism cannot be judged

and treated as a whole, that what is true of one type of union polity

is not true of others, that, consequently, union history points no

single moral to the pubUcist, and that no panacea, whether it be

profit-sharing, "welfare work," industrial education, minimum
wage, or social insurance, will meet the wishes or allay the discon-

tent of all important groups of wage-workers. It means, further,

that the errors and perversities of trade unions—as seen from

the middle-class standpoint—are not to be corrected by much
preaching. The several types of unionism are the outcome of

positive conditions. Unionists are what they are by reason of con-

genital endowment and the circumstances under which they live

and work. There is small hkelihood, therefore, that union con-

viction and attitude will be much affected by any action which does
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not change the ethnic character of the population nor alter the

fundamental conditions of Ufe and work.

To the professed student of social science the special significance

of these papers will He in their viewpoint and method of approach.

Economics, and above all in the United States, has heretofore stood

strangely outside the current of modern scientific development; its

postulates are of a pre-evolutionary order, its method is highly

abstract and a priori, its interest centers in classification quite

after the fashion of Linnaean botany/ In Europe, though pre-

Darwinism still holds the field, the evolutionary standpoint has

been accepted by many economists of note,^ but in this country the

few exponents of genetic theory have been as voices crjdng in the

wilderness. These papers will give comfort, therefore, to those whose

hope it is that economics also may become an evolutionary science.

Like all genetic studies, this of trade unionism transcends the

arbitrary limits of traditional economics. Professor Hoxie, in fact,

has essayed an inquiry into group psychology. The inquiry is

economic, not in the sense of isolating the economic Ufe of the

groups in question from the cultural situation in which that life is

involved, but in virtue of the fact that the convictions, aims, and

aspirations inquired into are such as converge upon the ways and

means of livelihood. On the other hand, the study is none the less

a contribution to social psychology because it has to do with eco-

nomic groups. Indeed, it is only through such detailed studies of

particular groups that a secure basis can be laid for general sociol-

ogy. For the community is not aggregated of individuals merely;

individuals are associated in all manner of groups, occupational,

local, poUtical, religious, and what not, each more or less selective

in point of membership, each imposing more or less peculiar canons

of conduct, each more or less differently affected by those exigencies

which make for cultural growth and decay. Any useful analysis

of social organization and functioning, therefore, must deal with

these groups of which the larger society is composed.

* Cf . Veblen, "The Preconceptions of Economic Science," Quarterly Journal of

Economics, XIII, 121, 396; XIV, 240; "The Limitations of Marginal Utility," Journal

oj Political Economy, XVII, 620.

' Gustav Schmoller, Werner Sombart, Tugan-Baranowsky, and Paul Vinogradoff

will serve to illustrate the point.

fl



COGNITION AND SOCIAL INTERPRETATION^

JOHN E. BOODIN
Carleton College

POSTULATES OF THE COGNITIVE PROCESS

At the outset of our inquiry it may be well to point out certain

general presuppositions that we now recognize as implied in the

activity of cognition.

The conative character of the knowing process.—This postulate

has to do with the subjective aspect of the process. As over

against the sensationalist type of psychology we seem to be pretty

well agreed now that the springs of mental activity must be found

in instinctive tendency. Our instincts and general tendencies

condition our interest and attention; they furnish the fundamental

motives of our action. They are, indeed, much enlarged and com-

pUcated in the course of experience, but they remain the bearers

of the psychological process. In them must be found the basis of

individual initiative. They furnish the warp of the social texture

of experience. If it is futile, moreover, to try to compound a

self out of sensations, it is equally futile to account for it as imita-

tion. There must be selective tendencies as basic motives in

assimilating our environment, be it social or physical. Not every-

thing can be reduced to social exchange, because then there would

be nothing to socialize. We should be like the two boys of whom
their mother boasted that on rainy days they made two dollars

a day by staying at home and trading with each other. The social

environment can furnish tools, stimuli, mutual supplementation

and correction, but the primary basis of interest and action must

be found in the instinctive constitution which comes to light

through the reaction to stimuli in the developmental process.

The character of recurrence.—The postulate of recurrence has

reference to the objective content as the former has to interest.

' Read in part before the Western Philosophical Association, University of

Chicago, April 9, 1914.
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Its importance has been emphasized in some form or other since

Plato. It has recently received fresh statement from Poincare

and others. Without some constancy in the midst of the flux of

experience, predicates, descriptions, predictions, in short, knowledge,

would be impossible. It is true that Bergson has recently revived

the ultra-heracleitean doctrine that constancy itself is an illusion,

due to the limitation of our experience in following the infinitesimal

changes of reality. But this is after all a dogmatic assertion, a

passing (by means of a supposed intuition) from the particular

premise of empirical experience, which testifies to the reality of

change, to the universal that everything is change. Such a uni-

versal could never be afl&rmed in a world having the constitution it

predicates, for in such a world no statements could be made, no

social rules of action would be possible. As a logical theory the

assumption of absolute flux will always be self-contradictory and

must be left to those who share the superhuman intuition attrib-

uted by Bergson to the hymenoptera. Recurrence, indeed, implies

a world of process, but a process in which predicates in the midst

of the somehow novel can be singled out as leadings in our reactions

to our world.

The intersubjective continuum.^—This implication of our cogni-

tive experience has been slow to be recognized in logical theory.

We have, on the contrary, assumed, tacitly or explicitly, the oppo-

site, viz., that human experience is insulated in individual centers

and that the only way we can take account of another mind is by

inference from the analogy of bodily behavior. From this absurd

assumption of modem psychology there are signs of revolt, par-

ticularly in British thought." The truth seems to be that intersub-

jective acquaintance is an immediate datum. In the words of

Alexander:

The recognition of other beings as conscious subjects depends on a direct

experience to that effect. It cannot be regarded as a mere inference from the

outward actions, gestures, and speech proceeding from certain bodies, and

» For a more extensive argument for the reality of this see the writer's paper, " The

Existence of Social Minds," American Journal of Sociology, July, 1913, pp. 170-185.

' See particularly Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, Vol. II, chaps, xvi, xvii;

Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics, Book III, chap, ii; Book IV, chap, iii; Stout,

Groundwork of Psychology, pp. 170-87.
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an interpretation of them on the analogy of ourselves. Such interpretation

and inference do occur, but only when there has already been a basis of direct

experience of others as conscious beings.*

Such immediate recognition can be found already on the instinctive

plane. The animal seems to react differently to the animate and

the inanimate. This comes out particularly in the instinctive

reactions of gregariousness, sex, and rivalry, but every instinct

has doubtless its sympathetic inlet for taking account of cor-

responding attitudes in other animals. It appears on a higher

plane wherever purposeful co-operation and division of labor are

involved. The common water of experience overflows our arti-

ficial measures. This intersubjective character of mind has found

a literary champion in Maeterlinck:

It is vain for us to keep watch upon ourselves, to shut ourselves up within

ourselves: our consciousness is not water-tight, it escapes, it does not belong

to us; and though it requires special circumstances for another to instal him-

self there and take possession of it, nevertheless it is certain that, in normal

life, our spiritual tribunal .... is a kind of forum or spiritual market-place,

in which the majority who have business there come and go at will, look about

them and pick out the truths, in a very different fashion and much more freely

than we would have believed.

*

The egocentric predicament is the product of our artificial

abstraction. In reality experience is social experience, the predica-

ments are social predicaments. It is through the stress of inter-

subjective relations, co-operation, and rivalry, whether on the

instinctive level or the highly intellectual level, that consciousness

rises to the recognition of ego and alter and raises problems. The
frank recognition of the immediate character of the intersubjective

continuum will rid us of the difficulty of accounting for what the

old reahsm called the transsubjective reference of thought. Such

' Mind, January, 1913, p. 17. See a paper I read before the American Philosophi-

cal Association, 191 2, under the title "Individual and Social Minds," which appeared

in the Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific Methods, March 27, 1913, and
also the paper in the American Journal of Sociology on " The Existence of Social Minds,"

referred to above. T. Lipp's doctrine of Einfuhlung (empathy or, as McDougall
translates it, "sympathetic induction") seems to be in the same direction, though

I had not known it. Of course the mystical doctrine of intussusception has always

implied direct recognition of intersubjective relation.

^ The Double Garden, pp. 156, 157.
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reference remains an absolute impossibility if we hold the concep-

tion of mind as isolated subjective states. If we start with sol-

ipsism, we can never get anything but solipsism.

TYPES OF SOCIAL INTERPRETATION

In an interesting and suggestive discussion in The Problem of

Christianity,^ Professor Royce distinguishes between three types

of knowledge—perception, conception, and interpretation. The

first two he conceives as individual processes, using Bergson as

the representative of perception and Plato of conception. Inter-

pretation, as opposed to these, he conceives as a social process and

in connection with it develops his own theory of the interpreting

community and of the universe as a self-interpreting unity in time.

But perception and conception, taken from the point of view of

the individual, are abstractions. The types of knowledge which

Royce has in mind presuppose, at least as known in our human
experience, the Social consciousness. They are types of social

interpretation. They interpenetrate, moreover, in various ways,

so that the types mark rather dominant aspects than exclusive

categories. We must now restate these types in our own way.

If we define judgment as the conscious use of experience in meeting

a predicament, practical or theoretical,^ then we may, I think,

distinguish three types of interpretation—perceptual, conceptual,

and mystical.

Perceptual interpretation.^—This type of interpretation involves

the conscious drawing on the concrete associations of the past in

the service of some immediate need. It is distinguished from con-

ceptual interpretation by the absence of an articulate plan. We
act upon the situation as a whole instead of singling out its relevant

features. We confront the emergency. We are perplexed. We
strive to reproduce what we have seen others do or what has been

told us about such a case and we try to act accordingly. Per-

ceptual interpretation may imply analysis and principles, but

these are taken over as the result of concrete imitation of others or

' See particularly chaps, xi and xii of Vol. II.

' Cf. Bagley, The Educative Process, p. 130.

i Hobhouse uses the term "practical judgment" for this t)T)e of experience; see

Mind in Evolution (1901), chap. vi.
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perhaps as the products of the individual's previous thought.

They are not at the time due to the conscious activity of the indi-

vidual. What I wish to show is that our perceptual interpretation

of experience owes its significance in large part to social suggestion.

The social matrix of which we are a part dictates to a large extent

our emphases throughout our life-history. In the early stages

of experience particularly, it is social suggestion which by its selec-

tion and repetition of stimuli makes possible that consciousness of

recurrence which in the motley, ever-shifting stream of processes

of infant life makes certain objects stand out as satisfying definite

expectancies. Thus the bottle, with its satisfaction of a primitive

need, the objects which minister to the impulse of play, etc., become

fixed in the consciousness of the child.

If we take again such an elaborate process as that of the psy-

chologist's introspection, whether under ordinary or experimental

conditions, it is easy to see that this is a highly socialized affair.

Not only is this true of the conceptual methods he employs, but

of the observed data themselves, the things and qualities which

he analyzes. It is dangerous to speculate as to what experience

is like in animals practically unaffected by intersubjective inter-

course. But the sense of qualities here must be fused with the affec-

tive and impulsive aspects. They must adhere in one vague

disposition. This is not subjective, as is sometimes mistakenly

supposed. For it the cleavage of subjective and objective has not

arisen. Fact and value are not at strife. Even in higher animals,

like the dog, where the intersubjective consciousness plays a con-

siderable part, the qualities exist only as parts of dispositions to

actions, submerged in the satisfactions which the dog seeks. The
same must be largely true on the most primitive level in human
experience, whether in the child or in the race. The satisfaction of

curiosity, so far as we call that "disinterested," must in the more

primitive experience be auxiliary to, and submerged in, the more

pressing instincts of fear and self-assertion. Hence it is that the

religious sentiment, with its intensely practical implications,

develops so early in human experience.

The interpretation of things and their values must of course

begin long before we realize what we are about, before we are
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self-conscious. Subtle suggestions by gesture and action first serve

to guide us in learning the uses of things. In the words of Ames

:

"The only way in which objects come to have significance for us

is in reference to our conduct, and that conduct is social in its

nature The uses of objects, their names, their values, and

their properties are designated for us,"* This is true even of our

most primitive needs. Our eating and drinking are socially regu-

lated from the beginning. With the use of names carefully pro-

vided for us we learn to individualize things and qualities, with

their characteristic satisfactions. Without language the distinc-

tions must be merged in the instinctive uses which they serve, and,

even after language has individualized things for us, the use or

satisfaction remains a significant factor of the situation. How
subtle the intersubjective emphasis and guiding may be was well

illustrated a few years ago in the familiar instance of the clever

horse, Hans, who had learned to take account of indications quite

unbeknown to his master and for a long time to psychological

experts, and who was thought for a time to possess extraordinary

means for reading his masters' mind. In human beings such social

rapport must be far more subtle than we reahze. Our emphases

and evaluations of life are largely based on indications only in

part articulated—frowns and smiles, attitudes of behavior, rewards

and punishments, approval and disapproval, unnoticed suggestions,

particularly effective when there is the consciousness of prestige

—

all the influences that go to make for us the social atmosphere in

which, waking or sleeping, we live. So, before we know it, we
have standardized the facts and values of our experience in social

terms; and we remain for the most part slaves of those standards

except as new intersections of social currents may serve to liberate

us for a time. What is sometimes called intuition is shorthand

for manifold experiences—impressions, suggestions, judgments

—

packed together. Very little of this assimilation is self-conscious

and hence the product seems so mysterious. It is the noes and

yeses, the emphases, the urgings and inhibitions of all those about

us, compounded into our own -instinctive nature. To define

insight as intuition does not explain, but obscures, the real causes

of the process.

* "Sodal Consciousness and Its Objects," Psychological Bulletin, VHI, 409.
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We have already indicated how essential the process of naming

is to the explicit consciousness of distinctions. What a vague

world is Helen Keller's before the discovery comes to her that

things have names and she becomes a part of the world of con-

scious intercommunication. "For weeks Miss Sullivan had been

spelling words into her hand which Helen Keller had repeated and

associated with objects; but she had not yet grasped the idea of

language in general, the fact that everything had a name, and that

through names she could share her own experiences with others

and learn theirs—the idea that there is fellowship in thought. This

came quite suddenly,"* and with it a new joy and a new world.

For those of us who have the advantage of the more social senses

of sight and hearing, the dawn of this world of intersubjective

fellowship came by degrees and is prehistoric; but it is none the

less responsible for our sense of community in things and thoughts.

It is this need for common action rather than any one group of

sensations, such as the touch-motor, that gives us the consciousness

of the world "between you and me."

We need only stop to take stock of the objects of perception

to find how socialized they are. If we take, for example, the

spreading-out of qualities into kinds and the evaluation of them,

this is obviously the result of long social elaboration. Berkeley,

in his attempt to account for qualities as subjective modifications,

neglected the social character of these qualities. This does not

mean that the perceptual world, as over against the ideational, is

a priori a world common to several observers. We no more have

direct guaranty that we have the same sensations than that we have

the same ideational processes. That we believe them to be the

same in each case is itself the result of social comparison and cor-

rection. We can no more say in the case of sensations than in the

case of ideas : Here it is, come and see or hear. The person may
be color-blind or tone-deaf. Such defects can come to light only

with social comparison and serial arrangement. It would have

done no good for Dalton to tell his Quaker co-religionists. Come
and see, these stockings are black. They saw and were horrified

because they saw the stockings as scarlet. By social comparison

Dalton thus discovered the phenomenon of color-bUndness. A
^ Cooley, Social Organization, p. 62.
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common perceptual world is the outcome of the socialized process,

not the presupposition of it.

The ranking of qualities as primary and secondary is a matter

of social convenience.^ To be sure, the qualities that have tradi-

tionally been regarded as primary are least capable of social elabora-

tion. The senses that furnish the greatest opportunity for social

communication are sight and sound; and yet colors and tones

have not been included in the traditional list. But this list is

biased by the importance which the physical sciences have attached

to the mechanical qualities. Such an emphasis is unknown to the

animal and to the primitive man. If the dog had a primary list

it would probably be in terms of smell, as he relies for the most

part on this sense for identification. The fact is that the whole

distinction between primary and secondary is relative to social

purposes and varies with those purposes. It would be different

for art from that of mechanical science. Even in scientific de-

scription the convenience which qualities serve for purposes of

identification varies vastly as between different sciences. Botany

and anthropology have a different list from physics.

It is true, however, that while the tactual-motor qualities

furnish a very narrow world so far as social communication is con-

cerned, they give us a first-hand acquaintance with material things

—resistance and space occupancy—which cannot be furnished

by any other sense. It is because of the important role which

material things have played in the socializing process of the race

as instruments for satisfying man's primitive needs that common-

sense came to assume that, while other senses might give us more

varied and more extensive information of the world in space, yet

"touching is the real thing." Carlisle is only giving emphasis

to this verdict of common-sense when he says: "It is in this

capability of being passed from hand to hand that both 'objectivity'

and identity primarily exist."^ "How do we prove that any

appearance corresponds to reality? .... There is, we can say

to our neighbors, 'Come and feel and handle this alleged thing

also, and tell us how it presents itself to you.'"^ But this already

'See "Knowing Things," Phil. Rev.^ XX, 386-404.

» Mind, N.S., XXXVII, 512. » Ilnd., 517.
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presupposes the conception of things with names and the ranking

of qualities. In the psychological genesis of things the use or

satisfaction must have been of primary importance. In the primi-

tive instinct for food, if sight or smell is instrumental to handling,

so is handling to eating. The emphasis of the tactual-motor

qualities must itself have been the result of the process of social

differentiation in the service of practical satisfaction. Empedocles

is nearer the primitive consciousness when he insists that we must

give equal weight to the evidence of all the senses. They are all

equally instrumental at the outset.

Bergson has taken his cue from our highly abstract physical

sciences in his thesis that the intellect is fashioned on matter and

for matter. This seems plausible enough if you rely, as he chooses

to do, on uncritical intuition. There is evidently a striking fitness

between our intellectual ideal and what we conceive as matter.

As an account of genesis, however, Bergson has exactly reversed

the process. So far from the intellect being molded on matter,

the latter owes its definiteness and simplicity to the logical laws of

the intellect and our need for common plans of action. The intel-

lect has created the limit of the rigid solid because in this way it

could describe most economically certain phenomena of the physi-

cal world. It would be wrong, however, to suppose that the intel-

lect first discovered law and uniformity by impinging upon solid

things. It was from the stern school of custom with its impersonal

and effective enforcements that men first learned the meaning of

regularity and necessity. The physical world was for ages inter-

preted as an extension of the social order of wills. It was to be

controlled by sacrifices; and at best it seemed a freakish and

incalculable sort of world. Witness the terror of the sea for the

Homeric age. It is only a comparatively modern civilization,

with its training in abstractions and tools, which substitutes

mechanical sequences and mathematical equations for the earlier

anthropopathic conceptions. Each generation, however, continues

to go to school to the social order before it has any conception of

law in nature.

The emancipation of the instinct of curiosity from its subserv-

ience to other instincts, more practical in the immediate struggle
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of existence, is itself a highly interesting result of civilization

with the security and leisure which it brings. Truth meant origi-

nally what was conceived as bringing satisfaction, however absurd

the belief might otherwise be. For primitive man to keep peace

in an anthropomorphic way with the powers of nature was most

intensely practical. The strange was the awe-inspiring. While the

element of companionship was not absent, the gods were worshiped

mostly for their use in the direct conflict with nature and with other

tribes. Three-fourths of the Vedic hymns are to the rain-god,

Indra; and Yahweh is originally a fierce war-god. The importance

of the proper method of deahng with the mysterious powers made
the tribe exceedingly careful about the performance of religious

customs; and these again served to strengthen the power of all

other customs of the tribe. Inventiveness, however, was not

absent on the primitive plane of society. The discovery of the

fundamental tools of civilization—the bow and arrow, the ax and

hanmier—the singling-out from the jungle of experience the cate-

gories of thing and quahty, of space and time, of cause and sub-

stance, mark epochs in human evolution, however slow the process

and nameless the inventors. It was by such means that men rose

to the freedom to play with nature, to seek to discover its properties

and laws—^just to satisfy the curiosity of seeing the wheels go

round; and then the test of truth came to mean agreement with

reality instead of practical satisfaction.

What we caU perception, then, is shot through and through

with conceptual distinctions. It is highly conventionalized.

From those about us we assimilate, without thought, the fruits

of centuries of discovery as to the names and uses of things. When
we perceive an inch, or a minute, or a chemical element, what
centuries of socialized experience is impUed in those perceptual

judgments; for perceptions as we come to know them in our

experience are judgments, they are conscious meaningful reactions.

And so, previous to abstract thought on the part of the individual,

he comes to assimilate social thought with its named things, its

standardized qualities—conventionalized shapes, sizes, colors, etc.

—and its conventionalized relations in terms of yard-sticks and

clocks. What becomes difl&cult for us is, not to perceive things
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in the customary ways, but to recover the innocence of the senses

so as to take account of the perceptual objects as they really appear.

The old controversy between Reid and Hamilton is thus seen to be

based upon a false psychological abstraction. For Reid, "when

ten men look at the sun or moon, they all see the same individual

object." For Hamilton, "the truth is that each of these persons

sees a different object."^ The solution of the dilemma is that we

do not perceive physical objects as though we were passive mirrors.

Neither do we, except as psychologists, take account of the psycho-

logical processes by means of which we become aware of objects.

What we perceive is the standardized object with a name and with

its social uses.

Nowhere is this socializing process more evident than in the

traditional statement of the categories. For Kant such general

categories as space, time, cause, and substance are assumed as

a priori. Kant is able to extract directly out of his intuition the

axioms of Euclidian space and of serial time, the categories of

cause and effect and of substance. While it is true that the

organism through long ages is at home in the world of space and

time, is predisposed to react in certain ways, it is clear to all of us

now that the categories as we have them—^^the postulates of a

common space and a common time, with their artificial measures;

of the invariable sequence of phenomena; of constants in the midst

of the flux—have come to exist in the service of social prediction

and are the results of ages of social analysis and elaboration. Kant

did get them out of his intuition, as every mature person growing

up in a complex society will always discover them, but he only got

them there because they had been packed in by social suggestion

before he realized that he had them.

It seems evident, then, that our perception of things, their

qualities and their arrangement, is not an affair of abstract indi-

vidual psychology, as it has ordinarily been studied, but a highly

socialized affair, the result of our first having assimilated second-

hand the social discriminations and elaborations of ages, under

the pressure and guidance of our social environment.

We have so far illustrated the social character of perceptual

interpretation in terms of our physical world. We might with

' Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, p. 165.
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even more advantage have used our social perceptions. Our social

judgments are for the most part unreasoned—the result of the con-

densation of our past experiences and the assimilation of the experi-

ence of the race. That we treat human beings as familiar or

strange, as reliable or unreliable, as friends or enemies, as good,

bad, or indifferent; that we behave toward one social group in

one way and to another group in another way, that we act differ-

ently in church from what we do at the club, at home from what

we act abroad—all this intricate, subtle, and varying response to

our complex social environment is indeed a matter of interpreta-

tion, but it only seldom comes within the Ught of reason. The

appearance of rationality comes from the fact that we have assimi-

lated the conventional axioms, and the cumulative customs of

society, the social heritage. In the words of James:

As a matter of fact we find ourselves believing, we hardly know how or

why. Mr. Balfour gives the name of "authority" to aU those influences, bom
of the intellectual climate, that make hypotheses impossible or possible for us,

alive or dead. Here in this room we all of us believe in molecules and the

conservation of energy, in democracy and necessary progress, in Protestant

Christianity, and the beauty of fighting for the doctrine of the immortal

Monroe, all for no reasons worthy the name. We see into these matters

with no more inner clearness, and probably with much less, than any dis-

believer in them might possess. His unconventionality would probably have

some grounds to show for its conclusions; but for us, not insight, but the

prestige of the opinions is what makes the spark shoot from them and light up

our sleeping magazines of faith. Our reason is quite satisfied, in nine hundred

and ninety-nine cases of every thousand of us, if it can find a few arguments

that wiU do to recite in case our credulity is criticized by someone else. Our

faith is someone else's faith, and in the greatest matters this is most the case.'

Whether the prestige of these social axioms is due to our loyalty

to the customs of a hoary past, or to the impressiveness of great

contemporary leaders, or to the tyranny of majorities which

carry us by their very mass, it is true that our social judgments are

for the most part unreasoned—the condensation of social sugges-

tion. Borne on the crest of the historic stream of interpretation,

we are able to raise our heads for a moment, now and then, so as

to do a little surveying for ourselves. But by an ever-acting

law of psychological gravitation we tend ever to sink to the level

of practical routine.

* The Will to Believe and Other Essays, p. 9.
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Conceptual interpretation.—Conceptual judgment is a wide-

awake, self-conscious use of experience in the service of the prob-

lems which we must meet. Instead of dealing with experience

in the concrete, we seize upon the features of the situation which

are relevant for the special purpose. James has wisely said:

"There is no property absolutely essential to any one thing. The

same property which figures as the essence of a thing on one occa-

sion becomes a very inessential feature upon another My
thinking is first and last for the sake of my doing and I can do only

one thing at a time."^ " The only meaning of essence is teleological,

and classification and conception are purely teleological weapons

of the mind."^ Instead of relying upon concrete association, the

mind, "running back and forth like spiders on the web they weave,"

seeks to discover the identical elements which will enable us to pass

from one fact to another and thus find our way in the labyrinth

of experience. James makes the "abihty to deal with novel

data the technical differentia of reasoning." "An empirical or

'rule of thumb' thinker can deduce nothing from the data with

whose behavior and associates in the concrete he is unfamiliar."^

Novelty, however, is incidental. It furnishes the spur in the way
of perplexity and doubt. It sets us a problem. What conceptual

judgment strives to do is to reduce our situations to types by
singling out and abstracting those common features that will

enable us to predict and meet such situations in whatever variety

and at whatever time they may occur. It liberates us from

immediate needs and helps us to prepare for the remote. At any

rate it provides us with the tools or principles for deaUng with the

remote when it comes. It economizes vastly the learning process

by substituting the abstract for the mass of concrete facts. To
quote James again: "Reasoning may be defined as the substitu-

tion of parts and their impHcations and consequences for wholes."''

In taking account of this self-conscious process of conceiving

the world, this active sorting of experience into its proper pigeon-

holes and the fixing of labels for these, there ought to be no difliculty

in realizing the social dependence of the cognitive process. While

' Principles 0} Psychology, II, 333.

' Ibid., p. 335. 3 lUd., p. 330. * Loc. cif.
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the non-social animal may build up vague perceptual dispositions

which serve its simple requirements of reaction, there is no possi-

biUty of conscious definition without membership in the social

community with its heritage of tools, of language, and of abstrac-

tions. The purpose which leads to description and definition must

be a social purpose, the outgrowth of common situations and

common needs. Man in his solitude would not invent concepts.

James, to whose psychology of the conceptual process we ov/e so

much, seems after all to have looked upon it largely in a solipsistic

way. What he emphasizes is that there must be identity within

the stream of individual history :
" The same matters can be thought

of in successive portions of the mental stream, and some of these

portions can know that they mean the same matters that the others

portions meant. "^ But we should never have risen to this intro-

spective consciousness of identity within the individual stream if

we had not first been obliged to recognize that our social fellows can

intend the same situations as we do and can remember and hope as

we can. James had indeed a clear grasp of the functional character

of the concept: "The whole function of conceiving, of fixing, and

holding fast to meanings, has no significance apart from the fact

that the conceiver is a creature with partial purposes and private

ends."* But he shows also that he had not yet liberated himself

from the old solipsistic psychology in making the concept the

function of "private ends." While the springs for action must

be found in individual human nature, it is because we have social

instincts and common needs that we strive to understand each

other and co-operate in a common task. Our concepts are both

the results and the tools of such co-operation.

Not that the characteristic individual reaction can be neglected,

but the individual constitution with its tendencies must be trans-

lated into the communicable forms of society in order that it may
become conscious of its meaning and value. No one realized this

better than Plato who has become the chief sponsor for concep-

tualism. Plato finds the dialogue, the stress of conversation, of

social response and correction, the indispensable method of develop-

ing concepts. It is here that he differs so vastly from his predeces-

' Principles of Psychology, I, 459.
» Op. ciL, p. 482.
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sors, the Sophists, as well as the earlier physicists. For them the

conceptual process was a means to a concrete end—the mastery

of particular situations and the securing of the satisfactions that

such mastery brings. If the Sophists were accused of making the

worse appear the better reason, it was because the reason did not

interest them except in securing the particular end, the winning

of the decision of the court or of popular favor. Even for Socrates,

the father of the concept, the interest in the concept was concrete.

Good meant for him good for something. Conceptual definition

meant the defining of concrete uses and satisfactions. It is with

Plato that the interest in the concept becomes an end in itself. He
is interested not so much in the concepts of things as in concepts

themselves, justice and goodness and squareness in the abstract,

the concept of the concept. With him philosophic wonder, the

disinterested curiosity in the fundamental natures of things, is

for the first time a dominant motive. And the essences or char-

acters which the conceptual process singles out are no subjective

abstractions for Plato. They are the essential extracts, the defin-

ing principles of reality, which seem to him far more real than its

motley flux. On such principles, such insight into the universal

uses of things, social action must be based, whether in governing

the state or in dealing with nature. The abstract concept is for

Plato only more ultimately practical for being abstract and uni-

versal, for its emancipation from particular needs. Hence the

true statesman must be a philosopher.

The danger of conceptualism lies not in the process itself.

This is essential to human progress, the supreme method of man
in mastering his world. The danger lies in human laziness—the

tendency to routine, to substitute words and formulae for first-

hand acquaintance. This is indeed a vice, not of Plato, but rather

of his mediocre imitators in all ages. When the interest in the

conceptual essences becomes dogmatic and when the human roots

and uses of the concept are neglected; when we forget that concepts

are but abstractions for the leading of the mind in its control and

understanding of that concrete world from which they are wrested;

and when the mind is lulled to sleep by the sonorousness of its

linguistic substitutes which have now become ends in themselves,
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then the concept becomes the means, not of social mastery and

progress, but of social stagnation. Hence there is need of a fresh

humanistic awakening—the call to j&rst insights, the realization

that concepts are tools relative to social needs

—

substitutions only

for a relative purpose, but not substitutes for reality. Essential

they are for our living, but only for the sake of the purpose which

created them and which must ever revise and correct them in the

cumulative experience of the race. What they leave out may
indeed be the more essential for concrete living. This furnishes

the end for which they exist and in the service of which the abstrac-

tions are made. Hence the lazy giant of society must continually

be aroused from its dogmatic slumbers by the pain and travail

of fresh adjustments, the rebirth into larger and more adequate

conceptions of the life-process. Conceptual interpretation owes

its efficiency to its abstractness, but we must ever be on the alert

lest the larger prize of meaning and value is lost sight of. When
the concepts become masters instead of servants of the social

process they defeat their end, and genuine living and progress

become possible again only when the social life-process awakens

to its own and realizes anew that the Sabbath was made for man
and not man for the Sabbath.

In science, as an institution, we have a splendid illustration

of conceptual interpretation and the division of labor consequent

on our co-operation in an interpretative task. In the early devel-

opment of science, work is largely individual and discovery is

largely a matter of chance. The great Greek scientists, such as

Democritus and Aristotle, aimed to cover the whole field of scien-

tific investigation and to correlate the results into a philosophic

system. There was, indeed, a sense of dependence upon the past,

the appropriation and criticism of the results of predecessors.

This accounts for the rapid cumulative progress from Thales to

Aristotle. There was, too, a certain amount of contemporary

co-operation where a teacher surrounded himself with associates,

as in the schools at Miletus and Elea and in the still closer affiliation

within the Pythagorean community. But at best there was but

little conception of division of labor, each man holding himself

responsible for the whole of knowledge. The same is true in early
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modern science. The brilliant discoveries by Copernicus, Galileo,

and others were primarily individual enterprises. Francis Bacon's

contribution to science lies largely in his ambition to develop a

definite technique which would make possible division of labor and

systematic discovery. Says Bacon: "Though it may happen

once or twice that someone by chance hits upon what has hitherto

escaped him, while making effort in the inquiry, yet without doubt

the contrary will happen in the long run. For chance works

rarely and tardily and without order, but art constantly, rapidly,

and in an orderly manner." In the Novum Organum Bacon tried

to formulate the methods of scientific procedure. The technique

he suggests is neither very original nor thorough; and his dream

that discovery would now become a mechanical affair was very

much mistaken. Though we formulate all sorts of rules and

cautions, yet creative imagination will always be indispensable

to scientific investigation. Data accumulated mechanically with-

out reference to a definite hypothesis are, as Karl Pearson has

recently pointed out, largely useless. But, while constructive

imagination is as important as ever, the rapid advance in modern

science is due in no small part to the fact that a imiversal technique

has been developed and that the problem has been divided again and

again as a result of increasing specialization. Our modern means

of communication which have made it possible for men in distant

parts to work at the same problem and to criticize and corroborate

each other's results have greatly stimulated the consciousness of

a common task. In the course of a comparatively short time, the

increasing division of labor and the rapidly cumulative results

from generation to generation have made possible systematic

discovery of just the kind that Bacon had in mind. While chance,

in the way of individual surprises, such as the discovery of the radio-

active elements, stiU plays an important part in the development

of science, it is true that the problems are becoming more clearly

defined and that discovery is often mathematically foreshadowed,

as is instanced in the discovery of Neptune and some of the ele-

ments in the natural series of chemistry. While we may agree with

C. S. Peirce that the rapid progress of modem science points to an

attuning of the human mind to the universe—^hints at the orderly
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character of the world of which mind is a part—it is the develop-

ment of a universal scientific technique and the consequent possi-

bility of mutual supplementation, criticism, and division of labor

which marks the difference between the rate of progress in modem
as contrasted with ancient science.

Science, however, like every institution, runs the danger of

defeating its own end by becoming the victim of its own complex

machinery. We can hardly speak with Royce of a community

of science. The individual scientist, like the worker in the factory,

has become part of a whole so intricate that sympathetic under-

standing becomes increasingly impossible. Not only are men
blinded by their own interest to the significance of problems remote

from their own—the physicists to the interests of the recent social

sciences—but it is humanly impossible for one mind to attain

mastery of the whole. The consciousness of co-operation is more

and more limited to the specialists of a small field. The knowledge

and appreciation of the vast outlying region is at best largely second

hand and conventional.

Were the unity of science conditioned upon the sympathetic

unity and mutual understanding of an interpreting community,

then science would indeed be a self-defeating enterprise. We
should have the paradox that the greater the growth of science,

the nearer its dissolution. In the early history of science the unity

of apperception was at its height, whether the task was an individual

venture or that of a small group who severally and collectively

attempted the universe. But if the unity of the interpretant was

at a maximum, the unity of the content of science was at a mini-

mum. With the growth and division of the content, a community

of interest becomes seemingly impossible. And yet the unifica-

tion of knowledge must be effected, if at all, by human interpreta-

tion. We do not have recourse to an absolute interpreter. The

ideal of science remains as ever the making clear and distinct of

the entire object of human knowledge. Science, like the recent

fashions in woman's dress, must cover everything and conceal

nothing.

Fortunately we are not dependent upon the finite capacity of

the interpreting mind for the unity of science. There is a dialectic

I
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within the content of science itself which makes it impossible

to chop up the object of science arbitrarily by our limited interests.

It is the coherency of the content which compels coherency of

interpretation. It is found that our problems overlap in spite

of our subjective demarkation; and, therefore, in order to compre-

hend our special domains themselves, it becomes necessary to take

account of their overlapping. To understand physics and chem-

istry we must understand physical chemistry; and the more con-

crete our content, the more complex are these interrelations of the

sciences seen to be. This new supplementation promises in a

measure to remedy the necessary limitations of specialization.

Thus specialization comes to the rescue of specialization by virtue

of the impersonal dialectic of the content of knowledge.

Some problems, moreover, are common to the various special

fields with their subjective demarkation. These problems consist,

in part, of the need for the criticism of the general methods of

science and the bringing into clear consciousness the nature and

test of truth; in part they consist of those common features of the

content of the sciences which lie outside the interest of the special

investigator. To bring these problems into clear relief and thus

supplement and interpret the work of the specialist is the task of

philosophy, which in turn has its cumulative unity of supplementa-

tion and criticism. When now and then some great scientific

genius like Poincare possesses also the philosophic consciousness

and translates a vast content into the vernacular of the philosopher,

this very much facilitates the systematic survey at which philos-

ophy aims. Thus the historic process of knowledge by its very

specialization, and guided by the orderliness of the content of

knowledge, seems to forestall the tragedy of the world of knowledge

breaking into fragments by virtue of the limitation of interest and

capacity on the part of the individual human interpreter. A
growing correlation there is in the world of science, but this is due

to our growing consciousness of cosmic unity, which shows its

sublimity by its very outstripping of our apperceptive unity as

interpreters. We can no longer say with the confidence of Kant:

We make the unity of nature. Our role is not to create but to

discover, though we must create the means for discovery.
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Mystical interpretation.—I shall call the larger and more con-

crete realization of meaning mystical interpretation. Mysticism,

as I conceive it, is not opposed to knowledge or exclusive of it, but

is a genuine type of cognition. It is not the bog or darkness at

the end of the logical process, but an essential element in full-blown

knowledge. The cognitive process, whether as conventionalized

perceptual interpretation or as abstract conceptual interpretation,

seizes upon an edge, an aspect of reality, which is held in the focus

for the guidance of some concrete interest. But the focal part

of experience, important though it be for logically defining the

process—for indicating its set or trend—is an almost infinitesimal

portion of the mental situation. It is the myriad unnoticed factors

of the fringe which furnish the meaning and value of the abstract

focal part. They constitute the sense of the more, of which the

focal present is a sign—the more of the perceived, or conceived, or

appreciated—which gives reality to the process, and toward which

the abstractions in the light of consciousness crowd as Charon's

ghosts crowd to the blood of the sacrifices. They furnish the

interest and motive for which our focal abstractions exist. It is

the marginal field which is responsible for the persuasiveness or

inhibition of the context which is attended to. It is this which

makes us mean more than we know and whose penumbral leading

is brought to light in the stress of the give-and-take process of

social dialectic. In the mystical consciousness this more looms

peculiarly large and vivid and the edge in the focus becomes cor-

respondingly symbohc. The masses of undated and inchoate

associations in the margin here give us the fascination of novel

insight, the feeling of hidden recesses, the opening-up of strange,

yet welcome, perspectives. By mystical interpretation* I mean,

then, this pecuUar sense of enlargement in the way of meaning and

value, of concreteness and individuality, of interpenetration and

fluency, where the focal content fuses with the massed fields of

ideas and sentiments of the marginal and subconscious reaches.

This general significance of mysticism in human experience has

been exquisitely stated in the literary language of Maeterlinck:

In Sigfrid's life it is not the moment when he forges the prodigious sword

that is most important, or when he kills the dragon and compels the gods from
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his path, or even the dazzling second when he encounters love on the flaming

mountain, but indeed the brief instant wrested from the eternal decrees, the

little childish gesture when one of his hands, red with the blood of his mysteri-

ous victim, having chanced to draw near his lips, his eyes and ears are suddenly

opened: he understands the hidden language of all that surrounds him, detects

the treachery of the dwarf who represents the powers of evil, and learns to do

in a flash that which had to be done.

Whether this concrete and novel insight comes in a flash or dawns

by gradual processes, it constitutes the essence of mysticism.

Mystical interpretation is immediate only in the sense that we
are unconscious of articulate steps because of the completeness of

the fusion of the various fields involved. By reflection we can, often

at least, analyze the saHent features that go to make the fusion.

It differs from what Baldwin calls the primitive immediate—the

immediacy of sensations and affective elements—in that it is an

immediacy of meaning, not an immediacy of presentation.

The strangeness or novelty which has been emphasized so often

as characteristic of the mystical experience is due to the absence

of dating, on the one hand, and to the interpenetration and blending

of the marginal fields of meaning, on the other. Reverie, indeed,

presents a similar character of novelty, but the fringe of meaning

is here relatively simple and the associated constellations relatively

distinct. In the conceptual type of process the object or focus

looms large and the fringe or meaning is merely instrumental in

the control of the process. In the mystical consciousness, on the

other hand, the object is felt to be a mere passive symbol for the

sake of the intimate and Hving fringe which loses itself in the

inchoate recesses of the subconscious where the finite often seems

to merge in the infinite. Whether trailing clouds of glory or of dark

foreboding, insight is here suffused with a strong affective color.

This marked value character of the mystic states, on the one hand,

and their fluent character, on the other, have made us for the most

part obhvious to the important cognitive implication of such

states. To those, however, who have had a vivid realization of

this mystical meaning, our abstract knowledge seems a mere

shadow and symbol:

Alles Vergangliche,

1st nur ein Gleichniss;
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Das Unzulangliche

Hier wird's Ereigniss;

Das Unbeschreibliche

Hier ist es gethan.

This mystic enlargement or supplementation of meaning may
exist on any level of intellectual unification. It may come with

our perceptual synthesis. It may be a vivid sense of value and

reality that attaches to our abstract concepts. It may come with

emotional types of unity—the ruling passion which unifies not

only the novel, but also concrete human lives; which selects the

germane and rejects the irrelevant as strictly as a logical principle,

but which has been neglected in our abstract treatment of the

mind. In its most typical form it is the enlargement of our ideal

activity, the sense of the reality of ideal unity and wholeness, of

the real presence of what the intellect regards in the abstract.

Such an insight it was which filled Plato with wonder and rapturous

contemplation and became for him the real motive of philosophy,

and which with the absolute idealist and the religious mystic gives

rise to the feeling that our experience is but a fragment of a larger

whole which envelops us. When it comes to us on the perceptual

level it is sometimes called naturalistic mysticism. It seems

higher when it inspires us with the sense of ideal wholeness, but

the psychological fact is in any case the same, the feehng of liv-

ing enhancement, a sense of "lurking universality, the adumbra-

tion of greater things."^

Wherever we find it, analysis will show that condensed social

suggestion furnishes the content. We may note this even on the

perceptual level. A year ago last spring I walked in from Cam-

bridge to the Boston Public Gardens. Everything was green

and in bloom after the dreary winter. I was filled with an inde-

scribable delight. On reflecting upon it, there came back to me
the tremendous significance which spring, after the long winter

and the long nights, had for us in my ancestral home in Sweden,

where I was a child. It was this which lived in me and came back.

A little later I passed the Christ Church cemetery and saw the

wind sweep over the grass and felt a similar exhilaration. There

' Richardson Hovey's introduction to his edition of the Plays of Maeterlinck, p. 5.
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were of course the movement and the shifting of light and shade, but

these would not have been enough. There was somehow the

dim recollection of childhood when waving grass and fields of grain

meant a hard-earned victory over parsimonious nature and the

prospect of comfort and well-being. This same feeling comes to

me whenever I see a wind-swept field of grass or grain. The joy-

in the babbling brook in a similar way reinstates for me intense

childhood experience. The exhilaration I feel in a storm at sea

is harder to account for unless one admits ancestral recollection.

My ancestors were doubtless daring seamen. It may, however,

be only a sharing of the temperament which made the storm a

thing of joy to them. Maeterhnck has evidently a strong sense

for perceptual mysticism: "There is nothing that is puerile in

nature; and he who becomes impassioned of a flower, a blade of

grass, a butterfly's wing, a nest, a shell, wraps his passion around a

small thing that always contains a great truth. "^ The mystical

thrills that came to primitive man in his perceptual converse with

nature, before he became case-hardened by abstraction, are evident

from the myths, epics, and hymns that have come down to us and

not least from our Teutonic ancestors who have given us the Norse

sagas and the Niehelungenlied.

Not only was this sense of mystery felt by early man in his

converse with nature, but also, and first of all, in his converse with

his fellow-men and in the human phenomena of life and death.

He had not yet built up abstractions between the individual and

the species as we have. Rather was his feeling for life that of

"participation." The species, the ancestral totem, lived in the

individuals and they in it and the participation could be constantly

renewed in the sacramental sharing of the blood of the ancestor.

This sense of participation remains in a weakened idealized form

in the mystical consciousness that He lives in us and we in Him.

If we could live ourselves into this early spirit of participation we
should better understand the sense of community life in the bee

with its division of labor and the sacrifice of the individual for the

race. We should also understand better that living intersubjective

continuum which moves and controls in all of us.

* The Double Garden, chapter on " Chrysanthemums," p. 245.
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It has long been recognized that the life of conceptual generali-

zation with its verbal counters is hostile to our concrete sense of

meaning and reality. It is this atrophy of the sense of immediate

meaning which Darwin feels as a tragedy in his old age, efficient

as was the conceptual machine which his intellect had built. He
could no longer enjoy poetry and music, the vehicles of perceptual

intuition; and he felt that his moral sense, too, must have been

calloused by this phobia of abstraction. It is this artificializing

of life which makes us lose the sense of social mystery until even

Maeterlinck, the mystic, complains that we "cannot even, without

the mightiest difficulty, avail ourselves of it [the terrible unknown],

though in all loyalty, to raise to the point of mystery the gestures,

actions, and words of the men we pass every day."^ This lack,

except under extraordinary circumstances, of the sense of reality

of the inner hfe of our fellow-men and of its interpenetration with

ours is a genuine loss and shows how dearly bought are the victories

of abstract civilization. It does, however, come back under the

stress of emotion, particularly in love and in religious emotion.

It is this sense of mystery, of unexpressed meaning, which accounts

for the comfort and value we find in our religious formulae, when

intellectually they either have ceased to mean anything to us; or,

if reflected upon, seem contradictory and abhorrent. They have

become mere symbols for the living spiritual community of a

subtle growing meaning which the words serve to suggest.

It is in the larger ideal perspectives of meaning, with their

categories of consistency, unity, economy, and harmony, that the

great scientific mind and the Christian religious mystic alike feel

the sense of enlargement which outstrips our conceptual divisions.

These ideal tendencies have their root in our instinctive nature,

though they only gradually come to consciousness in our experience.

I agree with MaeterHnck as to the fundamental claims of our ideal

tendencies:

It is fitting that we should come to an understanding, once for all, on the

rights of our instincts. We no longer allow the rights of any of our lower

instincts to be contested. We know how to justify and to ennoble them

by attaching them to some great law of nature. Why should not certain more

elevated instincts, quite as incontestable as those which crawl at the bottom

' Maeterlinck, The Double Garden, p. 124.
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of our senses, enjoy the same prerogatives ? Must they be denied, suspected,

or treated as illusions because they are not related to the two or three primitive

necessities of animal life ? Once that they exist, is it not probable that they

are as indispensable as the others to the accomplishment of a destiny concern-

ing which we do not know what is useful or useless to it, seeing that we do not

know its objects ?'

I have argued long ago for the instinctive basis of the ideal

tendencies; but I would go farther than Maeterlinck in holding

that in the realizing of these tendencies in terms of our experience

we are also gaining insight into the object toward which they aim.

They are indeed homing instincts, indicating our highest human

vocation and the constitution of the universe of which we are a

part. As the birds are moved irresistibly by the spring winds to

seek the northern climates, and as the bees build their intricate

homes for a future they shall not see, not knowing what they are

doing, so the human mind in a social world of stress and strain is

awakened to the longing for the ideal—^the complete knowledge,

the vision of God, the life of beauty and holiness, pushed on step

by step, through mistakes and errors, to the realization of its imma-

nent destiny. "He guides me and the bird." It is through the

dialectic of social experience, as Plato so clearly saw, that we become

conscious of these ideal tendencies and their implications. For the

abstract intellect they are, indeed, limits. But it is not as logical

limits or abstract unmoved movers that they motivate conduct,

draw us onward, but as parts of our instinctive nature. This,

indeed, Plato realized in his half-mythical theory of recollection,

as he also reahzed the mystic glow which abandon to their leading

furnishes the soul as it mounts to the absolute beauty, "which

without diminution and without increase, or any change, is imparted

to the ever-growing and perishing beauty of all other things."*

But not only a poet and a philosophic dreamer have felt the

mystery and poetic zest of the quest for truth. One of the greatest

of scientists kept alive his sense for first things. Says Poincare:

The scientist does not study nature because it is useful; he studies it

because he delights in it, and he delights in it because it is beautiful. If

' The Measure of the Hours, p. 131. I have argued for the instinctive character

of our higher categories in an article, "Mind as Instinct," published in the Psy-

chological Review, 1906, since reprinted in Truth and Reality" (Macmillan, 1911).

' The Symposium, § 211.
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nature were not beautiful, it would not be worth knowing, and if nature were

not worth knowing, life would not be worth living I mean that pro-

founder beauty which comes from the harmonious order of the parts and

which a pure intelligence can grasp It is, therefore, the quest of

this especial beauty, the sense of the harmony of the cosmos, which makes

us choose the facts most fitting to contribute to this harmony, just as the

artist chooses from among the features of his model those which perfect

the figure and give it character and life. And we need not fear that

this instinctive and unavowed prepossession will turn the scientist aside from

the search for the true. One may dream a harmonious world, but how far

the real world will leave it behind And it is because simplicity, because

grandeur, is beautiful, that we preferably seek simple facts, sublime facts, that

we deUght now to follow the majestic course of the stars, now to examine with

the microscope that prodigious littleness which is also a grandeur, now to seek

in geologic times the traces of a past which attracts because it is far away.

We see too that the longing for the beautiful leads us to the same choice as

the longing for the useful. And so it is that this economy of thought, this

economy of effort, which is, according to Mach, the constant tendency of

science, is at the same time a source of beauty and a practical advantage.

.... This intellectual beauty it is which makes intelligence sure and strong.

. , . .But this disinterested quest of the true for its own beauty is sane also,

and able to make man better."'

Thus it is written in our instinctive nature and in the fundamental

constitution of the universe that we shall work together to become

conscious of beauty and to create beauty; and as we so follow the

mystic leading of that which is most characteristic of our human
nature we shall attain not only beauty, but success, because we

shall discover the laws of our world and be adjusted to it.

We have discussed three types of social interpretation: first,

perceptual interpretation, the acknowledgment of things or indi-

viduals with their quaUties, their concrete space and time patterns,

and their causal impUcations; secondly, conceptual interpretation,

the sorting of experience into kinds, with their fixed linguistic

labels; and finally, mystical interpretation, the sense of enlarged

meaning, due to the fluency and blending of the field in attention

with the massed fields of association and sentiment of the fringe.

The last named we have seen is not peculiar to Bergson and the

higher insects, but a normal part of interpretation in its various

stages, with its intuitive element of faith and the sense of reaHty

which it impUes. But there is, especially on the highest stage,

' Value of Science.
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that of ideal interpretation, a peculiar sense of prevision, a feeling

for unity and harmony which far outstrips our actual generaliza-

tions. This is, indeed, rarely brought into reflective consciousness

and when so brought figures as conceptual limits. It is a concrete

feeling for unity at each moment of knowledge, a sense of con-

vergence and wholeness, which guides our search for truth. Though

the form is finite, yet each moment the sense of convergence, of

blending or fusion, has a different significance. As the process

itself is a growing process, this ideal can never be realized. The

mind somehow throws its shadow ahead, the form dictates to the

process, or rather divines, feels into, the beyond toward a complete

ideal. This feeling for unity and harmony is not the result of

ratiocination, but the living motive of it. It is this idealization

of the actual, or, perhaps better, the sense of "the real presence"

of the ideal, which constitutes peculiarly the mystic consciousness.

The implicative function within the interpretative process

seems to manifest itself differently at different stages of the process.

On the perceptual level the implication is longitudinal. It is

prospective. If it refers backward to antecedents, to remembered

sequences, this is only in the service of the forward look, the adjust-

ment to its world. On the conceptual level, the implication is

transverse; it intersects the concrete sequences in all sorts of ways,

to establish convenient leadings for action. On the level of ideal

mystical interpretation, the reference or implication is circular.

Seeking and attainment blend in obedience to a guiding principle

into one unity, an individual whole. The guiding principle is here

first of all felt and only secondarily and as an afterthought

abstracted into a bloodless logical limit. Perceptual interpreta-

tion aims at factual acquaintance and delimitation for immediate

action, conceptual interpretation at description and definition for

remote action, mystical interpretation at idealization and living

communion, where the remote and ideal becomes a living present.

THE UNITY OF THE INTERPRETING PROCESS

Recent thought has emphasized the unity of the interpreting

process.^ Not only has it been shown that the logical concepts

'This idea received its brilliant impetus from James, Principles of Psychology.

It has gained new strength from Schiller. But its most thoroughgoing expression is to

be found in the Chicago School.
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and categories are for the sake of the fuller Ufe of action and appre-

ciation, but it has been made clear that all the aspects of human
nature blend in the cognitive process. The cognitive process is

rooted in instinct, the affective and emotional elements are fused

in varying degrees with the presentational. There is no such

thing as a cognitive faculty, divided off from other compartments

of human nature. Even "disinterested" knowledge, the play of

curiosity, is rooted in an instinct, has its characteristic satisfaction

as part of an organized sentiment, as well as its intellectual char-

acter of agreement. In the cognitive situation, therefore, the whole

unity of the self is involved, not abstractly merely {uberhaupt)

,

but as a concrete living process. This process, moreover, is a

social process. It is because of intersubjective pressure or problems

that the interpretation comes to take place at all. Even when we
think in solitude, or "without a fellow," we do so by means of

social tools and social distinctions and as part of a social community.

It is only thus that self-consciousness can arise. In the words of

Taylor: "To realize your own ends, you have to take note of the

partly coincident, partly conflicting, ends of your social fellows,

precisely as you have to take note of your own. You cannot come

to the knowledge of one without coming by the same route and the

same degree to the knowledge of the other. "^

C. S. Peirce and Royce have tried to show that our thinking

is triadic. In the language of Peirce, judgment involves presence,

reference to a ground and an interpretant idea. These are con-

ceived as external factors. Such distinctions, however, are merely

artificial, the product of the particularization and substantiation

of language. Whatever convenience such treatment may have

for formal logic, it seems to be based upon a faulty psychology.

There is nothing in psychological analysis to indicate that when

we compare two facts we compare with an image. Rather our

interest in comparison is in the concrete relation, from which the

terms are intellectual abstractions. The psychological situation

in comparison is that of a volitional context of association taking

account of a datum. But the datum is not something external

to the volitional context. It is a datirni because it has been selected

' Elements of Metaphysics, p. 205.
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by the context. This context, moreover, need not rise to self-

consciousness. It may be of an automatic kind. It always tends

to become so with familiarity. Psychologists like Titchener,

noting this solidified character of the context, speak of it as a cere-

bral context. This, however, seems a confusion of terms. Cerebral

contexts do not supply meanings, they supply causal reactions.

What is shown is that self-consciousness has disappeared with

the absence of stress. The context has become organized in terms

of its datum. It has a constant set. It meets the situation with

facility and precision, instead of with a shock and the need for

readjustment.

But whether the context of meaning rises to self-consciousness

or not, it is not something over against its terms. The latter are

part of its intent or set. It matters not how many terms are imphed

in the cognitive interest. It may be a single item selected by some

need or uneasiness. The cognitive situation, again, may imply

an infinite number of terms, or even grades of infinities, as in the

number series. But these terms are after all merely abstractions

from the interesting relation within which they are comprehended.

They do not exist as bare presences, referred to an abstract ground

and interpreted by means of an abstract idea which psychology

fails to reveal. Nor is the intersubjective relation a term external

to the individual situation of interest. But the active interest is

a socialized interest, determined in part by the intersection of

social currents. Self-interpretation is itself social interpretation,

the translating of our needs and tendencies into terms of social

standards. Only so can we discover our own meaning and value.

Society, in truth, can say: When me you fly, I am the wings. We
do not have to do with a socius and a self, pointing to an abstract

presence, but with a socialized self—a self transformed and played

upon by social suggestion. It is this which constitutes a situation

by its selective delineation.

The problem does not differ essentially whether we are dealing

with a cold-storage meaning in manuscript, or with our own past

meaning, or with a present socius, or with nature. In each case

we are part of a community of interpretation which has already

standardized our facts and values, which is ever at our elbow
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whispering its judgments in our ear, pulling at our coat-tails when

we would depart from the beaten path of custom, even as the force

of gravity keeps us to the earth in the physical world. In each

case our socialized meaning strives to meet a selected context and

is tested in the process. In each case the validity of the cognitive

purpose is determined by its success in translating into its intent

the selected fact; in meeting the intended situation. It is true

that the sympathetic co-operation of a living present meaning

greatly facilitates the process of correction and supplementation.

It is also true that the verification in question must meet the whole

situation so far as it is intended. And since, in the case of another

meaning, this must mean sympathetic participation in the meaning,

instead of merely external control, the verification must be adequate

to the intent; but that does not alter the process of pragmatic

verification. In case we are dealing with our own past meaning,

a part structure within personal experience, this does not mean
that the past remains external to the present purpose. It is part

of the present situation just because it is selected. It is no longer

an external presence. Nor do we interpret the past to a third

external presence, viz., the future, which does not yet exist.

What we are trying to do in every case of interpretation is to

bring a dim, inarticulate meaning into explicit consciousness, with

its correction and supplementation in terms of the data which such

a process implies. In any case, the future, in the sense of a new

meaning, with new responsibihties, cannot be addressed. It comes

in spite of the present meaning. The intent of truth is always

finite, the definition of a definite purpose. That the process

which is intended is infinite is due, not to the intent, but to the

metaphysical time character of the process itself.^ Nor is the past

immutable except as we take it in its abstractness. From the

point of view of significance, as our past, it is ever taking on new

coloring, new meaning and value, from figuring in new contexts.

From the point of view of our practical relations, the attitude may
even be reversed. The friend who has betrayed us does not figure

as a friend in our present context of practical relations. The

'My own theory of time I have expressed in "Time and Reality," Psychol. Rev.,

Mon. Series, No. 26. See especially chap. iv.
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enemy whom we have forgiven does not figure as an enemy. The

past deed has been taken into a new context—revised from the

point of view of more comprehensive relationships. The past

itself, apart from such relationships, is a mere abstract record.

Nature, too, so far as we attempt to know it, is part of our social

situation. Our conception of nature is the product of the inter-

preting community, active in some individual constitution which

strives to assimilate and to adjust itself to its object.

If we look at the conditions of the interpreting moment, instead

of its hving functioning, we shall indeed find a number of variables.

Thus the physical situation varies independently of our interest.

Stars vanish out of our ken, we know not how. Again our meanings

grow though the physical object remains comparatively constant.

Both the physical object and the interpreting meaning are subject

to variables which we must take into account in order to understand

their history and present content. Since humanity is an infinite

quantity, the number of individual variables which go to determine,

in however an infinitesimal manner, the content and direction of

history, is practically infinite. But, however important these

conditions—physical, biological, psychological, and institutional

—

may be for the causal explanation of our meaning at any time, the

interpreting moment itself is a unity, an interesting situation, in

which biological causes, social influences, personal feelings function

as a living whole in selecting the object; and the object in turn is

a significant object only because thus selected.

The pragmatic point of view, therefore, must insist, as it always

has, upon the wholeness of the interpreting moment as against all

abstract formalism.^ So far, again, from the pragmatic point of

view being unsocial, one can take stock of the intricate interplay

of motives in any interpreting activity only by putting oneself

within the stream of social history and its intersubjective relations.

That individual thinkers have been neglectful at times of such

implications does not alter the responsibihty of those to whom the

task of carrying the process of interpretation onward has been

intrusted.

^My own type of pragmatism I have stated in Truth and Reality, Macmillan

,

1911.
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Indeed, the danger may easily become, and has often been, the

neglect of the individual contribution to the interpreting process.

For after all, the process must run through individual constitutions.

The Hght must be refracted through individual media of instinct

and temperament. And if we neglect the individual aspect of the

process, we shall not only strike a dead level of conservatism,

with no invention or progress, but we shall have nothing to socialize.

Hence, as over against abstract universalism, pragmatism as a

movement has emphasized the importance of the individual

contribution—his transformation of the social heritage in assimi-

lating it. The individual is not a mere mathematical intersection

point of social currents, but a constitution of tendencies from which

the initiative of the process must in the last analysis proceed.

This instinctive constitution must translate the social heritage

into terms of itself. The result in every genuine case of interpreta-

tion is in part unique—not a mere appropriating of the past.

Only so is progress possible, and progress means ever new demands

for readjustment with the ever-recurring social tragedy, as society

strives to mount on its dead past to higher things.

OBJECTIVITY AND SOCIAL INTERPRETATION

Intersubjective interpretation does not constitute the objectivity

or validity of truth. This must be found in the coherence of our

judgments with each other and their termination in the intended

object. Intersubjective relations furnish us, on the one hand, an

incentive, without which the cognitive process could never rise

into clear consciousness; and, on the other hand, they furnish us

means for supplementation and correction of our individual data.

Error and illusion may be social for the time being, but that does

not make them valid. Social interpretation liberates us, indeed,

from the egocentric predicament. It makes truth impersonal, the

same for all of us. In the words of Alexander: ** Intersubjective

intercourse does not account for the objectivity of knowledge, it

only accounts for its impersonality."^ It does not constitute the

cognitive object, unless this itself be a social meaning; and even

then the part-meaning thus selected must be treated as objective

' Mind, January, 1913, p. 23.
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to the meaning which takes account of it and evaluates it; error

of interpretation is still possible. We may fail to know what we

mean, either in our individual or social capacity. Nothing is more

difficult to interpret than present history; and we all know what

transmutations take place as each individual and each generation

interprets past history.

In nature we seem to have a context which lies beyond our

finite social experience. Can this in the last analysis be regarded

as constituted by social interpretation ? We have already pointed

out that Berkeley (in The Principles of Human Knowledge) ^ in his

attempt to prove that qualities are relative to perception, neglected

the fact that they are not subjective in the sense of individual

objects. But does the social consciousness, then, create its object ?

This seems to be the view advocated by two contemporary thinkers,

Ward and Royce. Ward points out that ''it is not on the practical

or historical side that common knowledge conflicts with individual

experience, for there the reference to individual subjects is still

present and essential. But intersubjective reference on the indi-

vidual side leads almost inevitably to the omission of this reference;

and so for the living green we have the somber gray and man at

least and nature are at strife."^ This omission, according to Ward,

comes about in this wise: ''Regarding the sun as independent of

L and M and N severally, it concludes that it is and remains an

object, independent of all collectively.^^'' We may affirm that the

House of Commons is an estate of the realm independent of each

individual member, but we cannot therefore draw the conclusion

that it might be addressed from the throne though there were no

members. Ward's analogy, however, does not seem convincing.

It is clear that the House of Commons could not exist apart from

social consciousness, since it is a social institution, constituted by

a common purpose. But it is not obvious that gravitational

relations are so constituted. Ward himself evidently feels that

something more is required than our finite social consciousness.

' 'Inter-subjective intercourse secures us against the solipsism into

which individual experience by itself might conceivably fall, but it

' Naturalism and Agnosticism, II, 170.

'Ibid., p. 171.
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does not carry us beyond the wider solipsism—if I may so term it

—of Kant's consciousness in general."* Like Berkeley, therefore,

he has recourse to a transcendental consciousness, reaching beyond

our experience. He arrives at this by a curious method of abstrac-

tion. He insists that as in individual experience every object

has a subject and vice versa, so the universal object implies a

universal subject. But this leap from the impUcation of our

reflective experience to the nature of the universe is a doubtful

analogy. It is merely another way of saying that because we
think, therefore the universe as a whole must think, which is an

act of faith and not a logical proof. What seems transparent is

that our finite social experience cannot account for the objectivity

of nature.

Royce, in The Problem of Christianity, takes as his starting-

point the implied reaUty of the social community and its historic

process of interpretation. His emphasis on the reality of the social

community is true and profound. The historic world of social

institutions is a world constituted by our social purposes—a world

ever growing with human experience and productive of fresh

surprises, which in turn must be assimilated into the social tissue

by fresh acts of interpretation. It is true, too, that the interpret-

ing community, with its individual accretions and discoveries,

in its cumulative unity in time, constitutes for us the significance

of the world. In infijnite ages it may take over the seeming brute

world into its meaningful context so as to leave no dark comers, no

unexplained residue. But is the interpreting community the whole

of reality ? Does it constitute the reaHty of the cosmos ? This is

what Royce would seem to say: "An interpretation is real only if

the interpreting community is real, and is true only if the com-

munity reaches its goal. In brief, then, the real world is the com-

munity of interpretation Unless both the interpreter and

the community are real, there is no real world."" Nature exists

only for an interpreter. "The world is the interpretation of the

problems which it presents."^ But who is this interpreter ? Here

we find the same leap from analogy as in Ward, the same shifting

» Naturalism and Agnosticism, II, 197.

« Ihid., p. 269, 270. 3 liid., p. 323.
^
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from the finite community of interpretation to a universal inter-

preter, the spirit of the universal community.

You are an example of the principle whose active recognition lies at the

basis of my only reasonable view of the universe. As I treat you, so ought I

to deal with the universe. As I interpret the universe, so, too, in principle

should I interpret you. We have no ground whatever for believing that there

is any real world except the ground furnished by experience In your

ordinary social life, you postulate your fellow-man as the interpreter of the

ideas which he awakens in your mind, and which are not your own ideas.

The same principle, applied to our social experience of the physical world,

determines our ordinary interpretations of nature and guides our natural

science. For, as we have seen, the physical world is an object known to the

community and through interpretation.'

This argument from analogy seems to be defective. It argues

from facts which we recognize to be signs of a Hving, communicating

will to facts where we cannot recognize such a will. Royce does

not take into account that the recognition of the existence of another

mind must be prior to our interpretation of facts as signs of such

a reality. Where we are able to recognize a will, consciously

furthering or thwarting our purposes, there we come, indeed, to

interpret certain sense data of gesture and speech as signs of that

will. The real question, then, is whether we can recognize in nature

such a sympathetic will of which its sense facts may be taken as

signs.

Assuming that nothing can exist without an interpreter, we
pass easily to the conclusion: ''The world is the community.

The world contains its own interpreter."^ But the inference from

the truism that every known object must have an interpreter to the

conclusion that no object can exist without an interpreter seems

to be a leap of faith and not of logic. The finite historic social

process, moreover, is superseded by a transcendental spirit of the

community which furnishes its supra-temporal and supra-individual

unity. This spirit, while immanent in the historic community and

revealed in the infinite process of interpretation, infinitely tran-

scends the historic community. It is both its goal and its perennial

reconcihation to the plan of the whole. *'In this final union of

'0/>. cit., pp. 322-24.

'Ibid., p. 324.
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temporal sequence, of the goal that is never attained in time, and

of the divine spirit through whom the world is reconciled to itself

and to its own purpose, the real community, the true interpretation,

the divine interpreter, the plan of salvation—these are expressed."^

But this only makes it evident that the social consciousness as

ordinarily understood does not constitute the cosmos, if that needed

to be made evident.

Epistemological ideaUsm, it would seem, can be resolved in

spite of its varieties into four basic propositions. In the first

place, it is laid down that all facts are data of experience. This is,

of course, a truism. A fact is a fact only when it is selected by our

interest. It is closely associated, however, with a second proposi-

tion which is generally treated as an imphcation of it, viz., nothing

can exist except as a datum of experience. This proposition seems

to confuse existence and significance. Objects have significance

only as selected by our purposes. But it is not self-evident that

selective interest creates the facts. Within our experience, at

any rate, objects are prior to our interest in them; and sometimes,

at any rate, they seem to pre-exist in patterns to which the category

of interest is not apphcable, i.e., they do not seem to have meaning

on their own account. Epistemological ideaUsm owes a large

part of its convincingness to the failure to make clear and distinct

the second assumption. The third assumption, viz., that all data

of experience exist within a unity of apperception, is, h'ke the first,

a truism, since objects become data only when they are selected

by an interpreting moment. The fourth proposition may be stated

as follows: Since the data of experience exist between you and me
and independent of you and me, severally, as finite interpreters,

there must be a larger unity of interpretation, including all the

data of experience. This larger unity has been conceived either

as a single experience, the Absolute, or as a continuous cumulative

and in some sense self-transcending community in time. It would

be impossible and irrelevant here to unravel all the assumptions

implied in this fourth proposition. It presupposes the first three

propositions, viz., that all facts are data of experience, that nothing

can exist except as a datum of experience, and that all data of

^ Naturalism and Agnosticism, II, 378-79.
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experience must exist within a unity of interpretation. And yet

the second, crucial assumption would hardly be adopted by any

sane man except as supported by a beUef in the fourth, that of a

larger supporting unity. Even Berkeley, in spite of his paradoxical

approach to the problem, did not beUeve that the stellar world

ceases to exist on a cloudy day. He could always fall back on God
as a guarantor of the constancy of nature. As an effort to account

for the social character of our objects, epistemological idealism is

at best a clumsy affair. Here, too, it is circular, since it is the social

character of our objects, the testimony of practical experience to

the effect that objects exist between you and me, that leads to the

assumption of a third unity inclusive of you and me and the object.

Apart from the logical incoherence of the idealistic argument, it

is certainly far simpler to abandon the false assumption of insu-

lated subjective streams. We shall then need no third entity.

The interpreting moment is capable of establishing direct continui-

ties with other subjects; and the community of subjects can share

a common world of objects and co-operate in their use and inter-

pretation, whether these objects can be recognized as centers of

experience or not. This seems to be as far as our experience carries

us, and, whether we would or not, we can use no other.

Nature would seem to be independent, at any rate, of our

interpretation. The relativity of the qualities of things to our

sense-perception, which has been the stock argument of idealists

since Berkeley, does not seem to hold, even though we substitute

the community for the individual. The variation of the image

with the distance, the variation of the shape with the angle of

perspective, the illusion of the stick which appears bent when seen

in the water—these appearances are not relative to our senses in

any other way than they are to the physical camera. This takes

account of them precisely as the organic camera of our vision.

They are physical phenomena, i.e., they are objective to the process

of social interpretation and must be explained by causes inde-

pendent of our perceiving them. Kant realized that there must

be an objectivity beyond our social experience when we deal with

nature, i.e., that experience does not constitute its own data; but

as he had been led to beUeve that the sense qualities are primarily

I
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subjective modifications and that the categories of the mind are a

priori in an arbitrary sense, there was nothing left to indicate the

objectivity of nature except the thing-in-itself. His intuition

was sound, however, that, whatever nature may be in its own
right, it is not constituted by our experience. That sense quaUties

are subjective modifications and that our biologico-social categories

are arbitrary—these are gratuitous and pernicious assumptions.

Nature, on the contrary, enters into common dynamic situations

with our organism, as things within nature enter into dynamic

relations with each other. The qualities of nature are precisely

what we must take them, as in these dynamic contexts. Energeti-

cally the world is one.

But must we recognize the cosmos as a whole as a unity of inter-

pretation ? The institutional facts, the social meanings of custom,

science and art, of which we must take account, fall within social

schemes which the interpreting community must acknowledge

as flesh of its flesh and blood of its blood and with which it has a

living, sympathetic continuity. The social facts of which we take

account have a prior stamp, a meaningful context of their own,

which we must recognize in the process of interpretation. Are

the facts of nature at large thus socially prestamped with an abso-

lute stamp of interpretation ? Have they a prior locus within an

absolute system of significance ? Evidently there is a mutual fitness

between the knowing mind and the cosmic environment, since they

have evolved together. The categorical laws of thought may be

assumed to be also the laws of things. The selective process which

resulted in what we call mind and cognition is itself a cosmic pro-

cess. In this sense it must be regarded as intelhgent and vastly

more intelligent than we creatures of a day. But must we recog-

nize this process as itself a self-conscious cognitive unity ?

The fact that the physical scientists are becoming a community,

taking cognizance of the past (this was hardly true in the Middle

Ages), and mutually correcting and supplementing each other

within a more and more complex division of labor, does not prove

that the object of science is such a spiritual community, unless

we suppose that the community of science constitutes its object;

and this would defeat the end of science itself, which is discovery.
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The only answer that can be given to the question raised is a prag-

matic one. Nature for us is a spiritual community just in so far

as we must take it as such in realizing our own social purposes of

truth, right, and beauty. Our present organized insight does not

seem to make it possible to recognize nature as a whole as such a

unity, though in individual mystic temperaments, such as Words-

worth, sympathetic companionship with nature as a Hving social

presence seems to have been a reality. Perhaps it is our ancestral

bhndness which debars the rest of us from feeling that way. In

the meantime the rest of us are not able to recognize it as such for

our practical purposes; and the rehgious consciousness seems to

be better served with a finite presence within nature, as the embodi-

ment of its ideals and as the Great Companion.
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I. EXTENT AND COST OF CRIME

To the ordinary reader of newspapers and current magazines it

is a growing conviction that crime is on the increase in the civilized

world. Making allowances for exaggerations and highly colored

reahsm in the press reports, the fact that the environment of modem
life is increasingly criminal cannot be lightly set aside. The con-

clusion is forced not only upon readers of popular news, but upon

scientists and special students, that the tide of crime in all civilized

countries is steadily and rapidly rising higher. Crimes against the

person, such as murder, assault, rape, and felonious injuries, and

crimes against property, such as theft, robbery, embezzlement,

forgery, and wilful destruction, have during the last hundred years

doubled or more than doubled in proportion to population in

France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium, and the United States.

Even in Great Britain, where the appearance of crime has been less

startling, it is held by careful students that offenses have really

increased both in number and in gravity.

With conditions in our own country we are primarily concerned.

The value of our political, judicial, and social institutions is in direct

proportion to the protection we grant the sacred rights of personal-

ity and of property. What then are the facts regarding murder

and theft ?

In 1885 there were in our country 1,808 murders, while in 19 10

the number had risen to approximately 10,000.^ For the whole

twenty-five years embraced in these dates there were not far from

150,000 murders in the United States. Homicide is far more fre-

quent in the United States than in Great Britain in proportion to

' See World To-day for January, 1910, and the annual estimate in the Chicago

Tribune.
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the population. England with thirty million population has be-

tween three and four hundred homicides, while the United States

with ninety milHon population has annually between six and ten

thousand. Furthermore, legal executions for first-degree murder

average with us about two in the hundred, while in England the

average is fifty in the hundred. Lynching, a diabolical expression

of private vengeance in contempt of law and order, is a phenomenon

peculiar to the United States alone among civilized nations. Exact

statistics are difficult to obtain, but it is safe to assert that during

the past twenty-five years there have been not far from 3,300

lynchings in our land. The seriousness of this form of lawlessness

is in no sense dependent upon the frequency of the occurrence, but

upon the indifiference of the general pubHc when authoritative law

is in any instance overthrown. Lynching is both an ofifense against

the person and an attack upon civilization.

The number of persons who live wholly or in part by theft,

embezzlement, forgery, and similar offenses cannot be accurately

stated. Mr. Eugene Smith in 1900 estimated the number of such

persons at 250,000 in the United States, and placed their annual

income by means of misappropriation at $1,600 each, or a total of

$400,000,000. In addition to this, there is the vast unnumbered

host of grafters, petty thieves, and human parasites who live more

or less entirely upon the proceeds of others' toil without adequate

return in service rendered. No account is taken of their depreda-

tions, and they are not included in the records of courts and penal

institutions, but they enormously increase the cost of security and

weaken the whole social fabric.

Crime, being uneconomic and anti-social, pays no part of the

cost either of its maintenance or of its correction. Aside from the

small part which court fines and prison labor return, the burden

falls upon the taxpayers and the owners of the property which

is lost. The United States, according to figures generally accepted

by students of the problem of crime, pays annually for police,

criminal courts, prisons, jails, and other like institutions the sum
of $200,000,000, which added to the $400,000,000 abstracted by

thieves, burglars, and embezzlers makes a total of $600,000,000

annually paid for crime. What the figures represent can be seen
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in the light of worthy expenditures. We pay annually to wage-

laborers in all manufacturing industries $3,427,038,000/ to wage-

laborers in mines and quarries $606,135,238,* and for public-school

education, including salaries of superintendents and teachers, build-

ings, sites, furniture, hbraries, and equipment, $426,250,434.^ In

other words, the annual cost of crime is one-fifth the amount paid

for wages in manufacturing industries, almost exactly the wages

paid to laborers in all our mines and quarries, and approximately

one-half more than the amount paid to build, equip, and maintain

our public schools.

Furthermore, if the money spent for crime could be appHed by

taxpayers to the elimination of debt, in three years all the debts on

farm lands in the United States could be paid and a considerable

amount left over for improvements.'* In view then of the magnitude

and increasing gravity of crime, of its menace to all classes of our

population, and of its enormous financial cost, the problem of crime

in modem life cannot fail to bring to all who seek the welfare of

their fellow-men a sense of overwhelming obligation.

II. CAUSES OF CRIME

The causes of crime must be sought first of all in the individual

and secondly in the environment surrounding the individual.

Men commit crime because they wilfully and deliberately choose

the course of conduct that is wrong. Their wills weaken under the

stress of improper motive and of unsubdued passion, and upon

themselves is the responsibility of their acts. Undoubtedly more

persons are criminal because of a wilfully depraved choice than for

any other personal reason. A smaller number are criminal because

of biological and psychological facts over which they have no con-

trol. For these, free will has no meaning whatever; their conduct

is an automatic and instinctive response to impulse, their will is not

stronger than their desires, and their choice is not different from

their habits. If occasion arise, they will, out of sheer inability

* Abstract of the Thirteenth Census, section "Manufactures."

» Ihid., section "Mines and Quarries."

3 Report of Commissioner of Education, 191 1, Vol. II, Table 10.

< Abstract of Thirteenth Census, section "Agriculture."
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to do otherwise, commit acts which society designates criminal.

Criminals of this group may be insane or morally irresponsible, or

their lives may be on the borderland where any unusual stress or

strain may plunge them down into the deep abyss of uncontrollable

depravity. To detect this pathological bent and to prevent its

activity is one of the most serious and delicate problems confronting

organized society. The relation of insanity, congenital feeble-

mindedness, and moral imbecility to crime is demanding the serious

attention of physicians, jurists, and social reformers. The social

conscience of the present day is concerned with the care and pro-

tection of this class of unfortunates and the prevention of their

increase through marriage and family life.

A second group of causes producing crime may be designated as

environmental. Under this head are included all those influences

acting independently of the biological structure or the psychological

habit of man, but entering into and augmenting certain potent

tendencies and issuing in anti-social conduct.

Crimes against the person are more frequent in densely popu-

lated cities and in frontier communities than in agricultural coun-

tries, and more frequent in summer than in winter. Crimes against

property are more frequent in populous cities than elsewhere, and

more frequent in winter than in summer. Vagabondage has but

a narrow line separating it from criminal conduct, and the ranks of

vagabondage are swelled by the unemployed. Therefore, crime is

interwoven with the labor problem. Chronic sickness, by reducing

the powers of inhibition and by removing the means of honest sub-

sistence, invites crime. Living conditions, overcrowding, the ab-

sence of recreational facilities, improper and insufficient diet, all

tend to criminal conduct.

Society itself is a fruitful cause of crime when it fails to act con-

sistently with its own best principles. It erects standards, but

neglects to educate the individual in the value and use of its ideals,

and the result is a bewildering confusion concerning what is the

right course of conduct, or else a blundering attempt to set aside

the common good. It is not true that the composite, incorporeal

something we call society is to blame for all the wrong in human
life, but it is one of the greatest of all errors for society to hold an
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individual accountable for a course of life he is wholly unprepared

to perform. The individual is under no greater obligation to learn

than society is to inform and teach, and the results of ignorance are

primarily chargeable to society. A highly developed civilization

requires men to labor for their sustenance and justly holds that man
a criminal who lives on the proceeds of the toil of others without in

turn contributing his own labor. But society allows a man to be

out of employment and to live indefinitely in the dangerous border-

land of vagrancy, while his needs and desires are gratified by pre-

carious methods. The result is restlessness, complaints, resent-

ment, and abandonment of many restraints. Society requires men
to submit to law and exacts penalties for its infractions. But it

varies its law in different states, modifies or increases its penalties

in different communities, and fails utterly to enforce many of its

provisions. This causes many to look upon all law as arbitrary,

vindictive, and trifling, and leads them to hazard their cunning

against all social order. Society's indifference to its own law

encourages many to resort to lawlessness, and to an execution of

their own criminal impulses in defiance of authoritative statutes.

Just as long as ignorance, oppression, injustice, and evasions are

sanctioned by society, crime will be manifest in individuals and

society will always have as many criminals as it deserves. The

people, as the guardians of the functions of civilization, prepare the

conditions of crime; the criminal is the agent in bringing them into

deeds. "The problem of criminality is not an isolated one that

can be dealt with by fixing our attention on that, and on that alone.

It is a problem that on close view is found to merge itself largely

into all those problems of our social life that are now pressing for

solution; and in settUng these, we shall to a great extent settle it."'

Another fruitful source of crime is the treatment accorded the

criminal. Primitive society regarded criminals as heroes, and a

reminiscence of this insunct is discovered even today in cultured

society. Men and women of all ages and ranks visit criminals in

their cells, gaze upon them as upon creatures of a different order

of creation, shower gifts upon them, seek relics of them, and in many
revolting ways show an irrational interest in them, not because they

' Havelock Ellis, The Criminal, p. 371.
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are human, but because they are criminal. Newspapers photograph

them, take measures of them, and dehver to the pubhc the most

minute descriptions of their manners and their dress, thereby

assisting a generation of hero-worshipers in the speedy imitation

of their crimes. The emotional outburst soon expresses itself or is

diverted into fresh channels, while the former subject of adulation

is confined to prison where his education in social unfitness is con-

tinued with unabated zeal. He is visited with harsh or unmerited

punishment, with little or no adaptation to his biological, psycho-

logical, or social history, is associated with older and more hardened

offenders, or else himself becomes the teacher of the young and

impressionable, and spends the term of his imprisonment without

the aid which strengthens his tottering will or the guidance which

directs his habits into channels of right living. By all these means

the criminal himself is made the exciting cause of further criminality.

Society still receives into its favor men and women who manage

artfully to remain within the boundaries of the written law but

whose influence is as destructive of social order and well-being as

that of any criminal behind prison walls. We allow jurors to sit

in judgment upon a man's destiny who are as guilty as the prisoner

at the bar. We send a sheriff who accepts graft to catch a thief.

We put upon our school boards men who profit by the proceeds of

saloons and disorderly houses. We have mayors and city com-

missioners who are companions of gamblers and prostitutes. We
allow men to frequent our streets every day whose business it is

to despoil children of their innocence. We ourselves, who make
society, merit the indignant wrath of the writer of Proverbs against

the woman who sat down to eat and wiped her mouth and said:

*'I have done no wrong. "^ A few enemies of society we place

behind the bars, many others we salute with bared head on the

streets.

III. THE CRIMINAL POPULATION IN PRISON

A small part of offenders against the rights of personality and

of property are confined in prisons and jails. The larger number,

and often the most dangerous enemies of society, are still in the

exercise of freedom. We treat here of the segregated population.

' Prov. 30:20.
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We have in our country 1,300 institutions for criminals, such as

jails, workhouses, and penitentiaries. Reformatories, schools of

correction, and houses of refuge, being a part of the educational

system, are not included in this number. The number of inmates

in institutions June 30, 1904, was as follows: in prisons, 77,269

men and 4,503 women; in jails and workhouses, 18,544 men and

women; a total of 100,316 for a given day.^ We have no means of

knowing accurately the number of court sentences for each day

of the year, but one day is a fair sample of all the others.

The vast number of men, women, and children passing every

day of the year through jails, workhouses, and prisons is in large

part a neglected population. It is customary for society to follow

the arrest and trial of a chief offender with much curiosity; but in

a few months after he has been imprisoned, he is forgotten. Day
by day and month by month he drags out the weary procession

of his hours of punishment, and except for a limited number of

friends and relatives he has passed from public interest. A boy

nineteen years of age was discovered recently by a boys' club

worker as he emerged from the workhouse. His pitiful appearance

stimulated inquiry, and it was learned that the boy had spent the

larger part of his time since he was twelve years of age under con-

finement. He began his career with no greater offense than sleep-

ing in empty boxes and ash barrels or in open doorways, because

the crowded condition of his home offered him no comfort, not even

so much as a place to sleep. For this offense he was arrested and

taken to the police lockup; but nothing was done to improve the

living conditions at his home and so his offense of sleeping outdoors

was repeated. He soon became acquainted with older men in the

county and city jail, and in the absence of better training he became

an apt pupil in this school of vice. At nineteen he was a shuffling,

stoop-shouldered, shiftless boy who expected nothing but to be

arrested again and given another workhouse sentence. Society was

the chief offender against this boy; the community sinned, the boy

was the victim.

Last summer there was discovered in a county jail a girl twelve

years of age who had spent two years in this confinement without

' Bulletin of Twelfth Census, 1904.
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any other association than that offered by adult criminal inmates.

The better citizens of the town were either unacquainted with the

fact or unconcerned about its serious consequences. In either case

a very clear social duty was neglected.

In city workhouses there can be found women, both white and

colored, occupying the same cell without the possibility of privacy

or decency; often without mattress or bed clothing of any kind;

without change of clothing, and with no companionship except that

afforded by other inmates of the cell. At some workhouses there

are no matrons, the supervision and management being entirely

controlled by men. Such conditions proclaim an apathy of society

as shameless as any misdemeanor which the imprisoned women may
have committed.

Prisoners in stockades are confined at night in bunks located in

wooden buildings and they are locked to a long chain that passes

through the entire length of the building, the chain being fastened

to a post in the yard. In these bunks the inmates sleep on straw

mattresses and in wintertime the room is heated by an open stove.

The keeper who has the key to each man's lock sleeps in a room

outside the stockade. In case of fire it is often utterly impossible

to rescue the men who are helpless in such a trap. A prison of this

character recently burned in a southern state and twenty men
perished in the flames. The prisoners were convicts, but society

murdered them.

A murderer who was recently executed by hanging at a state

penitentiary, was confined in the jail of the county where the crime

was committed for months before and during the time of the trial.

He was never visited by a religious man or woman during the entire

time of his imprisonment in the county jail. It was only after his

conviction and sentence, and his removal to the capital city to

await execution, that he had the benefits of religion offered to him.

Our Lord himself pronounces the judgment against a community

that forgets its prison population.

The evils of county jails, workhouses, and stockades may be

summarized as follows: bad sanitation, lack of cleanliness and

decency, idleness of the prisoners, intermingling of youthful

offenders with older and hardened criminals, the absence of any
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system of training or instruction which could prepare an offender

for a better life of freedom, the presence of insane persons, the

failure to provide for recreation and physical improvement, and the

indifference of religious people. Nothing can be said in favor of

the system that confines bt)ys in county jails and no excuse can be

offered for failure of Christians to extend the benefits of religion to

those who even for a short period are deprived of their liberty.

In Tennessee there are forty counties which report definitely

that no religious services are held for the prisoners; sixteen counties

report that religious services are held at irregular intervals, one of

them stating that four services have been held in six years. Only

eleven counties report regular weekly religious services for pris-

oners.^

The interests of society and of the prisoner are identical. Fail-

ure to perform its part well or to neglect all possible means for the

regaining of offenders to a well-ordered hfe renders society as repre-

hensible as the flagrant infraction of the laws. After offenders are

convicted of crime and conveyed to penitentiaries, interest in their

welfare does not rightly cease. A convict is still a member of

society and justly merits as much solicitude as any other member.

The responsibility of the community concerning the prisoner touches

upon his disciphne, labor, intellectual advancement, physical im-

provement, and religious training, all of these being essential to

a self-controlled and well-directed life.

Discipline is necessary in the conduct of prisons, for without it

the prisoner would be in even a worse plight under the confinement

than he was in freedom. Two ideas of prison disciphne have occa-

sioned long and not unfruitful controversy. The first is the Penn-

sylvania system, which means the isolation of prisoners by day and

night; the second is the Auburn system, which means isolation at

night only and compulsory silence in association. These ideas do

not exhaust all that is essential in prison discipline. The punish-

ment of the prisoner is a matter of serious importance. Under the

influence of the late Dr. E. C. Wines, the state of New York abol-

ished by law punishment by lash, the so-called water cure for dis-

obedience, and "crucifixion," which was inflicted with a yoke.

* Report of the Board of State Charities for Tennessee, 191 1.
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Since Dr. Wines's day the imposition of punishment in either of

these forms has been illegal, yet some form of restraint is essential.

Deprivation of pleasures and the recognized connection between

offenses and suffering are always elements in the building up of

weakened character. Men because of weakness rather than

because of strength commit most of their crimes, hence the disci-

pline to which they are subjected should be directed toward

strengthening rather than crushing them.

The effectiveness and justification of punishment are to be

found in the spirit and motive with which it is administered. Says

Dr. Frederick H. Wines:

Corporal punishment is the application of physical force ; an endeavor to

coerce the spirit of a man through arguments addressed to his body alone. It

is an appeal to his lower nature, to his fears; its tendency is to make him a

coward and a brute. A prison governed by force and fear is a prison mis-

managed, in which hope and love, the two great spiritual, uplifting, regenerat-

ing forces to which mankind must ever look for redemption, are asleep or dead.^

The second necessary item in prison management is the labor

of the convicts. Confinement without labor is both ruinous to the

prisoner and an unjust tax upon free labor outside the prison. The
system that allows only a small percentage of the prison inmates

to work is a self-confessed failure, for a man, even though he is

deprived of liberty, is still entitled to the divinely conferred privi-

lege of gaining his bread by the labor of his hands. A more heart-

less method of inflicting punishment cannot be visited upon anyone

than enforced idleness or useless toil. The labor of prisoners, there-

fore, is based upon the same principles as the labor of men in the

exercise of freedom.

Prisoners should be put to work at congenial and productive

labor and their imprisonment should be made an opportunity for

learning a trade. It is estimated that from 75 to 85 per cent of

convicts have no trade and do not know the value of steady labor

in securing an honest living. But after a convict begins to labor in

imprisonment, neither the state nor the contractor should be allowed

to claim all the profits of his toil at the loss of the family which is

deprived of his possible industrial gains. A well-regulated prison

system will allow at least a fair proportion of the prisoner's gains

' Charles R. Henderson, editor, Prison Reform, p. 12.
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to be devoted to the maintenance of his family. A convict who
spends years of his Ufe at labor which enriches a contractor is

entitled to something more than a suit of shabby clothing, a railroad

ticket, and a few dollars charitably donated when his time of release

arrives. He is entitled, if he earns it, to his restored manhood and

to the wages of an honest day's toil. If his criminal conduct

resulted from vagabondage, the more important it is that he should

learn the valuable lesson of honest labor honestly compensated.

Prison systems should provide for the intellectual training of

inmates under sentence. The dominant idea in every penal insti-

tution should be instruction looking to moral, intellectual, and

industrial ability. If this motive should penetrate the manage-

ment of prisons, every institution in the land would instantly become

a reformatory and would necessitate the appointment of prison

ofi&cers capable of contributing to the constructive life of the nation.

Intellectual training should begin with the most elementary courses

of instruction, proceeding through the branches taught in the gram-

mar schools and high schools, and embrace a partial college course.

Prisoners should be allowed to devote a part of the best hours of

the day to intellectual studies. They should not be required to

give to this part of their training the closing hours of the day after

their strength has been consumed in physical toil.

No prison system is complete without preparation for the physi-

cal improvement of the men who are in need of it. The prevailing

view that convicts are strong men who must be subdued gives way
before the results of careful study of the actual conditions in which

men enter confinement. They are weak men who must be built

up. Mr. Z. R. Brockway, who has given more than fifty years of

his life to the management of prisons, gives this testimony:

Physical renovation and training for mental quickening, with the view to

moral training, should have important place in any rational system of reforma-

tory prison discipline; and it is indispensable for some prisoners, if they are ever

to be reformed. There are many cases in every company of prisoners where

physical culture must precede and render possible a common education, and

care should always be exercised to secure good health for the moral benefits of it.

Dietary, dress, personal habits and manners, gymnastic exercises, regular

bathing, freedom from drugs, drink, and irregular habits and late hours are

valuable items in strengthening degenerate character.'

» Penal and Reformatory Institutions, pp. 190-91.
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Upon this point, Dr. Charles R. Henderson says:

The definition of education in our day includes physical development, the

increase of energy and health. It is seen that many men have been deformed

by their occupation^ weakened by their vices, and unfitted for their tasks

because they have not adequate strength. The modem teacher knows the

value of physical soundness and power in relation to the development of intel-

ligence and will. The character of the prison population makes this factor of

modem education essential.*

A well-developed system of prison management embraces pro-

vision for the religious training of the convicts. Pure religion that

teaches the possible regeneration of every man is applicable to the

inmates of jails and penitentiaries. The moral and religious char-

acter of the prison officials should be a prerequisite to their appoint-

ment, and no man should be chosen for this responsible position

whose only qualification is his power to shoot a pistol or wield a

club. Definite instruction and training in religion should be

generously provided by the state. Some of the prisons of the land

discourage the presence of a resident chaplain, because too often

that ofl&cial has accepted only a perfunctory view of his responsi-

bilities and has been a detriment rather than an aid to moral

progress. But a chaplain of intelligence, consecration, and an

unshaken faith in the possibilities of humanity has in the community

of prisoners a missionary opportunity of profoundest value. It

would be a sad day for the world if the consolation of pure faith

were denied the men who suffer on account of their misdeeds—

a

sad day for the best religion of our churches and homes. The
gospel which has power to regenerate the warden, the guards, and

the criminal in stripes is the greatest and final need of our prison

systems.

The duty of the state is not discharged with the punishment or

even the reformation of the prisoner. The state has an obligation

to the released prisoner to enable him to make the best of his life

after the expiration of his sentence. The arguments which put

upon the state the obligation to restrain men from the commission

of crime requires of the state also to prevent the repetition of the

crime after the criminal has suffered punishment. Amos W. Butler,

^ Ibid., p. 221.
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president of the American Prison Association, utters these strong

words:

Why should we help the discharged prisoner ? Not because he is a criminal

and has been a prisoner, but because he is a man and needs help. That is the

unselfish reason. Proper after-care of the discharged prisoner is right for the

protection of society. That is the selfish reason. While the men and women
who are discharged from our prisons should be aided, what is done for them

should be to help them to help themselves. As a rule they should be helped

by giving them work. Employment and personal friendship are the things

most needed.'

Many agencies are at work for the benefit of the released pris-

oner. The Pennsylvania Prison Society is one of the oldest and

most honored of these agencies. It was organized in 1776 and con-

tinues to this day to offer encouragement and help to the prisoner

in confinement and in the life of freedom.

In 1896 Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth began work among the

prisoners at Sing Sing, New York. For the moral and spiritual

benefit of the prisoners she organized the Volunteers' Prison League.

From this beginning her work has extended to twenty-one state

prisons and two federal institutions, with ''Hope Halls" in many
of the larger cities of the country. Members of these prison leagues

number more than 60,000 men and women, and Mrs. Booth

expresses her belief that 75 per cent of the men and women to whom
help and encouragement have been given are leading honest and

faithful lives.

The Salvation Army also renders excellent assistance. A recent

report states that more than 55,564 prisoners have been advised

and prayed with, and that in 1908, 5,182 discharged prisoners were

given assistance.

Among the prisoners' aid societies in the United States, in addi-

tion to those mentioned, which are laboring for the character and

usefulness of the discharged prisoners are the following: Massa-

chusetts Society for Aiding Discharged Convicts, the Maine Prison

Association, the Prisoners' Aid Society of Rhode Island, the Prison

Association of New York, the Woman's Prison Association of New
York City, the Connecticut Prison Association, the Society of the

Friendless, with headquarters in Kansas City and branch associa-

' Penal Reformatory Institutions, p. 328.
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tions in the various western states, the Nebraska Prison Associa-

tion, the Prison Reform Association of Louisiana, the Prison Asso-

ciation of Georgia, Prisoners' Aid Association of Maryland, the

Colorado Prison Association, the Philadelphia Home of Industry,

the Philadelphia Door of Blessing, the American Society for Visiting

Catholic Prisoners, the Central Howard Association of Chicago, and

the American Prison Association, which seeks to extend its influence

throughout all the states of the Union.

IV. SOCIAL CURE AND PREVENTION

The history of punishment is full of the ideas of retribution and

vindictiveness, of attempts to deter crime by coercion and to pre-

serve society by force. All of these notions have had a decisive

influence upon the treatment which has been visited upon the

offender; but gradually through the years the idea of reformation

has arisen to displace all other conceptions of the meaning and

function of imprisonment and punishment. Reformation has for

its central thought the eradication of offense against social well-

being. If the prisoner can be established in his rightful place in

society, becoming a law-abiding and useful member of the com-

munity, then a better result has been achieved than can possibly be

claimed by any vindication of the dignity of the state or by any

suffering which the guilty man may endure because of his evil

deeds.

At the heart of the reformatory idea is the indeterminate sen-

tence, which is a term without legal definition and without clear

meaning in the minds of those who make use of it. No state has

given full legal sanction to the indeterminate sentence, and it is

doubtful if the term has a logical place in the interpretation of

criminal law. But the idea contains a hope that in the United

States violators of the law may be elevated into law-abiding and

useful citizens.

The substantial fact is that the American public has entered upon a new
era of criminal law and the phrase "indeterminate sentence" is the watchword

of the movement. From the beginning the members of the legal profession,

and properly, as conservators of the rights of men against executive arbitrari-

ness, have looked with suspicion on the undue extension of the powers of an

administrative board in restraining convicts, even when on conditional parole.
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This antagonism has broken out in violent speech of heated controversy, and

the parole law has been arraigned before the public as giving free and unjust

control to the executive branch of the government.'

But whatever may be the controversies between the judicial and

executive branches of the government over the constitutional ques-

tion, the fact remains with an enlarging number of intelligent men
and women that the saving of a life is a more important matter

than the definition of judicial powers or the extension of executive

functions. Judge John Franklin Fort, former justice of the

Supreme Court of New Jersey and late governor of the state, tes-

tifies to the worth of the indeterminate sentence:

Given the right conditions and an impartial, non-partisan tribunal to con-

trol discharges, I would favor its application to all offenders. I would go still

a step farther. I would have neither a minimum nor maximum term fixed by
statute, and possibly not by the sentencing court. The proper way to cure

those who are really criminal is as you cure other diseased persons; namely,

keep them under treatment until they are cured, or at least so nearly cured

that they may be discharged safely.*

The idea that violators of law would be shut up within prison

walls to suffer punishment a certain number of days has been out-

grown, and in its place has arisen the theory that the confinement

should fit the needs of the prisoner. Hence a prison sentence has

something of the nature of a term in the hospital; a disease is to

be cured irrespective of the days necessary to affect the cure. The
parole system is a vital part of an effective cure. Sympathetic care,

wise and unimpeachable prison officers, a parole board composed of

intelHgent and painstaking persons, can often accomplish more

toward the cure of social ills than repeated prison sentences pro-

longed to an indefinite length. A prison conducted on this basis

becomes an institution where law-violators learn the anti-social

nature of their ways, where they acquire knowledge of the meaning

of laws, and are brought, perhaps for the first time, to an under-

standing of the value and purpose of organized society. In such

institutions the inmates are graded according to their efficiency in

intellectual training, their readiness to acquire a trade and their

' Charles R. Henderson in Introduction to Penal Reform.

* Quoted by Dr. Henderson, ibid.
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response to the demands of moral conduct. When a necessary-

degree of proficiency in all these particulars has been obtained,

conditional release may be granted. After observing the terms of

the parole for a sufficient length of time, the offender may be

restored to his unconditional freedom in society.

It has been found in all institutions where this system is in

operation that boys and young men respond readily to the treat-

ment, and, more often than otherwise, they develop into honored

members of the community. Even old men who have spent years

of their lives at one prison sentence after another, and women even

from the most degenerate conditions of life, respond to the sympathy

and kindness embodied in this hopeful method. Institutions of

such varied experience as the ELmira Reformatory, the Bedford

Reformatory for Women, and the Pennsylvania Prison System

report that from 80 to 85 per cent of the persons who are given the

benefit of the parole prove faithful to its terms.

A vivid light is thrown upon the value of the probation system

by a study of the work at the State Reformatory for Women at

Bedford, New York. In one year 212 women were brought into

that institution. Among these 18 were afflicted with venereal dis-

eases, 2 had tuberculosis, 9 had given birth to illegitimate children,

2 had tattoo marks, i had paralysis, i had spinal curvature,

8 had the morphine or drug habit, i had epilepsy, 2 were blind in

one eye, 16 were distinctly alcoholic, and i was in the first stages

of dementia. In the face of this appalling degradation and degen-

eracy, the reformatory worked with unceasing hope and courage.

Only five of the inmates remained in the institution during the

entire time of their commitment. All the others were put out on
parole, and only 19 of the number violated their parole and were

returned to the institution. All the others were making progress

in the struggle for life and character under the probationary treat-

ment when the last report was issued.

Is the parole then justified ? Without attempting to settle the

legal or constitutional questions involved, the conclusion is safely

reached that if the prisoners are not reformed and regained to an

honest life by this system, nothing can be expected in the way of

their improvement from the old system. If sympathy and hope
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do not produce the desired effect, little is to be expected from com-

pulsion and repeated sentences. Untested power of reformation

lies in the simple disinterested love of one human being for

another, even when one of these is a broken, defeated, misshapen

convict.

The intelligent way to cure criminaUty is to begin before the

crime is committed. The first work is with society itself, for it is

true, as we have often been reminded, that society may have as

many criminals as it is willing to pay for. If we are content to give

little attention to the whole structure of society, we must continue

to expect the unfailing line of degenerates and criminals. No
amount of force expended upon the criminal himself will destroy

crime or protect society. There is a cure which aggravates the

offense. "Offenders are photographed, measured, and impressions

taken of their fingers and thumbs. What we have not analyzed

and photographed in this way is ourselves, our attitude toward the

offender and his crime, the mechanism that we have applied to

treating that offender, and the results upon his later life and upon

society of the penalty we have imposed."^

The Prison Congress at Cincinnati in 1870 uttered in its declara-

tion of principles the following warning:

While this congress would not shield the convicted criminal from the just

responsibility of his misdeeds, it arraigns society itself as in no slight degree

accountable for the invasion of its rights and the warfare uf>on its interests,

practiced by the criminal classes. Does society take all the steps which it

easily might to change, or at least to improve, the circumstances in our social

state that lead to crime; or, when crime has been committed, to cure the pro-

clivity to it generated by these circumstances ? It caimot be pretended. Let

society, then, lay the cause earnestly to its conscience, and strive to mend in

both particvdars. Offenses, we are told by a high authority, must come; but

a special woe is pronounced against those through whom they come. Let us

take heed that woe fall not upon our own head.

The juvenile court is an attempt to photograph and measure

society rather than the criminal. Dr. Hastings H. Hart declares

that the idea underlying the juvenile court is the state /or the child

and not the state versus the child.

' Allen, Efficient Democracy, p. 183; see also Devine, The Spirit of Social Work,

p. 106.
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The essential features of the court which attempts to deal with

delinquent and dependent children may be thus summarized

:

A model court building.—In order to avoid the noise, confusion,

and publicity incident to ordinar}'^ criminal court procedure, sepa-

rate buildings or rooms are provided for the hearing of children's

cases. The city of Milwaukee furnishes a striking example of such

a building.

A children's judge.—In order that the judge may come into per-

sonal, friendly relation with the children, he should be selected to

preside over this court with a view to his humanitarian impulses.

He should not only thoroughly understand child nature but should

also have the abiHty to inspire the confidence of children who are

brought before him,

A probation system.—Without probation officers the children's

court system is futile. These officers are either paid by the court,

or by a philanthropic society, or they are volunteer workers. They

become friends and advisors of the children and they are an indis-

pensable aid to the court in arriving at the facts concerning chil-

dren's delinquencies. The city of St. Louis gives an inspiring

example of a thoroughgoing probation system.

A detention home.—It is never safe to confine children in jail,

either before they are brought to trial or after sentence by the court.

The detention home is not a prison, but as nearly as possible it is a

children's home, equipped with schoolrooms, outdoor gardens, and

playgrounds—all that it is possible to do to make a substitute

home for a child. Life in a detention home does not put upon a

child the taint of a criminal sentence. The benefits of such a

home have been made famous by Judge Ben Lindsey in his treat-

ment of delinquent children in the city of Denver.

Medical treatment.—In some courts as high as 80 per cent of the

children are found, upon examination, to be in need of special

medical treatment. A well-organized children's court makes pro-

vision for the physical deficiencies which accompany so large a part

of child delinquency. The city of Chicago also adds a clinic for

the treatment of mental troubles.

A reasonable expenditure of money.—The average amount spent

on each child in the juvenile court in Manhattan and the Bronx is
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$5.00, in Brooklyn $3.40, in Chicago $39.00, in St. Louis $12.00,

in Washington City $10.50, in Buffalo $15.00, in Denver $10.00,

in Boston $7 . 50, and in Philadelphia $15 . 00. The city of Denver

in one year spent $20,000 on 823 delinquents and dependents, and

the city of Chicago spent $133,000 on 3,300 juvenile court cases.

The number of children passing through the court in one year

may be seen from the accompanying table.

City

New York
Brooklyn
Chicago
St. Louis
Buffalo

Denver
Boston
Philadelphia ....

Total

Population

2,692,623

1.634,351

2,185,283

637,069

423,715
213,381

670,585
1,594,006

10,051,013

Children in

Court

",494
4,176

3,345
2,546

1,092

986
1,591

3,491

28,721

In the year 191 1 the juvenile court of Columbus, Ohio, had

before it 623 children against whom almost every degree of offense

was charged, from larceny to swimming in the city parks. Petit

larceny was charged against 170 boys, truancy against 100 boys,

incorrigibility against 40 boys and girls, vagrancy against 13 boys,

destroying property against 10 boys, and hopping street cars

against 15 boys; 93 girls were charged with immorality and 11

with truancy; 26 girls and 4 boys were found affected with loath-

some diseases; 4 children were imbecile and i was insane.

In dealing with these children the court recognized its limita-

tions and declared in the annual report:

We feel that it is the business of the court to keep children out of institu-

tions. When children are brought before us, we try as far as possible to keep

their homes intact. Parents are placed on probation and visited once or twice

a week by officers of the court. But when it becomes necessary to break up a

home, or in the case of homeless children, we feel that society owes to that child

the right to develop in a normal family life, and not to be subjected to the

shriveling atmosphere of even a good institution.

Again the court declares:

The number of repeaters who come before the court is quite too large.

This is a reflection on the probationary treatment of those children. When
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society recognizes the reproach resting upon it for the condition in which these

children find themselves, this number can be materially reduced. Probationary

treatment resolves itself into constructive friendship with the child and often

with his family. Too frequently the cause of the delinquency may be traced

back to the home. But we should not stop there. What are the industrial

and economic conditions that are pressing hard upon their home ? If it were

possible to follow us into the homes of these children and find opening up in the

background of the child's life a whole inheritance of social injustice and neglect,

we cannot but feel that society would be aroused from its indifference to the

problems that concern us as a nation, and to a realization of the fact that until

these problems are solved, we cannot do justice to the nation's children.^

Dr. Henderson also speaks to the point:

In our most advanced juvenile courts we have the model; a physician and

a trained psychologist study the immature young person and with the aid of

the probation officers who know the home, lay before the judge all the data

necessary for the choice of methods. This is plain common-sense.*

In its work with children who display criminal tendencies the

juvenile court is no longer an experiment; it is a recognized necessity

and will continue to prove its usefulness. But something more

fundamental than even the best court procedure is needed in order

to save the children and prevent the wreck of their lives. Greater

care must be devoted to the food, clothing, and habits of infants,

so that they may be permitted to enter upon maturity with strong

bodies and minds not dwarfed by neglect. The open saloon with

its contamination of unsuspecting lives must be utterly abolished,

because as a breeder of crime it has no equal in civilization. Child-

hood must be protected from the degrading influences of impure

pictures, vicious associations, indecent suggestions, and must be

taught to be reverent of God, thoughtful of others, and careful in

the formation of personal habits. Children must be given the

opportunity of play and amusements under wholesome surround-

ings, and at whatever cost to the parents the children must be

protected from those persons and agencies that produce a morbid

brooding over dangerous things, or that tend to an erotic tempera-

ment or a seclusive disposition. If childhood is not happy, healthy,

confident, and spontaneous it is in danger. Should anyone object

' Fifth Annual Report of the Juvenile Court, Franklin County, Ohio, p. 8.

* Penal Reform, editorial introduction.
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that this is too idealistic and Utopian to be of practical value, it is

sufficient to reply that every good family in the land is seeking to

provide just this environment and training for its own children, and

children's protective leagues and associations of mothers are striving

to make the same things possible for all other children. What the

best people deem necessary for their own cannot be less valuable

for the children of the unfortunate. Nothing short of these things

will organized society do for the childhood of the nation when it

becomes seriously determined to prevent criminality in the land.

As a preventive of crime, the education of all the people becomes

an imperative necessity. Ignorance is no asset in national well-

being, but rather, with its unvarying accompaniments of supersti-

tion, prejudice, and false reasoning, it is an anti-social menace and

the active enemy of orderly progress. No civilized country of the

world presents such startling contrasts of intellectual hght and

darkness as the United States. Says a writer in the Annals:

In America, where we offer more education to every citizen than does any-

other country in the world, there are more people who cannot read and write in

any language than there are in any other constitutional country in the world.

The attendance upon the primary school is less complete and regular than in

any other well-ordered nation upon the globe. In Chicago or New York there

is a much larger percentage of people ten years old or more who can neither

read nor write than there is in London, or Paris, or Berlin, or Zurich, or Copen-

hagen, or even Tokio.'

Horace Mann, speaking of the definite relation between igno-

rance and crime, advocates compulsory education as a cure of

criminal tendencies and to that end advises the maintenance of

public schools sufficient for all the children of the nation of school

age, taught by persons of the highest intellectual and moral quali-

fications.'

Intellectual development alone will never be sufficient to cure

or prevent criminal conduct. It may, indeed, if unattended by

moral awakening, increase the capacity for certain forms of social

offenses. But education in its true content is the harmonious

' Annals of the American Academy of PoUUcal and Social Service, March, 1909,

Supplement.

* Horace Mann, Edttcation and Crime, Bulletin of the Bureau of Education.
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development of the mental and moral powers and is not complete

until the power to labor and to think is stimulated by motives of

the greatest personal and communal worth. In its broad and

only true meaning, education is a fitness for complete living, and as

such is one of the strongest forces for the elimination of crime.

We should go farther in our educational processes and seek to

assist every child in finding a congenial and worthy vocation for

life. The mental and industrial training in our public schools is

only a very short step in the direction of adequate guidance in the

selection of a hfe vocation. The natural adaptation of every child

should be discovered as early as possible, and he should on the

basis of that adaptation be encouraged to select a calling that will

be worthy of lifelong attention. This is a task of almost overwhelm-

ing magnitude, and far above the average teacher in the public

schools and the Sunday schools. But it is a task to which we must

direct all of our consecrated energies if we ever hope to prevent the

continued wreck of life. We have lived too long under the per-

suasion that men can be of little use to others in the selection of a

worthy life-work. But it is no more true that God works alone in

calling men to their vocations than that he works independently of

men in spreading the gospel over the earth. It is profoundly true

that when we attempt to aid men to find their life-calling we are

entering into the very holy of holies of their motives and desires,

but for that very reason when we take advantage of it we erect one

of the strongest barriers against the flood of criminal action. We
are striking at the very root of crime when we give life an interest

in an adequate and worthy enterprise.

Along with the protection, education, and vocational guidance

of childhood, must proceed the constant, prompt, and just enforce-

ment of law. It is doubtful if anything in our national life gives

more encouragement to vice and crime than the failure of society

to enforce its own laws. When the rulers and public officers neglect

the law, the pubhc holds it in contempt, and when the law fails,

national character declines. Civilization needs just and reasonable

laws no more certainly than it needs just and reasonable enforce-

ment of their provisions, and nothing but decay and degeneracy

results from shuffling evasions.
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In American cities at the present day we witness the amazing

spectacle of candidates for public offices deliberately announcing

to the voters that if elected they will not enforce the laws. In com-

munities where such a declaration is possible it is invariably the

influence of the saloons, the gambling-hells, and disorderly houses

that render candidates bold enough to utter, and the public un-

alarmed to hear, a program of lawlessness. Saloons, gambling-

dens, and houses of prostitution are essentially illegal in their opera-

tions, and the community that is willing to tolerate them is willing

also to treat with shameless contempt its courts, its educational

institutions, and its churches. Crime will never cease in a com-

munity where the moral sentiment regarding all lawlessness sinks

to the level of complacent indifference; but where the public con-

science is alert touching all matters of law enforcement, crime will

assume its proper place in society—on the run, with law in full

pursuit.

The responsibility of the nation touching the removal of crime

will never be discharged without appeal to reUgion. As a social

factor nothing is more powerful and indispensable than pure,

untainted, unselfish rehgion, for religion is love and love is social

completeness. The primary concern of religion is character in man,

and character is the course of life that issues from the strongest

choice. Religion purifies the conduct by giving strength to the

better motives and desires which play upon the will. Sufficient

power is found in rehgion and in religion alone to give stability to

the will amid all the adverse forces that seek to sway it, and it is

this divine power that shall finally abolish crime from human
conduct.

v. WHAT SHOULD THE CHURCHES DO?

At the first session of the Southern Sociological Congress in

Nashville, 191 2, Louis J. Bernhardt spoke on prison reform. He said

in substance :
*' What is most needed in prisons is the reUgion of Jesus

Christ; but that religion is more than a Sunday school or a prayer-

meeting or a preaching service conducted by the chaplain. It is a

reordered life in the prisoners, in the warden and prison officials,

in the contractors, in the legislators who make the laws for prison

regulation, and in the general public from which the prisoner comes
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and to which he returns upon his release." This is a large program,

but it is without question the final solution of the prison problem.

The first work of the church, therefore, is the education of the

public regarding the conduct of prisons, the cause of crime, and the

reformation of all life, both within and without the prison walls.

Former police commissioner of New York City, Mr. Bingham,

declared that crime was bought and sold just as any other article

on the market. The revelations that have recently come to light

following the murder of a notorious gambler in the city of New
York give a horrifying revelation of police complicity with crime

and vice, and has forced this question again upon the public atten-

tion. The problem of the church is to strike at crime at its founda-

tion.

Many persons who commit crime are just ordinary men and

women. It is fruitless to look into society to discover a criminal

class or to mark out certain physical marks that will infallibly

reveal the criminal. Except the relatively small number of inborn

or instinctive criminals, the insane and feeble-minded, the ranks of

the criminals are filled by men and women capable of better things.

Their trouble is not inborn, but acquired. Maud Ballington Booth

cannot be contradicted when she declares: ''That there is no

criminal class has been demonstrated clearly to everyone who is in

close touch with the world within the prison walls. This great

family within the shadows is made up of units drawn from every

circle of society, from every kind of home."^

Accepting criminals as they are in their weakness and their pos-

sible improvement, the church must approve the system of treat-

ment that promises the greatest rewards in restored manhood.

Dr. Henderson reinforces this opinion: "It begins to dawn on

some of the judges that ordinary adult criminals are a little more

than youth; untaught, ignorant, perverted by their education, with-

out the power to make moral distinctions clearly and sharply, and

trained in social neglect to a false attitude toward law and order."

The church should teach with unceasing emphasis that respon-

sibiUty for a child's conduct begins not with the birth of the child,

but many years before that event. Said a parent whose child was

' An Open Letter to Society from Convict 1776, Introduction.
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before the judge of a juvenile court: "I do not understand why
my child acts so; I have done everything for him since he was

born." The Judge replied: "But you did not do everything for

him before he was born."^

Remembering that criminals under commitment by courts are

only a part, and the smaller part, of the whole criminal population,

we may consider with interest the facts bearing upon the hereditary

traits of criminality.

Of the inmates of the Elmira Reformatory nearly 12 per cent have been

of insane or epUeptic heredity. Of 233 prisoners at Auburn, New York, 23 . 02

per cent were clearly of neurotic origin. Marro, who has examined the matter

very carefully, found the proportion affected by supposedly hereditary diseases

to be 77 per cent, and by taking into consideration a large range of abnormal

characters in the parents, the proportion of criminals with bad heredity rose

to 90 per cent. Tarde asserts that 46 per cent of delinquents have had alcoholic

parents, and adding those who have had epileptic and hysterical parents and

those whose parents were themselves criminals, he raises the proportion of

criminals with bad heredity to 90 per cent.*

The social recognition of the family is an imperative duty that

cannot be evaded. Instinctive and professional criminals have no

right to multiply their kind upon the earth. For an improved

family life the church must advocate three principles: (i) Give to

every child ill born care and protection against his evil bent.

(2) Give to every child well born the opportunities to express his

best nature. (3) Give to every child about to be born a better

individual and social inheritance.

One of the most interesting and instructive methods for the

study of prison reform is embraced in the life and character of

prison reformers. Every church should have study classes, devot-

' The relation between heredity and crime is not so clearly established as the rela-

tion between heredity and pauperism. Says Dr. Henderson: "Crime is never inher-

ited." A child, however, may inherit weakness, incapacity, or perversion which imfits it

for adjustment in normal society and renders its education or training impossible. See

an illuminating discussion in Preventive Agencies and Methods, chapter on "Inherited

Defects."

» Parsons, Responsibility for Crime, p. 75. Weakness or incapacity in parents

may be reproduced in various ways in their children: in boys it may develop a tendency

to pauperism or crime; in girls it may take the form of sexual irregularities. Prosti-

tution in women is the analogue of pauperism, vagrancy, or crime in man; see

R. T. Dugdale, The Jukes, and O. C. McCulIough, The Tribe of Ishmael.
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ing part of their attention to the study of men and women of

modern times who have done most to alleviate the lives of prisoners

and the recognition of social responsibility. Among those who may
be studied with interest and profit are: Z. R. Brockway, Samuel

June Barrows, Rutherford B, Hayes, E. C. Wines, F. H. Wines,

Theodore W. Dwight, Edward Livingston, Dorothea Lynde Dix,

Ellen Cheney Johnson, and Gardiner Tufts.

Every church should undertake an investigation of local con-

ditions. Printed questions should be prepared on suitable cards

and put in the hands of intelligent men and women who should use

them to tabulate the facts and make suitable reports. These cards

could be prepared to cover the following topics:

I. Jails, workhouses.—(i) Are children confined in jails and

county workhouses? (2) Are children separated from older

offenders? (3) What provision is made for women prisoners?

(4) How long are prisoners confined before being brought to trial ?

(5) What are the sanitary conditions ? (6) What industrial, intel-

lectual, and moral training is provided for prisoners? (7) What
religious services are conducted ?

II. Concerning state prisons.—(i) What manual or industrial

training is provided for prisoners in state institutions ? (2) What
courses of instruction are offered for intellectual training ? (3) What
efforts are made to improve the physical life of the prisoners?

(4) What are the religious opportunities? (5) What system of

parole or conditional release does your state offer ? (6) What facts

can you present showing the life of prisoners under parole ? (7)

What reforms are in progress in your state touching {a) the inspec-

tion and standardizing of prisons; (&) psychological study of con-

victs; (c) compulsory education
; (</) pardoning boards ? (8) What

laws are pending before the legislature touching prison reform?

(9) What use does your church make of "Prison Sunday" ?

III. Concerning juvenile courts.—(i) How many children annu-

ally pass through the juvenile court of your city ? (2) How many
children are annually cared for by probation officers, voluntary

workers, protective leagues, or boards of guardians ? (3) What is

the number of children of school age ? (4) What is the number of

children attending school? (5) What is the number of children
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engaged in street trades and occupations ? (6) Give a table show-

ing the parental conditions of delinquents in children's courts.

(7) How many cases before the juvenile court were (a) dependent;

{b) dehnquent? (8) How many cases before the juvenile court

were {a) fined; {h) put on probation; (c) placed in institutions;

{d) dismissed ? (9) How many children were before the court more

than once? (10) What offenses were charged against delinquent

children? (11) How many parents were before the court for

neglect or mistreatment of children? (12) Were delinquent chil-

dren placed in {a) detention homes; {b) county jails; (c) reforma-

tories; {d) paroled or dismissed? (13) What evidence of the

neglect of childhood do the records of the juvenile court reveal ?

(14) Are the children under sixteen years of age in your city tried

in the criminal court tod given criminal sentences ?

The study of the life-work of modem prison reformers combined

with an insight into local conditions will unerringly produce in

intelligent church members a conviction that a specific work is

necessary, and their attempts to perform this work will be the best

guide to larger efforts. The facts well understood are a guide to

their own solution.

The city church should have groups of young people and adults

organized under competent leadership to study the subject of

crime in all its bearings. The outline presented in the foregoing

paper on the problem of crime is suggestive of the range of the dis-

cussion. Additional subjects can easily be stated, among which the

following are pertinent:

Classification of criminals according to their inborn and acquired

dispositions.

The relation of crime to insanity and the legal treatment of

insane criminals.

Eugenics and the criminal population.

The value of expert medical testimony in criminal cases.

Ethical questions involved in the defense of criminals before the

court.

Is volunteer work profitable in the treatment of juvenile

offenders ?

Is it possible to eliminate crime from human society ?
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Is social responsibility superior to individual responsibility ?

The group which makes a study of the subject should also render

a service to the community in some of the following methods:

Lectures and addresses upon law enforcement and good govem-

pient.

Educational and religious work for confined prisoners.

Active assistance in rescue missions.

Religious extension in destitute portions of the community.

Organized club work for neglected children, those of criminal

tendencies, those under parole in juvenile courts, and border-line

cases.

Work in connection with children's protective associations,

amusement centers, supervised playgrounds, schools for truant and

retarded children.

Active co-operation with all organized agencies of social reform.
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VII. QUESTIONS

1

.

Why should the city church assume any responsibility in the

cure and prevention of crime ?

2. Discuss the causes of crime that lie in the individual.

3. Discuss the causes of crime that lie in the environment.

4. Is a uniform criminal law possible and desirable in the United

States ?

5. What is the effect of the just and reasonable enforcement of

the law upon criminality ?

6. What protection should society give to the children of the

nation ?

7. What prevention of crime is to be found in a life vocation and

what social duty arises out of this fact ?

8. Discuss the power of education as a method of social pre-

vention.

9. In what methods of penal reform are you especially inter-

ested ?

10. What methods of the social cure of crime are in operation in

your city?

1 1

.

What are the educational and religious forces at work in the

jails, prisons, and reformatories of your city ?

12. To what extent do members of your church enter into the

study of the problem of crime ?

13. What active co-operation do members of your church give

to movements of law enforcement, protection of children, and social

reform ?

14. What can the organized church do in eliminating crime from

human society ?

I



THE RURAL COMMUNITY AND CHURCH FEDERATION

JOHN ROBERT HARGREAVES
Hood River, Oregon

The value or effectiveness of any social force, be that force an

individual or an organization, depends upon a right adjustment to

its surroundings or conditions. One church in a rural neighbor-

hood may be of great value in furnishing a community center from

which may emanate a great variety of wholesome influences. It

does not follow, however, that "because one is good more are

better." While one man-loving minister in a parish of from six

hundred to one thousand people may devote himself most unselfishly

to community building, this same minister, where there are more

than one, will be liable to turn his attention from neighborhood

development to the problem of how to keep his own church aUve.

Going still farther, we shall find that the man who under certain

circumstances may be the personification of unselfishness, in a

different proportional relationship to his task becomes a victim of

mean jealousy. Indeed we need not be surprised should we dis-

cover that the more earnest and zealous the leader is by tempera-

ment the more bitter and narrow will be his rivalry when placed

in a restricted environment. No ordinary village parish is large

enough to call forth the unselfish and unalloyed devotion of more
than one church or one strong pastor, and consent to a different

proportional relationship will generally be at the cost of that God-

given sense of responsibility which calls forth effective service. In

one church to a village we are very likely to witness struggle for

accomplishment and the fighting of different forms of evil; while

in the case of several churches to a like community we see mere

struggle for existence and the fighting of each other.

In these days of much concern about rural social conditions it

is realized that if we would reach the possible advantages of country

life the law of social contact must be regarded, and the divided

249
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religious activities be made to converge in a community center. It

is also coming to be realized that this cannot be done by the imme-

diate overthrow of all denominationalism. Those affections and

ideals which for centuries have kept great bodies in existence can-

not be lightly regarded or speedily transformed. Eventually we
may discover that the ideals of the different leading churches are

the same, but concentration on one particular method in expressing

the common feelings must be by growth and adaptation.

For some time to come ''denominations" will continue, but in

rural districts, if they are to be effective, they cannot continue

independehtly, nor, indeed, is it necessary. Speaking of this as an

age of specialists. Dean Mathews in his usually suggestive manner

says: "I do not myself see why denominationalism may not in

itself be regarded as a phase of the division of labor in the church

universal." In the large center we can have the specialist and he

can help humanity in the sphere in which he excels; but the country

district has limitations. It must be satisfied with the general

practitioner. How fortunate if, as is sometimes the case, that

general practioner can combine in one ofl&ce the strong points of

several speciaHsts, and even be a leader and authority on questions

not conventionally related to his calling! For example, Dr. Jean

Francois Oberlin, in the valley of the Vosges, in addition to per-

forming his religious ministrations became a road-builder, a teacher

in agriculture, the developer of a school system. This same man,

with tactful regard for the different customs of his parishioners, at

the Communion table provided a wafer for the Catholic, unleavened

bread for the Lutheran, and leavened bread for the Calvinist, while

in his general ministrations he reached the heart-needs of all and

finally estabUshed a church, which, while probably not continuing

to observe different customs, was antagonistic to none. Thus

Lutheran, Calvinist, and Catholic were guided by its light and

comforted by its warmth. Dr. Oberlin had a hard task and in his

work he manifested great courage and resourcefulness, but had he

been one of several pastors in that string of mountain villages, no

matter how supported, his talents and devotion would have been

largely wasted, and, instead of coming to receive as a crowning

event of his long pastorate recognition from the governments of
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Europe, he would either have given up broken-hearted or have

moved to other ground.

It is a great mistake to feel that those ideas and positions which

have given different denominations of Christians long and honor-

able existence are in themselves antagonistic. On the other hand,

we are finding them to be complementary. Sectarianism, a thing

very different from denominationalism, has come to emphasize

points which the fathers in the faith never emphasized, and to

regard as of holy import some things which the earlier saints con-

sidered as incidental. Baptist historians, for example, will support

the assertion that among the early forefathers, as among many
strong adherents of the church of today, the ordinance of baptism,

as by them administered, is not a major promise but an incident

subordinate to that one great and now generally appreciated prin-

ciple, the right of every man to work out through his own religious

experience his idea of God, and from his independent study his

methods of Christian practice. To John Knox certain forms of

church government and customs in service, strong and beautiful

as they may be, were not nearly so fundamental as to some Pres-

byterians of a later day. Certainly John Wesley, when setting forth

the needs and possibihties of the personal religious experience and

personal responsibility, had no vision of the elaborate system to

which such a multitude pay reverential regard. These subordinate

points have their value, and are esteemed as of great importance

by some, but they are not the cardinal points which called forth the

devotion of our respective forefathers. The cardinal points were

principles which have value for all, the emphasis on which was

called forth by particular circumstances which started the denomi-

nations.

While the rural church of the coming days must be determined

in its form less by past tradition than by intelligent co-ordination

of those tried-out methods which are proving effective, it must, at

least in the beginning of the adjustment, have regard for such

denominational characteristics and interests as are represented in

the community. This can be done without division either as to

organization or as to sentiment. In taking members into a feder-

ated church it was the writer's habit to exhort the applicants to
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bring with them the strength of their respective churches. On one

evening we welcomed into fellowship nine people representing three

denominations, namely, three Presbyterians, three Congregational-

ists, and three Disciples; and, while we touched on the heart-love

of each, our greetings were not found to conflict. In coming into

the federated fellowship the Presbyterians still felt their loyalty to

the faith of their fathers. Why not ? They had been enrolled as

Presbyterians, the General Assembly had made provision for such

a move, and had not the minister requested them to benefit all with

the good things for which their church stood? The Congrega-

tionalists could still rejoice in their independence and democracy.

The Disciples were not conscious of any deviations from their

devotion to the letter of Scripture. In days gone by the struggle

for rehgious liberty had resulted in that mutual forbearance which

made possible undisturbed separate existence. The act referred to

simply indicated that mutual forbearance had reached the point of

mutual appreciation, making possible harmony in close contact. In

that congregation, though the place of assembly was miles from a

town, there was no occasion to refer to declining rural church

attendance. The building was filled from end to end and more

than half were men. As an expression of sincere feeUng they fre-

quently sang "Blest be the tie that binds," recognizing as that tie

not a sectarian name but a common community feeling.

In the community church mentioned, and in other federations

of like character, it has been proved that different denominations

may receive recognition and at the same time supplement each

other and within the same assembly; that the manifestation of

charity and mutual appreciation does not necessarily involve com-

promise. As a rule differences of opinion in matters of interpre-

tation do not form the natural religious ahgnments anyway. In

either of the representative churches we may find as much differ-

ence in opinion as between individuals taken from the different

churches. Still they work together without difficulty. Take for

instance a Baptist association. In its personnel are ministers from

the seminaries in Chicago, in Rochester, and in Louisville—men
grounded in different interpretations, exponents of somewhat widely

differing ideas on Scripture and in philosophy, but all feeling the

life which comes from the spirit of Christ, and all fired by the same
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desire to see men freed from wrong entanglements. In this common

feeling and desire they experience their bonds of brotherhood.

They are joined on ideals, not on ideas. When the first churches

were organized it was not on the basis of doctrine, nor for the pur-

pose of becoming exponents of particular theories. They were

voluntary gatherings of people actuated by the spirit which Jesus

showed, and their banding together was for the economic use of

their opportunities, and for mutual assistance in times of need.

The same basis of organization is possible in the average rural com-

munity of the present day, and rural Christendom will not be dis-

loyal to convictions if it ceases to endure the deadening influence

of division.

As a possible method for the federating of the different religious

forces of any country place, we will quote the Articles of Federation

which we prepared for the consolidation of the Baptist and Metho-

dist churches of Hosier, Oregon, which churches, together with

people of other evangelical groups and some of simple Christian

character without particular designation, formed one of the most

united, unselfish, and considerate congregations it was ever our

privilege to know. In setting forth these articles we would wish it

understood that the result described is not considered an end in

itself. We realize that the critic may see difficulty arising out of

a long-continued attempt to conserve the rights and affections of

different denominations within one body. The effort looks forward

to a united Christendom, or at least to a simple church peculiar to

country places in which there has been a natural and gradual blend-

ing of the different lines of emphasis. While desiring organic union

it realizes that all cannot go from the cellar to the top floor at one

jump. We are growing nearer together, but the process is slow,

and we cannot afford to leave country districts subject to their

present disadvantages until headquarters have come together in a

single center. This constitution with modifications has been used

in a variety of places and is as follows:

Article i. This federation shall be called the Immanuel Church (Bap-

tist and Methodist).

Art. 2. Its purpose shall be the teaching of the gospel and plan of ethics

as taught by Jesus Christ, the public worship of God, the expression of Chris-

tian spirit in the spread of the gospel among all peoples, and the encouragement
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of such social matters as may tend to the upbuilding of the home community.

In the teaching, disputed points shall be left to the individual conscience and

the individual responsibility before God, only advising that each one be true

to himself.

Art. 3. The membership shall consist of such as are now members of

either organization, without change of the particular designation, and of such

others as may be members of any evangelical church, who may be enrolled

according to their denomination, and their letter kept in custody for any future

need, and of those who from time to time shall come into possession of a reli-

gious experience through conversion. In the admission of converts permission

shall be given to enrol imder whichever name the individual may desire, care

having been taken to allow for the intellectual satisfaction of the conscience.

In the case of the ordinance of baptism, provision shall be made for its adminis-

tration according to the desire of the candidate and by such person as shall be

in full sympathy with the act.

Letters of dismissal shall bear the name of the federation and shall be

dismissed as from the federation.

[By modification of Article 3, this constitution may be adapted to conditions

where just one denomination has a church in a locality in which the large majority of

people are of other relationships. In such case the federation would consist of said

church, together with those allied to other evangeUcal bodies in sympathy with the

same general idea, and who would be enrolled as above stated, the entire congregations

adopting some name of community significance. (Such arrangement is wise only

when the original church can enter unresistingly into the movement, feeUng that by

so doing it will better adapt itself to community needs.) Adaptation may also be

made in the organization of a church in localities where several different denomina-

tions are represented, while only one church center is practical.)

Art. 4. The minister shall be a regularly ordained clergyman, recognized

in the circles of an evangelical church having general recognition in this state;

said minister shall be expected to continue his association with his own body

but in his ministrations to this federation shall recognize and live up to the

basis on which it is established. He shall be the choice of a two-thirds vote

of a quorum at a specially called meeting of the church.

Art. 5. The building shall be turned over to the use of the federation

and shall be kept in repair by the organization during the continuation of the

federation. The property as such shall, for the time, remain in the hands of

the present trustees of the church used.

Art. 6. The officers of this federation shall be the pastor, ex-officio, a

clerk and treasurer, and three deacons who, with two other members to be

chosen by a majority of the congregation, shall constitute an executive com-

mittee and shall represent as nearly as possible the personnel of the federation.

Art. 7. The general expenses, care of building, and running expenses of

service shall be borne by the federation as such and without any reference to

any past ratio.
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Art. 8. Four regular collections shall be taken during the year for mis-

sionary purposes and shall be divided equally between the two federated

churches. Any special collection may be taken only by consent of the con-

gregation.

[In congregations differently related the benevolences may be arranged for by

a missionary committee, the same to make distribution according to the varied

desires.]

Art. 9. If for any purpose either or any denomination forming a part of

this federation desires a meeting for its own particular purpose, such meeting

may be held in the church building, provided it does not interfere with the

regular services of the federation.

Art. 10. This federation shall be in effect for at least two years.

Art. II. This constitution may be changed or amended by a two-thirds

vote of a special meeting called for that purpose.

Not only could it be claimed for this particular federation that

there was no neutralizing of real forces nor any compromise, but

on the other hand it could be justly claimed that each brought a

contribution of worthy suggestion, adding to the total strength of

the assembly. The presence of the Episcopalian was recognized,

and it tended to the greater refinement of the service, a much-

needed influence in the average country church; the Methodist

kept us in mind of that inherent appetite of the soul which naturally

seeks for stimulation through religious fervor; the presence of the

Baptist kept prominent the sacred value of the personal religious

experience in the final conclusions of religious faith; the Presby-

terian necessitated a frequent consideration of the regularity, pre-

cision, and that reverential orderliness which arises so naturally

from the Calvinistic emphasis. All together the people proceeded

toward one common goal, and that in harmony with personal con-

viction. In their work the thought of church-building was dis-

placed by that of community interest. The only time we ever

heard church claims mentioned was when a Baptist asked if the

Methodists had received their full share of a certain missionary

offering.

The strong devotees of any church need feel no alarm about

consolidation, nor think that the ideas they cherish will be obscured

by contact with phases of religious thinking emphasized by other

people. Indeed they might be glad of the opportunity which
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federation affords to reveal the benefits of their positions in the

midst of others. The only ones who need to fear are those who
have a narrow view of their church position, or such as have per-

sonal interests to defend. Vital principle need not be sacrificed.

While it is generally recognized that something must be done if

the vital religious and social life of country districts be conserved,

the efforts looking toward the community center are, according to

our own experience and study of the question, confronted by at

least three well-defined obstacles : First, we have a traditional con-

servatism in a small minority, generally though not always among
the older people. This minority will seldom exceed 10 per cent of

the people interested, and would not be long effective were it not

for an outside sectarian leadership which keeps active this so-called

loyalty. This outside group, which constitutes our second obstacle,

will often include the ministers of the various small churches ; for in

all too many cases the country ministry, on account of its transitory

character, may be thought of as outside the real life of the com-

munity. But the conservative minority and the outside officials

could not in a great many cases long prevent rural consolidation

were it not for a third party which comes to their assistance

with money. This third party, constituting the most formidable

obstacle, is the ''home missionary department" of the different

churches. A few instances taken from immediate observation

and experience in a characteristic section of the Pacific Slope will

support this assertion. In a village of about 1,110 people located

in a dry-farming section of eastern Oregon there were six struggling

churches. For the consolidation of these scattered forces a number

of progressive men launched a pronounced though very kindly

effort, and, as a man known to be interested in such matters and

having had a little experience, I was invited into their council. At

a representative mass meeting held on a Sunday afternoon I saw

the real community condition set forth: Men of affairs with but

one or two exceptions were lined up for consoUdation, a few were

awaiting developments, and a very small number were deter-

minedly opposed. We are not likely to forget the statement of

one business man, a statement expressive of the general feeling:

"We do not want so many churches, we do not want so many minis-
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ters, the ministers we do have we want to pay ourselves," and the

congregation cheered. Out of this endeavor two churches feder-

ated, but to offset the possible influence and stay the final triumph

of common-sense, the home society of one of the remaining churches

subsidized the httle group to the extent of $600 per year in order

that they might secure a minister of sufficient strength to hold his

own against the minister of the federated church. In face of this

attitude, and an intensified competition on the part of another

church, the combined organization with their new community out-

look had a measure of success, but of course nothing like it might

have been had this town with its coterie of strong, and competent

leaders been permitted to attend to its own affairs according to the

desire of the majority. A few miles east from the place just

described I was asked to stop off at a similarly located village of

about 350 people, the entire constituency being probably not more

than 500. In this place there was one saloon, and it was prospering,

but religion was receiving little attention. The small number of

church members were scattered in three groups, all struggling for

existence but incapable of accomplishment, too small and ineffec-

tive to demand attention. In this village there were some inter-

ested citizens who desired to reduce the condition to a more prac-

tical basis. The opposition was slight, and could not of itself have

been long effective, but behind it was the usual outside influence

and the treasuries of three missionary societies. For one society

to have withdrawn would not have corrected the condition, but if

all had withdrawn the spirit was such that a practical community

center might soon have been established. It was a place in which

the historic alignments were such that all the churches needed to

be recognized. Farther east was another village, still smaller, in

which there had been three separate churches, two of which had

consolidated in a most successful federation. The time came when
the third church was without a pastor. This the federated church

considered an opportune moment for the making of overtures look-

ing to a complete community center. A committee was appointed

which met with a committee of the outstanding church and offered

every reasonable concession, even to the going to their building.

About three families opposed the much-desired arrangement, but
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to their assistance came the outside influence. A missionary

appropriation was made which made possible the calling of another

minister, and the painful competition went on. Within sight of the

village just referred to was another village of about 700 people. In

it were five churches. Three of these churches had regular minis-

ters and full appointments, but on account of the scattered forces

were waging a losing battle, and the condition was painful. One of

the three churches was self-supporting and it made overtures

looking to federation. Its move expressed the sentiment of a

large majority of the village. Again the outside influence prevailed

against the sincere wish of the many resident citizens. Two mis-

sionary' societies are operating in this field. Had they both with-

drawn, a strong central church would have been established. They
did not choose to withdraw, so the discouraging struggle, with its

accompanying jealousies and conflicts, continues. We might go on

with descriptions, but these will suffice for illustration.

While obstructions are somewhat pronounced, and discourage-

ments not a few, the outlook is anything but hopeless. As time

passes the objecting minority will grow smaller and smaller; the

church oflScial will eventually become sensitive to the pulse of the

people at large and consider their interests rather than the desire

of the very few; the missionary boards are becoming more and

more cautious in new moves and will eventually realize that it is

their privilege to withdraw altogether from the American churches

of the Pacific Slope. Then will the rural centers soon show their

ability to meet their own demands, and the religious and social

developments for which the several societies have striven will go on

apace. In this progress the past help of the "board" will not be

forgotten.

In conclusion we would briefly summarize the advantages of

"federation of churches" in country places. Even in the midst of

present difficulties, advantages are showing up so prominently that

adjustments are sure to multiply. It is not very many years since

there was but one consolidated rural school; now there are over one

thousand, and the number is increasing. The community churches

of today are very few in number, but before ten years have passed

they will be all over the land, and the countryside will have come to
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its own. Amoftg the far-reaching influences there is that broader

fellowship which once having experienced we cannot get along with-

out. In the words of one of my parishioners, those having tasted

will ask, "Why didn't we do it before ?" "How could we ever go

back to the old way?" We become fully satisfied with Jesus'

simple test of Christian character: "By this shall all men know

that ye are my disciples, by the love ye have one for the other."

In one part of my parish a chief worker was a Covenanter Presby-

terian, in another part the right-hand man was an aged Wesleyan

Methodist exhorter. I knew that in all details of thought we could

not have agreed any more than I can agree in all things with my
nearest Baptist friend, but we believed in each other. When it

came to a hft, we found that the enthusiasm of the Methodist had

not wasted his strength. He took his full share. Nor did the cul-

ture and moderation of the Presbyterian keep him away from the

real endeavor. We found him where the drudgery was hardest.

So I might go on in description of men of many names, men who
but for federation would not have experienced each other's strength.

We worshiped the same God, we worked for the same cause, neigh-

borhood betterment, and perhaps one day when the words Baptist,

Methodist, and Presbyterian are forgotten we may meet in that

great community center, in that city of which the Apocalypse says,

" I saw no Temple therein." My flesh thrills with the thought of it.

At times the writer has known what it was to experience some incon-

veniences on account of his pronounced views on "rural church

federation," but he considers the inconveniences more than paid

for by the privilege of broader fellowship which the practice made
possible. We can also testify that our church position has not

been belittled. We have known men, not accustomed to such

acknowledgments, voluntarily to testify to the importance of our

denomination's tenets, and we have done the same in the case of

other churches whose virtues we had not formerly appreciated. We
have also seen churches conserved which otherwise would have

become extinct.

There is also that advantage which comes from conformity to

the fundamental law of God involved in social contact. Many of

the possibilities of co-operative endeavors pointed out by specialists
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in rural conditions, endeavors which would greatly increase the

happiness and desirability of country Ufe, are made impossible

because the neighborhood leaders are divided into sundry bands

through the division of church interests. One difficulty with the

law enforcement in village and country places is in the diffidence

which results from the too infrequent contact of the majority of

the people. Citizens in small groups do not do their duty as easily

and efficiently as citizens in larger groups. No denomination of

Christians, no matter how it cherishes a particular idea, has any

right to interfere with the God-intended method of developments

such as is afforded by the contact of men with men in sufficient

nmnbers, and in groups of sufficient variety, to provide the varied

lines of talent needed for mutual helpfulness.

When in Chicago a few weeks ago I attended morning worship

in the Auditorium. There were about two thousand people present.

The music was inspiring, though in execution not unusual. The

sermon, judged by itself, was ordinary, but preached in the midst of

that great sympathetic congregation it had tremendous effect. As

I sat there receiving inspiration from the service, I thought of the

country district in which the very large gathering with the inspi-

ration of the contact is not possible, and then of those church divi-

sions which keep even the limited number in subdivided groups.

For the sake of the religious and social rights of rural communities

let this condition cease.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

FRANK W. BLACKMAN
University of Kansas

The division of social sciences into departments in universities

is largely for pedagogical reasons. It would be possible to put

them all under one head with different lines of work, such as eco-

nomics, sociology, history, politics, ethics, and anthropology; for

they have a correlated interest and the courses of study in each

could be made to fit into a general plan of instruction. But the

trend in recent years has been to differentiate these main lines,

and to some extent divorce them from the close relationship which

their nature and purpose imply.

Sociology, the last of these main divisions to be developed, like

the others, has a central idea of its own, yet bears a close relation-

ship to all the others. Yet sociology as a distinct department must

be broad enough to include many subjects and lines of work in

order to maintain its independence. If it is to be a social phi-

losophy only, it could well be placed in the division of philosophy;

if it is to be merely social psychology, it could be included in the

department of psychology; if merely the history of social and

political movements, civil government and history could include

it. Even in this case, the central idea of the general forces, laws,

and problems of social generalization would be lacking. Assuming

that sociology has developed a scientific purpose not possible to

obtain under the present organization from the other social sciences,

and that it can and ought to maintain a separate pedagogical depart-

ment, what should be the nature and scope of its subjects ? There

is a chance for great difference of opinion in the scope of the organ-

ized group of studies in the department of sociology. In the Uni-

versity of Kansas the department is trying to work out its position

in accordance with the following plan

:
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

I, Bio-social Group

*i. General Anthropology

*2. General Ethnology

3. Social Evolution

4. Criminal Anthropology

5. Race Problems

*6. Eugenics (graduate)

*7. American Ethnology (graduate)

8. Seminar Bio-social Research

II. Pure or General Sociology Group

*i. Elements of Sociology

*2. Socialization and Social Control

*3. Psychological Sociology

4. Geographical Influence on Society

*5. Development of Sociological Theory

*6 Seminar of Sociological Research (graduate)

III. Applied or Speciauzed Sociology Group

*i. Principles of Applied Sociology

*2. Rural Sociology

*3. Social Pathology

*4. Remedial and Corrective Agencies

*S. The Family

*6. Socialism

*7. Contemporary Society of United States

*8. American and European Charities (graduate)

*9. Seminar of Social Research (graduate)

IV. Social Technology and Social Engineering (carried by advanced

students and instructors)

*i. Preparation for Social Service (graduate)

*2. State Work in Connection with the Conference of Charities and

Correction

*3. State Work in Connection with State Board of Health

*4. State Work in Relation to the Board of Control

*5. Field Work in Relation to Penal and Reformatory Practice

*6. Field Work in Social Surveys of Rural and Urban Communities

7. Municipal Engineering

* Course already given in the University of Kansas or field work already done.

While the general scheme will be subjected to few changes,

some of the details would be greatly modified as the opportunities

for development increase. The courses of study marked with a
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star are the ones which have already been given in the University

of Kansas, and all other subjects that have been scheduled have

been treated to a greater or less extent in a partial manner. When
the force of instructors is sufficient, changes will be made in some

titles which will permit a closer classification of the subjects.

The whole aim is to ground sociology in general utility and

social service. It is a preparation for social efficiency. It is the

purpose of the department to emphasize the fourth main division

by enlarging state service. In developing its state service the

purpose is to reform social conditions and direct social movements

by a well-organized system. County, city, township, and rural

surveys are being carried on now, and a plan for the survey of the

whole state will be undertaken next year. By organizing the whole

community to conduct its own survey under the direction of the

instructors in the department, a social consciousness is developed

and a permanent organization established for efficient work. Such

a plan has its own difficulties but it discounts the work of the social

revivalist.
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The Philippines Past and Present. By Dean C. Worcester.

New York: Macmillan, 1914. 2 vols. Pp. viii-l-500; viii-}-

501-1024. $6.00.

This work is not, as its title suggests, a history of the Philippines;

the "past" herein described dates back no farther than 1898, and even

for the period of American occupation there is no consecutive narrative,

and many of the most notable events and their participants are not

mentioned at all. Neither is it an exhaustive description of the archi-

pelago and its peoples, although several chapters are of a geographical

character. While the general question of Filipino political capacity is

fully exploited, there is no adequate account of the government and

administration, and the work cannot be ranked as a political essay.

Properly speaking, it is a personal narrative of Mr. Worcester's own
experiences in the islands and of his administrative achievements, with

incidental treatment of the work of others.

Mr. Worcester has had advantages of observing the islands possessed

by no other man, foreigner or Filipino. He visited them twice as a

zoological collector while the islands were still under Spain and saw

conditions as they were in the last decade of the former regime. He
was a member of the Philippine Commission of 1899 and of the Taft

Commission of 1900 which re-established civil government. In 1901 he

became secretary of the interior and filled this position continuously until

September, 1913. His duties and inclination led him to travel repeat-

edly in all parts of the islands, except the Moro Province, and he has

had at his command the scientific results of a trained and active corps

of investigators whom his own unflagging interest in scientific research

maintained in the service of the Philippine government. It has been

the expectation of his friends that, possessing these unrivaled advan-

tages, he would produce the definitive work upon the great transforma-

lion that has taken place in the Philippines in the last twenty years,

but this book in no way meets these expectations.

The first three hundred pages are devoted to a review of the "anti-

imperialist" charges of a decade or more ago. It was then repeatedly

asserted by those opposed to American assumption of responsibility for

the islands that promises of independence made to Filipino leaders were

broken, that hostilities were sought and provoked by the American army
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at Manila, and that a promising native republic was overthrown and

destroyed. While these charges were fully disposed of by the testi-

mony taken in 1902 by the Senate Committee on the Philippines, and

while the nation in two presidential campaigns, with Imperialism the

"paramount issue," sustained the Philippine policy, a certain uneasiness

of conscience has perhaps remained and the charges from time to time

are resumed. Mr. Worcester in disposing of them once more has had

access to materials hitherto unavailable to writers on Philippine affairs.

These are the "Insurgent Records" captured during the insular cam-

paigns and in the possession of the War Department. These important

native documents were edited by Major Taylor of the United States

army and with an introduction and critical commentary prepared for

publication. In 1906 five volumes were set up and " proofed," but owing

to the approaching inauguration of the Philippine Assembly and the

desirability of protecting the growing accord between the government

and the Filipino people, these records, which in many cases are dama-

ging to Filipino reputations and mortifying to their pretensions, were,

by order of the President, withheld from publication. Now that the

use of these proofs has been permitted to Mr. Worcester and the imme-

diate occasion for their suppression has passed, it would seem highly

desirable that the government at Washington should issue these volimies,

so necessary to the study of the Philippine question.

These records Mr. Worcester uses extensively. In fact this portion

of his work is little more than quotation from Taylor with a framework

of comment designed to emphasize the points revealed. How much
more fully this task might be treated by one familiar with other existing

materials may be seen by an examination of Mr. James A. LeRoy's

posthumous work, The Americans in the Philippines, which covers this

same period and is based upon the most diligent use of materials of every

kind. Mr. Worcester's immediate incentive in reviving these dis-

cussions seems to have been Judge Blount's recent book. The American

Occupation of the Philippines, an exceedingly prejudiced recital of the

American occupation containing many personal attacks upon Mr.

Worcester. Mr. Worcester replies to these aspersions by repeated

rejoinders, which necessarily mar the character of his narrative and

create in the reader the feeling that Judge Blount's work (which has

no merit calculated to make more than a momentary impression) could

more wisely have been ignored.

The second portion of the book is devoted to the two Philippine

commissions on which Mr. Worcester served. The account is very dis-
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appointing. The Taft Commission was a notable institution and its work

will bulk large in our history. It was clothed with powers—legislative,

administrative, and judicial—quite without parallel and it succeeded

in an almost impossible task. A just though unsparing criticism of its

work and methods, written by one who was himself a member, would be

of immense instruction at a time when the "commission plan" of govern-

ment engages so much attention, but Mr. Worcester adds nothing to

our knowledge of the work of this body. He gives 65 pages to a chapter

on the establishment of civil government but a considerable part of this

space is consumed in recounting merely personal incidents and four

pages are taken up with the narrative of an excursion trip which he

headed into the Cordillera of Luzon. The few chapters devoted to con-

stabulary, education, civil service, public health, and other branches of

administration are merely formal recitals, such as the ordinary hack

writer culls from official reports. Moreover, only those branches of the

service imder his own direction have due treatment and in numerous

cases the work of his colleagues is inexcusably ignored. Five lines of

the text are devoted to the work of Governor-General Ide! Yet Judge

Ide's services were of incalculable importance and no man has left a more

lasting impression upon the institutions of the Philippines. The organi-

zation of the courts, the redaction of the Code of Civil Procedure, the

creation of the present internal revenue system, the reform of the cur-

rency—perhaps the most striking single achievement of the Commission

—were largely Judge Ide's work, while as fiscal head of the adminis-

tration and chairman of the appropriations committee he established

the finances of the islands upon a basis of stability which only recent

years of expenditure have impaired. His brief term as governor-general

came at a critical time. The constabulary was reformed; brigands and

"pulahans" practically exterminated; and freedom of party association

extended to the Filipino politicians. Mr. Worcester says not a word of

Judge Ide's connection with these notable accomplishments. No men-

tion of any sort is made of the work of Professor Moses, the first secretary

of public instruction, while the only reference to a later colleague, Mr.

Shuster, is an aspersion of his motives for opposing the amount of appro-

priation to be made for a general hospital. Mr. Worcester has seemingly

felt free to ignore his associates whenever personal dislike prejudiced him

against their efforts.

The theory of commission organization is that of joint responsibility

for all branches of administration, but the disposition is to distribute

tasks and destroy the principle of common interest and action. This is
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the real weakness of ''commission government," and it is a matter of

common knowledge that after the departure of Governor Taft in 1903

the Philippine Commission ceased to be a united body. It did not "pull

together." The heads of departments grew to resent the interest or

interference of other members in what they came to feel was their

exclusive jurisdiction, and government by commission was reduced to

mere personal administration. In Mr. Worcester's narrative there are

many evidences of this unfortunate degeneration of the original stand-

ards, but they are not the frank and impartial studies of the matter which

alone would have met the requirements of good taste and the interest of

the public in the actual workings of so notable a commission. The

narrative constantly betrays personal animus and the account of the

work of a branch of the government is frequently interrupted while Mr.

Worcester tells how he observed some abuse or error and addressed him-

self to its correction, but in these instances the actual facts of the case

would more than once show that Mr. Worcester has charged his own
blunders to others.

The final portion of the book is devoted to the non-Christian or

pagan peoples of the islands and to the natural resources of the archi-

pelago, and this part of the book is decidedly the best. Here are sub-

jects which long commanded the enthusiasm of Mr. Worcester and

regarding which he did much to give form to the policy of the govern-

ment. Even here, however, the account is extremely inadequate.

The chapter on exploration is confined to several trips of his own, and

pays no attention to the really great achievement of geographical dis-

covery to which many men in different professions have contributed

and in which several talented and splendid workers have sacrificed their

lives. Nowhere is there given any enumeration or classification of these

interesting peoples, although it would have been possible to do this in

a satisfactory manner with the scientific results that were at his dis-

posal. He states indeed (557) that as a result of his "personal

investigations" he was able "to reduce to twenty-seven the eighty-two

non-Christian tribes said by Blumentritt to inhabit the Philippines,"

but this task had already been accomplished before Mr. Worcester's

"personal investigations" began, as an examination of the report of the

Philippine Commission for 1903 or of the Philippine Census of that year

will show.

The chapter on "Slavery and Peonage" resumes a heated contro-

versy of a year or more ago. He here reviews his attempts to secure

the passage through the Assembly of a measure penalizing slavery and
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"bonded debt," and sets forth facts which prove the existence of both

institutions. This is not new information, however. "Bonded debt"

is an indigenous institution, as widespread as the Malayan race, and the

existence of occasional domestic slavery is known to everyone who has

resided long in any of the provinces of the islands. The essential

facts were given to the Senate Committee on the Philippines as far back

as 1902. In gathering up and presenting the data of numerous instances

extending over a good many years Mr. Worcester has rendered an

important service but his manner of handling this information not only

awoke the pride and resentment of the Filipinos, but imdoubtedly created

a very false impression in this country as to the institution of slavery

in the Philippines. While slavery undoubtedly exists in the Christian

provinces, it is a minor evil in a country which has experienced as much
violence and hardship as have the Philippines, and like its infinitely more

generalized counterpart, "bonded debt," will perhaps disappear only

with the popular enlightenment of the natives. The facts were not

harsh enough to compel the Commission to act at any time up to Novem-
ber, 1907, while it was the sole legislative body, and it is hardly fair so

bitterly to reproach the Assembly for not achieving a law on the matter

during the first three or four years of its existence, when the Commission

took no steps to accomplish the result in a much longer period of legis-

lative responsibility. Probably it was not only the inherent difficulties

of framing an enforceable law, but pride and resentment at the manner

in which the subject was urged, that led the Assembly to reject Mr.

Worcester's bill and postpone action until he was no longer in an official

position.

To the chapter headed by the inquiry "Is Philippine Independence

Now Possible?" Mr. Worcester answers emphatically "No!" and his

reply is probably concurred in by nearly every competent observer who
has the well-being of the Filipinos at heart.

The work is finely illustrated with photographs of which Mr.

Worcester has a trvdy great collection, obtained largely by his own
skilled and patient exertions.

David P. Barrows
Untversity of California

Progressivism—and After. By William English Walling.

New York: Macmillan, 1914. Pp. xxxv+406. $1.50.

This is first of all an interpretation and evaluation of progressivism

from the viewpoint with which Mr, Waiting's earlier writings have
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already made his readers acquainted. Indeed, the present volume is

complementary to Socialism as It Is; it not only takes account of later

utterances, programs, and measures, but it concerns itself primarily

with the United States, which in that work was subordinated to the

larger field of interest. Both works are designed to be international in

scope, but the emphasis is changed because of the more rapid develop-

ment of the new movements in this country.

This latest volume embraces not only a discussion of the aims,

progress, implications, and limitations of the progressive movement,

but an outline of the movements which seem destined to succeed it.

In fact the body of the work is almost equally divided into two parts:

the first entitled "Progressivism," which the author identifies with

state capitalism; the second bearing the caption "State Socialism"

and concluding with chapters on socialism proper. Six articles from

Mr. Walling's pen are printed as appendices under the titles: "Was
Karl Marx a State Socialist?"; "The German Social Democracy as a

'Labor' Party"; "The German Democracy as a Progressive Party";

"French Syndicalism—^a Movement of the Aristocracy of Labor";

"State Socialism in the American Socialist Party"; and "American

Socialists and the Race Problem."

The author distinguishes three movements. State Capitalism (Progres-

sivism). State Socialism (Laborism), and Socialism; these correspond

to the three well-marked but coalescing stages which he foresees in the

social struggle, viz., the small capitalists versus the large capitalists, the

privileged non-capitalists (aristocracy of labor) versus the small capital-

ists, and the non-privileged non-capitalists (the laboring masses) versus

the aristocracy of labor. He points out that the non-socialist progressive

recognizes only the first; while most socialists, gripped by "the great

unconscious dogma of the solidarity of labor," do not recognize the

third. To his mind, all three are the concern of our own generation;

"state capitalism is practically full-grown"; "state socialism is well

on the road to maturity"; and industrial democracy "may at least have

been inaugurated" by the end of the next quarter-century.

The explanation of the progressive movement he finds, not in fear of

socialism nor in the clamor of the oppressed, but in a desire on the

part of the ruling classes to abolish inefficiency. The aim of the move-

ment is the more scientific organization of industry by government; this

means nationalization of capital and labor within limits set by a small-

capitalist government. It involves the coming into power of new sec-

tions of the middle classes, and the more equitable distribution of
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wealth among these ruling classes. Its policies will not, however, bring

about equal opportunities or more equitable distribution among all

classes, for wages and labor reforms must not advance at the expense of

profits.

The aristocracy of labor, through the ballot and the evolution of

industry, will gradually force their way into the majority; collectivism

will be extended; the present class struggle against the large capitalists

will evolve into a class struggle against all capitalists, and the rule of

capitalists in government and industry will be abolished. But even with

the "more radical and beneficent program" of state socialism, "we shall

be moving away from social and economic democracy and equal economic

opportunity—^except in so far as the new society will provide a more

fruitful soil for inaugurating the opposite tendency, a tendency for the

lower classes to improve their position more rapidly than the then upper

classes (now the middle group)." State socialism may begin its transi-

tion to socialism by increasing wages at the expense of profits, by equal-

izing educational opportunity and extending the civil service to larger

proportions of citizens, and by a corresponding measure of labor reforms.

Keen analysis and incisive criticism of the programs of Progressive,

Labor, and Socialist parties in many lands, and especially of the positions

of President Wilson and ex-President Roosevelt, are outstanding features

of the volume.
Paul S. Peirce

State U^^^VERSITY of Iowa

Public Opinion and Popular Government. By A. Lawrence
Lowell, President of Harvard University. New York:

Longmans, Green & Co.

In this volume of the "American Science Series" President Lowell

has given a lucid statement of some of the difficulties of popular gov-

ernment in a nation of one hundred million people.

The volume contains, among other things, an extended comparison

of the results, in America and in Switzerland, of the initiative and

referendum as a device for eliciting and recording public opinion. This

is, however, incidental to a discussion of the natural conditions which

limit the usefulness, in actual practice, of every method that has thus

far been devised for ascertaining and applying public opinion to the

processes of legislation and government.

The difficulty arises from the fact that, "in order that there may
be a real public opinion on any subject, not involving a simple question
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of harmony or contradiction with settled convictions, the bulk of the

people must be in a position to determine of their own knowledge, or by

weighing evidence, a substantial part of the facts required for a rational

decision."

Experience proves, however, that the mass of the people do not

hesitate to vote on questions in regard to which they have no opinions.

The result is that the decision of an electorate is likely to be based on

sentiments and motives that are foreign to the question at issue.

This diflOiculty is aggravated when, as a result of the growth of

population in urban centers, there is a steady extension of government

control to the machinery and organization of social life. This makes it

increasingly important to distinguish between the administration and

legislative functions of government. Efficiency in government admin-

istration demands permanence of service and the existence of a corps

of specially trained officials. Experts cannot be selected by popular

vote, and public opinion is not competent to pass on the merits of public

servants where special training and ability are demanded in the public

service.

On the other hand, the need of making the government responsive to

the public will requires that the official who directs the policies of the

government should be elected by the people. In order to make public

opinion effective it is necessary to limit the question submitted to the

popular vote to those matters in regard to which there can be an effective

public opinion.

What will interest the special student in this discussion is the analysis

and description which the author gives, first, of the nature of public

opinion, and second, of the role of political parties in eliciting, directing,

and making it effective in the government. .

The author recognizes that public opinion is not "wholly rational."

It is therefore possible to speak of the "intensity" with which opinions

are maintained, and to recognize that, in the decision of an issue,

the force of an aggressive minority counts for more than that of an

indifferent majority.

Although no attempt has been made in this volume to construe

public opinion in the positivistic terms of natural science, that is to say,

as a form of social energy and force, the author has given, nevertheless,

a clear analysis of the factors in the governmental process and something

like a natural history of the thing called "public opinion."

Robert E. Park.
University of Chicago
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Essays and Studies Presented to William Ridgeway, Sc.D., LL. D.,

(Aberdeen), Liit.D. (Dublin and Manchester), F.B.A., Disney

Professor of Archaeology and Brereton Reader in Classics in the

University of Cambridge. Edited by E. C. Quiggin, M.A.,

Ph.D. Cambridge: University Press, 1913. Pp. xxv+6s4.

25s. net.

This substantial volume contains 47 articles of varying lengths pre-

sented to Professor Ridgeway on his sixtieth birthday in last August.

The exceptional range of Professor Ridgeway's interests is well illustrated

in these contributions, coming as they do from many of the foremost

English scholars and treating special problems in such various fields as

the classics, ancient archaeology, mediaeval literature and history,

anthropology, and comparative religion. As illustrations may be men-

tioned the following: '*A New Clue to the Order of the Platonic Dia-

logues," by J. I. Beare; "The Ancient Name of Gla," by A. W. Gomme;
"Some Royal Signets," by W. M. Flinders Petrie; "The Arithmetical

Figures Used by Greek Writers during the Classical Period," by J. P.

Mahaflfy; "Notes on Iranian Ethnography," by J. H. Moulton; "The
Scandinavian Kingdom of Northumbria," by A. Mawer; "The Number
Seven in Southern India," by E. Thurston; "The Weeping God," by

T. A. Joyce; "The Evolution and Survival of Primitive Thought," by

S. A. Cook; "The Settlement of Britain in the Prehistoric Age," by

W. Boyd Dawkins; "The Problem of the Galley Hill Skeleton," by

W. L. H. Duckworth; and "The Outrigger Canoes of Torres Straits

and North Queensland," by A. C. Haddon.

This gives some idea of the range of topics covered in these contri-

butions, and the well-known authority of the writers is sufficient indi-

cation of their value. While most of the papers would probably be of

little interest to the readers of this journal, special mention might be

made of a few. J. G. Frazer, in an article on "The Serpent and the

Tree of Life," endeavors to explain the possible origin of that portion

of the Paradise story in the Book of Genesis which treats of the tree

of life, and which seems so incomplete, by seeking parallels among primi-

tive people. It is a good example of Frazer's method, and suggestive,

even if unconvincing.

Dr. C. S. Myers has a very interesting article on "The Beginnings of

Music," in which he analyzes the music of the Torres Straits Islanders,

the Veddas, and the Borneo natives, and endeavors to show on what

factors or psychological "faculties" the beginnings of music depend.
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Music is one form of expression, and so doubtless "has arisen from efforts

to express not merely sexual love but such general feelings as joy, sorrow,

tenderness, and ecstasy."

Dr. W. H. R. Rivers has a very interesting and suggestive article

on "The Contact of Peoples." His general principle is "that the extent

of the influence of one people upon another depends on the difference in

the level of their cultures." It is hence possible for a few immigrants

of a higher culture to exert a great influence on those among whom they

settle. This would help to explain the migration of cultures or of certain

elements of cultures without any general movement of peoples or any

considerable physical admixture. The acceptance of this principle

would help in the solution of many problems, which he illustrates by

applying it to the questions relating to the nature of Australian culture,

and the origin of megalithic monuments. Dr. Rivers' discussion, and

especially its applications, may not carry conviction to all, but the prin-

ciple is certainly one worthy of careful consideration in many cases where

it has not yet found practical application.

The contribution of G. Elliot Smith on "The Evolution of the Rock-

cut Tomb and the Dolmen" follows out the principle proposed by Dr.

Rivers, and endeavors to explain many problems connected with these

monuments by an Eg)^tian origin and the spread of the new ideas

through Egyptian colonists. All this favors the single rather than the

multiple origin of ideas, and the geographical spread of these ideas, even

though the intermediate steps may be missing. This may be due to

our own lack of knowledge, which we may or may not be able to supply

by further investigation. For example, Henry Balfour, in his contri-

bution on "Kite-Fishing" to the volume, shows this to occur in the

East India Islands and also in the Solomon Islands and islands off the

eastern end of New Guinea. He believes this eastern usage in the

Solomon Islands to have been derived from the East India Islands, even

though there are no known occurrences between. The reviewer, how-
ever, is able to state that kite-fishing also occurs in the Admiralty Islands,

north of New Guinea, and thus one intermediate step at least is supplied.

Although this volume covers so wide a range in the topics treated,

anyone who is interested in these various subjects should be able to find

something to stimulate thought and further investigation. The general

make-up of the volume is excellent, and a full index is supplied.

A. B. Lewis
Field Columbian Museum

Chicago
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The African A broad. By William H . Ferris , A.M . New Haven

:

Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Press, 1913. i2mo, pp. 982.

The author of this volume is a lecturer and writer of New Haven,

Connecticut, who was educated at Yale and Harvard. The work under

consideration is a compilation of various addresses and writings on a

variety of subjects, some of which have no relation to the negro. The

first volume is divided into four parts, respectively entitled, "Personal-

ity and Individuality in History and Literature," "Phases of Negro

Thought and Life," "A Thread to Guide One through the Mazes of the

Color Question," "An Epitome of Deeds, Achievements and Progress

of the Colored Race in Africa, Europe, Haiti, the West Indies and

America." The second volume continues the record of achievements

of the negro in various parts of the world. The work is an adulation

of the negro race, and in its historical aspects is one-sided and lacks

altogether the judicial temperament or scientific spirit. The author's

statement that the French Revolution was caused by atheism is an

indication of his historic grasp. His style is that of the sophomoric

orator. He exemplifies his own idea of the negro. "The negro race,"

he says, "is the greatest race of natural talkers that ever appeared upon

stage of history. It is pre-eminently endowed with the gift of gab.

It has its oratory on tap. All you have to do is to turn the faucet and

a copious stream of oratory will gush forth." His gush of oratory has

its fountain in the lore of Yale and Harvard, and fairly floods the pages

of his books with liquid scintillations of Greece, Rome, Babylonia,

Assyria, modern Europe, and America, including mention of nearly all

the great men of history, and a chapter on himself. Senator Foraker

is one of his great heroes (he is thanked in the preface for aid in the pub-

lication of the book), the champion of the disreputable conduct of the

negro troops at Brownsville. Consequently he does not think highly

of Roosevelt, who "stands out because he lives in an age of little men."

Professor DuBois is greatly admired, while Dr. Booker Washington is

disparaged and his views misrepresented.

Jerome Dowd
UNrVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA

The Free Negro in Virginia, 1619-1865. By John H. Russell,

Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Politics in Allegheny College,

Pennsylvania. Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins Press.

It is hardly too much to say that such knowledge as we have of

slavery in Virginia, Maryland, and the neighboring region is due very
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largely to the intimate, local investigations of the institution conducted

by the department of history, political economy, and political science

of Johns Hopkins University. Of all the studies thus far published Mr.

Russell's book is, as regards both interest and technical excellence, the

best.

The history of the free negro throws a flood of light—and from an

angle from which we have not been accustomed to view it—upon the

institution of slavery. It reveals, perhaps, more clearly than the his-

tory of any other incident of slavery, the sentiments that were fused into

the mental and moral structure of the institution, but it shows also the

forces silently working within which were preparing its destruction.

The free negro, just because he was an anomaly in a system of slavery,

seems to throw the characteristics of that institution into the bold relief.

The free negro in slavery, like the mulatto at the present day, was

in some respects a pathetic and in others a portentious figure in the social

life of the South.

Like the mulatto in the South today, the free negro in slavery was

a disturbing element, a tertium quid which no ingenuity of political wisdom

could fit into the accepted and consecrated system. In the majority of

cases, perhaps, the free negro was in fact a mulatto, and so, in a certain

sense, what may be called the " mulatto problem " of today is but a sequel

to the free-negro problem of slavery. All this makes Mr. Russell's study

a valuable source book for the sociologist.

One of the striking facts emphasized in this book, to which attention

was first directed by Mr. J. C. Ballagh in an earlier volume in this series,

is that slavery was not introduced into Virginia but grew up there. The
first negroes were imported into Virginia, not as slaves, but as " servants,"

so that legally they stood upon the same basis as the white servants,

although the periods of servitude were not so definitely fixed. It was not

until forty years later that negro slavery, as an institution distinct from

white servitude, had become definitely established in custom and law.

Apparently, then, negro slavery, at least as far as Virgina is con-

cerned, grew up upon the traditional and legal basis of contract labor

as it was known in England at the time. But the negro was not a white

man, and this difference was immediately felt. From the very begin-

ning he was in practice treated differently from the white servants and
gradually, as the sentiments of black and white clarified and took shape

under the influence of daily contact, the institution of negro slavery

assumed an institutional form. It gathered substance and form first

in customary law, and later received the recognition and sanction of
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legal enactments. Negroes were introduced into Virginia in 1619, but

it was not, apparently, until 1660 that negro slavery was established.

From that time until the Civil War, under the influence, on the one

hand, of forces of individual and personal feelings and, on the other, of

public sentiment and economic interests, the institution maintained

itself, and with succeeding years continued to mold the minds and senti-

ments of both races in the South.

Notwithstanding this fact the very existence of a class of free negroes,

which continued to increase in spite of the efforts of legislatures to limit

and prevent emancipation, is, as Mr. Russell points out, an evidence

that slavery did not, in practice and in the case of individuals, receive

the whole-hearted support of slaveholders themselves, and held within

itself the seeds of its own destruction.

Robert E. Park
University of Chicago

"Some Ethical Phases of Eskimo Culture." By Albert Nicolay

GiLBERTSON, A.M., Fcllow in Anthropology, Clark Univer-

sity. Journal of Religious Psychology, VI, 321-74, and VII,

45-74.

In this paper an endeavor is made to get a general understanding of

the features of Eskimo morality by gathering together statements from

all available sources on the various phases of the subject. These show

numerous contradictions, and the result is well summed up in the state-

ment of the author that "a study of this kind impresses one with the

uncertain and fragmentary nature of our information even about a

people of whom so much has been written; and the caution necessary

in weighing conclusions based on 'comparative' studies of great num-

bers of peoples, about most of whom our accurate knowledge is painfully

meager." Such a study also "brings out the importance of studying

ethnological phenomena in the proper relations to the total cultural com-

plex of which they are a part."

The importance of understanding as far as possible tlie manner of

life, natural and social surroundings, and past history of any group or

even individual before passing judgment on the meaning and ethical

bearing of conduct cannot be overestimated. Even with a people as

well known and as often described as the Eskimo, the author's work

illustrates the difficulties of a proper comprehension of these features.

A. B. Lewis
FiEU) Columbian Museum

CmcAGo
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Rural Play and Recreation. Henry S. Curtis. Boston: Ginn &
Co. Pp. 265.

Perhaps the most striking feature of Dr. Curtis' addition to the

growing literature on rural recreation is, as one might expect in view

of his wide experience, the fact that it is eminently practical. It offers

a comprehensive group of suggestions, covering the needs of the isolated

farmhouse, the children of which have few companions in the neighbor-

hood, as well as the needs of the county that may be fortunate enough

to have a superintendent of schools who gives enthusiasm and attention

to the problems of recreation.

Parents, Dr. Curtis feels, crave more extensive recreational facilities

no less than children. And to make the program thoroughgoing, he

would have it begin its work in the rural home, which, in spite of its

exacting tasks, may be transformed into a center of buoyancy and stimu-

lating refreshment by the adoption of simple, yet cheer-making, pastimes

—fireside story-telling, carefully planned-out corn-popping contests,

the celebration as a part of the home activity of even unimportant

holidays. To develop real influence, the recreation movement of course

must extend far beyond the home. The rural church, notwithstanding

the frequent charges that it is lethargic and antiquated, may develop

vitalizing influence, especially if its vestry activities are based on

the recreational needs of the young people of the community rather

than upon their other spiritual needs. The social center, of course, can

give marked assistance, particularly if, in addition to its normal activities,

it is articulated with the chief interest of the community through courses

of lectures and groups of clubs that give information on agricultural

and kindred topics. And finally, these various attempts should receive

point and harmony through the guidance of county agricultural and

recreational secretaries, who can specifically assist in the reorganization

and systematization of the work on the farm which is necessary to give

the farmer and his family sufficient time for real recreation; the wife in

particular can be helped through these means.

These general suggestions are so fully elaborated as to make one

question if any more valuable book on recreational topics has appeared

recently. It would seem to be particularly timely, now that the exten-

sion of scientic agriculture, with its accompanying large farms, has

created additional obstacles to the development of the many centripetal

activities, such as county field days, town or county "tomato-picking"

contests, that are needed for real and complete recreational opportuni-

ties in rural sections. M. J. Wessel

Henry Meinhard Settlement
New York
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The Children in the Shadow. By Ernest K. Coulter. New York

:

McBride, Nast & Co., 1913. Pp. xvii+277.

This book consists of a series of intimate sketches of the children who
come before the Children's Court of New York County, and of the condi-

tions which are at the bottom of their diflSculties. The author writes

with the wide knowledge of one who, as clerk of this court for ten years,

has seen approximately 100,000 such young unfortunates pass before him.

As the founder of the Big Brother Movement he has been in close touch

with a significant attempt to prevent these juvenile tragedies; in chap,

xiii a brief account of this movement is given.

The book is anecdotal rather than statistical in its treatment; it

emphasizes the social conditions lying back of juvenile misfortune and

delinquency, and contains a strong indictment of imrestricted and undis-

tributed inunigration, of tenement-house conditions and industries, and

of the delinquent parent, of which the following very brief citations will

afford a hint: "More than half of the children who come into the Chil-

dren's Court of New York County, each year, are there through the

thwarted desire for play" (p. 64); "It is the kindest thing that happens

to some children to get arrested" (p. 85); "There is nothing cheap in

many of the tenements except human life. Light, air, water, heat, the

elemental things, cost blood-money" (p. 88); "The proper housing of

one human being is a greater help to the community than the monu-

mental housing of a ton of books." Erville B. Woods

Dartmouth College

The Other Side of Socialism. Modem Socialism, as Defined by Its

Founders and Chief Promoters, versus the Bible, Human
Experience and Common Sense. By T, O. Tolo. Minne-

apolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1914. Pp. 164. $0.50

net.

This little book is a severe arraignment of the socialistic attitude

toward the Christian religion. The author presents the socialist attitude

in the words of the socialists themselves, quoting from socialist authori-

ties, leaders, literature, and official proceedings. The book is not and

does not pretend to be a scientific treatise. It is more adaptable to the

lay reader. Its value lies in the mass of citations given. One is over-

whelmed with them. Each reference is marked and the book is indexed.

However, the little volume is so wretchedly boimd as to be mean in

appearance. C. J. Rockey

Minneapolis, Minn.

I
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
Morphological Aptitudes.—On the one hand, form and function are en rapport to

each other and, on the other hand, form and function are en rapport to the milieu.

Modifications of form grow out of functional modifications. No species of animal
presents in the same degree as man the dissimilarity of individual forms. The milieu

is a generator of forms. Many surprises have arisen in connection with army con-

scripts, but these are due to the insufl&ciency of morphological knowledge and method
up to date. The form of the body models itself on the exterior milieu and reflects

its fluctuations. The diversity presented by different individuals is at bottom only

a question of adaptation to the milieu. The whole question from a practical point of

view is to know which forms correspond to a free adaptation and which are the result

of an insuflicient and irregular adaptation. Experience, for instance, shows that mas-
siveness of physique goes most often with organisms lacking in elasticity. This is the
reason why so many "big fellows" succumb so easily to infectious diseases. Mor-
phology permits us to know which forms adapt themselves freely to their milieu and
which do not. A recent French military law requires that the men be employed
according to their morphological aptitudes.—Dr. Leon Vincent, Revue Scientifique,

June, 1914. R. B. G.

The Future of the Human Race.—The stock-breeder knows that the hereditary
capital of his stock will be preserved, at least, intact and sometimes increased by
individual heredity. The eugenist, on the contrary, knowing how numerous are the
causes which in case of human beings can attack the elements of reproduction, weaken
and pervert them, can work forward to the future of the human race only with fear.

From time immemorial apropos of the birth of children, people have been content
to bow the head before these two powers: Providence and Fate. We put ourselves
into the hands of the god of chance. It is an extraordinary thing that up to the present
of all the natural instincts of man, one alone has not been civilized: the instinct of

reproduction! No attempt has been made to do so. It has been decorated with the
beautiful name of "love" and left to work as it will, that is to say, as a criminal too
often. We obey the instinct of reproduction as did the men of the cave epoch. Civili-

zation, says Richet, which has done everything for the progress of the individual, has
brought about only degradation for the species! If the future of the race is to be safe-

guarded there must be an education on the "civilizing of the instinct of reproduction."
It is well, splendid, to succor the unfortunate, but it is better to seek how to diminish
their number. Parents should be made aware of their responsibilities.—Dr. Pinard,
Revue Scientifique, June, 1914. R. B. G.

Feminism.—The concluding article of this discussion gives the program of
action to be undertaken for the betterment of working women. On the working class

itself should rest the greatest part of the responsibility for betterment of conditions,

but the public authority should at least stand by as an impartial arbiter to see fair

play, which, under the present pretext of protecting them, it does not do, refusing
to recognize rights corresponding to the new duties which they have assumed. Yet
the r6le of legislation can only be supplementary. Reforms will be the fruit of the
organization of working women which will aid them in gaining a living wage and con-
ditions of work which will safeguard their dignity. A professional union must be
organized to teach the women how to spend wisely the wage earned and to insist on
their having technical training, since their small wage often comes from lack of tech-
nical skiU which forces them to do unskilled work. But skill would avail little if they
remain isolated and unorganized. Organization, too, will help develop them morally
by awakening in them a regard for their co-workers instead of an attitude of rivalry.

279
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It will prevent those helped by father and mother from selling their labor at such
price as to make it impossible for those who have no means of subsistence but their

work to gain an honest living. The organization will attempt to prevent, too, the
overcrowding of certain occupations by distributing the women among others in which
the particular aptitudes of women will give them a natural superiority, and it will

undertake the protection of women who work at home. As yet a large part of the

working women are indifferent or hostile, through ignorance, to the plans of Syndical-

ism; but with the aid of the middle-class women who are interested and lending their

assistance to a propaganda of education, much is hoped for the future.—Rudolphe
Collewoert, Revue Sociale Catholique, May, 1914. R. B. G.

The Protection of Motherhood in Paris.—The law of June 17 to July 30, 1913, on
the rest of women at childbirth has carried us one step farther in this direction, per-

mitting working women in an advanced stage of pregnancy to leave the shop without
paying indemnity for breaking contract, and forbidding employers to employ women
for four weeks after childbirth. The law also prescribes that women who have no other

resource than their own labor be paid daily a sum which is an equitable compensation
for their loss of wage. The law, whQe requiring sufficient data to prevent abuse, is so

simply administered as not to discourage anyone who needs this assistance from apply-
ing for it. The daily sum is paid for a month before and a month after the birth of the

child, a small additional sum being paid for a month to the mother who nurses her
child. One of the happiest innovations of the law is the appeal made for the co-

operation of private works of the kind. In towns where there is no public service

these can be "municipalized" when the communal council sees fit. In March, the

law was extended to include those mothers who are obliged to care for their homes at

this time, but who are in no less need of assistance. In Paris, so far, the aims of the

authors of the law—simplicity of administration, promptness of payment, and ade-

quate surveillance over the health of mother and child—^have been completely attained.

Since April the number of applications has increased very rapidly.—Pierre Darlu,

Revue politique et parlementaire, June, 1914. R. B. G.

The Problem of Denationalization.—The phenomena of denationalization belong

to dynamic sociology. It is impossible to formulate a law which covers all cases of

denationalization for the simple reason that the facts of each case are resultant of a
particular historical series of events. These are the product of the combined action

of diverse forces of development. Provision covering all cases where different ethnic

groups are in the same nationality is impossible. Religious differences, according to

Sie degree of their intensity, as well as compactness of settlement of one people in the

midst of another, serve as factors of isolation and so prevent assimilation. Denationali-

zation in the past was often voluntary. Usually it was due to the pressure of factors

working, as it were, naturally. The thing occurred unconsciously. At present it is

a matter of intention, hence the struggles where force used by the dominant group is

met by violent demonstrations on the part of the dominated.—A. D. X6nopol, Revue
internalionale de sociologie, March, 19 14. T. J. L.

N. K. Mikhailovsky, Sociologist.—Mikhailovsky is distinguished among Russian
literary critics for his contributions to sociology. His columns in two leading reviews

served to introduce the general Russian reader to sociological thought abroad, also to

original work by Mikhailovsky. His uncompleted work, Heroes and the Crowd, pub-
lished in his collected works, is a system of social psychology. This work is an attempt
to exhibit the role of automatism in all domains of life, organic as well as social.

Mimic coloration among animals is due to the play of the same psychic factors which
produce nervous disease and crowd action—automatisms. The phenomena of obedi-

ence and submission are closely related to the phenomena of imitation and psychic

contagion. The insufficiency and uniformity of impressions in the life of the ordinary

man in the mediaeval period tended to make him suggestible, hence the many crowd
movements of that time. Mikhailovsky also wrote on current Russian problems from

the standpoint of sociology. His motto throughout was to face the actual, yet work
for the ideal.—Maxime Kovalewsky, Revue inlernationale de sociologie, March, 19 14.

T. J. L.
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New Observations of Problems in Eugenics.—It is often said that the firstborn

are inferior in physique and mentality to children bom later. To test this proposition

the author sent to all the university professors in Italy the following questions:

(a) What was the number of children bom to your parents ? {b) Among these children

what was the order of your birth? Four hundred and forty-five responses were

received of which 416 were from professors belonging to families of two or more
children. One hundred and forty-one of these professors were firstborn; 29 others

were the only child. This gives a total of 170. With the hypothesis that the distri-

bution of these university professors is independent of the order of birth, according

to the figures received, there should be but 87
. 4 professors among the firstbom. The

actual number of 170 firstbom who attained distinction indicate that the firstborn

have a far greater chance of being distinguished than the other-than-firstborn. The
matter of sex, and also of superior advantages afforded to the firstbom, would influence

the figures to a certain extent, but in the opinion of the author would not account for

the difference found. These figures should not be taken as conclusive. The Italian

Committee for the Study of Eugenics has undertaken a more thorough investigation.

—

C. Gini, Rivista Italiana di Sociologia, May-April, 1914. C. D. B.

Progress in the Movement against Alcohol during the Past Ten Years.—Ten
years ago the first International Congress against alcohol was held in Bremen. In

1913 were held the very successful Congress for the bringing up of youth without
alcohol, and also the International Congress against alcohol in Milan. The number
of members of German temperance societies has tripled since 1903. It is now about
300,000 with 250,000 total abstainers. Germans have been active in the scientific

study of alcoholism. Prominent among these studies are Baer-Laquer, Die Trunk-
sucht und ihre Abwehr; Hoppe, Tatsachen iiber den Alkohol; Delbriik, Hygiene des

Alkoholismus; Zacher, Quellenmaterial zur Alkoholfrage . Several periodicals have
been founded to combat alcohol. Two of the most prominent incidents in the cam-
paign have been the speech on the evils of alcohol by the Kaiser, and the boycott of

"Schnapps" by the Social Democratic Party. It has become a recognized right for

students to refuse liquor at their social gatherings. Several minor laws have been
passed for the regulation of liquor. The army is taught the evils of alcohol. Alcohol
is forbidden during service on the railroads. The average consumption of wine, beer,

and whiskey has decreased in Germany in the last ten years.—Dr. Ehr. Stubbe,

Monatsschriftf. innere Mission. C. D. B.

The Prohibition of Alcohol.—The alcohol question in Denmark must not be con-
sidered as one of economic importance, but as one of the greatest social significance.

The prohibition of the manufacture of spirits as a beverage is inevitable for the sake
of the nation's health, culture, and progress. This can most effectively be accom-
plished by local option and a gradual reduction of the number of licensed establishments.
The number of people employed in this business is about 2 per cent of those engaged
in industrial and agricultural labor, so the change of occupation would not be a serious

one. A compensating revenue may be had by an increase of the use of alcohol for

chemical purposes, as in Germany 40 per cent of its spirituous products is used in this

way.—C. C. Heilesen, National^konomisk Tidskrift, May-June, 1914. J. E. E.

A Representative Republic v. a Democratic Monarchy.—For Sweden, monarchical
control is preferable to that of a representative republic. Under the former, cabinet
men rise above the influence of opposing party tactics. Furthermore, a people which
has control over the budgets and taxes has as much control as any democracy ought
to have. The people's will is not without expression, though through a king. In fact,

his personal control is far less than that exerted by the president of the United States.

—

Pontus Fahlbeck, Statsvetenskaplig Tidskrift, April, 1914. J. E. E.

Essay on Economic Philosophy.—The axioms of economic science indicate the
fixed limits to possibilities of social transformation. The law of diminishing returns
is an instance; it constitutes an impassable barrier to our desires for social change.
An analysis of the economies of agriculture, of the extractive industries of large-scale
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manufacture, and of commercial undertakings shows that the four factors of produc-
tion—^nature, management, labor, and capital—whatever the mode of their combina-
tion, whatever the forms of industry, are subject to the law of diminishing returns.

Indeed, the law is a universal tendency operative throughout all time and in all con-
ditions; it is a limitation imposed by nature on the inventiveness, power of organiza-
tion, and directive capacity of mankind. The makers of social systems who would
ignore the law of diminishing returns entertain the proud behef that the universe of

economic facts is subject to their reformatory fancies. They forget that the human
brain is powerless to manage economically the production and consumption of wealth

—

whenever the enterprise has grown beyond a certain extension. Still more powerless
is it to regulate by design the economic life of a society as various and complex as
ours.—Pierre Aubry, Journal des ecotwmistes, July, 1914. T. J. L.

The Character of the Japanese People.—Japan is unique among countries in its

geographic isolation, in the homogeneity of the population, and in the deep and
reverent quality of the loyalty and loving devotion of all to the dynasty. The cults

of loyalty and of patriotism have nowhere had so continuous nor so thorough a develop-
ment as in Japan. Other principal characteristics, rooted in the Japanese character
from earhest antiquity, are: (i) love of correct deportment, which, Uke the cult of the
beautiful, is in part traceable to the beauty of nature in Japan; (2) respect for fe-

cundity; (3) energy; (4) militarism; (5) nationalism; (6) worship of ancestors; (7)
utilitarianism; (8) optimism; (9) realism; (10) gradual progressiveness. These charac-
teristics have not changed, nor will they change. With the importation of Chinese
ideas, of Buddhism, and, more recently, of European sciences, superficial changes in

the national character were inevitable. But the foreign influences have only con-
firmed and rounded out the fundamental characteristics of the people.—^Teruaki

Kobayashi, Revue internationale de sociologie, June, 1914. T. J. L.

Marriage and Social Control.—The most vital of social institutions, that of

marriage and the family, has longest resisted readjustment to the new ethics involved
in the now accepted principle of equality of human rights. This was natural since

conservatism toughens in fiber in proportion to the sentiment involved in the preserva-

tion of an inherited social mechanism, and the word "home" symbolizes the acme of

sentiment. What is really happening is that the marriage ideal is becoming more
and more exacting in the consciousness of both men and women. The women have
become too free and too strong longer to accept bad conditions which once their weak-
ness and ignorance forced them to endure. On the other hand, the men are no longer

content, as formerlj', to have one set relationship for upper-servant help in the house-
hold and another for enjoyment outside the home, but demand in one chosen wife an
honorable and equal comradeship in mutual work and in common pleasures.—Anan
Garlin Spencer, Harvard Theological Review, July, 1914. J. E. E.

Vocational Guidance in High School.—Guidance takes two directions—training

in general and training for jobs. General training, if possible, should always precede
special training for job work. The preUminary knowledge must include the physical,

moral, intellectual, social, and economic phases of the applicant's equipment and
potential constructive ability for success in a particular Une of work. A complete
inventory of the child's possibilities, including his potential stock of brain and hand
power, ought to be made upon a basis of scientific accuracy. There is no special

department of human nature in our universities now that is competent to deal with
this subject. Everyone cannot do everything, and yet the recklessness with which
vocations are "happened into" is an absurdity.—^James M. Greenwood, Educational

Review, May, 1914. J. E. E.

Ethnic Factors in International Relations.—A reahzation of the fact that the

cultural status of a people is frequently due mainly to its environment and circum-
stances rather than to its ethnic characteristics would ameliorate hostile relations.

If it were generally known that northern France is more hke northern Germany
ethnically than it is Uke southern France, and that southern Germany is more like

central France ethnically than it is like northern Germany, this knowledge ought to
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have a good deal of influence in promoting international good feeling between France

and Germany. There are three possibilities as to ethnic relations in the future: The
ethnic types and different cultures may always remain distinct; or the ethnic types

may remain distinct but culture will become uniform the world over; or a final racial

amalgamation may take place with a world-wide culture. It is to be hoped in the

interests of international peace that in the course of time there will be more or less

uniformity of culture, at least so far as political organization, moral ideas and systems

of law are concerned.—Maurice Parmalee, Popular Science Monthly, August, 1914.

J. E. E.

Some Principles of Industrial Organization.—The wage-earners in England are

steadily becoming better educated and acquiring a more intelligent appreciation of the

industrial system and of their place in it. They think with truth that in the past

they have not had a fair share of the immense gain that has been made in both wealth

and leisure through the progress of science and invention. They want more control

over their own lives. The problem of the future which the capitalist classes have to

meet is in the first place a wider and more equitable distribution of wealth and leisure,

and in the second, to devise some method by which the workers can have some share

in the control of the industry in which they are engaged. The former problem wiU
soon, without doubt, become more acute; the latter problem—i.e., the control of

industry—is not so Ukely to become acute at present.—Edward Cadbury, Sociological

Review, April, 1914. J. E. E.
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Until its admission as part of Chicago in 1863 the prairie village

of Hamburg occupied that territory just east of the fork of the South

Branch of the Chicago River which is now a part of the Fourth

Ward. Hamburg was made up of German and Irish immigrants,

new arrivals on American shores, together with earlier comers

driven out of the Tenth Ward by the influx of Poles. Even after

1863 much of pioneer life persisted in the settlement. More than

one old house has as its nucleus a tiny one-room shack moved by

a struggling team of horses down the unpaved road that is now
Halsted Street. There are still living in these houses old settlers

who were formerly dependent upon the neighborhood well for their

sole water supply, and who had to journey a considerable distance

to the one general store to make purchases. These same people

had, in 1871, an uninterrupted view from their doorsteps off over

low, flat land to the burning city of Chicago.

' This article is the ninth in a series of studies of housing conditions in Chicago

based upon a house-to-house canvass of selected districts by the students in the

Department of Social Investigation of the Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy.

The students of the department, with the approval of the commissioner of health,

Dr. George B. Young, and under the supervision of the chief sanitary inspector,

Charles B. Ball, during the year 1913-14 made the canvass and shared in the work of

tabulation. The material was organized by Elizabeth Hughes, assisted by Helen M.
Dart and Grace Peloubet Norton. Photographs are by H. B. Humphrey.
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The growth from village to city has been a slow and natural

one, as is shown by the character of the housing of the neighbor-

hood. About thirty years ago a prosperous firm of contractors built

a uniform row of small brick cottages on Lime Street, but every-

where else a wide variety in age, architecture, and type of building

is found. There are small frame cottages, originally working-

men's homes, that are still occupied by one family. There are

other old dwellings that have been made over into apartment

houses. Scattered throughout are modem brick tenements,

indicative of the last step in the transition from a thinly to a thickly

ROW OF COTTAGES ON LIME STREET

In many of these hoxises, three families are now living

populated section. On some streets are rows of tall, narrow build-

ings, with steep gables and marked ornamentation in red and yeUow

brick, such as might be found in a European city. There are stUl

numerous vacant lots, tin-can and rubbish covered, which there is

reason to believe will speedily be built up)on, for this district, lying

as it does within walking distance of the lumber yards and river

and flanked on both north and south by extensive factories, is

likely to become the home of an increasingly large number of

workers.

Because of its character as a representative foreign community

where conditions are as nearly normal as in any part of the city,

this district in the Fourth Ward was chosen for an intensive study

of housing conditions. The house-to-house canvass, which covered
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the ten blocks between Thirty-second Street and Thirty-fourth

Place, South Halsted and South Morgan streets, demonstrated

that just as at an earlier date the Irish and Germans had been

displaced by the Poles, so now the Poles are being displaced by

a still more recent group of immigrants. At present, Lithuanians

comprise 68 per cent of the total population of the district can-

vassed; the Poles only 16 per cent; while there remains but a

scattering of Irish and Germans. The Poles are now found almost

entirely in the blocks lying toward the river, while in four of the

eastern blocks over 75 per cent of the population was found to be

Lithuanian. A huge Lithuanian church with its parochial school

dominates the whole neighborhood.

The occupation of this district by the Lithuanians is, of course,

recent, since these people belong to the "newer immigration."

Only within the last ten or fifteen years have they in large numbers

left their home in Western Russia, driven in part by economic

causes, in part by desire to avoid compulsory service in the army of

a country whose government they regard as oppressive. Thrifty

and frugal, intelligent and hardy, they, with their industry and

reverence for law, make most desirable immigrants to this country.

Once here they enter into many industries. The heads of

households in the ten blocks canvassed show a wide variety of

occupations. Employees in the stockyards are most numerous;

then follow iron and steel workers, street and railway employees,

carpenters, bricklayers, contractors, janitors, tailors, and a rela-

tively large number of business men. It is, therefore, a region

dominated by no one industry, such as that of the steel mills of

South Chicago, but a neighborhood which shows unusually well

the operation of natural tendencies, the possibilities of wise

tenement-house regulation, and the necessity of adequate tenement-

law enforcement.

Table I shows the composition of the present population.

Twenty-eight per cent of the people are adult lodgers, a larger

proportion of lodgers than was found in any other foreign district.

The region "back of the yards" and the PoHsh district of South

Chicago show a slightly lower percentage, while in the Slovak dis-

trict the proportion is less than half as great. Where lodgers are
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numerous, children are few, and therefore the proportion of chil-

dren is small. Overcrowding and bad moral conditions incident

to the lodger evil will be discussed later.

TABLE I

Population of Ten Blocks

Number Percentage

Adults in family 2,566

1,503

1,555

45
27
28

Children under twelve
Adult lodgers

Total 5,624 100

In the light of the probable future increase in population it

is interesting to note from Table II that the present density per

TABLE II

Density of Population

Block Number Area in Acres* Population Density per Acre

I 2.39
4.16

3-15.
2.38t
2.84t
3-86
3-86
3-86
3-86
3-86

411

554
694
465
603
602

568
781

546
400

172

2 . 134
2207

A, 106
e 212

6::::.: 156

1477

8 203
0. 142

10 104

Totals and average density 34.22 5,624 164

* Area in acres means net area.

1 1 . 17 acres were deducted for church and school.

J i.oi acres were deducted for a public-school building.

acre does not exceed 220 for any one of the ten blocks, and averages

but 164, a number far below that of the Italian, Polish, or Slovak

districts. In this connection it should be remembered that this

lesser density is to a large extent accounted for by the fact, already

mentioned, that many of the lots are still vacant. Density of

population, moreover, means little unless taken in connection with

lot crowding. Table III makes clear that fifteen lots, seven of
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which were interior lots, were more than 90 per cent covered. In

one case the only space on two adjoining premises not actually

occupied by the houses was a covered stairway and hall 3^ feet

wide. Another house, in which eight children were living, had no

vacant space adjoining save a long 3-foot passage more than half

roofed over. On the comer of one block was a three-story house

occupying over 90 per cent of the lot. Here lived seven families,

with a total of thirteen children under twelve years of age. The

only open space for another house, containing four families, was a

court 3 feet wide by 14 feet long. In spite of many such instances,

however, it is evident that so far as lot overcrowding is concerned

TABLE III

Number of Lots Covered a Specified Percentage

Percentage of Lot Covered Number of
Lots

Percentage of
Total Number

Less than 50 183

49
54
43
20
10

5

SO
14
15
12

5

3
I

50 and less than 60
60 and less than 70
70 and less than 80
80 and less than 90
90 and less than 100
100

Total 364 100

better conditions exist here than in other parts of the city previ-

ously investigated. For example, the Lower North Side Italian

district had only one-seventh of the lots less than half covered and

only half of them less than four-fifths, while in this district 50 per

cent of the lots were less than half covered and 90 per cent less than

four-fifths.

Nevertheless, the important question is whether the lot spaces

are planned so as to give the greatest possible amount of Hght and
air. With the law permitting the covering of 75 per cent of the

lot for interior and 85 per cent for corner lots,^ it is evident that if

all the rooms of the house are to be habitable the planning of the

lot calls for as much care and ingenuity as the planning of the house

' Revised Building Ordinances of the City of Chicago, sec. 440.
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itself. Many instances were found of houses too close to the lot-

line where the percentage of uncovered space was high enough.

Courts were too narrow and wrongly placed. Such conditions

call for a housing law that shall be adequate in this particular and

shall be thoroughly enforced. That enforcement especially needs

emphasis is evident from the fact that in nine cases houses built

since the tenement-house law of 1902 covered more than the legal

percentage of the lot.

The varied character of the buildings in this district has already

been mentioned. The one- or two-story frame cottage, the earliest

erected, yet remains the prevalent type of house. Forty-four per

cent of all the houses were but one story high; an additional 42

per cent but two stories. But though 44 per cent of all the build-

ings were one-story frame cottages, 73 per cent contain more than

one apartment. Here, therefore, as elsewhere in Chicago, the old

dwelling intended for sheltering but one family and now requisi-

tioned for the housing of two or three families is accountable for

many flagrant evils. These buildings are old and more or less

run down; the old-fashioned windows are small and hard to open;

toilet arrangements are inadequate. Originally planned for only

one family, they are like made-over garments which fit the material

rather than the person. Basements, cellars, and attics are used

as apartments.

By contrast the modem tenements scattered throughout the

district, although provided with their own quota of building-code

violations^ seem infinitely desirable, and there is no doubt that the

seventy-two structures that have been erected since 1902 do very

perceptibly raise the condition of the ten blocks as a whole. It is

certain that they are a factor in making the percentage of houses

reported in good repair as high as 64. They also account for the

large number of brick buildings, which constitute 50 per cent of

all dwellings.

It was to be expected that in this district few people would own
their homes, and this is shown to be true by the accompanying

table (IV), which indicates that 768 families, or 76 per cent of

the total number, pay rent. And yet in comparison with other

districts for which similar statistics are available, the proportion
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of owners, 24 per cent, is large. In the Lower North Side Italian

district, for example, but 8 per cent of the families, and in the Slavic

sections but 18 per cent, were owners. Among those renting, 393,

or more than half the number, have lived in their present quarters

less than one year, while 32 per cent show a tenancy of less than

six months. A considerable proportion of the population in these

blocks is, therefore, either new or shifting. Thirty-six per cent

of the owners, however, have been in their present homes ten

years or more. These oldest residents, of course, are almost

entirely the Germans, Irish, or Poles, already mentioned as the

TABLE IV

Tenants and Owners with Length of Residence in Apartment

Length of Residence

Tenants

Number Cumulative
Percentage

Owners

Number Cumulative
Percentage

Under one month
One month and less than three months . ,

Three months and less than six months

.

Six months and less than one year
One year and less than three years

Three years and less than six years

Six years and less than ten years

Ten years and over

21

67

157
148

177
120

52
26

3
12

32
51

74
90

97
3

10
10

33
51

41

87

26

47
64
36

Total reporting. 768" 241

* In addition there were eighteen apartments that were vacant and four others whose ownership

was not reported.

predecessors of the Lithuanians, who have stayed on until now,

isolated amid a strange folk of strange language and custom,

either because their holding of property demanded it, or because,

as one old German woman who had been in the district fifty years

said, they "wouldn't feel at home anywhere else."

Among the owners who have more recently acquired property

the tenement landlord is largely represented. The tenement

landlord lives in one apartment in the building he owns. Often

he is still working to pay for his home and, as a consequence,

occupies the cheapest and most undesirable rooms in the house

in order to receive the largest possible income from tenants.
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Such was the situation of the landlord who lived in three cellar

rooms so low that a person more than 5 feet 8 inches tall could not

stand upright in them. The kitchen, a fair-sized room with win-

dows on the street, though its gray-painted wooden walls and

ceiling served well to accentuate the absence of sunlight, was

merely gloomy; but the other two rooms were both small and dark

with tiny lot-line windows only 4 square feet in area. In one of

these rooms, 564 cubic feet in contents, the father and one child

slept; the other, which contained only 443 cubic feet, was the

bedroom of the mother and two children. One of the highly

colored holy pictures common among the Lithuanians and Poles,

though it hung right by the window, was an indistinguishable

blur. Such again was the home of the man who lived with his

family in the attic of a new three-story brick tenement, and of the

stockyards' employee who himself occupied a wretched little frame

cottage, its dirty bedrooms filled with lodgers, on the rear of the

lot back of a good modern brick tenement which he had just

erected. Only too often, then, ownership is not synonymous with

prosperity, but means rather the effort to secure property and

future welfare at the cost of present ease and health.

Just what the renters in this district are paying for the accom-

modations they secure is brought out in Table V, which gives the

number of apartments at specified monthly rentals together with

the number of rooms in the apartments. In studying it one notes

a great range in the amount of monthly rental, which varies from

less than $4 to more than $30. The information here secured

tallies with that of former investigations in showing that the four-

room apartment is the most common type. A comparison of the

median rentals for four-room apartments in the different neighbor-

hoods canvassed in housing surveys in Chicago shows a rather

high rate in the Lithuanian district. Only among the colored

people were rents higher, and, with the exception of the Jewish

quarter, they were actually lower. The possible explanation of

the higher rate among the Lithuanians will be discussed a little

later. That the presence of lodgers in great numbers, frequently

given as a reason for high rents, does not satisfactorily account for

it, is made clear by the absence of invariable coincidence between
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high cost of rent and a large proportion of lodgers in the different

districts canvassed. Nor is there reason to believe that there is

racial discrimination such as that which makes the Negro and the

Jew pay such high rent for such poor quarters.

TABLE V

Number or Apartments for Which Specified Monthly Rentals Are Paid

AND Number of Rooms in Apartment

Number of Roous

No
ReportRent per Month

I 2 3 4 s 6
7 or
More

Total

Less than $4 I

I

2

8

II

3

3

3
10$ 4 a,nd less than 5 I

4
16

14
8

12

5 and less than 6 8

15

23

67

59
109

56
68
21

9
9

23

35
41
78

74
127

69
104

69
30
58
8

6 and less than 7 I

I

I

3
12

12

25

36
13

15

7 and less than 8

8 and less than 9 2

9 and less than 10
10 and less than 11 5

I

8
10

7

27

3

II and less than 12

12 and less than 13 3
I

I

3

5

I

I

13 and less than 14 I

14 and less than 15

15 and less than 30 3
30 and over
Rent unknown 2 4

2

23

473
94

2

I

II

133

35

9
4

48
790
241

Rent free I

I

4
I

Rent for apartment includes rent

for store I

29

9

5
66

13

5
68
60

I

14
29

I

3Number of apartments rented .

.

Number of apartments owned. .

Total 5 38 79 567 168 128 43 3 1,031

Before leaving Table V it remains to see whether there is any-

apparent relation between the rate of rent and the number of rooms

obtained. Little connection is noticeable. For example, the cost

of two-room apartments ranges from less than $4 monthly to

between $10 and $11. Four or even five rooms can be had for

less than $8. For $12 one can obtain a four-, five-, six-, or even

seven-room apartment. Something other than mere number of

rooms must, therefore, be sought to explain variation in price, and

this explanation probably lies in the position of the apartment in

the front, middle, or rear of the floor and in the first, second, or
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third story of the house; in the conveniences of the house itseK;

and in the character of the immediate neighbors and neighborhood.

In fact, judging by the position of the apartments, one would

expect to find a somewhat higher rent rate in this district. As
Table VI shows, there is a large number of through apartments,

TABLE VI

Position of Apartments

Position of Apartments Number Percentage

Front 243
30
292

466

24

3
28

45

Middle
Rear
Through

Total 1,031 100

for 466, or 45 per cent of the 1,031 apartments visited, cover an

entire floor. This kind of apartment affords greater possibilities

of gaining privacy, light, and air and is, as a result, eminently

desirable. The table also shows that the number of rear apart-

ments is somewhat in excess of the number of front ones, but this

discrepancy is explained by the presence of Uving-rooms back of

stores or saloons. Such dwelling-rooms are especially undesirable,

for they are, as a rule, not completely separated from the store

proper; often, too, the toilet in the store or saloon is the only one

provided for the family. Again, the mother frequently serves

as clerk and is liable on that account to neglect her housework.

Moreover, some of these apartments are made by putting up a

board partition, which does not extend all the way to the ceiling,

to subdivide the space back of the store. Subdivision after this

fashion results in windowless rooms. Such an apartment was the

five-room one with two dark bedrooms lacking any openings to the

outer air and a third with a small lot-fine window opening directly

upon the brick wall of the house next door. The front of the build-

ing was an undertaking establishment kept by the father; the

mother and helpmate was a midwife; there were six children

in the family. In one of the windowless bedrooms the man and

his wife slept, with the youngest child swinging in a hammock
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above them. In another such apartment containing four rooms,

two windowless, six people were Hving. This apartment was not

entirely cut off from the store, but the opening between the two

was left without a door. To protect the family against intruders

a dog was kept tied to the leg of a dresser, just to the right of the

curtained entrance. Place for the toilet was secured by inclosing

a corner of the kitchen. The mother was the sole clerk in the

store during the father's absence at his regular work in the stock-

yards, and the consequent disorder in the house was readily

understandable.

Table VII shows the number of apartments in cellar, basement,

attic, or other floor. Here again this district would probably yield

TABLE VII

Number of Apartments above and below Street Level

Number Percentage

Cellar 35
I02
lO

884

3
10Basement

Attic I

Other floor 86

Total 1,031 100

a higher median rental because of the large number of apartments

located elsewhere than in cellar, basement, or attic. The small

proportion of cellars is in part due to the fact that the street grade

is not so far above the lot-level—87 per cent of the lots are less

than four feet below the pavement—that, if the regulation fixing

8| feet^ as the minimum height of rooms be observed, cellars are

likely to result. Nevertheless the thirty-five apartments which

do, by being more than one-half below street level, come under

classification as cellars^ present many evidences of unwholesome

and insanitary conditions. The rooms are frequently only 6, 7,

or 8 feet in height; some, in fact, less than 6. Moreover, the

distance below the sidewalk causes even those that have windows

opening on the street or the passage to be gloomy, and it is the

' Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 445.

' Ibid., sec. 432.
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A CELLAR ROOM CONTAINING ONLY 450 CUBIC FEET OF AIR SPACE

Occupied by woman and two children

A BASEMENT ROOM CONTAINING LESS THAN 700 CUBIC FEET OF
AIR SPACE

This whole family, with one child not in the picture, slept in the one room
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exception rather than the rule to find such cellars other than damp.

Now and again some rooms in an apartment will be so wet that

the family must huddle in a single room, or live, cook, eat, and

sleep in half the space they usually have until continued dry weather

makes the abandoned quarters once more habitable. A German

landlord's explanation for the presence of wet walls not only in the

cellar but also in the first floor is naive. When remonstrated with

over existing unhealthful conditions in the old frame cottage that

he owned and next door to which he himself was living in a good

light, brick tenement, he asserted that it was all the fault of the

Lithuanian tenant, who was too "saving" of fuel to build a fire

that would dry out the house.

The attic apartments also have bad features. The pitch of

the roof cuts off the height of the rooms, and makes them low and

very hot in summer. In some of the older cottages attempts to

construct apartments out of attics and thus increase income through

rents has led to the utilization of all available space. It was in

one attic of this sort that a windowless room was found, formed by

partitions shutting it off from the kitchen at one end and the front

bedroom at the other. Its mean height was 5 feet; its area 127

square feet; its cubic contents 641 cubic feet; two people were

sleeping in it. One of the three attic rooms where a Lithuanian

landlord was living showed even worse conditions. Here the mean

height was $\ feet; the floor area 68 square feet; and the cubic con-

tents only 380 cubic feet. In this dark, windowless room, separated

from the kitchen by a thin, yellow board partition, against which

a large cook stove stood, the landlord was sleeping. Both these

cases show interesting violations of the present building code,

which provides that in new tenements attic rooms must be 8^ feet

high ih one-half their area and must contain not fewer than 750

cubic feet of air space ;^ and that in existing tenements an attic must

be 7I feet high in one-half its area, have 750 cubic feet of air space,

be provided with a window whose superficial area is at least one-

twelfth the floor area, and be used for no purposes of human
habitation other than as a sleeping-room.'

' Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 445.

' Ibid., sec. 476.
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Two reasons which probably explain the slightly higher rent

paid by people in these ten blocks have been discussed, namely,

the large number of through apartments and of apartments not

in the cellar, basement, or attic. A third factor, the modern con-

veniences furnished, may further account for this. One hundred

and thirty-four bathtubs were found in the 1,031 apartments, not

a large number but one which makes this neighborhood com-

pare favorably with other districts. One great advance is also to

be detected in the ratio which the apartment toilet bears to other

t3^es. Four hundred and thirty-eight, or 42 per cent of the entire

number of famihes, had private toilets. This is a considerably

higher proportion than any other investigation has estabhshed.

But conditions are still far from desirable. More than one-

fourth of the families are using yard closets, and, while these may
be less objectionable than those under the sidewalk so common
in the Slovak district, they are thoroughly bad from a sanitary

and moral standpoint. They are, as a matter of course, unlighted

at night; most of them are of the old long-hopper style, hard to

flush, hard to keep clean, and frequently in bad repair. Many of

them are never kept locked and consequently are used more or

less promiscuously. One toilet that was found in a bad state of

repair was said to be flushed once a week; another was packed

in manure to keep it from freezing. Near a saloon there was one

group of four toilets that were used by nine families; all these

toilets were dirty; two, which could not be flushed at all, were

indescribably filthy. Of the 161 yard closets found, 47 per cent

were dirty and 37 per cent not in good repair.

Basement and cellar closets are, of course, less likely to freeze

in winter, but they are almost sure to be poorly ventilated and so

poorly lighted that it is little wonder that half of those visited were

found to be dirty. Furthermore, in so damp an atmosphere the

hopper closets get rusty and the wooden parts never dry out.

Of the 106 cellar and basement closets, 31 per cent were out of

repair. In one case, the only way to the closet was through a

cellar where chickens were kept. In another place where two cellar

closets were side by side the only Hght in the second came from an

eighteen-inch square hole cut into the first.
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On account of their position within the house it is even more

important that hall closets be kept in good condition. As a matter

of fact, they were worse than either the yard or basement closets;

only 49 per cent were clean and only 56 per cent in good repair.

Ventilation was inadequate in many cases, and the odor in the hall

was most objectionable. In one place in which the people were

said to be disorderly and drunken there were two hall toilets for

three families, or twenty-one persons. The partition separating

the closets from the hall was only 6 feet high, and opening directly

above was the single window to a bedroom. In several cases the

only toilet accommodation for famiUes in which there were young

children was a closet opening off a saloon and used by its patrons.

Table VIII, showing the number of instances of one toilet for

a specified number of persons, is significant. There are 103

TABLE VIII

Location op Toilets and Number of Persons Using Them

Location of Toilet S Persons or
Less

6-10
Persons

ii-rs
Persons

16-20
Persons

Total Number
of Toilets

Yard 27

29
8

76

4
54
37

49

21

33

9

2

2

l6l

Under sidewalk
Basement or cellar

Hall

4
106
80

Total 64 171 103 13 351

instances where one toilet was being used by from 11-15 persons,

and 13 cases where 16-20 persons were using one closet. Although

42 per cent of the families had toilets within the apartment, there

were 362 families sharing a toilet with one other family, and 69

famiUes sharing a toilet with two other families. When one con-

siders that this means men, women, and children, and not only

members of the family but lodgers and neighbors as well, one

realizes the utter impossibility of maintaining under such condi-

tions any but the lowest standards of privacy and decency. The

apartment toilet, already provided for in new-law tenements for

apartments of over two rooms, is the only satisfactory solution of

the problem.^

I Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 470 (a).
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Table IX illustrates still another phase of the housing problem,

one which depends not so much on the construction of rooms as

upon their number in relation to the size of the family that occupies

them. Such patent examples of overcrowding are at once evident

as two cases of three people living in one-room apartments, or one

case where four people live in one room. Taking next the prevalent

type of apartment, the four-room suite, we find that in each of 273

out of a total of 567 such apartments six or more people were

living. This means either overcrowding in rooms used for sleeping

purposes or the appropriation of all rooms in the house as bedrooms,

TABLE IX

Number of Persons in Household and Number of Rooms in Apartment

Number of Persons
Vacant
OR No
Report

Number of Rooms

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 or
more

Total

I I

7

3
I

I

9

7

30

4
4
2

2

9
15

59
10

25

4

I

7

20
80

15
i6

2

5

38

79
567
168
128

2 4
16

116

18

13

5

I

5
III

29

19
8

I

3
8

3

I

3

7. 5
78
31
12

5

4
55
28

21

7

I

19

13

9
4

10
16

9
4

4

5

6

7 or more
No report

I 43
3

Total 14 57 124 141 172 173 131 115 46 39* 19 1,031

* There was one instance of twelve people living in five rooms, and one instance of thirteen peopl e

n four rooms.

whatever be their use during the day. In either case there is lack

of privacy, which, especially when one remembers the large number
of lodgers in this district, is of serious moral import. If a family's

standard of Uving requires the maintenance of a kitchen or parlor,

there is the insanitary cramping of bedroom space. Furthermore,

when there are eight or more people occupying a four-room apart-

ment, as there were in 84 cases, though all the rooms are used for

sleeping purposes, serious overcrowding is unavoidable. Nor is

the reader who attempts to visualize life in one of these "homes"
permitted by the facts to construct large, airy rooms. In similar

investigations previously made in Chicago the total floor area of
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apartments was carefully computed and found to be for the major-

ity between 400 and 550 square feet, without doubt a representative

size in this neighborhood as well. The most frequently recurrent

bedroom, as Table X shows, was that containing between 600

and 800 cubic feet. One must have seen such apartments to be

able fully to appreciate the sordid ugliness of Hfe in them.

Homes were only too often reduced through their very lack of

space to the standard of affording nothing but places to eat and

sleep.

Table X, which gives the number of adults and children sleep-

ing in one room of specified cubic contents, presents more clearly

the overcrowding in bedrooms. The building code requires 400

cubic feet of air space for every adult in a sleeping-room, and half

that amount for a child under twelve.* In the table two children

under twelve are taken as equal to one adult. All cases above the

leaded line are, consequently, instances of illegal overcrowding.

Twelve hundred and eighty-eight, or 53 per cent of the entire

number of bedrooms, were unlawfully overcrowded. That this

is an underestimate is probable because there was frequent disin-

clination to tell the number of lodgers in a family. No gener-

alization deduced from a table can, however, convey just what

overcrowding means so well as setting forth a few individual cases.

Examples like the following speak for themselves: In a small,

gloomy room, containing but 536 cubic feet of air, a Polish butcher's

family, consisting of three adults and four children, slept. The

room had but one lot-line window and this was never opened.

Again, in a Lithuanian laborer's family two adults and five chil-

dren slept in a room having only 693 cubic feet of air space instead

of the required 1,800. Even worse was the case of two grown

people and five children sleeping in a room which contained just

23 cubic feet more air space than the law requires for one adult.

This same room had but 65 square feet floor area, was only 6|- feet

high, and had a total window area of but 4^ square feet. Again,

in the family of a Polish laborer five adults were sleeping in a room

with 763 cubic feet of air space instead of the required 2,000.

The crowded condition of the room with 57 square feet floor area

' Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 447.
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and 500 cubic feet contents in which mother, father, and two

children slept can easily be imagined.

One could go on multiplying such instances for they occur with

an alarming frequency, which is, however, perfectly understandable

when one recalls that the typical bedroom already referred to had

from 600 to 800 cubic feet contents. In this district there are

673 bedrooms whose contents are less than 600 cubic feet, 61 of them

with contents less than 400 cubic feet, the minimum for one adult.

Moreover, 1,120 rooms, or 45 per cent, are less than 80 square

feet in area, and 384, or 16 per cent, less than 8|- feet in height, the

standard set for new buildings.'' Though the majority of these

cases occur in old buildings, 61 violations of floor area are found in

the 28 ''new-law" houses. Sometimes, of course, it is not the fault

of the building at all, but a family's compelling need to occupy every

available nook and cranny of a house, which leads, for example,

to the turning of what was originally intended for a clothes closet

into the windowless bedroom of a girl lodger, or to the appropria-

tion of a pantry as a sleeping-place.

There is yet another thing that complicates living conditions

and is the ostensible reason for overcrowding in 519, or one-half

the families, the while it serves in a measure to solve the difficulty

of the rent problem. This is the presence of 1,555 lodgers. To

illustrate, in the home of the family having the girl lodger, occupying

the clothes closet just referred to, was a large, light front room not

used as a bedroom, which might have been converted to such

purposes, had it not been that opening from it was the bedroom of

a man lodger. Here the attempt to avert moral danger led to the

choice of a sanitary evil. Not always was such a solution possible;

often not only the privacy of a lodger but also that of the members

of a family had to be sacrificed. As a result, in 124 cases, lodgers

were found sleeping with members of the family. That there is in

any event Hkelihood both of moral harm and of overcrowding in

the majority of bedrooms is perhaps better conceivable from the

statement of the fact that only 2,744 people out of a total popu-

lation of 5,624 were sleeping less than three to a room; that in

269 cases four were using the same bedroom; and that in twenty

' Revised Bxiilding Ordinances, sec. 445.
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cases as high as six and in nine cases as many as seven people

were sharing one room.

As important as the cubic contents in considering bedrooms

are the size and the outlook of the windows, for upon these two

things depend light and ventilation. With reference to size, the

building law^ requires that in every new tenement house, every

habitable room shall have a window or windows with a total glass

area equal to at least one-tenth of the floor area, and that none

of such required windows shall have a glass area of less than 10

square feet. Among the bedrooms of the ten blocks studied 524

had less than 10 square feet of window area, and 235 of these were

gloomy or dark. Of rooms whose window area was less than one-

tenth the floor area 269 were discovered, 105 of which were poorly

lighted. The smaller number of violations of the ratio between

floor and window area is to be expected since the rooms are often

so small that though the window area meets the required ratio it

may still fall well below 10 square feet.

Even taking no cognizance of the fact that these violations

overlap one another and permit the same poorly lighted room to

be listed twice, there are still 266 dark or gloomy bedrooms not

accounted for, where the reason for the lack of light must be

sought in the outlook of the windows. Regarding outlook the

ordinances provide that the minimum of window space described

above must open upon street, alley, yard, or court^ and that 3 feet is

the minimum width for an outer court belonging to a new tenement.^

Table XI shows several rooms with windows opening into airshafts,

other rooms, or halls, but the majority, 62 per cent, open on lot-

lines or passages. A lot-line window was for this investigation one

opening within a foot of the lot-line; a passage was the long,

narrow, uncovered space left at one side of a tenement as the

means of approach to the rear apartments. Such passages varied

from 3 to 5 feet in width. The custom in building is to make the

lot-line wall of one house abut upon the passage of the adjoining

tenement. Owing to this, lot-line windows of one house afford as

much light and air as the passage windows of the one opposite.

' Revised Building Ordinances, sec. 448(a).

' Ibid., sec. 475. ^Ibid., sec. 442(c).
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Not infrequently it happens, however, that a building will cover

the full width of a lot. Particularly is this likely to be true along

business streets. Here the eflect is to deprive all rooms with

lot-line openings of both light and air.

In any event such windows are not in accord with the regula-

tion of the code, and the fact that 58 per cent of gloomy and dark

rooms have lot-line windows speaks strongly in favor of the rigid

enforcement of the law. There should not be, as there are, 26

people sleeping in windowless rooms, 124 in rooms with interior

windows only, 336 in rooms with the window area less than 10 per

TABLE XI

Outlook of Light, Gloomy, and Dark Bedrooms

Outlook Light Gloomy Dark
Total

Number Percentage

No window. .

Airshaft
Room or hall

.

Porch
Lot-line

Passage
Court
Yard
Alley
Street

Skyhght

I

6
2

46

579
499
S3

280

64
340

2

2

9
35
13

297
106
16

II

5
6

I

10

4
15
I

58
14

13

19

52
60

934
619
69
294
69

346
3

I

I

2

2

37
25

3
12

3
14

Total

Percentage.

1,872 501 105 2,478^

76

"I* In the case of five rooms, classified as light, the outlook was not reported.

cent of the floor area, 1,180 in dark or gloomy rooms, and 225 in

rooms undesirable both because their windows are too small and

because their outlook is such that it shuts off light and air. There

should be no one house that could continue to furnish, as one twelve-

room tenement in this district is doing, five dirty, dark bedrooms,

so small that only one exceeds 479 cubic feet in contents and so

poorly equipped for ventilation that in none is the window area

greater than 3 square feet, and in none do even these tiny windows

open upon the outer air, but instead in four rooms overlook a hall

and in the fifth, a saloon.
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The foregoing pages have tried to give a picture of a representa-

tive foreign neighborhood in Chicago after a dozen years of at-

tempted tenement-house reform. A comparison of this district

with those described in earlier housing studies is not completely

discouraging; nevertheless there is much to show the need of further

vigilance and care. Without exception the worst conditions have

been found in old houses, but while this is prophetic of good things

TWO ADULTS AND THIS CHILD SLEPT HERE
Room contains less than 675 cubic feet of air space. The only window opens on

a hall.

for the distant future, it must not cause forgetfulness of the

needs of the immediate present. The supplanting of old

houses by modern ones will be a painfully slow process, for the

abandonment of an old house does not come quickly. Meanwhile

the code as it now stands does not prohibit in old buildings the

things that it will not tolerate in new. And not even the lower

standard for these old buildings is actually attained. This investi-

gation has shown 1,288 cases of illegal overcrowding in bedrooms;
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has revealed windowless rooms and rooms whose window area in

137 cases was less than 8 per cent of the floor area, whereas even

for old houses the legal minimum ratio is one-twelfth; has dis-

covered 673 bedrooms with less than 600 cubic feet of air space;

has found 384 rooms under 8|- feet high, some in cellars with the

ceiling as low as 5 feet 8 inches; and 1,120 rooms less than 80

square feet in floor area, 61 of them in "new-law" houses. Even

in this district, which ranks favorably with many others in its

toilet provisions, more than one-half of the famihes are still depend-

ent upon other than private apartment toilets. All these facts

point not so much to inadequate legislation as to that common
fault of American life and habit which, while it encourages the mak-

ing of good laws, fails to provide for their subsequent careful execu-

tion, and results in this case in giving us good tenements on paper

but poor ones in brick and mortar.



THE DECLINE OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
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By the adoption of the Chicago platform of 1896 the Democratic

party not only took up the fight for the free coinage of silver but

also declared itself the party of protest upon economic questions,

which arose out of deeper sources of discontent. It repudiated

the administration of Grover Cleveland, its only president since

Buchanan, and by its rebirth it came within Burke's definition "of

a body of men united for promoting by their joint endeavors the

national interest upon some particular principle in which they are

all agreed." The platform inadequately expressed the intense

feeling of those who adopted it, for no campaign document could

mirror their belief that they were engaged in a fight for freedom.

There were declarations in favor of an income tax and a stricter

control of monopoly. They continued to advocate a non-protective

tariff. They denounced "government by injimction," censured the

judiciary, and threatened its independence. Yet the adoption of

the entire program of the PopuUst party, had this occurred, would

have been unimportant compared with a simple declaration of a

determination to free the hewers of wood and the drawers of water

from an economic bondage to a money oligarchy. Except for the

advocacy of free silver, which was the paramount issue, remedies

and methods were to wait upon that time when the masses had

taken control of their government.

We are unalterably opposed to monometallism, which has locked fast

prosperity of an industrial people in the paralysis of hard times. Gold mono-

metallism is a British policy, and its adoption has brought other nations into

financial servitude to London. It is not only un-American, but ant i-American,

and it can be fastened on the United States only by the stifling of that spirit

and love of liberty which proclaimed our political independence in 1776 and

won it in the war of the Revolution.''

' Platform of the Democratic party adopted at Chicago, July 8, 1896,

313
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The appeal to the growing distrust of the relation between busi-

ness and government, as well as the advocacy of free silver, brought

to the support of the Democratic nominee the Populist party, the

only important reform organization then existing. It startled con-

servative Democrats into a denunciation of an "attack upon indi-

vidual freedom, the right of private contract, the independence of

the judiciary, and the authority of the President to enforce federal

laws."* Discoimt may be made from the statements of those

engaged in the fray, but a senator of the United States wrote in the

established journal of hterature:

The real enemies of society, the men who arouse the mobs in our cities, and

in order to remedy evils, sometimes fancied, sometimes real, would resist the

officers of the law, destroy property, bum buildings, and commit homicides,

will rush naturally to the support of the candidates nominated at Chicago.

They cannot be shaken off. They will find in the platform much encourage-

ment. They will find still more in Mr. Bryan's speech made immediately after

his nomination.'

That the Democratic party did not win the entire radical ele-

ment, even in this campaign, was found in the vote cast for the

Social Labor candidate, and that it was a temporary makeshift for

others was revealed in the organization of the Social Democratic

party the year following. Yet the heat of this campaign molded

the party attitude and it remained rigidly set in the four campaigns

that followed. A state convention sent "greeting to nearly 7,000,-

000 patriots who participated and aided in the battle for the people

in this struggle for their rights in the last campaign .... beUeving

that the very existence of the farming, laboring, and commercial

interests of the country depends upon a change in our financial

policy."3 To this the National Democrats of the same state

retorted: "The doctrines of paternalism, class legislation, and

debased coinage .... are .... abhorent to every true Demo-

crat."

It was this identification with the forces of discontent that deter-

mined Democratic history during the ensuing sixteen years. The

'Platform of the National Democratic (Gold) p)arty adopted at Indianapolis,

September 2, 1896.

» W. E. Chandler in the North American Review, August, 1896.

3 Platform of Iowa Democratic state convention (1897).
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outcome in 1896 settled "free silver," as a paramount issue, and

unquestionably the taint of cheap-money advocacy lamed the

party even in regions that had remained loyal in the confusion of

the first conflict. Yet, this issue no longer vital, the party con-

tinued to voice protest upon the other points. More charges were

added to the indictment and Socialistic tendencies became more,

not less, marked. With the exception of the Parker candidacy in

the campaign of 1904 the party held to its character of 1896 as an

agency of vehement protest. At least thus have read its declara-

tions, and its most conspicuous leader has been the embodiment of

the desire that the most democratic elements should rule. Judged

by its platforms it has sought to be the party of revolution.

That it failed to represent the growing radicalism within the

country was evidenced by more than the mounting Socialist vote.

The conduct of the Democratic representatives in Congress was

inconsistent and, on the whole, inconsequential. Bryan, through-

out this period the most powerful leader in the party, eloquent and

sincere, and truly representative of western Democracy, was

brought to the advocacy of the income tax, direct legislation,

government ownership, and even the guaranty of bank deposits,

not by a well-grounded belief in Socialist principles, but by a

simple desire to restore to the middle class of America the equal

opportunities of a pioneer era.

Moreover, throughout these years when the strong radicalism

of the West gave color to the party, not only were seven-eighths of

its national representatives from the South yet in the pre-capitahstic

stage, but in each election from one-third to one-half of its votes

were cast in the East and the older Middle West, where a majority

of the Democrats were not in sympathy with the new Democracy

and, save for the sense of party regularity, would have gone else-

where to uphold the principles of Tilden and Cleveland. The

incongruous elements that made up the Democratic party were

not fully revealed until it again assumed control of the national

government.

In exam.ining the history of the party it has seemed that the

period from 1896 to 1908 formed a period of decline. The new

Democracy polled an immense vote in 1896 and steadily declined
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in public confidence until in the campaign of 1908 it cast less than

44 per cent of the total vote. In fact the period of decline might

be lengthened by four years. This paper places a limit at 1908 for

two reasons: (i) With the opening of the Taft administration the

spUt in the Republican party became so serious as to make Demo-
cratic success certain, irrespective of a continued minority support.

(2) During this period public interest in a party of protest was trans-

ferred from the Democrats to the Progressive Republicans. Not-

withstanding the split in the opposition, and the relatively less

radical stand of the Democracy, Wilson polled in 191 2 only 42 per

cent of the total vote, and considering the distribution of the vote

and the character of the contest the Democracy was revealed as

weaker than at any time in the preceding sixteen years.

In the Democratic convention of 1896 the delegations from the

East and a portion of those from the Middle West stood out against

the declaration in favor of free silver. The successful majority

came from the South and West, from regions in which many Demo-

crats had favored such a financial declaration as early as 1892^ and

in which the Popuhst party had revealed great strength.^ The

Democratic vote in November indicated that the delegates had

represented the desires of their respective sections. Bryan polled

6,533,080 votes, nearly a miUion more than had been cast for

Cleveland in 1892, and more than the Democracy polled in any

subsequent election. This increase was general throughout the

Union except in the northeastern section where Bryan's vote fell

325,000 below that of Cleveland. The Democratic majorities were

largest in Texas and Colorado. Bryan carried twenty-two states,

twelve of them in the South and ten in the recently settled trans-

Missouri West. In spite of a greatly increased Democratic vote

throughout the Ohio River valley, Bryan failed to carry any state

in the older section of the Middle West.

» Democratic conventions (1892) in Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas,

Nevada, South Carolina, and Texas had declared for free and unlimited coinage of

silver.

' The Populists had carried Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, and Nevada, and one

dector in North Dakota and in Oregon (1892).
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A more minute analysis of the vote shows that little more than

a third of the Democratic vote was cast in the states carried by

Bryan. These twenty-two states had dictated the platform and

named the candidate. There were 4,109,652 Democratic votes in

the states carried by McKinley and of these more than 2,000,000

were cast in the Middle West and 1,500,000 in five states, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland. A
sectional ticket was accorded a national vote. Of course the deci-

sive Democratic vote was sectional. Although of the 2,760 counties

in the United States Bryan led McKinley in 1,617, those majorities

were distributed as follows: in New England Bryan carried no

county, in the Middle section nineteen, in the older Middle West

134, in the trans-Mississippi West 204, in the Far West 214, and

in the fifteen states of the South 1,046. McKinley carried only

1,143 counties, but they were in sections of country of densest popu-

lation. Bryan carried only one city of any size. New Orleans.

There is every reason to accept the usual view that the Democracy

of 1896 had its appeal in mining and agricultural regions of the

nation; particularly in localities of sparse population and in areas

recently settled.

Early in the campaign so strong had been the hostile feeling

between the East and West that two United States senators, Allen

of Nebraska and Teller of Colorado, felt called upon to express the

loyalty of the West to the nation and to disclaim any thought of

an independent existence. Both pointed out the lack of under-

standing of the West among easterners, and stated that two con-

ditions were making for absence of mutual sympathy; divergent

economic interests and the decrease in the number of westerners

who had been born in the East.^ The campaign accentuated sec-

tional disagreement. Senator Tillman had proclaimed the union

of West and South against the East, and Candidate Bryan kept this

phase of the struggle well in the foreground. The metropolitan

press was bitter; its attacks upon Bryan were unprecedented in

vituperation and vindictiveness. The depth of the misunderstand-

ing can be revealed in no better way than by quoting from a speech

'W. V. Allen, "Western Feeling toward the East," North American Review,

CLXII, 588 (May, 1896); H. M. TeUer, "The Loyal West," ibid., 757 (June, 1896).
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delivered in Boston by Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, some three

weeks after the election:

It is certainly a sad thing to think that states like Kansas and Nebraska,

children of New England, that have great farming populations, where we expect

to find, if we find anywhere, sobriety, integrity, steadiness, conservatism, the

great communities where churches abound and where schools are the best in

the world, should have lent themselves to this crazy attempt at revolution and

this passionate crusade of dishonor.'

The attitude of prominent Republicans did not tend to lessen

Democratic restlessness in defeat. Early in the last session of the

Cleveland administration Senator Chandler, of New Hampshire,

said, in opposing the consideration of a resolution providing for the

popular elections of senators, "I had supposed that this Popuhst

idea would disappear after the election of last November."^ Some-

what later while discussing the ''Free Homestead Bill," Senator

Allen, of Nebraska, pointed out that the principle of the bill had

been indorsed in both Republican and Democratic platforms in the

preceding campaign. Senator Piatt, of Connecticut, took the floor

to say, "We all understand how matters creep into national plat-

forms; and I venture to say that when that resolution and that

platform were adopted there were not fifty delegates in the St.

Louis convention that paid any attention to it or knew what it was

about, or had any idea what it involved." Senator Allen queried,

"But are they not bound by it?" Senator Piatt, "I am not."^

Seeking to uncover the position of those Democrats who had re-

fused to support the Chicago platform. Senator Allen provoked

Senator Vilas, of Wisconsin, to say, "There is almost nothing in

the platform to which the Senator alludes which I do not consider

inimical to the welfare of the people of the United States."'*

Nor were the radical Democrats silent in this defeat. Bryan,

terming the campaign "the first battle," declared his intention of

making the new Democracy the instrument of the popular will.

The repeated charge that the Republicans had won only with the

use of money added zest to the Democratic propaganda. It fit

well upon the Chicago platform. The last session of the Cleveland

Reprinted, Congressional Record, XXIX, 133-34.

' Ibid., 138. » Ibid., 539. * Ibid., 718.
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administration witnessed the abuse of Cleveland by southern mem-

bers of the Democratic party and the assumption of control of

Senate proceedings by a group of Republican senators from New
England, a control that continued unbroken for fifteen years/

At the same time Senator Hill, who had led the anti-silver dele-

gates at Chicago, came forward as a reorganizer of the Democracy.

In a widely quoted paper, published late in February, the senator

from New York outlined his view of the situation. After designat-

ing the declaration for an income tax, the attack upon the Supreme

Court and four minor planks as "offensive provisions, or provisions

of doubtful expediency, or especially those of a revolutionary and

unprecedented character," he enumerated the "mistakes that must

not be repeated." He declared that in reorganization, the objec-

tionable features of the Chicago platform were to be abandoned,

conservatism was to replace radicaUsm, selfish interests of sectional-

ism were to give way to the best interests of the whole country,

conciUation was to displace ostracism, there was to be a broad and

liberal policy in party management and greater freedom of opinion,

and, in returning to the fundamental principles of Democracy, an

unholy alliance with the Populists was to be avoided, agrarian and

Socialistic tendencies to be checked, and a disavowal made of

paternalistic doctrines.^

Interest in the future of the Democratic party abated with the

opening of the McKinley administration. The tariff session gave

the Democrats in public office an opportunity to take stock. They
were overwhelmed in both houses and their representation was sec-

tional; 24 of the 30 senators and 93 of the 123 representatives were

from the South. Their attacks upon RepubUcan procedure lacked

force, for the dominant party, still dependent for control of the

Senate upon Silver Republicans, pursued as yet a conciliatory

poUcy on the financial issue. A wave of prosperity set in early in

the summer and the Republican party was enabled to enact a

highly protective tariff with unprecedented speed.

As the state elections came on in the autumn. Democratic inter-

est revived. It was soon evident that the radical Democrats were

' Hale, Hoar, Morrill, Proctor, Gallinger, Chandler, Aldrich, Piatt (Connecticut).

' D. B. Hill, "The Future of the Democracy," Forum, XXII, 645-51 (February,

1897).
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in absolute control. The Colorado state convention declared : "We
expressly declare our opposition to any movement which may be

construed as a waiver of that issue [free silver] and pledge ourselves

to do all in our power, whether alone or in conjunction with others

who believe in the same thing, to defeat any candidate who accepts

a nomination by those who are opposed to the principles of the

Chicago platform." After this declaration little was heard of reor-

ganization until after the second defeat of Bryan.

The coimtry entered the congressional campaign of 1898 during

the summer war with Spain. The majority of the Democratic

candidates for Congress indorsed the Chicago platform. In the

West the Democrats lost twelve districts, owing partly to returning

prosperity but more to the popularity of the war.^ In the East

and South, in traditional Democratic areas, the Democrats elected

forty-one more representatives than in 1896. This was a net gain

of twenty-nine for the Democratic party, but it was more than

offset by a loss of eight seats in the Senate.*

II

The Democratic party entered the campaign of 1900 with les-

sened enthusiasm. The Republican party had enacted a protective

tariff law and on the eve of the campaign had made positive its

currency attitude by the passage of the Gold Standard Act. The

country appeared in a prosperous condition. Moreover, the Repub-

lican nominee had been a war president and our entrance into

world-politics had enlarged our sense of national pride. It seemed

an inopportune time to criticize foreign policy or revive industrial

dispute. Yet it was to be done.

The platform of 1900 indorsed the silver plank of the Chicago

platform. But of greater importance, both to the convention and

in the campaign, was the emphasis placed upon other issues upon

which the Democracy represented discontent. "The burning issue

'Democratic loss: Nebraska, 3; Kansas, 2; Michigan, 2; and i each in Cali-

fornia, Idaho, South Dakota, Wyoming.

"Democratic gains: New York, 13; Pennsylvania, 7; North Carolina, 6; Illi-

nois, 3; 2 each from Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Virginia;

and I each from Alabama and Montana.
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of imperialism" was declared the paramount question, but nearly

as much space and more severe denunciation was given on the

''trust question." The indictment was bitterly stated:

Private monopolies are indefensible and intolerable. They destroy com-

petition, control the price of raw material and of the finished product, thus

robbing both producer and consumer. They lessen the employment of labor

and arbitrarily fix the terms and conditions thereof; and deprive individual

energy and small capital of their opportunity for betterment. They are the

most efficient means yet devised for appropriating the fruits of industry to the

benefit of a few at the expense of the many, and, unless their insatiate greed

is checked, all wealth will be aggregated in a few hands and the Republic

destroyed We pledge the Democratic party to an increasing warfare

in nation, state, and city against private monopoly in every form.

The platform further called for "the election of United States

senators by direct vote of the people .... and direct legislation

wherever practicable." The party was still opposed to "govern-

ment by injunction."^

Yet in spite of the content of this platform and the renomination

of the militant leader of 1896, there were evidences that the Demo-
cratic party was in reality less radical than its professions indicated.

It was only after a struggle that the anti-monopoly planks were

included and in the heated discussion that arose in the committee

over the reaffirmation of the silver platform many of the prominent

silver men of 1896 fought for silence or compromise. It was in-

dorsed by a majority of two in the committee, and only because

of the insistence of the prospective nominee. Ex-Senator Hill, of

New York, seconded the nomination of Bryan, Richard Croker was
much in evidence at Kansas City, and Edward Shepard and

Bourke Cochran, who had bolted in 1896, came to the support of

the ticket. The nomination of Hill for Vice-President was pre-

vented only by his refusal to accept, and the conservative elements

were well pleased with the selection of Adlai E. Stevenson, of

Illinois. Most of all a portion of the preamble of the platform

^ A thoughtful editorial, remarkable for the correctness of its prophecy, outlined

this development and subsequent developments, imder the heading, "The Future of

Democracy," to be found in the Spectator (London), LXXIX, 3Z2-i^ (September

II, 1897).
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seemed strange reading to certain of the elements whose expecta-

tions had been thoroughly aroused by the Democratic campaign

of 1896: "We hold with the United States Supreme Court that the

Declaration of Independence is the spirit of our government, of

which the Constitution is the form and letter."

This spectacle of Democratic "fit to win" spirit, coupled with

the record of Democratic representatives in Congress, convinced

thousands that the Democratic party was not the agency for

revolution. A portion of the Populists refused to indorse the

Democratic ticket and cast 49,000 votes for Wharton Barker. The
SociaUst Labor party held its vote of 1896. The Social Democratic

party with Eugene Debs as candidate appeared for the first time

in a national election and in thirty-two states polled nearly 100,000

votes.

Bryan's vote was 142,000 less than in 1896 and he carried only

seventeen states, losing Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, Utah,

Wyoming, and Washington which he had carried in 1896. His

vote declined in all except one of the states that he had carried four

years before. This loss amounted to 400,000 votes. It was nearly

offset by gains made in the northeastern states amounting to 380,000

votes.^

A loss in the western states had been anticipated by Mr. Bryan

had the party refused to reaffirm its stand upon silver, and a gain

in the northeastern states had been foreseen by Mr. Hill had the

party permitted that issue to be ignored. The result would seem

to indicate that in both West and East a considerable portion of

the electorate was impressed with the returning conservatism of the

party in spite of its professions in the platform and its choice of a

standard-bearer.

As a result of the elections in the fall of 1900 the Democrats

gained three seats in the Senate and had their House membership

cut down by ten. For the first time since 1876 a ruling party had

won a third consecutive congressional election. The Republican

party was a unit as at no time in its history. Moreover, it had

control of the national government by a series of popular mandates

' An extended analysis of the vote of 1900 is given by W. H. Allen, "The Election

of 1900," Annals of the American Academy, XVII, 53-73.
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that were impressive by reason of the efforts made to change them.

The outlook for a party of protest was not promising.

Standing as the Democratic party did between the settled con-

servatism of the Republican party, that was never so evident as

at the second inauguration of McKinley, and the increasing number

of those who were turning to a consideration of the teachings of

Socialism, it was natural that there should be a strong tendency

for the party still further to invade the field of the radicals, and as

inevitable that there should first be a stronger current to prevent

this development. The second defeat of Bryan gave the conserva-

tive Democrats the opportunity that had eluded them throughout

the first term of McKinley's administration. Eastern Democrats

pointed out the undeniable fact that as the Democracy had been

led it had failed to secure a support of a majority of voters. To
the average pohtician the obvious course to pursue was to change

leaders, for by 1901 Bryan had become to the mass of voters the

embodiment of the new Democracy, and to retire him would in the

public mind change the character of the party. In a sense this was

true, for his relinquishment of the leadership for the reasons given

would inevitably give place to some one of the Democratic leaders

who had not found the platform of 1896 to his Hking. This current

of pubHc opinion was particularly strong in the months immediately

following the election. But it was very soon pointed out that the

hope of the Democracy rested in greater, not less, radicalism. The
Republican party was as definitely determined the party of wealth

and conservatism as the Democracy was stamped as the party of

protest. Various minor parties were pointing to the need of greater

safeguards for democracy. The call was for a greater party of

continued protest. It was clear that the Democratic party ought

to invade the domain of the Socialists, that, in addition to its pre-

vious reforms, it should urge, among other things, the government

ownership of monopoHes. This view gained ground until some

months after Roosevelt succeeded McKinley.

Bryan apparently saw at once the effect that the change of

leadership of the Republican party would have upon the immediate

future of the Democratic party. After Roosevelt's first message

to Congress in December of 1901, Bryan in all his discussion of the
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president—and no other single topic received as much attention

—

stressed the possible differences between professions and perform-

ances. Divining as certainly as did Roosevelt the prime importance

of the "trust question," he repeatedly pointed out the difference

between "preventing evils in trust organization and practice" and

the Democratic plan "for destroying every private monopoly."^

Notwithstanding the statements of Bryan—and he was upheld in

his view of the president by the Democratic leaders in Congress

—

the popularity of Roosevelt's position on the trusts and his action

in the coal strike of 1902 brought thousands of supporters to his

standard who had for ten years been interested in reform move-

ments, and, of late, had been followers of Bryan.

As the attention of the electorate became fixed more and more

upon the question of Roosevelt's abiHty to retain the leadership of

his party and took little notice of the policy of the Republican party,

Bryan may well have felt that the greater danger for the radical

Democracy lay in the nomination of a conservative Democrat,

although the platform should be one of mild protest. This did

become the poUcy of those who were termed "reorganizers." At

the same time, particularly early in 1902, in answer to the taunts

of the Socialist press that the Democratic party was soon to dis-

appear as a major party, because of its failure adequately to express

the radical program demanded by an increasing number, Mr.

Bryan took pains to enumerate the planks of the last platform that

showed " the party marching forward as rapidly as issues develop."'

The election of 1902 revealed the fact that all the independent

political movements that had filled much of the preceding thirty

years had lost their hold. It was, as far as results were concerned,

a straight two-party contest, and the Democratic party elected more

Congressmen than at any time for ten years. Part of the increase

was due to the reapportionment on the basis of the new census,

but there were actual gains. There appeared in the new Congress

174 Democrats, 29 of them new men from the North. In the

Senate there were three new Democratic members from Kentucky,

Maryland, and Nevada. For the first time since 1890 there were

' The Commoner (condensed), II, 182, 300, 392; III, 84; IV, 35.

»/6Mi., II, 88.
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no independents of any kind in Congress. Protest from minor

parties seemed to have run its usual course, and soon after the

assembling of this Congress there were renewed indications that the

Democratic party was to forsake its program of protest and was to

assume the guardianship of the "Constitution."

The prehminaries of the convention of 1904 revealed the weak-

ness of the Democracy. The bulk of the Democrats in national

pubhc office were southerners. Yet a movement to consider a

nominee from the South came to nothing. To consider any pos-

sible westerner was futile for, if it was to be a representative of

Democracy of 1896 or 1900, none could compete with the twice-

defeated Bryan. The Middle West had no candidate. The can-

didate of the Democracy must come from the East and from New
York. Alton B. Parker was finally fixed upon as the man and his

New York managers came to St. Louis with a sufficient number of

delegates to nominate him on the first ballot. His most conspicu-

ous opponent was W. R. Hearst, of San Francisco and New York,

an advocate of extreme economic and social reforms and chiefly

known through the medium of his several newspapers.

Ill

During the prehminaries of the Democratic convention of 1904

Bryan, in pubHc address and particularly through the medium of

The Commoner, urged upon the Democratic ''rank and file" to

express their views upon the plans of the "reorganizers." His own
position was one of absolute opposition to the plans of David B.

Hill, of New York, and to the candidacy of Alton B. Parker. He
proposed no candidate, but he prepared the resolutions of the

Nebraska state convention which declared: "Democracy would

oppose as inimical to the welfare of the people all private monopolies

and would exterminate them by the enforcement of the remedies

suggested in the Kansas City (1900) platform." The resolution

called for an income tax, the direct election of United States sena-

tors, direct legislation, and declared against government by injunc-

tion. With this declaration as a basis for action Bryan went to

the St. Louis convention with the intention of preventing the

adoption of a national platform which should either be silent on
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" trusts," as many harmonizers desired, or meaningless, as had been

the New York state platform/

The only real contest in the convention took place in the Com-
mittee on Resolutions. The nature of the struggle was revealed in

the distribution of the vote of the subcommittee on the question of

a declaration for the gold standard. The committee divided seven

to five: Daniels (Virginia), Hill (New York), Pattison (Pennsyl-

vania), Poe (Maryland), Hamlin (Massachusetts), Cable (Georgia),

Davis (West Virginia) for the declaration; Williams (Mississippi),

Bryan (Nebraska), Dubois (Idaho), Shiveley (Indiana), Newlands

(Nevada) were opposed. The full committee dropped this plank

by a vote of thirty-five to fifteen. Bryan drew that portion of the

declaration that dealt with the prosecution of trusts and it was sup-

ported by the western members and opposed by the eastern mem-
bers and most of those from the South. A declaration for an income

tax was omitted. Pettigrew, of South Dakota, proposed a resolu-

tion calling for government ownership of railroads and it was

rejected. Repeatedly it was urged by members from the East and

South that wherever differences of opinion arose the questions

should be dropped. Even Bryan evidenced willingness upon minor

matters but with reference to the question of ''trusts" he was fijm.

"The Democracy must maintain its well-understood attitude

toward plutocracy." In this he was upheld by the western dele-

gates and a portion of those from the South.^

The insistent fighting of Bryan, coupled with the desire of the

eastern managers in control of the nomination not to offend the

western Democrats, resulted in a platform that is distinctly one of

protest. "We denounce protection as a robbery of the many to

enrich the few." "We favor a revision and gradual reduction of

the tariff by the friends of the masses." "A private monopoly is

indefensible and intolerable." The eight closing paragraphs in the

platform indicted the existing RepubUcan administration, after the

manner of the colonial arraignment of George III, as arbitrary,

» The Commoner (condensed), IV, 188-91.

' A very full treatment of the Democratic convention proceedings, including the

deliberations in the Committee on Resolutions, given from Mr. Bryan's viewpoint

may be found in The Commoner (condensed), IV, 231-316.
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autocratic, in open violation of or by strained construction of the

law. "We would perpetuate constitutional government."

When the struggle was renewed in the convention by the recep-

tion of the Parker "gold telegram," the incongruous elements of

which the party was composed were revealed with as great distinct-

ness as before the adoption of the platform in committee. To the

Parker declaration of "the gold standard as irrevocably fixed,"

Bryan replied in such a manner and with such response from a

majority of the delegates as to make clear that poor success awaited

a party that discredited even by inference the leadership of the

preceding eight years.

Candidate Parker termed "constitutionalism" the paramount

issue. Bryan gave his support to the ticket, repeatedly declaring,

however, that the nomination of Parker virtually nullified the

"trust planks" and that little advance in economic reforms could

be expected in the event of his election. Nor was he content with

a simple reiteration of the Democratic platform position upon this

question. A few days after the St. Louis convention Bryan wrote

that "now, as not when he had been a candidate, he felt free to try

to ingraft new doctrines on the party creed." He invited attention

to (i) government ownership and operation of railroads, (2) income

tax (reaffirmed as in 1900), (3) direct legislation, (4) election of

federal judges for stated periods.^ The first of these declarations

caused astonishment among those who in 1900 had accepted it that

"Bryan was positively anti-Socialist" and that "he did not even

believe in government ownership of railroads."^ Although Bryan

was soon moved to say that the Socialists were more friendly to the

Republicans than to the Democrats, and that the latter party stood

for "Individualism not Socialism," an explanation of his position

may be found in his declaration: " The rapid growth of the Socialist

party is conclusive proof that the Democratic party has been too

conservative to satisfy the reform element of the country."^

The SociaUst vote of 1904 had called forth this declaration. It

increased fourfold over the vote of 1900. Many former Populists

' Ibid., IV, 267-78.

' A. Watkins," Democratic Tendencies," The Arenay'XXlY,22$ (September, 1900).

3 The Commoner (condensed), IV, 448.
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were now Socialists,^ but the Populist nominee received 117,000

votes. The Socialist Labor ticket held its vote. The distribution

of the vote in the western states makes it clear that thousands of

followers of Bryan voted for Roosevelt because of his reputation

as a "trust-buster." West of the Mississippi the Democratic vote

was 500,000 less than in 1900. In the nation at large it decreased

1,272,000. There was a decrease of 300,000 in the South, where

Parker carried thirteen states. In seven states, Delaware, Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island, West Virginia, Georgia, Mississippi, South

Carolina, Parker's vote exceeded the vote cast for Bryan four years

before. It is clear from this showing that the Democratic weakness

in 1904 was not sectional.^ Parker carried only 1,167 counties in

the Union, and of these only eighty-five were in states outside of

the South. The congressional elections showed the same weakness.

Outside of the South only twenty-three Democratic congressmen

were elected, and of these eleven were from New York City.

Roosevelt's acquisition of such widespread popular support was

made possible by the failure of the Democracy to justify the expec-

tations aroused in 1896. The party had seemed at that time to

promise an emancipation from the oppressions of organized wealth,

and the return of a more equitable democracy. A great minority

of the voters had twice supported Bryan for these reasons. When
Roosevelt professed to desire these ends a great many Democrats

came to his support, particularly as the Democratic organization,

in spite of the platform, was no longer the party of 1896. The out-

come of this campaign made it clear that, if the Democracy was to

make progress toward the realization of the planks in the platform,

it would be wiser to nominate a man who could poll the vote of

protest. The result strengthened the leadership of Bryan.

In commenting upon the outcome Bryan invited all Democrats

to unite *'in making the Democratic party a positive, aggressive,

and progressive reform organization." "The Trust question pre-

sents the most acute phase of the contest between democracy and

plutocracy."^ His leadership was generally accepted. In the con-

' W. L. Cook, Annals of the American Academy, XIV, 9.

' An analysis of the geographic distribution of the vote by states may be found

in E. Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II, 137-39-

3 The Commoner (condensed), IV, 394.
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gressional elections of 1906 the Democrats made gains, but did not

reach the point of 1902. The Republicans remained in overwhelm-

ing control of the House, and the Democratic membership in the

Senate sank to the lowest point, save one, since the close of Recon-

struction.

On March 4, 1907, the Democratic party had been out of power

ten years. A decade as a party of protest had brought a declining

support from the electorate. In the meantime the Republican

party had exercised an absolute control of national policy, in a

manner unequaled for thoroughness or for popular support in our

recent history. Moreover, the Socialist party had come forward

rapidly as an agency for reform. It is, perhaps, not strange that

in the years 1905-7, a frequent question was: "Has not the Demo-

cratic party outlived its usefulness?" Few who looked beneath

the surface thought so, but the cause of reform, as carried forward

by the Democracy, did seem a thankless task.

IV

In the course of the campaign of 1906 twenty-one Democratic

state conventions indorsed Bryan as candidate for the presidency

in 1908.* Renewed attempts to direct attention to several south-

erners came to nothing. The most serious opposition to the third

nomination of Mr. Bryan appeared in a movement to nominate

John A. Johnson, at that time governor of Minnesota. Particularly

in the East was he widely discussed, and in a visit at Washington,

D.C., and on a subsequent tour in the South he made a favorable

impression. During this time his speeches were marked by a tem-

perate treatment of economic questions. His record, however,

showed him a radical, believing in the initiative and the referendum,

a very strict control of all monopoly, and particularly antagonistic

to the railway interests. As it soon developed, even he with his

wide popularity and western record could make no serious progress

against the Bryan enthusiasm.

' Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, North

Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin.
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The Democratic convention of 1908 adopted a platform that

mirrored ''the increasing signs of an awakening throughout the

country," no resolution more so than the one in which it was stated

that ''Shall the people rule?" was the overshadowing issue. The
party reiterated its demand for the extermination of private

monopoly. Bryan had written the same demand in the two pre-

vious platforms, but in this one he added

:

Among the additional remedies we specify three: First, a law preventing

a duplication of directors among competing corporations; second, a license

system which will, without abridging the right of each state to create corpora-

tions doing business within its limits, make it necessary for a manufacturing

or trading corp>oration engaged in interstate commerce to take out a federal

license before it shall be permitted to control as much as 25 per cent of the

product in which it deals, a license to protect the public from watered stock,

and to prohibit the control of such corporation of more than 50 per cent of the

total amount of any product consumed in the United States; and third, a law

compelling such licensed corporations to sell to all purchasers in all parts of

the country on the same terms after making due allowance for cost of trans-

portation.

This constituted the most important declaration of the party upon

what the candidate considered the most acute phase of the conflict

between plutocracy and democracy.

Moreover, the party pledged itself to the removal of duties upon

"trust-made goods." It declared against the use of injunctions in

labor disputes. Of the four proposals to which Bryan had invited

Democratic attention in 1904, one only, the declaration in favor of

an income tax, appeared in the platform. Instead of government

ownership of railways, the platform called for a physical valuation

as an aid in regulation. There was no mention of direct legislation.

The more recent trend of public sentiment was revealed in a demand

for campaign pubhcity, and an indictment of the Speaker's power

in the House of Representatives. In spite of that portion of the

platform which demanded that "it be made impossible for a private

monopoly to exist in the United States," it is not too much to say

that the Democratic declaration of 1908 emphasized the need of

reform rather than called loudly for a revolution. Considering

the circumstances under which this platform was constructed and

the fact that Bryan was the candidate, the position of the party
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appeared less advanced than it had in 1900.. During this campaign,

as never before in his career, it was urged by Bryan's adherents that

he was no longer a radical, in that the country had caught up with

him. In a measure this was true, for in emphasizing reform Bryan

was in agreement with the more advanced Republicans. The out-

and-out radicals were insistent in pointing this out. In November

the four radical parties cast 546,000 votes, of which 420,890 were

cast for Debs.

Bryan's vote was 1,323,000 more than Parker's vote in 1904,

but he failed to poll the vote he received in 1896. He carried four-

teen states in the South and four in the West: Nevada, Colorado,

Nebraska, and Oklahoma, the last-named state appearing for the

first time in the electoral college. His majorities outside of the

South were small. The distribution of the county vote was on the

whole as it was in 1900; in addition to 46 new counties in Oklahoma,

Bryan carried 70 counties he had not carried in 1900. But he lost

133 counties that he had carried in 1900. In all sections the dis-

tribution of the county vote showed him weaker in 1908 than he

had been in 1900.^

It is fair to say that in the canvas of 1908 a majority of the

voters desired a revision of the tariff, a check placed upon the

Speaker's power in the House, and a stricter control of monopoly.

All these the Democrats promised. They emphasized in particular

the very general cry, "restore the government to the people." At
the same time the Republican tariff plank was ambiguous and made
pleasing to a widespread sentiment in the Middle West only by the

campaign utterance of Candidate Taft, the influence of Speaker

Cannon was prominently present in the councils of the party during

the campaign, and the repeated failures of President Roosevelt to

gain from the Republican leaders in the Senate what he demanded

had commenced to breed the suspicion that additional trust legis-

lation might not be expected through the agency of the RepubUcan

party. Moreover, the country was still suffering from the panicky

conditions of 1907, and the two most prominent leaders of organized

labor were openly favoring the election of the Democratic candidate.

^ A comparison of the geographic distxibution by states of the votes of 1904 and

1908 may be found in E. Stanwood, History of the Presidency, II, 209-11.
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In spite of all these apparently favoring conditions Bryan failed of

election because of the continued lack of confidence in the Demo-
cratic party.

It was natural that this want of confidence should be ascribed

to Bryan's leadership. The distribution of the Parker vote in 1904

would tend to disprove this, and the vote cast for Wilson in 191

2

makes such an explanation impossible. The declared position of

the party in all three campaigns was essentially the same. The

basic anti-trust declaration was identical. Candidate Wilson, of

southern birth and eastern residence with a record as a progressive

governor of an eastern state but warmly supported by Bryan, was

unable to bring a majority of the voters to the Democratic standard.

His vote was slightly less than that cast for Bryan in 1908, it was

distributed in much the same areas and undoubtedly represented

the same elements.' The failure of the Democratic party to gain

control of Congress or to keep it, except by reason of division in the

opposition, strengthens the view that it has been neither platforms

nor candidates that have given place to the Democratic party in the

public mind. The party has continued to decline in public favor

for three reasons: (i) In 1896 it polled the vote of all radicals

except the Social Laborites, and its record since then has alienated

these elements. (2) The preponderance of southerners in the Demo-

cratic representation in Congress has resulted in a party rec-

ord that has not been satisfactory to the agricultural elements of

the West that formed the basis for the new Democracy in 1896.

(3) With the rise to public importance of the Progressive Republi-

cans the Democracy has had to meet proposals for reform urged by

a party in power and by middlewestem leaders with a reputation

for getting things accomplished."

The growth in the Socialist vote and the increasing radicalism

of western Republicans strengthened the view that the Democracy

had failed as a party of protest. The reactionary record of a portion

' An analysis of the "Distribution of the Presidential Vote of 191
2 " may be found

in the American Journal of Sociology, XX, 18-30 (July, 19 14). In this paper I have

compared the distribution of 1908 with that of 191 2.

' For the results of the activity of Insurgent RepubUcans see my paper on " Recent

Manifestations of Sectionalism," American Journal of Sociology, XIX, 446-67 (Jan-

uary, 1914).
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TABLE I

Counties Returning Democratic Majorities in Presidential Elections

States

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut. . . .

Delaware
Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana ,

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts. .

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey . . . .

,

New Hampshire

.

New Mexico . . .

.

New York ,

North Carolina .

.

North Dakota . .

Ohio
Oklahoma ,

Oregon
Pennsylvania. . .

Rhode Island. . .

South Carolina . .

South Dakota. .

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia ,

Washington
West Virginia . . ,

Wisconsin
Wyoming

,

1806

61

73
32

54

45
no
21

39
44
13

71
66

S3
o

4
o
15

17

75
87
21

66

14
2

o

I

59
8

33

15
12

o

39
29

54
216
26

o

75
25

23

3
6

54

67
17

41

45
125

14
41

39
6
20

56
58

4
75

75
14
31
14

3
o

4
60
o
27

5

14
o

39
7

60
227

6

o
86
10

17

4

65

"65"

45
126
o
17
16
I

o
67

59
o

14
I

o
o
76

51
2

O
O

4
o

4
75
o

17

41
o

54
230

I

o

97
o

17

3
o

1908

61

'64"

6

Z2>

45
114

4
33
45
12

7
68

59
o
15
o
o

4
78
60

7

44
6

3

4
5o

31
46
o

II

o

43
2

56
219

I

o

97
o
16
6
o

58
8

68

38
23
o
I

48
135

2

31

34
7
6

62
61
I

13
o
o

4
79
59
2

13

5

4
o

9
5

76
o

27

57
o

II

o

44
14
52

230
I

o
107
o
20

15

1.617 1,375 1,167 1,360 1,431
New counties 46 74
Counties with no Republican ticket (191 2) 52

1,617 1,375 1,167 1,314 1,305
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of the House Democracy in the rules fight of 1909 and the pro-

tectionist tendencies of a group of Democratic senators, revealed in

the votes on the Payne-Aldrich tariff measure, increased public dis-

trust of the party. Not because of returning confidence, but be-

cause of a schism in the Republican party, a majority of Democrats

were elected to the House of Representatives in the fall of 19 10.

Two years later the same conditions enabled the party to capture

the presidency and to gain a small majority in the Senate. But
in all, the Democrats represented a decided minority of the elec-

torate and, as has been pointed out above, the Democracy con-

tinued to decline in public support.''

No consideration is given to the status of the Democracy since

the inauguration of Wilson. There have been manifestations of

widespread approval of Wilson's personal leadership, but also abun-

dant evidences of a continued distrust of the Democratic party. To
determine whether or not by reason of Democratic enactments under

the President's leadership the election of 191 2 is to mark the end of

a period of decline we must wait upon an analysis of the returns

from the congressional elections of the present year.

During the last eighteen years there have been certain areas in

which the Democracy has always secured a majority of the votes.

In five presidential elections 1,069 counties have invariably been

Democratic. In ten congressional elections 102 districts have each

time returned Democrats. The distribution of the counties and

districts leads to the conclusion that in most cases these majorities

have been moved more by habit than by conviction. It is true that

in the greater portion of them conviction on a subject outside the

scope of national platforms may account for all of the apparent

solidity, but that conviction has itself become a habit. If the

decline in Democratic majorities continues in the future as it has

since 1896, it is only a matter of time when conviction will over-

come habit and the Democratic party will disappear.

' Of 291 Democrats elected to Congress in 191 2, 79 did not receive a majority of

the votes in their districts. The Democratic party had not a majority mandate for

the control of the House of Representatives.
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INTRODUCTION

The discussion of the compsrative variability of the sexes began,

somewhat vaguely, about a century ago, and bore on anatomical

traits. The anatomist Meckel concluded, on pathological grounds,

that the human female showed greater variability than the human
male, and he thought that, since man is the superior animal, and

variation a sign of inferiority, the conclusion was justified, Bur-

dach and other anatomists declared the male to be more variable,

and Darwin was led to conclude that among animals the male is

more variable. Variation was now no longer regarded as a sign of

inferiority, but as an advantage and a characteristic affording the

greatest hope for progress. More recently greater mental varia-

bility has been inferred from alleged greater anatomical variability,

and social significance has been attached by men of science to

the comparative variability of the sexes. It has been stated that

woman represents the static and conservative element in civiliza-

tion, while man represents the dynamic and variable element—and

that this accounts for the fact that nearly all historical achievement

has been the achievement of men. It is further mdicated that in

the future, as in the past, in spite of any changes that may be

wrought in the economic and social status of women, men will

always lead women intellectually, because they are inherently more

variable.

Prolonged reflection on this matter, and careful study of all

available evidence lead to the conclusion that the data at present

collected are inadequate for the formulation of any positive

335
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statement as to the comparative variability of the sexes. The data

are inadequate because relatively few anatomical units have been

measured and because the measurements include too few cases, and

have in most instances been treated without sufl&cient mathematical

insight, and are almost never presented in their entirety so as to

admit of proper and complete criticism. It is even true that com-

parison has been made uncritically of data taken from groups of

unequal homogeneity. Comparisons have also been made where

the number of males was unequal to the number of females, with

no allowance for the fact that in such a case results of unequal relia-

biUty are obtained, which renders them incomparable. There has

also been little or no agreement as to what material should be

treated, or what statistical method should be used in determining

comparative variability. Thus the mass of evidence and theory

that has accumulated on this subject is contradictory, incoherent,

and unstandardized. Yet men of science have not restrained them-

selves from saying that "woman is less modified than man and

presents less variation Man, on the other hand, represents

variation";^ "Women are nearer to the average type. The

extreme variations above and below the average occur more fre-

quently with men."^ "The greater variabiHty found for males is

a sign of the trustworthiness of ... . data."^

In view of the importance of the social differences implied by a

difference in variability between the sexes, it seems to us that exact

and adequate data should be collected, and as a contribution to

this end we have made this study. We have been so hampered in

our attempts fully to understand and properly to compare previous

work with our own, on account of the failure of authors to present

their data in full, that we have kept in mind as one of our chief

aims the presentation of all data in such a form that they may be

compared in detail with all subsequent work. Also they may be

retreated mathematically by anyone who wishes to apply different

statistical methods.

' G. T. Patrick, "In Quest of the Alcohol Motive," Popular Science Monthly

(September, 1913).

» Hugo Miinsterberg, ^'General Psychology,^' 1914.

J E. L. Thomdike, Educational Psychology (1910), p. 45.
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The data on which this study is based were obtained from the

obstetrical histories of the New York Infirmary for Women and

Children, in New York City.

We wish to express our thanks to Professor William Pepperell

Montague and Professor H. L. Holhngworth of Columbia Univer-

sity, who have read the manuscript and have made many valuable

suggestions.

PREVIOUS LITERATURE OF THE SUBJECT

Since the material upon which the present study is based con-

sists of measurements of infants at birth, the hterature to which

we have found occasion to refer falls quite distinctly into two

classes: (i) obstetrical and pediatric, the contribution of the medi-

cal profession, and (2) theoretical and statistical, the contribution

of mathematicians, sociologists, and educators. These two litera-

tures differ from each other in point of departure, general purpose,

and main interest in such a way that it seems desirable to divide

them under two headings for purposes of discussion.

I . Obstetrical and pediatric.—Members of the medical profession

have measured infants for the purpose of determining norms and of

adding to the criteria of obstetrical prognosis. They have not been

interested in variation, nor in the social implications of their meas-

urements. Hence in their writings we find only averages, never

figures indicating variability.

The first attempt to measure infants scientifically was made by

Roederer' in 1753. Among 27 newborn children he found 18 males

and 9 females. He found the average weight of the males to be

6 lbs. 9 oz. ; that of the females to be 6 lbs. 2 oz. 2 dr. The average

length of the males was 20 j inches; that of the females, 19^! inches.

Joseph Clarke* writing in 1786, reported measurements on 20

males and 20 females. He took weight, circumference of the head

and "dimension from ear to ear." His figures, when averaged are

as given in Table A.

' Roederer, "De pondere et longitudine infantum recens naturum," Commentaries

of the Royal Society of Gottingen (1753).

* Joseph Clarke, "Observations on Some Causes of the Excess of the Mortality

of Males above That of Females," Philosophical Transactions (1786).
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Pfannkuch^ later published a much more elaborate study of in-

fants at birth, using in all 714 infants—372 males and 342 females.

He dealt with weight, length, and circimiference of head. He cor-

related the average size of head and average length with weight and

found a positive correlation, i.e., the heaviest infants were the long-

est, on the average, and had the largest heads; the lightest infants

were the shortest, on the average, and had the smallest heads. He
did not, however, work out any coefficient of correlation. Average

length and size of head increase from smallest to largest infants only

about one-fourth or one-sixth, whUe weight doubles. Pfannkuch

fails to give any definite idea of variation among the infants. His

tables do show, however, that the mode for both males and females

falls between 3,000 and 3,500 gm. Among the 714 infants he found

TABLE A

Sex Weight circumference of Head Dimension from Ear to Ear

Males 7 lbs. s oz. 7 dr.

6 lbs. II oz. 6 dr.

14 inches

13I inches
^\ inches

7f inchesFemales

II males and 12 females between 1,500 and 2,000 gm., and 9 males

and 4 females between 4,000 and 4,500 gm. In length the mode for

males falls at 49.01 cm.; for females, at 48.48 cm. These figures

agree very closely with our findings.

Among modern obstetricians and pediatricians both Williams*

and Holt^ have published measurements of infants at birth. These

will be referred to specifically later, as will also the measurements

made by Riggs"* at Johns Hopkins University.

2. Theoretical and statistical.—The greater part of the literature

that preceded Pearson may be mentioned here only to be dismissed

from consideration, except as being of some interest historically.

This is the case for two reasons: first, we assume with Pearson

the principle that the comparative variability of the sexes ought

^ W. Pfannkuch, " Uber die Korperform der Neugeborenen," Arch. f. GynHk,

Bd. IV.

*
J. W. WiUiams, Obstetrics (1912 ed.).

J L. E. Holt, Diseases of Infancy (1910 ed.).

* T. F. Riggs (see Williams, op. cit.).
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properly to be tested by normal rather than by pathological varia-

tion; second, writers who preceded Pearson treated their data

without sufficient mathematical insight, and since they do not give

their data in full it is impossible to criticize their conclusions intelli-

gently or to compare them properly with our own. It would seem

almost naive, for example, to enter upon a criticism of the following

statement, which has been put forward in all seriousness as evidence

of greater male variability: "Exceptional weight in newborn chil-

dren is most usually found among the males ; in France for weights

above 3,500 gm. there are 29 boys to only 19 girls."^ Obviously

enough, the preponderance of boys among the heaviest infants is a

function of the central tendency, and not of variabiUty at all.

Among the lightest infants, girls would be found to preponderate,

for girls are on the average about 100 gm. lighter than boys at

birth. The author neglects to consider the exceptionally small

infants, which are quite as important for a study of variation as

exceptionally large infants.

Pearson's* study to which we here refer appeared in 1897 in the

form of a polemical article directed against certain statements made
by Havelock Ellis. This controversy is very familiar to students

of social science, but since a brief review of the issue involved will

lead at once to a clear understanding of the theoretical and social

implications of variability, it will be convenient to rehearse the

main points here.

Ellis,^ in a chapter on "The Variational Tendency of Men," dis-

cusses certain anatomical and pathological data which show, on the

whole, according to the scientific method of that time, the greater

variability of the male. He concludes with the following statement

:

Yet there are certain conclusions which have again and again presented

themselves, even when we have been occupied in considering very diverse

aspects of the physical and psychic phenomena of human Ufe. One of these

is the greater variability of the male; this is true for almost the whole of the

field we have covered, and it has social and practical consequences of the widest

significance. The whole of our human civilization would have been a different

' Havelock Ellis, Man and Woman (1909 ed.).

' Karl Pearson, Variation in Man and Woman. See Chances of Death (1897).

3 H. Ellis, op. cit.
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thing, if in early zoological epochs the male had not acquired a greater varia-

tional tendency than the female.

Ellis^ further states: "From an organic standpoint, therefore,

women represent the more stable and conservative element in evo-

lution."

Pearson* declared the purpose of his article as follows:

The object of this essay is to lay the axe to the root of this pseudo-scientific

superstition. It will not be necessary to prove that the male is either more or

less variable than the female, but merely to show that when the proper statistics

are considered and are dealt with scientifically there is no evidence to show a

preponderating variability in man.

He approached his problem through the following questions:

(i) What are the most suitable organs or characteristics for measur-

ing the relative variability of man and woman ? (2) How is varia-

bility to be scientifically measured ?

Before Pearson no one seems to have propounded these ques-

tions precisely and intelligently. The mass of evidence and of

quotations cited by Ellis is, as has already been indicated, unstand-

ardized and incoherent. One anatomist states that color-blindness

is more frequent in males; therefore they are more variable. An-

other points out that schoolgirls, when bad, are much worse than

boys; therefore girls are more variable. It is found by certain sta-

tistics that male infants have larger brains than female infants;

therefore their greater variability is confirmed, etc.

Pearson answered his first question by concluding that relative

variability might most appropriately be tested by normal rather

than by pathological variation, pointing out incidentally that the

mere frequency of a pathological condition is no more vaUd as a

measure of variability than is the degree or intensity of the patho-

logical condition. He answered his second question by a mathe-

matical demonstration of the fallacy involved when the absolute

variation, i.e., A.D. (average deviation) or S.D. (standard devia-

tion) is taken as the measure of variability; for in this case we know

a priori that the group having the highest central tendency will

always tend to have the largest absolute A.D. or S.D. For instance,

if we wished to determine the comparative variability of infants and

adults in respect to length, we should know a priori that adults

' H. Ellis, op. cU. ^ K. Pearson, op. cit.
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would have the greater absolute variability, because adults differ

from each other in feet, while infants differ only in inches. Yet

infants may really be much more variable than adults. To over-

come this effect of greater size on absolute variability Pearson

devised a relative measure as the scientific measure of variability,

A.D. or S.D.
, , , , , . , .

I.e., r^rr^ /—I

—

r~z—3
T ' and the result thus obtamed is now

C.T. (central tendency)

generally known as the Pearson Coefficient of Variation.

Proceeding in this fashion to measure normal variation rela-

tively, Pearson^ arrived at the following results:

If we accept as a possible or indeed probable measure of significant varia-

tion the so-called coefficient of variation, i.e., the percentage variation for cases

in which the sexual means differ considerably, and the standard deviation for

cases in which the means are practically identical, then there is in the material

considered in this paper—and it appears to represent more cases of normal

variation than have hitherto been treated quantitatively—no evidence of

greater male variability, but rather of a sHghtly greater female variability.

Accordingly the principle that man is more variable than woman must be

put on one side as a pseudo-scientific superstition until it has been demon-

strated in a more scientific manner than has hitherto been attempted.

Thorndike* has contributed to the literature of method the pro-

1,1,. r . . , ,,1 A.D. or S.D.
posal that the relative measure of variation should be .——

-

—
,

l/C.T.

for this seems to him "more in accordance with theory as well as

with facts" than Pearson's assumption that the A.D. varies directly

as the C.T.

The doctrine of greater male variability has found ready and

uncritical acceptance at the hands of scientific men as well as of

general writers. The following quotations illustrate very well this

widespread credence:

It is a universal law of animal fife that, owing to sexual selection and other

causes, the males of a species vary considerably more than the females.^

As a general rule, in the evolution of the human race, as well as of the lower

races, the female is less subject to variation and is more constant to, and

conservative of, the type of the race than the male.*

' K. Pearson, op. cit.

' E. L. Thomdike, Empirical Studies in the Theory of Measurement (1907), p. 9.

3 J. Jacob, Studies in Jewish Statistics (see Pearson, op. cit.).

* Edward Carpenter, Woman (see Pearson, op. cit.).
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We may understand not only the increased desire for alcohol in modem
life but also the lesser need for it on the part of women. Woman is less modi-

fied than man and presents less variation. Her life is calmer and more even.

She is more conservative, representing the child type, which is the race tj^je.

.... Man, on the other hand, represents variation. The mental powers

peculiar to advancing civilization are more developed in him.*

It would not seem proper to close a discussion of the literature

of this subject without reference to Darwin's statements about male

variability, for it is on his authority that many lesser writers have

based their credence. In his study of domesticated animals he

arrived at the conclusion that males are more variable, basing his

conclusion on the development of secondary sexual characteristics.

As to variation in human beings, Darwin^ remarked the fact that

polydactyhsm seems to be more common in males, but Pearson^

thinks that wider statistics will disprove this.

AIM, MATERIAL, AND METHOD OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Aim.—The present study was conceived and formulated to

answer the following question: Are male human beings inherently

more variable in anatomical traits than female human beings?

Material.—'The first question that arises when this problem

comes under consideration is: What material is most likely to fur-

nish a reliable solution? Pearson'' concluded that normal rather

than pathological data should be considered, and he worked upon

normal material, though fully realizing the difiiculty of drawing the

line between normal and pathological, or of exactly defining these

terms. We have adopted this same plan, and for the same reasons

that led Pearson to adopt it. Pearson's material, however, con-

sisted for the most part of measurements of adults, or of children

old enough to have been somewhat influenced by the great differ-

ences in training and social attitudes to which boys and girls are

subject. His results, therefore, show not so much the inherent

variability of the sexes as the variability of males and females as

' G. T. W. Patrick, op. cit., Popular Science Monthly (September, 1913).

' Charles Darwin, Descent of Man (1874).

3 Karl Pearson, op. cit.

1 Op. cit.
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ive find them in the world. Ellis/ in replying to Pearson's article,

notes this fact as follows:

Even if we admit that size at birth constitutes a sound test—and this

cannot be admitted without quahfication, as we shall soon see—it is evident

that the comparative variation of the sexes in this respect is liable to be affected

by environmental circumstances as age increases. The influences of life differ-

ently affecting and exercising the two sexes, the influence of death probably

exerting an imequal selective influence—both alike must be allowed for if this

kind of evidence is to be regarded as a test of the first rank of importance.

Otherwise we are not dealing with the incidence of variations at all, but with

the eliminations—an altogether different matter.

This criticism is just if we are attempting to solve the problem

of inherent variability. The Kves of men and women are lived

under conditions so different^as to constitute practically different

environments. We cannot say what effect this difference in Hfe-

habits might have upon the original variability of males and females.

Pearson^ himself thought that we should expect a priori a greater

variabihty among women, because the struggle for existence is not

so strenuous among them as among men, and for this reason varia-

tions would not be so likely to be cut off. We should be inclined

to take the opposite view,^ i.e., that a priori we should expect to

find adult males more variable than adult females, because the

males are free to follow a great variety of trades, professions, and

industries, while women have been confined to the single occupation

of housekeeping, because of the part they play in the perpetuation

of the species. Thus variability has had comparatively little sur-

vival value for women. A woman of natural herculean strength

does not wash dishes, cook meals, or rear children much more suc-

cessfully than a woman of ordinary muscle. But a man of natural

herculean strength is free to abandon carpentry or agriculture and

become a prize fighter or a blacksmith, thus exercising and enhan-

cing his native equipment.

Measurements of infants at birth, however, are not open to these

objections, for infants have not as yet been exposed to different

environments. Ellis,^ nevertheless, objects to the validity of these

' H. Ellis, op. cit. ' K. Pearson, op. cit.

3Leta S. Hollingworth, "Variability as Related to Sex Differences in Achieve-

ment," American Journal of Sociology, XIX (1914), 510.
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data, on the ground that the process of birth itself affects the sexes

unequally. Since males are, on the average, slightly larger than

females, he says that theoretically the selective influence of the

pelvis will more often act upon the males, eliminating the very

large infants, more of which are males, and thus hmiting the varia-

bility of males more than the variability of females on the side of

great size.

Now, there are two pertinent comments to be made with regard

to this criticism on the vaUdity of measurements of infants at birth.

In the first place, as EUis^ himself admits, there is no sufficient evi-

dence as yet adduced to confirm the theory that more large males

than large females are eliminated. In the second place, Elhs does

not sufficiently regard the fact that the organism is free to vary as

far as it inherently can on the side of smallness; and if males are

more variable, we shall expect to find them in preponderance among

the exceptionally small infants also, since there is no reason what-

ever for supposing that males vary from their mode in one direction

only, i.e., in the direction of great size.

If Ellis rejects the validity of measurements at birth, by that

rejection he acknowledges the utter unreliability of all that is con-

tained in his chapter on "The Variational Tendency of Men," and

declares the impossibility of attacking the problem at all. For all

anatomical measurements are rendered invahd by the fact that

birth, life, and death afifect the sexes unequally; all mental measure-

ments are rendered invalid twice over for the same reason; and

pathological data are certainly invalid, because there is every

reason to suppose that the frequency and intensity of pathological

conditions may be greatly affected by differences in habit and

environment such as obtain in the case of men and women, and that

pathological conditions are positively correlated with such factors

as size of head, weight, etc., and would suffer elimination in exactly

the same way as other variations.

While recognizing the weight of all these objections, and the

necessity of keeping in mind all the many sources of error, it still

seems clear that a proper consideration of a great number of infants

at birth wiU yield valid information on the subject of the compara-

' H. Ellis, op. cit., Appendix.
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tive inherent variability of the sexes in anatomical traits. When a

large number of male infants and a large number of female infants,

each group equal in number, unselected, and equally heterogeneous

with respect to race and class, are distributed, the following phe-

nomena should appear, if the males are inherently more variable:

(i) there should be a more abrupt drop of the curve representing

the males, at the extreme of great size, to indicate a greater pelvic

selection of large males than of large females; (2) there should be a

preponderance of males at both extremes of the distribution—the

smallest as well as the largest infants should be males, since (a) there

is no pelvic selection on the side of smallness, (6) there is no reason

to suppose that males vary from their mode in one direction only,

and (c) the difference in central tendency between the sexes is

insignificant.

The material upon which the present study is based consists

of 20,000 measurements of infants at birth. The measurements

were made at the New York Infirmary for Women and Children,

where 10 anatomical measurements are made on every infant

born in the obstetrical wards. These measurements are weight,

length, circumference of shoulders, and 7 cranial measurements—
|

bi-temporal, occipito-frontal, bi-parietal, occipito-mental, sub-(

occipito-bregmatic (diameters), occipito-frontal and sub-occipito-

bregmatic (circumferences). These measurements are made
immediately after birth, before the infant has ingested any food.

The weight is taken on a beam scale, measuring in grams.

Length, circumference of shoulders, and the cranial circumferences

are measured with a metal tape measure. The cranial diameters

are measured with a pelvimeter.

This was the method of securing the measurements which are

used for the present study. The investigator began in the files

with the last infant born and proceeded to transcribe from the

records the measurements of 1,000 consecutive males and 1,000

consecutive females. This took the investigator back through

about three and one-half years, since about 600 infants are born in

this hospital every year. Premature infants, syphilitic infants, and

twins were excluded, but such exclusions were made only when the

child's record definitely stated that it was premature, syphilitic, or a
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twin. Pearson took only "full-term children of married mothers."

He says nothing about twins or the syphilitic. Presumably, there-

fore, he included them. We, like Pearson, have included only full-

term children, but, unlike him, we have made no note of legitimacy

or illegitimacy. In the absence of any proof to the contrary we
assume that illegitimate offspring are as likely to be of one sex as of

the other. This would also hold true for premature, syphiUtic, and

twin infants, as far as we know; hence the inclusion of these would

not invaUdate a comparison of the two sexes. Nevertheless, after

careful discussion, it seemed best to exclude those which were defi-

nitely recorded as pathological or born in an unusual condition,

since we are avowedly considering the normal distribution. The

question as to whether twins should be excluded provoked the

greatest amount of discussion, since the condition of being a twin

cannot properly be described as pathological. In the course of

transcribing the records of 2,000 infants we found 18 pairs of twins,'

of which 24 individuals were females and 1 2 individuals were males.

There are many extremely small infants among these twins, and

since there were found twice as many females as males, it seemed

best to exclude them.

The infants were extremely heterogeneous with respect to race,

as is naturally the case in a hospital situated on the lower East Side

of New York City. Almost every nationality is represented, with

Hebrews, Italians, and Slavs predominating. There are very few

Negroes, Turks, or Asiatics included. On the other hand, the

infants were very homogeneous with respect to economic class,

there being very few from the economically well-to-do classes.

In addition to the objections already discussed, the following

specific objections to this material might be offered: (i) the weight

of newborn infants is to a great extent a function of the nutrition

of the mother during gestation; (2) the heads of newborn infants

have just been subjected to great pressure, and are often crushed

out of their normal proportions; (3) some of the measurements,

particularly of the head, should have been taken more exactly than

to half a centimeter; (4) the measurements were not all made by

' It will be understood here that, since the twins were excluded, the number of

infants really transcribed was 2,036. The twins are given separately (see p. 368).
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the same person, but, on the contrary, by a succession of physicians;

(5) the infants measured were very heterogeneous with respect to

race.

The reply to all these objections is that the reliability of the

results will depend not only on the accuracy of each individual

measurement, but on the number of cases as well, and will be prac-

tically unaffected by any of the above factors if a sufl&ciently large

number of cases is included. The writers have felt that a thousand

cases from each group would be a sufficient number to overcome the

effect of all the variable errors due to the circumstances noted above.

So far as any reliable knowledge goes at present, all extrinsic pre-

natal influences are as likely to affect one sex as the other. The

child of a particularly ill-nourished mother is, in the long run, as

likely to be a boy as a girl. The distortion of the heads, due to

pressure in the birth canal, does undoubtedly tend to affect the

males more than the females, to the degree in which the former are,

on the average, larger than the latter. The fact is, however, that

the average difference between male and female heads is, in every

measurement, very sUght. Furthermore, the validity or invalidity

of the results from cranial measurements will be in some degree

indicated by their agreement or disagreement with results from

measurements of other parts of the anatomy. The large number of

cases will tend to bring out what is, in the long run, true. Although

the infants were very heterogeneous with respect to race, the two

groups were equally heterogeneous. An Italian infant or a Greek

infant was as likely to be a male as a female. The fact that differ-

ent persons took the measurements from time to time is of no

consequence, since both males and females were measured by the

same person during that person's term of attendance at the hospital.

Method.—The statistical procedure was as follows: Each of the

ten variables (dimensions, traits, measurements) was distributed for

each sex separately along the steps through which it ranged, and

tables of frequency were thus compiled. From each table of fre-

quency the average of the group was found, in the ordinary manner.

The average deviation (A.D.) of the individual measurements from

this average was then computed. Since there is no agreement

among men of science or statisticians as to what constitutes the
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most satisfactory measurement of comparative variability, and

since the present writers are not sufficiently learned in mathematical

theory to form a discriminating judgment, all measurements so far

proposed, which seem to have a justifiable claim, have been here

computed and presented. These are: (i) the gross variation

(A.D.), (2) the Pearson Coefficient of Variation (—^

—

'

^ —'\ and

(3) the Thomdike Coefficient of Variation ( /rr7f
=—

')• In addi-

tion to these figures, the range including 100 per cent of the cases

and the unbroken range are given in the final summary.

The last two measurements have been included because,

although a greater coefficient of variation theoretically implies

greater range (if the trait being distributed conforms to the Gauss

curve of probabiUty),^ empirically a greater coefficient of variation

is not always found to correspond to greater range. And the social

significance that has been attached to greater variability attaches

especially to the fact of greater range.

For reasons set forth in his article, Pearson uses the standard

deviation (S.D.) instead of the average deviation (A.D.) as a meas-

ure of gross variability. Thomdike, in his Empirical Sttddies,

arrived at the conclusion that the A.D. constitutes a measure about

as reliable as the S.D. and one therefore more practicable, since it

is much easier to calculate. We have chosen to use the A.D., but

we have presented our data in such a way that anyone who wishes

to take the time may compute the S.D. from the original tables of

frequency. In order to insure arithmetical accuracy every com-

putation was made twice—once by each of the writers. The

monotonous labor of adding was facilitated by the use of the Pike

adding machine.

RESULTS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Weight.—The weight of newborn infants is measured here in

steps of 10 gm., and the table of frequency is given in these steps.

In plotting the surface of frequency, however, the measurements

have been combined into steps of 50 gm. It will be noticed at once

» This is by no means proven to be the case with our measurements.
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that there was some tendency on the part of the physicians who

took these measurements to group the infants at the even hundreds

and at the fifties. This error, however, is a variable one (since

infants both sUghtly larger and slightly smaller than the even number

of grams will be grouped there), and is overcome by the large num-

ber of cases. It also affects both sexes equally, and hence does not

in any way invalidate the comparison. Weight is probably the

most important measurement to the obstetrician, since the infant

is weighed every day while in the hospital to determine normal

gain.

Table of Frequency I gives the distribution of the 2,000 infants

of the present study in detail. Table B shows the facts with respect

S'ABLE B

Sex
Average
(gm.)

A.D. (gm.)

Pearson
Coefla-

cient of
Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Coef-
ficient of

Variation

Range Includ-
ing loo Per
Cent of Cases

Unbroken
Range

Weight

fMales

1
Females

3357-65

3221.17

397 3824

381.0768

1 183

1 183

.0014

.0014

.685

.671

2,030-5,020
(inc.)

1,960-5,360
(inc.)

(See Table
of Fre-

quency
I)

to comparative variability. It is seen that male infants are about

130 gm. heavier on the average than female infants. The male

infants have a greater absolute variabiUty (A.D.), as would be

expected. The Pearson Coefficient of Variation is exactly the same

for both sexes, to the fourth decimal. The Thorndike Coefficient

of Variation shows a sUght advantage for the males. The range,

including 100 per cent of the cases, is greater for females. The
lightest infant and the heaviest infant of the 2,000 are both females.

The measurements of the largest male and of the largest female are

given below in Table C.

TABLE C

I

Sex Length Occ-
front.

Bi.-par.
Bi.-

temp.
Occ.-
ment.

Sub.-
occ-
breg.

Occ-
front.

Sub.-
occ-
breg.

(Cir.)

Shoul-
ders

Weight

Male
Female....

56

55

12

12
9
10

7
8.5

15

145
10
II

36.5
36

33
35

37
45

5,020

5,360
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY I

Weight (in Grams) of Infants at Birth

Frequency Frequency

Graus

1,960.

1,970.

1,980.

1,990.

2,000.

2,010.

2,020.

2,030

2,040.

2,050.

2,060.

2,070.

2,080.

2,090.

2,100.

2,110.

2,120.

2,130.

2,140.

2,150-

2,160.

2,170.

2,180.

2,190.

2,200.

2,210.

2,220.

2,230.

2,240.

2,250.

2,260.

2,270.

2,280.

2,290.

2,300.

2,310.

2,320.

2,330-

2,340.

2,350.

2,360.

2,370.

2,380.

2,390-

2,400.

2,410.

2,420.

2,430.

2,440.

2,450.

2,460.

2,470.

Males Females

Grams

480.

490.
,500.

510.

520.

530.

540.

550.
560.

570.
580.

590.
,600.

,610.

,620.

630.

640.

650.

,660.

,670.

,680.

690.

700.

,710.

720.

730-

740.

750.
760.

770.

780.

790-

,800.

,810.

,820.

,830.

,840.

,850.

860.

,870.

,880.

,890.

,900.

,910.

,920.

,930.

,940.

r95o.

960.

970.

,980.

,990.

Males

I

I

4
o
I

I

I

3
I

2

o

3

3
o
2

I

2

3
I

2

4
I

5
2

I

4
4
3
I

4
2

3
17
2

10

3
I

5
6

6

S

4
S

5
6

3
4
10
6

4
I

o

Females

5
I

3
2

o
8
o
o
I

I

9
2

4
4
2

II

2

12

3
2

4
3
6
6

4
4
4
10

3

3
I

6
10
I

12

2

3
IS
8

7
6

4
10

5

7

5
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY I—Continued

Graus

3,000
3,010

3,020

3,030
3,040

3,050
3,060

3,070
3,080

3,090
3,100
3,110

3,120

3,130

3,140
3,150
3,160

3,170
3,180

3,190
3,200
3,210
3,220

3,230

3,240

3,250
3,260

3,270
3,280

3,290

3,300

3,310
3,320

3,330
3,340

3,350
3,360

3,370
3,380

3,390
3,400
3,410
3,420

3,430

3,440
3,450
3,460

3,470
3,480

3,490
3,500
3,510

Frequency

Males

16

5

7
8

3
II

10

15
6

5
16

3
8
6
6

IS

3

5

5
6
18
2

5

5
8

23

5

5

7
2

12

4
8

7
6

18

7
10
2

4
20
o

5

3
7

21

I

7
I

4

Females

20

5
13

7
8

17

5

5
6

3
22

6

18

7

7

4
4
27

7

14
6

4
14
I

II

4
7

15

7
2

7

4
10

4
8
2

4
13

8

13

4
6

12

7
8

6

4
23

3

Grams

3,520

3,530

3,540

3,550
3,560

3,570
3,580

3,590
3,600

3,610
3,620

3,630
3,640

3,650
3,660

3,670
3,680

3,690

3,700
3,710

3,720

3,730
3,740

3,750
3,760

3,770
3,780

3,790
3,800

3,810
3,820

3,830
3,840

3,850
3,860

3,870
3,880,

3,890

3,900

3,910
3,920

3,930
3,940

3,950
3,960

3,970
3,980,

3,990.
4,000.

4,010.

4,020.

4,030.

Frequency

Males

13

4
I

20

3
8

7

4
16

9
6

5

3
7

4
5

4
7

13

3
2

7

3
15

4

5
13

4
I

I

3
12

4
8

4
2

6

3
4
6
o
12

4
4
5
I

10
I

3
2

Females

7

3

3
13

5

S
2

3
16

4
4
4
4
10

5

3
4
2

II

9
3
I

I

9
o

4
5
2

II

3
4
2

4
5
I

2

I

3
7
2

4
I

3
5
2

2

I

4
3
o
2
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY 1—Continued

Grams

4,040.

4,050.

4,060

.

4,070.

4,080.

4,090.

4,100.

4,110.

4,120.

4,130.

4,140.

4,150.

4,160.

4,170.

4,180.

4,190.

4,200.

4,210.

4,220.

4,230.

4,240.

4,250.
4,260.

4,270.
4,280.

4,290.

4,300.

4,310.

4,320.

4,330.

4,340.

4,350.

4,360.

4,370.

4,380.

4.390.

4,400.

4,410.

4,420.

4,430.

4,440.

4,450.

4,460

.

4,470.

4,480.

4,490.

4,500.

4,510.

4,520.

4,530.

4,540.

4.550.

Frequency

Males Females

Grams

4,560.

4,570.

4,580.

4,590.
4,600.

4,610.

4,620.

4,630.

4,640.

4,650.

4,660

.

4,670.

4,680.

4,690.

4,700.

4,710.

4,720.

4,730.

4,740.

4,750.

4,760.

4,770.

4,780.

4,790.
4,800.

4,810.

4,820.

4,830.

4,840.

4,850.

4,860.

4,870.

4,880.

4,890.

4,900.

4,910.

4,920.

4,930.

4,940.

4,950.
4,960.

4,970.

4.980.

4,990.

5,000.

5,010.

5,020.

5,030.

5,040.

5,050.

5,060.

5,070.

Frequency

Males Females
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY I—Continued

Gkahs

S,o8o.

5,090-

S.ioo.

5,"o.
S,I20.

5,130.

5,140.

5,150.

5,160.

5,170.

5,180.

5,190.

5,200.

5,210.

5,220.

Average.
A.D....

Frequency

Males Females

Graus

5,230.

5,240.

5,250.

5,260.

5,270.

5,280.

5,290.

5,300.

5,310.

5,320.

5,330.

5,340.

5,350.

5,360.

Frequency

Males

1,000

3,357.65

397 3824

Females

3,221.17
381.0768

Our results as to the average weight of infants agree very closely

with the results of others. Holt^ gives the weight of newborn

infants as follows:

590 males 7.55 lbs. (3,400 gm.)

568 females 7.16 lbs. (3,260 gm.)

Riggs^ gives the average weight at birth of 707 full-term white chil-

dren as 3 ,3 1 6
. 9 gm. This includes both sexes. The smallest among

Riggs's infants weighed 2,180 gm. ; the largest, 4,553 gm. The sex

of these two exceptional infants is not stated. Neither Holt nor

Riggs gives any measure of variabiUty.

Weight was the only variable measured by Pearson,^ in the case

of newborn infants. He found the average weight of 861 English

male infants to be 3.335 kg., with a percentile variation of o. 1565

;

for 770 female infants to be 3 . 225 kg., with a percentile variation of

0,1444. These averages agree very closely with ours, but our

coefficients of variation are somewhat smaller than Pearson's. This

is doubtless due to our greater number of cases. Pearson concludes

' E. L. Holt, op. cit.

' T. F. Riggs (see Williams, op. cit.). 3 K. Pearson, op. cit.
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as to comparative variability in weight that Teutonic (English and

German) males are more variable at birth than females, but that

the reverse holds for Belgian infants.

Williams* in discussing exceptional weights in newborn infants

remarks that a lighter weight than 2,300 gm. is almost certainly-

diagnostic of syphilis, while a weight of more than 5,000 gm. is

almost certainly the result of prolonged pregnancy. In the case of

the infants included here no diagnosis of syphilis had been made by
the obstetrician in charge, since all infants diagnosed as syphilitic

were excluded. The few infants, therefore, weighing less than

2,300 gm., which are included among our 2,000, are, so far as can

be known, normal. It is certainly quite possible for full-term

infants weighing less than 2,300 gm. to be bom in good health, for

it is not uncommon for normal twin infants to weigh less than this.

Nor in the cases of infants heavier than 5,000 gm. was there any

note of prolonged pregnancy. For our purposes, however, neither

of these considerations is of vital consequence, since a syphilitic

child or a child born after prolonged pregnancy is in the long run

as likely to be of one sex as the other.

There is no abrupt fall of either curve of distribution toward

zero on the side of great size to indicate a pelvic selection from that

end of the curve. The curves of both sexes foUow the same course

very closely, and both taper out to thin ends, as does the ordinary

normal curve of distribution.

Length.—The length of these infants was measured in centi-

meters, and it seems probable that this is sufl&ciently precise, since

the error in the process of measuring such a variable as length would

conceivably amount to nearly as much as a centimeter. Table of

Frequency II gives the total distribution of the 2,000 infants.

Table D shows the facts with respect to comparative variability.

TABLE D

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of
Variation

P.E. of

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Co-
efficient

Range Includ-
ing loo Per

Cent of Cases

Unbroken
Range

Length
fMales
(Females

SO. SI

49.90
2-349

2.27s

.0465

.0456

.0006

.0006
•330
323

38-62 (inc.)

35-59 (inc.)

40-59 (inc.)

40-59 (inc.)

'
J. W. Williams, op. cit.
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Male infants are on the average about six-tenths of a centimeter

longer than female infants. Males have a very slightly larger gross

variation than do females. According to both the Pearson Coeffi-

cient and the Thomdike Coefficient there is no rehable difference

in variability. The range, including 100 per cent of the cases, is

equal, as is the unbroken range. There are 3 female infants shorter

than the shortest males, and i male infant longer than the longest

TABLE OF FREQUENCY II

Length (in Centimeters) of Infants at Birth

• Frequkncy

Centiueters

Frequency

Males Females Males Females

»e

I

I

S
2

s
10

32

47
40
87

I

I

I

3
I

6

14
17

30

49
63
100

4.0 96
158
136
130
103

75
30
24
10

5
2

I

114
168«6 CO

27 CI 139
131
66

28 C2

20 c?

40 1:4 38

39
II

4.1 cc

4.2 c6

4.2 K7 . . I

AA c8 5
2AC tro

46 60
47 61

48 62. .

1,000 1,000

Average 50.51
2.349

49.90
2.275A.D

Holt^ and Riggs^ give figures on the length of infants at birth,

and there is very close agreement among all the findings. Holt

foimd the average length of 231 male infants to be 52.5 cm.; of

211 female infants to be 52 . 2 cm. Riggs found the average of 707

infants, without respect to sex, to be 49 . 64 cm.

The dimension of length would not be subject to the limiting

influence of the pelvis, except in so far as it is correlated positively

with weight and size of skull. It is evident from our figures, as

well as from those of Clarke, that a positive correlation between

' L. E. Holt, op. cit. » T. F. Riggs, op. cit.
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length and other anatomical units does exist. However, there is

no pelvic limitation in the direction of shortness, and females clearly

predominate among the exceptionally short infants, although there

is almost no difference between the central tendencies of the sexes.

On the other hand, if we eliminate the one male infant showing the

exceptionally great length of 62 cm., we find that in the next great-

est lengths where any infants occur there are 2 males and 2 females

59 cm. long and 5 males and 5 females 58 cm. long. There is no

abrupt fall of the curve of either sex to zero on the side of great

length to indicate a selection by the pelvis of the very long infants.

The curves follow each other closely, and taper out to thin edges

at the ends as in the ordinary normal curve of distribution.

Circumference of the shoulders.—The circumference of the shoul-

ders is measured in centimeters, and, as in the case of length, this

degree of precision seems satisfactory for our purposes. Table of

Frequency III gives the complete distribution of the 2,000 infants.

TABLE OF FREQUENCY III

CiRCUMPERENCE (iN CENTIMETERS) OF ShOTJLDERS OF INFANTS AT BiRTH

Frequency

Centimeters

Freqijency

Males Females Males Females

2«

3
4
14
19
36
SI

92
159
198
156

I

I

2

12

20

36
81

123

190
175
128

a6 114

74
34
26
8
6

4
I

I

92
73

39
II

26 ^7

27 38
28 20

20 4.0 11

50 4.1 2

ai 42 2

^2 4.2

aa 44
%A, 4.C I

ac

1,000 1,000

Average 34-143
1.906936

33-823
1.887036A.D

Table E shows the facts with respect to variability. This table

shows that males are on the average very slightly larger in circum-

ference of shoulders than females. The A.D. is very slightly larger

for males. The variability as measured by the Pearson Coefi&cient

is exactly the same for both sexes, and as measured by the Thorn-
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dike Coefficient there is no reliable difference. The range, includ-

ing 100 per cent of the cases, is greater by i cm. for females. There

is I female smaller than the smallest male; i female and i male

reach the exceptionally great circumference of 45 cm. If we elimi-

nate these two infants, the next largest is a male measuring 43 cm.

TABLE E

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of

Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Coef-
ficient of
Variation

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Un-
broken
Range

Circumference
of shoulders

("Males

1
Females

34- 143

33-823

1.906936

1.887036

•0558

•0558

.0007

.0007

.326

324

26-45
(inc.)

2S-4S
(inc.)

26-43
(inc.)

25-42
(inc.)

Bi-temporal.—The bi-temporal measurement is determined to

half a centimeter. It would no doubt be better for our purpose if

this measurement had been made in milhmeters, since it is so small

that half a centimeter is a considerable percentage of the whole

amount. However, the figures are of great interest as they stand,

and the chances are after all very slight that measurement to a

millimeter would reverse the findings with respect to variability.

These remarks apply equally to all the diameter measurements of

the head.

Table of Frequency IV gives the complete distribution of the

2,000 infants. Table F shows the facts with respect to variability.

TABLE OF FREQUENCY IV

Bi-temporal (in Centimeters) of Infants at Birth

Centimeters

Frequency

Centimeters

Frequency

Males Females Males Females

5 5

7
80

43
255
169

II

10

99
66

224
178

8 241

89
80
24

7

24s
84
65
12

c.c 8.5
6
6.5 95

107 6
7.1:

x,ooo 1,000

Average 7.558
.71884

7.469
.72258A.D
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It is seen that males are on the average very slightly larger in the

bi-temporal diameter than females. Females have a very slightly

greater gross variation, in spite of their slightly smaller central

tendency, but according to both the Pearson Coefficient and the

TABLE F

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-
cient of

Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Coef-
ficient of

Variation

Range In-
cluding
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Unbroken
Range

Bi-temporal
diameter. .

fMales

[Females

7.558

7.469

.71884

.72258

.0951

.0967

.0012

.0012

.262

.264

S-io
(inc.)

5-10
(inc.)

S-IO
(inc.)

S-IO
(inc.)

Thorndike Coefficient there is no difference in variability. The

range, including 100 per cent of the cases, as well as the unbroken

range, is the same for both sexes. At the smallest extreme there

are 5 males and 11 females; at the largest extreme 7 males and

6 females

Occipito-frontal (diameter).—Table of Frequency V gives the

complete distribution of the 2,000 infants. Table G shows the

TABLE OF FREQUENCY V

Occipito-frontal Diameter (in Centimeters) op Infants at Birth

Frequency

Centdceteks

Freqtjency

Males Females Males Females

8.5
Q 3

3
71

70
361
178

2

8

9
105

94
397
159

12 225

55
23

5

5

I

155
38
26

12.5
1395

10 13.5
14

2

10.5
II

5

14.5
IC"•5

1,000 1,000

Average "•358
.596228

II. 177
A.D .590710

facts with respect to variability. It is seen that male infants are

slightly larger on the average than female infants. Males are
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slightly more variable absolutely. According to the Pearson Coeffi-

cient and to the Thorndike Coefficient there is no difference in

variability. The range, including 100 per cent of the cases, is

greater by half a centimeter for males. There are 2 females

TABLE G

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D. (cm.)

Peaxson
Coeffi-

cient of
Variation!

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dikeCoef-

ficient

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Unbroken
Range

Occipito-

frontal

diameter

Males

Females

"•358

II. 177

.596228

.590710

•0525

.0529

,ooo6-|-

.0006-j-

,177

.177

9-15
(inc.)

8.5-14
(inc.)

9-14
(inc.)

•5-14
(inc.)

smaller than the smallest males, and i male larger than the largest

females. If we eliminate this one male, who reached the excep-

tional diameter of 15 cm., the next largest infants are 5 males and

5 females, who reached a diameter of 14 cm.

The average measurements of previous writers agree closely

with our own (see Table M).

Bi-parietal.—Table of Frequency VI gives the total distribution

of the 2,000 infants. Table H shows the facts with respect to

TABLE OF FREQUENCY VI

Bl-PARIETAL (in CeNTIMETERS) OF INFANTS AT BiRTH

C^MTDfETERS

Frequency

Centimeters

Freqtjency

Males Females Males Females

6 I

2

13

34
122

164

2

19
42
165
168

Q 428
143
80
6
6
I

403
132

63

3

3

6.5 9-5
107

7, c 10.5
II8

8.5 "•5

1,000 1,000

Average 8.886
.501392

8.784
. 540428

variability. It is seen that male infants are on the average slightly

larger than female infants. In spite of this fact females are more
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TABLE H

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D. (cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of

Variation

P. E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Coef-
ficient

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Unbroken
Range

Bi-parietal. .

.

[Males

[Females

8.886

8.784

.50x392

. 540428

.0564

.0615

.0007

.0008

.169

.182

6-II.5
(inc.)

6-1

1

(inc.)

6-II.5
(inc.)

6-1

1

(inc.)

variable absolutely as well as relatively. The range, including 100

per cent of cases, is greater for males by half a centimeter. For a

comparison of these results with previous work see Table M.

TABLE OF FREQUENCY VII

OCCIPITO-MENTAL (iN CENTIMETERS) OF InPANTS AT BlRTH

Frequency

Centiueters

Frequency

Males Females Males Females

8 3

4
4
12

22

38
26

I

I

3
2

14
25

65
38

12 90
128

277
117

199

45
34
I

"5
127

298
119
I4S

25
20

8.S
g

12.5

13

13-5
14 ••••

145
IC

95
10

lo-S
II

"5 iSS I

1,000 1,000

Average 12.99
.80396

12.773
.832259A.D

Occipito-mental.—Table of Frequency VII gives the complete

distribution of the 2,000 infants. Table I gives the facts with

TABLE I

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of
Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thom-
dike_Co-
efficient

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of

Cases

Unbroken
Range

Occipito-

mental.

I 2
.
990

12.773

. 803960

.832259

.0619

.0651

.0008

.0008

.223

233

8-15 -5
(inc.)

8-15 S
(inc.)

8-iS-S
(inc.)

8-iSS
(inc.)
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respect to variability. Male infants are on the average slightly

larger than female infants. Females are slightly more variable,

both absolutely and relatively. The range, including 100 per cent

of the cases, is the same for both sexes. .

Suh-occipito-hregmatic {diameter).—Table of Frequency VIII

gives the complete distribution of the 2,000 infants. Table J shows

TABLE OF FREQUENCY VIII

SUB-OCCIPITO-BREGMATIC DiAMETER (IN CENTIMETERS) OF INFANTS AT BiRTH

Frequency

Centimeters

Frequency

Centimeters

Males Females Males Females

7
I

20

44
320
204
272

3
5*

41
52

363
167

238

10.5
II

36
64
22

10
6

I

32
65
20

75
8 "•5

128.5
Q

8
12.5
17

3
39-5

10. 135

1,000 1,000

Average 9.623
.616894

9.516
.644561A.D

the facts with respect to variability. Males are slightly larger on

the average than females. Females are slightly more variable both

absolutely and relatively. The range, including 100 per cent of

TABLE J

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient pf
Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Co-
efficient

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of

Cases

Unbroken
Range

Sub-occipito-

bregmatic
diameter

[Males

1
Females

9 623

9.516

.616894

.644561

.0641

.0677

.0008

.0008

.199

.209

7-5-I3-5
(inc.)

7-13
(mc.)

75-12.

5

(inc.)

7-13
(inc.)

the cases, is 6 cm. for both sexes. There are 3 females smaller than

the smallest male, and i male larger than the largest female. If we
eliminate this one male who reached the exceptionally great diame-

ter of 13.5 cm. the next largest infants are 3 females, who reached
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a diameter of 13 cm. To compare previous results with ours see

Table M.
Occipito-frontal {circumference).—Table of Frequency IX gives

the complete distribution for the 2,000 infants. Table K shows the

TABLE OF FREQUENCY IX

Occipitofrontal Circumperence (in Centimeters; of Infants at Birth

Centimeters

Freqxjency

CEKTDfETERS

Frequency

Males Females Males Females

28

4
2

18

4
27

13
66

30
122

63
199
66

3
I

3

3
17

S
40
22

116

50
173
83
187

52

2C 161

53
102

19

31

4
II

I

2

I

I

128

28. s

29 •. . .

.

35-5
36

32

S6
12

10
295
%Q

36.5
a7

30.5
21

37.5
^8

4
2

3IS
22

38.5

39
39-5
40
40.5
41

41-5

32. s
9%

I

335
24

345

IjCXX) I,OCX)

Average 34-145
1.27692

33 568
1. 221676A.D

facts with respect to variability. Males are on the average slightly

larger than females. Males are slightly more variable absolutely.

TABLE K

Sex
Average
(cun.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of
Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Co-
efficient

Ranee
Including
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Unbroken
Range

Occipito-

frontal

(circum-

ference)

[Males

Females

34-145

33 568

1.276920

I. 221676

-0374

.0363

.0005

.0005

.218

.211

29-41-5
(.inc.)

28-39.5
(inc.)

29-39
(mc.)

28-38
(inc.)

Relatively there is no reliable difference. The range, including 100

per cent of the cases, is i cm. greater for males. There are 4 females

smaller than the smallest males, and 2 males larger than the largest
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female. To compare these results with previous work see Table M.

Sub-occipito-bregmatic (circumference).—Table of Frequency X
gives the total distribution of the 2,000 infants. Table L shows the

TABLE OF FREQUENCY X

Sub-occipito-bregmatic Circumference (in Centimeters) of Infants at Birth

Fkequency

Centimeters

Frequency

Centimetehs

Males Females Males Females

26 I

2

I

23
10

67
24

132

71
182

59
153
SO

2

2

3
38
17 *

87

39
180
81

176
85
141

37

iz "5
32

47
10
12

2

3
3

I

71

26.5
27

33-5
?4

16

14

27s
28

34-5
35

355
36

4
5

28.S
20 ....

I

I

29s
ao

36. 5

^7

30. s
ST

37-5
a8

315
X2

38.5
JQ

325

1,000 1,000

Average 31 392
1.299191

30.869
1.158162A.D

facts with respect to variability. Males are on the average slightly

larger than females. Males are more variable both absolutely and

TABLE L

Sex
Average
(cm.)

A.D.
(cm.)

Pearson
Coeffi-

cient of
Variation

P.E. of
Pearson
Coeffi-

cient

Thorn-
dike Co-
efficient

Range
Including
100 Per
Cent of
Cases

Unbroken
Range

Sub-occipito-

bregmatic
(circumfer-

ence)

("Males

I Females

31392

30.869

1.299191

1.158162

.0414

•0375

0005

.0005

,232

,209

26-39
(inc.)

26-36
(inc.)

27-36.5
(inc.)

27-36
(inc.)

relatively. The range, including 100 per cent of the cases, is

greater for males by 3 cm. To compare these results with previous

work see Table M.
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Williams gives the following cranial measurements based on his

own work and that of Riggs. In no case is there any statement of

variability or indication of the reliability of the average. The num-

ber of cases on which the averages are based is also not stated. It

TABLE M

Diameters

Occipito-frental

Bi-parietal

Bi-temporal ,

Mental-occipital

Sub-occipito-bregmatic

.

Circumference

Occipito-frental

Williams

II 75 cm.

9
8

25
00

13 5

9 5

34.5 cm.

Riggs

II. 71 cm.

925
8.00
13 -33
9.70

will be seen that the figures agree closely with ours, though on the

whole our measurements run slightly smaller than those of either

Holt or Riggs. Their figures are for both sexes taken indis-

criminately.

INTERPRETATION

The facts, stated briefly, are as follows:

1. Male infants are on the average, without exception, slightly

larger than female infants in all anatomical measurements. The

difference is, however, much less than we had expected to find,

and is in most cases so small as to be practically negligible.

2. If we take the gross A.D. as the measure of comparative

variability, we find that in 6 cases the males are more variable; in

4 cases the females are more variable.

3. If we take the Pearson Coefficient as the measure of varia-

bility, we find that in 6 cases there is no difference in variability,

when the P.E. of the coefficient is computed; in 3 cases the females

are slightly more variable; in i case the males are slightly more

variable.

4. If we take the Thorndike Coefficient as the measure of

variability, in 3 cases the males are more variable; in 3 cases the

females are more variable; in 4 cases the variability is the same.

5. In all cases the differences in variability are very slight. In

only 2 cases does the percentile variation differ in the first decimal
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place. In these 2 cases the variability is once greater for males and

once greater for females.

6. The range, including 100 per cent of the cases, is slightly

greater for males in 4 cases; slightly greater for females in 2 cases;

equal in 4 cases.

7. The unbroken range is greater for males in 2 cases; greater

for females in 2 cases; equal in 6 cases.

Table N shows all these results in final tabular form. The

great number of cases, and the fact that the number of cases in each

group is equal, make these results very reHable. The chances are

almost negligible that the findings would be changed if an in-

finite number of cases were included. The facts adduced lend

no support whatever to the^ theory that males are inherently

more variable than females. Whichever figure we take as the

measure of variability, there is no indication of any real sex

difference for the anatomy as a whole. It is true that in cranial

measurements females are very slightly more variable on the whole,

both relatively and absolutely, in spite of their slightly smaller

central tendency, and this fact is especially interesting in view of

the statement by ElHs^ that, "as might be anticipated, the greater

variabiUty of men in mental capacity is, on the anatomical side,

connected with a greater variability in the size of the skull and

brain."

It is notable that greater range coincides with a greater A.D.

only 3 times out of a possible 10; and with a greater coefficient of

variation only 2 times out of 10. This is interesting, as with two

groups as large as these, identical in number, the empirical results

should show greater variation and greater range in coincidence in

the majority of possible cases, if anatomical traits conform to the

Gauss curve of probability.

It is a matter of incidental interest that a ratio of about 2 to i

holds in nearly all of the traits, for largest to smallest infant.

Table O shows these ratios for the sexes separately. The greatest

difference between largest and smallest infants is found in the case

of weight, where the ratio is almost 3 to i for females, and 2
.
5 to i

for males.

» H. Ellis, op. cit., p. 366.
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The two phenomena that should appear if males are inherently

more variable, i.e., (i) a more abrupt drop in the curve of the males,

on the side of great size, to indicate greater pelvic selection, and

(2) a preponderance of males at both extremes of the distribution.

TABLE

Sex Weight Length
Shoul-
ders

Bi-
temp.

Oc-
cipito-

frontal

Bi-
parietal

Oc-
cipito-

mental

Sub-
occipito-

bregmatic
Occipito-
frontal

Sub-
occipito-

bregmatic
(Circum-
ference)

Male...
Female.

2.S-1
2.8-1

I. 7-1

1. 7-1
1. 7-1

1. 8-1
2.0-1
2.0-1

1. 7-1

I. 7-1
1. 9-1

1. 9-1
1. 9-1

1. 9-1
1. 8-1

1. 8-1
1. 4-1

1. 4-1
i-S-i
1. 4-1

do not present themselves. The curves for females follow very

closely the curves for males, and both taper out at the extremities

in the same way. Among infants of exceptionally great size males

predominate; among infants of exceptionally small size females

predominate.'

CONCLUSION

It has happened not infrequently that greater mental variability

has been inferred from alleged greater anatomical variabihty, and

men have argued, in uncritical moments, from a more variable

femur to a more variable literary ability. We wish to emphasize

the fact that nothing is proved by this study of anatomy as to the

mental variability of males and females. Our results, showing that

there is no inherent difference in anatomical variability, suggest

that there will be found to be no inherent difference in mental

variabihty, but they do not prove that such is the case.

All manner of sex differences in deportment and achievements

have been ascribed to alleged sex differences in variability, from the

fact that women have not made notable scientific discoveries to the

fact that they do not consume large quantities of alcohol. Alleged

lesser variability among women has but shared with many other

alleged causes the blame for women's failure to achieve intellectual

' We have presented the individual measurements of the twins, which were

excluded from the distribution, so that it may be seen what would have been the

effect on the distribution had they been included (see p. 368)

.
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MEASUREMENTS OF TWINS

Mixed Twins

Length
Occipito-
frontal

Bi-
parietal

Bi-
temporal

Occipito-
mental

Sub-
occipito-

bre^ma-
tic

Occipito-
frontal

Sub-
occipito-
breg-
matic

Shoulders

9
lO

7-S
7

6.S
5

II

II
9
7

29

30-S

30

27-S

31
25

9
lO

9
9

6-5

7

II

"•5
lO
lO

30-5

33

29-

5

30
30
32

9
lO

8
8

7

7

II

n
9
8

3°
31

28

29

31

27

7-S
II

S

9
9-S
9-5

95
13

8
lO

29

34-

S

27-S
32

26

34

II

II
75
9

6

6-5

12

13

9-5

9
37-S
32

30-S
30-S

3iS
33-5

lO

lo-s
6.5

7-S

S

7

lO

9-S
9
9

31

32
29

29
32

i2,

"5
II

9S
9

7
8

13
12.5

lO

9-S

32.5

32.

s

31S
30.5

31
29-5

II

12

lO
lO

8
8

12

II

lO
lO

34-

S

34
31
32

34
3Z

Weight

F. 45
M. 42

F. 45
M. 49

F. 48
M. 44

F. 45
M. so

F. 51
M. so

F. 49
M. 52

F. 49
M. 47

F. 51
M. 52

2,400

1,760

2,080

2,890

2,250

1,950

1,500

2,700

2,900

2,700

2,680

2,460

2,660

2,300

2,970

3.070

Male Twins

SI-

SO.

50.

48.

II 9 7 12 9 34 33 34
II 9 7 12 9 35 33 35

10.

s

9-S 8-5 13.5 10 3SS 32 33
10 8.5 7 12 95 32 30 30

3,650

3,470

3,180

2,840

Female Twins

48
47

48
46

49
Died

10
II

10
10

II

8-S
8

. 7
8

9-S

7-5

7

5
6

8-5

12

"5
10
10

13

9
9

8

8

9-S

32
32.5

31
31

31

30-S
30

29
26

28

37
34

25
26

33

3,320
3,000

2,070

1,880

2,550

44
40

10

8.5
7-5
6

7

5-5

10.5

9

8-5
6

28
22

22

17.

5

28

22.5
2,540
2,210
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MEASUREMENTS OF TWINS—Continued

Female Twins

Length
Occipito-
frontal

Bi-
parietal

Bi-
temporal

Occipito-
mental

Sub-
occipito-
breg-
matic

Occipito-
frontal

Sub-
occipito-

breg-
matic

Shoulders Weight

47

49

39
38

46

43

43
42

II

IO-5

9
9

10 -5
10

lO-S
lO-S

95
8.5

7

7

9-5
8.5

95
9

6

6

5-5

S-S

8.5
8

7-S
8

II

II

8.5

9

II

12

"5

95
9-5

7-5
8

10

9

8.5

9

33
32.5

26

27

31

30

33
32.5

30s
295

245
2S-S

29

29

30
295

30

27S

23

25

30
25-5

30
28

2,35°
2,500

1,450

1,300

1,910

1,670

2,390
2,120

eminence. Some of these are greater affectability, lesser brain

weight, lesser general ability, lack of the fighting instinct. Men
have apparently been willing to recognize as a cause of women's

inferior attainment almost any factor except the most obvious and

incontestable one, i.e., that they have borne and reared the young

and men have not.

The few scattered and inadequate data at present accessible as

to the comparative variability of the sexes in mental traits have

been reviewed and criticized elsewhere by one of the present writers.'^

No experimental study for the express purpose of determining the

variability of the sexes in mental traits has been made. The few

figures available have come as incidental matter from studies which

had some other main purpose in view. In the evidence, such as it

is, no indication of greater male variability is found.

In view of the fact that the most accurate and comprehensive

studies so far made of comparative anatomical variability of the

sexes fail to reveal any sign of greater male variability, and since

there is no experimental or statistical data extant which prove the

greater mental variability of males, it would seem necessary to

abandon greater male variability as an ingenious explanation of

sex differences in achievement, and as the source of "social and

practical consequences of the widest significance."

' Leta S. Hollingworth, op. cit.
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THE ELEMENTS OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN
SOCIOLOGY

F. STUART CHAPIN
Smith College

At the present time sociology is largely a deductive science, if

one can call an extensive and ill-defined body of knowledge a science.

General principles have been deduced from the observations of a

few experienced students of human nature and these principles

have been elevated into theories without sufficient inductive veri-

fication. The individual phenomenon has been explained in the

light of these theories. In other sciences, the progress of achieve-

ment has been in large measure due to the use of the inductive

method. In the inductive method as opposed to the deductive

method, the investigator passes from the examination of a consider-

able number of observed facts to some theory or generalization

with regard to the relations existing between the observed facts.

Unfortunately this has not been the procedure in sociology. There

has been too much deductive philosophic generalization and far

too little inductive verification.

The chief difficulty in introducing the inductive method in the

science of sociology inheres in the bewildering complexity of the

subject-matter with which iWieals. The ultimate unit in social

relations is the human individual, the most highly organized thing

in organic nature. Each human being has his own individuality

and differs from every other human individual. The range of

characteristics possessed by the human unit is relatively wide and

variation in degree is practically infinite. This diversity of indi-

vidual characteristics makes it exceedingly difficult to draw valid

generalizations from even the most careful observations. It would

seem, therefore, that since each individual is in this sense unique

and an end in himself, the only sound method of procedure is to ob-

serve each individual separately. But this is obviously impossible.

371
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The student is consequently thrown back upon the alternative

of making the. most of his hmited series of observations. This

implies the use of some method which will enable him to deter-

mine how representative of all individuals is his limited series of

observations.

The sociologist must obtain some method of recording his

observations of the limited series of individuals which will reduce

personal bias and individual error to a minimum. The simplest

method is to count the frequency with which different degrees of a

character occur. This is obviously to use the statistical method.

Arthur L. Bowley says: "Statistics are numerical statements of

facts in any department of inquiry, placed in relation to each other;

statistical methods are devices for abbreviating and classifying the

statements and making clear the relations."* In so far as the

statistical method involves the collection of a large number of

facts and the formulation of generalizations based upon the facts,

it is an inductive method. The use of the statistical method ne-

cessitates the determination of a standard of measurement. The

determination of standards has been of utmost importance in sci-

entific advance. As long as standards of measurement are sub-

jective, all is confusion. Forces are measured by their efifects, not

by attributing motives to them. If we try to measure some socializ-

ing force by its degree of goodness or badness, since all men differ

with respect to what they consider good or bad, we shall get as

many standards of measurement as we have men. Clearly we need

some objective standard of measuring social phenomena. Shall we

take the richest man in the world as the standard by which poverty

is to be measured ? Such a standard is unsatisfactory because the

wide range of variation in economic status would make some people

quite incapable of appreciating our standard. Evidently we need

some standard of more universal acceptability.

There is an objective standard of measurement which is uni-

versally used in the statistical treatment of social phenomena—the

average. The reasons why the average is such a satisfactory stand-

ard of measurement will be made clear by considering its properties.

The average has, in general, three properties:

' A. L. Bowley, An Elementary Manual of Statistics (London, 1910), p. i.
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1. It is an objective standard. The average is not the result of

any bias or prejudice as is often the case when standards are selected.

Everyone who determines the average gets the same result. The

average of a series of measurements is a quantity which is entirely

separated from personal prepossession and emotion.

2. It is representative of the totahty of the phenomena observed.

The average is not obtained from any single favored measurement.

It is a quantity which is relatively impartial of any single measure-

ment although all measurements have a part in making it what it

is. It is therefore representative of the group of observations.

3. It is sensitive to changes in the magnitude of the measure-

ments which go to determine it. Many slight differences may
balance a large variation.

These characteristics of the average are, however, relative to

the kind of average used in any given case. There are three

kinds of average, each quite different from the other, but

all possessing in some degree the three given properties. We
shall follow W. I. King's^ enumeration of the properties of

averages.

The arithmetic average or mean is the form in most common
use. It may be defined as the sum or aggregate of a series of items

divided by their number.^ The items may, of course, be any kind

of numerical record of observations. An important characteristic

of the arithmetic average is that the sum of the differences (devia-

tions) of all items therefrom (algebraic signs considered) equals

zero. The arithmetic average has the following advantage as

an objective standard of measurement for social phenomena:

1. "It may be definitely located by a simple process of addition

and division and it is not necessary to arrange the data in the form

of a series."

2. It gives weight to extreme deviations and it is affected by

every item in the group of observations.

3. It is familiar to everyone.

On the other hand, the arithmetic average has certain disadvan-

tages as compared with other forms of the average

:

' Elements of Statistical Method (New York, 191 2).

'Ibid., p. 132.
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1. "It cannot be accurately determined where the extremes of

a series are missing."

2. "It emphasizes the extreme variations, which in most cases

is undesirable." For example, the average of the series 1,2,3, 4> 5>

6, 7, 8, 9 is 5, and the average of the series i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 20 is 5.83.

Thus the two averages differ by less than i and yet the two series are

essentially different, for in the second series the large item 20 quite

overbalances the influence of the five smaller items whose average

is 3.

3. "It is likely to fall where no data actually exist." For

example, there is no number 5 . 83 in the second series above. It

is easy to find by computation that the average number of persons

in a family is 5 .41 although such a number is evidently impossible.

The second form of the average is the mode. It is one of the

most useful and important in the statistical study of social phe-

nomena. It may be variously defined as the most frequent size

of item, the position of greatest density, or the position of the

maximum ordinate.^ In Fig. i and Table I, the mode is the item

which appears most frequently, i.e., an income of $7oo-$799, since

in the entire series of 391 family incomes the largest number of

families, 79, were found to have an income between $700 and $799
a year.^ The mode has the following advantages as an objective

standard for the measurement of social phenomena:

1

.

The mode is useful in cases in which it is desirable to eliminate

the influence of extreme variations or observations which are unrep-

resentative. For example, in the illustration given, the income of

$7oo-$799 is clearly more representative of the usual income in

this group of observed families than the arithmetic average or mean,

because in the computation of the arithmetic average the extreme

items of income of $1,200 and over had undue influence in deter-

mining it.

2. "In determining the mode, it is unnecessary to know anything

about the extreme items except that they are few in number." For

example, as long as we know that the number of families in our

* A. L. Bowley, Elements of Statistics (London, 1901), p. 119; and King, op. cil.,

p. 122.

* R. C. Chapin, The Standard of Living among Workingmen's Families in New York

City (New York, 1910), p. 44.
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observed group whose income is $1,500 and over is small, we do

not need to bother about the effect they have made on the mode
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Fig. I.—^Incomes of 391 working-men's families

3. "It may be determined with considerable accuracy from

well-selected sample data." For example, if Robert C. Chapin
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had conducted his investigation by observing the families of Irish

in one city block, instead of interviewing families scattered over

various parts of the city representing the most important nation-

alities, his sample 391 would not have been as well selected^ or

as representative of incomes among working-men in New York City.

TABLE I*

No. Families Income No. Families

8 $I,2CX>-$I,299 8

17 1,300- 1,399 8

72 1,400- 1,499 I

79 1,500- 1,599 6

73 1,600 and over 7

Income

400-$ 499
500- 599
600- 699

700- 799
800- 899

900- 999 63 .

—
1,000- 1,099 31 391

1,100- 1,199 18

* From R. C. Chapin, Standard of Living among Workingmen's Families in New York City, p. 44.

4. "The mode is a type which, to the ordinary mind, seems

best to represent the group."

But the mode has several disadvantages which restrict its use to

certain kinds of material. It is not always the best form of the

average to use as a

standard, because:

I. "In many cases,

no single, weU-defined

mode exists." Fig. 2

^, , . shows the frequency of
Infancy Old Age ^ •'

„ r- t A ^u 4. A-a *„. death at different ages.^
Fig. 2,—Frequency of death at different ages o

Here, there are two

periods at which death is frequent, in early infancy and at

old age.

2. "The mode is not at all useful if it is desirable to give any

weight to extreme observations." In Fig. i the existence of 30

families with an income of $1,200 and over has no effect upon the

mode.

3. "The mode may be determined by a comparatively small

number of items of uniform size in a large group of varying size."

' Chapin, op. cit., p. 28. » K. Pearson, The Chances of Death, I, 27.
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It might happen that in a community having great extremes in

wealth, the modal value of possessions is $992 simply because

three people were listed at that amount while the wealth of all others

varied between wide limits.

A third convenient form of the average is the median. Bowley

regards it as the most useful of averages.^ G. U. Yule defines the

median "as the middle-most or central value of the variable when

the values are ranged in order of magnitude, or as the value such

that greater and smaller values occur with equal frequency."^ For

4.0

35

30

2-5

2.0

1-5

Fig. 3.—Array of breadths of 47 nuts

example, in Fig. 3, the median breadth for an observed group of

47 nuts is 2
.
7 cm., since this is the value half-way from either end

of the ascending series of magnitudes. The median has the follow-

ing advantages as an objective standard for the measurement of

social phenomena

:

1. ''It may usually be located with greater exactitude than the

mode. This is especially true in groups of observations where

the mode is ill defined."

2. "It is but slightly affected by items having extreme devia-

tions from the normal." The 6 families having an income of from

' Bowley, op. cit., pp. 124-25.

' G. U. Yule, An Introduction to the Theory of Statistics (London, 1912), p. 116.
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$1,500 to $1,599 do not affect the mode at all and affect the

median only as much as any other single item larger than

the median value would do; that is, the weight of this devia-

tion of $1,500 is not increased by its extraordinary size, but

the item receives the same weight as any other instance and

no more.

3. "Its location is never dependent upon a small number of

items, as is sometimes the case with the mode."

4. "If the number of extreme items is known, their size is not

required in determining the median." For example, if we know
the number of persons having an income of over $100,000, and the

number of paupers, the median income could be calculated from

statistics of the income of the intervening classes without consider-

ing the exact size of the income of either the very rich or the

extremely poor.

5. "The median is especially useful when we are obliged to

consider data the items of which are not susceptible of measure-

ment in definite units." It is impossible to measure in con-

crete units the mental characteristics of a child, but it is possible

to range a group of children according to their individual men-

taUty. In such a case the arithmetic average is useless for com-

parative purposes, but the median can be correctly determined and

its characteristics readily compared with those of other similar

medians.^

Like the mode and the arithmetic average, the median has

several disadvantages which must be considered in any use to which

it may be put. These are:

1

.

In common with the mode, it is not so readily determined by

a simple mathematical process as is the arithmetic average.

2. "Like the mode, it is not useful in those cases in which it

is desirable to give large weight to extreme variations."

3. "Like the arithmetic average, it is often located at a point

in the array at which actual items are few." For example, the

median wage for the observed group might accidentally fall on

the $2 . 48I per day, while perhaps only a few men actually received

this amount.

' King, o/>. aV., p. 131.
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4. "In a discrete series in which the items are so slightly dispersed

that they fall largely in the modal class, there may be so many items

of the same size as the median that it becomes very indefinite."^

II

We have now defined our objective standard of measurement

in a somewhat detailed fashion. It remains to consider the relation

of this standard to the material that we wish to measure before

entering upon the actual measurement. In the enumeration of

the advantages and disadvantages of the different forms of the

average, the terms variation and deviation were frequently used.

The meaning of these terms is made clear by a consideration of our

series of observations. The observed income of the 391 working-

men's families showed considerable variation, that is, all the

incomes were not identical, there was a range of from $400 to $1,600

and over. The modal income, the average most representative of

this group, was $700-1799, a value larger than $400 and consider-

ably smaller than $1,600. Obviously then, the average differs from

the individual items in the series from which it is obtained, and

so we call all the measures which are larger or smaller than the

average, variates, and the respective difference of each variate

from the average, deviations. Clearly a series of observations in

which there was considerable variation among the units would

show large deviations. It follows from the fact that human beings

are exceedingly composite units manifesting a bewildering com-

plexity and range of characteristics, that any series of observations

drawn from a group of persons will be a variable series. In work-

ing with sociological material we know that we are dealing with

variables, we admit that we cannot control all the conditions in the

problem, hence discrepancies between measurements are considered

as due to the fact that the individuals vary from a more or less

ill-defined type (the average). In experimental sciences we often

assume that we are dealing with constants, hence any discrepancy

between a measurement and the object is "an error of observation."

The significance of this relation between the average and the

variable series of observations may be explained by reference to a

^Ibid.
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recent paper by the writer, ''The Variability of the Popular Vote

at Presidential Elections,"^ The thesis of the paper was: increas-

ing variability in the popular vote cast at successive presidential

elections, as between states, indicates a decreasing degree of control

exercised by political tradition over independence in voting. To
substantiate this thesis the following method was used. A variable

series was obtained by arranging in order of magnitude for any

presidential election year the number of votes cast in each state.

Series of this sort for Republican and Democratic presidential

candidates for each year were obtained. Fourteen series, beginning

with the presidential election of 1856 and concluding with that of

1908, were compared with reference to their respective variabilities

around their respective medians. It was found that the fourteen

Republican series and the fourteen Democratic series showed con-

tinuous and consistent increase in variability such that in the

presidential elections of 1896, 1900, 1904, and 1908 the variability

was over twice the variabihty of the year 1856. After the ehmina-

tion of several considerations as to the nature of the figures and the

causes at work which might lead to spurious results, the conclusion

was drawn that the increasing variability in the popular vote was a

real indication of increasing independence of vote and decreasing

rigidity in political tradition.

The hypothesis assumed at the beginning of the investigation

was that, just as increasing similarity of response to a stimulus on

the part of individuals in a group indicates the slow formation of a

usage or a custom of action with reference to that particular stimu-

lus, so the increasing dissimilarity (variability) of response to a

stimulus on the part of individuals in a group indicates the slow

disintegration of the usage or custom. On the basis of this

assumption by using a simple statistical method it seems possible

to indicate the unraveling of a custom. In this particular study

the stimulus was the opportunity to vote for president. It incited

individuals geographically grouped by states to respond by voting

for the Republican or Democratic candidate.

Instead of the popular vote for president as between states becoming

standardized as time goes on, it is actually becoming diversified. We have a

' American Journal of Sociology, September, 191 2.
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situation in which the response of large numbers of individuals, geographically

grouped, is increasingly variable with reference to a given political stimulus. If

the poUtical action of these individuals grouped by states showed increasing

numerical agreement, we might say that it was due to the standardizing effect

of poUtical tradition. The fact of the matter is that the poUtical action of

these individuals grouped by states shows an increasing numerical variabiUty

and it becomes important to determine whether this increasing numerical

variabiUty is evidence of independent poUtical action.^

Ill

We have found that the average is related to the variable series

of measurements from which it is obtained in such a way that some

of the items in the series are larger while some are smaller than the

average. Moreover the deviations are not all of the same size.

The question at once arises: Is there any law of the occurrence of

these deviations? That is, do the deviations occur in a purely

haphazard way with no regularity ? Does each group of measure-

ments show a series of deviations entirely dififerent from that of

preceding groups and subsequent groups? In answering this

question we discover that the deviations of most measures from their

averages occur with surprising regularity, that there is a definite law

of their occurrence. It has been empirically demonstrated that in

dealing with a large number of observations or measurements of

most phenomena, when one part of the group is varying in one

direction, the probabilities are that another equal part of the same

group is varying in the opposite direction. Closer examination of

the principle reveals the following law of occurrence of deviations of

individual observations from the average of a large series of measure-

ments :

1. Small deviations tend to occur more often than large

deviations.

2. Very great deviations do not occur.

3. Deviations in one direction tend to occur as frequently as

deviations in the opposite direction.

This principle will be clear by examining the distribution in

Fig. 4 and Table II, representing the stature of 8,585 adult males

born in the British Isles.^ It will be seen that the average stature

' American Journal of Sociology, XVIII (1912), 223.

^ Yule, op. ciL, pp. 88-89.
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(modal) for the group is 67 inches. There are larger numbers of

individuals with a stature of 66 and 68 inches than with a stature

of 64 or 70 inches, thus fulfilling the first principle of the law. There

are no individuals with statures of 24 or 120 inches, thus fulfilling

the second principle. There are about as many individuals at the

statures of 66 and 64 inches respectively, as at the statures of 68 and

70 inches, thus fulfilling the third principle. When these three prin-

ciples are ideally realized in the occurrence of measurements, we

call the resulting curve the normal curve. Our illustration is a

frequency distribution which approximates somewhat closely to

the ideal curve (Fig. 5).

Frequency distributions of

the type of Fig. 4 and more

or less closely approxi-

mating the normal curve

are true of large series of

measurements of many
human characters; for

example, of the weight of

men, the cephalic index,

the length of infants at

birth, the girth of chest of

men, the strength of arm-

pull of men, the body tem-

perature at the mouth in American women, the heart-rate of

American students, the reaction time of American college Fresh-

men, the memory span for digits in American women students, the

efficiency in perception of twelve-and-one-half-year-old boys, etc.*

The probable reason why this principle has such general appli-

cability to measurements of organic traits is the fact that wide

variation from the adapted type of inhabiting species has been

strictly limited by natural selection. This can be illustrated by

reference to an interesting experiment conducted by Dr. C. B.

Davenport. Some 300 chickens were put in an open field; of this

nimiber 80 per cent were white or black and conspicuous, 20 per cent

' E. L. Thomdike, Theory of Mental and Social Measurements (New York, 1904),

pp. 46-49-

58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80

Stature in inches

Fig. 4.—Frequency distribution of stature
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were spotted and inconspicuous. In a short time 24 were killed by

crows, but 23 of the 24 were black or white, showing that conspicu-

ous color was a character that gave disadvantage. In due time it is

probable that proportionately more of the conspicuously colored

fowls would be killed, so that eventually only the spotted and incon-

spicuous chickens would survive. This illustrates how such a char-

acter as inconspicuousness of colqr favors survival, and how extreme

variation (black and white) from this protective coloring (spotted)

is limited by natural selection. In this way the extent to which

individuals possess a trait, subject to natural selection, tends to

vary within certain limits in accordance with the principles above

TABLE II*

Height in Indies No. Men Height in Inches No. Men

57 2 69 1,063

58 4 70 646

59 14 71 392

60 41 72 202

61 83 73 79

62 169 74 32

63 394 75 • • • 16

64 669 76 5

65 • • • 990 77 2

66 i}223

67 1,329 8,58s

68 i>23o

*From G. U. Yule, Introduclion to Theory of Statistics, p. 88.

outlined. A rain storm washed a large number of sparrows out of

their nests. Some observers picked up the sparrows and succeeded

in reviving a number of them. Both the revived and the dead

sparrows were measured. It was found that the revived birds

showed measurements indicating that they were more of a type

than the birds killed, whose measurements were more largely

unusual. In this case as in the former, Nature exterminated the

extreme variates, reducing the survivors to an adapted type.

The most frequent degree of trait aroimd which other degrees

cluster, as decreasing frequencies in continuous sequence, is the t3^e

for that particular group of measurements. Thus in Fig. 4, the
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typical stature is 67 inches because it is the most frequent stature

found in the group of 8,585 men. Moreover, there are decreasing

numbers of men as we observe successively the statures of indi-

viduals shorter or taller than the typical stature. From this

point of view any individual may be regarded as a variate from

some more or less well-defined type. Thus the measurement of any

variable may be reduced to the determination of those elements

which define the general character of the type from which it varies,

or which determine the general law of distribution.^ In the case of

the statures, the frequency distribution agreed with the principles

which we found to be usually true of variations from an average.

Indeed, the distribution was so symmetrical that it seemed to

approach some distribution of a general sort, some ideal distribution.

If we could determine

the characteristics of

this ideal, the general

law of its distribution,

then we could compare

our observed distribu-

tion with the ideal and

determine how closely

it corresponds to the

ideal. The ideal might

Fig. 5.-The normal curve t>e regarded as a distri-

bution which our ob-

served distribution approximated but never quite equaled.

Mathematicians have long known that errors are distributed in

accordance with three principles

:

1. Small errors are more frequent than large errors.

2. Very large errors do not occur, although mathematically

possible.

3. Positive errors are as frequent as negative errors.

A curve giving the distribution of errors is the normal curve of

error shown in Fig. 5. The three principles comprise the law of

error. We find, therefore, that there is an ideal distribution con-

forming to a law which is more or less closely approximated in

' F. Boas, The Measurement of Variable Quantities (June, 1906), p. 4.
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empirical distributions when we have large numbers of items from

certain kinds of material.

IV

In the first part of this paper we saw that because of the com-

plexity and individuality of the units of our subject-matter it was

desirable to measure each separately, but that this was impossible

or at any rate impracticable; we were therefore forced to adopt

the alternative of making the most of our limited series of observa-

tions and determining how representative of all individuals this

limited series was. The elementary method which has been

developed in the intervening paragraphs will help us toward a

solution of this problem.

Clearly any limited series of observations which we have

obtained in Ueu of measuring all individuals, may be regarded as a

sample. It becomes at once important to determine the good-

ness of our sample, to determine how representative it is of the

larger series composed of all individuals. It is obviously impracti-

cable for a few investigators to observe the conditions in all working-

men's families in New York City. Resort is therefore made to the

method of investigating a few representative families. Is it possible

to determine how fairly the conditions in the sample 391 families

represent the conditions in all working-men's families in New York

City ? Again, the group of 8,585 adult men from the British Isles

may be regarded as a sample of all adult men in the British Isles.

Is the distribution of stature characteristic of this group representa-

tive of the stature of all Englishmen ? The average height of this

group is 5 ft. 7 in. May we infer from this that the average height

of Englishmen is 5 ft. 7 in. ? In these instances as in many others

it is practically impossible to measure all individuals, consequently

it is of considerable importance to know whether we have a good

sample or a poor one, or if we have two samples, which is the better

of the two.

In the first place we might assume that in the larger group,

which includes all the individuals, the measurements are distributed

in frequencies which are in accordance with some general law. Thus
the complete series of measurements which we cannot obtain but
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which we desire to approximate as closely as possible in our limited

series of observations may be regarded as an ideal. This assump-

tion of applying the law of error is justified when we have a

posteriori reasons for believing that the material we are dealing

with is of a certain character. For example, we know by experi-

ment, based upon the observation of a large munber of group

measurements, that biological, physiological, and anthropological

measurements show a close correspondence with the law of normal

distribution. It is therefore reasonable to assume, in dealing with a

sample of such material, that we have a good sample when the

distribution corresponds with the law of error, that we have a poor

sample when the distribution fails to correspond with the law of

error.

In making the assumption that the distribution of measure-

ments in the larger group, including all individuals, is in strict

correspondence with the ideal distribution of the law of error, we
were justified on certain a posteriori grounds. In the absence of

these grounds is it reasonable to base our method upon this assump-

tion ? The question is one of considerable importance since many
measurements with which the sociologist deals are not of biologi-

cal, physiological, or anthropological nature. For example, many
economic phenomena show measurements which appear to obey

quite different laws. In economic statistics the distribution of

wealth in the population at large shows an extremely asymmetrical

distribution. The percentage of population in need of relief shows

a distribution less markedly asymmetrical but still failing of close

correspondence with the law of error.*

Bowley says:

It may appear that the cases where the agreement is close are so few as to

make the whole body of theory useless; but this is an unscientific view to take.

The general process of applied science is to frame hypotheses as nearly con-

sistent with the facts as is possible without such complications as will prevent

their use, and then apply to the idealized case the corrections which the

actual cases necessitate. This process has led to the best results in physical

science. In the problems dealt with by the law of error, it will be found that

many deductions from the idealized cases hold also when applied to the only

partially corresponding records of great numbers For instance, ....

' Yule, op. cit., pp. 92-101.

I

i
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the accuracy of an average of random samples of quantities not grouped

according to the curve of error varies as the square root of the nimiber of

samples taken.''

V

The validity of our working hypothesis as well as its relativity

having been explained, it becomes important to make the practical

application. When dealing with certain kinds of material we saw

that, in so far as our limited series of observations corresponds to

the (unlimited) ideal series, that is, in so far as the measurements

in our sample were distributed in accordance with the law of error,

our sample was a good one, a more or less accurate representation

of the larger complete series. In many statistical problems, in

most sociological problems for that matter, it is unnecessary to

resort to the use of higher mathematics in order to determine the

goodness of a sample. The reason for this is the fact that one

cannot be sure that the statistics are accurate enough to warrant

the use of refined mathematical methods. The following tests will

usually be found sufl&cient to determine the goodness of a sample,

especially in cases where there is some question of trustworthiness

of the statistics:

1. The goodness of the sample depends somewhat upon its size.

If our limited series of observations are few in number it is clearly

improbable that the sample will be as representative of the larger

series as it would be if the observations were more numerous,

thus including additional numbers from the larger series and redu-^

cing the probability of any particular item being excluded. More-

over, when the sample is small we cannot in general assume that

the distribution of errors is approximately normal.^

2, The goodness of the sample depends upon maintaining the

condition that every member of the group considered has nearly the

same chance of being included in the sample. That is, the sample

must be selected at random. "The temptation is always to measure

the obvious and easily accessible; but if we do this our sample is

of 'the accessible,' not of the whole group. Thus the budgets of

working-class expenditure, which are often published, are not

' Bowley, op. cii., p. 298. ' Yule, op. cit., p. 353.
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typical of the working-class as a whole, but of that part of it which

is intelligent enough to have some kind of record and is willing to

communicate private details."^ In other words in the returns as

to family income and expenditure, the families with lower incomes

are almost certain to be under-represented. Yet "it is almost im-

possible to say to what extent they are under-represented, or to form

any estimate as to the possible error when two such samples taken

by different persons at different times, or at different places, are

compared."^ If one wanted to investigate the connection between

the poverty of surroundings and deformity in an individual it

would be useless to go into all the poor districts of London and count

the number of deformed, because there would be nothing with

which to compare the result. It would not improve matters much

to count all the deformed people in wealthy districts, for although we

might find 5,000 in the latter case and 20,000 in the former, we

"should have proved nothing until we had ascertained how many

people there were in each district. If there were 500,000 persons

residing in the wealthy districts and 2,000,000 in the poor districts,

the two classes exhibit the same proportions."^

3. The goodness of the sample often depends upon the amoimt

of variation among the individuals composing it. That is, the

goodness of the sample depends upon the extent to which devia-

tions from the average occur. We have assimied that deviations in

the complete series obey the law of error, which implies that small

deviations are more frequent than large deviations, that no very

large deviations occur, and that deviations in one direction are as

frequent as deviations in another direction. When the sum of the

deviations (disregarding algebraic sign) of the individual items in

the sample from their average is large and the total number in the

sample is small, we say that the measures are considerably dispersed

and do not correspond to the law of error. There is a simple statis-

tical index that is easily computed and gives an accurate measure

of the degree of dispersion. It is known as the standard deviation

and is obtained by averaging the sum of the squares of the devia-

tions from the average of the sample. Its formula is, <r=-v'—
,

' Bowley, Manual of Statistics, pp. 57-58. * Yule, op. cit., p. 280.

JW. p. and E. M. Elderton, Primer of Statistics (London, 1912), pp. 82-83.
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where a is the standard deviation, 'Zd the sum of the deviations of

individual items from the average of the group, and n the total

number of items in the group. When a is large as compared with n

we regard the dispersion of the sample as considerable.

By using the standard deviation we are able to compare accu-

rately the respective dispersions of two or more samples. Other

things being equal, this enables us to determine which sample is

the most representative of conditions in the larger group. For

example, when we have two samples to compare we compute the

average of each and the respective standard deviations. The good-

ness of the sample is, then, a function of the nmnber of items, and

the variation among the items. More precisely, the accuracy of

the average is proportional to the mean square deviation (standard

deviation) and inversely proportional to the square root of the

number of cases less one.^ In symbols this is—accuracy of the

average = / . When n is very large, the i may be omitted and

a
the formula becomes e= ~7= . The use of this formula gives us theVn
error of the average (the goodness of the sample) and tells us how
closely the average of our limited series of observations corresponds

to the average of the unlimited series. In this way the measure-

ment of our variable has been reduced to a determination of the

degree in which the limited series of observations may be expected

to differ from the abstract type of distribution.

Thus the precision of the average is determined as a function

of the munber of items and the amount of variation among them,

so that one doubles the accuracy by taking four times, and trebles

the accuracy by taking nine times, the number of measurements,*

Now suppose that there is a difference between the values of the

averages of the two samples, how are we to know when this

difference is important? The chances that the true value lies

within =±= 3 times the probable error are 21 to i.^ Hence, when-

ever the difference between the means greatly exceeds these limits,

' Boas, op. cit., p. 24.

^Elderton, op. cit., p. 77.

^C. B. Davenport, Statistical Methods (1904), p. 14.
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the discrepancy can hardly be attributed to the fluctuation of

samphng and may, therefore, indicate actual differences of con-

dition in the group from which the two samples were drawn. Thus

we may be really dealing with two different groups instead of one.

Consequently the way the probable error is used in practice is that,

when the difference between two means exceeds three times the

probable error, the difference is significants For example, if the

difference between the mean statures of two sample groups of adult

men was in excess of three times the probable error, we should think

that our samples represented two different t)^es of men, perhaps

dwarfs and giants. The strict apphcation of this method is of

Large group whose
distribution is

not normal

Samples of m
qucintities

Averages of

samples

Fig. o.—^Averages of samples of a large group

course dependent upon the assumption that the groups we are

dealing with are samples of quantities which conform to the law

of error; the method is therefore not so well adapted to use in

dealing with the samples of quantities which do not satisfy the law

of error.

In dealing with quantities which do not satisfy the law of error

we know that this, at least, is true, "the averages of samples of, say,

m quantities, drawn at random from a large group whose distri-

bution is not normal, will, if m is large in relation to the fluctuation

of the original group, satisfy the law of error."' This follows from

the law of probabilities which states "that a moderately large

' Elderton, op. cit., p. 79. Bowley, Elements, pp. 303, 308.
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number of items chosen at random from among a very large group

are almost sure, on the average, to have the characteristics of the

larger group."^ Thus our method of testing samples derived from

a h)^othesis which is consistent with the law of error is found to

apply to quantities which do not correspond so closely to the

normal distribution, provided only that we fulfil the condition that

our samples be large in relation to the variation in the original group.

Bowley* has illustrated this principle by showing that even in dealing

with a very unpromising case the theory is confirmed. Although

the death-rates per 10,000 in London registration districts, arranged

in order of magnitude, reveal a distribution which clearly does not

conform to the normal curve, the averages of 18 random samples of

4 death-rates, do fit a curve of error closely.

In introducing the statistical method into the investigation of

sociological phenomena we have introduced an inductive method.

By means of certain assumptions based on the law of error and justi-

fied on a posteriori grounds, we have developed a means of dealing

with samples of variable quantities which accurately determines,

subject to certain limitations, the degree with which any sample

represents the material from which it is drawn. The use of this

method puts the sociologist in a position to ehminate some of the

most serious difficulties arising from the complex nature of the

material with which he deals. If the conditions laid down in the

course of this paper are followed in applying the principles of this

method to the investigation of social phenomena, it is not too

much to claim that generalizations based upon the results of such

investigation will be fairly comparable as regards validity and
accuracy with the generalizations of apphed science.

* King, op. cit., p. 28. » Bowky, Elements, pp. 308-15.



THE MAN WITH A JOB

HAYES ROBBINS
Winchester, Massachusetts

It is a nine-days' wonder why, with the doors of escape thrown

open on every hand, the modem working-man is so slow to walk

out of his industrial house of bondage. That he must think of it

as a house of bondage seems likely enough, by this time, with so

many straining every nerve to convince him of it, and so many
differences he himself can see between the industrial system his

job epitomizes and the land of promise lying fallow just across the

way. Perhaps I might have said a nine-years' wonder, or a nine-

centuries' wonder.

His job is not what he could wish it, nor is his life centering

around the job. Far from that. There is monotony in it, not to be

told from drudgery when it has lasted long enough, and there is

/ weariness of muscle and mind. For entirely too many there are

conditions of labor miserably wrong; burdens no man and certainly

no woman ought to bear, borne nevertheless and for rates of pay

that have no excuse in twentieth-century America. There are

women and children—^who knows how many ?—^in the din and dust

of factories who ought to be in the home and the school. These

things are so; if they do not make up the whole picture, the working-

man knows they are still in the year 1914 a part of it. To him it

is no special or practical consolation that it was a larger part in

1814 and a still larger in 1714.

He is never allowed to lose sight of these dark comers, even if

he could. His union talks them over with him and he with it.

Politicians needing his vote remind him, for some weeks before

elections, of the things he knows better than they. The socialists

show him grounds for resentment which even he had not thought of,

and with no dread of opposing facts; since almost any industrial

estate, if by no means harsh in itself, becomes so in contrast with

the vision of universal justice and plenty set over against it. The

392
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syndicalist seizes him by the collar and shakes him into attention

—

tells him he has but to turn his head and look at his pocket to see

the hand of his own immediate employer; that he needs but to

throw the robber off and keep for himself what is and always has

been his own.

But he seems, somehow, not to heed these things, or not to heed

them enough to rise en masse at the call of his liberators. Perhaps

the call comes from too many directions, and confuses. He is

willing to move on and out to almost anything better, but he must

see the next step ahead and bear his weight on it. He has been

down in the quicksand on other excursions, and remembers.

Within a few months after one of the bitterest, most riotous

labor wars in our industrial history, terrible in cost, and edged

with a portent beyond that of any ordinary trade dispute, the city

of Lawrence gave the country a counter demonstration of such

force and meaning that all prophecy and reasoning were again set

adrift. Men native born and men from the ends of the earth, of

every station in life and almost every shade of beUef, marched

through the city streets in protest against the very doctrines and

impulses which had seemed, a short time before, on the point of

sweeping this whole industrial community out into a wide torrent

of social revolution. These volunteer loyalists, in number two to

three times more than had raUied to the Ettor-Haywood standard,

were for the most part men on salaries or daily pay, the "wage

slaves" to whom the "No God, no master" refuge had just been

freely offered. For that matter, all but a minor fraction of the

million and a half or more of working-men in the American Fed-

eration of Labor have for years turned a deaf ear to this same

message of deliverance.

The flow and ebb of first thought and second thought, discontent

with what is and dread of what might be in place of it, among men

not of opposite industrial groups but of the same group, has marked

the outbreak and the simmering down of all our great industrial

tumults. Every Homestead, Coeur d'Alene, and Cripple Creek

has been feared or welcomed as the long-looked-for opening of the

red reign or of the Age of Man. Most of the expected first volleys

are never fired. A dozen or a hundred times a season, more or less
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commonplace strikes fill the headlines by reason of predicted rioting

and widespread uprising. A week or a month later a small item

on the back page announces the end of the trouble and the terms of

settlement.

Just the same uprush has broken the political crust, time and

again, but the rather unsavory stew has not remained fluid. A new

crust forms, sometimes a Uttle thinner and more elastic, sometimes

hardly to be told from the old. Boss-ridden and graft-plundered

cities are suddenly captured by the socialists. After a Kttle one of

two things happens. The new regime is thrown out and the con-

servative element, somewhat chastened and broadened, again

takes the helm, or the sociaUst officials, shouldering real responsi-

bility for the first time, settle down to a matter-of-fact handling

of things as they find them, very much as any group of Hberal

opportunists would do in the same situation. Starting out with a

scorn of "patchwork reform" of a system which must of its own
viciousness forever defeat all efforts to better it, they are them-

selves drawn aside directly at the call of immediate need.

Free ice, free lunches for school children, minimum wage limits,

and public work for the unemployed are no novelties in a day of

free textbooks, recreation piers, short-hour laws, state employ-

ment bureaus, and masses of social legislation in all our states.

Many thousands of public-spirited citizens, who have no faith in

the conunon ownership of productive capital as the one cure for our

social ills, have worked earnestly for all these things. They are

sociahstic measures in the sense that all joint undertakings of a

community are socialistic, but none of them lays even a toy hatchet,

much less an axe, to the root of the capitalist tree. All alike, from

this viewpoint, are vain palHatives. Our socialist freinds have sent

us the challenge for so many years, "We don't want reform, but

reconstruction," that we cannot but wonder if they really deem it

worth while for Milwaukee and Schenectady to putter with the

same old symptoms while the causes of social disease remain

—

precisely the kind of work they have been urging civic reformers

and trade unions to lay aside for the larger cause.

Which is only to say that socialism in power becomes something

quite other than the doctrinaire sociahsm of the lecture haU or
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street corner. The very growth of a movement checks speed and

compels many compromises. It is much easier for one man to set

up the ideal state than for ten thousand to do it, and harder with

every added ten thousand. German political socialism, the nearest

of any in the world to actual control of a great government, is not

today in theory or aim. the sociaHsm of Marx, Engels, or Lassalle.

''The larger the party," says Professor Rauschenbusch, devoted

sociaHst that he is, "the milder the program."

Almost within reach, we never quite get our hands on the mil-

lennium of our hopes. Possibly our notions of what it ought to

be no more stay in place than we do. We come up to where the

vision seemed to stand yesterday, but it has moved on. The ardent

spirits forge ahead, but they lose their footing in some tremendous

undertow. They do make headway, but it is slow. Always there

is the baffling pull-back of the "conservative streak " in the average

man.

In all our casting about for exact economic laws controlling the

industrial habits of men, have we given quite enough study to the

man himself? He after all is the court of last resort. If all his

decisions are made, not by him, but for him, through some subtle

determinism, he at least does not know it. Every shifting of

conditions opens a new choice of courses, for better or worse, and

do the choosing he must. Some day, perhaps, we shall know soci-

ology as a phase of psychology.

The mental stress of deciding between the thing in hand and the

thing promised breeds that "conservative streak." Most of us are

willing to cast a few crumbs on the waters of hope, but those who
venture all their bread are few. For after all it is only a larger

loaf that is to come back after many days, and the days may be too

many. Meanwhile we must Hve. Traces of this furtive caution

crop out surprisingly now and then in out-of-the-way comers of

naturally radical temperaments. Without especially trying to find

it, I have had its curious workings brought home as a powerful

reality through a number of years of somewhat close acquaintance

with large groups of militant working-men. It is the brake that

keeps our engine from taking the crossovers ahead at too high

speed. It is the "morning-after" state of mind of the man with
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a job—the morning after the socialist rally or the union vote to

call a long-dreaded strike. It is the tug of wife and babies, deeply

understood by every normal man. Label it sentimentalism,

cowardice, what you will—^nobody cares; the fact is there. It is

not the whole fact, of course; the call for the great uprising goes

also to youth and unbound shoulders. But youth is busy and has

not learned despair; it would like to experiment with opportunity

a little, before it strikes down.

The millennium waits for this man with a job, and the job must

somehow be figured without a break into the millennial plan. He
is not willing to toss the poor thing, little as he loves it, into the

Professor Makeover machine of his country-fair recollections,

expecting a bag of gold to drop into his hands on the other side.

He may suspect it will prove the same kind of gold he actually

received at the professor's prodigal hands. To make it a better

job he will sometimes loosen his hold and take the risk of a strike,

but he never quite lets go. He still considers it his job, and knows

it will more than likely come back to him.

What if he does not after all despise it so much as he occasionally

appears to, or as he is insistently told he ought to ? Most of the

labor spokesmen I have known, men representing the most ener-

getic and perhaps most inteUigent part of our wage-earning popu-

lation, frankly like some things about the industrial society they

are accustomed to better than the program of liberation. They

are not sure it will mean Hberation. The right to work or not to

work, for whom they please, and when they please, with the power

by united action to bargain for their labor on something like equal

terms, they have won by long struggle and are sure of. It is Uberty,

real and inmiediate. In the knowledge of this reserve power,

always at hand, is a subtle satisfaction making the meanest drudgery

for the time being endurable. The working-man hugs it close.

It is not for sale, even at a high price in the paper currency of the

new dispensation. He distrusts any half-way ground between

liberty and slavery.

He is a little suspicious of a universal working schedule, estab-

lished by laws in the making of which any particular set of workers

could have little voice and no real control. He can see some advan-
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tages in a "city job" as matters now stand, the expense of high wages

and easy hours drawn from taxes paid apparently by somebody

else, but he does not know just what will happen when there is no

longer a somebody else, only the impersonal everybody-nobody to

draw upon when anybody wants a change of condition. With

every large group having a direct interest in not letting any other

group draw too much from the comirion fund, the man with a job

wonders if he will really find progress any easier under the new order

than it is now. For he is not going to be content even with a

doubled share in the sociaHst redistribution, unless he is to have

elbow room to keep striving how and when he may choose for some-

thing better still. He has never noticed any larger degree of con-

tentment and renunciation among people of five-thousand-dollar

incomes than among those of five-hundred-dollar incomes.

He dares refuse to work, now, because his fellows are equally free

to do the same, in a joint effort to make their common lot better.

The payers of wages can be dealt with one at a time, and kept busy

at their proper task of finding new economies, new productive

methods which shall make nature pay the bills of a rising standard

of Uving. And he knows there are a thousand other employers

in case his own, for the time being, cannot be brought to terms.

Somewhere among them he will find another job. But with a

single and all-powerful employer to match his wits against, where

shall he turn when his particular lot grows irksome ? In the social

commonwealth he is to control his own fortunes through the ballot

box. It is a mighty privilege, perhaps too mighty. In speculating

on what he will do with it he may even feel appalUngly helpless,

as a man disarmed, with that and that only for a quick remedy or

a stout reliance. Ten thousand or ten million to one! His proud

ballot—'One flake in a terrific snowstorm—where has it gone?

Did it stick anywhere in particular, or did anybody feel it ? Per-

haps enough of his fellows will take enough interest in his griev-

ances to help him dent the rhinoceros hide of society. Perhaps

not. He can imagine it will take a considerable thrust to make the

creature look around.

It may occur to him that he and everybody he knows will

always be minority stockholders, and he has heard what often
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happens to minority stockholders. Can he expect that the might-

iest corporation of all, the vast economic machine of a nation at

work, will have a more impressionable and accessible soul than the

individual concerns of his own day, which he has learned on many
kinds of high authority have none at all ?

Thinking it over in some milder mood, he may conclude that

for his own part he would probably be reasonable about it and bow
to the will of the majority, biding his time. But suppose a lot of

young fellows over there and another lot over here cannot get into

this mood. What if, disgruntled over the easier jobs of many
thousands of their fellow-citizens, or angered at some government

foreman, they suddenly drop tools and remind the authorities that

the world owes them a living ? They had drawn that canny con-

clusion from the well-remembered campaign cry, "To each accord-

ing to his need." Can the community let these men starve?

There was to be no more starvation. Will it grant the demands,

throw open the positions asked for, and send the workers thus dis-

placed down to the deserted posts? Or will it order them back

to work at the point of the bayonet, as more than one European

government has done already in the case of striking workmen on

state enterprises ? A strike against the government is revolution.

Our doubting working-man in his milder mood wonders how he

himself would deal with his fellows of this temper. He is not so

sure that no provocation to drop his own tools could ever arise.

Then it may occur to him, going deeper, that the liberal allow-

ance to each and all may not last. He knows something about the

tremendous pressure put upon the machinery of society every day

to turn out the product needed for the support of labor, and a return

to private management and capital, the most of which goes into

reinvestment for still larger production to meet increasing needs.

There will be a fairer distribution under the new plan, he may feel

sure. But suppose the tone and energy are relaxed and the indus-

trial muscles get flabby. When the total output shrinks until

there is less to distribute, however fairly, than now, what then?

Who is to watch productive costs and wastes with the eagle eye

of the private manager, and enforce the standards of efficiency ?

Who is to speed up the "government stroke," and what is to stand
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back of him ? Force ? That is the one word the laborer who has

fled to our shores most fears and hates. When the man with a job

catches sight of the old famiUar figure, black and silent, behind this

fair vision of universal freedom, he hesitates.

If this were all, it may be some uprush of enthusiasm would

banish his alarm as a bad dream. But his everyday comings and

goings with the forerunners of the new era, men of his own indus-

trial kin, are wide-awake experiences that he is sure about. In

most cases, it is the sober truth that he admires the men who are

to bring him salvation even less than the salvation itself. It may
be a trivial factor, of little weight in argument, but it is insistently

real and it gives him pause. It helps account for the conservative

streak. To most of us there is no miniature of human society quite

so convincing as the near-by"men and women who compose it. To

the average working-man, economic institutions are the length-

ened shadows of his employer, his fellow shopmen, and the members

of his union. The coming kingdom of heaven on earth he sees,

iUogically perhaps but actually, in the particular Max or Ivan or

Antonio who for years has been fighting him at all the turns of

union policy with the utmost bitterness, ambitious, dogmatic,

assailing his every attempt to win gains for labor through media-

tion or arbitration as a rank if not corrupt betrayal. He can

imagine, if he thinks so far, that many issues under the new

regime may still demand continual arbitration, if not judicial

authority. Shall all men be paid aHke, for instance, or by some

graded scale, and if this, in what measure to each class of labor ?

It seems to him these men do not display quite enough of the

just and charitable virtues of the brotherhood they are to help set

up. Commonly proffered as the new religion of humanity, the

social democracy often bears to him through its spokesmen more

the likeness of a war-club, knotted with individual crotchets,

grudges, and passions, than of a transforming spirit. And he

knows that some down-rushing Pentecost of self-abnegation must

come upon these his brethren, if they are not to stand a-tiptoe in

the forefront, when the day comes to fill the plan-and-scope com-

mittees and posts of management in the co-operative common-

wealth. With this picture of possibilities before him, it is no
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guess that he sometimes thinks of his present employer with a sigh

of relief. He may have just fought out a wage battle with this

same employer, for all that.

He has no such first-hand grappling with the sympathetic men
and women of wealth and leisure who bring him the socialist message

from outside the labor ranks. But he finds it hard, somehow, to

take them very seriously. What do you know about me, or how
I like my job, or what I want in place of it ? Good naturedly he

grants these amiable people the grace of sincerity, but his keen,

practical eye sees uncomfortably far into their curious ethical self-

deception. And he is sometimes brutally frank and impolite about

it. If private profit is so much plunder of labor, what are you

doing with it ? I am labor. If it is mine it is not yours. You
are devoting it to the good of humanity ? Perhaps I would like

the same generous satisfaction, if you would hand me what

you say I have earned and you have not. Or perhaps I would

rather squander it, since that also is my right. I am grateful for

your interest, but how do you know I may not have a notion that

I in turn could spend your income for your largest good, better

than you can ? I do not expect to get it away from you, even for

that worthy purpose. Is it really impossible to work out a feasible

plan of returning these incomes to the workers who earned them

in the mills whence your dividends come, or of paying them into

the pubKc treasury for the good of the community? This, too,

would enable you to take your place at once in the productive

ranks, where you and I beheve we all belong. You are people of

abihty and considerable spare time. Can you not manage to solve

this immediate problem right at home, when you do not hesitate

to attack tremendously larger ones a long way ahead ?

John Mitchell, some years ago, based an argument for trade

unionism on the not very cheerful supposition that the great mass

of wage laborers must remain what they are and where they are.

There is not room at the top for one in a thousand of the toilers

who must always do the world's daily drudgery. That the

drudgery must indeed always be done, and done by somebody, is

true enough; but Mr. Mitchell was too rigid in his theory if he

meant to tie any particular set of workers to any particular condi-
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tion. The industrial ladder remains, but one generation of workers

after another mounts from lower to higher rounds. The English

weavers and spinners, and the sons and daughters of Yankee

farmers who first filled the textile mills of Fall River and Lowell,

found the factory system not a prison, but an opportunity. Except

for short terms of labor, their children for the most part did not go

back from the schools into the mills; not many indeed of the

children of any of the groups that followed have done so. Mill

managers have constantly turned to Europe for new supplies of

labor, mainly because they had to, whatever their other motives.

Irish operatives followed the English, French Canadians the Irish,

and these for some years have been giving way to Greeks, Italians,

and Poles, The earlier groups have passed into higher grades of

occupation, and the movement goes on. The same drift appears

in the population changes in great cities. The one-time German

population of New York's east side, for many blocks below Four-

teenth Street, is now for the most part far uptown or in the suburbs.

Race after race has followed; from the hopelessness of old-world

poverty, through the dismal years of new-world sweatshops and

slums, out at length to things of larger promise; each status, grim

enough in itself, at least a step forward.

The man with a job knows something about this unseen social

advance, however impatient he may get with the delays on the

rounds just above. He does not especially complain that some of

the rounds are near the bottom, nor that the ladder stands on the

ground, where he can get on. Room at the bottom, where the

start must be made, is more important to him, for the time being,

than room at the top. He insists that the rounds be set closer

together, for easier cHmbing, but he is slow about kicking the

ladder out from underneath in the hope that he himself will remain

floating in mid-air.

I do not suppose the individual working-man exists who puts

himself to the trouble of weighing all these facts and chances as a

connected chain of reasoning. But in the give-and-take of almost

constant discussion with those of his own industrial household, one

after another of these things known and things probable does get

before him, concretely, to a surprisingly larger extent than most
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men not familiar with the high-tension inner life of the labor move-

ment are aware.

If he actually had grown hopeless about his job and all that

goes with it, he would have become either the Jacobin or the man
with the hoe long ago. But he has seen the job bettered in his own
day, and has a Micawber-like faith that something better stiU will

"turn up," one of these days, even if he does not seriously expect

his abilities to land him in the general manager's chair. Never-

theless, somebody among his fellows will be foreman, and some-

body manager—who knows ? The allurement of the what-may-be

never quite loses its spell; the fascination of unknown possibiHty

—

chance if you will—a zest in the midst of monotony which does

count for contentment and efficiency, whether more than a few of

the things imagined are ever realized or not.

And the man who holds this half-whimsical trust in luck cannot

quite deny, if he is frank, still other non-economic motives which

sometimes move him even more than dollars and cents. The latent

pugnacity in most men's make-up lends a kind of grim attraction

to an industrial system offering every man a "fighting chance," no

matter what the hardships or how many the defeats. Universal and

everlasting peace—most worthy ideal—is not after all the slogan

that stirs the blood and fires enthusiasm. There is no drumbeat

in it, and most men after a while get restless for the drumbeat:

not necessarily the call to bloodshed, but to real encounter never-

theless—^no polite rivalry of the chessboard or croquet ground.

There is an edge to the definition of peace as "a monotonous inter-

val between fights" that cuts deeper than jest. In the play of

heroism and sacrifice men reach satisfactions more intimate than

happiness. These finer muscles demand the pain of exercise, and

the reward has meaning in some rough proportion to the suffering

that won it. That is a bromidic commonplace, the sated man's

occasional envy of his struggling neighbor's reHsh of small gains

—

the moving into the new flat with an extra room and a bay-window,

the family trip to the beach on that first Saturday half-holiday.

"Did you ever suppose a year ago we would be where we are now ?"

He would like to know that feeling. It is the possession of the

forward-looking man with an ordinary, stupid job.
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The working-man would like well enough to know that he need

never dread starvation; but what next? How long before the

regulated mediocrity of perpetual comfort turns to deadly bore-

dom ? to new discontents for old ? What are the energetic spirits

to do, denied the opportunity or power to break through this smug

universalism when they will and seek new individual outlets,

reasonable or not, sensible or not, and without permission ? It is

a common habit of mind to confuse contentment with the placid

enjoyment of provided needs. There is the deeper contentment of

hope, fettered though it be with anxiety and strife. Strife is the

very weapon of hope; not the strife to force others down, but to

share the larger possibilities of the common life.

The working-man as we know him—the representative working-

man, in the average or majority sense—has come up to this plane,

and if it is not the loftiest that could be imagined, it is, at least

to him, a vantage ground. To meet him on the street and argue

some point of the latest labor policy, or to see him carry a banner

in the Labor Day parade, or to hear him dehver a harangue in the

union meeting is not to be reminded of the peasant with his hoe,

bowed by the weight of centuries and gazing on the ground. The

impression is that of a man standing upright on his own hard-won

ground, with a power of choice and a determination to exercise it.

He will accept a better industrial status than the one he is building

for himself when he is sure that it is really better, and especially

when he is sure that the liberties he has come to prize above all

things are not in some way to shp through his hands in the exchange.



REASONABLE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY:
A CRITICISM

C. S. WOODS
State University of Iowa

The article by Professor Blackmar entitled "Reasonable

Department of Sociology for Colleges and Universities"^ must have

attracted the attention and claimed the interest of all the readers

of the September number of the American Journal of Sociology.

He who attempts to formulate a program for this rapidly

evolving and widely comprehensive science or combination of

sciences has courage, to say the least. And Professor Blackmar

has rendered a useful service in presenting an outline that doubtless

commends itself to most persons who study it.

The thing that seems very important to any of us is almost sure

to be thrust upon others whenever the opportunity occurs. And
my excuse for writing this short article is that Professor Blackmar

omitted what I consider to be a logical and useful item in the

formation of his reasonable department of sociology.

He provides in Group IV for practical social service work for

advanced students and instructors. This is a wise provision. But

the precedents for much of it so far as I can see have been neg-

lected. They may be cryptic and expected by the author to be

revealed to students and instructors when they follow certain

courses. But if students are preparing to work with agencies whose

efforts are preventive and constructive, they ought to have some

special instruction that will help them intelligently to do this work.

These is no specific mention of a course in this scheme that

gives the student the opportunity to study the social side of some

of those problems that are basic to the preservation of the physi-

cal and mental well-being of the people of the community. The

desires of every individual may perhaps be expressed by the words,

health, wealth, knowledge, sociability, beauty, rightness. And
people are physically, mentally, and, in some degree at least, morally

^American Journal of Sociology, XX (1914), 261.
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efl&cient as they are able to realize these desires. But how shall

people realize these desires? The answer to this question is the

purpose and end of practical, social efforts. The student, there-

fore, should have a course devoted to the study of the conimunity

interests in such subjects as water, milk, and food supply, the pre-

vention of disease, vital statistics, physical conditions of shops and

factories, the normal protective forces of the hvunan body, and

certain other questions that form a rather distinctive group.

In the University of Iowa a course in social hygiene is given in

the department of sociology. The course is begun by reference

to the fact that the dreamers made the supply of our basic needs

the foundation of ideal communities. Plato, in his Republic,

makes the point, when he sets out to build a city (community),

that our indigence must be recognized and provided for first of all.

He then proceeds to set forth the meaning of justice. But without

the wisest and best provisions for the things on which men, women,

and children primarily depend, justice is a sounding brass and a

tinkling cymbal.

Students should know something of social pathology, remedial

and correctional measures and institutions; but these are only

sequences. Vagrancy, for instance, is not a primary condition in

most cases. To what is vagrancy due? A report of a study of

vagrancy among two thousand men in the New York municipal

lodging-house during March of the present year reveals the inter-

esting fact that a large percentage of the men were physically

defective. The defectiveness of whatever sort was in some cases

the essential, and in others the contributory, cause of the vagrancy.

The student of sociology should be taught somewhere some things

about the prevention of disease, "for preventive medicine has

become a basic factor in sociology." It is impossible to say just

how powerfully the morals of people are influenced by bad housing,

but we know the conditions for the breaking-down of modesty and

the establishment of undue intimacy are often present in poorly

lighted, badly arranged, and inadequately equipped houses. And,

interestingly enough, the housing problem has usually been con-

sidered to be sanitary and hygienic in its nature; but it is more
broadly sociologic.
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The relation of the health of the individual to his occupation

is almost sure to be overlooked unless the student or social worker

has some knowledge of the fact that industrial hygiene deals with

such matters as the health, welfare, and human rights of the

worker.

Let me illustrate in a simple way the necessity for special atten-

tion to these questions. Suppose a man does work which requires

him to be on his feet all the day. He ultimately fails to get to his

work. He becomes an apphcant for charitable aid. He complains

of pain in his feet. He is sent to the dispensary and receives treat-

ment. Absence from his work relieves him, but when he goes to

work again his pain recurs. Now what that man needs is not

medicine but a job that will allow him to sit down. He has flat-

tening foot arches.

If the social worker wants to be of real service he must not neg-

lect the things on which men and women live. (The physician at

the dispensary should not fail to recognize this point.) The water

and food supply, the housing conditions, the prevention of dis-

eases, etc., are community problems. The families and other

groups must depend upon the efficiency of certain forces that are

at work for their protection and ameHoration. And the student

ought to have some notion of what these are.

The objection may be made that the student cannot know
everything that may have some real or imaginary relation to soci-

ology. And yet if he must omit some things in order to have time

for others, he surely ought not to fail to get a notion of those forces

that contribute to the improvement of the basic conditions of daUy

living.

We attempt in our course in social hygiene to help the student

to get a constructive view of certain social efforts. It is applied

sociology, but we present the facts before we try to apply them.

And finally we show the relation between the various agencies,

such as boards of health, and the individual, the family, and the

entire community.

It is only fair to say that Professor Blackmar has given place

in one or another division of his program for subjects which we

think belong to a logical course in social hygiene.
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The American Sociological Society will hold its annual meeting at

Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, December 28 to 31, 1914.

The general subject of the meeting is: "Free Communication." So

far as completed, the program is as follows:

Monday Evening, December 28, 1914

Joint Meeting of the American Statistical Association, the American

Economic Association, and the American Sociological Society. Addresses by

President John Koren, of the American Statistical Association; PREsmENT

J. H. Gray, of the American Economic Association; and President E. A.

Ross, of the American Sociological Society. The subject of Professor

Ross's address is "Freedom of Communication and the Struggle for Right."

Tuesday Forenoon, December 29, 1914

Subject,
'
' Freedom of Assemblage

'

'

Paper, "Freedom of Assemblage in the United States since 1890," Mr. John
Graham Brooks, of Harvard University.

Paper, "Reasonable Restrictions upon Freedom of Assemblage," Honorable
Arthur Woods, Police Commissioner of New York City.

Discussion, Honorable Alton B. Parker, Gilbert Roe, and Others.

Tuesday Afternoon, December 29, 1914

Subject, "Freedom of Speech"

Paper, "Freedom of Speech in the United States since 1890," Professor

RoscoE Pound, of Harvard Law School.

Paper, "Reasonable Restrictions upon Freedom of Speech," Honorable James
Bronson Reynolds, of the American Social Hygiene Association.

Discussion, Professor Charles A. Beard, of Columbia University and

Others.

Wednesday Forenoon, December 30, 1914

Subject, "Freedom of the Press"

Paper, "Freedom of the Press in the United States since 1890," Professor

Henry Schofield, of Northwestern University Law School.

Paper, "Reasonable Restrictions upon Freedom of the Press," Mr. Charles

H, Grasty, of the Baltimore Sun.

Discussion, Dr. Fabian Franklin, of the New York Evening Post; Professor

L. L. Bernard, of the University of Missouri, and Others.
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Wednesday Afternoon, December 30, 1914

Annual Business Meeting of the Society.

Reports of Committees.

Wednesday Evening, December 30, 1914

Subject, ^^Freedom of Teaching"

Paper, "Freedom of Teaching in the United States," Professor U. G.

Weatherly, of Indiana University.

Paper, "Reasonable Restrictions upon the Scholar's Freedom," President

Henry Pritchett, of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching.

Discussion, Professor Vida Scudder, of Wellesley College; President F. M.
McVey, of the University of North Dakota, and Others.

Thursday Forenoon, December 31, 1914

Joint session with the American Economic Association.

Subject, "The Relation oj the State to Wages"

Paper, "The Economic Aspects of the Public Regulation of Wages,"

Dr. Frank H. Dixon, of Washington, D.C.

Paper, "The Social Aspects of the Public Regulation of Wages," Mrs. Glen-

dower Evans, of the Massachusetts Minimum Wage Commission.

Discussion.



REVIEWS

Psychology and Social Sanity. By Hugo Munsterberg. New
York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1914. Pp. ix+320.

Ten fields in which America shows signs of popular insanity are

traversed in successive chapters: "Sex Education," "Socialism," "The
Intellectual Underworld," "Thought Transference," "The Mind of the

Juryman," "Efiiciency on the Farm," "Social Sins in Advertising,"

"The Mind of the Investor," "Society and the Dance," and "Naive

Psychology." For convenience the contents of the chapters are reviewed

in reverse order.

The concluding chapter sets out to disprove a popular impression

that in standard poetry and prose adequate psychological principles are

to be found. Examining the sayings of poets and sages from ancient

India to modern Germany, Professor Munsterberg reaches the con-

clusion that, with the exception of some shrewd insights into character

and conduct, no substitute for a study of psychology is found in the

great literature of the world. The contention is doubtless sound:

however, the author neglects to use a distinction which he mentions

—

between general psychology with its generalized account of mental

processes and the newer individual psychology dealing with the problems

of determining the traits of particular individuals. Dramas and espe-

cially modern novels contain material relevant to the latter. General,

abstract psychology obviously does not receive much from classic

literature.

The dance is alternately denounced and defended. The Harvard

exponent of applied psychology does not balk at discussing the origins

and probable effects of the tango. A possible good in the recent dancing

craze is that it may encourage an aesthetic attitude, thus providing an

antidote to American hurry.

To explain the mind of the "get-rich-quick" investor the principles

of imitation, suggestion, and the mob spirit are employed after the

manner of LeBon and Ross. In treating advertising the chief aim is

to show that the policy of introducing advertisements and romances

on the same page is wasteful to the advertiser. By experiments with

students it is demonstrated that the emotion aroused by a love-story
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does not go over into interest in talcum powder. Besides the economic

loss there is a resultant cheapening of literature.

Can psychology help the farmer? Not only by elimination of

useless movements can efficiency be attained; the farmer may benefit

by understanding the psychic qualities of wild and tame animals, by

studying the inheritance of traits and animals, and by comprehending

methods of arousing desire for his products in his customers.

Is the conference of the jury after hearing a case psychologically

justifiable ? Dr. Miinsterberg states that we have reason to be satisfied

with the jury system provided women are kept out of it (p. 202). With

Harvard students as subjects, an experiment was devised, involving

judgment of the relative number of dots pasted on cards. After a

group of men had recorded their first judgments, discussion and mutual

persuasion ensued, followed by a second vote. Fifty-two per cent of the

first votes were found to be correct and 78 per cent of the final votes were

correct. The same experiment was performed on women: 45 per cent

of the first votes were correct and 45 per cent of the last votes were

correct. Dr. Miinsterberg remarks that this result does not contradict

the "popular idea that woman easily changes her mind. She changes

it, but others cannot change it." He assumes that his experiment

represents the conditions of a jury discussion and thinks that he is

warranted in his general conclusion by the text.

Beulah Miller, the simple village child credited by newspapers with

the possession of marvelous mind-reading powers, is the heroine of chap,

iv. Her case was personally studied. The girl was found to be unusu-

ally sensitive to impressions recorded subconsciously and facile in

responding to gestures so slight as to be unmarked by the agents them-

selves. Her reading of cards and numbers is nothing uncanny. The

attempts to exploit the gifts of the child for gain and the credulity of

the public are severely arraigned.

In America the intellectual underworld flourishes. In it are the

cranks, the quacks, the fortune-tellers, and all those persons who become

side-tracked from the main line of cultural tradition and method. The

"masses" defer to these humbugs, forsaking the expert. Although

noting several positive means of reducing the numbers of the imder-

world, the writer favors a rigid policy of suppression.

The treatment of Socialism is remarkable because so unsatisfactory.

Most superficial evasions of the central problem of distribution of oppor-

tunity and income are recounted. Even the worn assertion that the

masses are now better off than ever before is not excluded. We are
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told that some persons are destined to be hewers of wood, as revealed

by experimental psychology! And, anyway, content and inner recti-

tude do not depend upon external conditions! However, the author

feels it necessary to present some psychological support for his opinions,

since the greater part of his essay is a repetition of ancient common-
places needing no knowledge of psychology for their utterance or their

comprehension. The psychological doctrine appealed to is called the

relativity of feeling theory. All joy is relative. "A hundred dollars

added to an income of five hundred gives as much joy as ten thousand

added to fifty thousand dollars" (p. 92). Hence the futility of any

set minimum or maximum. This thesis is directed at what Professor

Miinsterberg considers to be the central aim of the programs of Ameri-

can socialists—to secure for workingmen the standard of five thousand

dollars yearly income.

The weakness of the thesis drawn from introspective psychology is

plain. Nothing can be deduced from it. As a matter of individual

psychology any earthly boon may be indifferent at particular times, as

when one grieves for a friend or has a toothache. But the fact of

individual shifting feelings has no important bearing on social standards

of opportunity and income. A five-thousand-dollar standard may or

may not be advisable: its value must be established by experiment.

Professor Miinsterberg leaves the problem where it was before. He
reveals no intimate knowledge of the mutations of socialist thought:

he does not analyze the social psychology of the fundamental doctrine

of the class struggle. The sort of general pronouncement against a

social propaganda which is essayed in chap, ii is happily going out of

fashion. To set mass over against class and to complain of the flabbi-

ness and stupidity of the masses because they will not throw up their

hats when the expert speaks is crude social theorizing. A nice problem

which may later engage the pen of the author is the exact relation between

the expert and the community. Perhaps Dr. Miinsterberg has not

realized a certain sanity in the American distrust of some "experts."

Experience has demonstrated how easy it is for specialization to become
isolation from the community in which the expert works.

The initial chapter denounces "the policy of loud talk" in dealing

with sex education. Popular dramas depicting the horrors of white

slavery are said to be pernicious; newspaper agitation aggravates the

evil; and to tell boys and girls about themselves is dangerous. Ideas

about sex phenomena, however scientific, break down inhibition, re-

inforce desire, and lead to cold calculation of possible results of
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transgression. Not from bacteriology but from reverence for ideal values

must reform come. The older policy of secrecy was wisest, since it

built up instinctive repulsions and mystical beliefs which the author

assumes have no equivalent in the age of knowledge, discussion, and

publicity.

The truth of much of what the writer rather heatedly says is beyond

question. It is likely that recent sudden awakening to a grave prob-

lem has carried with it exaggerations and misconceptions: however,

Professor Miinsterberg is not strictly an experimentalist when he esti-

mates the effects of sex literature, since no exact means are at hand. It

must be borne in mind, too, that in America we are trying the policy

of arousing the whole community to dangers rather than the policy

of having everything done for it without its initiative. Some wastage

is in the long run justified by our learning from experience as a com-

munity. Putting aside the query whether there has ever been a time

when "silence" was universal, except in carefully guarded upper strata

of society, the reader questions whether Professor Miinsterberg is not

making too absolute a dualism of noise and silence. Clearly the problem

of sex instruction is not that of all silence versus all talk. It seems to be

that of the parents', the schools', and the community organs' knowing

what to present and how to present it, when to speak and when to be

silent. Obviously the youth of today does find out about sex matters;

he builds up images founded on sex impulses, and it is important for

home and school to see to it that these images are not prurient and

obsessing. Modern communication has forced a degree of publicity in

all phases of life, and the policy of silence cannot be revived without

reviving a past society.

With the contention that ideas must add to sex desire there is ground

for disagreement. It is not self-evident that knowledge about the

economy of reproduction, as described in botany and biology and im-

parted sympathetically by parent and teacher at opportune times, would

negate ethical values. The like is true of sane dramas and newspapers.

When the half-inarticulate questionings of the boy meet with the answer

of science and art, that answer is an outlet for impulse. Professor

Miinsterberg gives the impression of entertaining the view that ideas are

stored-up entities, those regarding sex being so compelling that for a

youth to understand the phenomena inevitably entails an increase of

temptation. That open-eyed understanding may be the best pre-

condition of self-control corresponds with observed facts, however

badly it may fit in with the writer's version of psychology.
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On the whole, although there are valuable tentative experiments

and suggestions recorded in this popular presentation of applied psy-

chology, it is a dubious claim of the publishers that the book is a

reliable guide to the clarification of social issues.

E. L. Talbert
Uniyersity of Cincinnati

Criminology. By Baron Raffaele Garofalo. Translated by

Robert Wyness Millar. With an Introduction by E.

Ray Stevens. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 19 14. Pp.

xH-478. $4.50.

This book presents such a vivid and thorough contrast between the

old, juridical, legalistic views, and the newer, sociological findings, as to

constitute a rational and cheerful revolution.

The volume comes to us through the efforts of the American Institute

of Criminal Law and Criminology, which, by deliberate and organized

effort, is selecting and translating the most important contributions

to criminology that appear in foreign languages. There are now nine

numbers in this "Modern Criminal Science Series," issued by the same

publishers.

The author of this treatise is an Italian noble who was educated for

the law and has attained high rank in its practice. He is a senator of

the kingdom of Italy, and adjunct professor of criminal law and procedure

in the University of Naples. He fortunately combines the legal and

sociological interests, for he has served as president of the International

Institute of Sociology, and is now president of the Italian Society of

Sociology. He is the author of many legal, criminological, and socio-

logical works, chief of which is the one here discussed.

The Criminology first appeared in 1885, but was completely recast

when the fifth French edition appeared, in 1905. The translator has

worked from this edition and from the second Italian edition, not in a

literal way, but endeavoring "to say what Garofalo has said," and
"to say it as an Englishman or American would have said it." Mr.
Millar shows, by his helpful annotations and explanations, that his

knowledge of the legal history and practice of Europe well qualifies him
for the work.

Mr. Stevens, in his introduction, sounds the slogan of the book when
he says: "We have given too much consideration to the offense, too little
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to the offender. We must give more consideration to the individual, less

to the chapter and verse of the written law that declares the punishment

for each offense." Crime, or rather the criminal, is dealt with as a

social phenomenon that is to be experimentally and personally studied,

selectively repressed, finally eliminated.

The author states that the chief purpose of the book " is the intro-

duction of the experimental method into that science which, in its

study of the criminal phenomenon, ought to seek the means best adapted

to its extirpation." A further purpose is "to harmonize judicial logic

with the social interest." The legalists, with their logic-chopping,

have made it possible for our hidden enemy, the criminal, to thrive at

our expense. We must throw overboard the doctrines of responsibility-

extenuated-by-circumstance and punishment-proportional-to-crime.

"To make punishment depend on the moral responsibility would insure

the acquittal of the most ferocious type of murderer." Punishment is

not mere social vengeance; nor is it a means of expiation, for there is

no such thing. It is the social means, always fitted to the individual

case, of adapting the criminal to our civilized life; or, failing that, a

means of eliminating him, not by life-imprisonment, but by transporta-

tion, marooning, or death.

The body of the book is in four parts, dealing respectively with

"Crime," "The Criminal," "Repression," and an "Outline of Principles

Suggested as a Basis for an International Penal Code."

The definition of crime has been wrongly left to the jurists, whereas

crime ought to be sociologically defined. Garofalo attains this socio-

logical definition by an analysis of sentiments: all civilized communities

possess a moral sense characterized, fundamentally, by two sentiments,

benevolence 2ind justice, or pity and probity; the first of which prevents

the normal man from injuring persons, the second restraining him
from offenses involving property. A violation of either of these senti-

ments, as they are found in the average man, constitutes "what may
properly be called natural crime." The criminal "is necessarily a man
in whom there is an absence, eclipse, or weakness of these sentiments,

one or both." He is psychically abnormal. The old legal notion of

crime is inadequate because the jurist has his mind academically fixed

on matters objective and external; "he makes no analysis from the

standpoint of experimental psychology." He studies deeds and not

persons, assuming that the criminal is just like other men, except that he

has conunitted a forbidden and punishable act. It is the doer of the

deed, the individual with the lacunae in his consciousness, he who lacks
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probity or pity, or both, on whom we must fix our attention, if we would

understand his act, the crime.

Having satisfied us with a more narrow and specific deHmitation of

criminality that can be presented here, our author proceeds to the study

of the criminal. Marked usually, but not always, by physical siigmata,

the criminal is essentially a psychic abnormal. But moral anomaly

must be carefully distinguished from that which is pathologic: we
should not inflict the death penalty on the insane. In the production

of the criminal, heredity is likely to play a large part. Following a classi-

fication of criminals (see below) there is an interesting chapter on

"Social Influences," and one on "Influence of the Laws."

Repression of crime is to be accomplished by (i) adaptation of the

adaptable and (2) elimination of the unadaptable. Below is a table

of grades of criminals and typical punishments recommended. Of

course, this merely suggests Garofalo's scheme, as details, exceptions,

etc., cannot be included.

1. Murderers, "men who are destitute of moral sense and hence of the

sentiment of pity even in its lowest terms": Elimination by death.

2. Violent criminals: (a) Homicidal oflfenders: Internment, as on an

island or in a colony; term not fixed in advance, (b) Offenders guilty of serious

physical or moral cruelty: Persistent offenders to be marooned in an uncivi-

lized region, (c) Youthful offenders: Period of observation, with future

treatment according to findings, (d) Offenders deficient only in moral train-

ing or restraint: Compulsory reparation, one fine to be paid to state, one to

injured party.

3. Criminals deficient in probity: (a) Instinctive and habitual offenders

(as persistent thieves, incendiaries, swindlers, forgers): Transportation to

sparsely settled colony where work is necessary. (6) Non-habitual offenders:

Change of environment, state labor, enforced reparation, etc.

4. Lascivious criminals: Confinement in asylum, or internment in oversea

penal colony, according to diagnosis.

As the aim of all punishment is social utility, "it will be noticed

that temporary imprisonment for a term fixed in advance, the typical

punishment of the modern criminal law, has no place in the system just

outlined."

Other notable features advocated by Garofalo are: the abolishment

of trial by jury; the substitution of an investigational, secret trial for

the usual public form of contest between sides; a more serious and

rigorous treatment of criminal attempt; the removal of traditional

restrictions concerning recidivism; a more extended refusal of bail;

compensation for victims of imprisonment found to be unnecessary
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(i.e., those to whom bail has been unnecessarily denied); correction of

abuses regarding prescription of action, and of punishment; refusal of

pardon to anyone guilty of natural crime.

Finally, there is a codification of the foregoing principles of crimi-

nology in a form acceptable for adoption as an international code. In

appendices are found a more extended exposition of the author's views

concerning "enforced reparation as a substitute for imprisonment;"

and "comparative statistics of crime."

While the Criminology could be tightened somewhat, particularly

in its treatment of the "moral sense" and of heredity, it is extremely

valuable because of its presentation, to American readers, of the oldest

European experience combined with the newest thought about it.

That we in America are not altogether laggards in penal science is

attested by Garofalo's statement that the juvenile court, the probation

system, and the indeterminate sentence have all reached their highest

development in the United States. But when we laymen in law watch

prolonged and costly trials which a preliminary psycho-medical examina-

tion would have rendered entirely unnecessary; when we see rival

lawyers brilliantly but contemptibly contesting, not for justice, but

for the verdict, for applause, for the same money prize which led the

prisoner to steal; when we are compelled to wonder which is the more

dangerous criminal, he who bungled and was caught, or the crafty

pleader who helps him out of his distress, we cannot suppress the wish

that everyone in our land who has anything to do with criminology

would read this book and profit by it.

D. W. LaRue
State Normal School

East Stroudsbxxrg, Pa.

Syndicalism in France. With an Introduction by Professor

Franklin H. Giddings. Second revised edition of The

Labor Movement in France. By Louis Levine, Ph.D. New
York: Columbia University, 1914. Pp. 229. $1.50.

The first edition of this work, published in 191 2, has already become

recognized as the most accurate and scientific English statement of the

syndicalist movement in France, The modifications in this revised

edition are not of fimdamental importance. The title has been changed,

but Revolutionary Syndicalism in France would be a still more ap-

propriate title, since in the body of the work the reformist type of
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syndicalism is carefully differentiated from the revolutionary, and the

revolutionary type becomes the object of attention.

The contents of this book might be divided into three parts: (i) a

historical description of the changes in the structure and theories of

revolutionary syndicalism; (2) an analysis of the doctrines of revolu-

tionary syndicalism; and (3) a causal interpretation or explanation of

these changes and doctrines in terms of the life-conditions of the syndi-

calists. The first and second parts are worked out clearly, thoroughly,

and impartially. But the last part shows the necessity for the develop-

ment of general methods of interpreting labor movements. Dr. Levine

gives as the explanation of revolutionary syndicalism three factors:

political disillusionment, economic weakness of the labor elements, and

the static character of French industry. To make this explanation of

value it would be necessary to show that these three factors are peculiarly

characteristic of the revolutionary syndicalists, but no attempt is made
to do so. As a matter of fact these conditions seem to be characteristic

of the working-classes in general, and as such are no more explanatory

of revolutionary syndicalism than of reformist syndicalism, since the

reformists certainly are not fewer in number than the revolutionists

(pp 205-8), or than they are explanatory of unorganized workers in

France, since the unorganized are certainly in excess of the organized

workers- (pp. 213, 219-20). Consequently these factors explain too

much, and this interpretation may be regarded as entirely inadequate.

The value of this work lies, therefore, in its fairness and accuracy of

historical description and its clarity of doctrinal analysis; its defect,

common to practically all labor studies, is its loose and inaccurate method

of causal interpretation.

In the preface of the second edition there is a facile extension of the

explanation of French syndicalism to syndicalism in other countries

(pp. lO-Il).

E. H. Sutherland
William Jewell College

Les syndicats agricoles. Leur action economique et sociale. By
Mis. de Marcillac. Paris: Librairie Victor Lecoffre, 1913.

Pp. 9+264. Fr. 2.

This volume of the Bihliotheque d'economie sociale is to be regarded

as propaganda literature rather than as a scientific study of agricultural

organizations. It is largely advice in regard to how to organize, and as
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such should be of considerable value to those interested in "practical"

work of rural betterment in America. The author's argument in regard

to the distribution of functions between local unions and the federation

of unions is instructive in view of the conflict in America between two

programs for rural improvement—one advocating community organiza-

tion and co-operation of town and country, the other advocating organi-

zation of the farmers as a class for the purpose of competition with other

classes. Mis. de Marcillac argues for a loose federation of local syndi-

cates or unions, with decentralized control.

The secondary aim of the book is to present the accomplishments of

rural organizations as proof of the value of individual initiative and to

use this as a means of combating collectivism. This is somewhat sur-

prising in view of the fact that agricultural syndicalism and industrial

syndicalism have a common legal origin in France. But industrial syn-

dicalism has become revolutionary and socialistic, while agricultural

syndicalism has become conservative. The two types of syndicalism

differ, however, only in tactics; if either could carry out its policies

consistently, it would be essentially revolutionary.

The book contains chapters on the origin of the syndicalist move-

ment, the consequences of the law of 1884, the creation and administra-

tion of an agricultural syndicate, the federation of agricultural s)mdicates,

services rendered by agricultural syndicates, legal difficulties in 1908, and

the demands of the agricultural syndicates. The appendix contains texts

and discussions of proposed laws.

E. H. Sutherland
William Jewell College

Eugenics: Twelve University Lectures. By Morton A. Aldrich,

William Herbert Carruth, Charles B. Davenport,

Charles A. Ellwood, Arthur Holmes, W. H. Howell,

Harvey Ernest Jordan, Albert Galloway Keller,

Edward L. Thorndike, Victor C. Vaughan, Herbert

John Webber, Robert H. Wolcott. With a Foreword by

Lewellys F. Barker. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.,

1914. Pp. xiii-l-348. $2.00.

As Davenport states at the close of the first lecture of this volume,

the proper program for eugenics is (i) investigation, (2) education,

(3) legislation. The purpose of the book is to aid in carrying out the

second part of this program.

1
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Accordingly, we neither expect nor find here new and original con-

tributions to eugenic science, but a sane and well-timed effort to make

known at large what is now accepted in centers of investigation; to

head off the false and frantic propaganda so often appearing under this

popular and much-abused title, Eugenics; and to forestall the reckless

law-making likely to result from misinformed or ignorant agitation.

The undergraduate body of our chief educational institutions was

regarded as the most promising field in which to spread the true eugenic

gospel. Through the liberality of Mrs. Huntington Wilson, a lecture

was provided last year in thirty-two of the largest and most important

colleges and universities of the United States. From these thirty-two

lectures, each (with one exception) delivered by a member of the faculty

of the institution represented, were chosen the twelve addresses that

compose the book.

One can praise this volume as the Irishman praised his pastor: " Sure,

I admire yer persistence whin ye preech; ye kape sayin' the same thing

over an' over
!

" While this repetition makes the book a bit monotonous,

and more numerous in pages than was necessary, it is valuable in that

it shows substantial unanimity on the part of a number of independent

eugenists (and interpreters of eugenics), and drives home on the mind

of the lay reader, by varied repetition, the viewpoint and fundamental

truths of the science. Besides, the different personal reactions to the

general topic throw many interesting sidelights on the subject. Daven-

port's ''Eugenics Programme"; Holmes's beautiful and compelling

exhortation to eugenic living in his "First Law of Character-making";

and Thorndike's discussion of mental inheritance, rendered compellingly

clear by graphs, are especially commendable.

Concentration on fundamentals prevents a complete and detailed

presentation of the subject. While the book is not planned to serve as

a text, it is of high value as supplementary reading for classes in eugenics

and sociology, and for the public that wants to know which of the many
rumors it has heard about eugenics may be believed.

D. W. LaRue
State Normal School

East Stroudsburg, Pa.

American Citizenship. By Charles A. Beard and Mary Ritter

Beard. New York: Macmillan, 1914. Pp.xiii+330. $1.00.

The avowed purpose of the authors of this volume has been to pro-

duce a text for high-school civics which treats government and political
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institutions as phases of social evolution rather than as mechanically

accomplished facts. They have sought to approach the subject from the

combined viewpoint of the legalist and the sociologist and they have

accomplished their task successfully. Part I is devoted to the necessity

and importance of government as an instrument for the satisfaction of

human needs; Part II, which includes a third of the volume, deals with

the machinery of government, political parties, and elections; while

Part III, which comprises considerably more than a third of the volume,

takes up the discussion of governmental functions.

The plan of the volume is admirable. Many will doubtless differ as

to the relative emphasis and proportion given to the various phases of

the subject. It seems particularly unfortunate that the authors have

ignored the modern demand for increased attention to the subject of

state government, only nine pages being devoted to the machinery, and

twenty-three pages to the functions, of state governments, as compared

to twenty-six and forty-six pages devoted respectively to the machinery

and the functions of the federal government. Local government, how-

ever, receives much fuller discussion.

The work is reasonably free from inaccuracies, although in some

places the authors have been too loose and general in their statements.

For instance, "due process of law" is said to include certain guaranties

which the courts have held do not come within its provisions (p. 48).

Arnold Bennett Hall
University of Wisconsin

Social Work in Hospitals. By Ida M. Cannon, R.N., Head Worker,

Social Service Department, Massachusetts General Hospital.

New York: Survey Associates, Inc., 1913. Pp. xii+257.

This book is a clear and convincing statement of the usefulness of the

recent attempts in over a hundred American hospitals to deal with the

social conditions of patients as well as with the physical conditions with

which these are interrelated. One of the encouraging tendencies of the

present time is the gradual breaking-down of the narrow specialisms

which formerly prevailed in law, medicine, and theology. The social

implications of these professions are constantly becoming better under-

stood. In the case of medicine, contact with the young science of

psychology is bound to react upon the therapeutic agencies made use of,

while contact with the still younger science of sociology is greatly

increasing the efficacy of the treatment given. Indeed, as Miss Cannon
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puts it, the hospital social service "
. . . . seeks to find the common

ground of medicine and sociology and to relate most effectively the

functions of the doctor and the social worker." In other words, it is an

attempt on the part of the hospital to attack disease by going to the

root of the trouble even when it is economic, occupational, domestic,

social, or mental in its nature, instead of merely treating sick bodies as

though they could be entirely detached from social situations. "The
shattered limb which means to the surgeon a demand upon his skill may
have social significance as a preventable industrial accident, attended

by the tragedies of unemployment and family dependence." "The
tired girl may not only need a week in the convalescent home; she may
need to be taught how to sleep and to eat, to get proper amusement, or

to bear a burden of sorrow."

Under the caption, "Medical-social Problems," the author dis-

cusses concisely the tuberculous, the convalescent, victims of chronic

diseases, the unmarried mother, the syphilitic, the mentally unbalanced,

the neurasthenic, the suicidal, the feeble-minded, the physically handi-

capped. In the later chapters of the book, in which the technique of

social work in hospitals is taken up, it appears that persons with specifi-

cally social training are necessary if good work is to be done, and that

social work should be an integral part of the hospital itself, receiving

the intelligent and sympathetic co-operation of the staff and the nurses

in order to secure the best results.

An interesting exhibit of forms and facsimiles printed as an appendix

supplements the records of cases which serve as successful illustrations

throughout the book.

Erville B. Woods
Dartmouth College

They Who Knock at Our Gates: A Complete Gospel of Immigration.

By Mary Antin. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin

Co., 1914. Pp. xi+143.

This stimulating little volume is essentially an appeal for an inuni-

gration policy which shall "accord with the loftiest interpretation of our

duty as Americans," Historical detail and statistical analysis find no

place in it; and, while it resembles the author's Promised Land in spirit

and viewpoint, it lacks the autobiographical element. Three questions

are selected as vital, and to each is devoted one of the three parts of the

book: (i) "Have we the right to regulate immigration?" (2) "What
is the nature of our present immigration?" (3) "Is immigration good
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for us?" Categorical answers are not given, but broad, bold lines

point the way. (i) The question of right is brought to the touchstone

of the Declaration of Independence, whose phrases are to be taken

seriously. Our mission is "to spread freedom throughout the world by

teaching as many men and women as possible in freedom's largest home."

The health of the nations may demand restrictions upon inmiigration;

these restrictions should not, however, be dictated by catchwords,

prejudice, material interests, or excessive civic prudence. (2) "The

average immigrant today shows the markings of virtue which have

distinguished the best Americans" of all generations: idealism, heroism,

civic devotion, zeal for education, enthusiasm for home-building. "The

ghost of the Mayflower pilots every immigrant ship, and Ellis Island is

another name for Plymouth Rock." (3) Whether immigration is good

for us depends quite as much upon us as upon the immigrants. Ameri-

cans are partners in the sins charged against him. Stop the solicitation

and importation of aliens if we would rid ourselves of the least desirable

element. "Put the brakes on Wall Street instead of on Ellis Island,"

if we would conserve our resources. Apply freely our wealth, learning,

and unspent energy, if we would assimilate the alien and at the same time

save the nation from decadence. It is fortunate for America that

"great numbers are coming to remind us of 'the promise of American

life,' and insist that it shall not be forgotten."

The book is marked by charm and vigor of presentation, rather than

by originality of thought or closeness of reasoning. It is an earnest of

the idealism and the great expectations which many immigrants bring

to our gates; and a challenge to our Americanism, which is not to be

treated lightly, however strong our conviction that further restriction

is consistent with our highest service to humanity.

Paul S. Peirce
State University of Iowa

The Negro Races. A Sociological Study. Vol. II. By Jerome

DowD. New York: Neale Publishing Co., 1914. Pp. 310.

$2 . 50.

In this second volume of his "sociological studies of mankind from

the standpoint of race," Professor Dowd has followed the general plan

used in his first volume on the negro races published in 1907. The only

important change is that here the whole discussion is grouped by racial

divisions rather than by geographical districts. The volume deals with
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the Galla and the Bantu stocks, and there are supplementary chapters

on the negroes of the East, the origin of the negroes, and the negroes of

Liberia. The chief branches of each stock are described from the stand-

point of economic life, family life, ceremonial life, aesthetic life, and

psychological life. Professor Dowd has made judicious use of the

standard authorities on Africa for purposes of description, but he has

also enriched his descriptions with some illuminating interpretations.

Especially interesting are his ideas on the influence of missionaries and

his view of the results of the policy of making over aboriginal populations

in the image of the white man. The book presents an excellent study

of the African background of the American negro question, which is to

be the subject of Professor Dowd's third volume.

Ulysses G. Weatherly
Indiana University

Materials for the Study of Elementary Economics. Edited by Leon
Carroll Marshall, Chester Whitney Wright, and

James Alfred Field. Chicago: The University of Chicago

Press, 1913. Pp. xvii+927.

The teaching of elementary economics has been greatly facilitated

and improved in recent years, in no small measure through the recogni-

tion that the average student needs more material than the ordinary

textbook can supply, and in a more accessible form than the "reserved"

shelves of the library. Of the now considerable number of "readings"

and "sourcebooks" published, this one seems most likely to answer the

general need. Certainly no two teachers will have exactly the same
notion of the sort of emphasis or the nature of the material that should

be afforded students in elementary economics, and it may be, as one

editor of a recent set of readings says, that it is advisable for every uni-

versity to get out its own book—though that seems a large possibility

of reduplication and energy wasted merely for the sake of unimportant

individual or local predilections. The book under review, however,

contains so large an amount and variety of material that it should appeal

to most teachers of economics as a highly desirable compilation to have

in their students' hands, even though not all of it can be actively utilized

in any one class, perhaps.

In the care with which the selections have been made and edited the

book is most praiseworthy. Doubtless some instructors will consider

the field of choice too wide, as admitting much material of a sociological
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nature, but in the reviewer's opinion that is a merit and not a defect.

Fault can be found with certain sections as being of too technical a nature.

It is a question, for example, whether the subject of scientific manage-

ment is not treated in too much detail for the average student—whether

time may not be taken up in matters which are of real significance only

to the shop manager, to the diminution of the time that the student

ought to devote to questions of wider social and economic appeal. No
teacher, however, will use a book of readings slavishly, and the editors

would be the last to expect or wish it.

The organization of the material is excellent; and the occasional

insertion or brief original notes and expositions, the numbering of the

selections consecutively, the inclusion of sample legal and commercial

documents, and the publication of so large a book at a reasonable price

are all worthy of strong commendation. The rent diagrams on pp. 6i8

and 619 are, for instance, not only original (so far as we know) but they

are highly illuminating even to the student coming to the subject for the

first time. The book is much more than a mere set of readings. It is

rightly named Materials, but the materials have been put together in

a digestible, though not predigested, form. Altogether the editors have

performed an even more distinct service for the teaching of economics,

and social science in general, than they did in the publication of their

Outlines. The fact that the Materials has already gone through several

reprintings is evidence that it is likely to hold its own among such books

for an indefinite period.

A. B. Wolfe
University of Texas

Ce que nous devons a la femme. By J. Valmor. Paris: Marcel

Riviere & Co., 1913. Pp. 272.

The author's discerning suggestions for improving the condition of

women are somewhat obscured by the mass of sentiment in which he

indulges regarding women's admirable qualities. He delegates to women
the light task of uplifting and advancing the race. Therefore they

should have the protection, safeguards, and education necessary for a

class attempting such a problem.

Frances Fenton Bernard
COLmiBIA, MiSSOUSI
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
The Jury System in Civil Cases the Greatest Drag in Delaying Justice.—An

attack upon the jury system savors of sacrilege in view of the historic struggle by
which it was attained, and the insistence with which we have clung to it since. As a
matter of fact it has never been adopted on the Continent of Europe, and even in

England its use in common-law cases is the exception rather than the rule. The
concessions set forth in Magna Carta were not secured by the Commons but by the

barons, who intended them as a protection for themselves as a class against the king;

they did not contain the slightest intimation of safeguarding independent litigants.

Its original purpose having been lost sight of long since, the disadvantages of the
system now stand clearly forth with little to offset them : the disinclination of witnesses

to appear in ordinary cases where they themselves have nothing at stake, especially

when repeated appeals make several appearances necessary; the distaste which the

average individual has for serving on a jury; the handing down of a verdict without
an opinion or reason being set forth by the jurors who are rendering it, etc. When
it is recognized that more than one-half the appeals in the United States courts are

based on points of error in pleading, and that each appeal necessitates the reassembling
of practically the same body of witnesses to repeat what is already a matter of record,

the disadvantage is more apparent. On the Continent the policy is to create a respon-
sible judiciary, hedged about with sufficient safeguards to guarantee that its power
shall not be abused, and then to hold it to account for the quality of its work, just as

we hold bankers and other professional men accountable for theirs. The advantages
of such a system are: that a legal opinion could be required, and the reasons for the
decision be formally exacted, in every case; that no time would be lost in empaneling
a jury; that no reconvocation of witnesses would be required on appeals, their original

recorded evidence serving in their stead; and that in the time thus saved, many more
cases could be heard. Indeed, it is hard to see how the jury system can continue to

be popular among those who are familiar with its drawbacks, except to such litigants

as recognize that to themselves there is an advantage in anything which makes for

delay in obtaining legal decision.—^WiUiam H. Blymyer, Green Bag, May, 1914.
E. E. E.

With Reference to the Health of the Proletariat.—While it is not correct to

accuse alcohol of being the cause of all human miseries there is no doubt that it does
contribute to the major part of them. If governments and legislators would realize

the terrible power of alcohol, the entire legislative voice would be lifted against it,

not only in absolute prohibition of the sale of absinthe, but of every form of alcoholic
liquor. A marked increase in numbers of protagonists of the anti-alcohol movement
is noted, even among the working-classes. Other nations are taking legislative action
against this menace to the proletariat : Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, England,
Switzerland, Canada, United States, Hungary, and Russia are among the foremost. It
is time for France also to discover that while the liquor traffic does add materially to
the revenues of the state, it also undermines the pillars of the state. All those who
speak in the name of the proletariat's highest welfare are convinced that alcoholism
is a question of the life or death of the people.—E. Quillent, "A la sant6 du prole-
tariat," La revue socialiste, June, 1914. E. E. E.

Marriage, Sterilization, and Commitment Laws Aimed at Decreasing Mental
Deficiency.—The growing interest in social and moral reform includes a new atten-
tion to the bringing into existence of children who are doomed from birth to disease
or mental defect because of sin or misfortune of defective parents. This interest
is finding itself crystallized into law in certain states. There is an increasing tendency
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for the law to forbid marriage of epileptic, imbecile, insane or feeble-minded persons,
or those habitually subject to drugs or drink, or suffering from diseases possible of

transmission. But inasmuch as the restriction of marriage, unfortunately, does not
prevent the birth of defective children, sex-steriHzation is now advocated as a further

means of checking their numbers. Twelve states have already passed laws approving
it. No one with the interests of society at heart desires to see legitimate entrance
into marriage unnecessarily hampered. But it is merely a proper scientific precaution
to require physicians to report all cases of venereal disease, tuberculosis, drug use,

alcoholism, mental deficiency, etc.; to require a clean bill of health with regard to the
foregoing, properly certified by an accredited physician, from every applicant for a
marriage license; to require a heavy penalty for failure to comply with these regula-

tions; and to require proper institutional care for all those who are—by reason of

such defects—liable to become parents of defective children.—Jessie Spaulding Smith,
Journal of Criminal Law aftd Criminology, September, 1914. E. E. E.

The Criminal, Who Is He, and What Shall We Do with Him?—Since no two
individuals are exactly alike, it logically follows that a universal and inflexible law
must in its applications sometimes work injustices. The rapid changes wrought in

our social viewpoint have led to changed definitions of crime, until we may well pause
to ask, What is a criminal? The majority of those in our criminal courts today are

not criminals because of what they have done, but because of altered ideas of the
relationship between the individual and the state. The passing of the Pure Food
law, for example, made instantly fifty thousand criminals out of persons who were
previously regarded as good citizens. Consider further, that of 106,369 persons
arrested in Chicago in 191 2, over one-half were arrested for violating laws which had
no existence twenty years ago. In order that justice may be done in each particular

case, our laws should be revised to allow of fitting their application to the particular

offender. It has been demonstrated times almost without number that the whole
scheme of imprisonment, as such, is a failure, both from the standpoint of the reforma-
tion of the individual and from a financial one. Not only do prisons fail to pay
expenses, but society is burdened as well with the care of the dependent families of

those incarcerated. A number of states and cities in America, as well as sections of

Europe, have found a partial solution in the establishment of industrial farms. These
almost invariably prove self-supporting, with a considerable surplus of profit w^hich

may be used for the needy families; and at the same time they provide institutional

care, both physical and moral, for those committed. Two questions arise in the

execution of a penalty: (i) How can the state, in the best and most economical way,
care for those who have been found guilty of violating the criminal laws, and upon
whom penalties have been imposed? (2) How can the state best provide for the
prisoners' dependent families? In general it is recommended that the adult proba-
tion law be so amended as to include within its provisions every crime except miirder

and treason; and that proper provision be made for adequate institutional attention

for those for whom it is a necessity, instead of mere imprisonment.—^William N.
Gemmill, Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, July, 1914. E. E. E.

Rights of Mothers.—In February, 1914, the Chamber of Deputies unanimously
decided that the commission administering the special cases of the schools must
include at least two mothers, one of whom has or has had within the past three years,

a child at the schools of the commune on whose commission she serves. The feminist

journals registered the decision with great enthusiasm as a victory for feminism.

Yet why ? Since the school cases are concerned primarily with questions of hygiene,

what could be more natural than this requirement? Would a prefect, a municipal

councilman, or even a physician be able to buy or have made the clothing for poor
children with as much wisdom, or order the modest menus with as much intelligence

and care as would a mother? The astonishing thing is not their admission, but
rather the slight intelligence in routine affairs that has so far excluded women from
functions in which they are past mistresses. The question is then raised why there

are not women on the district sanitary commission, and why the law of February,

creating a new service for sanitary inspection in the army did not include women in

this service, since it is the mother's business to look after the welfare of her children.
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And are not the young men entering the army in special need of nourishing food?

She would try, too, to bring about a proper care of the body, and to introduce hygienic

drinks; she would know how to make the barracks more agreeable, and the refectory

more homelike. This work seems natural for a woman because it is in reality only

the extension of her habitual task. A mother's duty and care for her children do not

confine themselves to their childhood. The admission of women on the administrative

commissions for special school cases, on the district sanitary commissions, and in the

group which inspects the hygienic and economic condition of the army would be the

best method of giving them their mothers' right to fulfil their maternal duties.

—

Augusta Moll-Weiss, "Droits matemels," La revue philanthropique, July 15, 1914.
R. B. G.

The Abolitioii of Poverty.—The chief of mankind's curses is involuntary poverty,

and as both the church and organized charity have failed to cope successfidly with

its manifest problems, reform of the law must accomplish abolition of the curse.

The single tax is the medium to be used, for it will not hinder the free development
of the individual, as would sociaUsm, the only other alternative. Issue is taken with

Professor Seligman who terms the single tax inelastic, and who intensifies the inequal-

ity of unjust assessments. Each man must fix his own valuation (subject to revision

by the courts) for the first year, and on it the annual tax will be levied; but every

year thereafter the full rental value of the land, less its rental value at the time, shall

be the measure. Other taxes might be levied in times of stress, to make up any
deficiency. The poUtical and economic defects in the single tax urged by Seligman
are proved non-existent. If this proposed system of taxing can be inaugurated, more
land will be forced into use, there will be more demand for labor, wages will be higher,

and involuntary poverty will disappear.—Alfred Bishop Mason, Forum, August, 1914.
M. G. B.

Social Hygiene and Eugenics.—^This is the concluding article in a series of three

concerning the connected, and yet completely independent, fields covered by the two
branches of science known as social hygiene and eugenics. The third article deals

mainly with certain principles and ideas propagated in a new publication by Grotjahn,
who believes on the whole that there should be made a differentiation between social

hygiene and race hygiene or eugenics. The former attempts to secure more complete
individual development and thus further improvement in the race; while the latter

seeks racial betterment through more favorable selection of those undertaking the

duties of parenthood, as well as through improvement of social environment. Al-

though there are manifestly some connections between the two sciences, they are for

the greater part distinct and independent in their subject-matter.—^W. Schallmayer,
" Sozialhygiene und Eugenik," Zeitschrift fur Sozialwissenschaft, July, 1914.

M. G. B.

The Spread of Industrial Education.—The spread of industrial education at the
present time is really conducive to the establishment of peace, since through its prev-

alence and utiUzation, industrial workers will be given a chance to reach the top.

Six states in the Union now contribute public moneys to the support of industrial

education, and many more are employing investigating commissions to ascertain its

merits and demerits. Enthusiasm characterizes all its supporters. This was mani-
fested in New York City this year at a National Conference on Industrial Education
where all the different phases were considered. The work done in Pennsylvania
may be treated as fairly representative. In the mining districts instruction has been
given by both public and private enterprise, with very satisfactory results—material
advancement by many of the mine employees. The women have received training

in various branches of home-making. New York uses the co-operative plan of

teaching whereby those employed in a certain factory are separated into groups of

two, each of whom attends school in alternate weeks. The fundamental principle

underlying the whole movement is to assist men and women to increase their economic
value.—Roy Mason, American Review of Reviews, August, 1914. M. G. B.
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The Woman's Movement.—The woman's movement is a strictly creative one
whose ultimate outcome will be a socializing of the home and domestic interests

through an enlarged interpretation. Heretofore women have been so bound by custom
and ritual that now there must be a complete "readjusting of woman's position" if

she would take a part in active modem life. Not only must changed outer conditions

be met, but owing to the upsetting of traditions for woman, she must fight the "bewil-
derment in her own soul"; and she must enter with men the "period of drift and
doubt" in which we fijid ourselves today. The presence of many women in industry

is "not a blessing, but the curse of a badly organized society." Those women argu-
ing for a chance to earn their own living are generally the ones with special talents

or chances. The work for the women of the future should be in an application of

the arts and sciences to a deepened and more e.xtensively organized home. The
projection of the home interests into politics, education, and industry needs attention,

and there should be more socialization in the lives of the children. This has no
connection with the overthrow of monogamy, but rather a larger existence, richer in

meaning for the "great mass of women who .... are seeking .... a readjust-

ment to work and love and interest."—^Walter Lippmann, Forum, August, 1914.

M. G. B.
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WHAT IS AMERICANISM ?

Beginning in August, 1914, this Journal sent a circular letter

with the above title to a carefully selected list of 250 American men

and women. The attempt was made to reach representatives of

every type of group in the United States which may be reckoned

as consciously contributing to our public opinion or as having ideas

about our common interests which, if formulated and published,

would become factors in our public opinion. For reasons which

hardly require explanation, holders of political offices were the only

occupational group intentionally omitted. With that exception

representatives of the widest range of vocations were addressed,

from officers of local labor organizations to Justices of the federal

Supreme Court. Leaders of thought in all the larger religious

bodies, in each of the so-called learned professions, in manufacture,

engineering, banking, trade, transportation, journalism, philan-

thropy, criminology, and the most prominent reform movements

were in the list.

It must be admitted that no editorial board, with all the

advice it could command, would be able to select 250 Ameri-

cans who would be recognized by the other hundred million

Americans as sufficient to voice American opinion. All that a

fairly typical collection of thinkers could do would amount only to

an index of currents in American thinking which might help other

thinkers to form more intelligent estimates of the factors which are
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shaping our national life. If our selection was faulty for reasons

in addition to the presumption that the testimony of any two

hundred and fifty could have much significance, the omissions or

commissions were not from intentional partiaUty. Our effort was

to be as catholic as possible.

The letter follows:

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY

Upon What Aims, Policies, Programs, or Particular Purposes Should

Americans Place Chief Emphasis in the Immediate Future ?

The majority of educated Americans take it for granted that civilization

is at present rudimentary, and that it is to develop indefinitely. A smaller

number, and yet probably a majority of those who rank as thinkers, assume

that in the future civilization is to be guided, much more than it has been in

the past, by deliberate taking of thought, by surveys of needs, and by intelligent

control of resources in the service of the needs.

The American Journal of Sociology wishes to publish in an early number

the opinions of representative thinkers about conceptions of this destiny which

are most worthy to hold the attention of Americans.

The following illustrations of different t5T)es of thinking about a question

of this kind may be taken from alternatives that are no longer m. debate in

this country:

1. To some minds the problems of civilization seem to be very definite

and concrete. They are supposed to turn on the success or failure of certain

specific things, like the establishment of a national bank or the adoption of a

written constitution.

2. In other minds progress is pictured as depending upon some central

program, like "protection" or "free trade."

3. Others, again, see progress less in measures, even as far-reaching as

either of those above mentioned, than in some comprehensive policy, as, for

example, "federalism" or "state sovereignty."

4. Still others have little confidence in either of these types of proposal,

vmless they are promoted as incidents of some wider purpose. They rest their

faith in progress upon prevalence of some still larger conception, which, as they

believe, co-ordinates, comprehends, and indicates all factors and details of

genuine progress. Every constructive social and religious philosopher may
illustrate this type.

In so far as experience furnishes a reliable forecast of the future it is prob-

able that actual progress will be a resultant of somewhat imconscious co-

operation of all these species of thinkers, together with the great majority who
cannot be regarded as concerned with general social problems at all.
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The chief function of the American Journal of Sociology is to assist in

organizing thought about society.

In the judgment of the editors, an important contribution to this object

may be made by assembling the answers of typical Americans to this question:

With a view to the interests not primarily of individuals or of classes; comidering

not merely the next decade nor the next generation nor the next century, hut having

in mind our relationships both to one another and to our successors for many
centuries; upon what ideals, policies, programs, or specific purposes should

Americans place most stress in the immediate future?

With the exception of the present paragraph, this letter was drafted and

approved by the editors before the European war was regarded as probable.

In the present situation the reasons for the inquiry here made are immeasurably

more urgent than when the plan was adopted.

Will you indicate, within the limits of from 500 to 1,000 words, your answer

to the foregoing question ?

This invitation will be sent to representatives of all the types of thinkers

referred to above. Among them will be well-known advocates of particular

causes; yet, unless the editors err in their judgment, no one will receive this

request who is merely a person "of one idea."

It is hoped that the answers as a whole will present a somewhat convincing

body and ratio of general and detailed specifications, and that they will amount

to a helpful prospectus of impending American tasks.

This letter will be published as an introduction to the symposivmi.

Sincerely,

The Editors

A stamped and addressed return envelope was inclosed with

each copy of the above letter.

Even the generous youth who annually circularize the country

for expressions of opinion which they hope will turn out to weigh

on their side of debate, must have obtained from a single experiment

of that sort some inklings of the disillusion that the opinions of their

fellow-citizens are not to be had for the asking. No editor could

suppose that his mere editorial request could be regarded as a vahd
claim upon the time of persons whose opinions are of importance.

Every person to whom our letter was sent has demands upon his

time far more urgent than any obligation of courtesy or charity

which editorial self-interest might create. We were innocent

enough, however, to suppose that our inquiry was so vital and
timely that it would get recognition as the proffer of a public service.

We hoped that the men and women addressed would react to the
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request, not as to an enterprise of negligible selfishness, but as to

a patriotic attempt to promote national self-knowledge, and as such

affording an appealing opportunity for patriotic co-operation.

Although we have met with discouraging failure to get the body

of evidence which we hoped to collect, we are inchned to think that

this very failure is an eloquent revelation. Including two copies

of the letter which were returned without indication of the senders,

exactly 44 persons out of the 250 addressed replied. Two of the

answers were so completely non-committal that they could not

safely be taken as evidence of anything. Two others were promises

to answer the main question later, but the promises have not been

kept. With these exceptions all the answers follow. In the case

of those writers whose courteous acknowledgments of our request

were evidently not intended for publication we have printed the

replies without the authors' names. As we had planned to do in

case the replies were more numerous, we have attempted to avoid

all appearance of trying to exhibit the evidence in the interest of

some foregone conclusion, by arranging the replies in accordance

with the alphabetical order of the writers.

LETTERS RECEIVED

An Editor

Your circular letter, addressed to has been

received. wishes to say that he regrets that it will

be impossible for him to comply with your request to answer the

question you put to him. His time is so fully occupied just now
with the writing of and with his regular editorial work as

editor-in-chief of that he is accepting no further engage-

ments which will add to his present duties.

Yours very truly,

, Secretary

M. W. Atcheson, Jr. (Lawyer, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

This is an attempt to answer your question as to aims, namely:

I. Be fair to the Bible.—I wish men would cease making for it

claims it does not make for itself, stop subjecting it to unfair tests.

If it had always got fair treatment, the controversy between religion
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and science might never have raged. It is the universe that is

divine, whereas the book is primarily human. It comes from

human hands and bears the marks of human imperfection. The
false theory of its origin is a dead weight of institutional

religion.

Were the seemingly impossible to happen and Roman Catholic

and Protestant clergy were to tell the plain truth which is sticking

out all through the Bible and present it as the primarily human
production it so obviously is and hence as an authority, vaHd only

in so far as true, peradventure the foundations of sectarianism

might be shaken, creed might become an individual matter, and,

most of all, the four Gospels, once set free to speak for themselves

and make their own impression, might confidently be relied on to

do much toward social and individual regeneration. In a word,

Christianity might at last be given an untrammeled trial.

2. Recognize that property is worth less than human beings.

3. Cease to war. Only invasion, if anything, justifies war.

4. Help the human race to slough of alcoholism.

5. Advance the cause of popular government, eliminating the pre-

posterous distinction (however historically exphcable) that A may
vote because a male and B shall not because a female.

These are some of the aims or ideas on which I should hope to

see stress laid.

Brooks Adams (Author, Boston, Mass.)

I have received from you a paper containing a request for an

answer to a series of questions touching sociology.

So far as I am concerned I have nothing to add to what I have

already written, and which is to be found in my published books.

I beg to refer to them.

The President of a Hardware Company

I am in receipt of your favor asking certain questions that you
would like to have answered.

In reply would say that I do not believe I am in position to

write the kind of article you desire, so will have to ask you to

kindly excuse me.
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An Officer of an Organization for Improving International

Relations

Your circular letter requesting that I contribute a statement

of five hundred to a thousand words for publication in the American

Journal of Sociology upon the question of what ideals, policies, pro-

grams, or specific purposes should Americans place most stress in

the immediate future has been received.

I appreciate the honor you do me by asking my opinion on this

subject, but the multiplicity of my duties at the present time force

me to state that I have not sufiicient time to devote to the prepara-

tion of such a statement as the importance of the question deserves.

An Author

I regret that I cannot take the time to answer very carefully

your inquiry and I do not think it would be fair to give a hasty

consideration of the very important matters suggested.

Frederic Almy (Secretary of the Charity Organization

Society of Buffalo, N.Y.)

The way forward is dark. There are twenty paths out of the

wilderness, and no one knows which path is right. In my judg-

ment socialism is the one of the twenty paths to follow, but it is

nineteen to one that socialism is wrong. The chance of error is

the same with the other paths, but we cannot for that reason sit

still. My work for the future, so far as I have strength for any

such work, is for sociahsm, but I am glad that my day's work, as

secretary of a charity organization society, is for today. Often I

envy the pioneers who with every chance of danger and error are

following the hazardous paths, some one of which leads out of the

jungle, while I lag in the rear. But while the multitude stays in

bondage it must be fed, and warmed, and comforted, and this work

in the rear is indispensable and certainly right and useful, if less

glorious and dangerous. Often those who feed and please the

multitude get a glory which I value less than the ill-will which goes

toward those who try to drive the people into paths which seem

and are dangerous, but lead forward. No one of us is wise enough
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to be sure which one of the twenty paths leads out of the wilderness,

but some have better vision than others.

Meantime, it is important that the multitude should not starve

or suffer. It is even more important that not only the generals but

ttie privates should be educated in every sort of knowledge about

the wilderness and the ways out, so that some will know where to

lead, and the rest will know whom to follow. It is important that

the generals and the privates should be kept in health, so that they

will not falter in the path nor die by the wayside, and the causes of

health and disease are more important than the individual cases.

It is important that the leaders and the masses, the rich and the

poor, should be kept virtuous, so that crimes will not cause suffer-

ing, and so that those who are prosperous will not bar the ways out

of the wilderness in which they alone prosper.

I am a believer in organized charity, to which my life is given,

but I believe in the saying that the charity of today is the justice

of tomorrow, and I want no charity that delays justice. Free

schools, savings banks, tenement and tuberculosis work, supervised

playgrounds, school social centers, all began as charity but have

become a public right. Widows' pensions and some sort of old-age

provision in the form of government annuities bid fair to follow.

It is important that individual charity should not be satisfied to

keep families comfortable in their poverty, but should lead or drive

them out of it, and that community charity should deal with causes.

Just as social medicine and preventive public-health work have

reinforced the old individual medicine, so social religion, which

deals with the causes of sin and poverty, has reinforced the old

individual religion which dealt selfishly with saving single souls.

The man who keeps all the ten commandments and never lifts a

finger to help the town he lives in will not go to any heaven where

I care to join him. "For their sakes I sanctify myself" remains a

good text, but it should be for their sakes and not for my own, or

my own soul is in danger.

I believe that the most important work for this generation, if it

is to work for future generations, is to make our citizens today more

intelligent, more healthy, and more virtuous. We want to reduce

ignorance, disease, and vice, and this is being done more effectively
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than in the past, by social education, social medicine, and a social

religion. Disease is dying, crime is being arrested, and poverty is

being starved out for lack of the matter upon which it is fed. We
have already changed the definition of poverty, and the poor of

America exact a degree of comfort which the poverty of Europe and

Asia is powerless to attain, and which even queens lacked in some

respects a century ago.

Such work may be palliative, like the blessed Red Cross relief,

which must continue until we abolish war, but it seems to me more

than palliative. The way out of the wilderness is dark and doubt-

ful. As I have said, with twenty paths it is nineteen to one that

each path is wrong, though many of them may lead forward. All

honor to the pioneers who risk death and disgrace by going wrong

and persuading others to follow, but some honor should be reserved

for the useful and necessary work of feeding the multitude, pro-

vided always that we are not satisfied with our present pUght, and

cheer on our best leaders. It is a useful work, however, to increase

knowledge, health, and virtue by all possible means, and by so

doing to build a road for the true Messiah when he comes, and to

make a more intelligent jury to recognize him when he arrives, as

few did twenty centuries ago.

H. W. Ashley (Rathbun-Jones Engineering Co.,

Toledo, Ohio)

In the eighteenth century the Colony of New York imposed an

import duty on wood from Connecticut, just as now British America

imposes duties on merchandise transported from the United States.

Each colony was jealous of its neighbor and devised artificial impedi-

ments to trade between their inhabitants. The Union under the

Constitution demonstrated the iniquities of the poUcy and its dis-

astrous financial consequences during both the colonial and federal

periods. A proposal to resume such an embargo to free commercial

contract between the states would now be considered the vaporings

of a disordered mind. An English empire and a federated Germany

are equally instructive: the development of both have responded

to the inspiration of an extended free commerce—the one among

its colonies, the other among its kingdoms, states, and principaUties.
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The inventions of the nineteenth century have entirely trans-

formed our social and commercial activities:

In March a fresh pear was served on my table. It was grown in South

America.

The blacksmith shop has become the Steel Corporation.

Nations have become political and social—they are no longer economic

units; walled cities are rehcs of the sixteenth century.

As restraints of free exchange formerly impoverished and

retarded the American colonies, much more do nations now writhe

under these artificial impediments to international trade.

The world is now—in large degree in consequence—in the throes

of a titanic war; exchanges are in confusion and international panic

is impending. This cataclysm is the inevitable result of confusing

the political and social with the economic unit—it is not a nation

but an individual who manufactures and sells merchandise.

The enormous cost of interference by governments with indi-

vidual commercial freedom—the hordes of men taken from active

industry in every country and the huge sums wasted to maintain

the customs system—is borne by the individual producer and the

helpless consumer.

Man doesn't want to be artificially fed—he wants to be free to

feed himself.

Steam and electricity have made one commercial people of "all

the nations of the earth."

"All wealth," says the statute, "shall be taxed equally and at

its cash value."

Yet only about 10 per cent of the personal property and i per

cent of the actual money in the country is returned for taxation.

A customs-house or personal-tax affidavit is a joke. Public opinion

doesn't sanction the penalties which the law prescribes. The man
or woman who commits this felony isn't even socially proscribed.

Such laws have always spelled only tyranny and corruption on

the one hand and fraud and perjury on the other.

Yet in this twentieth century the governor of Ohio appoints

tax inquisitors in each county of the state.

They may reward personal or political friends and punish

enemies and there is practically "no help for us."
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The system is as old as the Christian religion. At the time of

Pontius Pilate the taxes were farmed out to the highest bidder.

The publican employed such discrimination as his judgment or his

personal advantage suggested in distributing the burdens of the

empire. The methods of the tax inquisitor of the twentieth century

are only more concealed.

By such systems and the obscure devices of their operation the

final incidence of the major part of all taxes rests upon labor. In

consequence now our billionaire and our tramp walk the streets of

the metropolis—^just as under like conditions Dives and Lazarus

Hved 2,000 years ago.

Equal opportunity is the ideal of democracy. No person may
be afforded any advantage over another except such as his industry

and intelKgence commands.

It may be the mission of the present war, then, to make it clear

that the man—not the nation—is the economic unit; that nations

must confine themselves to police, educational, and ethical ac-

tivities, and that governments have no moral right to restrain or

impair the natural right of the individual to free exchange of the

products of mind and hand. It is the present opportunity of our

republic to demonstrate this to mankind.

Furthermore, if subsequently a system of direct taxation may
be devised whereby none of the product of the energy and intelli-

gence of the producer can be forcibly subtracted from him—a sys-

tem by which all taxes will be taken from values which are created

ipso facto by the whole community—then will the individual be

finally free and an equal opportunity will be afforded for the exer-

cise of the gifts with which nature has endowed each one of us.

The primary ideal then for the repubhc is to make its citizens

commercially free, and then to relieve their products from the

burden of maintaining the government and those who live—with-

out productive labor—^by the land rents which community life

necessarily creates without any effort of man.
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Roger W. Babson (President of the Babson Statistical

Organization, Wellesley, Mass.)

Mr. Babson submits as his reply, the following statement:

Mr. Babson's Personal Program

By Leroy D. Peavey

Vice-President of the Babson Statistical Organization

In dealing with fundamental statistics and influences, Mr.

Babson frequently treats of social plans and conditions. These

statements bring so many inquiries which show a lack of apprecia-

tion of Mr. Babson's real attitude that we have prepared this leaflet

giving his fundamental philosophy and personal program of action;

although we also believe that the efficiency of churches, schools,

organizations, and individuals can be greatly multipUed by a recog-

nition of these fundamental facts.

Mr. Babson, who, trained as a civil engineer, bases all his work

on "plans and specifications," has prepared the following ones on

which he builds his social actions and recommendations, in the hope

that they may be helpful to others, with such modifications as con-

scientious thinking may suggest to each individual.

Happiness the goal.—The goal of life is happiness, using the word

in its truest sense, without reference to pleasure, amusement, or

self-indulgence. Money, power, and fame, or even knowledge,

health, and religion, are of no use except as they promote true

happiness. Moreover, happiness, efficiency, and righteousness should

be synonymous terms. To be happy, a man must be righteous and

efficient; if he is not happy, he is neither righteous nor efficient.

Happiness dependent on many factors.—Experience clearly

demonstrates that happiness cannot be purchased, nor is it the result

of acquiring or developing any one thing, whether it be faith, health,

intellect, property, or recreation. Happiness is the result rather of

the symmetrical development of all of these factors. In order to

be happy, one must systematize his time so that it will insure the

prayerful development of a healthy, useful, and intellectual Ufe

with a proper admixture of recreation. This is a religious life, and

brings happiness, but if these factors are not developed in their

proper proportion, one is neither religious nor happy.
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In referring to the useful life, it is assumed that such daily work

shall be properly recompensed, as each worker must have sufficient

material prosperity in order not to worry about the support of

himself and family, and in order to ultimately become a part owner

of the means of production.

Making ourselves happy.—There are many practical means for

developing these four fundamentals of hfe; but there are three

requirements which are worthy of special emphasis.

1. Faith in God: We must have faith in God, cease worrying

about what our neighbors think of our work or method of Kving and

cease doing things or not doing things from fear of what someone

will think or say. After seriously deciding what line of work is

best for us to do, where it is best for us to work and live, and what

is best for us to buy or sell, we should fearlessly act, and trust God
for the result. To be happy, a man must have that self-control

which comes through faith and prayer.

2. Daily development: Our daily work must be such as will

develop us spiritually, physically, mentally, and materially, and

also provide proper recreation. Many people can never be happy

so long as they continue in their present vocation; and the longer

they so continue, the more difficult it will be to change. Such

people should at once change their vocation to some useful work

in a healthy place. It makes little difference what we select, but

to be happy we must be of real service and also strive to become

specialists, trying to do some one thing better than anyone else

does it.

3. Contentment and ambition: We must learn contentment,

tempered with a proper desire for progress, and appreciate our

blessings while they last. A great amount of unhappiness is due

to being spread out too much, with too many diversified and

entangling interests. A peaceful mind comes only through having

a very few aims and always keeping these clearly in view and refus-

ing to be side-tracked to anything else. Above all, we must avoid

covetousness.

Making others happy.—Many who understand the fundamentals

of obtaining happiness for themselves are led astray in efforts to

help others. There is no short cut to improving the conditions of
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mankind. Humanity has been struggling for thousands of years

in reaching its present stage, and will probably continue to struggle

for thousands of years to come. Permanent progress can come

only very slowly, through religion, education, and experience, for

legislation can help only to a very limited extent. Democracy is

but a step, and by no means the solution of life's problem. The

laws of supply and demand and of reward and punishment are

fundamental and cannot be set aside by any laws of man,

1. Publicity of facts: The first great force accompanying reli-

gious development in bettering conditions always has been publicity,

and it will so continue. The compilation and study of statistics

and news is the basis of progress.^ The press has a great power for

good. Every step toward making pubHc the advantages and dis-

advantages of various vocations, habits, and other practices greatly

tends toward improved conditions.

2. Schools and education: Another great force in American life

is the public school. Of course it is to be regretted that the home
and church have lost so much of their former influence, for the

public school can never fulfil all the functions of the home or

church. During the present century, however, the public school

is destined to fulfil many functions of both. The compulsory fea-

ture and certain other advantages of the public school will make it

a great force in the coming years. Hence much of the time and

money which we now devote to various other objects should be

devoted to the public schools. Our own children we should train

in our homes, but we can best aid in training the masses through

the public schools.

3. Revision of inheritance laws: The third great force in read-

justing conditions will probably be a revision of inheritance laws.

' The publication of corporation and individual earnings, expenses, loans, and profits

will do more good toward eliminating monopoly than all possible anti-trust legisla-

tion. If the middleman is to be further eliminated, it will be brought about only by
the marking of the cost price as well as the selling price on all goods. The imem-

ployment situation can be fundamentally remedied only by manufacturers posting

each month their unfilled orders and certain other data. A host of illustrations

might be given along these same lines, but they would be out of place here. The
point we desire to make now is that only as we approach greater publicity along all

lines will our problems approach solution.
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Moreover, our right to bequeath property by inheritance is wholly

the result of legislation at the present time; therefore its revision

must also be a matter of legislation. We shall always be permitted

to bequeath enough to the needy members of our families to pro-

tect them against want, but some day we shall not be permitted to

endow our families, according to the present custom. Moreover,

such legislation will probably be very beneficial to children of the

wealthy as well as be the means of giving all a more equal chance

in life.

Summary.—To give people an equal start in the race of life, to

insist that the same rules shall be observed by all who race, and to

provide instructions for the slower runners, is about the only really

useful work that can be done toward "distributing prosperity."

If men will not work, it is the law of God that they should starve,

and any interference by us with this law, even for our own children

or for those of others, is wrong. Hence the economic system should

provide that such children of the wealthy as lack ability should be

compelled to drop down in the scale and work with their hands, in

order that the efficient children of the poor can more freely rise to

executive positions. Of course, the law of supply and demand is

now continually bringing this about, but so slowly that a great

injustice is caused to the children of both the rich and the poor.

But in our efforts to help solve big problems, we must not forget

the real goal, viz., happiness. Moreover, we must always remem-

ber that our first duty is to get ourselves rightly adjusted. We must

be very careful personally to lead well-balanced as well as prayerful

Kves; (i) by keeping well, through cleanliness, deep breathing, out-

door exercise, careful eating, and proper habits; (2) by being of

service, through employment as a specialist in some kind of honest

and profitable labor; (3) by constant study, through systematic

reading for an hour each day on the subject which one has selected

for his life-work; (4) by taking proper recreation in restful and

interesting ways with the home life as a center. Above all things,

we must not worry, but smile!

Because Mr. Babson believes that honesty or ability cannot be

produced by statute and that legislation cannot set aside the eco-

nomic law of supply and demand nor provide a substitute for the
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rewards of thrift and toil, he has been severely criticized by some

as a reactionary.

On the other hand, because Mr. Babson has an abiding faith in

the people, through righteousness and democracy, and a conviction

that the rules or customs of commerce are not altogether fair and

far from permanent; and because he has stood in public places and

cried with a loud voice to the 5 per cent who ordinarily do the

thinking for the 95 per cent, that on questions of social progress

and equitable distribution of wealth the thinking is being done by

racial, class, and sex organizations, while the 5 per cent are still

planning further personal gains, he has been called a demagogue and

a dangerous dreamer.

It would seem from the criticisms that Mr. Babson is in the

middle of the road. He has, however, no ambition to be in the

middle of the road for the middle of the road's sake, but rather to

steer his course according to fundamental facts and beliefs, stirring

the wage earners to more tolerant thinking and the capitalists and

employers to more constructive thinking in regard to social ques-

tions. If all of us think conscientiously and broadly, many of the

present problems will be solved, and though new problems arise,

each solution will bring us nearer universal righteousness and

happiness.

Frank W. Blackmar (Professor of Sociology, University

OF Kansas)

The general ideals of society have not changed very much from

what they were twenty-five years ago, except that they are more
clearly defined, but the rapid changes that are taking place in the

attempt of society to adjust itself to these ideals renders it prac-

tically impossible to outline a program to extend beyond the next

generation for which most of our individual and social endeavors

are expended. The only safe plan for a prophet in sociology is to

deal in generalities. Again you are asking that aims, policies, and

programs shall be separated from individual and group interests.

This is difficult for me to do, as the democracy of tradition has

passed into democracy of group activity, and the traditional indi-

vidual has disappeared from the ideals of practical civilization. We
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have the new co-operative individual whose relations to the mass

are defined through his connection with his own group.

The general ideals which are leading us at present are industrial

or economic justice, universal co-operation, modern social democ-

racy, universal peace, and a recognition of the common brotherhood

of man. These demand the immediate attention of all who hope

for the normal progress of humanity. The battle line in the process

of achievement of these ideals is longer than the battle line of the

European war. Its divisions of enterprise are more numerous than

the organized groups of the European armies and the machinery

of its warfare more complex and more diverse.

In general, the program must be to use every legitimate means

to transform group business, group poHtics, and group militarism

from the selfish, wolfish struggle of the survival of the fittest to the

humane, altruistic leaven of the survival of the best.

This program involves the reorganization of political democracy

by breaking down certain traditions of constitutional law and gov-

ernment which have been such strong bulwarks in creating and

achieving special privilege, and by adjusting our system of control

to the expanded social and economic life; it involves a participa-

tion of all citizens in the management of political, social, and indus-

trial institutions, or in fact a working union of the people and their

government; it involves a determination of what business opera-

tions shall be left to individual initiative and what shall be taken

over by community interests, and in either case it insists on the

general participation of all citizens in the control or ownership of

social wealth, and that the programs which are formulated for the

purpose of reaching the ideals shall be actually followed out in the

laboratory of human society.

Along the battle line we find these main divisions of co-operative

activity : an education that will fit citizens for the conduct of indus-

trial hfe without destroying their spiritual ideals; a preparation for

efiiciency in government; special preparation for those who hold

official positions, and the method of selecting them quite divorced

from the methods of partisan pohtics; a close accounting and reali-

zation by the church of its spiritual assets, and the organization of

its ethical side in the determination to save this world; determina-
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tion not to work against the size of corporate enterprise, but to

insist that their operations shall be so adjusted as to distribute their

good results among all citizens of the corporate commonwealth;

wherever possible industrial groups are formed independent of state

management with the various forms of co-operation, both produc-

tive and distributive; insurance against accident and disease, the

protection of Ufe and limb, and the assurance that each individual

shall have an opportunity to earn a living wage, and, having earned

it, an assurance that he will receive it; the large number of move-

ments for improving the physical condition of the present genera-

tion, and improving the racial stock; the growing tendency to

estabhsh laws for old-age pensions, mothers' pensions, workmen's

compensation, minimum-wage and pubhc weKare, industrial com-

missions, housing commissions, sanitary laws and sanitary boards;

law changing the educational system, immigration laws, conserva-.

tion of the resources of nature. These and others are only com-

ponent parts in the attempt to fuLhl greater social ideals. Many of

these are impartial, imperfect, and realize comparatively small

returns for the effort.

Considering this tremendous field of uncorrelated and independ-

ent activities, I hold that a working program which has for its pur-

pose the unification of effort and the elimination of waste in the

machinery of society and the conservation of the energy of society

is the most important task to which sociologists and reformers

should now commit themselves.

Norman Bridge, M.D. (Los Angeles, Cal.)

The greatest stress should now and permanently be placed on

some program, if there be such, that promises progressively and

permanently to make the world a better place for mankind to

live in.

There is such a program with such a promise, and it comprises

those forces that may help toward the prolongation of human fife.

The average length of life is the one and only sure index of whether

the world is growing better; it is the unemotional but inexorable

measuring-rod of real social progress that can be told in figures.

Other standards of measurement there are, but they are mostly
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vague, and founded largely on faith and hope. Here is one that is

based on definite statistical facts.

It is axiomatic that if people are less often hurried early out

of the world, it must be proof that the world is growing better to

live in. To live is the universal hope; to escape death the uni-

versal wish. To lengthen human life satisfies a world-desire; all

people seek long life and comfort and security—as well as a sense

of security. To fight off death is instinctive from childhood to age;

to fight it off effectively is to have less sickness, fewer accidents,

less danger of every sort, orderly, perfect, and continuing means

of sustenance and comfort.

Since this is the spontaneous desire and effort of the race, usually

nugatory because poorly directed and generally unorganized, why
not make it the definite program of social effort, and have it properly

organized and directed ?

The world is better if it enables us to live long, but length of

days is not the only pleasure in living on earth; there are many
besides, only all the other wholesome ones result from and are

connected with the very influences that elongate the average span

of life. Those influences of pleasure that shorten life are an ulti-

mate curse, and cannot form any part of a proper program of

society.

The program here formulated is a large one, and embraces many
elements and forces, but the ideal is extremely simple—prolong

human fife. The ideal is not fanciful but practical, and when

carried out means always an orderly state of society, good govern-

ment, and so protection for persons and property, as well as for

personal rights. A weak or instable government could not realize

the ideal, for it could not insure permanence of policy, which is

vital to its perfect realization.

It means conservation of personal interests and weal; it means

the compelling of persons to avoid excesses, recklessness, and the

invasion of the rights of others—it means that, in certain things,

men shall be compelled to be good, and avoid being bad.

It means a thousand safeguards of personal and pubHc health,

both afl&rmative and prohibitive, such as: (i) safety devices and

education in and about them; (2) wholesome hygienic conditions
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for all people; (3) everlasting watchfulness and war on the microbic

causes of disease and death, war against the carriers of disease

germs—as rats, flies, mosquitos, fleas, and many other animate and

inanimate things. It includes (4) prevention by argument, suasion,

and the force of law, from personal excesses and recklessness that

can harm the individual or others or can shorten any life. Of such

examples are the excessive use of alcohol and the use of other

poisons of the brain, like opium and its products, cocaine, chloral,

and other narcotics. Among the harmful defections are the sexual

excesses that spread disease, of which there are at least two that

kill thousands of people and cripple other millions, and that break

up or imperil the interests of family Hfe and blight the Hves of

countless children. It means more and more general education,

especially in all things that help toward the longest life and the

largest totahty of pleasure.

The influence of this ideal is toward more amity among all

people, more friendships, truer altruism, higher spirituality, better

and fairer religions; for it is in line with that foundation-stone of

the highest ethics—and so the basis of law—namely, respect for

the rights and laudable desires of others.

This ideal tends against war. It stands for the interests and

safety of all the people as a first consideration, and against the

whims or selfish interests of the one or the few that happen to be

in power, whether a king or an oligarchy. It means democracy of

the best sort.

War might be necessary to safeguard such a civilization, and

peoples committed to such high purposes would certainly be virile

and capable under all ordinary circumstances of defending them-

selves and compelling good conduct in others.

War might for a time interfere with the systematic efforts to

prolong life, but a people once committed comprehensively to such

a policy could not give it up, unless absolutely destroyed or forced

back into chaos. Moreover, war might be necessary for the better

realization of the life-program, for the removal of obstacles, or for

the chastisement of menacing peoples guilty of flagrant violation

of its principles. The program does not imply disarmament and

non-resistance, but the contrary.
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If the average life were prolonged and the birth-rate remained

stationary, would not the race become overcrowded? That is a

contingency that would take care of itself, but the birth-rate ought

to be curtailed wherever the coming of children would shorten the

lives of parents or offspring.

The concise ideal, the program to try systematically to prolong

life by every means possible—and the vital statistics of many
American cities today show fairly well what measures do prolong

life—leads to all the really good things in life, the wholesome, sane,

and sensible things; and to the avoidance of the bad things—the

excesses, the intemperance of many varieties, the recklessness and

abandon, and careless or selfish disregard of the rights of others.

The ramifications of the influence of this program are as wide

as the activities of the human race. There is no other policy or

single aim, religious, economic, political, ethical, educational, or

what not, that is so comprehensive, so all-inclusive, or that can

appeal to so many of the American people (whether they know it

or not) and to all enlightened peoples everywhere.

G. A. Briggs (President, Chicago Telephone Supply Co.,

Elkhart, Ind.)

At a time like this when a civilization based upon caste, privi-

lege, and militarism is destroying itself, and when the distress of

the world calls for immediate relief, an academic discussion seems

inadequate if not irrelevant. The patient, to use a medical simile,

is having an acute attack from a serious disease. Opiates and

surgery are immediate necessities. Doubtless they will be admin-

istered vigorously and let us hope intelhgently. But after the

relief thus sought has been attained, then what? How may the

patient—civilization—be brought to a state of health ?

A clear understanding is necessary respecting the structure of

the patient and the nature of the disorder before remedies ration-

ally adapted to their purpose may be discovered and applied with

any hope of success; and then the time element involved must be

subordinated to our efforts to attain social health.

My thought in this connection is that the methods of physical

science, which in the field of physical nature have worked such
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wonders, may help us to find the cause and cure for social

disorder.

We have subordinated nature to man by these methods, and

have acquired a large number of valuable h3Apotheses whose validity

rests upon their practicality. If then the science of physical nature

has been and is of such transcendent value to man in his relations

with that nature, is it not about time that we seriously consider

the science of human nature as a basis for human relationships ?

The physical scientists have paved the way. They have shown

that sense testifies to diversity, while truth testifies to unity. The

material universe illustrates this point. Notwithstanding the tes-

timony of our senses, we know that the earth is not the center of

the universe but is a minor planet in what very likely is a minor

system. We know also that the earth is not stationary but is main-

tained in its orbit by a balance between centrifugal and centripetal

forces. In this and other fields, physical science has reached

approximations of reality, which we call truths, by examining,

analyzing, comparing, and combining facts. These facts in turn

have suggested theories or hypotheses which have been adopted

tentatively as a basis for further research, and any hypothesis is

held only so long as it explains all the facts within its field, or until

a deeper, broader hypothesis is evolved which includes it. This

action and reaction between fact and hypothesis has enabled

physical scientists, actuated by an impersonal love of truth, to

create a new earth.

In the science of human nature, however, we are as yet cave

men. We do not approach it with an impersonal love of truth,

and while we have a mass of facts they have not been correlated

into hypotheses which would stand the scrutiny of a ten-year-old

boy. From the beginning of time we have believed that each man
is the center of his own human universe; that the interests of men
are inimical to each other; that dominion over others is the true

aim of fife; and that the preservation of order (submission) is the

chief purpose of government. This chaotic, not to say idiotic,

conception of human nature and human relations, based upon

appearances, is now realizing its inevitable consequences on the

battlefields of Europe.
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The submission which governments demand as yet persists and

for a time will persist; but no longer does it masquerade under the

guise of order. It is now plain that the orderliness of submission

depends upon the kind and quahty of human relations which such

submission promotes. It is both pertinent and timely therefore to

seek a basis for human relations which will make submission

orderly and which will preserve among men an equality in oppor-

tunity.

Believing that the laws of physical and human nature are closely

related, I beg to submit a h)^othesis, a tentative theory in the field

of human nature which is in harmony with the unitary hypotheses

of physical science.

Mankind, then, according to this hypothesis, constitutes an

organic unit made up of functionally interdependent parts, which

unity is illustrated and symbolized both by the human body and

the solar system. As in the human body, each part contributes to

the life of the whole body and in turn receives its life and health

from the whole. The lungs for example cannot seek their own
health and welfare at the expense of the body or any of its parts.

Only as the whole is healthy may any part be healthy. So also in

human relations, according to this hypothesis, it is absurd for any

class of men or any nation to attempt to build a civilization which

does not include all men in its benefits.

Even when an attempt is made to build a civilization which

shall be all-inclusive, no man or class of men must demand the

submission of others to their ideals of conduct. Again the human
body illustrates the point. The lungs never could be coerced into

conduct suitable for the heart; the liver never could conform to the

standards of conduct suitable to the stomach. Health hinges upon

functional interdependence, and each part may thrive only as it

has an opportunity to realize its own form of life.

The orbit of the earth shows how human relations may be

established in harmony with this conception. That orbit is main-

tained by a balance between the separating centrifugal force and

the unifying centripetal force, at just that point where human life

is possible. The hfe of individual man is symbolized by this orbit.

In this case the centrifugal force is the tendency to seek his own
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welfare regardless of the interests of other men. Until now cen-

trifugalism of this kind has dominated the world. The centripetal

force is the tendency which would subordinate man to society, and

our super-centrifugalists of past and present times always have

tried to breed a race of centripetalists. The balance between these

opposing forces will be attained only when government makes

equal freedom and not order its end and purpose.

The sole function of government as a coercive physical force

therefore should be to guarantee equal freedom to all men; to

stand as a bulwark against oppression by protecting every man in

the free exercise of his own faculties; no limit being placed upon

such freedom or such exercise except the equal rights of all

other men.

Under this hypothesis order will be a by-product of equal free-

dom, because any man will know that his own welfare is in jeopardy

when any other man has either more or less freedom than he to

exercise his faculties.

Every man therefore will be directly and selfishly interested in

protecting the freedom of all men, and government, of course, will

adapt itself as usual to a definite, alert, and ever-vigilant pubUc

opinion.

This balance between socialism and individuahsm, which may
perhaps best be characterized by the name of "mutuaHsm," is not

an impractical dream. The simple and practical method by which

it may be realized in material affairs was given to the world by
that greatest of political economists, Henry George.

Edmund J. Burke (President, Blake Signal & Manufactur-
ing Co., Boston, Mass.)

Replying to the sociological circular, recently received from

you, my answer to the question, "Upon what aims, policies, pro-

grams or particular purposes should Americans place chief empha-
sis in the immediate future ?" is as follows:

Our ideals should be absolute human freedom. This, of course,

means not only bodily freedom from chattel slavery but also indus-

trial and economic freedom, with freedom of conscience, freedom

of speech, and mental freedom; in other words, freedom of the
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individual to develop according to his own capacity and ideals so

long, of course, as he does not interfere in any way with the rights

of all others to develop in the same way.

As a policy for most readily accomplishing this, I think democ-

racy and home rule the most practically effective. Benevolent

despotisms seem more effective for a time, but we know they always

degenerate and never furnish a means for proper self-perpetuation.

As tools for this home-rule, democracy preferential voting, short

ballot, initiative, referendum, and recall have shown their usefulness

and efficiency.

Preferential voting does away with nominating primaries, con-

ventions, or caucuses together with the evils attendant on such

methods and in one operation nominates and elects to office those

whom the majority of the people prefer to hold such office. This

is the best that can be done, for while we know that the people will

make mistakes, the best interest of the majority is undoubtedly the

best interest of all, and self-interest aided by freedom and education

will correct mistakes as fast as they are so recognized.

The short ballot will furnish a few elective officials for legislative

and administrative offices upon whom responsibility can be fixed

and who can be held to account.

The initiative and referendum furnish the only known imple-

ment, at the present time, for insuring the enactment of the

people's will. They need be little used. Legislative bodies (and

I would prefer single legislative bodies, since two bodies have

shown their uselessness and inefficiency) should attend to routine

matters and the enactment of laws, excepting where their sins of

omission or commission need to be rebuked by the people by the

use of the initiative and referendum. The experience of Switzer-

land and different parts of this country have proved the practical

efficiency, as a tool, of the initiative and referendum, theories to

the contrary notwithstanding.

Finally, free trade and the taxation of land values alone must

be enacted before it will be possible to determine what other legis-

lation is necessary. They alone can bring about industrial and

economic freedom and, in my opinion, will solve 90 per cent of our

present industrial and social problems. But whether or not they
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do solve these problems, no intelligent solution for most of them

can be arrived at until society is taking for community purposes

community-made economic rent to such extent as it may see fit,

and until it ceases to interfere in the slightest degree with free and

unrestricted trade and production.

Frank D. Butler (of Butler, Homan & Co., Jobbers and

Shippers of Fruits and Vegetables, Chicago)

Replying to the question as to what ideals, poUcies, programs,

or specific purposes, upon which Americans should place most stress

in the immediate future:

The first and the last of the foregoing (ideals, purposes) may
be summed up in one word "liberty," mental and physical; as a

basis, Spencer's law of equal freedom, "the right of each to do as

he will, provided he infringe not the equal right of any other."

What a volume is contained in that expression! However exten-

sively elaborated, to a thinker it could say no more.

A few are able to maintain mental freedom—the only effective

path to spiritual development—in the constraint of an abnormal

physical environment. But such are exceptional cases. Hence, a

truly democratic society—in which each, equally with all others, is

the state—is the only possible condition conducive to liberty; this

must always be held in mind when programs and poHcies are under

consideration.

Industrial freedom means that the sovereignty shall actually

(theoretically, now) lie in the people; this involves the universal

adoption of proportional representation, equal suffrage, the initia-

tive, referendum, and recall. This sovereignty, if intelligently

exercised, will abrogate all laws that interfere with free exchange

of services the world over—laws such as tariffs, patents, and laws

which permit private appropriation of the value of franchises,

whether these be in the nature of public utihties, mines, forests,

water power, urban or farm lands.

Through industrial freedom alone can come that liberty of

thought necessary to spiritual growth; the whole is the only inherit-

ance that is worth while as an ideal aim for this generation to hand

down to the future.
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W. L. Clause (President, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.)

I have received your circular on behalf of the American Journal

of Sociology, seeking opinions on the probable future trend of civili-

zation. I have no opinions on the subject which are worth your

consideration, but it seems to me we are rapidly approaching a

period when there will be a decided change in one of the factors

which has played a greater or less part in man's development up

to this time, but which will at an early date cease to be a part of

his life.

I refer to the fact that up to the present time there has always

been a frontier against which civilization worked, and which has no

doubt had a very great influence upon man's development. This

frontier has attracted and developed certain types which in return

have reacted upon and have contributed greatly to the advantage

of the race. Whatever advantage the race has heretofore gained

in this way it will soon be deprived of. What the outcome will be

of this turning backward upon the race of the strivings and en-

deavors which have heretofore found an outlet on the frontier

remains to be seen. Probably no great consequence will result

therefrom, but at any rate it marks the beginning of a decided

change in the surroundings under which civilization has thus far

developed.

George W. Coleman (Director of the Ford Hall Founda-

tion, Boston, Mass.)

That is a big question you put up to us. Here are my answers.

I hope they will be intelligible to you. It is rather difficult to com-

pact so much into so brief a space.

1. Restoring the balance between co-operation and competition

so that both of these forces shall contribute their share to the com-

mon good and neither shall militate against it.

2. Restoring the balance by emphasizing the things that unite

men as compared with the things that divide men, giving each its

proper recognition. Insisting on the soundness and health of unity

in diversity.
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3. Restoring the balance by putting more emphasis on human
life as compared with the value put upon things.

4. Restoring the emphasis on God as compared with the empha-

sis on man. Making religion practical and all human relationships

inspiring.

Mrs. Caroline Bartlett Crane (Kalamazoo, Mich.)

I am honored by your request for my opinion as to the most

helpful policy for the American Journal of Sociology to pursue.^

It seems to me that, first, such a journal should strive to bring

to view the ever-enlarging horizons of social obligation and con-

structive effort, even far in advance of any prospect of popular

acceptance—as, for example, the ideal of universal peace.

And then

—

the next step in practical progress—things that may
safely be undertaken now; things that perhaps have been success-

fully undertaken somewhere in the world ; for example, the various

social reforms whose first steps have been taken in Australasia; or,

the improvements in social conditions which fairly may be attrib-

uted to the enfranchisement of women in various parts of the

world; or, the definite decrease in death and illness following

an intelligent public-health policy in certain of our cities and also

in a few states. These are of course mere examples of what I

mean in pointing the next step in social advance along the many
parallel lines it must travel.

I would like to see all sociologic investigation true to Huxley's

maxim: "Learn what is true in order that you may do what is

right."

J. B. Cranfill (Literary Editor, "Texas Christian Advocate,"

Dallas, Tex.)

Responding to your request for a digest of views concerning the

right attitude of the American people for the good of the present

and succeeding generations, I take pleasure in saying that, to my
own mind, it is clear that all of our national problems should be

considered and settled in the light of the gospel of Christ. To

'Reference to the circular letter above will show that the inquiry put the

emphasis upon Americans, not upon the editorial policy of this Journal.—Editor.
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address ourselves to them from any other standpoint would be a

useless expenditure of energy, time, and strength. From the pres-

ent sanguinary strife in Europe the lesson can safely be drawn that

culture, however sublimated and thorough, cannot alone insure the

world against militarism. In point of scientific advancement,

Germany would perhaps rank first among the nations of the world,

but this has not served to deter that wonderful country from such

an undue magnification of militarism and ego-mania as to plunge

all Europe into sanguinary strife.

One of the outstanding lessons to be drawn from the present

European conflict is the monumental evil of the drink curse.

Russia has become a prohibition nation, and England is sending up

a most pathetic cry for the protection of its soldiery against alcohol.

No nation can hope to advance in its sociological problems apart

from the annihilation of the liquor traffic.

But I close as I began. All of our problems can be solved and

happily adjusted if we base our civilization upon the principles of

Christ's rehgion. Christ, in his wonderful teachings, outlined a

solution for every pain and peril of the himian race, both in this

world and in the world to come.

Charles B. Davenport (Biologist, Cold Spring Harbor,

Long Island, N.Y.)

Replying to your inquiry I would say that in the world of ideals

it is for those who are able to bend their energies to the determina-

tion of the exact facts in the different departments of hfe where

facts count. AU of the vast sums of money spent in the prohibition

propaganda have had less influence than a few precisely ascertained

facts obtained in physiological laboratories. It was these facts that

caused Russia to declare national prohibition. The exact facts

have always counted, and the best methods of getting at the facts

are those which have been elaborated in scientific research. Of

course, combined with knowledge must be a willingness to accept

knowledge and have one's action determined by it. It was not a

superior knowledge of disease but a willingness and an ability to

use that knowledge which gained success for the Japanese in the

Russo-Japanese war. If we only knew more about individual and
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mass psychology we could make better headway with any peace

propaganda. The conclusion is then that the greatest national

duty is to support all kinds of fruitful investigation in the pure and

appHed sciences, conducted by those who are capable of adding to

the sum of human knowledge.

W. B. Dennis (Mine-Owner, Carlton, Ore.)

Upon the further development of individualism as the basic unit

of government, seeking the wise readjustment of our constitution-

ally constructed representative form of government to this new

thought, which is a step higher than the framers of our constitution

conceived.

Eugene V. Debs (Terre Haute, Ind.)

The answer I beg to make to your inquiry is embodied in the

words "industrial and social democracy."

First of all, allow me to quote with approval the following para-

graph from An Introduction to Sociology, by Arthur Morrill Lewis:

".
. . . the greatest single achievement of the science of sociology

is the concept of society, not as a collection of institutions, and

sociology as an explanatory catalog or inventory—after the fashion

of Spencer—^but as a process of development, and the science of

sociology as the analysis and explanation of the process."

Also the following from an essay on Revolution, by George D.

Herron: "Every revolution or true reform, every new and com-

manding faith, is in the direction of man's becoming his own evolver

and creator. Every uplifting light or law perforces, in the place

of the evolution that is blind and chanceful, an evolution that is

chosen and humanly directed."

There is still room for reform and betterment in the present

social system, but this is of minor consequence compared to the

world's crying need for industrial and social reorganization.

The next great change in history will be—^must be—the sociali-

zation of the means of our common life.

Privately owned industry and production for individual profit

are no longer compatible with social progress and have ceased to

work out to humane and civilized ends.
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With all its marvelous progress through invention and discovery

and aU its monumental achievements in the arts and sciences, this

poor world of ours has not yet learned how to feed itself. That is

the problem of problems now confronting us more and more insist-

ently, and until that is solved the world is halted, and it will either

resume its march toward industrial and social democracy or be

shaken to its foundations and into possible chaos by violent

explosion.

There is no longer the shadow of an excuse for a hungry human
being. All the tools, all the materials, and all the forces are at

hand and easily available for the production of all things needed to

provide food, raiment, and shelter for every man, woman, and

child, thus putting an end to the poverty and misery, widespread

and appalling, which now shock and sicken humanity and impeach

our vaunted civilization. But these tools and materials and forces

must be released from private ownership and control, socialized,

democratized, and set in operation for the common good of all

instead of the private profit of the few.

It is well stated in your letter "that civilization is at present

rudimentary, and that it is to develop indefinitely."

Now in view of the fact that the crops this year are the most

abundant ever produced, that there is no market for the almost

sixteen millions bales of cotton lying in the warehouses, while at

the same time there are millions of unemployed in the land who

are without food and without clothing and who, with their wives

and children, are doomed to indescribable suffering; in view of this

solemn and indisputable fact, it would seem that there could be but

one opinion among students and thinkers as to the one great, vital,

and essential thing to do for the relief of our common humanity

and for the promotion of the world's progress and civilization, and

that that one thing is the one to be emphasized in the present

research with all the power at command.

A privately owned world can never be a free world, and a society

based upon warring classes cannot stand.

Such a world is a world of strife and hate and such a society

can exist only by means of militarism and physical force.

The education of the people—not of the few alone, but of the

entire mass—in the principles of industrial democracy and along
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the lines of social development is the task of the people to be

emphasized and that task—let it be impressed upon them—can be

performed only by themselves.

The cultured few can never educate the uncultured many. All

history attests the fact that all the few have ever done for the many
is to keep them in ignorance and servitude, and to live out of their

labor.

To stir the masses, to appeal to their higher, better selves, to

set them thinking for themselves, and to hold ever before them the

ideal of mutual kindness and good will, based upon mutual interest,

is to render real service to the cause of humanity.

To quote Herron once more: "Socialism is a dehberate pro-

posal to lay the will of man upon the unfolding processes and ends

of nature and history. It invokes the faith that shall be equal to

the acceptance of its proposal—of its supreme challenge to the

universe."

W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS (NeW YoRK CiTY)

Americans in the immediate future should place most stress

upon the abolition of the color line. Just so long as the majority of

men are treated as inhuman, and legitimate objects of commercial

exploitation, religious damnation, and social ostracism, just so long

v/ill democracy be impossible in the world. Without democracy

we must have continual attempts at despotism and oligarchy, with

the resultant failure through the ignorance of those who attempt

to rule their fellow-men without knowing their fellow-men. Amer-

ica, instead of being the land of the free, has made herself a hot-

bed of racial prejudice and of despicable propaganda against the

majority of men.

A University President-Emeritus

The question stated in your circular letter, beginning, "With
a view to the interests, not primarily," seems to me much too

comprehensive or vast to draw out useful repHes. In deaHng with

the numerous and various industrial and governmental evils, I

believe in nothing but the step-by-step method, which attacks

one evil at a time, though by instrumentalities and arguments as

varied as the evils themselves. An immense programme, such
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as the answers to the question of your letter might possibly develop,

does not seem to me likely to be helpful. At any rate, I do not

care to try to contribute to its construction. I had rather give

the little working time that remains to me to a study of the means

of getting some permanent securities for humanity out of the

present European convulsion.

A College PREsroENT

Your printed letter of recent date has come to hand during

President 's absence from town. I am, however, placing

it where it will come to his attention on his return next week.*

Yours very truly,

, Secretary

A University President

I wish with all my heart that I had the time to prepare a con-

tribution to a symposium of the kind that you suggest. Unfortu-

nately, I am so overloaded with the things that I have promised

to do all along that I have very little time for co-operative enter-

prises like this, however important and interesting.

A Bank President

Your printed circular requesting an expression of opinion with

reference to several subjects of popular interest, received. Mr.

, whom you address, is unable to give the same

personal attention, as he is absent from the city at the present time.

Yours very truly,

, Secretary

Henry H. Hardinge (of Hardinge Brothers, Manufacturers

OF The Beyer Watchman's Portable Clock)

In reply to your itaUcized inquiry as to what ideals we of this

country should emphasize in the immediate future, I would suggest

that "equality of opportunity" is a magnificent democratic ideal

and that it is America's most urgent need; labor needs more land.

* No evidence has been received that the president gave the request his attention.
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It is from lack of opportunity to work at useful, gainful occu-

pations that all of our industrial difficulties arise.

There is not, in one whole industrial arena, a single, solitary

evil that does not originate in scarce jobs; this is the bottom cause

of "industrial unrest."

We need more room at the bottom of society; there is always

"room at the top" in all countries.

Nature furnishes all the room there is; it juts above the five

oceans; we call it land; it is now over-capitalized and a large por-

tion of it that is today made accessible by modern transporta-

tion is at once made inaccessible by inflated prices due to

speculation.

This is the giant evil. There are others. Our great highways,

outside of our railroads, are only half improved or not improved

at all.

Our money and credit systems, which in modern society play

such an important part, are too much within the control of men
who look at all great public questions through the spectacles of

private interest, and thus neutralize their value.

Our pohtical machinery is vast, complex, expensive, and in

many ways clumsy and indirect; it must be simplified and made
more direct, resilient, and responsive to popular needs and desires.

Our federal Constitution prohibits this, as do most of the state

constitutions.

The Illinois Bill of Rights says that a frequent recurrence to the

original sources of power is necessary for the preservation of

republican government; and the constitution says that but one

article can be amended at a time and then only once in every four

years.

The men who framed our federal Constitution had no broad

knowledge of, no belief in, and no confidence in popular govern-

ment, and they framed an instrument that prohibited it; they did

not and could not have any conception of popular education as

the term is understood today.

True repubhcan government rests upon popular and universal

education and universal suffrage; it can have no other permanent

foundation.
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We should have in both federal and state constitutions a "gate-

way" amendment that would make all subsequent amendments

easier.

As a nation, we are weakest where we ought to be strongest;

our economic education has been almost wholly neglected; this

is the fruitful cause of our social, political, and economic diseases;

the slums in every city of any size, with social poverty and com-

mercial depression, are striking evidences of this universal lack

of knowledge on a most vital subject.

We should place "economic" science into the curriculum of

every school in this country above the eighth grade.

We must teach our young men and women the truth about the

laws that govern the distribution of wealth.

We must teach them what ground rent is, what it now does,

what it should do, and its immense social possibilities.

We can never have a peaceful, wholesome, balanced civib'zation

until we know how to prevent the concentration of wealth, and

when we learn this the other problems, while numerous, will be

easy of solution.

This must come first, because it is first in the order of importance.

Democracy, to have a successful ending, must begin in the

schoolroom; if it is neglected there, it will be a sorry jest elsewhere.

We must teach our children that government (our collective

business) can be just as much a science as astronomy or shoe-

making; it is now so inefiicient that in the popular mind "graft"

has usurped the place of science.

We must simplify it, deodorize it, make it sanitary, increase

its efficiency, and democratize it, by extinguishing, absorbing, and,

neutralizing monopoly in its various forms.

There is no safety for democratic government outside of an

instructed public opinion. The schoolroom is the nursery of the

republic.

A College President

I thank you for your kind invitation to contribute to the

symposium of the Journal. I am sorry to say, however, that

I have not either the gift of prophecy, the educational intuition,
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nor the social grasp to make a contribution which would be of

any value.

Charles H. Ingersoll (of Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro., Manu-
facturers OF Ingersoll Watches, New York City)

Your question is so ambitious as to indeed require a thinker

—

and a thinker to some purpose. Will it be answered by home-

made philosophers, or in the platitudes of the many uplift creeds ?

Will someone strike the clarion note that will answer the question

for all time, as well as today, and for all conditions of men?

If so, I think the central thought must be "Justice—how to

accomplish it."

And the plan must be as simple as the word itself. Evolution

may be inevitably bringing us to this goal, but if so, as we approach

it, a clear consciousness of the method and vital factors of this

evolution must develop. Democracy must be one of these factors,

and this is yet to be wrought out of the opposing forces of anarchism

and socialism; democracy is now floundering between these ex-

tremes, and as it gradually assimilates the workable elements of

each, it will assume practicability and become successful.

Democracy will then assume the form of a religion—the "reli-

gion of justice"—and before it, will disappear every form of hu-

man exploitation, parasitism, private monopoly, special privilege.

Woman must in the nature of things assume an equal if not a domi-

nant share in this development, since it is largely a spiritual move-

ment, and hers is the spiritual stronghold. The process, though

affecting masses of detail, will not necessarily be radical, revolu-

tionary, or generally disturbing; if we can but achieve a funda-

mental viewpoint the road will be clear, the voyage pleasant, and

not unduly long.

The scales must fall from our eyes in many important particu-

lars; and there are signs that we are in the throes of this stage of

progress now. Are not the fetishes of war disappearing? of

monopoly ? of religious dogma and sectarianism ? of medicine and

surgery ? of political partisanship ? of protectionism ? of pseudo-

patriotism? of race hatred? of education sans wisdom? of aris-

tocracy ? of money-worship ? of law-made "justice " ? Before fetish
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smashing is by any means complete, a reflex movement will con-

struct some real machinery of justice, the first aim of which will be

to destroy human exploitation, and the first practical step will aim

at the base of such exploitation—Mother Earth itself.

The monopoly on which rests all other monopoly and privilege

will be overturned by the simple expedient of taxation, and the

house of cards depending on it will disappear.

We shall then be on the high road to Freedom—another name
for Justice—and loo years will find us well toward this goal.

E. C. Jordan (Civil Engineer, Portland, Me.)

I am anticipating with much satisfaction the benefits that are

sure to accrue to the public from the symposium on the best

methods for it to pursue. I wish I were really competent to accept

your suggestion and join in it. My own activities have been in

a somewhat limited field, and while the motives that have led me
to pursue them have proved their value in a wider application,

they are such as have in recent years been graphically and fully set

forth, and great improvements in the conduct of civic affairs have

already taken place.

The bad results that have proceeded and that are sure to pro-

ceed from fetishism of poHtical parties, more especially with its

application to our civic and domestic affairs, are becoming more

and more fully recognized. The campaign of the mugwumps
changed the mental attitude of many, and later the so-called muck-

raking magazine articles elaborated so many special cases of wrongs,

which largely had their existence through supports derived from

partisan politics, that many more people awoke to the fact that

such conditions are illogical, if we expect to further good govern-

ment—and of course this is what the vast majority of people do

desire. The spellbinder has lost much of his effectiveness when

a triumph for partisan ends is sought. It has been the literature

that has got to the people in the "off years" that has modified

their views and made them germ-proof against the spellbinder, and

discriminating and determined to obtain an advance in municipal

righteousness.
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I recall the assertion of a prominent official of our country as

well as of our state (made to me privately, of course) some years

ago that the secret ballot or methods that facilitated independent

voting was to be discouraged even in local affairs, because of the

danger of getting the voter out of harmony, out of training, you

might say, for national affairs. It was his point of view; and

mine, for the very reason given by him, led me to be an advocate

of what to him as a politician seemed inadvisable. It is by such

processes of thought that I have arrived at the conclusion that the

best results for this country for the immediate future, as well as for

all time, he in exploiting the benefits to be derived by the active

participation of loyal citizens in their home affairs, as far disso-

ciated from the political parties that are tied back into state or

national affairs as possible.

Betterments are sure to accrue from such actions, and soon

a spirit for a wider field of appHcation leads to action on state and

national affairs.

These are views that have germinated immensely during the

last ten years to the advantage of the country, and to foster and

accentuate them is work of the greatest promise.

James G. K. McClure (President, McCormick Theological

Seminary)

The great idea which should dominate the lives of Americans

today and increasingly dominate them in decades and centuries

ahead is that man is on this earth to come to his glory through

ability and disposition to bless his fellow-men. That idea in many
instances is cherished as an individual ideal, but it is scarcely at

all cherished as a national ideal. Even as an individual ideal its

sphere is limited; as yet it pertains to certain kinds of help, but

not to every kind of help. "Charity" is at the front; but the

doing away of all conditions that bring about the need of "charity"

still lags far astern. Nor can we expect that the purpose to love

every other man as we love ourselves will speedily interpenetrate

and control each individual, for society is complicated and the rela-

tion of man to man is intricate. Even those whose altruism is the

greatest find themselves recipients of food, clothing, money, place
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and power that have caused those who furnished them agony of

heart or agony of body. Here then is a well-nigh hmitless field for

effort, to be carried on fairly and helpfully, man by man, every-

where and at all times.

And when this same idea is applied to society as a whole, when
it becomes a matter between nation and nation, and every govern-

mental action, every law, every means of revenue, is based on the

thought of its helpfulness to universal man, irrespective of bound-

aries, races, rehgions, and languages, we immediately see that gen-

eration must follow generation before the ideals of power, health,

culture, extent of territory, and commercial aggrandizement are

supplanted by the ideals of real brotherliness, and the health of the

soul of every man becomes pre-eminent. No "policy" or ''pro-

gram" can ever be mapped out to secure this end. It will have to

be a "spirit," which will work when, where, and how it can, and

which will find itself penetrating deeper and deeper into the under-

standing of the masses of men as the centuries pass. But this idea

should be our animating ambition, and we should endeavor to

bring about the time when war of any and every kind, military,

political, social, economic, shall cease and every man shall be eager

to do for every other man what Christ did when he was on earth.

The individual and the multitude ahke were helped by him into

strength of heart, nobility of purpose, and fulness of joy.

An Electrical Englneer (Personal Friend of the Editor)

I received the printed letter which you have sent out in the

interests of the American Journal of Sociology. Had I received

such a request from anyone else I might have felt that for some
reason of their own they were trying to make me appreciate my
inability in the lines suggested. Unfortunately the editor has

erred in judgment in my case, as I am "merely a person *of one

idea.' " I do not feel competent to write anything that would be

of assistance or profit to your readers. While I am much inter-

ested in these questions I have not given them sufl&cient thought

to enable me to comply with your request. I must confess that

I am somewhat ashamed to admit that I have given these very

important questions only superficial thought, as I beHeve it to be
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the duty of every man, no matter how busy he may be, to keep

himself informed and in a position to express an opinion on such

matters.

Edward A. Ross (Professor of Sociology, Madison, Wis.)

I am not equal to suggesting policies for present adoption

which contemplate "our successors for many centuries." We
shall do pretty well I think if we can take action which our

descendants in the year 2000 will pronounce wise. Having them

in mind I would suggest the following:

1

.

The eugenic ideal.—This ideal demands that the fit shall not

shirk marriage, that fitness shall be considered in choosing a mate,

and that the rearing of a real family of children shall be contem-

plated as the normal purpose and result of marriage. Not only

should this ideal be strong in those who have in themselves some-

thing to be proud of and worth transmitting, but they ought to

feel and to manifest a wholesome scorn of dysgenic practices and

of those who practice them.

2. Eugenic social policies.—Curtail the propagation of the

proven subnormal. War against race poisoners Uke alcoholism

and the social evil. Curb industry wherever it eats into vitality,

especially the vitality of children and women. Control our hap-

hazard or artificially stimulated immigration so as to diminish

the proportion of the subcommon, and to forestall the weakening

of our social and political democracy by ignorant superstitious

people from the backward lands, many of whom not only lend

themselves readily to exploitation, but can also be employed

politically as instruments for the exploitation of others.

3. The advancement of women.—Cultivate our greatest unde-

veloped human resource—our women-folk. Until lately religion,

morals, pubhc opinion, law, and policy have been essentially male-

directed. One result has been the toleration of gigantic evils, such

as the unobstructed traffic in race poisons, the spread of a cankering

commercialism, the ruthless avidity of industry, and the glorifi-

cation of war. Woman's instinct and judgment should be joined

with man's in order that the recklessness, emulativeness, and pug-

nacity of his nature may be balanced by her caution, love of security,
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aversion to violence, and instinctive sense of the preciousness of

human life. In one way or another women should co-operate in

the shaping of all regulative standards and institutions. There can

be no contribution from women unless they cease to be echoes of

man and find the courage to consult their own natures and discover

a viewpoint of their own.

4. Ruralism.—Continually city and country are thrown out

of balance with each other owing to the glamor that surrounds

city life. But if the cities attract more than their share of people,

ability, and wealth, social perplexities multiply at an appalling rate.

A thousand people in the city engender ten times as much "prob-

lem" as an equal number on the farms. Let us offset the lure of

the city by conscious improvement of rural hfe. It would be wiser

to spend taxes of city origin in making the country a better place

to Hve in than, as often now, to spend taxes of farm origin in

making the city more irresistible. RuraHsm implies the teaching

of agriculture in the schools, the special training of rural teachers,

improved rural schools, social centers, better roads, the encourage-

ment of co-operative marketing and co-operative rural credit, better

rural churches, and scores of other facilitations yet to be discovered.

5. The missionary movement.—Send other peoples and races

the best things we have to share—our religious ideals, our scientific

knowledge, our machine technique, our hygiene, our medicine, our

surgery, our pedagogy, our athletics, our ideas about opportunity

for women, etc. Expansion of this sort is 100 per cent good. It

shuns the employment of force, disseminates only what other

peoples choose to take, smoothes the way for a future peaceful

synthesis of diverse races in a world of civilization and—^most

important of all—by elevating woman, lessens the excessive

fecundity of the non-white races and brings nearer the day when

the white peoples may, without fear of being swamped, admit the

other races freely into their own sphere of operations.

George L. Rusby (Wholesale Grocer, New York City)

It is some sort of a conception of "progress" that actuates

him who would assist in solving the social problems of his day.

But how hazy the average idea as to what "progress" is! There
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is but one logical standard by which it may be measured—the

increased happiness of the individuals comprising society. And

the individual's welfare and happiness are primarily dependent on

the nature and demands of the government to which he is subject.

Having recognized these two primary facts, one naturally

inquires whether governments are so functioning as to permit their

individual citizens to secure for themselves the greatest possible

degree of happiness; if not, then government is not true to those

obligations, the performance of which alone justifies its existence.

It is both claimed and denied that all men have equal natural

right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; but whether

this right be "natural" or not, the fact remains that the success or

failure of government can only be properly measured by the extent

to which it insures the application of the Spencerian rule of equal

freedom—that each individual member of society may, in the pur-

suit of happiness, do as he will up to the point of infringing the

like right of another. The maximum application of this rule

should be government's ideal; and, as stated in the Declaration of

Independence, it is the proper purpose for which governments are

instituted—it is the only justification for the existence of govern-

ment.

But how sadly deficient is even the best of governments in the

pursuit of this, its proper purpose! To secure to all the equal

right designated by Jefferson and formulated by Spencer, govern-

ment must do two things, and two only: (i) it must prevent

aggression by one on the person or property of another, and must

(2) insure the equalization of economic opportunity among its

citizens. These are its two proper functions in the pursuit of its

one proper purpose.

It is because government fails properly to perform these two

functions, more especially the latter, that there arises a condition

of society that calls for governmental activities in a thousand fields

that do not properly belong to her, and where her interference

would be unasked and unknown if she properly performed her

legitimate duties.

The first of the two above-mentioned functions may, in a general

way, be designated as exercise of the police power; but the necessity
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for the exercise of this function would become comparatively

negligible if the other function were properly exercised. There is

now a widespread, growing, though hazy popular beUef that

inequality of economic opportunity hes at the bottom of our great

industrial and social problems, and that this inequality must be

corrected if our civilization is to endure. That progress is so slow

toward correcting this inequality may be attributed to two causes:

first, but by comparison a trivial cause, comes mal-legislation by
lawmakers who understand the principles involved, but who wil-

fully support measures that work for inequality; second, and

chiefly, comes ignorance of the laws of economic cause and efifect,

on the part of our many well-meaning and otherwise enhghtened

leaders of thought and action who, because of their ignorance on

this one vital point, actually support and perpetuate the cause of

the evil that they would eliminate.

Only such legislation as is in harmony with natural economic

law can be beneficial—a fact that assumes a most serious aspect

when we reflect that nearly all of our "lawmakers," Uke the people

whom they represent, are entirely ignorant of these natural eco-

nomic laws. How few of those to whom is intrusted the framing

of our laws could properly define the most common economic

terms, such as "rent," "wages," "interest," "capital," "labor,"

"privilege," "monopoly," or even "land"!

World-changes have carried us to a point beyond which our

road is fraught with the gravest danger, unless our laws be framed

with the necessary knowledge of these fundamental factors.

Inequality of opportunity must be abolished; monopoly of

natural resources is its chief cause; and taxation is the one weapon

with which we may successfully attack this monopoly of natural

resources. Let us entirely aboUsh taxes on industry, raising all

needed revenues from a levy on land values. These values are not

produced by the landowner, but result from the presence and activi-

ties of the people as a whole; what more proper, then, than that

they be taxed into the public treasury for public purposes, leaving all

products of industry, untaxed, to their producers, capital and labor ?

The concentration of taxes on land values will make it unprofit-

able to hold valuable natural opportunities out of use; the hand of
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monopoly will relax its grasp, unlimited opportunities will be opened

to capital and labor, and the strife between these two powers will

finally cease. Capital and labor clash because both fail to recog-

nize that they are robbed alike by their common enemy, monopoly,

which a just and sensible taxation system will destroy.

This proposed change of taxation can be most easily accom-

plished: the local district can (as is now done in many Canadian

cities) raise its local revenues from a tax on land values only; the

county can apportion its needed revenues among its constituent

local districts according to the land values of such local districts;

the state can call on its constituent counties according to the land

values of each, and the federal government can apportion its

expenses among the states in the same way. As the gradual

adoption of this system of maintaining government would be

accompanied by the gradual abolition of other forms of taxation,

our present complex, costly methods would be reduced to mere

bookkeeping, the basis of all tax apportionments being the values

of land holdings as assessed by the local assessors.

The American Journal of Sociology asks: "Upon what ideals,

policies, programs, or specific purposes should Americans place

most stress in the immediate future?" In answer: our ideal

should be to insure the greatest possible degree of individual liberty

as outlined in the Spencerian "rule of equal freedom"; our specific

purpose should be to lead the nations of the world toward this

ideal; our policy should be so to frame our laws and institutions

that true property rights be respected and inequality of economic

opportunity be abolished; and, if we are intelligently and effect-

ively to pursue this ideal, this purpose, this poHcy, our program

must be the adoption of a single tax on land values, in lieu of all

other taxes.

John A. Ryan (Professor of Economics, St. Paul Seminary,

St. Paul, Minn.)

Ideals.—The supreme aim should obviously be the maximum
of well-being for all the people. In general this means a certain

indispensable and irreducible minimum of well-being for all persons,

and an indefinitely increasing surplus for those persons who possess
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the will and the capacity to lift themselves above the minimum.

The chief elements of well-being are: in the spiritual order, belief

in a definite religious creed, and active membership in a church;

in the moral order, practice of the traditional virtues, individual

and social, especially temperance, chastity, industry, justice, and

brotherly love; in the intellectual order, the widest diffusion of

vocational and cultural education that is compatible with economic

resources; in the political order, adequate democratic institutions

intelligently supported and directed by the "greater and saner"

part of the community; and in the economic order, material goods

sufficient to provide at least a decent livelihood for all persons,

leaving an indefinitely increasing surplus for an indefinitely increas-

ing number of persons. A decent livehhood comprises food,

clothing, and shelter adequate to elementary comfort and self-

respect, and to normal health and working efficiency; security or

insurance against all the unfavorable contingencies of life; and the

means of exercising and developing the religious, moral, and mental

faculties to that degree which is essential to reasonable and humane

living. The surplus goods would enable a continually increasing

number of persons to expand indefinitely their moral, spiritual,

and intellectual faculties, including the capacity and desire for

social service. In terms of money this surplus should rarely exceed

a family income of fifty thousand dollars per year; for in the great

majority of cases more than this would make for individual and

social deterioration.

Policies and programs.—The foregoing aims will be most safely

and rapidly realized through the following more or less specific

methods. First, a greatly increased promotion of religion by

pulpit, press, and platform. Second, a vastly augmented pro-

vision for moral and religious education, immediate legal restriction

of divorce, with a view to its ultimate abolition and more compre-

hensive and stringent legislation for the regulation of the liquor

traffic and the repression of both the causes and the overt acts of

sexual immorality. Third, a comprehensive scheme of vocational

training, and liberal provision for aiding poor but exceptionally

talented students to obtain a higher education. Fourth, the short

ballot, concentration of executive and administrative responsibility
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a moderate and practicable form of the initiative and referendum,

and a carefully restricted use of the recall. Fifth, a universal

minimum-wage law; adequate provisions against unemployment

through labor exchanges, insurance, and a comprehensive adjust-

ment of demand to supply in the fields of casual and seasonal labor;

effective insurance against accident, sickness, invaHdism, and old

age; complete abolition of child labor, and of woman labor which

is inherently injurious to the feminine physique or character;

encouragement of labor unions, employers' associations, and

co-operative enterprise in the fields of production, agriculture, dis-

tribution, and credit; prevention of all monopoUes except those

which have conclusively proved themselves to be industrially more

efficient and socially more desirable than a group of competing

'industries, and the restriction of all capital in legalized monopolies

to the competitive rate of interest on the actual investment; and

a more systematic, scientific, and comprehensive scheme of income

and inheritance taxes, together with the gradual transfer to land

of a considerable part of the taxes now levied upon production

and consumption.

American society is already moving, with varying degrees of

celerity and momentum, toward the realization of very many of the

foregoing recoromendations. A continuation of that movement

in a more comprehensive and balanced way seems to be authorized

by experience, and by the best knowledge that we have of the trend

of social forces. If the question be asked. Which among those

objects and policies should receive especial emphasis in the immedi-

ate future ? the answer must be those which lie within the fields

of rehgion and morals. This judgment is based, not only on the

general superiority of the religious and ethical factors in Hfe, but

upon the particular consideration that, comparatively speaking,

they have been neglected in recent years in the United States.

A Professor of Economics

I have your circular letter, and am sorry to say that I find

myself unable to contribute anything that would rise above the

level of platitudes. No doubt others can do better, and I shall

be interested to see what you get from them.
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A University President

I have tried my best to answer your query with something like

at least the appearance of intelligence. The fact is that I am so

overwhelmed with administrative details, legislative budgets, and
endless interviews, that I am perfectly incapable of anything like

sustained or continuous mental efifort. I know you would not

want me to expose my condition by attempting to write anything

for publication. A university president is so palpable a fraud,

that his friends ought to do everything they can to protect him.

William English Walling (Author, Greenwich, Conn.)

The formulation of the question must first be noticed. I, and

a large part, at least, of the sociahsts, think wholly in international

terms. If your question requires a consideration of "our relation-

ships" to "our successors," we should assume that this refers to all

the people of the world. And while we would readily grant that

Americans have special tasks, the tasks which we consider most

important, which interest us most, would be similar in all countries

where modem civilization has secured a considerable foothold.

Our hopes for future progress may perhaps be best outlined by

beginning at this point. We consider everything which holds

nations and races apart to be wholly evil, and we measure the

progress of civilization as much by those forces that bring the

nations and races together as by any other criterion. Already the

arts and sciences, even including literature to a considerable degree,

are largely internationalized; the obstruction to the natural process

of internationalization is chiefly economic. By gradual but steady

strides, as rapid as practicable, we wish to throw down all economic

barriers that obstruct the free circulation of persons and goods.

We would also do everything that is possible to promote the com-

plete internationalization of culture. And we believe the tendency

is strongly set in this direction, in spite of occasional setbacks, and

will continue. This will lead to a tremendous acceleration of all

economic, political, and social development.

The process of the democratization of governments develops

on a parallel line with steps toward a world federation: the question
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as to which is the cause and which the effect is of no importance,

since both are indispensable parts of a single development. The

existence of a system by which backward races are especially

exploited is sure to be accompanied by domestic exploitation, so

that a social or economic democracy would be unthinkable under

such conditions. On the other hand, the disappearance of relatively

backward races and undeveloped sections will gradually make the

exploitation of one people by another along geographical lines

impracticable.

A third tendency, also interdependent with the other two, is

that which sets toward collectivism. The coUectivist tendency is

already so developed that there seems little doubt that it will have

covered all the more important branches of production except

agriculture within a generation or two. At the same time agricul-

ture itself will be revolutionized and deeply affected by the process,

some form of co-operation having been forced upon it by economic

pressure from without and by governmental policy. By economic

pressure I refer to the movement for a lower cost of living, together

with the movement for better wages.

There can be little question that the majority of incomes, com-

ing from goverrmiental sources, will be fixed by governmental

bodies, which, however, will not be guided by any abstract principle,

but chiefly by the law of supply and demand, modified only by

minimum standards approved by the larger part of the community.

Inherited capital will be abolished, though a certain amount of

personal property may be inherited.

Occupational opportunity will be equally distributed; educa-

tional opportunity, nearly so. As there is no tendency within a

few generations toward arbitrary levehng of income, however,

parents with the larger incomes will undoubtedly be able so to use

their incomes as to give certain exceptional educational opportu-

nities to their children—namely, those opportunities requiring

neither a vast institutional apparatus nor a very large division of

labor among teachers.

I am unable to fix my attention on coming centuries. The
immediately following generations require allmy powers. I believe,

however, that in the society I have outHned an extremely radical
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reconstruction, both of society and social institutions and of human
nature, will be practicable. That the individual will be more

socialized, and at the same time vastly more individualized, than

at present, I take to be a matter of course. That individual and

social efficiency in all directions will be increased enormously, that

is, many fold, I also take for granted. I believe therefore that all

the really interesting and desirable predictions of those who have

concerned themselves with the future, in whatever field of human
activity, are more likely than not to come to pass—within a very

few centuries.

I do not, however, expect anything from the so-called eugenics.

Doubtless sexual selection will be much freer, more intelligent, and

more instinctive in such a society, but this would take many millen-

niums to show any considerable effect; whereas a single generation,

even of moderately improved environment, to say nothing of several

generations, has often shown the most remarkable physiological

advances, and these advances have often been seen to develop pro-

gressively from generation to generation. The vast environmental

improvements in an international coUectivist democracy would, of

course, produce even greater physiological advance.

SUMMARY

Albion W. Small

Recurring first to the reservations in the preface to the foregoing

exhibit, it must be repeated that the failure of an editorial board

to secure an adequate expression of opinion on a given subject is

not proof that opinion on that subject does not exist. Neither

right nor might exists sufficient to enforce an editorial demand or

invitation to stand and deliver, even if the thing to be delivered

is something far and away more important to the whole public

than to the editors.

In the second place, we must guard ourselves against the

possible charge that we think the foregoing exhibit is sufficient to

yield anything conclusive about a common content of American

minds. Even if it were certain that the 250 persons addressed

fairly represented the numerical proportions of major American

interests, it would not be certain that the individuals chosen
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could be taken as a reliable index of opinion even in the groups to

which they respectively belong. But less than 20 per cent of the

persons addressed responded, and the shades of opinion reflected

in the replies amount to a showing which is much less than 20

per cent as significant as the testimony of the whole nimiber would

have been. These replies put in evidence certain types of opinion

to an extent far out of proportion to their actual influence in the

United States. For instance, the influence of Henry George is

probably much more prominent in the replies than his followers

would claim that it is in American life as a whole. On the other

hand, tremendously influential types of opinion are not in evidence

at all. For example, while capitalists have spoken, no spokesman

of capitaUsm in the strict sense has presented his views; no one

speaks for the outlook of Judaism, of CathoUcism, of Protestant

church federation; for either of several somewhat distinctive move-

ments within each of these rehgious bodies; for a large number of

energetic interests conveniently referred to by the blanket-term

"anti-social," such as commercialized vice; for the wage-earner,

except from positions outside the wage-earning class; for trade

expansionists; for professional pohtics (for the reason stated in the

introduction); for the transporting interests; for amusements; for

the fine arts, etc.

However, the man from Mars, if he turned out to be the super-

man whom we credit to that planet, could hardly fail to be im-

pressed, by reading these few expressions of opinion, with the feeling

that a society which shows up so well, in what virtually amounts

only to a haphazard sampling, surely has promise and potency of

progress. Indeed, it is not extravagant to estimate that if Ameri-

cans were completely isolated from the rest of the world, and if

our social memory were to become a blank, if all our conclusions

from experience were to be lost, with the single exception of the

contents of the repHes in this collection, the wisdom therein con-

tained would be sufficient to guide future Americans to the recovery

of the loss in a small fraction of the time through which the lessons

were learned.

One of the conditions which would have to be satisfied, how-

ever, before that body of opinion could be fully effective is highly
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complex, and it is certainly unrealized in our present situation . Not
only would the wisdom of the several individuals have to become

the wisdom of the society, but the different components of the

wisdom would have to be organized, correlated, systematized, and

assigned values in the ratio of the working importance of the items.

That is, the exhibit just as it stands is authentic testimony to

the existence in the United States of relatively mature and impres-

sive thinking upon a wide range of details and upon important

relations between those details. Beyond this, the exhibit reflects

the fact that if there be such a thing as Americanism it is not com-

posed into a widely accepted code. It is articulate only in the

case of scattered individuals. We have opinions, but what is our

opinion ? We have purposes, but what is our purpose ? We have

policies, but what is our policy ? We have standards, but what is

our standard? We have ambitions, but what is our ambition?

We have ideals, but what is our ideal? Those of us who know

what our individual opinions, purposes, policies, standards, ambi-

tions, and ideals are, mostly think we are too busy to compare them

with those of others, and to find out whether it is right or practicable

for them to become the guides of Americans in general.

What have Americans in common which all Americans recog-

nize as at once a measure of vahie and a goal of endeavor ? What
does our nationality actually mean to us? Is it a mere negative

condition, a state of loosely policed security of Hfe and property,

in which men and women with slight sense of coherence may follow

their several notions of liberty and the pursuit of happiness with a

minimum of responsibility to one another? Or is our national

existence in some sense a corporate destiny, with corresponding

duties of each individual to the whole and of the whole to each?

Is our sense of civic responsibility in either aspect more or less quick,

more or less clear, than it was a half-century, a century, ago ? Are

we doing less or more than previous generations have done to inform

and steady our minds and our consciences about that irreducible

minimum of common conception which is the necessary precondi-

tion of national well-being in any respectable sense ?

We have said that the answers to our question prove nothing,

but that they illustrate something. They illustrate many things.
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The one illustrative value to which we now call attention is the

exhibit of the miscellaneousness of American minds. Very few

Americans furnish credible evidence of sharing very largely in

the knowledge, beliefs, and purposes of all Americans. One Ameri-

can is at his best in judging between good and bad in the conduct

of municipal business. Another is scientifically accurate in his

appraisal of the social significance of alcohoUsm. Another is aware

of the injustices of our chaos of taxing practices, and has his remedy

or remedies. Another sees just when and where we miss the best

that life might afiford by our deficiency in religion, etc.

On the other hand, there are no Americans in whose minds the

abundance of American thinking is so organized that their com-

bination of American judgments is recognized by the rest of their

fellows as standard Americanism. Even those few who are sup-

posed to be most competent to decide how we should spell our

language are no longer nearly of one mind. Experts do not entirely

agree as to pronunciation of our language. But these diversities

are microscopic compared with the differences between the ideas

which we use our language to express. Except in certain vague

superficialities, American minds are anchorages for a hetero-

geneity of ideas. American life is correspondingly uncorrected.

As an editorial contribution then to this symposium we submit

the following:

First, Americans should emphasize the moral meanings of

nationality. At the present some of the most high-minded

Americans are zealously promoting programs which betray them

into the belittling of nationality. They are so much impressed by

the spectacle of frenzied nationality in Europe that they are flying

to the other extreme of glorifying internationality in a way which

virtually denies to nationality any value at all. This is the latest

swing of the mental pendulum from an individualistic toward a

collectivistic conception of life. The truth is that life cannot

be stated as it is solely in terms either of an individualistic or of a

collectivistic common denominator. A society can develop only

so far until the individual members of the society move on to an

advanced stage of development. On the other hand, the average

individual in a society cannot carry his own development beyond
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the limitations imposed by a stationary or a reactionary society.

Mexico cannot be the same kind of a neighbor to the United States

that Canada is until the average Mexican is somewhere near in the

same class with the average Canadian. In order, however, that it

may be possible for the average Mexican to approach the class of

the average Canadian, Mexico as a society must take on character-

istics as favorable to the development of companionable Mexicans

as the social conditions of Canada have been to the growth of

neighborly Canadians.

A few weeks ago, almost at the same moment. Dr. Macdonald,

the editor of the Toronto Globe, in an address at the University of

Chicago, and Professor Ellwood, in a meeting of the English

Sociological Society in London, were faUing into virtually

identical expressions of a leading moral perception.^ It is a per-

ception which calls a halt equally upon exclusive individualism

and exclusive collectivism. It is the perception that Hfe, whether

we are thinking of it as an afifair of individuals or of groups, is

always an adventure in finding out how to live together, whether

as an individual with other individuals or as a group with other

groups. Nations are no exceptions to this rule. Every nation

is a somewhat artificially and arbitrarily formed group. On the

other hand, every nation is in some degree a spontaneous growth.

Whatever the ratio of the arbitrary and the spontaneous in a given

case, the nation exists. It is a group of persons under unavoidable

obligation to do their part in finding out how to live among them-

selves in such a way that they may be able to live to the largest

mutual advantage in the inevitable contacts with similar groups

of persons throughout the world. It is conceivable that the time

may come when all nations will have melted into a world-citizenry.

Meanwhile, it is certain that nationality, whether in the last

judgment to be rated as good or bad in itself, must be one of the

tools with which humanity must work out its larger salvation.

Our present business is not to smash the tool but to improve it, to

raise it to progressively higher efficiencies, all the while learning

how to become wiser and more skilful in using the tool. A nation

is not to be blamed for having national ideals. A nation is already

•See below, p. 492.
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damned if it does not have ideals. Nations, like individuals,

serve the largest moral purpose, not by smothering their personality,

but by magnifying it, till whatever is good in it is recognized on its

merits by other individuals or nations as something worthy of

emulation. The expansion of individual or national personality

does not begin to be a fault until it begins to encroach upon the

freedom of other individual or national persons to exercise similar

rights. A cardinal problem for the United States today is how to

form and inform and transform our nationality so that it may
become more effective in making ourselves first into higher types

of persons, and then into better team-workers, both within our

national relations and as citizens of the world.

Second, Americans should increase their emphasis upon the

principle imphed in the foregoing, that the final standard of life,

whether of individuals, of minor groups, or of nations, is not

material but moral. The measure of the success of living, thus far,

is the kind of people we are—not the kind of people that certain

rare specimens are, but the kind of people that we all are, consider-

ing that whether we will or no we are collectively engaged in an

adventure of realizing the potentialities of persons, and that these

potentiahties are realized in the highest degree, not in the most

notable achievements of segregated personalities, but in that team-

work between persons which gives to each the most aid from all,

and to all the most aid from each in the universal task of achieving

higher human values.

Third, Americans must put increasing emphasis upon the prob-

lem of selecting leaders who may be relied upon to lay courses in

the direction of these guiding principles. Military men often say

that an army is only as strong as its officers. Probably there is a

close parallel both to the correctness and to the incorrectness of

the aphorism in the similar formula, a nation is only as strong as

its leaders. Americans are not yet sure that they believe in leaders

at all. Our individualism instinctively recoils from the suggestion

of being led. We have overworked the " servant-of-the-people

"

idea, in the sense that we have tended to regard our civic ofl&cials

altogether as agents to take orders from majorities. We have

comparatively little room in our scheme of Hfe for experts whose
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business should be to study the relations of things at their several

junction points all the way up the line, from household and farm

economy to the intercourse of nations. Moral efl&ciency is a

notion which Americans in general have not begun to entertain.

We are still in a rudimentary stage of moral achievement because,

among other things, we have done so little in the way of differ-

entiating divisions of labor devoted to the discovery of ways and

means that reach beyond immediate utilities, and of persuading

our fellows that adoption of these ways and means, which are

calculated to organize Ufe with a view to its largest moral purposes,

will make for the most substantial progress.^

^ Not by intention but in effect Professor Ellwood's paper, which follows, is a part

of this symposium.



THE SOCIAL PROBLEM AND THE PRESENT WAR^

CHARLES A. ELLWOOD
University of Missouri

An American publicist^ recently predicted that the end of our

present social order would come before 1930. He points out that

many of the social tendencies of the present are strikingly Uke those

which preceded the French Revolution. He cites the mental

opacity of our ruling classes as in many respects similar to the

stupidity of the old French nobility when they were faced by the

necessity of social readjustment in their time. The parallel

between recent social unrest and that which preceded the storm

of the French Revolution would probably be assented to by nearly

all students of social history. Indeed, it requires no profound

scientific mind to see the parallel. The blindness and ultra-

conservatism of many in our privileged classes on the one hand,

the fanatic radicalism and one-sidedness of many of the leaders of

the non-privileged on the other, would breed trouble in any social

order. Unless plasticity of mind and a sense of social obUgation

can be instilled into our socially fortunate classes, and broad-

minded and constructive views shall dominate the leaders of our

masses, western civilization is indeed brewing for the world some-

thing worse than a French Revolution.

The problem of our civilization is something more than the

mere threatened overthrow of existing pohtical and industrial

institutions. This the present European war (19 14) makes evi-

dent. The problem before us is not how to avoid political revo-

lution, but rather how to avoid the decay and disintegration of

civiUzation itself. Many writers have recently told us that our

civihzation is on the wane, and many things might be cited in the

present European war to show that such a conclusion is no mere

" A paper read before the Sociological Society (London), November 10, 1914.

» Brooks Adams, Theory of Social Revolutions (1912).
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expression of temperamental pessimism. Indeed, the parallel be-

tween existing social conditions in the western world and those

which we find in the Rome of the decadence is closer even than the

parallel between our social unrest and that of pre-revolutionary

France. There was no need of a Ferrero'' to point this out. All

who know anything at all about the inner facts of our civilization

and that of decadent Rome know the disturbing resemblances.

The decay in religious belief, in moral ideals, in political honor, the

conflict of classes, the breakdown of social regulation and control,

the demand for a strong man and a centralized government to

enforce order, all of these phenomena of the present suggest the

parallel with Rome. The very forces which undermined Roman
civilization, viz., commercialism, individualism, materialistic stand-

ards of life, militarism, a low estimate of marriage and the family,

agnosticism in rehgion and in ethics, seem to be the things which

are now prominent, if not dominant, in western civilization.

The present war has come as a shock to those who have not

studied intimately the foundations of nineteenth-century European

culture; but in my opinion it is not an accident of any sort, in

diplomacy or otherwise. Rather the war has merely exposed the

rottenness of some of those foundations of western civilization.

We have supposed that we could rear a secure social structure upon

the basis of an egoistic and materialistic social philosophy. We
have permitted a rebarbarization of the individual's moral stand-

ards without imagining that these would actually express them-

selves in the life of nations. We have thought that somehow, out

of a program of self-interest, material satisfactions, and brute force

followed by men and nations, a settled and harmonious order would

result. Even now there are those who fail to see that the egoistic,

socially negative doctrines, which got such a hold of western

civilization in the nineteenth century, both in theory and in prac-

tice, are the sources of present disorder. They look for some more

ultimate sources in biologic or economic necessities. But those

who see clearly must perceive that while biologic and economic

conditions may act as stimuli, the real roots of civilization are

' See his Greatness and Decline of Rome; also his Ancient Rome and Modern

America.
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always in the mental attitudes and conscious values of individuals.

They will also see that some of the mental attitudes and values

approved as sound by the nineteenth century have proved unsoimd

in practice; and that the present war of nations calls for a recon-

struction of our social philosophy—a rebuilding of it—on a different

basis from that approved by the nineteenth century.

This may seem but a partial view of present society, and the

writer is glad so to confess. But there is beyond question in western

civilization at the present time a mighty conflict going on between

social philosophies, between ideals of hfe, between the forces of

social disorder and dissolution on the one hand, and of social recon-

struction and progress on the other. All other conflicts are but

parts of this grand conflict in our civilization. No one, perhaps,

can at the present time foresee the outcome of this conflict; but

all can, at least, be intelligently informed as to its existence and

know something of the power of forces arrayed on either side. We
are not justified in thinking that the outcome will be a matter either

of chance or of fatal necessity. Nations and civilizations, so far

as the historian and the sociologist can discover, do not die natural

deaths; their decadence and extinction seem to be rather the result

of wrong choices, of misjudgments, especially on the part of the

social elite who furnish the leaders in the fields of thought and

action. If then our civilization is "at the cross roads,"^ as a recent

English writer has well said, let no one suppose that the road which

it will ultimately take is predetermined. That will be a matter

to be decided by the amount of social intelligence and character

which the individuals of the present and of the immediate future

can show. In proportion, in other words, as we can get an intel-

ligent insight into the existing social problem and an intelligent

appreciation of the individual and social qualities needed to meet

that problem, in that proportion we may hope to control the

destiny of our civilization.

The old world of our forefathers has suddenly enlarged and

burst its bounds within a generation. The world in which we
live may justly be regarded as a new world, transformed out of

the old by the working of forces yet imperfectly understood. Many
' Figgis, Civilization at the Cross Roads.
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new problems have suddenly come upon us, owing to the increase

of population, the increase of knowledge, the intermingling of races

and cultures, the increasing interdependence of nations, the inven-

tion of new machines, and other new developments in industry,

politics, and religion. These many problems, however, have long

been seen, even by superficial students, to be interdependent.

Back of our social problems, as we are gradually coming to realize,

there is the social problem; but unfortunately we are far from

agreed as yet as to what that problem is. Theorist and practical

reformer alike have been too prone to see it from the little corner

in which they were working. The truly broad view of the problem

is scarcely to be found in the social literature of the present, unless

perhaps in the pages of a few writers who apparently have no appre-

ciable influence as yet on practical social and political leaders.

The present strife between classes and nations has obscured

the real nature of the social problem in many ways, but in others

it has clarified the issues involved. It has shown that the social

problem cannot be defined or understood from any point of view

which is merely national. War has suddenly revealed the inter-

dependence of national groups and the common life of humanity.

When any one nation claims that "action in favor of collective

hvimanity outside of the limits of the state or nationality is impos-

sible,"* and that its own mission is to impose its superior civilization

upon as large a part of humanity as possible, the rest of the civi-

lized world stands aghast at this frank avowal of group-egoism as

a basis for practical living. It suddenly becomes evident that the

unit of our sociological thinking must be humanity. We see that

group-egoism, whether of a nation, class, or race, is no lovelier than

individual egoism. Again, the danger of taking some single prin-

ciple, like that of the biological struggle for existence, from some

single aspect of life, and conceiving the human problem preponder-

atingly in its terms, becomes evident, when we are told that "the

aspiration [to abolish war] is directly antagonistic to the great uni-

versal laws which rule all life."' We begin to see that all the factors

which shape civilized human life, whether material or immaterial,

' Bernhardi, Germany and the Next War, p. 25.

' Ibid., p. 18.
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must be taken into account in any truly broad view of the social

problem.

Let us specify briefly some of the particular, narrow views of

the social problem which are dangerously prevalent at the present

time. To many, whose vision has been confined largely to the

economic relations of classes within the nation, the modern social

problem has seemed essentially the labor problem. If it is not

merely the problem of the harmonious adjustment of employer

and employee, it is at most the problem of finding a social order

in which work and enjoyment shall be in satisfactory relationship

to each other. Hence the generally prevalent view that the social

problem is essentially the problem of the satisfactory production

and just distribution of wealth. To find the proper methods of

producing and distributing material goods would result in solving

the social problem, according to these thinkers.

The pacifists, however, looking beyond the bounds of national

life, and emphasizing the dangers to civilization itself of inter-

national conflicts, have suggested that the pressing social problem

of the present is that of international relationships. If by treaties

international federal councils and arbitration courts could be estab-

lished to discuss all questions and settle all disputes between

nations; if the burdens of militarism and of increasing armaments

could thus be got rid of; then, they seem to think, the inherent

forces of civilization, such as increasing knowledge and increasing

control over external nature, could be trusted to work out the

solution of all minor questions.

But the eugenists, looking beyond the bounds of the present

generation, have lately insisted that the real social problem of the

present is the problem of the relation of the generations to one

another, more particularly the problem of the control of heredity.

Starting out with an abstract biologic man, much like the abstract

economic man of the early nineteenth century, they seem to think

that the all-important matter is the breeding of man. To secure

the perfect, or even the normal, physical man would be to solve,

they think, the essential problem of humanity.

To the leaders of the feminist movement the social problem

appears to be very largely "the woman problem," or at most the
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problem of the relations of the sexes to one another. When oppor-

tunity is given to woman to assert herself freely, to develop her

own personality fully, and to make her full contribution to the

social life of mankind, then the problems of our civilization will

easily be solved.

The views of pacifists, eugenists, and feminists are all to be

welcomed, as tending to bring out the larger human elements in the

problem. Some of us, at least, are beginning to perceive that the

social problem is now what it has been in all ages, namely, the

problem of the relations of men to one another. It is the problem

of himian living together, and cannot be confined to any statement

in economic, eugenic, or other one-sided terms. The social problem

is neither the labor problem, nor the problem of the distribution

of wealth, nor the problem of the relation of population to natural

resources, nor of the control of hereditary qualities, nor of the

harmonious adjustment of the relations of the sexes; but it is all

of these and much more. If the social problem is the problem of

human living together, then it is as broad as humanity and human
nature, and no mere statement of it in terms of one set of factors

will suffice. Such a statement obscures the real nature of the

problem, and may lead to dangerous one-sided attempts at its

solution.

A word of caution is necessary here. Because the greatest

possible broadmindedness is needful to view aright the social

problem—the problem of human living together—it must not be

thought that it is beyond the power of the human intellect or of

science. On the contrary, we may boldly claim that if we will

keep to the common-sense view of the world, and not be seduced

by one-sided philosophies, enough knowledge of how htmian groups

do actually live together has already been accumulated to make

it possible for any well-trained mind to see deeply and truly into

the problem of human living together—whether the living together

concern two or three individuals or humanity as a whole. Nor

must it be thought that because so many different factors are

involved in our social life there is no such thing as "the social

problem," that it is only a name for many different problems. On
the contrary, nothing is so real as the social problem—the problem
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of living together. Every age, nation, and individual must solve

it in some way, by howsoever crude a social philosophy. But to

solve it aright for humanity at large—in universal terms, so to

speak—requires a scientific understanding of the forces at work

in human interrelations, and careful putting together in a right

way of all the factors concerned. In brief, it requires a scientific

sociology.

Let us, therefore, consider the nature of the unity of a social

group in the Ught of modern sociology in order to see what the

nature of the social problem of the present is upon scientific analy-

sis.^ A social group, whatever else it may be, is a mass of inter-

actions between the individuals who compose it; but if it is to have

any sort of unity, these interactions must be regulated and con-

trolled; that is, the activities of the individual members of the

group must be adjusted to one another in some more or less definite

way. Otherwise, the group cannot work together as a unit nor

can its actions work out to any definite end. While analogies are

dangerous in science, it may be helpful to compare our social group

to a machine. Now the unity of a machine is secured by the nice

adjustment of its parts to one another. If this adjustment is not

mechanically perfect there is friction and it will not work well, or

perhaps not at all. So in the social group there must be this nice

adjustment between the activities of its individual members if

the group is to work well as a unity, or even at all. But the parts

of the social mechanism, if we may so call it, are not bits of dead,

inert physical matter, but are living, feeling, thinking individual

units. The machinist has only to know the principles of physics

in order to manipulate the parts of the machine as he will, to secure

its harmonious working. But the social leader cannot so easily

manipulate the individuals of his group. He must understand

human nature in all of its phases; that is, he must know the prin-

ciples of psychology instead of physics to make the social mechan-

ism work harmoniously. He must understand all the factors, in

other words, involved in that adjustment of the activities of

' For a more detailed and scientific discussion of the nature of social unity, see

chap, viii of the writer's Sociology in Its Psychological Aspects (D, Appleton & Co.,

1912).
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individuals to one another which is necessary in order that the

group may work together as a unity.

Now the factors which are involved in the harmonious adjust-

ment of the parts of our social machine are evidently very numer-

ous. First of all, of course, are the external physical conditions.

These must be such as to favor the normal development of human
life in all ways or else the social machine will work badly or not at

all. But taking favorable conditions in the external environment

for granted, it is evident that many internal factors will need to be

considered. First among these is the biological make-up of the

individuals concerned, and the impulses or instincts which this

make-up gives rise to. Unless these are such as to favor the

adjustment of the activities of individuals concerned, we can

scarcely expect any high degree of social unity. Heredity must

be right or else our social machine will not work well. Beyond

heredity, however, and equally important, is the matter of the

acquired habits of the individuals of the group. Either these

habits must be similar, or, if different, must be such that they can

be harmoniously co-ordinated, or else again we will have little or

no social unity. Mere habituation has much to do with maintain-

ing social order; and therefore external circumstances which affect

habit must be strictly controlled by a group if it is to keep its unity.

But if any social unity of more than a merely animal sort is to be

attained, certain purely subjective elements must also be taken

into account. For in all conscious human groups it is the mental

attitude of the individuals toward one another which is the final

decisive factor that decides whether a group shall maintain its

unity or be disrupted. There are, for example, the feelings, senti-

ments, behefs, ideas, and opinions of the individuals of the group.

Not only must these be similar within certain limits, but the mem-
bers of the group must be more or less conscious of this similarity;

that is, they must develop mutual sympathy and understanding.

From mutual sympathy and understanding, moreover, arise con-

fidence and mutual trust, which make possible still closer co-

ordination between the members of a group.

All of these are necessary that the mechanism of human society

may work harmoniously. And such facts show conclusively that

i
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the unity of human groups is essentially a psychic or spiritual

matter. Destroy the psychic element in it, and we would have

no society. Even if the psychic element may be only a means to

perfect the adjustments of Hfe, still it is evidently the absolutely

decisive factor in the social life of civilized men. And we shall

see as we proceed that the psychic or spiritual elements in social

life are not wholly derived from the immediate environment, but

have a Hfe-history of their own. These simple principles of social

unity apply to all human groups, from the simplest to humanity,

if it shall ever become organized.

But what makes civilization? The level of civilization in

social development is not reached until in addition to all of the

instincts, habits, feelings, and sentiments which rniite men into

groups we have certain socially co-ordinating, unifying ideas and

ideals. For essentially civilization is the discovery, diffusion,

and transmission from age to age of the knowledge, beliefs, ideas,

and ideals by which men have found it possible to conquer nature

and live together in well-ordered groups. It is, in large measure,

the substitution of a "subjective environment" of ideas and ideals

for the objective environment of material objects; and cultural

evolution is possible only through the continuity of this subjective

environment, that is, through the continuity of ideas and social

values. Civilization, in other words, is at bottom the creation and

transmission of ideal values by which msn regulate their conduct.

It is therefore, essentially a spiritual affair and cannot be measured

by changes in the material environment, prone as we may be to

measure it thus. While human society was from the start psychic,

it is manifest that only in its higher developments does it become

so dominated by the psychic that it may well be called spiritual.

Likeness in the beUefs and ideals of its members becomes finally

even more important than the likeness of impulse, habit, and

feeling which was the origmal foundation of group-life.

Civilized human beings, in other words, cannot live together

harmoniously without some mutually accepted scale of values by
which they can measure and regulate conduct. They need not

only the like-mindedness which springs from similar impulses,

habits, emotions, and feelings, but also generally accepted ideas
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and ideals of life, if they are to achieve any social order worthy
to be called civilized. A civilized social order must rest upon
certain ideal values, which, at least in a democratic society, must
be accepted by a large majority of the population.

Now when we look out on western society we find absolute

difference, if not hopeless conflict, between the fundamental beliefs

and ideals of its members. If western civilization is at present

torn with conflicts, it is because just now our world of values is

topsy-turvey. Faith in the old ideals by which men have lived

in the past has decayed in many classes, and no new ideals have

yet been found and generally accepted upon which to build a new
social order. There is scarcely an institution, from the family to

the state, which is not in the crucible of fiery criticism and in

apparent disintegration. Take the institution of the family for

illustration. Instead of the general acceptance of permanent

monogamy as the ideal of the family, which it was until very

recently in western civilization, we now see this form of the family

attacked on every side, and classes who advocate divorce by mutual

consent, free love, polygamy, and even promiscuity. The pro-

portion of individuals who hold to these views in western civi-

lization is now so great that their existence can no longer be ignored,

while it must be admitted that an even larger number practice

these theories without being willing to admit that they hold them

as their standards. Much of the present criticism of the family,

in other words, is no longer constructive, but is anarchistic and

absolutely destructive, and is proving so in actual practice.

Again, if we take modern literature as faithfully reflecting the

iimer condition of our civilization, the absolute disagreement as

to ideals of Ufe becomes even more plainly visible. A very large

part of modern literature repudiates not only the traditional

standards of Christian ethics, but all truly humanitarian standards

whatsoever. It exalts the individual as an end and as a law unto

himself, and not infrequently inculcates the gratification of natural

impulses and appetites as the highest good in Ufe. It often derides

the ideals of service and of self-sacrifice for the sake of service,

and even the idea of social obligation. The individual and his

feelings are its supreme value. It is not simply a few minor writers
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who thus flout the traditional morality of Christendom in the

family and in general social relations, but some of the foremost

names in literature today. The decay of our moral ideals is evi-

dent, then, from even a cursory acquaintance with modern literature.

If we take the United States as an example of one of the most

developed nations in western civilization, we find that it illustrates

the utmost confusion and conflict with respect to the higher values

of life. Every American, of course, with the exception of a few

belated idealists, is agreed as to the value of wealth, and of the

comfort and power and position which wealth will bring. Practi-

cally every American is also agreed as to the value of individual

liberty, the power to do as one pleases, with a minimum of social

constraint. Most Americans are also probably in agreement as

to the value of health, or at least they are rapidly coming to such

agreement. Finally, the American people seem to be in the way
of becoming convinced of the value of knowledge, and so of edu-

cation, at least the education of information. But if there are

other social values of moment as to which the American people are

in practically unanimous agreement, the writer is at loss to men-

tion them. They are certainly not in agreement as to the value

of the family, property, government, morahty, or religion. "It

is useless to deny," says Professor Giddings, "that our present

tendency in the United States is toward anarchy in all those fields

of human interest which we have not yet brought under the iron

hand of our central government"; and he might have added,

"especially in the field of social ideals."

Again if we take modern Germany as an example of one of the

most developed peoples in Europe, we find that in it certain tend-

encies of our civilization have come to a head.^ We find that

practical ethics has become based upon a crude evolutionary

naturalism, which has eventuated in the worship of power, as in

Nietzsche and von Treitschke. Speaking from personal expe-

rience, I would say that a hard materiahsm seems to dominate the

great mass of the German people from pauper to prince. This

' The writer would emphasize "have come to a head," because of course material-

ism, national egoism, and Machiavellian statecraft have been in abundant evidence

in practically all western nations.
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materialism expresses itself in a great many socially negative doc-

trines—doctrines which are not favorable to increasing human
solidarity. In the ruling classes there has been increasing wor-

ship of the army system, and tacit, if not open, acceptance of the

beUefs that the might of the state is "the supreme right," and that

"the end justifies the means." Hence for a long period a Machia-

vellian political philosophy has dominated in Germany, not only

in practical politics, but to a large extent in academic circles also.

A very large school of German historical and political writers have

indorsed such views. It is over a generation since Gustav von

Riimelin,^ the renowned chancellor of the University of Tubingen,

declared that the principles of Christian morality could not possibly

be apphed to poUtics, and especially not to the relations between

nations. This doctrine has been constantly re-echoed, and it is

no wonder that a recent German militarist writer can declare:

"This law [of love] can claim no significance for the relations of one

country to another, since its application to politics would lead

to a conflict of duties Christian morality is personal, and

in its nature cannot be political." With such ignoring of humanity,

it is not surprising, either, that the doctrines of Nietzsche, although

individualistic rather than nationally egoistic, with their negation

of all Christian, and of most social, virtues, have proved popular

in German society.

It would be unjust, of course, to say that all Germans accept

such views of life as have just been indicated, quite as much as it

would be unjust to charge them with accepting free love and

polygamy, because some of their writers have advocated such

practices. But it is necessary to point out how far the pendulum

has swung toward barbarism in a people once famed among Euro-

pean peoples for their social idealism and Christian piety.* But

Germany only illustrates the reversion toward barbarism in

western civilization generally. And this reversion toward bar-

' "Ueber das Verhaltniss der Politik zur Moral" (1874) in his Reden und AufsStze,

I, 144-71.

'By "barbarism" I mean that state of civilization in which the chief social

sanctions employed are those of brute force, and little or no social control is exercised

through the higher ethical values.
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barism in the ideals of life must be regarded as one of the chief

causes of the present fierce struggle among European nations.

It would not be difficult to cite many instances of recrudescence

of barbarism among other European peoples. Indeed, the most

distressing thing about the present war is not the frightful destruc-

tion of life and property, but the barbarous hatred manifested by

the contending nations toward each other—a hatred such as has

scarcely been witnessed in recent European wars. In Germany,

for example, admirals, generals, journalists, and even university

professors and theologians seem to have vied with each other in the

expression of the most bitter hatred toward England; while on the

side of the allies the most eminent Belgian writer of the century,

M. Maeterlinck, has said that no mercy must be shown the Ger-

mans; that "they must be destroyed as we destroy a nest of

wasps."^ How world-peace is to issue from the atmosphere of

envenomed hate which now enshrouds the classes, nations, and

the races of the modern world is difficult for even the wisest man
to see. Mr. H. G. Wells's prophetic picture of the destruction of

modern civilization seems within the measure of possible realization.

Now these statements are not made as a basis for any pessimistic

conclusion. They are simply given as facts. Such facts are indi-

cations, to be sure, of grave social disorder; but such disorder may,

to a certain extent, be a normal accompaniment of the profound

social changes through which western civilization is now passing.

To be sure, the negative social ideas which now prevail among
certain classes in western nations cannot be considered an indi-

cation of social normality. On the contrary, they present real

dangers; but our contention is that in passing from one type of

social order to another we must expect a certain amount of con-

fusion in regard to the ideas and ideals by which men govern their

lives. It is impossible for societies to change their methods of

living without some degree of confusion, just as it is impossible for

individuals to make such changes without some confusion. And
if the change which has to be made is a great one, there is likely to

be opportunity for much conflict between different groups, whether

classes or nations.

» The Daily Mail, September 14, 1914.
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Moreover, so far as a sound social philosophy can discern,

there is nothing necessary or inevitable about the hatred and con-

flicts of classes and nations which we are now witnessing. Lack

of right ideals of social life and lack of sympathetic understanding

will explain most of the conflict. Hence there is a good scientific

basis for a melioristic attitude toward the present conflicts which

seem to threaten to tear our civilization asunder. Whatever the

issue of the present war, only able social leadership is needed to

lead the nations to something higher and better than nineteenth-

century civilization, possibly even to a real sohdarity of humanity.

If we are in hopeless conflict, it can only be because we are in

hopeless conflict regarding the ideals of life, in utter disagree-

ment concerning the fundamental principles by which men should

live. Not until we can reach some unity in social doctrine on

a sound, scientific basis, as Comte long ago proclaimed, can we
have either stability in our civilization or unity and peace in our

social life.

But if the present war is due to a lack of unity in the social

philosophy imderlying our civilization, if it is a contest between

social systems and social ideals within that civilization, and if,

moreover, such confusion and conflict is normal, especially in

periods of transition, where is the danger ? May we not adopt a

completely optimistic attitude, and say that the best ideals and

best social system are bound to win out in the present struggle?

The reply is that in neither history nor sociology is there any

assurance of continuous progressive social evolution. There is no

assurance that when the institutions and values of a civilization

are destroyed they will be replaced by better ones. On the con-

trary, there is always the danger that there will be a reversion to

a lower type of social order and of civilization. To see this, let us

recall again the nature of civilization, that it consists essentially

in the propagation and conservation of ideal values. We see

immediately that civilization is from its very nature a fragile

affair; that it is possible for any of the great value traditions of

civilized society at any moment to be destroyed, especially those

which have respect to the higher institutions and relationships. And
as Professor Hobhouse says, "If the tradition is broken, the race
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begins again where it stood before the tradition was formed."^ It

is easily possible, in other words, for civilized societies to return

to barbarism, though a complete return would pethaps take cen-

turies in the case of high civilizations, since not all civilizing tradi-

tions could be broken down at once. The decay of higher social

values may, of course, go on in times of peace through the under-

mining of the sense of social obligation and social responsibility

by materiaHsm and individualism; and we have seen it long going

on among ourselves. But in periods of international war and

internal revolutions, with their bloody conflicts between peoples

and classes, the process of social disintegration and of relapse

toward barbarism may be indefinitely accelerated. For in such

conflicts the animal instincts of man are frightfully stimulated

and likely to gain control, while negative social doctrines are made

the impossible foundations of social order. Where such conflicts

are long continued, the social loss and damage may become irrep-

arable.

When we say that the modern social problem is fundamentally

spiritual, and due to confusion and conflict with regard to the

ideals of life, and that the present war is essentially a phase of this

conflict, we must not be understood to deny the presence of many
non-spiritual factors in the social problem or among the causes of

the war, Man's social life, like individual character, develops

about two poles—one, the material conditions of life, and the

other, the psychic controls over life, which are represented by
values, ideas, and ideals. No one who has investigated the social

conditions of the present would deny for one instant the importance

of the material conditions of life, especially of economic conditions,

upon our civilization, and so upon this European war. But
admitting the importance of the material conditions of Hfe, no one

has shown how these conditions can be controlled except through

ideas. Unless the psychic element can exercise some control over

economic conditions, for example, a melioristic attitude toward

the problems of our civilization is impossible. The attack upon
those problems must come in the first instance through bringing

to bear upon them our ideas, ideals, and valuations. This means
* Social Evolution and Political Theory, p. 39.
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that our ideas, ideals, and values must be so expanded that they

include, and give adequate recognition to, the material conditions

of life.

The present situation in western civilization, then, we repeat,

calls for no pessimism, but only alertness and intelligent appre-

ciation of real dangers and difficulties, and a genuine largeness of

mind in seeing all the factors involved, on the part of social leaders.

Western civilization needs a great social and spiritual awakening.

Let us hope that the present war will bring it. Our whole social

atmosphere must be changed. The tradition of peace and good

will must be established among the nations and justice between

man and man. We need a new social philosophy which will lay

bare the faults in existing civilization. In any constructive pro-

gram for the future we must recognize that certain rotten stones

were laid in the foundations of western civilization, and that these

must be removed if the whole superstructure is not to fall. As

examples, we need only point to the materialism, individuahsm,

and hyper-nationalism of the nineteenth century, which the twen-

tieth century also is apparently starting out to take as its practical

guides. These doctrines are socially negative: materialism,

because at bottom it denies the reality of the spiritual or psychic

elements which alone make civilization possible; individualism,

because it denies the reality of the common life, upon recognition

of which must rest the sense of social responsibility and obhgation;

hyper-nationahsm, or national egoism, because it denies the

common hfe of humanity and the unlimited obligation of nations

to humanity. Yet we have been trying to build the delicate and

complex structure of a humanitarian civilization upon these socially

negative and destructive doctrines. So imbedded are they in the

structure of our civilization that their most prominent advocates

are found among our intellectual and social ehte. Even sociol-

ogists, who are supposed to be trying to find the solution of the

social problem, are sometimes found among their supporters. To
such an extent are even scientific men the puppets of their time

!

With such social doctrines it is no wonder that our civilization

has evidently been breeding within itself a mass of barbarians who

do not respect its higher values. These are the only enemies of

I
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which it has need to be afriad; for western civilization is no longer

threatened by external foes. If its walls are ever pulled down it

will not be by the barbarians of Africa or Asia, but by the bar-

barians within its gates. Scarcely has civilization achieved security

from attack without, when enemies within its own ranks seem

about to betray and destroy it.

This, then, is the end of the whole matter, that if western

civilization is not to go down through a series of hopeless conflicts

between nations and classes, it must have a rebirth of humani-

tarian ethics; that is, "an ethic which shall teach the individual

to find his self-development and his happiness in the service of

others, and which will forbid any individual, class, nation, or even

race from regarding itself as an end in itself apart from the rest of

humanity." The general acceptance of such an ethic would have

prevented the present war; and whatever the issue of the present

struggle, only the frank acceptance of such humanitarianism by

the leaders of future civilization can save the world from a series

of endless conflicts between classes, nations, and races.



SCHMOLLER ON CLASS CONFLICTS IN GENERAL*

In every state and in every period, class contrasts, class struggles,

and class domination depend, (i) upon the degree of unity or of

diversity in the citizen body; these citizens are formed into groups

by race, occupation, distribution of income and property, intel-

lectual and religious culture, etc.
; (2) upon the tj^e of distinction

and of organization pecuHar to the classes; (3) upon the strength

and organization of the civic government, which stands for the

unity and the peace of society. Every great society exhibits

historically a picture of a social differentiating process. A counter-

balancing process also goes on by virtue of the force of common
heredity, common language, common morahty, common religion;

in short, the aggregate of cultural factors, and jQnally the unity of

law, of institutions, of the civic power. Every actual situation is

a diagonal of these two opposing series of factors.

The smaller, more primitive, more rude the social bodies are,

the minuter the class contrasts. Great, ancient, civilized peoples

always have important class contrasts. They grow, in the first

place, with the great economic advances. The increase of money
and entrepreneur economy has done most to intensify these con-

trasts and to lead to class conflicts. The decisive factor in this

latter development has always been that along with the growing

economic contrasts there was the dissolution of the older psycho-

moral and religious unity of the folk. In these periods the upper

' The European war forces the sociologist to review some of his generalizations,

and to consider to what extent major and minor incidents of the struggle confirm or

impeach previous conclusions. It is in order therefore to publish this translation of

one of Schmoller's most characteristic contributions to general sociological theory.

The passage occurs in his Grundriss der allgetneinen Volkswirtschaftslehre (6th ed.,

1904), II, 542 ff. For a number of years the translator has found the passage a con-

venient basis for discussion of the conflict category with graduate students. It is

the most general portion of the subdivision in which it occurs, entitled "Relations

between State and Social Classes in General."

The version here presented takes certain liberties with the text. In spite of a

few compressions, paraphrases, and alterations of constructions, it is hoped that

the author's meaning has been rendered with substantial fidelity.—A. W. S.
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and progressing classes on the whole increased more in intellect

and in technico-economic ability than in social and political virtues.

The lower classes easily lagged behind in development of the

intellect and of economico-technical quaHties. They lost a part

of their old virtues (fideHty, obedience, temperance) and they did

not at once gain as a compensation increase of other higher quali-

ties. The recovery of unifying supreme ideals of morahty and

of societary constitution has been difficult in such times of the

dissolution of the old societary constitution and of rehgious con-

ceptions. Indeed it was often wholly impossible, often possible

only after long struggles and mistaken endeavors.

Accordingly the degree of class contrasts, of class conflicts, of

class domination, varies greatly in different peoples. We must

now get at, first, an understanding of the nature of class conflicts;

second, of the nature of class dominance; third, of the opposing

legal and constitutional development, as well as of the adjustment of

the class conflicts:

a) Wherever there are different classes, they have on the

one hand various, distinct, even contradictory interests; but on

the other hand they also have common interests. The former

or divergent interests are predominantly of an external, practical,

and economic sort; they aim at immediate ends. The latter, or

common interests, are of a more ideal and spiritual sort. They

refer to the total purposes of society and state and to the future.

To a considerable degree the former are unorganized, or only loosely

organized. At any rate they have a compact organization only

under particular circumstances. The latter, or common interests,

have also a loose organization of customs and morality; but in

state and church, in law and institutions, they have always a cer-

tain firmly jointed organization of force, which, to be sure, possesses

at different times very different degrees of power. The more

strongly the common feelings and the great national purposes

emerge, the firmer the civic organization of power eventually

becomes, the more will the particularized class interests in time be

forced to subordinate, co-ordinate, and adjust themselves to one

another. In the larger states, with pronounced class structure,

however, these special interests in turn will always occasionally
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assert themselves, and rightfully, for progress results only from

certain frictions and trials of strength. From these the victory

of the better is at last gained. The whole interior development

thus rests upon the relations of tension, upon the struggles and

peace treaties of the social classes, upon the craft and the circum-

spection of the government, upon the skill and power of its leading

minds in arranging their peace agreements and in winning the

victory for the total interest over the separate class interests.

Accordingly the history of folk-economy, of society, and of the

state falls into epochs of social peace and others of social dis-

turbance. Even in the former, class antitheses are not lacking.

They are, however, either latent, wholly controlled by common
feelings, interests, and organizations, or after certain struggles

they have withdrawn from prominence, because certain legal

principles and institutions have furnished a basis for suppression

or conciliation; that is for arriving at a tolerable point of equi-

librium. Especially in times of long industrial and technical

stability will such a peaceful condition occur. The feelings and

relationships of classes will have adjusted themselves to a given

distribution of power, of callings and of possessions, and to a cer-

tain civic and legal order. The social frictions are reduced to a

small total. So far as there is class dominance at all, it is more

or less recognized as rightful by all.

Contrasted with these periods are those of social conflict. They

always occur if the division of economic or other labor is modified,

if new upper classes are formed in the course of technical, intel-

lectual, or other progress, if existing or new lower or middle classes

are threatened with destruction or with a change for the worse in

their condition. Then there must take place a struggle of classes,

not merely of individuals. It is an incident of the universal striv-

ing for power and control. It is precipitated by the new conditions

of life. It may last a longer or a shorter time. It may lead to

reforms or revolutions. It may start the destruction of the states

and the peoples concerned. Or it may end with some sort of

equilibrium, with a pacified social condition.

The struggles will always have reference to three points: (i) to

the constitutional law, to the filling of civic offices, to the appoint-
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ment or choice of officials, choice of general or local officers, to the

rights of organization, of assembly or of the press, to organization

of the army and of the courts, to the position of church and school,

to the removal of administrative abuses; (2) to class and family

law in the strict sense, to class privileges and their abohtion, and (3)

to the distribution of income as affected on the one hand by the

play of free forces in the market, and on the other hand by legal

molding of economic life. Both of these factors are affected by the

existing distribution of power, in connection with the contemporary

morahty and customs. Chiefly, however, it is the law and the

great institutions which favor or embarrass the position of the

particular classes in their struggle for economic advantage, and

which aid or retard their access to profit and property. The entire

legal boundary between common and private property, between

common and private thrift, is decisive for the favoring of the upper

or the lower classes. The higher economic classes have always

understood more or less how to develop customs and laws in their

favor, how thereby to increase their incomes and their property,

how to give themselves an advantage in commercial intercourse.

The middle classes have to a certain extent attempted the same

thing, as opposed to the upper classes. Their success has been

variable. The lower classes have always been most unfavorably

situated for that sort of influence, but custom and law have sought

to protect them, and every intelligent state government has

had the same purpose. Wherever the self-consciousness of these

classes awoke, wherever their culture and working efficiency grew,

wherever they could form organizations, under such circumstances,

like the middle class, they have striven for lightening of their

burdens, for better means of getting a living, for easier labor con-

ditions, for higher wages, or even for equal distribution of property

and income. What in a more remote time everyone held to be

proper and tolerable in all these respects appeared to a more refined

sense of justice hard and intolerable. Accordingly, it was in part

this actual unequal distribution of goods, in part the growing

opinion about the same, that ever again, after temporary rest,

summoned the social classes into the lists for struggle over change

and improvement. In earlier times the issue was joined directly.
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The upper classes retained the lion's share of conquered lands, of

captured cattle, of slaves or serfs, without stopping for justification.

On the other hand, the lower classes, when temporarily successful,

carried out large confiscations of the property of the rich, new
apportionments of the soil, restrictions upon quantities of land and

cattle to be owned by the well-to-do, release from debt or reductions,

gifts of farms in the colonies, or even free entrance to the theater

or to the representative assembly, distribution of bread, and similar

measures. The more complex a folk-economy is, and the more

it is necessary to deal with very diverse classes, with an old division

of labor and class structure, the less is it to be expected that such

direct attacks, such bungling attempts at reformation and redis-

tribution, will succeed. To be sure, some of these radical attempts

have occurred in recent times. Legal emancipation of slaves and

serfs, from 1500 to i860, the abolition of burdens upon the peas-

antry, the creation of a free peasant class and free landed property,

were extraordinarily radical measures. The introduction of craft

freedom, indispensable for the new molding of folk-economy, was

a deep slash into the existing legal order of industrial life. It

immediately raised the higher class of entrepreneurs, just as it

depressed the artisans and the laboring class. The struggle over

taxes and other civic burdens has been at the forefront in all

social conflicts, and every profound change (such, for example, as

a new rapidly progressive income and inheritance tax) may greatly

encourage one class while it severly embarrasses another. On the

whole, however, even radicahsm, the right wing of the social

democracy, has today become relatively reasonable. Its stand-

point is that no fairly earned property rights should be impaired,

that means of production should be changed into collective property

only with proper compensation. At the same time the more

moderate of the radicals no more demand equality of all wages and

incomes than they demand abolition of all private property.

Gradual reconstruction, working toward more equitable future

adjustment of the social organism, are becoming more and more

the passwords, even among the radicals. The violent revolutionary

movement is of course not satisfied with this program. The ques-

tion is whether a more violent program can be restrained. We
shall return to that question.
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b) All the class conflicts appear to be the consequence of that

which we are accustomed to call "class dominance." The con-

cept should be defined. Linguistic usage in this case is of two

sorts, the one less inclusive, the other more inclusive. In the

former case we understand by class-dominance the social de-

pendency relations which result from the customary industrial

connections between the upper and the lower classes, between

masters and slaves, between entrepreneurs and laborers, between

creditors and debtors, between the strong merchants and the

weak buyers. We have treated these relations in the whole of the

preceding book. They rest upon the ground of private law. They

have their origin in the spiritual, technical, economic culture of

the persons concerned. They exert their share among the social

influences of the situation according as morality, law, institutions,

or civic constitutions are developed. The higher these latter

have ascended, the easier it will always be to restrict or to aboKsh

the worst abuses incident to class dominance. In the second case

we understand by class dominance (and this second sense is more

correct: we are now using the phrase in this way) that dependence

of the weak class upon the strong which comes about from the fact

that the latter influences and controls the civic power, that the

strong class exploits not merely its economic superiority, but

the political power, the sovereign rights of the state, the machinery

of government, for its special purposes, for its economic advantage.

Wherever anything of this sort is the case the above-pictured

abuses of private rights will be the more excessive. In this sense

also we are concerned, under the concept of class dominance, with

the more extensive, the more significant, the quasi-constitutional,

concept of class dominance. This occurs not merely as a quasi-

natural, never entirely alterable, phenomenon, but always at the

same time as a degeneration, as a fact to be fought with all

the means available. For it is a part of the essential idea of the

sovereign power that it is to be used in the interest of the whole

society, not in the special interest of a class.

To approach an answer to the question, When and where has a

class dominance in this sense occurred, and what gradations

may it have ? we must refer back to our discussion in Vol. I, § loi

("The Origin and Nature of the Different Regional Corporate
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Bodies") and to the introduction to the present chapter (§ 245,

Relations between State and Social Classes in General).

If we disregard very minute communities, consisting of mem-
bers who are almost entirely equal, and which consequently are

able to govern themselves democratically by means of rotating

presiding officers, and an assembly of all the citizens, not calling into

requisition a compulsory force or machinery; with these exceptions

all states of any size have developed a dominating civic power with

far-reaching sovereign rights, with strong compulsory force,

because power is essential to the nature of the state, because the

domestic government of the state cannot possibly be on a high

level without paramount power in the hands of the authorities,

because the state cannot be strong against external enemies with-

out this power. This power can never rest merely upon individual

persons, and no more can it be exercised directly by the totality of

thousands and millions of citizens. In order to be capable of deci-

sion and action it needs an organization of functionaries, of rulers

and subjects, controllers and controlled. There must be groups of

fighters, of priests, of noble families, of officials. The compact or-

ganization of these under a central head is the secret of the exist-

ence of the power of the state. With a chief or king supported

by an aristocracy, a senate, we have the beginnings of all the

higher civic constitutions of ancient times. The mass of the folk,

originally participating in the national assemblies, sink more and

more, even while retaining certain rights, to the condition of

mostly passive members of the civic body. Slaves and serfs, more-

over, have no voice at all. The kings, whose excesses and abuses

were much more in evidence than their salutary functions, were, as

we have seen, set aside by the aristocracy in Greece and Rome.

The aristocracy, freed from control by a superior authority,

easily fell eventually into the same abuses, and class dominance in

the strict sense began. The attempt was made to reform the

abuses by extension of civil rights to larger numbers—as in Rome
by the admission of the rural plebeians. There was success along

this line when, as in that case, the official and governmental laws

were definite and comprehensive, and when the enfranchised had

gone through a special discipline in the discharge of public duties.
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If this was not the case, there was danger that the masses

would prevail with selfish, short-sighted, impossible demands

dictated by class interests. Revolution and destruction followed.

A dictatorship then became the only recourse. This has been the

termination of almost all the great social revolutions and civil

wars.

c) Accordingly the history of social classes and of constitutions

in the larger and more complex states seems to run through the

following stages: (i) Establishment of a definite civic power, which

rests exclusively upon the prerogatives of given monarchical or

aristocratic groups. These narrow groups at first govern well

and justly. In time, however, they fall into abuses of power, and

class dominance begins. (2) The attempt is made to admit wider

groups to power, electoral and legislative suffrage, and eligibility

to office. At last the whole democratic mass is thus equalized. At

first, if it is done wisely and temperately, this leads to good

results, particularly so long as the administration remains in the

hands of a firm, strong government. If the movement goes too far,

if political incompetents gain too great influence, if the demo-

cratic masses acquire merely momentary advantage and profit, there

follows, instead of the older aristocratic class control, the still worse

democratic class control. All firm, secure civic leadership then

ceases and with it all just goverimient. (3) This can be prevented

only if improvement and strengthening of the civic apparatus

keeps pace in free states with the increasing influences of egoistic

class interests. It is necessary also that the civic power shall

remain in clean hands and shall continue to be stronger than the

power and influence of the classes. This is possible through pro-

gressive development of a more and more precise and just consti-

tutional and administrative law, by the education of civic officials

of a non-partisan type in positions superior to class control, and

who from highest to lowest govern state and society in harmonious

co-operation.

We are thus in the presence of the perception that on the one

hand there has been no folk of high civilization without certain

onsets and inclinations toward class control; indeed, that all

extensions of civil rights in the first instance increase the dangers

k
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of such class control; that, on the other hand, every folk of high

civilization in the constitutional state has sought and to a certain

degree has found in the development of the sense of law and of

legal control a counterbalance against class dominance and abuse

of civic power.

The evolution of the moral and legal judgment of countless

generations worked toward the end that certain principles of law

became the supreme power in the world. The most barbarous

chief who administered law, or who professed to do justice, claimed

to act in the interest of all. It became more and more necessary

for all rulers to consider the total interests, and to restrain their class

egoism. In spite of all retrogressions, of all new class abuses,

history exhibits progress, which rests on the one hand upon growing

insight into poUtical and social interdependences, upon increasing

development of more refined sense of justice in the ruling and the

ruled classes, and on the other hand upon the development of the

legal institutions and the constitutional forms which hinder class

abuses, and, in spite of those which cannot be prevented, make
just government easier than formerly, and which consequently

tend to assure to all classes their legitimate influence, while turning

the mastery over to no single class. Of course this goal will never

be fully reached. The great political movements however are

incessantly making in that direction.

The Greek ideals of the state, the Roman administrative law

in the time of the free state, the severe imperium of the Caesars, the

law of the Middle Ages humanized by Christianity, the mediaeval

church with its institutions, the incipient modern civic power,

enlightened despotism, with its struggles against the control of

society by feudally stratified classes, with its endeavors to establish

a good judicial system, to maintain upright administration, the

later constitutional organizations, with their guaranties of rights,

the attempts of modem democracies to assure a more favorable

position for the lower classes—all these are stations along the

difficult, thorny path of humanity in its progress toward a great

and firm government, with its minimum of class abuses.

It was the historical r61e of Caesarism and of hereditary mon-

archy to establish the strong, immovable civic authorities sup-
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ported by police power, civil officials, and the military organization.

It was the role of the constitutional and democratico-republican

movements to fight down again the abuses of these powers. In

the degree in which it proves possible to have firm, permanent

civic authorities also in aristocratic and democratic republics, and

particularly such authorities without class domination, monarchy

as a form of the state will perhaps retire. Up to the present time

this does not seem probable. The great republics of today, and the

weak monarchies which are close to republics in essentials, mani-

fest either plutocratic or feudal class dominance, or a civic form

which inclines toward an autocracy of popular statesmen and

dictators. The European states, accordingly, which combine with

a secure hereditary monarchy a free constitution appear for the time

being still to afford the best guaranty against too great abuses by

classes.

The task of such modern monarchies will be lightened princi-

pally by the following circumstances: (i) by the political division of

labor, which has created particular strata and classes, which devote

the work of their lives to the service of the state and to public inter-

ests; (2) by the increasing power of public opinion; (3) by the fact

that the social classes of today, while more strongly organized and

in conflicts more selfish than formerly, and in the great European

states more widely divided than ever, still are restrained by the

law from irresponsible conduct, and they hold one another recipro-

cally in check. Even in the ecclesiastical states the relatively

good government rested upon the fact of a special training of its

rulers for their functions. To a certain extent this was also the

case in the military aristocracy. Plato's idea of a government by

philosophers springs from the same thought. This thought has

been thus far very imperfectly carried out under the monarchical

regime in the construction of the civil service. It was only in

recent centuries that in the majority of European states a group

of jurists, civil officials, military officers, clergy, scholars has been

created, drawn often from all strata of society, yet all alike trained

at the universities, secured in their economic positions partly by

their own property, partly by salaries, and devoting Ufe entirely

to public affairs. Sometimes these very groups have degenerated
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into narrowly selfish and self-centered classes. This was especially

the case where the public power and the participation of the other

citizens in public life did not prevent the abuses of the bureaucracy.

But on the whole this sort of division of labor, this training of the

rulers, with the traditions and standards of propriety which inci-

dentally developed, have given to the civic machinery a strength

and a compact organization which they have never had before,

and on the other hand have made them a bulwark against class

domination such as never existed in ancient or mediaeval states.

These groups are the bearers of an ideal conception of the state

and of its economics. Even so far as they are of feudal aristo-

cratic or of bourgeois origin, their horizon is no longer that of their

economic class. They understand the interests of the middle

and lower classes with whom they come into daily contact in trans-

acting the business of their respective positions. In this respect

they are much broader than the upper strata of business men.

Together with the lawyers, physicians, artists, journalists, they con-

stitute a sort of neutral zone, in contrast with the really struggling

classes. Besides all this we have today the public opinion, in so

far as it is free, not bought up by the ruling classes.

Along with the entire phenomenon of the cleavage of classes

and of passionate agitation for class interests, our modern litera-

ture and the press, much as they have also in certain cases served

class interests first and foremost, have still been factors in develop-

ing a sound public opinion, the cardinal function of which is to be

an emotional reaction against governmental and class abuses.

Often as public opinion is petty and shortsighted and obstructive of

reasonable reforms, yet at last it always flows into strong accord

with the noble and the good, with right and truth. Every efficient

and wise government has at last the support of pubHc opinion,

whenever it opposes class egoism and class abuses.

Government can do this the easier today because modem
society in great states is never divided merely into two classes,

a controlling and a controlled, but into a whole series of classes

with very different interests. To be sure, even in those simple

conditions in which only two classes were in question, a princely

authority that was sure of its aims has time and again made com-
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mon cause with the folk against an aristocracy hostile to the

monarchy, and has strengthened its position by the policy. In

ancient times all kingly power rested on this basis, as in later times

the enlightened despotisms or the Caesarism of Cromwell and of

Napoleon. Particularly was and is this true of the policy "divide

and conquer," wherever a rural or an urban class of property-

owners, or land-owners and manufacturers held each other in check,

wherever in addition to these an aristocracy of money operators

pursued independent interests, wherever an influential stratum

of liberal callings had been formed, which, with little or no property,

constituted a cardinal factor of government and of public opinion,

and which voted now with the higher propertied classes, now with

the lower and non-propertied. By the side of the aristocratic

influential classes there is today in most countries a large middle

class of peasants, farmers, small artisans, and traders, ready to

antagonize the class egoism of the upper and lower classes. All

sorts of leagues of laborers with landed proprietors, with the

bourgeoisie, with the middle class, occur today. The talented

representative of a purely sociaHstic conception of the history of

classes, Loria, admits this; and he makes it the explanation of most

of the social advances that have thus far occurred. If the English

Tories were the decisive factors in carrying through the English

legislation for protection of laborers, and if Bismarck traded with

Lassalle, and offered universal suffrage as his play against the

bourgeoisie, these things are weighty evidences of the effectiveness

of such combinations of different class interests and of their power

to overcome opposing class interests.

d) We believe that we may thus prove that necessary internal

causes of civic development can and will progressively limit class

dominance. We have not therewith proved that class struggles

will disappear. We may hope nevertheless that the types of

their manifestation and the ways in which they will be settled will

become better, fairer, and more reasonable.

The more inchoate law and state were earlier, the more easily

did social conflicts lead at once to extremes, to uprising, to revolu-

tion, to violence, to wholesale executions, to great confiscations.

In antiquity whole centuries were filled with such occurrences.
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In modern history they have at least been less frequent. It is

worth while to add a remark about the causes which led to the

decision in the respective class conflicts and about the way in which

the adjustment was made, whether by revolution or by reform.

Of course the most important matter is always the strength

and power of the government, the degree of its insight and justice

;

then the strength and organization of those classes which defend

the old and of those which promote the new. In this view the

foreground is occupied by the legal situation with respect to the

organization of classes, and by the possibility of the psychical de-

velopment of a strong class consciousness (cf. Vol. I, §§ 135-36).

As has been pointed out, in ancient times the upper classes alone

easily formed compact organizations, while today the lower classes

are often more strongly organized. Along with the type and

strength of the organization of classes and parties, much depends

also upon the entire pubhc law situation, upon its rigidity or

flexibihty, upon the degrees of permitted pubhc discussion of

abuses, upon the possibility of winning over to the side of reforms

the civic organs, the responsible popular assembhes or parliaments.

The more flexible public opinion has become by means of modem
constitutions, the more is it possible to avoid explosions.

Yet these have always occasionally occurred. Still more fre-

quently have they been stamped out. Usurpers have also suc-

ceeded by means of bloodshed. By no means was the unsuccessful

party always wrong, nor the successful party always right. Only

too easily have accidental circumstances, lack of judgment and of

tact on the governmental side, cleverness or vmscrupulousness in

the revolutionary leaders, the intervention of foreign powers, given

to a class a temporary victory, which afforded no guaranty of

permanence. Consequently there followed the easy sequence of

reaction after revolution, as for example in Greece, Rome, and

the mediaeval cities. The outcome may easily be a chain of

upheavals, a long sequence of troubled periods. Under such cir-

cumstances the lower classes very likely fall into worse conditions

than before. Government, even the most arbitrary, is better

than perpetual anarchy. Hence, in earlier times, and occasionally

even now, foreign domination and miUtary dictatorships are among

the outcome of class conflicts.
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All reasonable people have therefore constantly demanded

reforms, but have condemned revolutions. Antiquity had success-

ful social reforms, like that of Solon, and those of Rome between

the fifth and the third centuries before Christ. But the passions of

the masses, the pressure of social wrong, have ever and again led

to revolutionary programs supported either by the upper or the

lower classes. This is in spite of the fact that revolution is always

the most precarious of all games of chance. With all our con-

demnation of revolution, and with all our efforts to prevent it, we
may not forget this, viz., that the formal law is often dubious;

frequently the real issue is between a higher real law and a worm-

eaten formal law. Even unsuccessful revolutions may operate

upon subsequent times and upon other states as salutary influences.

And in case far-sighted and able leaders succeed early in checking

the disorder and in establishing better conditions, the later world

has always acclaimed them. The new cannot always succeed

by the victories of peace.

Nevertheless, we may hope today, and at all events we should

wish, that free discussion—pubHcity—will suffice to accomplish

in a peaceful way even the great reforms; that it will not be left

to violence and terrorism to achieve them; that a responsible

government will be won over to them, will establish them by legal

means, and will thus give them the guaranty of permanence. In

this way alone is it to be hoped that changes which are genuinely

social will gain a place in our institutions, changes which correspond

with the personal, psycho-moral quaUties of the different classes, and

that only those classes will gain new and better rights which show

themselves to be the bearers of progress, the rise of which coincides

with the total interest of the state.

We may say that even in the past no class was permanently

elevated which did not on the whole benefit at the same time

state and folk thrift; no class fell to a lower plane unless it forgot

its duty toward the whole, and retrograded in qualities and capaci-

ties, in political or economic virtues. Whenever a middle class

is threatened, it will maintain itself only when it regenerates itself

economically and spiritually, when its existence and activity are

still salutary for the general development. No lower class can

permanently raise its social level by merely using clubs, by merely
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stirring up hatred and suspicion toward the upper classes, by
merely chasing unattainable Utopias. It can win greater political

rights and greater income only when it advances technically,

economically, and morally, when it proves itself to be a bearer of

the total progress, when it develops within itself obedience and

discipline and subordinates itself to competent, temperate leaders,

and not merely to demagogues who are instigators of revolution.

Class abuses and class dominance will never wholly disappear.

Renan once said that the Jewish spirit has worked in universal

history as the bearer of social justice, but it everywhere seeks

to destroy every fixed powerful government, because, taking human
beings as they are, such a government is unthinkable without

certain social abuses. There is a truth in this. The spirit of

social justice has to arrange compromises with powerful govern-

ments, and in the last resort it does this in such a way that extreme

democracy ends at last with tyrants and Caesarism.

For peoples in our stage of civilization the immediate concern

is the hope that great statesmen, who are capable of governing and

elevating their states, will at the same time take in hand social

reform, and carry it through with a strong hand but in a peaceful

way. While Hardenburg was making such an attempt Niebuhr

once wrote to him: "You are treading the treacherous path along

which you will be attacked by both reaction and revolutionary

radicalism." To be sure, every such path of social reform is

threatened in this way. The greater the merit if it leads to the

goal. It may come about without violence, never without strength

and boldness. The strength may today be gained by popularity

and democratic tendencies, but more probably among us Germans

by attachment to the great traditions of the monarchy.

252. THE TOTAL SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. THE PRESENT SITUATION

Having thus outlined in general the relation between class

dominance and constitutional development, it remains briefly to

characterize the whole course of social development, and to glance

at present struggles and their probable consequences:

a) As to the first, we have the sociaHstic optimistic hope for

the disappearance of all class antitheses over against the pessi-
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mistic theory which finds in history only a progressive intensi-

fication of class contrasts, The socialistic idea presupposes a

disappearance of all divisions of labor and occupation, of all differ-

ences of race, talents, capabilities, of aboHtion of city and country, a

wiping out of all the more highly endowed as well as the disappear-

ance of all raw and minor forces, with, so far as possible, a future

breeding system which will produce wholly like human beings of a

mediocre type. We cannot see where the progress would come in

here, and still less how and through what sort of causes and insti-

tutions we could ever come to such a condition.

On the other hand there is no historical confirmation of the

idea of a constantly increasing diversity of classes. If the contrary

were the case, the lower classes in modern states would have to be

on the level of the Australians or the Fuegians. Members of the

same folk, of the same family of peoples, always react upon one

another by mixture of blood, language, by other spiritual and

physical contacts, and by imitation. Much as individuals and

whole classes occasionally rise and assert themselves as an aris-

tocracy, presently there is always a rise of the middle and lower

classes, a process of equalization. The two tendencies sometimes

make themselves felt simultaneously, but as a rule one follows the

other, at least at the highest power of each. Each is the necessary

consequence of psychological and societary causes. More than

that, we may assert that beyond a certain degree of separation the

chasm between higher and lower classes cannot go, unless a suicidal

war of classes is to follow. The progress of mankind, in powers of

mind and heart, in well-being and in technique, in law and morality,

necessarily involves the participation of the lower classes, of the

more advanced peoples, in this progress. It is merely a question

how great the progress is, how extensive the differentiation of

classes meanwhile becomes. The equalization must inevitably

come. In all this, history seems to furnish the answer to the

question whether class contrasts are growing more or less extreme.

The older states which grew great by conquest had their systems of

caste and slavery, their prohibitions of marriage between classes,

their sharp legal discrimination of classes, their heredity of occupa-

tions, their human sacrifices, their savage lack of sympathy. These
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were class differences much greater than those known in the ancient

civilized states, and the latter in their turn had greater antitheses

than modern states. We have nowhere such a class dominance of

the rich as prevailed in Greece and Rome. We have also no such

mobocracy as occasionally broke out there. We have no such

disappearance of the middle class as then occurred, because as

heirs of the Greco-Roman civilization we have a legal system on a

much higher plane, with much more independent, secure civic

authorities, even in (§i) the republics. In the civilized states of

today we have more homogeneous race relationships, more equal

cultural and moral relationships, in spite of all the new contrasts.

Nowhere today do the great landed proprietors or the capitalists

control as in ancient times, nowhere is the labor class so dis-

franchised, so debased, as were the ancient slaves, so depraved and

politically incapable as the city rabble of those eras, so full of the

lust of blood and of plunder as the mercenaries of ancient times.

On the whole, the causes of these facts are simple. The spiritual

and moral advances have, in the course of history, spread them-

selves more and more to all classes. The more enlightened reli-

gious systems—in Europe, Christianity—until a short time ago

controlled the entire peoples somewhat equally. The aggregate

welfare has so increased that the greater wealth of the upper classes

still leaves room for a better standard of Hfe for the lower. All

law, all pohtical and economic institutions are humanized. They

have eliminated the pitiless severity of the older social conditions.

The legal equality, the free choice of occupation, the freedom of

settlement, the freedom of marriage, have combined to permit

contrasts, possibilities of progress, crossings of blood, which were

formerly out of the questign. If ancient civilizations ended with

world-languages, world-commerce today has produced a unity of

spiritual and material life which is socializing; it has called into

being the beginnings of a legal system for the world, the rapid

imitation of all social progress by one folk after another, as for

instance the abolition of slavery, laws for the protection of labor,

etc. Such results were inconceivable two or three hundred years ago.

The most important matter after all is always, on the one hand,

the change in the world of spiritual energies, of education of ideas,
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which is on the one hand of course dependent upon certain material

preconditions, but is not given with them in particular; and on the

other hand the changes in the entire political, social, and economic

institutions. A few additional words must be said on these subjects.

The higher the culture the more does individualism also grow;

that is, the desire for gain, egoism. Yet at the same time all the

higher feelings are developed: sympathy, pity, fellow-feeling with

others not relatives, with fellow-craftsmen, love of country, sense

of social obligation. The more dense the population the more do

people learn to have consideration for one another. The wants,

the customs, the habits, the forms of intercourse become more

and more alike. As everyone uses the form Sie in addressing

everybody else, so it is often difficult to distinguish the clothing of

the millionaire from that of the laborer. The increasing ratio of

urban life intensifies the pressure for equality, and the idea of

equality, increasing political freedom, causes increase of responsi-

bility. With increasing division of labor there always comes

again the feeling of solidarity. Increasing insight into the inter-

dependences of society makes people more considerate. More than

all, however, the process of social education, as it has been shaped by

the higher civilization, has a profound influence upon social struc-

ture. So long as parental education is the only type, or instruction

by teachers is paid for by the parents, progress remains in the

narrowest group of the aristocracy. It advances only in the family

which is already on a high plane. Wherever there is a school sys-

tem the situation is different. The greatest social reformer of

antiquity, Solon, after he had abolished slavery for debt and had

raised the social status of the trades, proceeded to make the aristo-

cratic schools and the places for gymnastic exercises accessible to

the larger part of the folk. A democratic school reform should

be the capstone of social reform. The most far-sighted of present

English civil officers in India, who have learned that every direct

assault upon the caste system is impossible, are expressing of late

the confident hope that the spread of the school system will destroy

caste within a relatively near future. It is clear that only a

universal societary organization of instruction for all makes possible

a certain freedom in choice of occupation, offers the possibility of
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bringing the talented pupils of the lower schools into the higher, and

abolishes the most extreme social antitheses which caused the most

evident dependence. We mean such an organization as was present

in the germ in the Christian church, such as came into existence

for the upper classes in the Middle Ages, such as the Reformers

tried to get for all the folk, such as the most progressive govern-

ments, particularly of the German, have encouraged in the last

hundred years. The decadence of the English proletariat in the

first half of the nineteenth century rested solely upon total neglect

of the civic duty of maintaining schools. Robert Owen pointed

out that schools for the children of laborers were the center of

gravity of social reform. Not the school alone, but still the school

essentially, and in combination with the other means and institu-

tions of physical, mental, and moral training, controls the future

of our lower classes. The more our whole system of culture and

instruction is detached from the family, the more it takes shape as a

great independent organization in the hands of the state, of the

parishes, of the corporations, of the unions, the more the public

schools are supplemented by the continuation schools, the trade

schools, the arts and craft schools for both laborers and masters,

and the whole middle class, the more will the intellectual bonds

of the community increase, the more will counterweights be

created for the unfortunate hereditary class influences. If an

extensive system of church and private schools is admitted, the

whole institution will be less a unit than where the state more or

less exclusively controls the schools.

Accordingly, as democratic optimists, we may already believe

and assert that all hereditary transmission of the higher qualities

falls into the background as compared with the influences of

education. Already there has been developed in modem popula-

tion that remarkable flexibility of all physical and spiritual quali-

ties which makes it possible to make anything whatever out of a

given individual. It is at all events certain that school, press,

theater, public opinion, exert upon the whole population more

and more a unifying, leveling influence. A spiritual fluid has

been created which makes its way into all the pores and to a certain

extent democratizes society. Of late the population of regions
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settled by European colonists has been most efifectively leveled

where there is neither European aristocracy nor European prole-

tariat, where there is a general folk-culture, but not yet a general

school training of a high grade, where a selection of sturdy immi-

grants constitutes a very extensive average of the whole popula-

tion. In this situation we meet an entirely leveled democratic

society, in spite of much greater extremes of wealth than in Europe.

Switzerland also, in connection with its system of education, shows

similar traits.

While, as we have seen in the foregoing paragraphs, the stater

controlled school system and the entire legal and constitutional

order are the chief leverages for social progress, we must none the

less consider all the economic, and especially the social, institutions

in the strict sense. It is indeed the fundamental idea of our entire

outline that it is the social institutions which, while in constant course

of improvement, while becoming more and more ethical, set certain

limits to the natural play of the acquisitive forces; to the greed of the

strong and the rich, and to the growing economic diferences of income

and their causes. We have shown above (I, pp. 65-66) that all

progress must to be sure be accompanied by conflict; that the

price of progress is the destruction of too weak and imperfect

individuals and social groups; that, however, both in interna-

tional and in national conflicts, the peaceful order is gaining; that

the forms and means of conflict are undergoing constant limita-

tions

We have only to reckon with centuries in order to see, for

example, how the Egypto-Attic usury legislation, transported by

Caesar to Rome, dominated the entire Middle Ages. After the

brief period of suppression between 1850 and 1880 it has reappeared

and bids fair to grip the whole of our private law. In connection

with protection of small peasants we must remember that there was

something of the sort in the prosperous period of ancient Greece and

Rome, that it was taken up again by the later emperors, that after-

ward the church and the agrarian societies made experiments with

it, that monarchy, gathering strength from the sixteenth to the

eighteenth centuries, if not everywhere, at least in many cases,

administered it, that in the nineteenth century reforms of agrarian
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laws were undertaken from 1807-50, in Ireland the tenant laws

from 1870, while the American homestead laws and certain

colonial imitations had the same aims and effects. Is it necessary

to cite again the guild laws, and the regulations of domestic indus-

tries which for centuries protected, elevated, and educated the

small producers ? Or shall we rehearse the facts of how the educa-

tion of the modern laborer rests upon his right of association, his

trade unions and boards of arbitration, his societies, his insurance

laws, his labor clearing-houses, as well as upon the laws protecting

labor and the new collective bargains, finally upon his political

organization, which has been made a possibility by modern legal

changes ? Shall we repeat what we said above about the growing

restrictions of utterly free economic action, about the increase of

local and state officials, about the altered legal organization of

private enterprises ? As we have tried to show, the great business

enterprise, in the form of a mutual society, is becoming more and

more a half-public institution, controlled by economic and civic

organs and by publicity.

Are not these all deeply penetrating changes of our social insti-

tutions, all of which work to the end of restricting brutal class

conflicts, of elevating the weak, of limiting the dominance of the

strong, of preventing the middle class from sinking as easily as

formerly? Never in earlier times has the condition of the lower

classes been looked into as in the nineteenth century; never has

publicity so concerned itself with the improvement of the conditions

of the lower classes as in the nineteenth century; never were their

political influence and their power as great, although other eras in

small republics had much more democratic constitutions.

It does not certainly follow of necessity from the institutions and

spiritual movements so pictured that all the abuses of the present

are overcome. In every particular folk it also depends at the

same time upon how rapidly population increases, on ability to

employ the growing population at home or in colonies or by supply-

ing foreign markets, on the constancy of technical progress and

the consequent lightening of the task of support. More than all,

too, it depends upon whether the power of the single state in the

family of states is on the increase or decrease, whether its consti-
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tution operates well, whether the domestic conflicts make the

country so weak that it is going backward or is even becoming the

prey of foreign conquerors, whether social conciliation is suc-

ceeding, whether its great statesmen and party leaders are of the

kind that are able to control the passions of the day.

h) This leads us to the second of the questions proposed, viz.,

to the question of the existing social tensions and conflicts. It is

impossible to give a decisive answer, either for a single country or

for our whole civilized world. Still we may mention certain proba-

bilities, particularly with reference to the struggle of the proletariat,

of the Social Democracy, with the upper classes, especially the entre-

preneurs, then also with the existing governments, at least as to the

probabilities in decades immediately ahead.

Many people today regard the existence of the Social Democratic

party as a misfortune and an aberration. They would regard its

victory as a relapse into barbarism. They could not have the

social democracy, with its press and organization suppressed too

soon. They would have universal suffrage abolished, and they

would have a government of sharpers, of great capitalists, and land-

holders. Every brutal revolution might today, with us as else-

where, produce such a reaction. It might also very easily destroy

our national prosperity. Without provocative revolution from

below, such a reaction would be a stupid and vicious experiment in

a country of compulsory school attendance, and of universal military

duty, in a state which for nearly forty years has had universal

suffrage. The idea that all political and occupational organization

of laborers is an evil overlooks the fact that the only way to make

classes rising from a lower condition reasonable is to give them a

chance to have leaders of their own organizations, whom they learn

to obey. These leaders will treat with the civic power, and later,

if not at once, with the other classes. There is only one choice.

We have either to crush the laborers down to the level of slaves,

which is impossible, or we must recognize their equal rights as

citizens, we must improve their mental and technical training, we
must permit them to organize, we must concede to them the influ-

ence which they need in order to protect their interests. We may
not forget that this organization of the laborers alone could so
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emphatically remind rulers and property owners of their social

duties that a serious social reform would be undertaken. In the

day of the dance around the Golden Calf, the voices of science,

of the church, of humanity would be much too weak. The self-

conscious organization of the labor class in itself is the expression of

the historical fact that humanity has reached a unique level of

civilization. On this level the lower classes can no longer be made
the passive footstool of the higher. They will be a self-conscious,

active member of the entire organization.

Thank God, the voices of the reactionary Hotspurs are growing

less frequent. We hear less often the indignant words of the

party of revolution. Great statesmen like Bismarck and all calm

observers have long spoken of the germ of truth in the social

democratic demands. Other states, especially with stronger

democratic factors in their constitutions, began years ago to make
compromises with the labor organizations, and have even made
representatives of labor members of the administration.

A part of those who demand the same for Germany are con-

fident in prophesjdng success on the ground of the change which

has already taken place within the Social Democratic party.

Since the issue of the Communist Manifesto in 1848 both the

views of the leaders and the party itself have changed in the

direction of moderation. In Germany the party seemed to have

adopted the Marxian principles in 1891, yet only a short time ago

(1895) Engels withdrew the bloody revolutionary idea. Its scien-

tifically trained leaders are inclined more or less to abandon the

theory of progressive misery, the socialistic crisis theory, the theory

of increasing accumulation of capital in the hands of a few. Marx's

third volume (1894) had the most to do with revealing the fan-

tastic element in the surplus-value theory. The energetic struggle

for political power, i.e., in the first place for more votes in parlia-

ment and parish, is really in itself an abandonment of the program

of revolution. It is a passage to the legal ground of the modern

state.

But every such reconstructing process must be gradual. At

first the old extreme, passionate leaders still control, and they try

to inflame the masses for revolution and destruction of the existing
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social order, although they see that a street revolt would merely

promote reaction, that it would cause misery and distress among

the laborers, and although they know that the laborers would today

be incapable of taking the control of production into their own

hands. Here is the danger of the extreme radical movement. It

is a question whether the reins would not quickly sHp from the

hands of a Bebel and a Singer and pass over to more radical

associates. Catastrophes and bloody conflicts are thus certainly

not out of the question, especially if, at the decisive hour, weak

statesmen should be at the head. But such catastrophes may also

be averted if, instead of pursuing a policy of violent suppression, the

ideal of social peace is honorably maintained, and if there is pro-

gressive promotion of the economic, intellectual, and moral ele-

vation of the laboring class, without external intervention with the

Social Democratic party, and if thus the way is made easy for the

reasonable politicians in the party to get the victory over the

demagogues. Under such circumstances blind hatred against all

the other classes and all civic authority will gradually disappear.

At the same time the false poHtical ideals which still dominate the

Social Democracy will be so far modified that the laborers will be

capable of co-operating with the other classes and with the govern-

ment.

The policy and the tactics, not of all the laborers, but of the

extreme radicals, rest, as has always been the case throughout

history, upon the psychological fact that their thinking and action

were governed more by emotion than by understanding, more

by rationalism than by real knowledge of the world. All the

extreme radical parties have certain tracts of juvenility (Rohmer-

Bluntschli). They regard themselves as the "good" people, all

the other classes and parties as "bad." .... The laborers are not

immediately capable even of understanding the viewpoint of the

upper classes and of the government. In their zeal for the victory

of the proletariat they cannot understand that to gain their ends

permanently all parties and classes must confine themselves to

certain practicable aims, while all the areas within the sphere of

society must be treated for the time being as, so to speak, a sphere

of the truce of God. The historical truth that every advanced stage
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of civilization rests upon a mixture and a reconciliation of hetero-

geneous institutions, e.g., of democratic and aristocratic, of repub-

lican and monarchical, is byond their ken. They exaggerate into

caricature the quite legitimate democratic tendency of the time, and

the result of such exaggeration, if not counteracted, would be

retrogressive by thousands of years.

The democratic idea of equality as produced by Christianity,

as formulated by the enlightenment of the eighteenth century,

caused most states to give up the privileges of classes and strata,

and to substitute equality of rights and of taxation, with some

sort of participation in self-government by the folk. The wide

extension of the suffrage in England, France, Germany, and else-

where may be regarded in certain particulars as mistaken or pre-

mature. In principle no one acquainted with history can discredit

these changes. They were necessary and salutary to protect us

against conspiracies and surprises, to give the entire folk political

education, and to end ancient class abuses. But the tolerable

degree of these tendencies varies. The ratio must be in proportion

to the cultural condition of the lower classes, to the services of

the upper classes, and to the varying needs of a strong and firm

government.

In particular, however, there are certain extreme democratic

arrangements which are wholesome in small parishes or cantons,

but can be only harmful in great states. Hence it was not illogical

for certain radicals, such as Owen and Fourier, to demand that all

the great states should be resolved into small local communities.

They merely forgot that the demand would amount to destruction

of all higher culture and all national independence. Those social-

ists who want to retain the great state are mostly in the dark

about the preconditions of its existence, about the international

struggles which threaten it, about the internal structure of force

which it presupposes, they think it is compatible with a con-

stitution suitable for a trade union of 50 to 100 members. Direct

legislation by the whole folk (obligatory referendimi), the impera-

tive mandate in case of members of the lower house, which compels

them to vote, not in accordance with their inside knowledge and

conviction, but as their constituents direct, the uni-cameral system,
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annual elections, the one-man-one-vote system in all elections, the

decision about peace and war by the whole folk—these are the

extreme democratic demands, which rest upon the idea of popular

sovereignty, and which would transfer great decisions from govern-

ment to folk. They start from the false conception that the lower

classes are conspicuous for wisdom and virtue, that the aggregate

of their votes would represent all the insight there is. This entirely

ignores the fact that all decisions of masses are the resultant more

of emotion than of intelligence, that the arithmetical summation

of all the votes of a society consisting of different cultural strata

always reduces the result to the vulgar needs, judgments, and

ideas which are common to all, that even in the case of the people

of culture and character, understanding declines in the degree in

which they give their votes under the excitement of mass meetings.

It is for this reason that for hundreds of years in all the great

civilized states the final decisions upon important matters have

been intrusted to a single man or to a small body of men, or to

senates and lower houses of from 200 to 600 members. The ancient

republics perished in the attempt at government by the whole folk.

The greatest political progress meanwhile—government by means

of ministers and parliaments—would be nullified by the above-

mentioned democratic demands.

The like is true of the demand for annual elections of all civil

ofiicials and judges and for abolition of standing armies

The reasonable socialism and radicalism of most recent times,

like, for instance, that of the English Fabians, has accordingly

already pronounced all these democratic demands archaic and

fallacious. For four years the English trade unions have more and

more given over the conduct of their affairs to a labor aristocracy

and to a body of labor officials. This is practically the case more

and more in Germany. The power of the leaders in the Social

Democracy is growing daily. Nowhere is faith in authority more

necessary than here. A saint-worship toward departed leaders is

developing, but in all this a long process is under way, a process of

political education. This process should prepare the laborers as far

as possible for self-government. They should not be hindered in this

process by vicious exclusion from political rights and responsibilities.
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In the modern state the issue is whether the laborer shall be

treated in every respect justly, fairly, objectively; whether he

shall be expected to sacrifice his behef , to be a traitor to his leaders,

to resign his present rights. On the other hand it is in order today

for the upper classes, whatever the provocation, whatever the

particular excesses which the lower classes may commit, to remain

calm, instead of yielding either to anxiety or to passion. More
than all it is in point that all officials and courts should be warned

against partisanship in favor of the capitalistic classes. A genera-

tion of administration in this spirit would certainly go far toward

solving the social question.

Then of course in the great questions of political constitutions

and of economic organization the issue is whether the correct

mean may be observed between the concessions which are made
to the laborers and the energetic defense of existing property, of the

present civic constitution, of the influence which the higher culture

and great civic traditions must have, of the organization of power,

on which the German Empire rests. If this mean is possible, the

goal of conciliation may be reached more easily than in any other

state, without revolution but along the path of gradual, moderate

reform. In western Europe and in the United States the civil

government has less power, or at any rate it has sufficient power

only by approach to a dictatorship of a popular statesman, a

president

With us the Social Democrats themselves could rule only

through a dictator Upon the tradition of the monarchy

rest all our great institutions—constitution, army, civil service,

protection of the peasants, etc.—and if in recent times it has often

looked as though the monarchical and bureaucratic traditions had

set themselves against social reform, as though they were per-

manently committed to an alliance with great landholders and

capitahsts, this was rather a consequence of a constitutional con-

sideration of the majority in the Reichstag and Landtag than deep

conviction, and it was also a consequence of the fact that up to

the present time the Social Democracy completely neglected the

specifically national demands which were proposed in the interest

of the power of the state and of the nation.
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All this may be modified. It does not exclude an alliance

between monarchy and the laborers in Germany. Even today we

may say that the monarchy with its organs and the labor world

present the most vital political forces in Germany. In comparison

with them the old parties and the other classes have the majority, to

be sure, but they also constitute the sated and passive elements of

public Ufe. Whoever believes that the strongest powers in a state

assert themselves will not make a mistake in this prophecy: As

in the days of the Stein-Hardenberg leadership, and in 1848-50

1859-62, 1867-75, liberalism combined for reforms with the German

bureaucratic and military monarchy, the like will occur with

sociahsm. In the German folk-thrift of the future there would

then occur further reconstructions in the spirit of social reform

in the interest of the laborers

This would merely amount to a fulfihnent of the most general

historical law, viz., that great opposing poUtical energies within the

same state always at last find the point of union and of co-operation.

This would substantiate a remark of Kaiser Wilhelm II at the

beginning of his reign, that the Prussian state, because it has the

most fixed monarchical constitution and administration is also

capable of most boldly undertaking social reform.
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The Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Sociological

Society

The ninth annual meeting of the American Sociological Society,

which was held in Princeton, New Jersey, December 28-31, 1914, was in

every way the most successful and satisfactory meeting in the history of

the Society. All of the sessions were held in the buildings of Princeton

University. The evening sessions were given over to the enjoyment of

the many Princeton hospitalities, thus furnishing opportunities for

becoming acquainted with the people of Princeton and also with the

visiting members of the other organizations meeting at the same time and

place, viz., the American Economic and the American Statistical associa-

tions. An advantage in meeting away from many counter-attractions,

such as are offered by a great city, is the close association into which the

members of the different societies are thrown. The Princeton meeting

gave abundant opportunity for making new acquaintances, renewing

friendships, and talking upon mutually interesting subjects. Perhaps

these informal features of our gatherings are as valuable as the formal

sessions.

It seemed to be generally agreed that the plan employed by recent

presidents in grouping the papers for all sessions around one central

topic was most satisfactory. The Executive Conmiittee agreed that

of the suggestions made by President Ross for the topic of the next

meeting, the most timely subject was "War and Militarism in Their

Sociological Aspects."

The session on the "Freedom of the Press" was especially inter-

esting because of the part taken by practical newspaper men. The

Papers and Proceedings will be a valuable contribution to sociological

literature.

At the business meeting the secretary-treasurer reported the excellent

financial condition of the Society and an increasing membership.

It was decided to co-operate with the other social science societies

in the preparation of a program at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in

San Francisco, to be presented in the week beginning August 9. This

will be a special meeting of the Society. The next regular meeting of

the Society will be held as usual during the Christmas holidays, 19 15, in

532
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the Central West, perhaps at Indianapolis. Definite announcement of

the place will be made later.

The committee appointed at the Minneapolis meeting (Charles R.

Henderson, chairman) to study the standardizing of researches and

investigations made a preliminary report suggesting a permanent com-

mittee to work with other similar social science organizations, (i) to

formulate a general plan
; (2) to stand ready to advise with organizations

and individuals undertaking investigations.

The Joint Committee on Academic Freedom, representing, in addi-

tion to the American Sociological Society, also the American Political

Science and the American Economic associations (E. R. A. Seligman,

chairman), made a preliminary report. This report will be printed in

full in the volume of Papers and Proceedings, Vol, IX.

The Committee on Photographs of Sociologists (A. W. Small, chair-

man) reported the price for furnishing such pictures in quantities. The
Executive Committee will select thepersonswhose photographs are desired.

The Committee on Teaching of Sociology in the Normal Schools

(John M. Gillette, chairman) made a report on its work. This report

will appear in the annual volume of Papers and Proceedings.

Steps were taken to co-operate with the American Economic and

American Statistical associations in securing more adequate and satis-

factory government statistics.

For the year 19 15 the following officers were elected:

President

Edward A. Ross, University of Wisconsin

First Vice-President

George E. Vincent, University of Minnesota

Second Vice-President

George E. Howard, University of Nebraska

Secretary-Treasurer

Scott E. W. Bedford, University of Chicago

Executive Committee

J. E. Hagerty, Ohio State University

James Q. Dealey, Brown University

Edward T. Devine, Columbia University

John M. Gillette, University of North Dakota
Edward C. Hayes, University of Illinois

Howard B. Woolston, College of the City of New York

The two latter are new members of the Executive Committee.
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Socialism—Promise or Menace ? By Morris Hillquit and John
A.Ryan. New York: Macmillan, 1914. $1.25.

This is probably the best statement of the Socialism of the Socialist

parties yet made. Its success is due to obvious causes, in particular to

the new method followed and the exceptional equipment and position of

its two authors. It is a debate without being in any sense merely con-

tentious—unless we except the chapters on morality and religion. These,

fortunately, constitute less than a third of the book and are irrelevant

to the main issue. In themselves they are decidedly worth while, but

are altogether inferior to the rest of the book. For in these chapters

Dr. Ryan forsook his declared resolution not to drag in the Catholic

church, and makes certain of its doctrines his basic assumptions, which

to the non-Catholic reader gives Hillquit an advantage which he is not

slow to seize. So that the lawyer seems decidedly to have the best of

the theologian in the latter's chosen field, whereas in the discussion of

economic and social questions no disparity is to be noted. On the con-

trary, the fact that the powers of the two disputants seem about equal

is one of the leading virtues of the volume.

Dr. Ryan is not only one of our most able economists, but he is also

thoroughly radical and democratic. And finally he is wedded to no

theory, but advocates every reform that seems practicable in the near

future, no matter how far it may go. As to Hillquit, the educated public

does not take him at his full value, regarding him only as the political

leader of a party. But he is more, for his Socialism Summed Up was the

best statement of modern SociaUsm before the present volume. In

theory he is entirely free of dogmatism, though the very key to his thought

is a dogmatism of party. His authorities are the national and inter-

national Socialist congresses, not Karl Marx. From these he does not

depart; but that is precisely his value. He gives us, not Hillquit, but

the Socialist movement, and his complete freedom from theoretical

dogma makes him far more reliable than any other authority. More-

over, he has this added advantage over Bernstein and others, that he

represents a national movement which as a whole has not yet become

individualized by practical politics. He holds strong nationalistic views,

534
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as we see on p. 92 of the present volume. " Sometimes as against other

nations," he says, "the economic interests of each nation are harmonious

and entire," and since the present war he has even more strongly empha-

sized national economic struggles as interfering with the international

class-struggle. American Socialists, in view of American hostility to

Asiatics, may soon become nationalistic like the rest; but at present

they are nearest to holding the international view. And Hillquit is

therefore probably better fitted than any living Socialist for his present

task.

The reader may at first doubt whether there is any real issue between

the two authors. For Hillquit and Ryan meet on the common ground

of Bernstein whom Hillquit describes as "a militant Socialist" and Ryan

accepts as professing a Socialism which " does not differ appreciably from

the programme of the advanced social reformer." We do, however, find

two very sharp issues as the final result of the debate. Ryan states

repeatedly that his social reform program is merely introductory to a

period "when the working-class is in a position to secure an ever-

increasing share of the national product, up to the limit of industrial

resources and social well-being" (p. 46), while Hillquit insists at the end,

as at the beginning, that Ryan "struggles vainly for a logical halting-

place for his reforms," which would suggest that this point is essential

to Hillquit's way of presenting the Socialist case. For Hillquit either

abandons or very weakly defends all merely theoretical points. For

example, he says that " the class-struggle " is that conflict in which "every

wage-earner is already engaged" (p. 124), which allows Ryan to make
the crushing rejoinder that "the antagonism between the buyers and

sellers of labour power no more implies a struggle for the overthrow of

the wage system than the similar antagonism between the buyers and

sellers of goods means a contest to abolish the system of economic

exchange" (p. 135). Indeed Ryan very fairly sums up Hillquit's

"Marxism" in the two following harmless propositions, admitted by

Ryan and most other observers, that "the working-classes are advan-

cing less rapidly than the capitalists" and that "the middle classes are

becoming salary-receivers" (p. 141).

So, given the lack of a sufficient theoretical dijfference, Hillquit must

find in Ryan a tendency to seek a "terminal" for his reforms. This he

discovers in Ryan's statement—almost identical with Roosevelt's, by
the way—that "until the majority of the wage-earners have become

owners, at least in part, of the tools with which they work, the system of

private capital will remain essentially unstable" (p. 233). Hillquit
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wishes to know why the qualifications underlined are needed. Here at

last is a point at which Ryan reaches a stopping-place in his process of

radical but non-Socialist reform. This accusation, however, would seem

to be sufficiently answered by Ryan in the statement above quoted that

the wage-earners are to have "an ever-increasing share of the national

product." And if this is a sufficient answer, Hillquit has lost the debate.

For the point is crucial in his argument, since he definitely states that

non-Socialist reforms are "mere makeshifts, useful but temporary"

(P- 43)-

This brings us to the second issue. After pointing out Ryan's

"stopping-place," Hillquit proceeds to attack it on purely moral and

theoretical grounds—abandoning completely the "economic interpreta-

tion of history" to which he had devoted the larger part of a chapter

and upon which he professes to base his argument. To establish a

system favoring a majority of the wage-earners only, Hillquit says,

would "have no justification in logic or morals." It might seem from

this that Hillquit could find no economic grounds for predicting that

such a society, based on a majority composed in large part of a somewhat

privileged working-class, would not prove stable.

And this affords Ryan his greatest opportunity. He concludes that

Socialists "expect a mere socio-industrial mechanism to create in the

human heart sentiments of honour, altruism, and public recognition

infinitely greater than anything that is presented by experience," and

that the basis of this expectation is not any body of economic fact but

"simple and unreasoning faith" (p. 252).

Ryan thus points to Hillquit as an impractical moralist. But he

does not care to make a definite statement of his own moral position.

A stable society resting upon a privileged majority is evidently neither

just nor democratic. And here is the one vital defect of the book.

Having brought us—by their highly profitable and illuminating dis-

cussion—to this most interesting point, neither author gives us the

faintest suggestion how we are to proceed, on what economic or social

forces we ought to rely. For Hillquit has approximately the same

halting-place. He is for the rule of the majority and, after the skilled

laborers have become a part of a privileged majority, what is to pre-

vent his coUectivist democracy from becoming stable at that point in

its development?

But after all, we cannot hold our authors responsible for the defi-

ciencies of the movements they represent, and they do show us in a won-

derfully clear, condensed, and satisfactory manner the position both of
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the Socialists and of the radical Progressives at the present time. It is

evident that neither of these movements—vastly important as they are

destined to become—has much vision in its present shape.

William English Walling
Cedarhurst, Long Island, N.Y.

Hauptjragen der modernen KuUur. By Emil Hammacher. Leip-

zig and Berlin: Teubner, 1914. Pp. iv+351. M, 10.

The first part of this somewhat massive book is devoted to a historical

and logical introduction which traces first the development of the prob-

lems of our contemporary culture, and describes, secondly, the logical

methods which are applicable in attempting their solution.

In this foreword the author counsels his readers who are not philo-

sophically inclined to pass at once from the first to the seventh chapter.

Following this counsel we may note the content of the first chapter,

which undertakes a very general statement of the problems of contem-

porary civilization, and his seventh chapter, which discusses the antago-

nism between rationalism and life.

In the ensuing five chapters which constitute the substantial portion

of his second part, Hammacher gives us his Kritik der modernen KuUur:

(i) the nature and function of law and of the state, chap, viii; (2) the

theoretical foundations of social democracy and the transition from a

state resting on classes to a state organized by functions or occupations,

chap. Ix; (3) the ethical significance of capitalism and socialism and some

of the implications therein involved as exhibited by the programs of the

German political parties, chap, x; (4) the woman question, die Frauen-

frage: "Is woman a metaphysical something differing from man, or is

there only a relative difference, is womanhood [Weiblichkeit] a category

or merely an abstract general concept?" (p. 195), chap, xi; (5) the sex

question, chap. xii. The woman question and the sex question each

have both an economic and a spiritual aspect (p. 205).

So far the reader may come without the aid of philosophical equip-

ment, but if he would travel beyond he must now return and master

chaps, ii-vi, inclusive, which he may have provisionally omitted. The

further problems now discussed require the knowledge of a philosophical

terminology and context.

Resuming now the numerical notation of the problems of our modern

civilization we may note (6) the religious crisis, chap. xiii. The up-

heavals of our heretofore established beliefs require a re-examination of
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scientific method and renewed foundations of thought-processes for ade-

quately grounding our conceptions of religious faith and practice.

In consequence of the triumphs of capitalism and the new produc-

tivity which our modern economy has made possible, together with that

increasing specialization which tends to submerge all thought of the

world as a whole, and the failure of that sense of human solidarity which

the cosmopolitan liberalism of the late eighteenth century had promised,

the world-economy of our time threatens to be followed by a world-

wide war.

Religion, that former bond of human society, as Hammacher argues,

no longer retains its former force. Rationalism has become practical

and has demonstrated the rush and unrest of modern life. The masses

have become individualistic. The era (Zeitalter) of the rule of the masses

and of public opinion has begun. Henceforth must be found new stand-

ards for the measure of value, new standards for determining the worth

of life, new foundations for social values or social valuations.

Experience has discredited belief alike in the voice of the crowd

(Volkstimme), and in the individual opinion. The very largeness of the

number of participants in democracy makes possible the role of leader-

ship, and how shall the leadership of the best be secured? Only by

idealism. With whom does the truth lie? With the socialist or the

individualist ? Or does it lie partly with both ? Against the socialists,

Hammacher insists that property must remain the basis of personal free-

dom. On the other hand, the limitations of personal freedom must be

found in religion which alone can set bounds to egoism.

We have next (7) the nature of Christianity and the Christian church,

chap. xiv. "Christianity receives effective expression in mysticism"

(p. 230). Catholicism and Protestantism are historical developments

reconcilable in mysticism. Then follows (8) a contrast between the

religion of positivism, Comte's religion of humanity, and monism,

Nietzsche, and the new paganism; the future of religion, chap. xv. The

prerequisite to the successful reading and appreciation of this chapter is

chap, vi, in which the foundations of mysticism are analyzed as bases for

recognizing the possibility and actuality of religion. Hammacher, who

considers himself a neo-Hegelian, regards the leadership of society by

science as impossible because "the natural sciences have mastered only

half the world and their methods cannot be brought over into the sciences

of the spirit \Geisteswissenschaften]" (p. 247).

Finally, (9) come observations on art, chap. xvi. There is no art

question, in the sense in which there is a social, a political, or a religious
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question. But the inquiry respecting the fundamental aesthetic prin-

ciple possesses many-sided correlations.

"Modern society," says Hammacher, near the conclusion of his

study, "is favorable to mediocrity, so far as accumulated traditions and

the influence of the masses on political life and its agencies do not make

claims upon it; otherwise modern life is, thanks to the growing com-

plexity of existence and all its problems, favorable to men of talent, but

it is inimical to men of genius"(p. 295).

Isaac Loos
State University of Iowa

Le Socialisme et VEvolution de VAngleterre contemporaine. By
Edouard Guyot. Paris: Felix Alcan, 1914.

The purpose of M. Guyot is to show the evolution of England in the

direction of democratic collectivism. He draws hope from the recent

history of the country and from the reasonable and practical character

of its Socialism and its Socialists. But his confidence is based chiefly on

the present political transformation through which the country is pass-

ing. We are forced to acknowledge that England is capable of "com-

plete and unexpected transformations" if we contrast "the restlessness

of the present, the intensity of its labor conflicts, the novelty and bold-

ness of its governmental initiative with the traditional prudence, the

taste for the empirical and compromising, the respect for vested

interests," which had hitherto characterized the country.

The author begins with a sketch of the trade unions and the Labor

party, follows this with an equally careful outline of the development of

the present radical policy of the Liberal party, and concludes with analy-

ses of the Socialism of Shaw and Wells, which serve to give some idea of

the probable future development of radicalism and collectivism in

England.

Though in full sympathy with the tendency he writes about, the

French author naturally does not share the peculiarly British illusion

that mere nationalization, as of the railways, would be necessarily a step

in collectivism. "Collective organization" is rather advanced by such

measures as the taxation of unearned income and compulsory arbitra-

tion (p. xv). On the other hand, he is no radical Socialist, but a Fabian,

for he rejects all idea of class-struggle as a means to progress.

Indeed he goes rather far in the other direction when he quaintly

defines Socialism as "the powerful bond which unites man to man and
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group to group." In a word, it is "the total force of evolution." This

phrase marks the author's method. After the most careful, conserva-

tive, and scrupulously exact analysis he rarely fails to indulge in gen-

eralizations of this character—a typical procedure of the British Fabian

school. This school is equally attached to facts and to ideas, to meticu-

lous research and irresponsible speculations—as we see in this book,

when, very properly, it passes from the successful but exceedingly

limited practice of Fabian municipal Socialists and the timid and rela-

tively barren tactics of the trade unions and their political party to the

almost purely literary and thoroughly unscientific speculations of Wells

and Shaw.

Very careful and valuable is the analysis of the ideas of Wells with

which Guyot closes his volume—for Wells's speculations are both typical

of a strong current in British radical thought and are exceedingly stimu-

lating and suggestive. The leading ideas in Wells's position as Guyot

sees them are these: the state has for its function to defend the race

against those who see nothing in life but a succession of pleasures, emo-

tions, and interests, and the function of Socialism is to sketch out a

methodic plan for human effort. This also seems to be Guyot's view.

But Guyot proceeds to rationalize and to humanize Wells's etatisme in

a way that is scarcely justified by the text. He even makes Wells out

to be a pragmatist. It is true that the latter says, in his New Macchia-

velli, that "humanity is engendered in desire and lives in desire," but it

is rather too much to attribute to Wells the idea that "the individual

alone has significance and reality." Undoubtedly Wells has profoundly

moderated his state Socialism at many points, as when he says that only

dead things, only things incapable of choice, will live in absolute obedi-

ence even to the wisest laws. British radicals, however, in a reaction

against sterile individualism have swung to the opposite extreme, which

the French critic cannot or will not see. And Wells, who to some degree

has reacted against this reaction, and attacked the bureaucratic ideal

of Sidney Webb and the Fabian, is still in some measure an anti-

individualist.

Guyot, then, has not altogether assimilated British Radicalism and

Socialism. He has not seen behind or beyond these movements. But

he has completely, or very nearly, caught up with them. He has given

to the French reader a reliable, all-round, and unified view of the recent

political development of Great Britain, with the sole but important

exception that he has neglected to cover the Imperialism and National-

ism of these movements. And he has further provided one more piece
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of evidence, for the students of every country, that there is a general

drift and significance to recent British developments—whatever con-

servatives or skeptics may say to the contrary.

William English Walling
Cedarhurst, Long Island, N.Y.

The Renaissance of Motherhood. By Ellen Key. New York:

Putnam, 19 14. Pp. vii+171.

The author condenses the thoughts of the entire book into the follow-

ing words which appear in the preface:

In this book I have spoken of the social means possible for calling forth a

renaissance of motherhood. I have proposed the study of eugenics; a year

of social service as preparation for motherhood; state pensions for mothers.

.... But the real renaissance must come through an education of the feel-

ings No renaissance is possible before mothers and teachers ....
prepare the girls' hearts for love and motherhood And then will come

indeed the new religion of the new century, the century of the child, now only

a hope in the soul of some dreamers.

Part I: Women and Morals.—In this section the author takes the

stand without question that women have stronger intuitions and weaker

powers of reason than men. Women as a rule have advanced the ethical

evolution, but have occasionally had a retarding effect, as, for example,

when the Icelandic women urged their men to avenge manslaughter by

death rather than to accept fines. Woman's ethical conservatism has

given a training in habits which finally became instincts in regard to

what is right. This thought is met repeatedly throughout the book

and one is led to believe that the author holds to the inheritance not

only of acquired physical characteristics but also of acquired habits of

thought. The feelings of sympathy and therefore morality have

undoubtedly grown out of the family life. Woman has always considered

it "moral" to submit to the social customs of the day even though it

meant that she should be eaten or be compelled to kill her own child.

Woman's chastity has not, as a rule, originated in "woman's nature,"

but has developed because she was considered as property. Neverthe-

less, "Because of her motherhood, woman's sexual nature gradually

became purer than man's." It is now the task of society to eradicate

all traces of the earlier times when women and children were the property

of men and to bring about a perfect equality in the marriage union.
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" Sexual slavery in matrimony, never discountenanced by the church,

intensified in women all the vices which man later called 'woman's

nature.'" A woman could win comfort and support only by pleasing a

man and therefore all her efforts were bent in the direction to please.

Because woman was regarded as property, her morality came to be

judged only by her sexual life, and this accounts for her general lack of

responsibility in business. But women are now coming to insist that

even in the sexual field individual conscience and not traditional ideals

is to determine conduct. "At present we are living in a chaos where

ancient and low instincts, in women as in men, fertilized with new and

high ideas, have given birth to many monstrous forms of life." Out of

this is to arise the new morality which is to have expression in two ways:

one is the individual's right to self-assertion in love, and the other

society's right to limit this self-assertion for the welfare of the race.

" Eugenics will finally become just as deep-rooted an instinct as the duty

to defend the home country against outer foes."

Part II: Motherliness.—It has been natural to sing of the beauty

and power of motherliness and the race has never doubted but that it

could rely on the warmth of motherliness "as for millions of years we
can yet rely on the warmth of the sun." But today the unlooked-for

has happened and there are many women who refuse to become mothers

while others are advocating that the children be cared for entirely out-

side of the home. It is only by regaining this lost motherliness that

woman may hope to reach her highest development. The monotonous

work of the factory, office, or store cannot possibly bring a greater

degree of happiness, freedom, or honor than the broad usefulness of the

home where woman is sovereign.

Part III: Educationfor Motherhood.—The bright pictures which have

been painted will become realized only after some hundreds of years.

"The modern woman's view of motherhood .... is not calculated to

nourish optimism." All "reforms" must fail if not accompanied by

some real betterment of human nature. All plans for community homes

and institutional care of the children are not only destined for failure,

but, "If Satan announced a prize competition for the best means of

increasing hatred on earth, this reform proposition ought to receive first

prize." From the point of view of the new religion, intelligent parent-

hood will as far exceed professional work as justice, mercy, and charity

exceed mint, anise, and cummin. As a part of the reorganized educa-

tional system, girls and boys alike are to receive a year's training in

social service. The age of marriage for women should be raised to
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twenty-one and the year before this given to this social service. This

should be divided into three courses: first, a course in national and

domestic economics; second, a theoretic course in hygiene; and third,

a theoretic course in the physical and psychical duties of a mother before

and after the birth of the child. These courses should be supplemented

by practical training in the care of children. This thorough education,

if it be added to a real awakening to the beauty of motherhood, will

bring about the renaissance and secure for woman her highest develop-

ment.
Raymond Bellamy

Emory and Henry College

Unifying Rural Social Interests. Edited by Henry Israel, Asso-

ciation Press, 1914. i2mo. Pp. 122.

This volume is the product of the papers and discussions which were

presented at the fourth annual session of the Country Church Conference

which was held in November, 19 13. It includes an introduction by

Albert E. Roberts; two papers by Thomas N. Carver, one entitled "The

Department of Agriculture and Country Life," the other, "The United

States Rural Organization Service " ; a paper by A. C. Monahan on " The

Point of Emphasis in the New Rural School Idea"; a paper by G.

Walter Fiske, "The Country Church and the Young Men's Christian

Association"; and one by Kenyon L. Butterfield, "The Place of the

Young Men's Christian Association in the New Rural Awakening."

Each principal paper is followed by discussions from other members of

the conference who were present.

A perusal of the book elicits the fact that there is little divergence

of opinion on the part of the participants relative to the topics discussed.

The introduction indicates that this is a decided departure or develop-

ment, in view of the strong divergencies of the first convention. Could

this seeming unity be transferred to the actual country, much of the

chaos and disorganization which were alluded to as characterizing country

life would be removed.

Since the object of the conference is to produce a unified opinion

about rural affairs, as well as to promote interest and light, it may be

said that these discussions strike agreement on at least three points.

First, the Department of Agriculture of the nation has undergone a

transformation of view relative to its functions, supplementing its his-

toric work of improvement of agricultural processes by that of promot-

ing rural community life in all its essential activities. Second, rural
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education is to be rendered efficient by providing better teachers, better

superintendence, and perhaps above all by the adoption of a better plan

of organization. Third, the county Y.M.C.A. is to act in specific direc-

tions and perform tasks the churches do not, at least, perform, rather

than seek to establish itself as a new and general religious institution;

and to serve as a clearing-house for rural agencies and ideas of community
welfare instead of seeking to make itself a competitive undertaking.

The volume represents a sane, constructive spirit. It will prove

useful and instructive to lay readers generally who are interested in this

field.

John M. Gillette
University of North Dakota

Le Prohleme mondial. (Etudes de politique intemationale.) By
Albert Torres. Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 1913.

Pp. xviii-|-2i2.

This small volume is a study of the problem whether war is necessary.

"The first problem of our civilization is that of ascertaining whether our

spirit has not attained that degree of development where physical con-

flict between nations ought to disappear; whether this abnormal process,

residue of old passions and ancient prejudices, under the impulsive

ascendancy of the crassest motives of primitive men and of the society

of an inferior age, is not contrary to the adaptation of our nature to our

physical and social environment" (p. i).

The fact that the European war has broken out since the publication

of this study does not detract from its importance or timeliness. The
Balkan war was in progress at the time of its publication. But other

events were also transpiring. The Balkan war was being held in bounds

;

new treaties of arbitration were formed. Among the world's statesmen

whom the author names as exponents of peace are: Raymond Poincare,

Sir Edward Grey, William Taft, Woodrow Wilson, and the Emperor

of Germany. "All the world does justice and renders homage to the

peaceful sentiments of the Emperor of Germany and to the efforts em-

ployed by his majesty to assure peace in the world" (p. 17).

The thesis of Torres is, not that there will be no more wars, but that

war is no longer necessary as a basis for the settlement of disputes between

states or nations. In support of this contention he brings to bear a

consideration of the progress of the human spirit since civilization began

and especially the triumphs of peace continuously achieved since the

close of the eighteenth century.
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First Torres states his problem; then he describes briefly the idea

of peace in its evolution. In his review of the masterful contributions

to the idea of peace as a working basis for human society, he catalogues

great pontifiFs like Gregory III and Innocent III, great thinkers of the

pulpit like St. Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, and St. Bernard, great

writers like Dante, Wycliffe, and Erasmus; makers of international law

like Suarez, Grotius, and Pufendorf, the Quaker William Penn; great

philosophers like Kant, and a long list of eighteenth-century Frenchmen.

He extoUs Jeremy Bentham, "whom Bolivar called the legislator of the

world" (p. 49), and alludes to John Stuart Mill's project of an inter-

national court of justice.

To the question whether physical conflict is necessary a negative is

urged on the ground that conflict (la lutte) is not even one of the ends of

life; life is the end of life (cf. pp. i and 55). The idea of war is an

acquired habit, an evil custom that can be set aside; man is not by

instinct warlike. The notion of civilization is itself conventional; its

contents change with human progress. ''The imperialistic law of civi-

lization and the educative and tutelary function of the powers therefore

is a sort of passing command exercised successively by peoples in accord-

ance with the accidents of their evolution" (p. 134). "The formation

of empires is impossible since political authority has been founded on.

the social life, and as the social life has enriched itself from beyond its

own borders. The only great empire of our day, that of England, is a

nominal empire, over an assemblage of free peoples, more free even than

many sovereign nations. English empire will be the ideal of the pacific

organization of humanity; its existence is itself proof of the possibility

of this idea: only the human empire cannot extend itself into the meshes

of a race or a nationality" (pp. 131-32).

The Monroe Doctrine Torres interprets correctly as only at the out-

set a declaration of the independence of the Western from the Eastern

Hemisphere to the effect that the direct source of law in a state on either

side of the sea was law. This doctrine was gradually expanded until

it became equivalent to the assertion of the primacy of the United

States or the hegemony of the United States over all American states.

This expanded doctrine has been happily merged according to our

author by the delegates of the United States at the Hague Conference

into a leadership of American states for securing the peace of the world.

In conclusion this study of international politics urges for the peace

of the world the organization of a permanent congress of the powers

(pp. 209-13).

Isaac Loos
State University of Iowa
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Prestige: A Psychological Study of Social Estimates. By Lewis
Leopold. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1913. Pp. 350.

10^. 6d. net.

This is a book of subtle observation and of keen insight. It is

written in something of the manner of those earlier observers and
commentators upon human behavior of whom Montaigne and La
Rochefoucauld are perhaps the best examples. It is stylistic and clever,

innocent of abstractions, but not always clear, the fruit of much observa-

tion and wide reading.

The wide range which studies of human nature have taken in recent

times has, on the whole, tended to discourage the broad, leisurely,

and philosophic view of human character and conduct characteristic

of the earlier observers. The study of human life has fallen into the

hands of specialists whose minute studies have produced an enormous
amount of brute fact, the interpretation of which, because of the narrow
range of their studies, has too often turned out to be rather barren and
abstract.

The social sciences undoubtedly can still profit from the observation

and study of those men who have retained the habit of looking at life

broadly and who base their knowledge of human nature, not merely

on the fruits of special studies, but upon the casual and intimate observa-

tion of life at first hand. This is, perhaps, the chief merit of the present

volume. It is the work of a scholar but also of an observer, one who has

studied human nature with something of that affectionate interest with

which a naturalist studies bugs.

The thesis of the book is that prestige must be looked upon as a

psychological, rather than as a moral, value. It is something, in short,

that we must study disinterestedly as we would any other object in

nature. The author has attemped to exhibit systematically, in all the

important relations of life, the manner in which the influence of prestige

exercises a subtle and often unperceived influence, especially over our

moral and aesthetic judgments. To the extent, however, that our

judgments of the values of life are subject to this insidious bias, prestige

becomes a force that must be reckoned with.

Among the subjects discussed in this volume are: "Prestige and

Democracy," "Prestige and Love," "Prestige and Religion," "Prestige

and Economic Life," "Prestige and Brute Force," "Prestige and

Intellect," "Prestige and Abnormality." One of the most interesting

chapters in the book is that in which the author describes the inti-

mate relations existing between prestige and prejudice, two forces which
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play so important a part in the racial and class conflicts which have

assumed a prominent place in the modern scene. Interesting, in this

connection, is the author's description of the manner and circum-

stances under which prejudice may be converted into prestige.

The book is valuable for the wealth of acute observation and subtle

suggestion which it contains, as well as for its main purpose of bringing

the subject of prestige into the field of scientific observation and of

making it an object of study.

Robert E. Park
University of Chicago

The Development of Modern Turkey as Measured by Its Press.

By Ahmed Emin, Ph.D. Vol. LIX, No. i, "Columbia

University Studies in History, Economics and Public Law."

New York: Longmans, Green & Co., agents, 1914. Pp. 270.

$1 . 00.

Much has been written about the "power of the press," and there

is, or used to be, a pretty general conviction that the newspaper, unre-

strained in its activities, was vital to the existence of democratic insti-

tutions. Very little has been done as yet, however, either to describe

the nature and function, or to define the character and limits, of the

power and control which the press exercises. This volume, which

is primarily historical, is a contribution to our knowledge of the subject.

While its chief interest is, perhaps, in the intimate glimpse that it gives

into the working of the forces that are making history in Turkey today,

it presents at the same time a striking illustration of the way in which

great and revolutionary changes have been effected through the medium
of the printed page.

The effect of the press in Turkey has been to release and set in motion

immense social forces which had only needed the contact with modern

life to stimulate them into action. The Young Turk Movement is

evidently the product of the newspaper and its history is bound up with

the extension, to isolated communities of the empire, of modern machin-

ery for the communication of ideas and sentiments.

No special attempt has been made in this volume to do more than

present the outstanding facts, and no effort has been made to draw

any general conclusions in regard to the influence or function of the

press in society generally. Its value to the student of the newspaper

is that of a sourcebook. It offers an opportunity to study the effect
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of publicity in regard to public affairs in a region of which it may be

said that fifty years ago a public did not exist.

Robert E. Park
University of Chicago

Wissenschajt und Hypothese. XVIII. Probleme der Sozialphiloso-

phie. By Robert Mtchels. Leipzig and Berlin: Teubner,

1914. Pp. 218. M. 4.80.

This is the eighteenth number of a series begun in 1906 by the issue

of a small volume entitled Science and Hypothesis by Henri Poinacre

(Paris), translated from the French into German by F. and L. Linder-

mann (Munich). Intervening numbers have been issued at somewhat

irregular intervals; every year since 1906, except 1909, is represented by

one or more numbers. In 1913 five new numbers appeared. Many
others are in preparation. A list of preceding numbers, each briefly

described, enables the student to select the special study in which his

interest lies.

The number under review is given to an examination of the standing

problems that must be central in any social philosophy: co-operation,

solidarity, and caste. The author's purpose is not so much to offer solu-

tions of these problems as it is to bring the problems themselves into

correct perspective.

That Michels does bring forward fresh viewpoints may be seen from

his first chapter in which he lists the policy of mercantilism, especially

that of Colbert as based on the principle of co-operation (cf. p. 2). By
the side of labor co-operation in the form of joint production directed

by the laborers themselves, consumers' leagues, profit sharing, and

political labor parties, he places forms of capitalistic co-operation,

trusts, cartels, and " industriellen corners" (p. 23). Before closing this

chapter he asks, Are classes and parties identical ? He recognizes both

the internal and external conflicts of co-operation.

Michels devotes a short chapter to Eugenics. "Among the new

sciences which with their antique names delight or alarm the heart of

the educated multitude, eugenics is the newest" (p. 44). This new dis-

cipline wants "only what all good and wise men for many thousand years

have wanted" (p. 44). With a deeper conviction he discusses solidarity

and caste (chap. iii). He regards labor unions and strikes, for example,

not as negations of solidarity, but as practical exemplifications thereof.

"The heavenly blossom of solidarity grows and ripens only in the vol-

canic soil of conflicting interests" (p. 55). The solidarity of humanity,
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like the exclusively common interests of social classes, is a Utopia.

"Solidarity combines only equals belonging to the same caste" (p. 56).

Although caste in the old sense is dead—even in India it is outlawed

—

the spirit of caste survives in modern industrialism; it lurks in any well-

ordered division of labor (cf. p. 59). The absence of the caste spirit

(Kaskngeist) in the upper ranks of society is only apparent. "On the

street equality, in the parlor, inequality." In the maintenance of caste

the function of woman is particularly active. " In practically all civilized

states the education of woman is narrower, more bound to the house, than

that of man" (p. 60). A fourth and a fifth chapter on the progress and

the measure of morality respectively are followed by a chapter on the

problem of Koketterie. Although one would not call it a defense of

Koketterie, it may be said that this subject is discussed from a broad

point of view. "Diese Illusion spielt aber nun haufig eine die Ehe und

die Moral schiitzende Rolle" (p. 95).

The seventh chapter is devoted to an extended consideration of the

proletariat in science; in the eighth the stability of the nobility is brought

under examination; in the ninth the position of the international bour-

geoisie is analyzed. It would be difficult to summarize these chapters;

they are themselves a summary of the last century and more of the his-

tory of Western Europe, especially the history of Germany, with some

notice of world history. The reading of this book, which closes with a

brief examination of the interactions of economics and politics, may be

urged on both the economist and the sociologist on account of its clear-

headed analysis of the problems which are, most of them, at any rate,

both economic and social. The style is clear. It is written in easy

German as compared with the abstruse and ponderous style of the

usual German treatise.

Isaac Loos
State University of Iowa

The Abolition of Poverty. By Jacob H. Hollander. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914. Pp. 122. $0.75 net.

Brevity, abundance of well-sifted data, skilful defense of his con-

structive proposals, and frank abandonment of time-honored economic

theories unite in Professor Hollander's statement of the salient aspects

of a central problem in applied economics. With his English colleague.

Professor Marshall, the author believes that mankind will in the future

consider poverty as odious as slavery. In the preface he says that "The
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purpose of this little essay is to set forth the Heedlessness of poverty.

Like preventable disease, economic want persists as a social ill only

because men do not desire sufficiently that it shall cease. There is still

much mumbling of old commonplaces, and it seemed worth while to

emphasize anew this definite corollary of modem political economy, that

the essential causes of poverty are determinable and its considerable

presence unnecessary."

After distinguishing between economic inequality, pauperism, and

poverty—"economic insufficiency"—the writer discusses "the social

surplus," holding that there is no assignable limit to the increase of

wealth. Those who see in the theory of Malthus confirmation of the

view that poverty is inevitable will do well to read the historical and

statistical data of chap. ii. Attacking the question of distribution of

income. Dr. Hollander rejects the theories of the natural selectionists

and the collectivists and favors the more cautious and less perilous policy

of "constructive social regulation." He insists that "There has never

been a well-considered, deliberately planned campaign against the causes

of poverty, looking forward to its definite elimination as a form of social

disease. Until such effort has been made—and has failed—it is neither

scientifically sound nor tactically wise to abandon an already existing

industrial order for a new and untried one" (pp. 44-45).

The chapters on the rate of wages and the underpaid contain an able

defense of sane trade unionism and minimum-wage provisions. Chap,

vi analyzes the causes and preventives of unemployment, succinctly out-

lining the measures detailed in the books of Webb, Beveridge, and

Rowntree, especially emphasizing the need for labor exchanges and

national unemployment insurance. State provision against accident,

sickness, and old age is advocated in the chapter on the unemployable.

One of the many forces antagonizing the writer's program of eco-

nomic betterment is the attitude of the law. The common-law principle

of risk and fault blocks a system of social insurance (p. 98), and, referring

to the legal opinion that minimum-wage legislation is unconstitutional,

Professor Hollander asserts that "there has been a singular perversion

of the historical purpose and the essential meaning of the guaranty that

no man shall be deprived of his life, liberty, or property without due

process of law—with the result that it has been necessary for a judge

of the United States Supreme Court to insist that 'The 14th Amendment

does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer's Social Statics'" (p. 78).

E. L. Talbert
University op Cincinnati
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Sex Antagonism. By Walter Heape. New York: Putnam,

1913. Pp. 217. $1.50.

It must have been a sense of humor which led the publishers to put

this volume in their "Science Series." It is a fine illustration of the

sort of mental pathology a scientist, especially a biologist, can exhibit

when, with slight acquaintance with other fields than his own, he ven-

tures to dictate from "natural law" (with which Mr. Heape claims to

be in most intimate acquaintance) what social and ethical relation shall

be. And when such a man-with-one-idea elects to write on the relation

between the sexes, or on the woman movement, the product is very likely

to remind one vividly of the early nineteenth-century screeds on the

character and duties of women.

The bulk of the book is taken up with a lamely sustained effort to

show that Frazer's theory of the origin of exogamy and totemism, as

set forth in The Golden Bough, is erroneous; that the true origin of both

lies in biological law, exogamy arising from the male's need of sexual

variety, totemism from the female's effort "to restrict the wanderings of

the errant male" and to strengthen the bonds which consolidate the

family. Thus from the earliest primitive times there has been a natural

sex antagonism, because the sexual needs, as well as the reproductive

organization—and hence the nervous and mental make-up—of men and

women are different and always will be. This of course opens the way
for reiteration of the old platitudes about equality not being possible,

and woman as the complement to man.

From the thinly veiled plea for a double standard of sex morals, if

not for out-and-out polygamy, we gather that Mr. Heape is not more

interested in disproving Frazer's theories than he is in setting the world

aright as to the present "sex war." He sees only disaster and perver-

sion in the modern woman movement—perhaps because in his view the

modern woman movement and the English militant suffragism are

synonymous. The present movements can only result in increasing the

number and power of mentally and physically pathological spinsters

—

the bulk of the feminists belong to this class—who will rule society with

perverted notions, to the lasting detriment of the normal women (and

the more exclusively maternal, the more normal they are). Only dis-

aster to the race can follow.

Such a book, neglecting all economic, psychological, and ethical

values, deserves sUght attention.

A. B. Wolfe
University of Texas
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Play and Recreation for the Open Country. By Henry S. Curtis.

Boston: Ginn & Co., 1914. Pp.265. $1-25.

Some solution is suggested for nearly every problem of rural life in

this manual which purports to deal only with the recreational needs and

possibilities of the open country. Reason for this breadth of treatment

is to be found in the author's view that all interests, for adults and chil-

dren alike, must be pursued in the spirit of play. Farm life, in his esti-

mation, tends to be increasingly dull, unsocial, and work-ridden. Its

need for organized recreation is exceptionally urgent.

The first chapter insists that the hard labor of the farm should not

determine the character of rural home life: the development of children

should be the primary consideration. Excellent suggestions for chil-

dren's play are offered. In the chapter on the organization of play in

the rural school are practical facts as to rules of games and cost of equip-

ment, and advocacy of such organizations as the Boy Scouts and the

Camp Fire Girls.

Since by play the author means not only "recreation" but all work

carried on with enthusiasm and intelligence, much is made of the agencies

which render rural occupations co-operative and stimulating—the grange,

the farmers' institute, the Chautauqua, university extension lectures,

country fairs, boys' corn clubs, girls' canning clubs.

How to direct rural recreation is an important question. It is

admitted that teachers, ministers, county superintendents, and state

secretaries of agriculture are accomplishing something now. The cor-

relation and extension of all available agencies of rural betterment will

not be satisfactorily worked out until each community has a permanent,

trained, salaried official who devotes his entire time to the problem.

The book, full of information and recommendations, is a valuable

guide for teachers, ministers, mothers, and directors of recreation in

rural districts.

E. L. Talbert
University of Cincinnati

The Rural Church Movement. By Edwin L. Earp. Methodist

Book Concern, 1914. Pp. 177. $0.75 net.

In the preface to the volume the author states that his purpose has

been to select out of the history of the movement those outstanding facts

and methods that have been of value and apply them to the conditions

of rural life the church is now facing, showing those adapted to new con-

ditions, and those to be discarded because no longer useful. The treat-
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ment which the writer gives his subject realizes the aim in his character-

istic way. The volume is popular in its style and well adapted to the

unspecialized reader. It has vigor and stimulus so that it will doubtless

be read by many workers and dwellers in the country.

The work is both historical and sociological. Lessons for rural pur-

poses are gained from considering the rural-mindedness of biblical

leaders, from Teutonic peoples and the American pioneer period. The

facts and causes of church decline are presented. The causes he gives

are the influence of crank and schism in rural religious life, growth of

industrialism, the urban movement, persistence of backward rural-

church methods, an inadequate and relatively inferior rural ministry,

and urbanized education of country ministers (pp. 76-80). Elsewhere

he shows that denominational divisiveness is an additional cause (p. 76).

The outstanding ideas of the book may be summarized as follows:

The country church must develop a spiritual leadership, since leadership

is a fundamental necessity of rural reconstruction (chap, i) . The church,

together with the Sunday school and all its other appendages, must be

socialized. This thought runs through all the work (see especially chaps,

vi-x). Much is made of the "social-center parish plan." By this is

meant the territorial centralization of the church, the consolidated

school, and the ''voluntary economic, social, and political associations

of rural life" (p. 31). Where this plan has been tried it has had tonic

effects on church attendance and growth (p. 67). The various elements

in the development of the plan are considered in chap. vii. Chaps,

x-xii are devoted to the beneficial effects on rural life of co-operation

and federation of churches, of the Christian associations, and of a

reconstructed home missions policy.

The author is broad and progressive in his ideas and the volume is

characterized by a spirit of sanity. The work is not critical but it is

wholesome.

John M. Gillette
University of North Dakota •

Railway Conductors. A Study in Organized Labor. By Edwin
Clyde Robbins. Columbia Studies, No. 148. New York:

Longmans, Green & Co., 1914. Pp. 183. $1.50.

This is a "recital of facts, giving the aims, purposes, and activities

of the Order, based upon official records." It deals with the history and

government of the Order, its trade regulations and benefit system; the
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appendix contains lists of strikes, cases of arbitration, and wage statistics.

As a "recital of facts" this is an important and valuable book; rather

singularly it is the first comprehensive study that has ever been pub-

lished regarding a railway brotherhood.

Two general points of view appear in this book. In the chapters on

wages and benefit systems there is a genetic point of view; policies are

interpreted in terms of the social conditions out of which they developed.

The rest of the book is a "recital of facts" unrelated to social conditions;

it is "merely" descriptive, and lacks the genetic point of view. For

instance, after mentioning the formation of the first union of conductors,

the author states, "Evidently the time was ripe for a movement of this

kind" (p. i6); but he does not tell just how "the time was ripe," nor

what made it "ripe." Description and "recital of facts" are, of course,

necessary and valuable; but the former method is the more valuable.

The Order of Railway Conductors must be known genetically, if it is

to be thoroughly understood. If the genetic point of view had been

maintained consistently, this book would have given more assistance in

determining the extent to which the railway brotherhoods, which are

frequently held up as model unions, furnish the clue to a solution of

labor difficulties.

The author shows historically that the Order did not become suc-

cessful until it adopted the policy of trade regulations and strikes. This

makes it necessary to modify the assertion, which is sometimes made,

that the success of the railway brotherhoods is due entirely to their bene-

ficiary systems. But the author fails to show that the system of benefits

and insurance reacted upon the trade regulations; one of the values of

this system is that it assists the officials to ,maintain discipline and

enforce trade regulations.

E. H. Sutherland
William Jewell College

Vocation and Learning. By Hugo Munsterberg. St, Louis: The

Peoples University, 191 2. Pp. 289.

It requires vast knowledge and long experience to write a simple and

intelligible book for a popular audience on so large a theme, and Pro-

fessor Munsterberg has singular qualifications for the task which he has

done well. Proceeding outward from the experience of common life he

shows by text and suggestion diagrams how the special sciences and

vocations are developed. In the selection of courses of study and in the
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choice of a vocation this clear exposition will be found helpful to teachers,

students, and parents.

There may be reason for challenging the place assigned to sociology

in this scheme. Perhaps it would be better to regard the whole con-

struction as involving the sociological conception of the organic relations

of activity, motive, and knowledge in the formation of a program of

studies and conduct. The discussion indicates that at each crisis of

personal development the actor and the student ought to map out, with

ever -increasing breadth and accuracy, the next stages of the process.

This would lead for an elementary survey at the beginning of college

Ufe, another at the beginning of the professional training, and another

whenever one can find leisure to regard life as a whole. Certainly gen-

eral sociology, even in its present imperfect stage, is able to contribute

substantial assistance to those who wish to discern the connection

between the various sciences and the relation of bodies of knowledge to

the ends of existence and the activities best adapted to promote them.

In this sense Professor Munsterberg's entire book is a contribution to

general sociology, and his particular depiction of sociology is inadequate.

C. R. Henderson
University of Chicago

War's Aftermath. A Preliminary Study of the Eugenics of War as

Illustrated by the Civil War of the United States and the Late

Wars in the Balkans. By David Starr Jordan and Harvey
Ernest Jordan. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifiiin

Co., 1914. Pp. xxxi+104. $0.75.

Here is undertaken, under the auspices of the World Peace Founda-

tion, a first estimate of the racial loss in the South, due to our Civil War.

The numerical loss was about 10 per cent of the white population; but

the authors are disposed to believe that the dysgenesic loss, though not

ascertainable in statistical form, was disproportionately greater.

The method of investigation was that of the type study. Spottsyl-

vania and Rockbridge counties, Virginia, and Cobb County, Georgia,

were chosen as representative areas. The general desire was to find

regions originally rich in the finer human stock, where loss of life in war

had been heavy, and where there had been little change due to social or

economic conditions, or to migration. After many interviews with

representative men of these localities, especially veterans of the war, the

opinions of these men were reduced to thirty concrete propositions in
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questionnaire form "and sent broadcast over the South to the surviving

Confederate oflScers and other men of intelligence, for comment and

criticism." The gist of the book is an analysis of fifty-five of the answers.

In addition, there is a brief introduction dealing with the outbreak

of the present European war, a discussion of "War's Aftermath in

Macedonia"—this not so much eugenical as sociological—and a well-

wrought poem by David Starr Jordan, inspired by the contemplation of

"A forest crass men call 'The Wilderness,' " designed to make the reader

a lasting enemy of war.

The conclusion of the major investigation is that "with respect to

the eugenic aspect of the Civil War we are dealing with matters insus-

ceptible of precise determination A just weighing of all this

evidence, however, leaves a decided balance in favor of grave racial hurt

in consequence of war, and this certainty is cumulative becoming more

definite with the consideration of each new area."

This contribution to eugenic literature is not a demonstration; one

might even assert, in the face of all it contains, the thesis recently

defended by a professor in one of our eastern colleges, that the period

which includes a nation's greatest wars marks its greatest activity in all

other directions. The authors freely admit that war's aftermath caimot

be measured and recorded in quantity. The book is one of dramatic

suggestion, well worth while, which ever side of the argvunent one takes.

D. W. LaRue
State Normal School

Le Concept social du crime, son evolution. Par J. Maxwell,

Docteur en medicine, Substitut du Procureur general pres la

cour d'appel de Paris. Paris: Felix Alcan, 1914. Pp. 428.

The author, already well known in the field of criminology, is at

pains to show that the theory of punishment has been subject to modi-

fications by the evolutionary process; that all is relative to the conditions

and modes of thinking of each age and people. This part of the argu-

ment has been amply illustrated already by Westermarck, Hobhouse,

and other historians of morals. The main contentions of the work are

summarized (p. 425):

1. The original character of all crime is an injury, moral or material.

Reparation is left to the victim or his relatives. The principle of this relation

is in the sentiment of vengeance.

2. When the injury cannot be repaired except by means of a greater

damage, the collective reaction at first is not manifested.
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3. Social life, during its evolution, contributed to the formation of a public

opinion, whose elements are partly derived from religion. Crime is then

estimated, not only from the point of view of injury, but also from a moral

standpoint.

4. The moral estimate, however, has the same origin as the other; its

principle is in a real or imaginary interest, generally fear of the gods. Morality

does not correspond to any innate natural law; it is contingent.

5. Cities were constituted by grouping of families and this favored the

progress of morals.

6. The classification of offenses has always had a political cause; its object

was to protect general interests.

7. Primitively crime was the act alone, later it meant act and intention

combined.

8. Under religious influences the intention assumed an exaggerated impor-

tance; the crime was regarded less as an injury to society than an offense to

the deity.

9. The influence of this false principle is still seen in confounding act with

intention, so that courts regard crime less as an injury than as an act revealing

the perversity of the author.

10. The moral estimate of the criminal act is based on free will, and psy-

chology has introduced the notion of attenuated responsibility.

11. Confusion has arisen between the ideas of culpability, imputability, or

moral responsibility, and penal responsibility.

12. The psychiatrists have called attention to the dangerous character of

degenerates, partly responsible.

The main practical conclusion is that effort must be concentrated on pro-

tection of society, including indemnity to innocent victims.

C. R. Henderson
University of Chicago

The Social Emergency. Studies in Sex Hygiene and Morals.

Edited by W. T. Foster, President of Reed College, Portland,

Oregon. With an Introduction by Charles W. Eliot, Presi-

dent Emeritus of Harvard University. Boston: Houghton
Miflain Co., 1914. Pp. viii+224. $1.35 net.

This volume had its origin in an extension course offered to teachers

and social workers by Reed College. It is thus an evidence of the social

spirit of that college, while its contents also indicate the interest and

activity of the state of Oregon in matters of sex morality and hygiene.

The editor introduces and concludes the book, the other chapters being

contributed by specialists in the various phases of the problem. An
excellent bibliography is added to the volume.
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The social emergency of the twentieth century is produced by the

breakdown of the old silence taboo regarding sex and the turning of the

searchlight of publicity upon every phase of the problem before we are

prepared to deal with it. The purpose of this book is to oflfer to teachers,

ministers, and parents accurate information and such practical sugges-

tions for the instruction of young people as will not only safeguard them

but give them high moral and spiritual ideals. The treatment is sane,

sound, and vigorous. The most uncompromising denunciation of vice

is combined in it with a discriminating and sympathetic analysis of all

the causes of vice. The treatment is practical. For, while emphasizing

the special difficulty of method in dealing with sex problems and the fact

that we have not, as yet, worked out an approved solution for the prob-

lem in all its phases, it indicates with caution the best means available.

Public education is this means and the method of the education is given

in detail. The teaching of sex hygiene in public schools is insisted upon,

but equal insistence is laid upon the necessity of training for those who
are to teach it, and upon a rigorous control of their admission to the

ranks of teachers of this subject.

The last chapter, on agencies, methods, materials, and ideals, is an

especially good one. Here, as in the chapter on medical phases of the

problem, the point is wisely urged that fear of disease is not a sufficient

safeguard for young people, since science may at any time discover pro-

tection from the social diseases. High moral and social ideals are indis-

pensable. The lack of adequate vocational training for girls is given due

weight as one of the causes of vice, and the prevalence of abnormal

stimuli in the environment of young people of today is brought out.

For the accuracy and soundness of its information, the vigor of its

attitude toward vice, and its high purpose, this book is conspicuous in

this field.

Frances Fenton Bernard
Columbia, Missoxiri

Contributions to Vital Statistics. By Frederick G. Hoffman,LL.D.

It is a noteworthy service of the competent statistician of the Pru-

dential Insurance Company which we find in several pamphlets relating

especially to the health and economic life of working people in this

country. Here an official of a private corporation offers, from his ample

store of facts gathered for a very practical purpose, a substantial aid to

the scientific study of social politics.
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"The Significance of a Declining Death Rate." Address delivered

before the National Conference on Race Betterment, Battle Creek, Mich.,

January, 1914.

" Some Elements of Vital Statistics."

"The Economic Progress of the United States during the Last

Seventy-five Years." Address delivered on the occasion of the Seventy-

fifth Anniversary Meeting of the American Statistical Association, Bos-

ton, Mass., February 14, 1914.

"The Chances of Death and the Ministry of Health." Address

delivered before the Divinity School, Yale University, New Haven,

Conn., March 30, 1914.

"The Educational Value of Cancer Statistics to Insurance Com-

panies, the Public, and the Medical Profession." Reprinted from

Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, June, 1914, pp. 726-30.

"Workmen's Compensation for Industrial Diseases." No. 9 of the

reprints of reports and addresses of the National Conference of Charities

and Correction, 19 13 meeting, at Seattle, Wash.

"The Decline in the Tuberculosis Death-Rate, 1871-1912." Re-

printed from the Transactions of the Ninth Annual Meeting of the National

Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis.

"Rural Health and Welfare." American Land and Irrigation Expo-

sition, New York City, November 15-30, 191 2.

"Industrial Accidents and Trade Diseases in the United States."

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Fifteenth International Congress

on Hygiene and Demography.

"The Present Position of Municipal Vital Statistics in the United

States." Reprinted from the Transactions of the Fifteenth International

Congress on Hygiene and Demography.
C. R. Henderson

University of Chicago

I. Opportunities in School and Industryfor Children of the Stockyards

District. By Ernest L. Talbert, Ph.D. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1912. Pp. viH-64.

II. The American Girl in the Stockyards District. By Louise

Montgomery. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,

1913. Pp. vi+70.

The first of this series, an investigation carried on under the direction

of the Board of the University of Chicago Settlement, is a study of the
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industrial status of stockyards children, especially those between the

ages of fourteen and sixteen. It had the advantage of working from the

Settlement, whose relation to the community was already close and well

established. The study combined both investigation and actual voca-

tional help; thus, while the field of investigation was limited, the facts

gleaned are exceedingly concrete and important. The significant con-

clusions are: (i) the need of vocational education as an integral part of

the school course; (2) the need of vocational guidance; (3) an increase

in family incomes to make school attendance more possible. Minor sug-

gestions are for the raising of the school age limit to sixteen and the

increase in continuation schools. This report forms an interesting and

valuable contribution to our knowledge both of immigrant needs and of

the defects in our public schools.

The second of this series is a study of the difficulties of adjustment in

home, school, and industry for the American girl in the stockyards. A
group of 900 girls from 500 families was studied. Conclusions are that

the school does not meet the needs of these girls; many of them leave as

soon as the minimum age limit allows; their employment under sixteen

is not necessary to any business or industry and is detrimental to their

health and to their future as wage-earners. Recommendations are for

reorganization of the school, a revised compulsory education law, voca-

tional guidance, supervision of recreation, and places of amusement.

Frances Fenton Bernard
CoLXBtBiA, Missouri

Work and Wages. Part III, Social Betterment. By Sydney J.

Chapman. With an introduction by Earl Brassey. Long-

mans, Green & Co., 1914. Pp. 382.

This book is a continuation of Earl Brassey's Work and Wages and

Foreign Work and English Wages. Part I dealt with foreign competi-

tion, Part II with wages and employment. Under the title Social

Betterment the authors discuss aspects of social progress, housing, physi-

cal deterioration, mortality, health, vocational training, boy and girl

labor, conditions of labor, homeworkers and shop assistants, and public

aid. The reader is aided to secure a reliable, instructive, and fairly

complete view of the problems of amelioration, especially under British

conditions.

Among the many interesting discussions is that of deterioration of

the race in the modern industrial situations, and here the authors are
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optimistic. They call to their aid the biological doctrine that the germ

plasm is continuous and is not affected by unfavorable conditions, and

that the germ plasm of the unskilled mechanic is as valuable as that of

the "higher classes" whose diminishing birth-rate gives anxiety to many
eugenists. Experiments with various systems of providing better dwell-

ings are described and interpreted. Specially instructive for Americans

is the chapter on vocational training and guidance.

C. R. Henderson
University of Chicago

Young Working Girls. A Summary of Evidence from Two Thou-

sand Social Workers. Edited for the National Federation of

Settlements by Robert A. Woods and Albert J. Kennedy,

its secretaries. With an Introduction by Jane Addams, its

first president. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin

Co., 1913. Pp. xiii-f-185. $1.00 net.

This volume is a digest of the experience and opinions of settlement

workers and other social workers all over the country on the problem of

the adolescent girl at work. The causes, both subjective and objective,

of the lack of adjustment of the adolescent girl are tabulated, and the

industrial, educational, and recreational aspects of the problem are dis-

cussed. As is to be expected, the interest centers upon the weakness

and deficiency of modern family life as the most important phase of the

problem. Constructive social work must center in the home. It, as well

as industry, is the chief source of failure. The provisional program out-

lined, while it emphasizes chiefly betterment work with individual girls,

families, and neighborhoods, also includes trade training, vocational

guidance, provision for, and supervision of, recreation, and the teaching

of sex hygiene. Such formulations of the experience of settlements on

special problems are valuable as giving an intensive view of them to add
to our wider and more extended studies of these problems.

Frances Fenton Bernard
Columbia, Missouri

Woman, Marriage and Motherhood. By Elizabeth Sloan
Chesser, M.B. New York: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1913.

Pp. xv-}-287. $1.50 net.

This book, by an English physician, is an interpretation and evalua-

tion of our present social environment from the standpoint of its bearing
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upon race and child welfare—especially through its efifect upon the

mother. A strong plea is made for the conservation of motherhood. In

discussing the many movements already initiated and those that should

be initiated for this purpose, the author covers a wide range of facts in

many countries.

The evolution of motherhood and marriage laws and customs form

the specifically historical portions of the book. An excellent chapter on

the legal position of the wife and mother is followed by a discriminating

chapter on the "Unmarried Mother." Scarcely a problem is omitted

that has a bearing upon motherhood and child welfare, from divorce and

the social evil to eugenics, women in industry, and the vote for women.

Each chapter contains a wealth of statistics and concrete information of

interest and significance. Practical and definite reforms are suggested

in connection with each subject discussed. The tenor of the book is very

strongly in the direction of social control.

Frances Fenton Bernard
ConmBiA, Missouri
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
The Problem of Unemployment Insurance in Germany.—The unemployment

insurance law for German government appointees which was passed December 28,

191 1, may be regarded with pride. Social legislation has worked so well in Germany
that other countries have copied its methods. In fact, England has gone a step

farther in establishing a general insurance law, and this has aroused new interest in

Germany. But in Germany the laborers and trade unions already have small systems

of insurance. For a general insurance law, it would be difl&cult to define who the

unemployed are. Furthermore, statistics do not show a great unemployment prob-

lem in Germany, as other peoples are coming in, and emigration has steadily decreased.

Though in the cities there is an overflow of workers, they are needed in the country.

So it appears that the only way to solve the problem is to decrease seasonal employ-
ment, to look to better distribution of the laborers, and to have a better organized

labor bureau. The main thing, nevertheless, will always be that for the nation's

expanding population, through legislation and diplomacy, new outlets for its products

must be found, and the problem will thus be solved by the expansion of its industries

and commerce.—Curt Kohlmann, "Das Problem der Arbeitslosenversicherung in

Deutschland," Die Grenzboten, July 15, 1914. J. W. H.

The Foreign-born of the United States.—A recent census report analyzes the

character of our immigration. The current has shifted in little more than a decade
from Western to Southern and Eastern Europe, the largest proportion now coming
from Italy and Austria. Although the German element among our foreign-born is

still dominant, it is decreasing both relatively and actually. Of the immigrants,

72 per cent remain in large cities. Chicago's population is 35 per cent foreign-bom;

New York's, 40 per cent; Boston's, 35 per cent; Cleveland's, 35 per cent; Detroit's,

33 per cent; Milwaukee's, 30 per cent; Philadelphia's, 25 per cent, and San Francisco's,

34 per cent. Distribution by states shows most Irish, English, Russians, and Italians

in New York, most Hungarians in Pennsylvania, most Scandinavians in Minnesota,
and most Canadians in Massachusetts. It is significant that "one-third of the people

of the United States are foreign-bom or have one or two parents who were foreign-

bom."—O. P. Austin, National Geographic Magazine, September, 1914. B. W. B.

The Investigation of the Association for Social Politics into the Real Wage
Question.—^The Verein fiir SozialpoUtik issued as one of its publications an investiga-

tion by Dr. Carl von Tyszka entitled Wages and the Cost of Living in Western Europe
in the Nineteenth Century. Tyszka reduces the available statistics on nominal wages
to index figures. Similarly, statistics for household expenses are derived from actual

laborers' budgets and the prices of the necessities of life. From these two calculations

is deduced the real purchasing power of wages at any given time. Pursuing this study
for France, Spain, Belgium, England, and Germany, with material covering almost
a century, the writer lays the foundation for a broad, international comparison which
he pushes to its logical conclusions. The author fails to utilize material on budgets,
prices, and wages, especially in Belgium and Germany, which he himself admits was
at hand. He fails to allow for variations in budgets over a long period, as for example
changes in the price and use of wine and sugar in France. Undue emphasis is thrown
on exceptional years as representing periods. In short, with much detailed criticism,

the investigation is shown to be utterly useless for international comparisons, and
locally without value except, perhaps, as regards England.—Dr. Herbig, " Die Unter-
suchungen des Vereins fiir Sozialpolitik zur Reallohnfrage," Zeitschrift f. Sozial-

wissenschaft, July, 1914. B. W. B.

563
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The Upper Class and the Workingman's Idealism.
—

"All struggle against all"

is the gregarious animal instinct that human beings should repress. Strangely
enough, it is not the so-called cultured upper class which originated the motto "all

for one and one for all." This ideal comes from those liberal minds who have seen the
depths of life and whose spirits have risen to the heights of idealism and have found
a response to this idealism in the masses of workingmen. The great awakening
among these masses the upper class knows very little about, other than as the rum-
bling of a dangerous volcano. This class, which attaches so much importance to

its psychological and philosophical spirit, should build its theories on knowledge of

life from actual experience. If one carefully studies the workingmen in their daily

life, one will find them to be more faithful, sincere. God-fearing, patriotic, and honor-
able than many of those in the higher stations of life. Their aspiration is to secure for

themselves a better present and for their posterity a better future. Hence the agita-

tion for hygienic factory and housing conditions, shorter hours, and higher wages.
This movement, which has unity, discipline, order, enlightenment, and efl&ciency as

its foundation, and struggles for "freedom, equality, and brotherhood," demands a
great deal of perseverence from its adherents in its struggle against conservatism,
egoism, and the gregarious animal instincts.—Dagny Tischendorf, "Overklassen og
Arbeidersporsmaalet," Samtiden, No. 4, 1914. H. A. J.

The New Malthusianism.—Not only France, America, and England, but also

Germany and other European nations feel concerned about the rapidly falling birth-

rate. The real cause for the decrease is not to be found in immigration, nor physical

degeneration, nor alcoholism, nor in a lower percentage of marriages. The real

cause is found in a desire not to have children in marriage. This attitude gains a
powerful impetus and a scientific justification from the law of Malthus, which holds

that the population of a country is in direct proportion to its food supply. Upon
this theory organizations have been formed in France, England, and Germany, which
have openly advocated to the lower classes the advisability of limiting the number of

births as a means of bettering their economic condition. The result is marked.
At first the two- and one-child system began among the upper-ten-thousand. Today
the masses are adopting the same system.—F. R., " Neumalthusianismus," Lehre und
Wehre, September, 1914. H. A. J,

Question of Burdening German Industry by Social Insurance.—^The question

is whether social insurance can be further extended without hampering German indus-

try. During the past ten years the complaints made by the manufacturer that the

present social insurance law tends to cripple and discourage industry and make it

impossible to compete with foreign products, because of the increased cost of production

due to the manufacturers' liability, has become more and more pronounced. This
complaint has been especially marked in the circle of smaller manufacturers. An
investigation of single industries has shown neither a regular rising nor a falling

tendency in the number of bankruptcies and financial embarrassments. A study of

the cost of production in Germany as compared with that in America and England
shows that German industry stands in an ever-improving condition to compete with

foreign manufacturers in the world-market. If one places the English workingman's
wage in the metal industry at 100, the German wage would be from 65 to 78, and
the American wage from 161 to 169. Therefore whatever hampering influence social

insurance may have, German industry stands on a better footing and is better able

to compete in the world-market than England and America, because of the shorter

working day and higher wage in those countries.—Branchart, "Zur Frage der Belas-

tung der deutschen Industrie durch die Arbeiterversicherung," Zeitschrift fiir die

gesamte Versicherungs-Wissenschaft, July, 1914. H. A. J.

Sociological View of the High Cost of Living.—In the journalism of today are

some stock phrases having reference to our difficulty in securing the things we want.

They are used interchangeably, and few realize how many distinct things they refer

to. The first distinction which must be made is between cost and price: price refers

to the exchange value of goods, measured in money; cost to the amount of efifort,

sacrifice, or pain necessary to secure the goods. Rising prices mean injustice to
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certain classes; rising cost means that all classes are suffering loss. The cost of

living is the exact amount of effort required to secure a reasonable amount of neces-

saries and simple comforts. The same group of productive forces cannot simultane-

ously produce luxuries and necessaries. The proportion in which they will be divided

depends on a small percentage of the population. The result is that an increasing

proportion of productive forces in this country produces luxuries rather than neces-

saries, but neither the wealthy nor the poor are to blame. The former cannot be
expected to employ capital and labor for production of everyday things simply to

make them abundant; the latter must seek the highest wages and take their chance
with prices.—H. P. Fairchild, Forum, July, 1914. A. B. L.

The Settlement Movement in England and America.—The founders of the

settlement movement in England insisted that the absence of machinery was its true

value, and that the association between the social worker and the workingman must
be personal and close, in order that social evils may be alleviated. This original idea

has not been preserved. The settlements have become either training schools for

future social workers or temporary homes for those already in the work. English

settlements are not expected to lead the way in big things. The institutionalizing

of the settlements has been a mistake, for it isolates them from the neighbors they
set out to reach. There is a lack of enthusiasm in the movement at the present time,

and a new impulse is needed. The settlement idea was first opposed in the United
States, but has thoroughly justified itself as an institution well fitted to cope with the

serious problems arising in connection with the immigrant. The leaders have striven

to show that municipal governments should serve the needs of the community as a
whole, and have led in estabUshing unionism among women. Their most important
work is the estabUshment of neighborly relations with the people among whom they
live and training them for citizenship.—E. J. Urwick and R. A. Woods, Quarterly

Review, July, 1914. A. B. L.

The Study of Christian Origins in France and England.—EngUsh historians

have lately shown a lack of interest in church history which probably is due to a
reaction from the time of religious controversy, as well as to the triteness and difficulty

of the subject. The two books which lately have appeared. Christian Platonists

in Alexandria, by the late Dr. Biggs of Oxford, and Early Church History, by Professor

Gwatkin of Oxford, have a certain value, but neither of them is as large in scope as

the Histoire ancienne de I'Sglise, by Mgr. Duchesne. Dr. Biggs's book shows great

familiarity with the background of his subject, but gives a misleading impression as to

the influence of the state on the early church, while Professor Gwatkin's is superficial

and contains innumerable repetitions, and is pervaded by a spirit of dogmatism.
Mgr. Duchesne, in his admirable work, shows a profound deference to the church,

but asserts at the same time the historian's right to pass unbiased judgments.
Although it was once approved of by the head of the church it has now been placed
on the Index, owing to agitation within the church. Mgr. Duchesne shows that
Catholic scholarship can hold its own against all rivals.—C. H. Turner, Quarterly

Review, July, 1914. A. B. L.

An Account of the Death Rites and Eschatology of the People of the Bougain-
ville (Western Solomon Islands) .—The death rites of the Mono people on the islands

in the Bougainville Strait include three ways of disposing of a dead body: (i) The
ceremony of burning a body applies usually to a man or woman of chief's rank. The
nunu ("soul") of the goods burned on the pyre is used by the dead person to pay
Uauamai, the warden of the road. (2) The earth-burial; there seems to be in each
village a ground where those not of chief's rank are buried. (3) Casting into the sea

is the least honorific method of disposal. The Mono conceptions of eschatology show
that there is no clear line drawn between life and death. The nunu of a sick man
maj'^ wander from his body into the path of the dead, but if his soul be sent back to

the body, death will not result. Every person has a nunu which at death becomes a
nitu ("supernatural being"). On its journey after death the mmu meets Uauamai;
after giving this nitu a gift, the soul is shown the way to Bareka in Bougainville.

From Bareka, the nunu comes back to an Abode of the Dead, in the island to which
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the living person belonged. In their final abode, the life of the dead is a continuation
of the physical life of this world.—Gerald Camden Wheeler, Archiv fur Religions-

wissenschaft, Nos. i and 2, 1914. A. D.

Labor and the War.—As Labor Day and the Plattsburg celebration of a century
of peace draw near, the countries of the western world are plunged into a gigantic

struggle. Since the problems of each nation are the common problems of humanity,
this conflict has shaken the foundations of all civilized society. Industry and the
interests of the laboring people are identified with peace. Since the workers have
helped to construct the world's civilization, the results of their labor should be pro-

tected. One of the fundamental causes leading to the present war was the re-

establishment of autocracy under "legitimate" rulers, after the last Waterloo. That
mysterious "balance of power" has resulted in the protection of national and, con-

sequently, international, competitive militarism. The resulting war bears most
heavily upon the workers of Europe, who should have voice and influence in the

reorganization to follow. The reform movements of Europe have failed in this crisis

because "they were organized primarily for the purpose of inculcating theory, and not
for the purpose of putting theories into force." It is the hope of America's workers
that she may become the clearing-house for all international intercourse, helping

the warring nations back to a plane of peace and justice, and proving to the world
that there is international morality.—Samuel Gompers, American Federationist,

October, 1914. A. D.

Relation of Public Health to Race Degeneracy.—Although the public-health

movement of the last half-century has saved many human lives, there has been
going on at the same time a remarkable depreciation in racial vitality. While public

sanitation has lessened the death-rate of acute diseases, the mortality from chronic

diseases, in general, has doubled within thirty years. The marked decrease in the

birth-rate, if due to physiological incompetence, is a direct symptom of racial decay.

Because of careful treatment, mental defectives are increasing out of proportion to

the sound part of the population. The reduction of infant mortahty has increased

the proportion of feeble infants and weakling adults. Public-health work must,
therefore, concern itself with the improvement of these weaklings which it preserves.

Race degeneracy can be checked, and a campaign for race betterment started, by
securing trained men for every responsible position of health administration. There
should be co-operation between boards of health and boards of education. Every
person in the United States should know the principles of eugenics, the effects of

alcohol and of venereal infections on the race. The results of scientific research in

the study of food should be made accessible to everyone. State life insurance, bring-

ing the entire population under government medical inspection, and a national depart-

ment of health would provide a central bureau in which to unify the work.—J. H.
Kellogg, American Journal of Public Health, August, 1914. A. D.

Supernatural Beings of the Huron and Wyandot.—Supernatural attributes, in

the ancient beliefs of the Huron and Wyandot, were ascribed largely to their mytho-
logical beings, namely: (i) the primeval cosmogonic deities; (2) the sky-gods. These
primeval beings fall into several groups. There were the superhuman people living

in the Sky-world, from which the Sky-woman fell. There were human-like animals

of the pristine Water-world, who made "the Island" (North America) on the Big

Turtle's back. On this island, the woman gave birth to twin sons, the deities that

fashioned "the Island" for the coming of the Indians. The races of giants were
created by Taweskare, the Bad Twin; and dwarfs were brought into being by Tse-sta,

the Good One. The sky-gods, although a less homogeneous group, occupy a promi-

nent place in the pantheon of these tribes. Hamendiju (in Wyandot) or Hawennijm
(in Iroquois) is the Great Spirit dweUing in the sky and controlling the whole world.

In the ancient religion, the Sun and Moon were supposed to be human-like beings,

shedding light upon "the Island." Heno, the Thunderer, is one of the most popular

gods, worshiped both as Thunder Deity and God of vegetation, and reveahng himself

as guide and protector in war.—C. M. Barbeau, American Anthropologist, June, 1914.
A. D.
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To Hire Men by Machinery.—Can a psychological test be used in the selection

of a vocation ? Mr. O. V. Fry's experiment with engineers of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road seems to prove that it is possible to determine whether or not a man can learn

to do that kind of work efficiently. The psychotechnical apparatus consists of a disk

containing two rings, which may be varied in color at the operator's will. The record-

ing device has seven magnet-controlled pens, which register the entire process on
paper. From this record, the man's quickness and accuracy can be figured out with

a mathematical exactness. The experiment includes an elimination test, which
requires the registration of the more restrictive colors seen; a memory test of the

colors flashed on the ring; a test of reaction in touching buttons, as the lights appear;

and a test to show quickness in picking out colors. After experimenting a few minutes,

Mr. Fry was able to give as complete an account of an engineer's fitness for his peculiar

task as was the superintendent of the railroad, who had known the man for twenty
years.—^Arno Dosch, World's Work, August, 1914. A. D.

The War and the Wage-Earner.—The outbreak of the war brought on a panic
in English commerce and industry, but owing to energetic measures by the govern-
ment the national credit was restored and the importation of food-stuffs became almost
normal. The Board of Trade received authority to confiscate food supplies, if it

was of the opinion that they were unreasonably withheld or cornered. Steps were
taken to prevent the disorganization of industries or trade, and to relieve the distress

which would arise from want of employment by providing work for those that were
thrown out by the collapse of the trade, by employing them in the improvement of

roads, in afforestation, land reclamation, building, and other labor. To systematize
the work, local committees are working in harmony with the various boards. The
Provision of Meals act (19 14) legalizes providing meals during holidays, and grants
will be made for the feeding of all children of school age. Those not yet in school will

bt taken care of by voluntary contributions. The government is assisted by leading

members of the opposition. For the first time in the history of England there is a
committee for co-ordination of relief in each town or district, and the people are work-
ing together.—Percy Alden, Contemporary Review, September, 1914. A. B. L.

Magic and Religion in Early Hellenic Society.—Considering the relations between
magic and religion in the earliest as well as the latest stages of Greek society, we
should consider it on the plane of animism and theism. Magic may be defined as a
ritual act which does not appear to have any direct reference to a spirit or divinity,

or which aims at compelling the spirit or deity to do or not to do certain things, while
a service or act of prayer, implying a mood of deference or humility in deaUng with
the deity, is religious. This distinction seems clear, but it is by no means easy to

apply it to the complex phenomena of ritual, so as to be able to refer to each detail

in its proper category. The evolution of magic and the magical or godless elements
cannot be studied in the ritual, for the two elements may be found in the same ritual

and neither need be superimposed on the other. Theistic religion can generate a
magic of its own. " What is characteristic of Hellenism is its comparative indifference

to magic and its bias toward the imagination of gods and spirits which so often trans-

forms old deposits of magic, that the magical interpretation becomes at times anachro-
nistic."—^L. R. Famell, Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft, Nos. i and 2, 1914.

A.B.L.

Max Adler and Historical Materialism.—The last two books of Max Adler,
Marx, the Thinker, and Marxian Problems, are of especial value to the socialistic public
for the reason that they serve to reconstruct the ideas that recent controversy threat-
ened to overthrow. The essential question which proposes itself is that of materialism
versus idealism. Max Adler shows that Marx uses the words in the sense of eco-
nomic—human—relations between individuals that do not exist objectively in the
nature of things. Most of the aspects of Marx have gone astray by taking the words
in a different sense than that in which they are used by him. On the question of

determinism and free will. Max Adler does not take either side. Men should be
considered both as body and as consciousness. He separates the dbmains of the socio-

logical and the ethical but recognizes the two conceptions as equally justifiable. The
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social is within us; not an exterior force. Each individual consciousness is social

as well as individual. The isolated man of the classical economists is inconceivable.

Without the idea the economic relations are nothing.—L. Meister, "Max Adler et

le matfiriaUsme historique," Revue socialiste, June, 1914. E. B. R.

The Social Concept of Crime.—Crime is an act forbidden under penalty. The
effort to find a more general element that would make it possible to define a criminal

act independent of positive legislation has remained sterile. In the begiiming one
finds universality of private vengeance. This sentiment appears to be the indi\idu£il

foundation of a later collective reaction which Umits the right of private vengeance.
Later comes the effort to separate crime into two elements: the deed and the intention.

Under the supremacy of Roman Christianity the intention became more important
than the action. This becomes a source of trouble when the religious sentiment loses

its force or its unity. The judge keeps in mind the extenuating circumstances; the
trouble comes with the extension of the principle to cover irresponsibles. This leads

to the paradox that the vicious incorrigible should be treated with more leniency than
the normal individual who makes an error. The essential character of all repression

is the defense of the social order. The social reaction against crime is a measure
analogous to those which assume public health. As for the semi-responslbles, a
certain severity would contribute to keep them in order; indulgence does the con-

trary.—Dr. J. Maxwell, "Le Concept social du crime," Archives d^anthropologic

criminelle, JiJy, 1914. E. B. R.

Tendencies in Economic Legislation in Wisconsin.—Progressive legislation in

Wisconsin really represents no logical development; rather an adaptation of principles

with which experiments have been made elsewhere "to fit new economic, social, and
political conditions." The steps have been opportunistic rather than premeditated.

There are noticeable, however, certain marked tendencies and a certain uniformity

of purpose. Attempts have been made at a centralization of administration, intrusting

to local or state bodies certain enlarged duties and powers. Railroad, Tax, Industrial,

Dairy, and Food commissions have been estabUshed, and to cities a greater measure
of control has been granted. Special prosecutors have been appointed to aid these

commissions in the enforcement of their orders. To the commissions has been given

the power to review cases before they are brought to trial. More accurate knowledge
of economic conditions often makes possible a settlement of difficulties which will

eliminate the necessity of taking them to the courts. In regard to legal reform,

"marked advance has been made in the laws which set up a standard which will be
considered legal, and which require observance of the standard by frequent inspection,

and penalty if the rule is not obeyed." A general property tax having proved inade-

quate, tax reforms have included an adoption of (i) physical value of public utihties

as a basis for taxation, (2) a state income tax, and (3) an inheritance tax. Over all

processes of taxation there has been an extension of state supervision and control.

Finally in all legislative moves "there is an increasing unwillingness to try to regulate

complicated social and economic affairs on short notice and insufficient investiga-

tion."—Chester Lloyd Jones, Journal of Political Economy, October, 1914.
M. G. B.

Control of Premium Receipts.—Insurance matters, particularly in reference

to the keeping of the accounts, need revision, but in contradistinction to the plan

offered by Dozent Josef Koburger, providing that revision should follow all the quota-

tions point for point, throughout all the books used in the accounting, there is a scheme
presented more in the nature of a summary method, which would avoid waste in effort.

The method is easily understood, and depends upon a specific mode of grouping the

items to be posted. The present system is too complex, by reason of needless details.

For the scheme proposed only two books are needed—the Zugangs Kontrollbuch and
the Abgangs Kontrollbuch. All the data that may possibly be needed are entered

for each policy opposite its number, in columns so arranged tiat any necessary knowl-

edge may be gained, or any desired calculations made, almost at a glance. Certain

definite items—the months when premiums fall due, etc.—are marked with an asterisk

to promote facility of understanding. The correct use of this sign is perhaps the most
difficult part of a scheme which is as a whole very simple and capable of execution by
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one only slightly versed in insurance accounting, The control of the receipt of pre-

miums as it is worked out in Denmark reaches very closely the ideal, since their method
of revision not only reveals any mistakes made, but causes their discovery before they
have entered into further calculations.—^J. P. Hjorth, "KontroUe der Pramienein-
nahme," Zeitschrift fur die gesamte Versicherungs-Wissenschaft, September, 19 14.

M. G. B.

Machinery in Sixteenth-Century English Industry.—Popular supposition is

that the introduction of machinery dates from late in the eighteenth century, but
evidence may be adduced showing that its use really extends back to the sixteenth

century and even earher, although then the appliances were of little "revolutionary
importance." Many examples may be found. There were water-driven com mills,

stream-side water mills (found even at this late day), windmills for grinding corn, and
machinery for the drainage of coal and tin mines. "These early inventions were of a
primitive nature, and the same machine was often thought capable of draining mines
and flooded or marshy lands, filling reservoirs for urban water supply and extinguish-
ing fire." Water power was used in connection with blast furnaces for the reduction
of iron ore, tin, lead, and silver. In the textile industries fulling mills had so much
trade that the fullers of the land were impoverished, and a statute was finally passed
prohibiting the work to be done in mills. Hemp was prepared for weaving, in a mill.

Brazilian mills aided in the grinding and preparing of dye-woods; and as early as 1588
mention is made of a paper mill. This list practically exhausts the variety of machines
found in use in the sixteenth century or earlier.—Julius W. Pratt, Journal of Political

Economy, October, 1914. M. G. B.

Fire-insurance Premiums in American Theory and Practice.—Determination of
premium rates for fire insurance is particularly difiicult in the United States for three
reasons: (i) the variety of elements entering into calculations; (2) the insurance laws
of the country, and (3) the large number of past and anticipated conflagrations. On
other businesses there are definite factors of charge which can all be more or less

accurately determined, while in the matter of fire insurance the factors are too varied
and uncertain to make definite calculations possible. Large conflagrations are apt
to overthrow previous reckoning. In so far as legislation is concerned, there are no
uniform laws for the whole country; each state formulates its own. Since the premium
rate depends upon actual fires taking place, and existing interest rates, the relation-

ships between different risks for the same year and for different years should be
learned. Classification of industries has been proposed as a basis, but this would
take no account of other elements of danger—the character of the building material,
the use made of the place and the surroundings. While homogeneity may be a
dominant factor in determining life-insurance rates, "heterogeneity .... is the
characteristic of a fire-insurance risk." To further solution of the problem more care
should be exercised to prevent fires, so that the same rates may prevail in all states.

Certain existing legislative enactments prevent the carrying out in practice of theories
workable under more favorable conditions.—Dr. W. F. Gephart, " Feuerversicherungs-
pramien in der amerikanischen Theorie und Praxis," Zeitschrift fur die gesamte Ver-
sicherungs-Wissenschaft, September, 1914. M. G. B.
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It will be convenient for the point of view proposed in this

paper to regard the city, not as a mere congeries of persons and

social arrangements, but as an institution.

An institution, according to Sumner, consists of a "concept

and a structure." By concept, which he further defines as "an

idea, notion, doctrine, interest," he means organized attitudes sup-

ported by their appropriate sentiments. "The structure," he adds,

"is a framework, or apparatus, or perhaps only a number of func-

tionaries set to co-operate in prescribed ways at a certain juncture.

The structure holds the concept and furnishes the instrumentalities

for bringing it into the world of facts and action in a way to serve

the interests of men in society."^

The point is that an institution is a section of corporate human
nature plus the machinery and the instrumentalities through which

that human nature operates.

With this conception of an institution we can think of the city,

that is to say, the place and the people, with all the machinery,

sentiments, customs, and administrative devices that go with it,

' Sumner, Folkways: A Study of the Sociological Importance of Usages, Manners,

Customs, Mores, and Morals, p. 54.
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public opinion and street railways, the individual man and the tools

that he uses, as something more than a mere collective entity. We
may think of it as a mechanism—a psychophysical mechanism

—

in and through which private and political interests find corporate

expression. Much of what we ordinarily regard as the city—^its

charters, formal organization, buildings, street railways, and so

forth—^is, or seems to be, mere artifact. However, it is only when
and in so far as these things, through use and wont, connect them-

selves, like a tool in the hand of a man, with the vital forces

resident in individuals and in the commimity that they assume the

institutional form. As the whole the city is a growth. It is the

undesigned product of the labors of successive generations of men.

I. THE CITY PLAN AND LOCAL ORGANIZATION

The city, particularly the modem American city, strikes one

at first blush as so little a product of the artless processes of nature

and growth that it is difficult to recognize its institutional character.

The ground plan of most American cities, for example, is a checker-

board. The unit of distance is the block. This geometrical form

suggests that the city is a purely artificial construction, which

might conceivably be taken apart and put together again, like a

house of blocks.

The fact is, however, that the city is rooted in the habits and

customs of the people who inhabit it. The consequence is that

the city possesses a moral as well as a physical organization, and

these two mutually interact in characteristic ways to mold and

modify one another. It is the structure of the city which impresses

us by its visible vastness and complexity, but this structure has its

basis, nevertheless, in human nature, of which it is an expression.

On the other hand, this vast organization which has arisen in

response to the needs of its inhabitants, once formed, impresses itself

upon them as a crude external fact, and forms them, in turn, in

accordance with the design and interests which it incorporates.

The city plan.—It is because the city has what has here been

described as its institutional character that there is a limit to the

arbitrary modifications which it is possible to make in its physical

structure and its moral order.
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The city plan, for example, establishes metes and bounds,

fixes in a general way the location and character of the city's con-

structions, and imposes an orderly arrangement, within the city

area, upon the buildings which are erected by private initiative as

well as by public authority. Within the limitations prescribed,

however, the inevitable processes of human nature proceed to give

these regions and these buildings a character which it is less easy to

control. Under our system of individual ownership, for instance,

it is not possible to determine in advance the extent of concentra-

tion of population in any given area. The city cannot fix land

values, and we leave to private enterprise, for the most part, the

task of determining the city's limits and the location of its resi-

dential and industrial districts. Personal tastes and convenience,

vocational and economic interests, infallibly tend to segregate and

thus to classify the populations of great cities. In this way the

city acquires an organization which is neither designed nor con-

trolled.

Physical geography, natural advantages, and the means of

transportation determine in advance the general outlines of the

urban plan. As the city increases in population, the subtler

influences of sympathy, rivalry, and economic necessity tend to

control the distribution of population. Business and manufactur-

ing seek advantageous locations and draw around them a certain

portion of the population. There spring up fashionable residence

quarters from which the poorer classes are excluded because of the

increased value of the land. Then there grow up slums which are

inhabited by great numbers of the poorer classes who are unable

to defend themselves from association with the derelict and vicious.

In the course of time every section and quarter of the city takes on

something of the character and quaUties of its inhabitants. Each
separate part of the city is inevitably stained with the peculiar

sentiments of its population. The effect of this is to convert what

was at first a mere geographical expression into a neighborhood,

that is to say, a locality with sentiments, traditions, and a history of

its own. Within this neighborhood the continuity of the historical

processes is somehow maintained. The past imposes itself upon

the present and the life of every locality moves on with a certain
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momentum of its own, more or less independent of the larger circle

of life and interests about it.

The organization of the city, the character of the urban environment

and of the discipline which it imposes, is finally determined by the size of

the population, its concentration and distribution within the city area.

For this reason it is important to study the populations of cities, to com-

pare the idiosyncrasies in the development of city populations. Some of

the first things we want to know about the city, therefore, are: sources

of population; immigration and natural growth; distribution of popu-

lation within the city as aflFected by (c) economic, i.e., land, values,

(6) sentimental interests, race, vocation, etc. ; comparative growths of the

population within different portions of the city area, as affected by birth-

and death-rates, marriage and divorce, etc.

The neighborhood.—Proximity and neighborly contact are the

basis for the simplest and most elementary form of association

with which we have to do in the organization of city life. Local

interests and associations breed local sentiment, and, under a

system which makes residence the basis for participation in the

government, the neighborhood becomes the basis of political control.

In the social and political organization of the city it is the smallest

local unit.

"It is surely one of the most remarkable of all social facts that, coming

down from untold ages, there should be this instinctive understanding that the

man who establishes his home beside yours begins to have a claim upon your

sense of comradeship The neighborhood is a social unit which, by its

clear definition of outline, its inner organic completeness, its hair-trigger

reactions, may be fairly considered as functioning like a social mind

The local boss, however autocratic he may be in the larger sphere of the city

with the power he gets from the neighborhood, must always be in and of the

people; and he is very careful not to try to deceive the local people so far as

their local interests are concerned. It is hard to fool a neighborhood about

its own affairs."^

The neighborhood exists without formal organization. The

local improvement society is the structure erected on the basis

of the spontaneous neighborhood organization and exists for the

purpose of giving expression to the local sentiment.

Under the complex influences of the city life what may be called

the normal neighborhood sentiment has undergone many curious

' Robert A. Woods, "The Neighborhood in Social Reconstruction," Papers and

Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Society, 1913.
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and interesting changes, and produced many unusual types of local

communities. More than that, there are nascent neighborhoods

and neighborhoods in process of dissolution. Consider, for example.

Fifth Avenue, New York, which probably never had an improve-

ment association, and compare with it 135th Street in the Bronx,

(where the negro population is probably more concentrated than in

any other single spot in the world) which is rapidly becoming a very

intimate and highly organized community.

It is important to know what are the forces which tend to break

up the tensions, interests, and sentiments which give neighborhoods

their individual character. In general these may be said to be

anything and everything that tends to render the population

unstable, to divide and concentrate attentions upon widely sepa-

rated objects of interest.

What part of the population is floating ?

Of what elements, i.e., races, classes, etc., is this population composed ?

How many people live in hotels, apartments, and tenements ?

How many people own their own homes ?

What proportion of the population consists of nomads, hobos, gypsies ?

On the other hand, certain urban neighborhoods suffer from

isolation. Efforts have been made at different times to recon-

struct and quicken the life of city neighborhoods and to bring it in

touch with the larger interests of the community. Such is in part

the purpose of the social settlements. These organizations and
others which are attempting to reconstruct city life have developed

certain methods and a technique for stimulating and controlling

local communities. We should study, in connection with the

investigation of these agencies, these methods and this technique,

since it is just the method by which objects are practically con-

trolled that reveals their essential nature, that is to say, their

predictable character {Gesetzmdssigkeit) .^

' "Wenn wir daher das Wort [Natur] als einen logischen Terminus in der Wissen-
schaftslehre gebrauchen wollen, so werden wir sagen diirfen, dass Natur die Wirklich-

keit ist mit Riicksicht auf ihren gesetzmassigen Zusammenhang. Diese Bedeutung
finden wir z. B. in dem Worte Naturgesetz. Dann aber konnen wir die Natur der
Dinge auch das nennen was in die Begriffe eingeht, oder am kiirzesten uns dahin
ausdrlicken: die Natur ist die Wirklichkeit mit Riicksicht auf das Allgemeine. So
gewinnt dann das Wort erst eine logische Bedeutung."—H. Rickert, Die Grenzen der

naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, p. 212.
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In many of the European cities, and to some extent in this

comitry, reconstruction of city life has gone to the length of building

garden suburbs, or replacing unhealthful and nm-down tenements

with model buildings owned and controlled by the municipality.

In American cities the attempt has been made to renovate evil

neighborhoods by the construction of playgrounds and the intro-

duction of supervised sports of various kinds, including municipal

dances in municipal dance halls. These and other devices which

are intended primarily to elevate the moral tone of the segregated

populations of great cities should be studied in connection with the

investigation of the neighborhood in general. They should be

studied, in short, not merely for their own sake but for what they

can reveal to us of himian behavior and human nature generally.

Colonies and segregated areas.—In the city environment the

neighborhood tends to lose much of the significance which it pos-

sessed in simpler and more primitive forms of society. The easy

means of communication and of transportation, which enables

individuals to distribute their attention and to live at the same

time in several different worlds, tends to destroy the permanency

and intimacy of the neighborhood. Further than that, where

individuals of the same race or of the same vocation Hve together

in segregated groups, neighborhood sentiment tends to fuse together

with racial antagonisms and class interests.

In this way physical and sentimental distances reinforce each

other, and the influences of local distribution of the population

participate with the influences of class and race in the evolution

of the social organization. Every great city has its racial colonies,

like the Chinatowns of San Francisco and New York, the Little

Sicily of Chicago, and various other less pronounced types. In

addition to these, most cities have their segregated vice districts,

like that which until recently existed in Chicago, and their rendez-

vous for criminals of various sorts. Every large city has its occu-

pational suburbs like the Stockyards in Chicago, and its residence

suburbs like Brookline in Boston, each of which has the size and the

character of a complete separate town, village, or city, except that

its population is a selected one. Undoubtedly the most remark-

able of these cities within cities, of which the most interesting
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characteristic is that they are composed of persons of the same

race, or of persons of different races but of the same social class, is

East London, with a population of 2,000,000 laborers.

"The people of the original East London have now overflowed and crossed

the Lea, and spread themselves over the marshes and meadows beyond. This

population has created new towns which were formerly rural villages, West

Ham, with a population of nearly 300,000; East Ham, with 90,000; Stratford,

with its "daughters," 150,000; and other "hamlets" similarly overgrown.

Including these new populations we have an aggregate of nearly two millions of

people. The population is greater than that of Berlin or yienna, or St. Peters-

burg, or Philadelphia.

"It is a city full of churches and places of worship, yet there are no cathe-

drals, either Anglican or Roman; it has a sufficient supply of elementary

schools, but it has no public or high school, and it has no colleges for the higher

education and no university; the people all read newspapers, yet there is no

East London paper except of the smaller and local kind In the streets

there are never seen any private carriages; there is no fashionable quarter

.... one meets no ladies in the principal thoroughfares. People, shops,

houses, conveyances—all together are stamped with the unmistakable seal

of the working class.

"Perhaps the strangest thing of all is this: in a city of two millions of

people there are no hotels! That means, of course, that there are no visitors."*

In the older cities of Europe, where the processes of segregation

have gone farther, neighborhood distinctions are likely to be more

marked than they are in America. East London is a city of a single

class, but within the limits of that city the population is segregated

again and again by racial and vocational interests. Neighborhood

sentiment, deeply rooted in local tradition and in local custom,

exercises a decisive selective influence upon city population and

shows itself ultimately in a marked way in the characteristics of the

inhabitants.

What we want to know of these neighborhoods, racial com-

munities, and segregated city areas, existing within or on the outer

edge of great cities, is what we want to know of all other social

groups.

What are the elements of which they are comj)osed ?

To what extent are they the product of a selective process ?

How do people get in and out of the group thus formed ?

What are the relative permanence and stability of their populations ?

' Walter Besant, East London, pp. 7-9.
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What about the age, sex, and social condition of the people ?

What about the children ? How many of them are born, and how
many of them remain ?

What is the history of the neighborhood ? What is there in the sub-

consciousness—in the forgotten or dimly remembered experiences—of

this neighborhood which determines its sentiments and attitudes ?

What is there in clear consciousness, i.e., what are its avowed senti-

ments, doctrines, etc. ?

What does it regard as matter of fact ? What is news ? What is the

general run of attention? What models does it imitate and are these

within or without the group ?

What is the social ritual, i.e., what things must one do in the neighbor-

hood in order to escape being regarded with suspicion or looked upon as

peculiar ?

Who are the leaders ? What interests of the neighborhood do they

incorporate in themselves and what is the technique by which they exercise

control

?

II. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND THE MORAL ORDER

The ancient city was primarily a fortress, a place of refuge in

time of war. The modem city, on the contrary, is primarily a con-

venience of commerce and owes its existence to the market place

around which it sprang up. Industrial competition and the

division of labor, which have probably done most to develop the

latent powers of mankind, are possible only upon condition of the

existence of markets, of money and other devices for the facilitation

of trade and commerce.

An old German adage declares that "city air makes men free"

{Stadt Luft macht frei). This is doubtless a reference to the days

when the free cities of Germany enjoyed the patronage of the

emperor, and laws made the fugitive serf a free man, if he succeeded

for a year and a day in breathing city air. Law, of itself, could

not, however, have made the craftsman free. An open market in

which he might sell the products of his labor was a necessary inci-

dent of his freedom, and it was the application of the money

economy to the relations of master and man that completed the

emancipation of the serf.

Vocational classes and vocational types.—The old adage which

describes the city as the natural environment of the free man still
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holds so far as the individual man finds in the chances, the diversity

of interests and tasks, and in the vast unconscious co-operation of

city life, the opportunity to choose his own vocation and develop

his peculiar individual talents. The city offers a market for the

special talents of individual men. Personal competition tends to

select for each special task the individual who is best suited to

perform it.

"The difference of natural talents in different men is, in reality, much
less than we are aware of; and the very different genius which appears to dis-

tinguish men of different professions, when grown up to maturity, is not upon

many occasions so much the cause, as the effect of the division of labour. The
difference between the most dissimilar characters, between a philosopher and a

common street porter, for example, seems to arise not so much from nature, as

from habit, custom, and education. When they came into the world, and for

the first six or eight years of their existence, they were perhaps very much alike,

and neither their parents nor playfellows could perceive any remarkable

difference. About that age, or soon after, they come to be employed in

different occupations. The difference of talents comes then to be taken notice

of, and widens by degrees, till at last the vanity of the philosopher is willing

to acknowledge scarce any resemblance. But without the disposition to

truck, barter, and exchange, every man must have procured to himself every

necessary and conveniency of life which he wanted. All must have had the

same duties to perform, and the same work to do, and there could have been no

such difference of employment as could alone give occasion to any great differ-

ence of talent

"As it is the power of exchanging that gives occasion to the division of

labour, so the extent of this division must always be limited by the extent of

that power, or, in other words, by the extent of the market There are

some sorts of industry, even of the lowest kind, which can be carried on

nowhere but in a great town."*

Success, under conditions of personal competition, depends

upon concentration upon some single task, and this concentration

stimulates the demand for rational methods, technical devices, and

exceptional skill. Exceptional skill, while based on natural talent,

requires special preparation, and it has called into existence the

trade and professional schools, and finally bureaus for vocational

guidance. All of these, either directly or indirectly, serve at

once to select and emphasize individual differences.

' Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, pp. 28-29.
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Every device which facilitates trade and industry prepares

the way for a further division of labor and so tends further to

specialize the tasks in which men find their vocations.

The outcome of this process is to break down or modify the older

organization of society, which was based on family ties, local

associations, on culture, caste, and status, and to substitute for it an

organization based on vocational interests.

In the city, every vocation, even that of a beggar, tends to

assume the character of a profession, and the discipline which

success in any vocation imposes, together with the associations that

it enforces, emphasizes this tendency.

The effect of the vocations and the division of labor is to pro-

duce, in the first instance, not social groups, but vocational types,

the actor, the plumber, and the lumber-jack. The organizations,

like the trade and labor unions, which men of the same trade or pro-

fession form are based on common interests. In this respect they

differ from forms of association like the neighborhood, which are

based on contiguity, personal association, and the common ties of

humanity. The different trades and professions seem disposed

to group themselves in classes, that is to say, the artisan, business,

and professional classes. But in the modem democratic state

the classes have as yet attained no effective organization. Social-

ism, founded on an effort to create an organization based on "class

consciousness," has never succeeded in creating more than a political

party.

The effects of the division of labor as a discipline may therefore

be best studied in the vocational t3Tpes it has produced.

Among the types which it would be interesting to study are: the

shopgirl, the policeman, the peddler, the cabman, the night watchman,

the clairvoyant, the vaudeville performer, the quack doctor, the bartender,

the ward boss, the strike-breaker, the labor agitator, the school teacher,

the reporter, the stockbroker, the pawnbroker; all of these are character-

istic products of the conditions of city life; each, with its special experience,

insight, and point of view, determines for each vocational group and for

the city as a whole its individuality.

To what extent is the grade of intelligence represented in the different

trades and professions dependent upon natural ability ?

To what extent is intelligence determined by the character of the

occupation and the conditions under which it is practiced ?
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To what extent is success in the occupations dependent upon sound

judgment and common-sense; to what extent upon technical ability?

Does native ability or special training determine success in the differ-

ent vocations ?

What prestige and what prejudices attach to different trades and

professions and why ?

Is the choice of the occupation determined by temperamental, by

economic, or by sentimental considerations ?

In what occupations do men, in what occupations do women, succeed

better, and why ?

How far is occupation, rather than association, responsible for the

mental attitude and moral predilections? Do men in the same pro-

fession or trade, but representing different nationalities and different cul-

tural groups, hold characteristic and identical opinions?

To what extent is the social or political creed, that is, socialism,

anarchism, S5mdicalism, etc., determined by occupation ? by temperament ?

To what extent have social doctrine and social idealism superseded and

taken the place of religious faith in the different occupations, and why ?

Do social classes tend to assume the character of cultural groups?

That is to say, do the classes tend to acquire the exclusiveness and inde-

pendence of a caste or nationality; or is each class always dependent upon

the existence of a corresponding class ?

To what extent do children follow the vocations of their parents and

why?
To what extent do individuals move from one class to another, and

how does this fact modify the character of class relationships ?

News and the mobility of the social group.—The division of labor,

in making individual success dependent upon concentration upon

a special task, has had the effect of increasing the interdependence

of the different vocations. A social organization is thus created in

which the individual becomes increasingly dependent upon the

community of which he is an indivisible part. The effect, under

conditions of personal competition, of this increasing interdepend-

ence of the parts is to create in the industrial organization as a

whole a certain sort of social solidarity, but a solidarity based, not

on sentiment and habit, but on community of interests.

In the sense in which the terms are here used, sentiment is the more con-

crete, interest the more abstract, term. We may cherish a sentiment for a

person, a place, or any object whatsoever. It may be a sentiment of aversion,

or a sentiment of possession. But to possess or to be possessed by a sentiment

for, or in regard to, anything means that we are incapable of acting toward
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it in a thoroughly rational way. It means that the object of our sentiment

corresponds in some special way to some inherited or acquired disposition.

Such a disposition is the aJBfection of a mother for her child, which is instinctive.

Or even the feeling she may have for the child's empty cradle, which is acquired.

The existence of a sentimental attitude indicates that there are motives

for action of which the individual who is moved by them is not wholly conscious;

motives over which he has only a partial control. Every sentiment has a

history, either in the experience of the individual, or in the experience of the

race, but the person who acts on that sentiment may not be aware of the history.

Interests are directed less toward specific objects than toward the ends

which this or that particular object at one time or another embodies. Interests

imply, therefore, the existence of means and a consciousness of the distinction

between means and ends.

Money is the cardinal device by which values have become rationalized

and sentiments have been replaced by interests. It is just because we feel

no personal and no sentimental attitude toward our money, such as we do

toward, for example, our home, that money becomes a valuable means of

exchange. We will be interested in acquiring a certain amount of money in

order to achieve a certain purpose, but provided that purpose may be achieved

in any other way we are likely to be just as well satisfied. It is only the miser

who becomes sentimental about money, and in that case he is likely to prefer

one sort of money, say gold, to another irrespective of its value. In this case

the value of gold is determined by personal sentiment rather than by reason.

An organization which is composed of competing individuals

and of competing groups of individuals is in a state of unstable

equilibrium, and this equilibrium can be maintained only by a

process of continuous readjustment. This aspect of social life

and this type of social organization are best represented in the

world of business which is the special object of investigation of

political economy.

The extension of industrial organization, which is based on the

impersonal relations defined by money, has gone forward hand in

hand with an increasing mobility of the population. The laboring

man and the artisan, fitted to perform a specific task, are compelled

under the conditions created by city life to move from one region

to another in search of the particular kind of employment which

they are fitted to perform. The tide of immigration which moves

back and forth between Europe and America is to some extent a

measure of this same mobility.^

' Walter Bagehot, The Postulates of Political Economy, London, 1885, pp. 7-8.
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On the other hand, the tradesman, the manufacturer, the pro-

fessional man, the specialist in every vocation, seeks his clients as the

difficulties of travel and communication decrease over an ever-

widening area of territory. This is another way in which the

mobility of the population may be measured. However, mobility

in an individual or in a population is measured, not merely by

change of location, but rather by the number and variety of the

stimulations to which the individual or the population responds.

Mobility depends, not merely upon transportation, but upon com-

munication. Education and the ability to read, the extension of

the money economy to an ever-increasing number of the interests

of life in so far as it has tended to depersonalize social relations

—

all these have vastly increased the mobility of modem peoples.

The term mobility, like its correlative, isolation, covers a wide range of

phenomena. It may represent at the same time a character and a condition.

As isolation may be due to the existence of purely physical barriers to com-

munication, or to a peculiarity of temperament and a lack of education, so

mobility may be a consequence of the natural means of communication, or of an

agreeable manner and a college education.

It is now clearly recognized that what we ordinarily call a lack of intelli-

gence in individuals, races, and communities, is frequently a result of isolation.

On the other hand, the mobility of a population is unquestionably a very

large factor in its intellectual development.

There is an intimate connection between the immobility of the primitive

man and his so-called inability to use abstract ideas. The knowledge which a

peasant ordinarily possesses, from the very nature of his occupation, is concrete

and personal. He knows individually and personally every member of the

flock he tends. He becomes in the course of years so attached to the land he

tills that the mere transposition from the strip of soil on which he has grown
up, to another with which he is less intimately acquainted is felt by him as a

personal loss. For such a man the neighboring valley, or even the strip of

land at the other end of the village is in a certain sense alien territory. A large

part of the peasant's efficiency as an agricultural laborer depends upon this

intimate and personal acquaintance with the idiosyncrasies of a single plot

of land to the care of which he has been bred. It is apparent that under con-

ditions like these, very little of the peasant's practical knowledge will take the

abstract form of scientific generalization. He thinks in concrete terms be-

cause he knows and needs no other.

On the other hand, the intellectual characteristics of the Jew and his

generally recognized interest in abstract and radical ideas are unquestionably

connected with the fact that the Jews are, before all else, a city folk. 'The
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Wandering Jew' acquires abstract terms with which to describe the various

scenes which he visits. His knowledge of the world is based upon identities

and differences, that is to say, on analysis and classification. Reared in

intimate association with the bustle and business of the market place, con-

stantly intent on the shrewd and fascinating game of buying and selling in

which he employs that most interesting of abstractions, money, he has neither

opportunity nor inclination to cultivate that intimate attachment to places

and persons which is characteristic of the immobile person.^

Concentration of populations in cities, the wider markets, the

division of labor, the concentration of individuals and groups on

special tasks, have continually changed the material conditions

of life, and in doing this have made readjustments to novel

conditions increasingly necessary. Out of this necessity there have

grown up a number of special organizations which exist for the

special purpose of facilitating these readjustments. The market

which brought the modem city into existence is one of these devices.

More interesting, however, are the exchanges, particularly the

stock exchange, and the board of trade, where prices are constantly

being made in response to changes or rather the reports of changes

in economic conditions all over the world.

These reports, so far as they are calculated to cause readjust-

ments, have the character of what we call news. It is the existence

of a critical situation which converts what were otherwise mere

information into news. Where there is an issue at stake; where,

in short, there is crisis, there information which might aflfect the

outcome one way or another becomes "live matter," as the news-

paper men say. Live matter is news; dead matter is mere informa-

tion.

What is the relation of mobility to suggestion, imitation, etc. ?

What are the practical devices by which suggestibility and mobility are

increased in a community or in an individual ?

Are there pathological conditions in communities corresponding to

hysteria in individuals? If so, how are they produced and how con-

trolled ?

To what extent is fashion an indication of mobility ?

What is the difference in the manner in which fashions and customs

are transmitted ?

' Cf. W. I. Thomas, Source Book of Social Origins, p. 169.
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What are the characteristics of a progressive, what the characteristics

of a static, community in respect to its resistance to novel suggestions ?

What mental characteristics of the gypsy, of the hobo, and of the

nomad generally can be traced to these nomadic habits ?

The stock exchanges and the mob.—The exchanges, upon which we

may watch the fluctuation of prices in response to the news of

economic conditions in different parts of the world, are typical.

Similar readjustments are taking place in every department of

social life, where, however, the devices for making these readjust-

ments are not so complete and perfect. For example, the pro-

fessional and trade papers, which keep the professions and the

trades informed in regard to new methods, experiences, and devices,

serve to keep the members of these trades and professions abreast

of the times, which means that they facilitate readjustments to

changing conditions.

There is, however, this important distinction to be made:

Competition in the exchanges is more intense; changes are more

rapid and, as far as the individuals directly concerned, more momen-

tous. In contrast with such a constellation of forces as we find on

the exchanges, where competing dealers meet to buy and sell, so

mobile a form of social organization as the crowd and the mob
exhibits a relative stability.

It is a commonplace that decisive factors in the movements of

crowds as in the fluctuations of markets are psychologic. This

means that among the individuals who make up the crowd or who
compose the public which participates in the movements reflected

in the market, a condition of instability exists which corresponds

to what has been defined elsewhere as crisis. It is true of the

exchanges, as it is of crowds, that the situation they represent is

always critical, that is to say, the tensions are such that a slight

cause may precipitate an enormous effect. The current euphemism

''the psychological moment" defines such a critical condition.

Psychological moments may arise in any social situation, but

they occur more frequently in a society which has acquired a high

state of mobility. They occur more frequently in a society where

education is general, where railways, telegraph, and the printing

press have become an indispensable part of the social economy.

i
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They occur more frequently in cities than in smaller communities.

In the crowd and the public every moment may be said to be

"psychological."

Crisis may be said to be the normal condition on the exchanges.

What are called financial crises are merely an extension of this

critical condition to the larger business community. Financial

panics which sometimes follow upon financial crises are a precipitate

of this critical condition.

The fascinating thing about the study of crises, as of crowds, is

that so far as they are in fact due to psychological causes, that is,

so far as they are the result of the mobility of the communities

in which they occur, they can be controlled. The evidence for this

is the fact that they can be manipulated, and there is abundant

evidence of manipulation in the transactions of the stock market.

The evidence for the manipulation of crowds is less accessible.

Labor organizations have, however, known how to develop a pretty

definite technique for the instigation and control of strikes. The
Salvation Army has worked out a book of tactics which is very

largely devoted to the handling of street crowds; and professional

revivalists, like Billy Sunday, have an elaborate technique for

conducting their revivals.

Under the title of collective psychology much has been written in

recent years in regard to crowds and kindred phenomena of social life.

Most that has been written thus far has been based upon general observa-

tion, and almost no systematic methods exist for the study of this type of

social organization. The practical methods which practical men like the

political boss, the labor agitator, the stock-exchange speculator, and others

have worked out for the control and manipulation of the public and the

crowd furnish a body of materials from which it is possible to make a more

detailed, a more intimate study of what may be called, in order to dis-

tinguish it from that of more highly organized groups, collective behavior.

In addition to these and other materials already indicated, there

are the histories of notable mass movements, the great labor strikes, the

financial panics, religious revivals, etc.

A study might be made also of the sensations and emotional reactions

of individuals who participate in these mass movements. What is the

mental condition of individuals under the influence of revivals, of panics,

etc. ? Is there a sense of loss of control, and of loss of personal responsi-

bility ?
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To what extent does the participant in a mass movement feel exalta-

tion or depression ? What is the difference in the feelings which accom-

pany financial panics and religious revivals ? to what extent are these

effects temporary ? to what extent are they permanent ?

What devices have been used to prevent financial panic ? what devices

to disperse mobs ?

III. SECONDARY RELATIONS AND SOCIAL CONTROL

Modem methods of urban transportation and communication

—

the electric railway, the automobile, and the telephone—have

silently and rapidly changed in recent years the social and industrial

organization of the modern city. They have been the means of

concentrating traffic in the business districts; have changed the

whole character of retail trade, multiplying the residence suburbs

and making the department store possible. These changes in the

industrial organization and in the distribution of population have

been accompanied by corresponding changes in the habits, senti-

ments, and character of the urban population.

The general nature of these changes is indicated by the fact

that the growth of cities has been accompanied by the substitution

of indirect, "secondary," for direct, face-to-face, "primary" rela-

tions in the associations of individuals in the community.

"By primary groups I mean those characterized by intimate face-to-face

association and co-operation. They are primary in several senses, but chiefly

in that they are fundamental in forming the social nature and ideals of the

individual. The result of intimate association, psychologically, is a certain

fusion of individualities in a common whole, so that one's very self, for many
purposes at least, is the common life and purpose of the group. Perhaps the

simplest way of describing this wholeness is by saying that it is a 'we'; it in-

volves the sort of sympathy and mutual identification for which 'we' is the

natural expression. One lives in the feeling of the whole and finds the chief

aims of his will in that feeling "^

Touch and sight, physical contact, are the basis for the first and most

elementary human relationships. Mother and child, husband and wife,

father and son, master and servant, kinsman and neighbor, minister, physician,

and teacher; these are the most intimate and real relationships of life and in the

small community they are practically inclusive.

The interactions "which take place among the members of a community so

constituted are immediate and unreflecting. Intercourse is carried on largely

' Charles Horton Cooley, Social Organization, p. 15.
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within the region of instinct and feeling. Social control arises, for the most

part spontaneously, in direct response to personal influences and public senti-

ment. It is the result of a personal accommodation rather than the formula-

tion of a rational and abstract principle.

The church, the school, and the family.—In a great city, where

the population is unstable, where parents and children are employed

out of the house and often in distant parts of the city, where thou-

sands of people live side by side for years without so much as a

bowing acquaintance, these intimate relationships of the primary

group are weakened and the moral order which rested upon

them is gradually dissolved.

Under the disintegrating influences of city life most of our

traditional institutions, the church, the school, and the family,

have been greatly modified. The school, for example, has taken

over some of the functions of the family. It is around the public

school and its solicitude for the moral and physical welfare of the

children that something like a new neighborhood and community

spirit tends to get itself organized.

The church, on the other hand, which has lost much of its

influence since the printed page has so largely taken the place

of the pulpit in the interpretation of life, seems at present to be

in process of readjustment to the new conditions.

It is important that the church, the school, and the family should

be studied from the point of view of this readjustment to the conditions

of city life.

What changes have taken place in recent years in the family senti-

ments? in the attitudes of husbands toward wives? of wives toward

husbands ? of children toward parents, etc. ?

What do the records of the juvenile and morals courts indicate in

regard to this matter ?

In what regions of social life have the mores on the subject of the

family life changed ?

To what extent have these changes taken place in response to the influ-

ences of the city environment ?

Similarly investigations might be carried on with reference to the

school and the church. Here, too, there is a changed attitude and changed

policy in response to a changed environment. This is important because

it is, in the last analysis, upon these institutions in which the immediate

and vital interests of life find a corporate expression that social organiza-

tion ultimately rests.
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It is probably the breaking down of local attachments and the

weakening of the restraints and inhibitions of the primary group,

under the influence of the urban environment, which are largely

responsible for the increase of vice and crime in great cities. It

would be interesting in this connection to determine by investiga-

tion how far the increase in crime keeps pace with the increasing

mobility of the population. It is from this point of view that we

should seek to interpret aU those statistics which register the dis-

integration of the moral order, for example the statistics of divorce,

of truancy, and of crime.

What is the effect of ownership of property, particularly of the home,

on truancy, on divorce, and on crime ?

In what regions and classes are certain kinds of crime endemic ?

In what classes does divorce occur most frequently? What is the

difference in this respect between farmers and, say, actors ?

To what extent in any given racial group, for example, the Italians

in New York or the Poles in Chicago, do parents and children live in the

same world, speak the same language, and share the same ideas, and how
far do the conditions found account for juvenile delinquency in that par-

ticular group ?

How far are the home mores responsible for criminal manifestations

of an immigrant group ?

Crisis and the courts.—It is characteristic of city life that aU

sorts of people meet and mingle together who never fully compre-

hend one another. The anarchist and the club man, the priest and

the Levite, the actor and the missionary who touch elbows on

the street, still live in totally different worlds. So complete is the

segregation of vocational classes that it is possible within the

limits of the city to live in an isolation ahnost as complete as that

of some remote rural community.

Walter Besant tells the following anecdote of his experience as

editor of the People's Palace Journal:

"In that capacity I endeavored to encourage literary effort, in the hope

of lighting upon some unknown and latent genius. The readers of the Journal

were the members of the various classes connected with the educational side of

the place. They were yoimg clerks chiefly—some of them very good fellows.

They had a debating society which I attended from time to time. Alas!

They carried on their debates in an ignorance the most profound, the most

unconscious, and the most satisfied. I endeavored to persuade them that it
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was desirable at least to master the facts of the case before they spoke. In

vain. Then I proposed subjects for essays, and offered prizes for verses. I

discovered, to my amazement, that, among all the thousands of these yoimg

people, lads and girls, there was not discoverable the least rudimentary indica-

tion of any literary power whatever. In all other towns there are young

people who nourish literary ambitions, with some measure of literary ability.

How should there be any in this town, where there were no books, no papers,

no journals, and, at that time, no free libraries?"*

In the immigrant colonies which are now well established in

every large city, foreign populations live in an isolation which is

different from that of the population of East London, but in some

respects more complete.

The difference is that each one of these little colonies has a more or less

independent political and social organization of its own, and is the center of a

more or less vigorous nationalist propaganda. For example, each one of these

groups has one or more papers printed in its own language. In New York

City there are 270 publications, most of them supported by the local population,

printed in 23 different languages. In Chicago there are 19 daily papers pub-

lished in 7 foreign languages with a combined daily circulation of 368,000

papers.

Under these conditions the social ritual and the moral order

which these immigrants brought with them from their native

countries have succeeded in maintaining themselves for a con-

siderable time under the influences of the American environment.

Social control, based on the home mores, breaks down, however,

in the second generation.

We may express the relation of the city to this fact in general

terms by saying that the effect of the urban environment is to

intensify all effects of crisis.

" The term ' crisis ' is not to be understood in a violent sense. It is involved

in any disturbance of habit. There is a crisis in the boy's life when he leaves

home. The emancipation of the negro and the immigration of the European

peasant are group crises. Any strain or crisis involves three possible changes:

greater fitness, reduced efficiency, or death. In biological terms, 'survival'

means successful adjustment to crisis, accompanied typically by a modification

of structure. In man it means mental stimulation and greater intelligence, or

mental depression, in case of failure."'

' Walter Besant, East London, p. 13.

» William I. Thomas, "Race Psychology: Standpoint and Questionnaire with

Particular Reference to the Immigrant and Negro," American Journal of Sociology,

XVII (May, 191 2), p. 736.

i
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Under the conditions imposed by city life, in which individuals

and groups of individuals, widely removed in sympathy and imder-

standing, live together under conditions of interdependence, if

not of intimacy, the conditions of social control are greatly altered

and the difl&culties increased.

The problem thus created is usually characterized as one of 'assimilation.'

It is assumed that the reason for rapid increase of crime in our large cities is due

to the fact that the foreign element in our population has not succeeded in

assimilating American culture and does not conform to the American mores.

This would be interesting, if true, but the facts seem to suggest that perhaps

the truth must be sought in the opposite direction.

"One of the most important facts established by the investigation con-

cerns the American-born children of immigrants—the 'second generation.'

The records of convictions in the New York Court of General Sessions during

the period from October i, 1908, to June 30, 1909, and of all commitments to

Massachusetts penal institutions, except those to the state farm, during the

year ending September 30, 1909, form the basis of this analysis of the criminal

tendencies of the second generation.

"From these records it appears that a clear tendency exists on the part of

the second generation to differ from the first or immigrant generation in the

character of its criminality. It also appears that this difference is much more

frequently in the direction of the criminality of the American-born of non-

immigrant parentage than it is in the opposite direction. This means that the

movement of the second-generation crime is away from the crimes peculiar to

immigrants and toward those of the American of native parentage. Sometimes

this movement has carried second-generation criminality even beyond that of

the native-born of native parentage. Of the second-generation groups sub-

mitted to this comparison, one maintains a constant adherence to the general

rule above referred to, while all the others at some point fail to follow it. This

unique group is the Irish second generation."'

What we do observe, as a result of the crisis, is that control

that was formerly based on mores was replaced by control based on

positive law. This change runs parallel to the movement by which

secondary relationships have taken the place of primary relation-

ships in the association of individuals in the city environment.

It is characteristic of the United States that great political changes should

be effected experimentally under the pressure of agitation or upon the initiative

of small but militant minorities. There is probably no other country in the

world in which so many "reforms" are in progress as at the present time in the

' Reports of the United States Immigration Commission, Vol. VI, pp. 14-16.
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United States. Reform has in fact become a kind of popular "indoor sport."

The reforms thus effected, ahnost without exception, involve some sort of

restriction or governmental control over activities that were formerly "free"

or controlled only by the mores and public opinion.

The efifect of this extension of what is called the police power,

has been to produce a change, not merely in the fundamental policy

of the law, but in the character and standing of the courts.

The Juvenile and Morals courts illustrate a change which is

perhaps taking place elsewhere. In these courts the judges have

assumed something of the functions of administrative officers,

their duties consisting less in the interpretation of law than in pre-

scribing remedies and administering advice intended to restore

delinquents brought before them to their normal places in society.

A similar tendency to give judges a wide discretion and to

impose upon them a further responsibility is manifest in those

courts which have to deal with the technical affairs of the business

world, and in the growth in popularity of commissions in which

judicial and administrative functions are combined, for example,

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

In order to interpret in a fundamental way the facts in regard to social

control it is important to start with a clear conception of the nature of

corporate action.

Corporate action begins when there is some sort of communication between

individuals who constitute a group. Commimication may take place at

different levels; that is, suggestions may be given and responded to on the

instinctive, senso-motor, or ideo-motor levels. The mechanism of com-

munication is very subtile, so subtile, in fact, that it is often difficult to con-

ceive how suggestions are conveyed from one mind to another. This does

not imply that there is any special form of consciousness, any special sense of

kinship or consciousness of kind, necessary to explain corporate action.

In fact it has recently been shown that in the case of certain highly organ-

ized and static societies, like that of the well-known ant, probably nothing that

we would call communication takes place.

"It is a well-known fact that if an ant be removed from a nest and after-

ward put back it will not be attacked, while almost invariably an ant belonging

to another nest will be attacked. It has been customary to use the words

memory, enmity, friendship, in describing this fact. Now Bethe made the

following experiment. An ant was placed in the liquids (blood and lymph)

squeezed out from the bodies of nest companions and was then put back into
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its nest; it was not attacked. It was then put in the juice taken from the

inmates of a 'hostile' nest and was at once attacked and killed."^

A further instance of the manner in which ants communicate will illustrate

how simple and automatic communication may become on the instinctive level.

"An ant, when taking a new direction from the nest for the first time,

always returns by the same path. This shows that some trace must be left

behind which serves as a guide back to the nest. If the ant returning by this

path bear no spoils, Bethe found that no other ants try this direction. But if it

bring back honey or sugar, other ants are sure to try the path. Hence some-

thing of the substances carried over this path by the ants must remain on the

path. These substances must be strong enough to affect the ants chemically."*

The important fact is that by means of this comparatively simple device

corporate action is made possible.

Individuals not only react upon one another in this reflex way, but they

inevitably communicate their sentiments, attitudes, and organic excitements,

and in doing so they necessarily react, not merely to what each individual

actually does, but to what he intends, desires, or hopes to do. The fact that

individuals often betray sentiments and attitudes to others of which they are

themselves only dimly conscious makes it possible for individual A, for example,

to act upon motives and tensions in B as soon or even before B is able to do

so. Furthermore A may act upon the suggestions that emanate from B
without himself being clearly conscious of the source from which his motives

spring. So subtle and intimate may the reactions be which control individuals

who are bound together in a social-psychological process.

It is upon the basis of this sort of instinctive and spontaneous control that

every more formal sort of control must be based in order to be effective.

Changes in the form of social control may for the purposes of

investigation be grouped under the general heads

:

1. The substitution of positive law for custom, and the extension of

municipal control to activities that were formerly left to individual initia-

tive and discretion.

2. The disposition of judges in municipal and criminal courts to

assume administrative function so that the administration of the criminal

law ceases to be a mere application of the social ritual and becomes an

application of rational and technical methods, requiring expert knowledge

or advice, in order to restore the individual to society and repair the injury

that his delinquency has caused.

3. Changes and divergences in the mores among the different isolated

and segregated groups in the city. What are the mores, for example, of

the shopgirl ? the immigrant ? the politician ? and the labor agitator ?

^ Jacques Loeb, Comparative Physiology of the Brain, pp. 220-21.

'Ibid., p. 221.
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It should be the aim of these investigations to distinguish not merely

the causes of these changes, the direction in which they are moving,

but also the forces that are likely to minimize and neutralize them. For

example, it is important to know whether the motives which are at present

multiplying the positive restrictions on the individual will necessarily

go as far in this country as they have already done in Germany. Will they

eventually bring about a condition approaching socialism?

Commercialized vice and the liquor traffic.—Social control, under

the conditions of city life, can, perhaps, be best studied in its

attempts to stamp out vice and control the liquor traffic.

The saloon and the vice establishments have come into exist-

ence as a means of exploiting appetites and instincts fundamental

to human nature. This makes the efforts that have been made

to regulate and suppress these forms of exploitation and traffic

interesting and important as subjects of investigation.

Such an investigation should be based upon thorough study:

(i) of the human nature upon which the commerce has been erected,

(2) of the social conditions which tend to convert the normal appe-

tites into social vices, (3) of the practical effects of the efforts to

limit, control, and stamp out the vice traffic and to do away with

the use and sale of liquor.

Among the things that we should desire to know are:

To what extent is the appetite for alcoholic stimulus a pre-natal

disposition ?

To what extent may such an appetite be transferred from one form of

stimulation to another; that is, e.g., from whiskey to cocaine, etc. ?

To what extent is it possible to substitute normal and healthful for

pathological and vicious stimulations ?

What are the social and moral effects of secret drinking ?

Where a taboo is established early in life does it have the effect of

idealizing the delights of indulgence ? Does it do this in some cases and

not in others? If so, what are the contributing circumstances? Do
men suddenly lose the taste for liquor and other stimulants ? What are the

conditions under which this happens ?

Many of these questions can be answered only by a study of individual

experiences. Vices undoubtedly have their natural history like certain

forms of disease. They may therefore be regarded as independent entities,

which find their habitat in human environment, are stimulated by certain

conditions, inhibited by others, but invariably exhibit through all changes

a character that is typical.
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In the early days the temperance movement had something the

character of a reHgious revival, and the effects were highly pic-

turesque. In recent years the leaders have displayed a more

deliberate strategy, but the struggle against the liquor trafl&c still

has all the characteristics of a big popular movement, a move-

ment which, having at length conquered the rural districts, is now

advancing upon the cities.

On the other hand, the vice crusade started with the cities,

where in fact commercialized vice is indigenous. The mere dis-

cussion of this subject in public has meant an enormous change

in the sex mores. The fact that this movement is everywhere

coincident with the entrance of women into party politics is sig-

nificant.

There are conditions peculiar to the life of great cities, (referred to

under the heading "Mobility of the Population of Great Cities") which

make the control of vice especially difficult. For example, crusades

and religious movements generally do not have the same success in the city

enviroiunent that they do in the smaller and less heterogeneous com-

munities. What are the conditions which make this true ?

Perhaps the facts most worth studying in connection with the move-

ment for suppression of vice are those which indicate the changes which

have taken place in fifty years in sex mores, particularly with reference to

what is regarded as modest and immodest in the dress and behavior, and

with reference to the freedom with which sexual matters are now dis-

cussed by young men and young women.

It seems, in fact, as if we were in the presence of two epoch-making

changes, the one which seems destined finally to put intoxicating liquors

in the category of poisonous drugs, and the other to lift the taboo which,

particularly among Anglo-Saxon peoples, has effectually prevented up to

the present time the frank discussion of the facts of sex.

Party politics and publicity.—There is everywhere at present a

disposition to increase the power of the executive branch of the

government at the expense of the legislative. The influence of

state legislatures and of city councils has been diminished in some

instances by the introduction of the referendum and the recall.

In others they have been largely superseded by the commission

form of government. The ostensible reason for these changes is

that they offer a means for overthrowing the power of the pro-

fessional politicians. The real ground seems to me the recognition
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of the fact that the form of govemment which had its origin in the

town meeting and was well suited to the needs of a small community

based on primary relations is not suitable to the govemment of the

changing and heterogeneous populations of cities of three or four

millions.

Much, of course, depends upon the character and size of the population.

Where it is of American stock, and the niunber of voting citizens is not too

great for thorough and calm discussion, no better school of politics can be

imagined, nor any method of managing affairs more certain to prevent jobbery

and waste, to stimulate vigilance and breed contentment. When, however,

the town meeting has grown to exceed seven or eight hundred persons, and,

still more, when any considerable section are strangers, such as Irish or

French Canadians, who have latterly poured into New England, the institu-

tion works less perfectly because the multitude is too large for debate, factions

are likely to spring up, and the immigrants, untrained in self-government,

become the prey of wire pullers or petty demagogues.^

For one thing, the problems of city govemment have become,

with the growth and organization of city life, so complicated that it

is no longer desirable to leave them to the control of men whose only

qualification for handling them consists in the fact that they have

succeeded in gaining ofiice through the ordinary machinery of

ward politics.

Another circumstance which has made the selection of city

ofiicials by popular vote impractical, under the conditions of city

life, is the fact that, except in special cases, the voter knows little

or nothing about the officials he is votiQg for; knows little or

nothing about the functions of the office to which that official is to

be elected; and, besides all the rest, is too busy elsewhere to inform

himself about conditions and needs of the city as a whole.

At a recent election in Chicago, for example, voters were called

upon to select candidates from a ballot containing 250 names,

most of them unknown to the voters. Under these circumstances

the citizen who wishes to vote intelligently relies on some more or

less interested organization or some more or less interested adviser

to tell him how to vote.

To meet this emergency, created primarily by conditions

imposed by city life, two types of organization have come into

^ James Bryce, The American Commonwealth, I, 566.
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existence for controlling those artificial crises that we call elections.

One of these is the organization represented by the political boss

and the political machine. The other is that represented by the

independent voters' leagues, taxpayers' associations, and organiza-

tions like the bureaus of municipal research.

It is an indication of the rather primitive conditions in which our

political parties were formed that they sought to govern the country on

the principle that the remedy for all sorts of administrative evils was

to "turn the rascals out," as the popular phrase expressed it, a change

of government. The political machine and the political boss have come
into existence in the interest of party politics. The parties were neces-

sarily organized to capture elections. The political machine is merely a

technical device invented for the purpose of achieving this end. The
boss is the expert who runs the machine. He is as necessary to the win-

ning of an election as a professional coach is necessary to success at football.

It is characteristic of the two types of organization which

have grown up for the purpose of controlling the popular vote that

the first, the political machine, is based, on the whole, on local,

personal, that is to say, primary relationships. The second, the

good-government organizations, make their appeal to the pubKc,

and the public, as we ordinarily understand that expression, is a

group based on secondary relationships. Members of a public are

not as a rule personally acquainted.

The poUtical machine is in fact an attempt to maintain, inside

the formal administrative organization of the city, the control of a

primary group. The organizations thus built up, of which Tam-
many Hall is the classic illustration, appear to be thoroughly feudal

in their character. The relations between the boss and his ward
captain seem to be precisely that of personal loyalty on one side

and personal protection on the other, which the feudal relation

impUes. The virtues which such an organization calls out are the

old tribal ones of fideUty, loyalty, and devotion to the interests of

the chief and the clan. The people within the organization, their

friends and supporters, consitute a "we "-group, while the rest of

the city is merely the outer world, which is not quite aUve and not

qiute human in the sense in which the members of the "we "-group

are. We have here something approaching the conditions of

primitive society.
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"The conception of 'primitive society' which we ought to form is that of

small groups scattered over a territory. The size of the groups is determined

by the conditions of the struggle for existence. The internal organization

of each group corresponds to its size. A group of groups may have some

relation to each other (kin, neighborhood, alliance, connubium, and commer-

cium) which draws them together and differentiates them from others. Thus

a differentiation arises between ourselves, the we-group, or in-group, and

everybody else, or the others-groups, out-groups. The insiders in a we-group

are in a relation of peace, order, law, government, and industry, to each other.

Their relation to all outsiders, or others-groups, is one of war and plimder,

except so far as agreements have modified it.

"The relation of comradeship and peace in the we-group and that of hos-

tility and war towards other-groups are correlative to each other. The
exigencies of war with outsiders are what make peace inside, lest internal

discord should weaken the we-group for war. These exigencies also make

government and law in the in-group, in order to prevent quarrels and enforce

discipline."^

The politics of most great cities offers abundant materials for

the study of the type represented by the political boss as well as the

social mechanisms created by and embodied in the political ma-

chine. It is necessary, however, that we study them disinterestedly.

Some of the questions we should seek to answer are:

What, as a matter of fact, is the political organization at any point

within the city? What are the sentiments and attitudes and interests

which find expression through it ?

What are the practical devices it employs for mobilizing its forces

and putting them into action ?

What is the character of the party appeal in the different moral regions

of which the city is made up ?

How much of the interest in politics is practical and how much is

mere sport ?

What part of the cost of elections is advertising ? How much of it can

be classed as "educational publicity," and how much is pure graft?

To what extent, under existing conditions, particularly as we find

them in great cities, can elections be practically controlled by purely tech-

nical devices, card catalogues, torch-light processions, spell binders

—

machinery ?

What effect will the introduction of the referendum and recall have

upon present methods of conducting elections in cities ?

Advertising and social control.—In contrast with the political

machine, which has founded its organized action on the local,

» Sumner, Folkways, p. 12.
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personal, and immediate interests represented by the different

neighborhoods and localities, the good-government organizations,

the bureaus of municipal research, and the like have sought to

represent the interests of the city as a whole and have appealed to

a sentiment and opinion neither local nor personal. These agencies

have sought to secure efficiency and good government by the educa-

tion of the voter, that is to say, by investigating and publishing the

facts regarding the government.

In this way publicity has come to be a recognized form of

social control, and advertising
—

"social advertising"—has become

a profession with an elaborate technique supported by a body of

special knowledge.

It is one of the characteristic phenomena of city life and of society

founded on secondary relationships that advertising should have come

to occupy so important a place in its economy.

In recent years every individual and organization which has had to

deal with the public, that is to say the public outside the smaller and more

intimate communities of the village and small town, has come to have

its press agent, who is often less an advertising man than a diplomatic

man accredited to the newspapers, and through them to the world at large.

Institutions like the Russell Sage Foundation, and to a less extent, the

General Education Board have sought to influence public opinion directly

through the medium of publicity. The Carnegie Report upon Medical

Education, the Pittsburgh Survey, the Russell Sage Foundation Report

on Comparative Costs of Public-School Education in the Several States,

are something more than scientific reports. They are rather a high

form of journalism, dealing with existing conditions critically, and seeking

through the agency of publicity to bring about radical reforms. The

work of the Bureau of Municipal Research in New York has had a similar

practical purpose. To these must be added the work accomplished by the

child-welfare exhibits, by the social surveys undertaken in different parts

of the country, and by similar propaganda in favor of public health.

As a source of social control public opinion becomes important

in societies founded on secondary relationships of which great cities

are a type. In the city every social group tends to create its own
milieu and, as these conditions become fixed, the mores tend to

accommodate themselves to the conditions thus created. In

secondary groups and in the city, fashion tends to ta;ke the place

of custom, and public opinion rather than the mores becomes the

dominant force in social control.
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In any attempt to understand the nature of public opinion and
its relation to social control, it is important to investigate first of

all the agencies and devices which have come into practical use in

the effort to control, enlighten, and exploit it.

The first and the most important of these is the press, that is

the daily newspaper and other forms of current literature including

books classed as current/

After the newspaper, the bureaus of research which are now
springing up in all the large cities are the most interesting and the

most promising devices for using publicity as a means of control.

The fruits of these investigations do not reach the public

directly, but are disseminated through the medium of the press,

the pulpit, and other sources of popular enlightenment.

In addition to these there are the educational campaigns in the

interest of better health conditions, the child-welfare exhibits, and

the numerous "social advertising" devices which are now employed,

sometimes upon the initiative of private societies, sometimes upon

that of popular magazines or newspapers, in order to educate the

pubb'c and enlist the masses of the people in the movement for

the improvement of conditions of community life.

The newspaper is the great medium of communication within

the city, and it is on the basis of the information which it supplies

that public opiaion rests. The first function which a newspaper

supplies is that which was formerly performed by the village

gossip.

In spite, however, of the industry with which newspapers

pursue facts of personal intelligence and human interest, they

cannot compete with the village gossips as a means of social control.

For one thing, the newspaper maintains some reservations not

recognized by gossip, in the matters of personal intelligence. For

example, imtil they run for office or commit some other overt act

that brings them before the public conspicuously, the private

life of individual men or women is a subject that is for the

newspaper taboo. It is not so with gossip, partly because in a

small community no individual is so obscure that his private

affairs escape observation and discussion; partiy because the field

' Cf. Bryce, The American Commonwealth, p. 267.
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is smaller. In small communities there is a perfectly amazing

amount of personal information afloat among the individuals who

compose them.

The absence of this in the city is what, in large part, makes the

city what it is.

Some of the questions that arise in regard to the nature and function of

the newspaper and of publicity generally are:

What is news ?

What are the methods and motives of the newspaper man? Are

they those of an artist ? a historian ? or merely those of a brigand ?

To what extent does the newspaper control and to what extent is it

controlled by public sentiment ?

What is a "fake" and why?
What is yellow journalism and why is it yellow ?

What would be the effect of making the newspaper a municipal

monopoly ?

What is the difference between advertising and news ?

IV. TEMPERAMENT AND THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Great cities have always been the melting-pots of races and

of cultures. Out of the vivid and subtle interactions of which they

have been the centers, there have come the newer breeds and the

newer social types. The great cities of the United States, for

example, have drawn from the isolation of their native villages

great masses of the rural populations of Europe and America.

Under the shock of the new contacts the latent energies of these

primitive peoples have been released, and the subtler processes of

interaction have brought into existence, not merely vocational,

but temperamental types.

Mobilization of the individual man.—Transportation and com-

munication have effected, among many other silent but far-reaching

changes, what I have called the "mobilization of the individual

man." They have multiplied the opportunities of the individual

man for contact and for association with his fellows, but they

have made these contacts and associations more transitory and

less stable. A very large part of the populations of great cities,

including those who make their homes in tenements and apart-

ment houses, live much as people do in some great hotel, meeting
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but not knowing one another. The effect of this is to substitute

fortuitous and casual relationship for the more intimate and

permanent associations of the smaller community.

Under these circumstances the individual's status is determined

to a considerable degree by conventional signs—by fashion and

"front"—and the art of life is largely reduced to skating on thin

surfaces and a scrupulous study of style and manners.

Not only transportation and communication, but the segregation

of the urban population tends to facilitate the mobiUty of the

individual man. The processes of segregation establish moral

distances which make the city a mosaic of little worlds which touch

but do not interpenetrate. This makes it possible for individuals

to pass quickly and easily from one moral milieu to another and

encourages the fascinating but dangerous experiment of living at

the same time in several different contiguous, perhaps, but widely

separated worlds. All this tends to give to city life a superficial

and adventitious character; it tends to complicate social relation-

ships and to produce new and divergent individual types. It

introduces, at the same time, an element of chance and adventure,

which adds to the stimulus of city life and gives it for young and

fresh nerves a peculiar attractiveness. The lure of great cities is

perhaps a consequence of stimulations which act directly upon the

reflexes. As a type of human behavior it may be explained, like

the attraction of the flame for the moth, as a sort of tropism.

The attraction of the metropolis is due in part, however, to the

fact that in the long run every individual finds somewhere among

the varied manifestations of city life the sort of environment in

which he expands and feels at ease; finds, in short, the moral

climate in which his peculiar nature obtains the stimulations that

bring his innate qualities to full and free expression. It is, I

suspect, motives of this kind which have their basis, not in interest

nor even in sentiment, but in something more fundamental and

primitive which draw many, if not most, of the young men and

young women from the security of their homes in the country into

the big, booming confusion and excitement of city life. In a small

community it is the normal man, the man without eccentricity or

genius, who seems most likely to succeed. The small community
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often tolerates eccentricity. The city, on the contrary, rewards it.

Neither the criminal, the defective, nor the genius has the same

opportunity to develop his innate disposition in a small town,

that he invariably finds in a great city.

Fifty years ago every village had one or two eccentric char-

acters who were treated ordinarily with a benevolent toleration,

but who were regarded meanwhile as impracticable and queer.

These exceptional individuals lived an isolated existence, cut off

by their very eccentricities, whether of genius or of defect, from

genuinely intimate intercourse with their fellows. If they had

the making of criminals, the restraints and inhibitions of the small

community rendered them harmless. If they had the stuff of genius

in them, they remained sterile for lack of appreciation or opportun-

ity. Mark Twain's story of Pudd'n Head Wilson is a description of

one such obscure and unappreciated genius. It is not so true as it

was that

—

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen

And waste its fragrance on the desert air.

Gray wrote the "Elegy in a Country Churchyard" before the

existence of the modern city.

In the city many of these divergent types now find a milieu in

which for good or for ill their dispositions and talents parturate

and bear fruit.

In the investigation of those exceptional and temperamental types

which the city has produced, we should seek to distinguish, as far as

possible, between those abstract mental qualities upon which technical

excellence is based and those more fundamental native characteristics

which find expression in temperament. We may therefore ask:

To what extent are the moral qualities of individuals based on native

character? To what extent are they conventionalized habits imposed

upon by them or taken over by them from the group ?

What are the native qualities and characteristics upon which the

moral or immoral character accepted and conventionalized by the group

are based ?

What connection or what divorce appears to exist between mental

and moral qualities in the groups and in the individuals composing them ?

Are criminals as a rule of a lower order of intelligence than non-

criminals ? If so, what types of intelligence are associated with different
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t)^pes of crime ? For example, do professional burglars and professional

confidence men represent different mental types ?

What are the effects upon these different types of isolation and of

mobility, of stimulus and of repression ?

To what extent can playgrounds and other forms of recreation

supply the stimulation which is otherwise sought for in vicious pleasures ?

To what extent can vocational guidance assist individuals in finding

vocations in which they will be able to obtain a free expression of their

temperamental qualities ?

The moral region.—It is inevitable that individuals who seek

the same forms of excitement, whether that excitement be furn-

ished by a horse race or by grand opera, should find themselves

from time to time in the same places. The result of this is that,

in the organization which city life spontaneously assumes, a dis-

position of the population manifests itself to segregate itself, not

merely in accordance with its interests, but in accordance with

its tastes or its temperaments. The resulting distribution of the

population is likely to be quite different from that brought about

by occupational interests or economic conditions. '

Every neighborhood, under the influences which tend to dis-

tribute and segregate city populations, may assume the character

of a "moral region." Such, for example, are the vice districts,

which. are found in most cities. A moral region is not necessarily

a place of abode. It may be a mere rendezvous, a place of

resort.

In order to understand the forces which in every large city tend to develop

these detached milieus, in which vagrant and suppressed impulses, passions,

and ideals emancipate themselves from the dominant moral order, it is neces-

sary to refer to the fact or theory of latent impulses of men.

The fact seems to be that men are brought into the world with all the

passions, instincts, and appetites, uncontrolled and undisciplined. Civiliza-

tion, in the interests of the common welfare, demands the suppression some-

times, and the control always, of these wild, natural dispositions. In the

process of imposing its discipline upon the individual, in making over the

individual in accordance with the accepted community model, much is sup-

pressed altogether, and much more finds a vicarious expression in forms that

are socially valuable, or at least innocuous. It is at this point that sport,

play, and art function. They permit the individual to purge himself by

means of symbolic expression of these wild and suppressed impulses. This is

the catharsis of which Aristotle wrote in his Poetic and which has been given
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new and more positive significance by the investigations of Sigmund Freud

and the Psycho-Analysts.^

No doubt many other social phenomena such as strikes, wars, popular

elections, and religious revivals, perform a similar function in releasing the

subconscious tensions. But within smaller communities where social relations

are more intimate and inhibitions more imperative, there are many exceptional

individuals who find within the limits of the communal activity no normal and

and healthful expression of their individual aptitudes and temperaments.

The causes which give rise to what are here described as "moral

regions" are due in part to the restrictions which urban life imposes;

in part to the license which these same conditions offer. We have

until very recently given much consideration to the temptations of

city life, but we have not given the same consideration to the effects

of inhibitions and suppressions of natural impulses and instincts

under the changed conditions of metropolitan life. For one thing,

children which in the country are counted as an asset become in the

city a liability. Aside from this fact it is very much more dif&cult

to rear a family in the city than on the farm. Marriage takes place

later in the city, and sometimes it doesn't take place at all. These

facts have consequences the significance of which we are as yet

wholly unable to estimate.

Investigation of the problems involved might well begin by a study

and comparison of the characteristic types of social organization which

exist in the regions referred to.

What are the external facts in regard to the life in Bohemia, the

Half-World, the Red-Light District, and other "moral regions" less pro-

nounced in character ?

What is the nature of the vocations which connect themselves with

the ordinary life of these regions? What are the characteristic mental

types which are attracted by the freedom which they offer ?

How do individuals find their way into these regions? How do

they escape from them ?

To what extent are the regions referred to the product of the license;

to what extent are they due to the restrictions imposed by city life on the

natural man ?

Temperament and social contagion.—What lends special impor-

tance to the segregation of the poor, the vicious, the criminal, and

exceptional persons generally, which is so characteristic a feature

' Cf. Dr. Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams.
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of city life, is the fact that social contagion tends to stimulate in

divergent types the common temperamental differences, and to

suppress characters which unite them with the normal types about

them. Association with others of their own ilk provides also

not merely a stimulus, but a moral support for the traits they have

in common which they would not find in a less select society. In

the great city the poor, the vicious, and the delinquent, crushed

together in an unhealthful and contagious intimacy, breed in and in,

soul and body, so that it has often occurred to me that those long

genealogies of the Jukes and the Tribes of Ishmael would not

show such a persistent and distressing uniformity of vice, crime,

and poverty unless they were peculiarly fit for the environment in

which they are condemned to exist.

We must then accept these "moral regions" and the more or

less eccentric and exceptional people who inhabit them, in a sense,

at least, as part of the natural if not the normal life of a city.

It is not necessary to understand by the expression "moral region" a

place or a society that is either necessarily criminal or abnormal. It is intended

rather to apply to regions in which a divergent moral code prevails, because it

is a region in which the people who inhabit it are dominated, as people are

ordinarily not dominated, by a taste or by a passion or by some interest which

has its roots directly in the original nature of the individual. It may be an

art, like music, or a sport, like horse racing. Such a region would differ from

other social groups by the fact that its interests are more immediate and more

fundamental. For this reason its differences are likely to be due to moral

rather than intellectual isolation.

Because of the opportunity it offers, particularly to the excep-

tional and abnormal types of man, a great city tends to spread out

and lay bare to the public view in a massive manner all the char-

acters and traits which are ordinarily obscured and suppressed

in smaller communities. The city, in short, shows the good and

evil in human nature in excess. It is this fact, perhaps, more than

any other which justifies the view that would make of the city a

laboratory or clinic in which human nature and social processes

may be most conveniently and profitably studied.



WHAT IS AMERICANISM ?

SUPPLEMENT

The symposium contained in the January number of this

Journal did not contain contributions from representatives of

labor groups. This omission was not due to the fault of the

editors, but to the failure of labor representatives to respond.

Copies of the symposium were sent to forty representatives of labor

organizations, and a letter requested that each person receiving the

reprint would send responses to the question originally proposed,

but reduced to the briefer form, "What kind of an American

nation would your group make if it could."

The replies received are here presented. As in the previous

part of the symposivun, these additions are arranged in the alpha-

betical order of the writer's names.

Joseph D. Cannon (Western Federation of Miners)

"What is Americanism?"

Most any answer to this question will be found to abound in

generalities and abstractions which probably aim to put into form

the ideal of the one making the answer.

I shall not make that kind of an answer, but I shall endeavor

to tell what Americanism is at the present time. As to what it

ought to be—that is another question, which in a limited way,

I shall try to answer too, telling, not what Americanism, but what

humanitarianism, should be.

The Americanism of today has had a development to trace

which would require volumes. To touch upon but one phase of

it herein, and upon that one very sparingly, is my purpose.

The stages of this development can be traced by referring to

but the most important instances on which it rests. These occurred

in Pittsburgh in 1877; during the eighty's at many places; at

Homestead in 1892; at Chicago in 1894; at Lattimore a few

years later; in 1899 in the Cceur d'Alenes; in 1903 and 1904 at

Cripple Creek and Trinidad; in 1908 in Alabama, and in West

613
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Virginia at intervals. In 1913 in Calumet the net results of this

"Americanism" were the crushed and distorted bodies of seventy-

five wives and babes of the strikers at their Christmas tree cele-

bration; at Ludlow, on April 20, 1914
—"Americanism" calls it

a "battle"—there was a massacre, premeditated and ferocious;

mothers were shot and burned alive in their tents, babies were

smothered and roasted in the cellars into which they had been

hurried for security, and even the maternity hospital, crudely

built down in the earth, where the miners thought there would be

safety for their women when new lives were coming into being,

was turned from a place of birth into a chamel house; a few weeks

ago at Chrome, New Jersey, a minor occurrence took place, the

gun-men of the masters were not very zealous—just a score or so

wounded, and only two murdered outright.

It is but a short time since the world was affrighted at the

specter of militarism, when at Zabern, in Alsace, a lame shoemaker

was wounded by some German soldiers. Such a breach was this

of the rights of civilians, that the episode became one of inter-

national importance. But Americanism does things on a bigger

scale. It kills the workers in driblets of one and two, in bunches

of ten and twenty, and in groups of fifty and seventy-five. This

is "preserving the peace." The country is informed, through a

well-drilled press, of a "clash" or of a "battle," or that an "attack"

was made on the officers or troopers. But it ever is the workers

that are the victims, and the wives and children of the toilers are

the mourners; and the representatives of the people in charge of

governmental affairs, state and national, congratulate themselves

on the restoration of "law and order," while the corporations

declare their dividends in blood and gold with unwonted regularity.

This is Americanism!

To a lesser extent elsewhere, it is capitalism, but nowhere else,

without an uprising, has it reached the perfection attained in the

land the portals of which are guarded by the Statue of Liberty.

The Supreme Court has decided that the Danbury Hatters

must pay three times the claimed damages for boycotting an unfair

product. Men who have put all their earnings, above the amount

required for the barest necessities, into little homes, and others
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who placed their meager savings in the banks, that their loved ones

might be protected against want, are to lose all. Their little

homes are to be taken and they are to be mulcted of their savings,

and in their declining years are to be turned into the street that

the anger of an irritated capitalism might be assuaged. But the

same court, the Supreme Court, within a week after rendering the

foregoing decision, sagely ruled that corporations were justified

in boycotting workers because they belonged to labor unions.

This is Americanism

!

The last harvest was the most bountiful with which labor and

nature ever provided us, yet we have millions lacking food, clothing,

and shelter, and without the chance of obtaining the necessary

employment through which their plight might be relieved, and

women and babies are in hunger and want. The greatest wheat

crop in history rewarded the husbandmen, but with the people

without funds and without work, the price per bushel is soaring

higher than ever before, and millions are facing starvation that the

gamblers in life's necessities may pile up greater and ever-greater

fortunes in one short season. When complaint is made to our

great Chief Executive, the answer is that the trouble is "psy-

chological." When the people's cry for bread is deciphered to

him, the world is informed with the Princetonian eclat that there

is a "misapprehension."

This is Americanism!

For many years the workers, through the usurped power of the

courts, have been oppressed by the masters in a long era of "govern-

ment by injunction."

That was Americanism!

Now they are suffering from the illegal practice of the so-called

detective agencies, which, by request, send out bodies of armed
men to serve capitahsm, which is "government by gun-men."

This is Americanism

!

Americanism is capitalism at its zenith of development. Capi-

talism is production for profit. The remedy is collective owner-

ship and control of the machinery of production and distribution.

Under such a system it will be impossible for one man or set of

men to exploit the labor of any other man.
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Individualism is now at its extreme. The Superman is in the

flower of his reign. The Anarch is in full command, and nations

are swayed with the strokes of his baton. Society must take his

baton away from him, and at the same time give him the full

product of his own labor, and to every other worker it must render

a like recompense.

This will be Humanitarianism

!

In 1798 in Paris, the people in their gatherings on the street

complained: "The King and nobles have bought up all the wheat,

the people must pay the price or starve."

At the present time in the United States the bankers and the

speculators have bought up all the wheat, the people must pay

the price or starve.

This is Americanism!

Andrew Furuseth (President, International Seamen's

Union of America)

Your letter of February 4 reached me here in Washington a

few days ago, and the first opportunity that I have had to answer

is just now.

''What kind of a world does my group want?"

This is the question which you want me to answer. In order

to do so in the shortest possible way, it is first necessary to tell

you something about the seaman's life.

Excepting in the domestic trade we are compelled to sign

contracts to labor, and such contracts are enforceable by imprison-

ment. The law compels us to obey any order from our superiors

(the ship's officers). If in obeying such order we lose a limb or

become otherwise crippled for life, there is no remedy except the

poorhouse, and if we refuse to obey the order we are sent to prison

for such refusal.

Such orders may be given night or day, Sunday or week days.

At sea we are working twelve hours a day, seven days a week,

except in cases of emergencies when we work until we can work

no more. If we are in port in the United States and refuse to obey

orders, we forfeit all the wages earned after instant dismissal from
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the service, which follows immediately upon refusal. In a foreign

port in the foreign trade, that is to say, in any port outside of

the United States or adjacent foreign countries, we may be sent

to prison for refusal, kept there until the captain chooses to take

us out, a substitute may be hired to do our work, and our wages

earned or to be earned are taken to pay the substitute and the

expenses of the imprisonment. At the discretion of the master

we may, when the vessel is ready to go to sea, be forcibly put

on board of the vessel there to continue to labor against our

will.

In hiring out we are subject to the competition of any man from

anjrwhere, from any stratum in society, from any nation, from any

race, with or without previous experience, with or without knowl-

edge of the language of the officers on board of the ship.

This man controls our wages when we are hiring out, and when

we are on board of the vessel we must do his work for him if he

does not know how to do it, which is usually the situation.

Not 5 per cent of us are married because we do not earn enough

money to take care of anybody else.

For these reasons Americans began leaving the sea fifty years

ago, and there are not 5 per cent of sailors sailing before the mast

in the coastwise or foreign trade that are American bom. Those

who are saiUng and who have not fought life's battle and accepted

defeat are looking for something else to do, and boys are refusing

to go into the calling.

The inclosed document entitled The Decay of Seamanship

contains in a rough sketch the cause for the decay, and a very

short sketch of the remedy, which is known as Senate bill 136,

the LaFollette Seamen's bill, introduced by Senator LaFollette of

Wisconsin, who succeeded in getting it through the Senate. A
similar bill was introduced by Joshua W. Alexander of Missouri,

who is chairman of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-

eries. A very much modified bill was reported by Mr. Alexander

out of the committee. He seems to have gone back on his own
bill, and the prospects of the passage of any legislation is sHm.

Ship owners in Europe are opposed to it, so there are very poor

prospects of the group to which I belong ever seeing any America
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that we have hoped for, worked for, and waited for, for more than

twenty years.

We long ago realized that if any improvement was to come at

all it would come as a result of losses of passengers at sea, and
from a feeling that seamen would be considered needed for national

purposes.

Inclosed please find a list of partial losses of passengers since

i860. You will note that there is a constant increase of losses in

each half-decade, until this last half-decade shows that it has

reached nearly four thousand, five hundred passengers lost from

passenger vessels under different flags. We thought that with

the loss of the "Titanic," with its great number of prominent and

very wealthy men and women, there might be a change, and that

the survivors and relatives of the lost would have insisted upon

needed legislation. We have failed to understand the full meaning

of Machiavelli's advice to the Prince: "Men will forgive, some-

times they will forget the loss of a relative, but never the loss of a

patrimony."

Max S. Hayes (Editor of Citizen, and International Typo-

graphical Union Representative, Cleveland, Ohio)

As the workers during the past few years have come to a real-

ization of the tremendous changes that have taken place in our

economic system, and are still studying in the hard school of

experience, they are naturally growing more hopeful that the time

is not far distant when they can achieve their industrial freedom

through organized and peaceful endeavors.

The introduction of labor-saving machinery and the centrali-

zation of capital into huge combinations that control the industries

and aim to dictate wages to the producers and prices to the con-

sumers are problems that the man in overalls is grappling with in

their broadest aspects, with the idea in view of utilizing all the

p>owers at labor's command for the benefit of present-day society

and posterity.

The worn-out political economy of individualism is being

dimiped upon the scrapheap by the evolution that has trans-

formed anarchic and go-as-you-please production into scientific,
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collective production, and labor's aim and struggle now is to

obtain control of the social forces to the end that those who produce

the nation's wealth shall own it and own themselves as well.

The principles and ethics of socialism are constantly becoming

more attractive to the common people, and will be given political

as well as industrial expression in increasing proportion as intelli-

gence is disseminated.

William D. Haywood (General Secretary-Treasurer,

Industrial Workers of the World)

Have received your favor of the 5th inst. and also copy of the

American Journal of Sociology. Upon looking through it, it seems

to me that there are few who come up to your expectations on

the subject "What is Americanism?"

I trust that you will have better success with the letters that

you have submitted to the members of the I.W.W.

With best wishes, I am

Yours for Industrial Freedom

Mother Jones (Colorado State Federation of Labor)

I received you letter of the 4th a few days ago. I did not get

a copy of the Journal of American Sociology, and cannot give a

clear expression on the subject, either of approval or condemnation.

It is true, indeed, that conditions of life are changing. The eco-

nomic changes which have taken place in the last fifty years cer-

tainly must have their effect on human thought. It is somewhat
encouraging, indeed, that men in your position are sitting up and
taking notice, and it is to be hoped that a clearer conception of the

conditions that confront this and the next generation will be

handled with reason and clear intellect.

I very much appreciate your letter. Owing to the brutal per-

secution of the miners of this state by the moneyed interests who
think of nothing but dollars, I am imable to reply intelligently to

your letter of the 4th. They have arrested—^indicted—175 of my
boys. But they have not arrested one of the murderers on the

other side. I regret indeed that such bias, such brutal instinct,
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should dominate the minds in public office in this nation. Brute

force and persecution have never yet proved a remedy in industrial

conflicts.

John B. Lennon (Treasurer, American Federation

OF Labor)

I am in receipt of your communication of February 4, asking

"What kind of a world does my group want?" Apparently you
have sent a similar letter to a large number of people repre-

senting, I suppose, different views and different aspirations, in

order that the kind of world, satisfactory to them, shall be

brought about. It is not an easy matter for one trade unionist or

even for a number to express fully the hopes and aspirations of

trade unionists.

We represent all philosophies and all schools of thought. Con-

sequently that which is hoped for as at least a partial solution of

social injustice differs materially in the minds of different persons.

The trade union, as it presents itself to me through an experience

of more than forty years, is the most practical method now being

used by the wage-workers of the world for a substantial better-

ment in their social conditions. It is an opportunist movement,

taking advantage of every opportunity that presents itseh for

material betterment. We want a world where every man and

every woman who does useful work will receive for that work ample

to enable them to Hve up to their best ideals as to morals and their

social Hfe. We hope for a world where children will be given every

opportunity to develop into the best possible men and women for

which they are fitted. We believe we are making progress in these

directions. Wages have been increased, the number of hours of

labor per day decreased, factory and safety legislation have been

secured, the public-school system has been unproved and extended,

and personal rights of the individual have been promoted and have

been defended wherever and whenever they have been attacked.

This has been and will be to a considerable degree the work of the

trade-union movement, and we are entirely satisfied that it will

compare favorably with the human uplift work that is done by

any school of economists in the world.
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Duncan McDonald (Secretary-Treasurer, United Mine

Workers of America, District No. 12)

I regret that thus far no one has spoken for the great body of

wage-earners who, regardless of the minor station they occupy in

our present society, yet represent so vast a number in the make-up

to the sum-total of our citizenship.

I have read the replies presented in the reprint from the Jan-

uary number, and the one fact that stands out in bold relief is that

they are based almost solely on the circumstances and environments

surrounding the individual making reply.

In order to build a structure commensurate with the progress

and achievements of the human race it is first essential to clear

away the debris and prepare a suitable foundation; this foundation

must find a resting-place on solid facts and not theories, and for

this reason we must go back to first principles.

The fear that envelops the great mass of laboring people is

want or the danger of want. ReUeve the race of want and the fear

of want in the future and we shall have a free people.

Unemployment and small wages contribute more to the impover-

ishment of the human race than all other causes combined, and

from these two causes spring more of the ills of human society than

from anything else. Without proper food and shelter there can

be no progress, and the offspring, ignorance, branches out in a

multiplicity of ways. Crime, drunkenness, disease, immorality,

corrupt politics, and the various sins that beset our path can be

traced to the cellar, the attic, and the den.

Therefore, the great question that confronts the American

citizen of today is the industrial question, or the question of bread

and butter, which enters into every phase of our industrial life.

The wasted energy, the terrible strife, the expenditure of millions

of dollars annually by the two contending forces in society, the

class divisions, can and would be eHminated if a properly organ-

ized system of industry were brought into being.

Raw material and labor are the basis of our industrial and com-

mercial life. So long as labor does not receive sufficient to provide

nourishment to the body, disease will sap its vitals, organized

greed will drink its life blood, ignorance will control its destiny,
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and intemperance will lay claim to its share of the spoils—and

human wrecks will be launched on the sea of life.

Organized charity offers no solution; prohibition can prohibit

only in places other than where booze and ignorance hold sway

—

and they are usually found doing team-work. Trade unions as

at present conducted offer only a poor palliative at the best. What
then is the solution ?

The great army of the unemployed cry to far-off heaven for relief;

the fierce industrial conflicts disgrace our states and nation; corrupt

politicians occupy the place of statesmen and lend their influence

to perpetuate this scene of carnage; "misleading" leaders in labor

unions contribute their share to the same end; the introduction

of labor-saving devices, that should lessen the burden of labor and

reduce its misery, proves a curse, as it tends to throw more and

more out of employment, and enhances the profits of the owners.

The problem of the unemployed Hes at the root of most other social

problems, and small wages prevent thousands of children from

securing anything but the most rudimentary education. Again

I ask, What then is the solution ?

No permanent solution for any of our ills can be found until

the industrial problem is solved, and the answer is "Co-operation"

—from each according to his ability; to each according to his

needs.

If a system of co-operation could be established so that all

would share in the profits to the extent to which they contribute;

the hours of labor regulated so that the labor-saving machine will

be a blessing instead of a curse, and so that there will be no unem-

ployed, every citizen will be benefited. Place the premium on

those who work instead of those who shirk. Have wages that are

commensurate with the needs of a higher citizenship. Stop the

present system of private ownership and exploitation and establish

public ownership, or socialism, and the other ills complained of will

vanish.

If all men and women interested in the welfare of the human
race will work to this end, this will be a better world to live in, and

we shall all be the better fitted for the world to come, whatever

and wherever that may be.
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John Mitchell (State Workmen's Compensation

Commission, New York)

I regret that owing to great pressure of work and to the delay

in receiving your letter and copy of the American Journal of

Sociology, addressed to Washington and forwarded from there,

I have been unable to give consideration to them in time to commu-

nicate with you earUer.

I do not now represent officially the organized workers; that

is to say, I hold no position in the labor movement other than that

of delegate from the United Mine Workers of America to the con-

vention of the American Federation of Labor. If it is your intention

to hold your pages open longer for responses from representa-

tives of organized labor, may I suggest that in addition to sending

a copy of the American Journal of Sociology to Mr. Samuel Gompers,

president of the American Federation of Labor (which I do not

doubt you have done), you send copies also to the members of the

Executive Council of that organization, whose names are attached ?

Appreciating the courtesy of your letter and regretting that

I am not in a position at present to accept the invitation it conveys,

I am, etc.

John P. White (President, United Mine Workers of America)

Any institution that molds a higher stage of American civil-

ization, giving its people pre-eminent position among the nations

of the world in production and distribution, arts, sciences, and

Uterature, is a social force that should be fostered, and its beneficent

influence should be permitted to play upon degrading economic and

moral conditions. Organized labor as a social force expresses the

discontent of millions of people with degrading conditions of life

wherever they may be found, and in that expression it seeks ful-

filment of its cherished desire for education and culture, comfort

and happiness.

There are two fundamental psychological principles that apply

to humanity the world over: first, human life is intelligence which

is constantly unfolding itself; secondly, it is based upon some form

of an ideal, which would make the world a little better than what
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it is today. With the desire to live is coupled the desire to be

happy. To this impulse the world owes all its progress.

All progress is the result of labor. Everyone that performs

some useful labor, intellectual or manual, is contributing his share

to the advancement of civilization. There are legions unconscious

of this fundamental truth, who, in obedience to their desire to live

and be happy, are using their powers to bestow some degree of

happiness upon the rest of society.

The man who works in the ditch, in the factory, or in the mine

feels the same pulsation in self-perfecting impulses as the most

learned professor. In obedience to the primary principle of life,

he works to perpetuate life; not in the form lower animals do, all

of which manifest the same desire to Kve, but with a degree of

intelligence which shows the operation of mind upon matter. In

truth, our advanced civilization is the result of the operation of

mind upon matter. The most essential thing to progress and the

attainment of high ideals is the training and perfecting of the

mind. If the man in the ditch shows an impulse to crawl out, it is

a holy impulse. It is something greater than what you see in his

physical form. It is mind reaching out irresistibly to the attain-

ment of a God-given ideal.

Were it not for restraints and hindrances, each individual could

work out his own destiny, but the man who labors has come to

realize that individually he is subject to the irascibility of his

employer, whose activity in the business world is predicated upon

the principle of getting the most for the least. Morally this is

unsound, for it is based upon personal selfishness, and is contrary

to the principle of equation, which is the basis of morality. Chris-

tianity teaches what might be termed a sublime form of moraUty,

and yet some of its devotees are hard taskmasters, oppressing and

exploiting their labor, and using the most barbarous and cruel

methods to crush out that elevating, self-perfecting impulse which

is the primary cause of all progress and civilization.

Opposition to individual effort to rise, to develop, to improve,

has caused the fusion of those desires, and we have organized labor.

To be more concise, opposition merely hastened, as it always will,
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this fusion of feelings and sentiments, for the benefits of associate

life and effort are beyond computation.

In a sense, labor unrest is only a phase of universal discontent.

Contentment is the forerunner of death of a nation. Healthy dis-

content bespeaks virility and progress. To be content is to imagine

that the perfect has been attained, and the opponents of organ-

ized labor are afflicted with this form of imagination.

America can become great only by making her people great,

and the bulk of her people are the masses, who engage in multi-

farious kinds of vocations in the production of the necessaries

of life.

Where organized labor has been recognized, and the principles

of collective bargaining and conciliation have been applied to wage

disputes and industrial grievances, a long period of industrial peace

has been established, where otherwise there would have been strife,

hatred, and spasmodic disturbances.

Organized labor is one of the most benevolent educational

institutions in the land. Its membership is heterogeneous, com-

prising well-nigh all nationalities in the world, who, spuming

oppression and suppression of their God-given ideals, sought

America of opportunities. Here they are in our midst, pulsating

with ambition for higher life. This international citizenship is

one of the most potent forces which is molding a high stage of

American civilization. These pilgrims from other lands have their

vision directed to the light, and are showing the highest sense of

practical optimism. Their motto is "Courage and Faith," and

this, coupled with intelligent labor, will move mountains.

Every citizen should take especial pride in the greatness of our

country. Nothing should be neglected or left undone to make it

even greater, so that the future historian will utter meeds of praise

for the leaders of the present age. America is in the making.

The zenith of its power, of its vastness, of its all-embracing influence

for good is yet to come. But the masses—they are the major

portions of this nation, whose education, elevation, and enlighten-

ment are essential to progress. It is not by the accumulation of

wealth, the attainment of power or fame that great men are known
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and their good names perpetuated in the history of mankind, but by

ministering to the needs of those who are struggling in darkness for

light.

The basis of future American civilization will be the sterling

character and noble manhood of its working people. To attain

this most desirable end, it is necessary that three essentials be

incorporated into their labor and life. The first essential is the

safety of these people at their work. The second essential is the

just distribution of the fruits of their labor. The third essential

is the training of the mind. These three essentials, if properly

systematized and directed, will become a potent social force for

moral and material uplift, and the resultant greatness of the Ameri-

can nation will excite the envy of the world.

Organized labor is performing a moral fimction of inestimable

worth. Its activity is confined to mutual self-help and elevation

of character, the ennobling of manhood and womanhood, the

culture of childhood in the principles of honesty and truth. Of

course, in the pursuit of these ideals, certain restraints and hin-

drances are encountered, clashing with which causes what is popu-

larly termed labor unrest. There will always be a healthy, virile

discontent, but labor unrest, as it is interpreted and understood

by some employers, could be entirely neutralized if they would

withdraw their opposition to the desire of the masses for culture,

education, and elevation.

Unredressed grievances festering in the hearts of men are what

breeds hatred. This form of hatred constantly grows, and at

times becomes violent and destructive. This is one of the mani-

festations of labor unrest, but it is largely confined to fields from

which organized labor has been stamped out, and where the indi-

vidual has no methods in obtaining redress except by means of his

own crude personal powers.

Future ages will see America standing out prominently among

the nations of the world, and her distinguishing marks will be

education, efficiency, and economy of the workers.

B. H. Williams (Editor of Solidarity, Cleveland, Ohio)

"What kind of a world does the I.W.W. want?" This, in

substance, is the question asked the writer by the editor of the
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American Journal of Sociology. Nothing would please me more

than to attempt to draw a word-picture of that world; but space

is too limited. I shall, therefore, indicate only some salient features

of the I.W.W. forecast and program, which seem to me wholly in

accord with scientific principles and facts, and therefore not to

be successfully controverted.

In harmony with the theory and with the established facts of

evolution, the Industrial Workers of the World hold that the

general tendency of the organism we call society is progressive

—

that is, from lower or less finished forms and functions, to ever-

higher and more nearly finished forms and functions, approaching

the infinity of perfection. In other words, social evolution differs

in no essential respect from organic evolution.

Applying this evolutionary principle, we discover:

1. That this society which we call capitalism is a more advanced

form of the social organism than was any prior state. Its crowning

achievement is the age of machinery, bringing into existence an

enormous increase in wealth and in the capacity for producing the

accessories of an ever-richer civilization; in short, transforming

the face of society in a manner undreamed of prior to its advent.

2. That the manner of producing the social wealth has evolved

from an individual, family, or small group-form, to an ever-larger

group-form embracing great industries and correlating these indus-

tries into what is approaching a world-system of production and

exchange. In other words, machinery, or the machine process,

has evolved social wealth production, in which, generally speaking,

all workers co-operate nationally and internationally in the creation

and circulation of the accessories of civilization.

3. That the control or management of this system of production

and exchange is not democratic, but autocratic—is in the hands

of individuals or groups of capitahsts, who claim absolute control

over the product of labor as well as absolute ownership of the

natural resources and of the machinery of production. In brief,

the system of ownership and control is in contradiction to the

system of producing and exchanging wealth in accordance with the

machine process.

4. That the contradiction aforementioned inevitably keeps alive

and intensifies the class struggle between the owners or controllers,
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and the workers, in which the latter seek (some consciously, some

unconsciously) to remove the contradiction by eliminating auto-

cratic and substituting democratic control as well as operation

of the system of wealth production and distribution, and therefore

of society itself. To put it in another form: The most promising

tendency that the I.W.W. discovers in modern society is that

toward industrial and social democracy.

This tendency, in our judgment, is the one that should be most

emphasized in the American thought, both of the present and of

the future. Its goal—the complete democratization of industry

—

means the freeing of the social organism from economic contra-

dictions, whose social fruitage has been and is wars between nations,

panics or industrial depressions, strikes, lockouts, riots, unemploy-

ment, long hours of toil, insufficient wages, excessive labor, prosti-

tution, pauperism, many categories of crimes and of diseases, and

other evidences of social malnutrition. Its attainment means

a freer play of individuality, and the unfolding of a social initiative

whose fecundity will make this old Mother Earth as near a paradise

as can well be conceived of at present. And for all this and more

we shall still have to thank our old stepmother. Capitalism, for

having made us rebels against her crudeness and barbarism.

The I.W.W. want the world for the workers, and none but

workers in the world. *' By organizing industrially we [the workers]

are forming the structure of the new society within the shell of the

old."
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ALBION W. SMALL
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The following discussion was not developed as an essay. It

took shape in the course of graduate instruction, as an attempt to

illustrate and elaborate two primary sociological concepts: first,

that of "social structure," second, that of "social achievement."

The connection in which the discussion occurred called for empha-

sis, not only upon each of these categories, but also on the fact that,

at different moments and in countless cycles, the reality corre-

sponding to each of these terms is in turn product and producer of

the other.

By the term "social structure" we refer in the most general way
to the type of statical relationships between members of himian

groups. The structural phases of human relationships involve

three primary aspects: first, those of form, second, those of influ-

ences that produce or conserve the form, third, those of the relative

intensity or feebleness of the combining influences.

Professor Simmel insists that the sole business of sociology is

to ascertain the different forms in which persons arrange themselves

in groups.* The forms of groups which Simmel suggests may all

be reduced to variations of equality, on the one hand, or of superior-

ity and subordination, on the other. Although in developing this

theme Simmel has written one of the most subtile books in our

literature, very few sociologists are convinced that the concept

"form of the group" has the exclusive importance for sociology

which he asserts. Still less do they concede that an objective

' See Small, General Sociology; Simmel, Soziologie; and translations of forestudies

for the latter, American Journal of Sociology, viz.: first, "Superiority and Subordina-

tion as Subject-Matter of Sociology," II, 167 and 392; second, "The number of

Members as Determining the Sociological Form of the Group," VIII, i and 158;

third, "The Sociology of Conflict," IX, 490, 567, 798; fourth, "The Sociology of

Secrecy and of Secret Societies," XI, 441; fifth, "The Persistence of Social Groups,"

II, 662 and 829, and IV, 35; sixth, "The Problem of Sociology," XV, 289; seventh,

"How Is Society Possible
?
" XVI, 372.
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examination of human activities, whatever be the name given to it,

can stop with analysis of social forms alone.

A still more important aspect of all human groups important

enough to be studied at all is that for which I have foimd it con-

venient to use the omnibus term "the social bonds." Under this

concept I would range all the influences which, in their time and

place, tend to hold groups in statu quo for longer or shorter periods.

I would not try to make it appear that these same influences do

nothing else, I would certainly not try to conceal the fact that they

may become reconstructors of groups. In so far, however, as their

effect as cementers of the group structure is in view, the designation

"group bonds" is appropriate.

Groups differ from groups, moreover, as like from unlike in

countless ways, according as this or that is the nature of the bonds

which hold them together. One group may resemble a pile of

lumber, held together simply by the weight of part upon part,

but hkely to be dispersed by any force able to lift the weight

of one part after another. A different type of group is like a frame

building constructed out of the same kind of lumber. Each part

strengthens and is strengthened by every other part.

This difference in the structure of groups may be a resultant of

combining influences which vary either in kind or in degree or

both. For example, when we are dealing with the question of

housing in a certain population group, we may be dealing with a

group which may be rather accurately defined geographically,

just as the location of a pUe of paving stones might be accurately

indicated. This population group may have scarcely any other

group bond than that of propinquity, as in the case of the paving

stones. The structure of the group is merely accidental and

shifting. It depends, even for this accident of common location,

upon conditions of employment in some near-by industry or

industries.

Suppose, however, all the people in this geographical group are

from a single nationality in some other part of the world. Under

these circumstances, the bond which Professor Giddings calls

"consciousness of kind" is immeasurably more significant than

the mere matter of^hysical nearness. The same people might

be dispersed over the area of a city like Chicago and still retain
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their group relationships in ways which might be frequently

and energetically manifest. On the other hand, this "conscious-

ess of kind" might be relatively so weak that the persons united

by it have only the most casual and tenuous group relationships,

such as those which call together "New Englanders" in Chicago

for a more or less perfunctory annual dinner.

In either case the mere form of the group is likely in the long

run to be less decisive for the group structure than the kind and

degree of the group bonds. This is the principal point of the present

argument. In other words, the term "social bonds," as I use

it, stands for something more vital than the external accidents which

are reflected in mere group forms. Thus the passengers on an

Atlantic liner may arrange themselves into a group with the

typical form of an American city government. This organization

may be extemporized for the sake of expressing some agreement

of the passengers—in protest or commendation—about some more

or less trifling matter which ceases to hold the group together after

the ship is docked. In form the group may be perfect. In co-

herence it is ephemeral.

The social bonds then are the factors of any sort, from external

and nonessential to immanent and persistent, which give to the

forms of groups their relative strength or weakness, permanence or

transience. Otherwise expressed, social structure is the system

of relatively permanent relationships between the persons who
make up a group, the relationships being considered primarily under

the aspect of form; then, secondly, the social bonds are those

internal factors of many sorts which preserve the types of relation-

ship that consitute the forms of social groups; and, thirdly, these

combining factors act with varying degrees of intensity, with

resulting differences in the permanence, stability, and influence

of groups.

We turn to the second aspect under which .these same

"group bonds" may be considered, namely that of "group

achievements."

Lester F. Ward seemed to use the term "achievement" as the

symbol for all that is essential in the human process.^ He describes

human achievement as "the practical conquest of nature and the

* Pure Sociology, p. 544, et passim.
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subjection of all the materials and forces of nature to the control

and service of man."

I have never been able to satisfy myself as to how exactly

Ward's ideas in connection with this phrase could be made to

square with my own. My suspicion is that he unconsciously

overestimated the nature-factors and underestimated the person-

ality-factors in his conception of achievement. I suspect further

that in consequence of, or as a mode of this accent on the ante-

penult, so to speak, he made this control of nature to a greater

degree than he was aware the end of the human process instead

of a means of the human process. In accordance with our previous

analysis,^ we can stop with nothing as the quasi-ultimate end of

the human process, short of the perpetual development of values

in men themselves. Development of their processes, their resources,

in short, as the Germans say, their Kultur, is merely accumulation

of accessories to that which is more ultimate.

Accordingly, it is better to develop Ward's idea in this way:

The resources for promoting the human process are, on the one

hand, the developed and undeveloped natural values; on the other

hand, developed and undeveloped personal values. These personal,

or human or moral values, as we may call them interchangeably

in the present connection, consist, first, in the control which men
have gained and may gain over nature; secondly, in the control

which they have gained and may gain over themselves as indi-

viduals; thirdly, in the types of co-operation which they have

achieved and may achieve, for more effective control of nature, and

for more effective correlation of moral forces, to the end of pro-

gressive sublimation of human qualities, in progressively efficient

combinations of activities for progressively higher ranges of achieve-

ment, in cycles to which our knowledge can assign no end.

On the one hand then, an exhibit of present resources for

promoting the human process has been indicated, interrogatively,

in the schedules which I have presented in another place, under

the title "Social Achievement in the United States."^ This

exhibit would include, first, a complete exposition of all the accumu-

' Cf. Small, The Meaning of Social Science, pp. 137 and 145.

' Small, General Sociology, pp. 718-27.
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lations of material equipments of life, and of all the extractive,

transforming, transporting, and consuming techniques by which we
seize and apply nature's resources in supplying progressive human
wants. In this light, all economic achievement, in the most Hberal

meaning of that phrase, is the most obvious arsenal of supply for

all further operations in the line of human advancement. But, as

we shall see in a moment, we cannot do justice even to economic

achievement, if we think of it as merely a means of controlling

material resources. Moreover, it would be halting at a point in

the rear of the picket line of human progress, if we were content

to regard our physical techniques as the sole, or even the chief,

social resource. In themselves, these achievements merely amount

to an elaboration of the physical processes of the universe, and

if they were possible—as fortunately they are not—apart from

achievements in the mental and moral realms, they would mean
only that men had succeeded in making themselves annexes to

those parts of cosmic machinery which run whether men are geared

to them or not. It is only in the uses to which men put nature

and the techniques for controlling nature, that the specifically

human grades of the life-process begin to be prominent. Accord-

ingly, the divisions of social resources which are most significant

morally are those which comprise the second and third phases

of achievement, viz., control over the individual self, and control

over human association.

No exhaustive catalogue of social resources, considered either

as "social achievements" or as ''social bonds," would be in place

here, even if it were possible. For more concrete expression of

what has been referred to in general, I turn to certain first-rate

"achievements," which function as "bonds" of national groups,

and I express them more particularly in terms of the United States.

Certain zealous persons are at present busy in the attempt to create

the impression that national bonds are sins against humanity. It

is enough to say that I do not share that opinion.^

Having in mind then, both for convenience and because of

primary importance to ourselves, the United States of America, we
may say that the social resources of this group consist, first, in the

^ I have expressed myself further on this matter, Am. Jour. Social., XX, 483.
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exploited and unexploited natural supplies within the territory

which we occupy, together with the technical equipment which

we have thus far developed.

When we say so much, however, we unavoidably by implication

schedule much more than material resource. Our technical

equipment is chiefly a projection of mental and moral qualities

and activities of persons. When we are attempting to schedule

strictly social aspects, therefore, in distinction from physical

equipments, we must name

:

I. THE MAKE-UP OF THE INDIVmUAL UNITS^

Accordingly we must enter in the schedule of our social resources,

unfortunately both on the debit and on the credit side of the

account, all the mental and moral factors of the individual

members in the equation of the group. These factors are to be

rated as positive elements in group efficiency in so far as they are

actual or potential reinforcements of the teamwork of the group.

Instead of trying to generahze these factors, we may first hint at

them in the concrete. The total of our social resources under this

head would be relatively small if our population were made up, for

instance, chiefly of individuals of the type of the plantation negro.

The total would be relatively large if our population were chiefly of

the type of the early New Englander, or of " the southern gentleman

of the old school." To specify more in detail, the individual

equation which is socially valuable contains as a nucleus such

factors as diligence, patience, persistence, physical and mental alert-

ness, ingenuity, adaptability to circumstances, courage, foresight,

initiative, ability to keep on working for a result that is far off.

But all these traits may be more intellectual than social. They

may be present in men who are radically unsocial in temper.

' From this point I am not trying to keep a strict line of separation between the

facts considered imder the respective categories "social achievements" and "social

bonds." There are certain items of physical inheritance which in the first instance are

gifts of nature, and not human achievements. On the other hand, the ways in which

even the most unequivocal gifts of nature are mediated to civilized people are to such

an extent social achievements that we can hardly do justice to any condition of modem
life without giving it large credit as an artificial achievement. Each of these achieve-

ments functions as a "social bond" after its kind. It is this latter aspect to which

I want to call chief attention in what follows.
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They may equip the professional criminal as well as the good citizen.

We cannot be sure that we have large social resources in the per-

sonal equation of individuals until we are sure that certain other

factors give these primary traits a social co-ordination. We may
point to all this necessary moral side of the personal equation by

using the blanket term "loyalty." By this term I would call

attention to all those quaUties of individuals which hold them by

influences from within to fidelity at their posts in doing what their

fellows have a right to expect of them there. The difference

between large and small social assets under this head is the difference

between adequate and defective individual working ideals of

responsibility to the group. A population in which the individuals

are under no inward restraint from lying, or stealing, or violating

their promises, so long as the odds are in favor of not getting

caught, is a population with a materially and morally high cost of

living. Everyone has to pay more for what he gets, and he gets

less for what he pays, than in a population otherwise in the same

stage of technical development, but made up of people who have a

high degree of regard for one another's rights. This is true, not

of pecuniary cost alone, but of all the effort, both active and pas-

sive, which must be charged to the overhead cost of life.

But even this spirit of loyalty or fairness is not enough. The

personal equation of individuals in a group is still a mediocre

asset unless it is merged into a predilection for teamwork. Pro-

fessor William James once said something to the effect that democ-

racy is impossible unless people have acquired two basic habits,

first, the habit of yielding gracefully when the other fellow has

fairly earned his innings; second, the habit of making it hot for

the other fellow if he doesn't yield gracefully when he has fairly

lost his innings. This is merely one way of referring to capacity for

teamwork. A population of Herbert Spencers would probably

perish of social sterility in a generation, because no one of the

individuals would be able to yield enough of his individuality so

that he could co-operate with anyone else. On the contrary, the

Japanese are credited with a capacity for social teamwork which

has never been surpassed, and which goes far toward accounting

for the astonishing advances which Japan has made during the
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past generation in all the arts of life. Ability to differentiate

leaders and to work under leadership, so far as this ability is an

individual achievement, must bulk large under the present head.

Speaking in general, the elements out of which all purely social

resources have to be organized are the qualities of the individuals

in the respective groups. In this sense it is true that the difiference

between one nation and another is substantially the difference

between the individual men in the two nations. Take Turkey and

Germany for instance, or India and England. On the one hand are

helpless and exploited peoples; on the other hand, aggressive and

constructive nations. The reasons will be found primarily in

differences in the prevaiUng individual types in the contrasted

groups. This does not of course mean to go back to a ''primarily"

which presents the ultimate reasons why the different tj^pes appear

on the historic stage as they are, nor does it necessarily mean
differences in potential capacity, but merely in comparative

development. On the one side are low-power individual units, on

the other side high-power individual units.

We must observe in passing that the individual type which is

best adapted to one stage of social achievement may not be equally

adapted to another later stage. Indeed, traits which may have

been most in demand in an earlier stage may even be the chief

hindrances to the distinctive work of a later stage. A foremost

social task then, in every transition period, consists in reconstructing

the individual type which bore the brunt of bringing the group to

its accomplished condition, and in substituting a type better fitted

to the work of the next stage in the social process.

The illustration which most readily suggests itseff to Americans

is the one to which thoughtful Americans have to refer on so many
occasions, viz.: throughout the formative period of our national

life thus far, individual initiative has been the most distinctive of

American traits. In economic matters particularly, less so in

political action, and still less so in the realms of higher thought

and religious beUef, we have until recently been individualists in

theory, and to a relatively high degree in practice. Even in the

spheres in which we have most mechanically followed bell-wethers,

we have blatantly professed our independence. This supposed
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independence in these latter spheres was really, as De Tocqueville

detected, merely the class bias of some minor group defying con-

flicting groups in terms of the assumed independence of the indivi-

dual. While we have been cowed into some curious slaveries to

conventionality in matters which were not our first concern, we

have been the most persistent individualists in the world in our

struggle for economic gain. Self-reliance, fighting one's own

battle, thrift, every man for himself, every man the architect of

his own fortune, God helps those that help themselves—such

standards as these have been the mothers' milk and the last will

and testament of the prevaiUng American type. Today the cir-

cumstances of hfe press for transformation of these standards and

corresponding remolding of individuals. While it is not probable

that individual initiative will ever be undesirable as a factor in the

social process, it is evident that it will be differently orchestrated

in the social harmony of the future. The perceptions of our present

social outlook are reflected in substitutes for the older standards.

We are remodehng the older type of self-reliance into self-reliance

in executing team-plays. Instead of stimulating one another to

fight each his own battle, we are demanding that each shall fall

into the ranks of the social battle. We are broadening the principle

of thrift into the program of social conservation. Instead of being

content with the savage half-truth every man for himself, we are

trying to see steadily within the wider view that in the long run

men cannot make the most of themselves unless each is for all.

We are trying to take in the discovery of a few, that ''every man
the architect of his own fortune" builds at last a few sightly

structures, in a wilderness of many failures and much debris and

wreckage. We are becoming conscious of the task of converting the

ideal ** Every man the architect of his own fortune" into that of

"every man in his place in building the city efficient and the city

beautiful." We are facing the problem of convincing ourselves

that "God helps those that help themselves" much less than he

helps those who most systematically help one another.

Accordingly, the most dependable social asset in any period is

a population of individuals whose personal equation is adaptable

to the processes which must be carried on at that stage of progress.

I
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As I have said, this is by no means a factor which can be stand-

ardized once for all and made a model for all subsequent social use.

The precise contrary is the case. It is a sociological commonplace

that different stages of the social process require different types

of workers to carry on the process. In early stages of the process,

the group hero was the man most mighty in wielding his club to

crush the skulls of enemies. In another stage the most necessary

type was the individual who accepted without question the dogmas

and precepts of a religion. In another stage the typical individual

most needed is he who can fit into an industrial system. In another

stage the typical individual most needed is a combination of super-

ficial versatihties convertible into changing uses with rapid altera-

tions of circumstances. In another stage the typical individual most

needed is not primarily a technical factor, but chiefly a combination

of moral qualities which make hirn dependable in a society where

the credit system, in the broadest meaning of the phrase, is highly

developed; where much depends upon the reliance which each

member of the society can place upon the abiUty and purpose of

each other member to do well the part of the group work which

falls to his lot. In the era of teamwork which we have already

entered, the typical individualist, even if equipped with the choicest

of the individualistic virtues, is as unavailable as the sails and

rigging of an old-fashioned clipper ship would be on a modem
liner. Attention to the type of individual unit that must be

developed in order to meet the demands of present stages of the

social process, and invention of ways and means for supply-

ing that type of individual unit to the process, must become

increasingly urgent items in the program of every advancing

society.

Thus far I have spoken of the physical preliminaries and of the

individual section of social resources; or social resources in so far

as they consist first of elements external to persons, and second

of elements to be found within the individuals comprising the

group. This second is the division of social resources on which by

far the greater number of people must get in the most, if not all of

their work—either on self, or children, or pupils, or fellow-workmen

who may be influenced by example.
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But we turn particularly to the third chief division of social

resources, viz. : the types of association which a group has become

able to sustain, including all the instrumentalities and activities

which are means of maintaining those sorts of association.

All that is included here is sometimes symbolized by the omni-

bus phrase "the social tradition," which phrase may or may not

be used to include the agencies employed to pass along the tra-

dition.

Again I shall make no attempt even to name all the social

resources which may be styled institutional, in distincton from

those of the previous type, which are relatively individual. By
way of famiUarizing the two conceptions "social achievements"

and "social bonds," I shall discuss a selection from the cardinal

institutional resources primarily contributing to national stability,

and in the second place most efficiently sustaining national functions.

II. COMMON LANGUAGE

More indispensable than all other media for passing along

tradition is language. Peoples perpetuate tradition by custom,

by ceremony, by ritual, by visible symbols, by law, by personal

example, etc.^ To a certain extent we may detach each of these

in thought from language, but it is doubtful if savagery could

have advanced into a much-mitigated barbarism if language had

not furnished the most flexible tool for shaping these and other

instruments. Both ancient tyranny and modern policy have

been wise in their generation in attempting to dictate the language

to be used by peoples whom a dominant nationality aims to control.

Both for better and for worse, language takes possession of minds

in ways which are analogous with the effects of certain drugs upon
sensation and consciousness. If one has ever had occasion to work
with a deaf mute, to know none of his sign code, and to be without

writing materials for communicating with him, one has had a

good object-lesson in the limitations to which human intercourse

would be subject without the medium of language. Two men
imder such circumstances find themselves ahnost powerless to

* See Ross, Social Control.
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co-operate. They are able to work together only in the most obvious

manual processes. For any co-operation not previously standard-

ized, they are of no use to each other, except as the eye of each can

follow the movements of the other, and can respond to such visual

stimuli as can be readily interpreted. Language is the most

flexible means of capitalizing human experience and of making

it at the same time a circulating medium, {a) Language stores

up previous experience in forms available for present appUcation.

(6) Language makes past discoveries instantly available, (c) Lan-

guage is a master-key to choice between processes that will and

will not serve present purposes, {d) Language is a deposit of

valuations which are like Ughthouses for the sailor. They make

navigation a matter of comparative safety and certainty, whereas

without these guides it would be extra-hazardous.

For example, {a) the homely proverbs of each race crystallize

the experience of that race as to relations of cause and effect

throughout the whole range which that experience has covered.

Proverbial wisdom is therefore a social heritage, as literally as a

family estate is a heritage for the children of succeeding generations.

It probably cost the race thousands of years to get the experience

capitalized in the precept, "Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider

her ways and be wise." Such social achievement as this precept

perpetuates is not a monopoly of one language of course. Whether

through separate experiences or by transmission, the same result

has accumulated in all civilized languages. This merely illus-

trates the fact that language may to a certain extent take over

results of experience not derived originally by persons using the

language. Language is, therefore, to a certain extent a means

of making peculiar experience imiversal.

Again {h) such words as "good" and "bad" are like a chemical

notation, serving as a ready index to experiments in physical or

social cause and effect which men have made long ago. When
we find one of these labels afl&xed to anything which comes within

our range of choice, it is not an infallible guide to our choice, but

it is at least an index of the results of considerable ranges of experi-

ence, and such signs may serve as warnings against experiments of

our own in disregard of previous experience, (c) Such a proverb
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as "Honesty is the best policy" contains a social conclusion which,

in theory, is as reputable in the business world today as the multi-

plication table, {d) The proverb "A man is known by the com-

pany he keeps," or "Noblesse oblige," sums up a whole social code.

In short, sociological analysis of the contents of any civilized

language would discover in single words, in idioms, in familiar

phrases, in aphorisms, as well as in the bulk of the literature,

more or less authentic epitomes of the whole experience of the

people that molded the language.

It is no wonder that conquering peoples have always tried to

impose their language upon the conquered. Community of lan-

guage is the most spontaneous means of social assimilation. It is

no wonder that Americans believe almost fanatically in the effi-

ciency of the American language in making Americans. While

there is doubtless a great deal of credulity in American minds about

the sufficiency of language alone to accomplish stages of socialization

which must be otherwise achieved, we have probably on the other

hand failed to make full use of our language as a national bond. It

is not merely true that common language for all the people of the

country makes the technique of our intercourse more capable,

just as connecting railroad, telegraph and telephone lines do the

same thing. It is still further true that language carries the valua-

tions of the group that uses it, and that adoption of a national

language is followed, more directly than would otherwise be the

case, by adoption of the mental and moral attitudes which the

language implies.

The psychology of all this is beyond my competence, and I

am not venturing into that depth. I am merely assembling

everyday facts in connection with their value as illustrations of

social resources, whether in the aspect of social achievements or

of "social bonds."

I know a boy three years old whose attention was first attracted

to color, so that he used a name for it, by a yellow object that

interested him. If any object pleases him now, he pays it his

compliments by calling it "yellow." It will mean a considerable

reshaping of that boy's ideas when he finds that there is a slang

meaning of the term "yellow" which is not complimentary.
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The language that we use in a large measure molds the thoughts

that we think. Of course it is true to a very considerable extent

that every civilized language contains approximate equivalents

for all the words and phrases of every other civilized language.

On the other hand, the failures of this approximation to be perfect

probably correspond very closely with some of the particulars in

which the thoughts and the characters of the people in two lin-

guistic groups fail to harmonize. It is notorious that as the

English language has no single words to convey the associations

which the words Gemuthlichkeit, Innerlichkeit, Vaterland, for

instance, suggest to a German, so there are corresponding differ-

entiations of character between people of English and German
speech. As there is no precise French equivalent for our word
"home," so the typical English and French attitudes toward the

domestic center are far from identical.

On the other hand, words that have precise equivalents in other

languages, so far as dictionary definitions go, have an effect upon
the minds of those who use them as different as the suggestions

conveyed by sight of one's own home from those aroused by sight

of a house built upon precisely the same plan, but occupied by an

enemy.

As an illustration, the word "American" is scarcely ever used

by the upper classes on the continent of Europe without some

shade of more or less forced ridicule or contempt. In certain

vocabularies it has recently become synonymous with "weakling."

In earlier years it was more likely to be construed in variations of

"Comanchee." Among the classes upon whom transportation

agents exert a direct or indirect influence, the word "American"

stands for Utopian opportunities for fortune and happiness. Among
us, on the contrary, the word "American" is a ritualistic symbol

for all that is creditable in social attainment and inspiring in social

ideal. So, among the dominant classes in Europe, the word

"democratic" is a danger signal With us it is every man's

symbol of faith—or at least it was, until the Republican "stand-

patters" turned it into an opprobrious epithet. No native-bom

American would know the meaning of the phrase "his betters" as

used in the English prayer book. Everybody in England takes
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the phrase and its ancient meaning for granted—^with some

partially edifying exceptions, we are bound to admit.

Americans who have influence upon our educational system

are following a true instinct, even if they follow it with excessive

expectations, when they do everything in their power to bring

all the children of school age into schools in which the English

language, as it is used in America, forms a large part of the staple

of instruction. The American language is the master-key to

American ideas. While American ideas are crude and partial

enough in many respects, they are the breath of life of the Ameri-

can people, and Americans must improve themselves and their

social atmosphere while meantime existing in this atmosphere

such as it is. No single reagent can do more to promote the fusing

process in the American "melting-pot" than the language which

opens up spiritual communication of all with each.

As in the case of every other social factor, language also may be

turned against the group and against the individual in peculiar

cases. Every day there are instances in New York and Chicago of

newcomers led astray by the few words of English which they have

acquired. These instances do not vitiate the general principle.

Language is used to mislead, but in the bulk of human intercourse

it is the most facile instrument of those spiritual exchanges out of

which national and international progress develops.

III. RACE SOLIDARITY

I am deliberately using this phrase now in a sense which physical

anthropology would outlaw. I do not mean hterally physical

amalgamation, at least not as the exclusive or even the principal

factor in the achievement now to be discussed. I mean such a

sort and degree of like-mindedness, such "consciousness of

kind," that differences of ancestry cease to be mischievous in

partitioning the population. This qualification applies throughout

the section.

It seems a long leap from the previous item to the present

title. Logically it is, practically it is not. Without venturing to

assert that there is an invariable ratio between different factors

which compose national strength or weakness, we are safe in
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reckoning that "blood will tell" in the future as it has in the past,

^s a bond or a barrier among social relations. On the other hand,

we must observe at once that race assimilation, first in the physical

sense and then still more in the psychological sense, is also a pro-

gressive social phenomenon, and that the social blending of racial

strains becomes at last a cardinal factor of national strength.

That is, as we shall notice again presently, a population made
up of successfully blended racial elements will have a high degree

of social strength; but until this process of blending has been

accomplished, by way of cross-breeding physically, intellectually,

and morally, one or all, diversity of racial elements is in itself a

national weakness. The very task of blending heterogeneous

stocks is in itself an element of weakness, and it may be the most

critical weakness in a given nation.

By way of expanding the qualification already made, it should

be added that when the word "race," or any of its derivatives,

appears in this section, the facts referred to may not, in the strict

sense, be very largely racial at all. In moral effect, it is enough

that they stand out in the reactions of the people as race peculiari-

ties. Thus there would doubtless be friction of a very intense

sort between a group of Kentucky mountain whites, and a group of

the purest English stock that could be found in Connecticut or

Vermont, if the two groups were suddenly thrown together in a

single area. The racial ancestry would be very nearly the same.

Accidental differences in environment and experience have molded

the one type in one way, the other type in another; so that it

would be easy for each group to confuse the differences with

differences of race, and for each group to react toward the other

as though the supposed racial differences were actual. The same

mistake is often involved when an actual difference of language

confirms the appearance of racial diversity. The marks that

pass as race differences might be to the anthropologist mere varia-

tions in nonessential mannerisms within the same race. When these

nonessentials are the marks of a distinct group, however, especially

if they include difference of language, or even of dialect, or some-

times only of pronimciation, they may amount socially to differences

of race, and for our present purpose are properly so considered.
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The elementary fact in this connection is that men of different

group traits are always at first uncomfortable in one another's

presence. In kind, if not in degree, the ancient formula expresses

a truth which persists until late in social evolution
—"Man is a

wolf to the man whom he does not know." We fear the stranger.

He has ways that we do not understand. He seems somewhat

inhuman. We do not know how to forecast his movements.

We suspect him. He has the same feelings toward us. It is there-

fore hard for us to dwell together in unity. The history of the

barbarous and semi-civilized ages is largely a record of blood feuds.

Races clashed over possession of territory and related interests.

Some of their fightings were of course intra-racial, and others

would have occurred just the same if they had not been inter-racial.

Some of the fightings at least were more frequent and more ferocious

than if the stimulus of race antipathy had not been present.

Neither the physiology nor the psychology of race antipathy is

our present subject. We are simply making note of one of the

meanings of race contrasts on the one hand, and of race similarity

on the other, for national coherence. As a primary rule, hetero-

geneity of racial elements in the same nation tends to national weak-

ness. Homogeneity of racial elements tends to national strength.

Thus, with the exception of Turkey, which may be treated as

essentially more Asiatic than European, Austria is probably the

weakest state in Europe in proportion to its population. One of

the reasons for this weakness is that it is a miscellaneous col-

lection of peoples between whom there are intense racial antipathies.

It is quite possible that the peoples within the Russian Empire

may some day arrive at a degree of racial group-consciousness, and

of political self-assertiveness which will reduce Russia to a degree

of political incoherence like that of Austria today. It is not incon-

ceivable that the power of the central government in Russia may
some time be so reduced that the empire will pass into a stage of

evolution parallel with that of Western Europe between the

breaking up of the Carolingian Empire and the present time. The

centrifugal forces in race antipathy may assert themselves in

striking out different paths for the different peoples now politically

Russian.
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Again, the most constant and precarious element in the nearer

empire of Great Britain is the racial jealousy between Irish and
English. The most striking example on the other side is Japan.

With a minimmn of race mixture, Nippon is able to pursue its

course with a negligible degree of distraction on account of racial

incompatibilities.

On the other hand, race amalgamation is undoubtedly one of

the processes in the direct line of national evolution. I am referring

to this, not as a moral dogma, but as an observed fact, and I am
not presuming to express or to imply an opinion as to the degrees

of racial unhkeness within which this tendency may continue

without becoming retrogression. Scarcely anyone believes that

the best in the future will be attained by an unmixed race. Indeed,

so far as I am informed, no responsible person any longer sup-

poses that there is a literally immixed race of any considerable size

in the civilized world. I have referred to Japan, but its homo-
geneity is something like that of the present English, whose Norman
and Saxon mixture is so old that the present generation has nearly

lost trace of it. The Hebrews are popularly supposed to be another

case of immixed blood, but that has not been entirely true in the

past, and it is rapidly becoming less true. On the contrary, the

physical crossing of stocks, within limits about which eugenists

are of course not agreed, is almost invariably regarded as in some
measure a consmnmation devoutly to be wished, in the interest

of physical, mental, and national development. The visible

indications are that a process is going forward on the American

continent in many ways analogous to Mr. Luther Burbank's

experiments in plant development; i.e., the great numbers of cases

of racial crossings are bringing out possibilities of development in

offspring far in excess of our ability, either, before or after the

event, to generalize laws of variation. We are able merely to

foresee that the combination of races, under the conditions which

exist here, is likely to result in a more capable human type than

any unmixed race is in a way to produce. This visible fact, and

this credible foresight on the purely physical side are merely parts

of the whole national movement, in and through which "some-
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thing just as good," perhaps something even better than physical

admixture is in process.

At the same time we confront the same question which the

breeders of domestic animals are able to experiment upon in a more

direct way, viz.: Which racial crossings are most to be desired?

Shall social sanction extend only to cross-breeding of African

with African, Mongolian with Mongolian, Caucasian with Cau-

casian, or shall our sanctioned exogamies disregard these large-

divisional boundaries? I repeat that I am neither directly nor

by imphcation indicating an opinion about those marginal prob-

lems. I am confining myself to the safe general proposition that,

other things being equal, a nation is relatively strong in which

there is a high degree of race solidarity, in the sense indicated at

the beginning of this section; a nation is relatively weak in which

there is a low degree of such race soUdarity. In primitive social

conditions there are fewer factors to modify the simplicity of this

rule. In advanced societies there are more numerous factors to

complicate it. Some of the latter factors will be referred to pres-

ently.

The great racial conflict in the United States is complicated

by the fact that it is not merely a reaction between the white and

the black races, but the circumstances are such as to make this

antagonism a disintegrator of possible unity among both whites and

blacks. Speaking further of this disunion in the former group

only, on account of the geographical distribution of the blacks, the

white forces are split, and co-operation on matters about which the

interests of the whites are harmonious is vetoed, or at least embar-

rassed, by the different degrees of immediateness of the race

question in different zones of distance from relatively large groups

of blacks.

Returning to our main proposition, while I repeat that race

solidarity in the strictly ethnic sense is largely imaginary, I must

also repeat that the sort of social likeness which passes for race

solidarity is in itself a prime condition of national strength. The
myth that Americans today are Anglo-Saxons is so generous that,

under favorable circumstances, only one or two generations are
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required to assimilate citizens of the most heterogeneous origins

to the amiable fiction that we are all of one blood. In the degree

in which we develop such likenesses that the fiction escapes our

attention we are strong. Since starting to write this section I

have heard one of my colleagues tell of a recent visit to a vocational

school in Illinois, some distance from Chicago. On the platform

was a choir of one hundred voices. The principal of the school

stated that these one hundred pupils represented thirty-five nation-

ahties. No nationality was discoverable, however, in their render-

ing of "My country 'tis of thee." The incident is unfortunately

less symboUc of our national success than of our national task.''

While it is easier to get an idea of the constructive value of

race solidarity by the reverse method of observing some of the

more dramatic betrayals of race conflict, than by the obverse

method of tracing the workings of racial unity, we must not infer

that race solidarity is a merely negative condition of national

strength. It is that, to be sure. It excludes a great many sources

of irritation. When a population is racially homogeneous—at least

in the psychological sense here emphasized—a great many com-

mon chords may be touched throughout the whole gamut of

interests and emotions. Appeal may be made to the things which

the "race" is supposed to have in common. If these stimuh to

action affect all the population alike, they of course have a cumu-

lative effect in productivity that enlists the whole group.

In a word, whether in the local or the national group, diversity

that is felt by the members of the group to be a matter of race is

functional disunity, while similarity that excludes thought of

race difference is, in so far, functional unity. So long as there

exist within the nation minor groups distinguished by physical,

mental, or moral traits which are in contrast with those of the

nation as a whole, and which are thought of by the larger group as race

traits, the situation is relatively weak. The opposite situation is

one of relative national strength.^

' Cf. Giddings, Principles of Sociology, pp. 17 and 71; also Inductive Sociology,

p. 217.

* See Proceedings of the American Sociological Society, Vol. Ill; Proceedings of the

Universal Races Congress, 1911, published by P. S. King & Son, London, and Ginn &
Co., Boston; Weatherly, report on same, American Journal of Sociology, November,

191 1.
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IV. A COHERENT FAMIIvY TYPE

For our immediate purpose it will be useful to detach our

evaluation of the family from all higher considerations, and to

consider domestic institutions in their lowest functions, merely as

parts of the national machinery. The family is the mechanism

which delivers over to the nation the raw material, or the par-

tially improved material, out of which the nation must be composed

—the adolescent individuals. To what extent one of these indi-

viduals shall prove fit to work into the national processes depends

in large measure upon the type of process in the family of which

he is a product. Perhaps it depends, in the greater number of

cases, more largely upon the family influence than upon any other

single factor. A nation is relatively strong if the prevailing t3^e

of relationship in its families predisposes the individuals produced

by the families to the sort of social co-operation upon which the

nation relies, or needs to rely, for its progress. A nation is weak

if its families do not contribute individuals predisposed to such

co-operation.

These are fortunately commonplaces so generally recognized

by those who think about social relations in the large, that they are

denied by no one who is socially minded, not even by those who are

most vehement in their demands for reform of our present family

institutions. Agitators of this latter type, with the exception of a

few libertines in temperament, who are looking for individual

license rather than social gain, bank upon these general propositions,

but they assert that our present type of family does not tend to

produce the most social t)^e of individual.

Without arguing that claim, I recur to a general proposition

already implied in this discussion, that there is no more essential

quality in the units that must form the structural material, and

that must generate the dynamic forces of the nation, than the

moral attitude which we have called loyalty. One of the factors

of strength or weakness in a nation consists in the efficiency or the

inefficiency of the families in that nation to contribute to the

nation individuals charged in a high degree with the spirit of loyalty,

and trained to habits of loyalty. The particular elements to be

emphasized in this connection may be indicated by the following
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marks: a quick sense of other people's values, and prompt response

to requisitions upon obligation to respect those values.

In every society, savage or civilized, whether there is a legalized

form of the family or not, and whatever the type of relation in the

customary form of sexual association, certain debit and credit

relations of necessity spring up between a man and the mother of

his children, and between these parents and their offspring. Differ-

ences arise at once in the manners and degrees in which these

debits and credits are recognized.

In a lesser, but not less real, degree the same is true of a childless

union between man and woman. These responsibilities assvuned

by adults, and those inherited by children contain the elements

of all social obligation. Fidelity, mutuality, fairness, gratitude,

forbearance, sympathy, constancy, dependability, in their various

concrete exhibitions, are the basic relations in all vital human

groups. Until association has secured itself by differentiation

of these traits, it is merely of the instinctive animal type, or still

worse it is of the transition type in which the biological virtues of the

lower animals have been weakened by human vice.

The conditions of domesticity make the family unit both

Hterally and figuratively the nursery of these primary social

qualities upon a level of consciousness and of conscience above

the biological level. Men and women who never knew a home,

who never exercised toward a temporary sexual partner the degree

of loyalty which the gregarious animals show toward their mates,

have exhibited many loyalties of low and high degree in other

social relations. This is merely a demonstration that the social

body, like the individual body, has a large reserve of remedial and

recuperative force. On the other hand, the child that does not

grow up in the natural habitat of the primary social reciprocities,

who does not make the acquaintance of these vital modes of social

reaction by contact with them from birth, as they are realized

from day to day in the commonplaces of wholesome family inter-

course, is a handicapped child. He starts hfe at a disadvantage.

He does not enter upon the full social inheritance of his civilization.

He is not prepared to bring into the social partnership the full
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moral equipment required to qualify him to be a peer among peers

in the normal strata of his society. The group which has not

developed a type of family in which the rudimentary relations of

social coherence prevail mightily, by their own power from within,

is a relatively immature society. A nation in which the obligations

of the domestic unit sit lightly upon the citizens, a nation in which

such observance of domestic obligations as exists is secured only by

virtue of a large degree of intervention by law, is a nation either not

yet civilized or already decadent.

Not all good things are modern. Some social attainments of

many centuries ago are still standard for wholesome life. Among
these is the Hebrew conception of family loyalty. Long before

the Hebrew family became monogamous, its customary law pre-

sented a social unit which is far above the ideal practiced or pro-

fessed by large sections of Americans. The conjugal fidelity, the

parental priesthood, the filial piety of the Hebrew family in patri-

archal times, have survived in a degree which makes the typical

family life of modern Jews a salutary factor in American society.

"Honor thy father and thy mother" was not merely a precept

of juvenile discipline. It was a standard of honor that welded the

Hebrew family together into a hierarchy of respect and deference

from the youngest child to the oldest grandparent or great-grand-

parent. The Jewish family was thus, in embryo, a pattern society.

The Jewish ideal of the Kingdom of God could hardly have sprung

up in a society with a different quality of family relation. No
society is likely to approach very close to realization of that which

is most vital in the Kingdom of God idea, unless it can build upon a

customary family institution which realizes the moral essentials of

the Hebrew family ideal.

Christianity carried over from Judaism more than it added to

the substance of the family relation. As Christianity has worked

out, it is doubtful whether the much-lauded exaltation of woman in

Christian history has added as much to the standards already in

principle in Judaism as has been supposed by Christian theologians.

What Christianity has actually done for women throughout Chris-

tendom is more like that which legal enfranchisement did for the
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colored race in the United States. In both cases the conceptual

status has been improved. In both cases the actual situation

has been improved in some respects. In both cases, however, the

later situation has added burdens so grievous to bear, that no one

can tell conclusively whether thus far there has been a margin of

betterment which can be credited to the factor named.

The apostle Paul wrote to Timothy: "If any provide not for his

own, and especially for those of his own house, he hath denied the

faith, and is worse than an infidel." Perhaps St. Paul thought he

was voicing something peculiar to his later religion. If so, he was

mistaken. He was really giving voice to a time-honored matter-of-

course out of that substratum in him which kept him, in many
respects, a Jewish gentleman of the old school. It was homely

Hebrew loyalty never credited at its full value in Christian society.

I have referred to the family as a part of the mechanism of

society. I chose to present the case in this operative phase to keep

as far as possible from anything that might be discounted as

mystical, or sentimental, or dogmatic. In addition to producing

the raw material of the national building, the family actually

performs the same function for the larger group which the testing

department performs in a great manufacturing plant. That is, the

materials and the finished product of the plant are "tried out," to

see whether they are up to standard. The nation has no equally

methodical way of conducting this process, or of economizing its

results in the activities of the family. The nation at large has to

do its best with the partially fitted individual product which its

domestic institutions turn into the larger social process. If men

and women are not fashioned and tempered in the family to that

social responsiveness the presence or absence of which indicates

a high or low grade of social reciprocity in other relations, no

equally natural and intensive conditions for development of the

primary social qualities are available. The physical and moral

circumstances that surroimd and constitute the sphere of conjugal,

parental, filial, and fraternal intercourse make the most direct and

importunate and educating requisitions upon those exchanges

of confidence and of service which are most in demand as the

elements of all wider human association. No other relation in life
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is equally capable of stimulating, exercising, and intensifying

these loyalties.

If we had, in each case, only one supply in the world of coal and

iron of the highest grade, the world at its present stage of intelligence

would be bent on co-operation to conserve these supph'es. We have

only one source of supply of men and women of the highest grade,

and that is a type of family in which there is the nicest adjustment

of feeling and action to the intrinsic merits of the intimate human

interchanges which constitute the rudiments of national life.

The men and women who are tempered and fitted to the loyalties

implicit in the family association are the best possible units of all

larger association. The more intensive this primary social adjust-

ment in the family, the more capable and resourceful is the larger

society.

We are living in a time of strange inconsistency and contra-

diction between perceptions and tendencies in other relations, and

the attitude of the more conspicuous strata of the leading nations

toward the family relation. Once the family was regarded as

the center of equilibrium of each individual's life. Today the

tendency is on the increase to regard the family as a mere incidental

and temporary convenience. Instead of treating the family rela-

tion as not merely the direct source, but also the immediate sphere

and expression of personality, the modern fashion is to treat the

family as something external to the self, as a mere scheme for

meals, and lodging, and deposit of parcels, and forwarding of

laundry packages; as a business arrangement that we may pass

on and forget, as we do our impersonal dealings with the seller of

theater tickets or the street-car conductor. The social super-

ficiality and shallowness of this view are the phases that I am now

advertising. It is much more improvident and shortsighted to

fall into this rating of the family, than the notorious western prac-

tice a few years ago of leaving costly farm machinery exposed to

the weather between seasons.

Whatever its resources in other respects, that nation is poverty-

stricken, so far as one of its vital functions is concerned, if its

t3^ical family units are not centers of the quality of life which is

supposedly the character of its standard citizens. Good citizen-
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ship, reliable membership of society, serviceable functioning within

the social process, is a work of patience, endurance, or, to use the

more archaic phrase of the King James Bible, "continuance in

well doing": if men and women do not grow up in the spirit and

practice of these qualities in the family, they are under heavy dis-

abilities as recruits for the wider social relations. They have not

had the sort of initiation into Ufe which would best qualify them
to be factors of the most reliable sort in the further work of the

nation. They will be more likely to have defects which will cause

the social process to break down oftener and more disastrously

than it would if they came from families in which invincible loyalty

was the tradition and the practice.

It is by no means invariably the case, but it is a safe working

hypothesis, in important dealings with our fellows, that men or

women who are unfaithful in the marriage relation will be untrust-

worthy in every other relation. It would not invariably follow

that parents who are not heroically self-sacrificing for their chil-

dren, or children who are not unwaveringly loyal to their parents,

or brothers and sisters who cannot be counted on to stand by

one another to the extent of their ability would be equally or more

unreh'able in their dealings with everybody else. If a bonding

company, however, did not make it a rule to take such facts as

these into the account in placing its risks, it would not deserve a

high business rating. A nation in which the family bond is weak,

in which the code of family loyalty is low, is like a nation whose

army cannot be relied upon in case of invasion or sedition.

In a country like the United States it is impossible to formulate

searching criteria of the vitality and coherence of the family type

which will be equally applicable to all sections and to all social

strata. Certain generalities may point toward more particular

specifications in special cases. It is obvious, for example, that

extreme poverty is in certain respects dangerous to the vitality of

the family. Lack of means to sustain a decent standard of life

of course directly depresses average physical vigor, and it indirectiy

depresses moral vigor. A population that lives like swine will

hardly have more sensitive morals than swine. On the other hand,

it is true that the extremely poor often exhibit a neighborhood
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loyalty in the matter of sharing their possessions with those in more

pressing need, which outclasses the philanthropy of other strata.

On the whole, however, a thoroughly intelligent and farsighted

society would regard it as a demand of social prudence to promote

conditions in which the stratum lowest in the social order could

command means for a family life which would be sanitary, nutri-

tiously fed, with sufficient privacy to insure the self-respect and

reciprocal respect of the members. The presence in a population

of a considerable ratio of families thrown wholly upon pubUc

resorts for all the comfort and social intercourse and amusement

that the members enjoy is like sewer gas in the house, or like

incompetence in the shop, or Uke treason in the camp. Insurance

of the physical and moral health of the typical families of the popu-

lation is one of the primary concerns of sheer social self-defense.

Since the Boer War, England has given evidence of awareness

of this relation to a degree never before betrayed. The English

have begun to fear that the classes from which the strength and

morale for the hardest physical work must be drawn are falling

into disability to supply the demand. If this is the case, the

depressing conditions of family life in this stratum are accountable

for a large share of the decline. The same tendency is to be

expected in every country which tolerates similar conditions. The
social stock runs low, in one staple at least, if the families of the

foundation class are undersuppUed with the physical means of

healthy, comfortable, and attractive living.

The most dangerous enemy to the coherence of the family of the

economic middle class in the United States is the comparative

freedom and desire to pursue individual interests. No one can tell

whether this trait is more cause or effect of our individualistic

conception of life in general. The fact that the individualistic

theory was earlier in the order of time than this type of indi-

vidualistic practice in America does not settle the question; and

indeed the question is not of first-rate importance. The fact is

that the members of the middle-class family in the United States

have as a rule relatively less use for one another than the members
of any other type of family in a corresponding class in the civilized

world. It is not true that this fact is in every respect an element
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of social weakness. In certain respects it sets free a tremendous

volume of force to bring things to pass. At the same time this

very release of a flood of energy is again like that regime of economic

individualism which in the past century has resulted in combinations

of certain overdeveloped individualists into trusts that are a menace

to the whole social process. In the fundamental matter of group

loyalty the American middle-class family is a dubious social asset.

As compared with the homogeneity of many earlier types of

families, or with the family of a lower social stratum in our own
society, in which parents and children form an offensive and

defensive alliance for bread-winning and savings-hoarding and

mutual insurance again the accidents of life, the middle- class

family is a notoriously unstable combination. It is easy and

common to caricature the centrifugal motions of this middle-class

family. Beyond the boarding-house clubbing arrangements for

the essential commonplaces of bed and board, the members of this

family tend to a relation like that of guests in a hotel. Each goes

his or her own way, for employment, for friends, for amusement.

The same family may be represented in half a dozen different

churches, clubs, lodges, and social sets. The extent of this family

disintegration is a never-failing source of astonishment to observing

foreigners. No European can believe that the strata of our society

in which these phenomena occur can be as strong and reliable for

social ends as the corresponding strata in Europe, in which the

family is a relatively compact unit. Other elements, of course,

enter into the comparison on both sides, so that the balance cannot

be struck in that summary way. It remains true, however, that

the gain of individual independence in the middle-class American

family is at the expense of a rudimentary training in loyalty which,

in ordinary circumstances, cannot be replaced by any means equal

in efl&ciency to the traditional group typ)e of domestic interest.

Other things being equal, the man or woman or child who treats

the family as the lodger treats his lodging-house is presumably the

same unstable member of every other social group, whenever it does

not appear to give him more than it costs.

Not by any means a solitary factor in the atomistic trend of the

American middle-class family is the movement commonly referred
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to in Europe as feminism. We have fortunately in this country

covered one stage in the phase of social progress alluded to in the

European phrase. We have survived that particular detail of

social development, and except in certain Tory groups on the

Atlantic Coast, we do not regard it with alarm as the leading

classes do in most European countries, viz.: the admission of

women to equal educational opportunities with men. This equal

intellectual suffrage is now generally taken for granted in the

United States. The phase of feminism which now most attracts

our attention is the agitation for equal political suffrage.

Whether or not American women shall vote is a question which

will seem to Americans very radical until it is settled once for all

as the question of equal educational suffrage has been settled.

This question of political equality for women is a relatively super-

ficial matter at most, and profounder questions are at issue in which

the suffragist moment is merely incidental.

Returning then to more special analysis of tendencies in the

American middle-class family, as related to the nurture of the

primary social loyalties, it cannot be pointed out too distinctly that

the social gains of women in the United States have been at the

expense of a regrettable amount of detraction of the family. One

of the weapons with which men and women have fought the

campaigns for the educational and political enfranchisement of

women has been the systematic disparagement and ridicule of the

principal vocation of women, that of home-maker. If the hterature

of this agitation is ever critically reviewed with this matter in

mind, and if the results are ever spread before a generation that

has finally made the readjustment between partial and complete

views of the functional relations of women to the whole social

process, that generation will be astonished at the amount of evil

wrought by conscientious and high-minded men and women who
thought they were serving humanity when they were fighting for a

rearrangement of particular human relations by discrediting the

most vital human relation. Sarcasm, invective, scorn, conscious

and unconscious misrepresentation have been so liberally employed

in the feministic movement that it has been a mighty factor in

creating the present unrest in the middle-class American family.
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The changes have been rung upon the phrase "sphere of woman"
as though it were an insult to women to imply that there is a

sphere in which women in general have a specially indicated voca-

tion. The commonplaces of home-making have been held up to

ridicule and contempt and loathing. The status of the home-

maker has been described as a slavery, as degradation, as unworthy

of a human being. The whole function of home-making has been

described by professional feminists as an unrelieved round of soul-

killing drudgery. Every woman who accepts the responsibilities

of the home-maker has been adjured to realize that she is only a

scullion, and to refuse any longer to be submissive to this lot to

which she has been condemned by the tyranny of man.^ Not all

this sort of campaigning has been a social loss. It has been of some

assistance in hastening the educational and political enfranchise-

ment of women; but it will be a long time before the vmfortunate

effects of these distortions will cease to be in evidence. They have

done much to undermine the foundations of society, to arrest

the normal processes of society, and to deplete the staple assets of

society.

Of course the home-maker has drudgery. Of course she has

hard body- and mind-racking tasks. Of course she has anxieties

and monotonies and drearinesses and wearinesses. A man is a dull

feUow who does not see this, and he is a low type of egoist if he does

not do his best to equalize the burdens and to provide all the com-

pensations that are within his power. Besides this it is probable

that the art of home-making is among the most backward of arts.

Much is possible to reduce its requisitions upon the time and

strength and patience. Supposing everything feasible in this

direction were done, family life on any plan that could be made
general involves much that is more pitilessly exacting of the wife

than of the husband.

On the other hand, normal Ufe anywhere is exacting. It is

laborious, monotonous, irritating—of course not in one and the

same kind and degree, but still so generally and so regularly that it

* As a vivid specimen of this sort of appeal, see Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Gilman,

"How Home Conditions React upon the Family," American Journal of Sociology

^

March, 1909, p. 529; and a much ranker specimen, Mrs. Lydia K. Commander,

"The Self-supporting Woman," American Journal of Sociology, May, 1909, p. 752.
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is a common saying among men that "the only attractive job is the

other fellow's job." Each man knows the drawbacks of his own

occupation. He cannot usually see as plainly that other occupa-

tions have their drawbacks. The man or woman who makes it a

policy to shirk work and responsibility, and to hunt for soft spots,

never has been and never can be the tjrpe of man or woman that on

the whole is most valuable to society or even to seK. For all but

an accidental and abnormal few this is a workaday world. This

must be the case for the simple reason that life as it is, and as it is

beyond human power to change it, is a process. Like every other

process the social process consists of functionings by the parts

involved in the process. These functionings are always in some

way or other burdensome. We cannot escape this destiny so long

as we remain human. The people who try to evade this common
human lot by disconnecting themselves from the whole system of

social functionings usually find that the responsibilities which they

repudiate are less severe than the disabilities which their disloyalties

incur. Family life is no exception to this rule. On the contrary,

it is a conspicuous illustration of the working of the rule. Yet

when all the correct charges are entered up against the family

institution, it is doubtful if there is any relation in which under

normal conditions of mutual fidelity and loyalty on the part of all

the members, the burdens from one end of life to the other are so

well worth carrying and the compensations are so abundant, as in

the standard family. It is cruel to individuals and embarrassing

to society to circulate a different estimate. Exceptions occur

in scores every day. It is true of every mechanism that the

greater its delicacy of adjustment the more easily it may be thrown

out of order. This is certainly the case with the family; and the

possibilities of wretchedness and demorahzation in an abnormal

family are commensurate with the possibilities of good in a normal

family. Yet if the debit and credit sides of the family institution

could be treated on a strictly statistical basis, if the expectation

of happiness under the two alternatives could be represented

accurately in actuarial tables, it would appear that both men and

women would be taking the short end—to express it in betting

phrase—if they deliberately chose bachelorhood or spinsterhood

instead of marriage.
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The most conspicuous tendency in the middle class in the

United States during the past decade has been to convince both

men and women of the contrary. I shall presently refer to other

factors in developing the tendency. My emphasis is now upon the

single circumstance that there has been an energetic feministic

propaganda which, partly intentionally, partly imintentionally,

has developed an impression among women that marriage is for

them a limitation and a degradation. Of course it is one of the

easiest things in the world to collect instances in which this has

unquestionably been the case. The fallacy which has been relied

on in drawing conclusions from these instances is that the terms of

the normal marriage relation are at fault. What these instances

actually show is that one or both of the parties to the marriage

were so essentially barbaric that they were not fit for the plane of

sociability which civilized marriage presupposes. Just as it is

true that no environment is so favorable for passing along traditions

of loyalty as the typical monogamous family, so it is equally true

that persons not endowed with the requisite spirit of loyalty are

unfitted to constitute a typical monogamous family. Marriage-

ability of two persons must be mated, in order to supply the mini-

mum conditions of a typical monogamous family. The present

argument is no defense of barbarism in the marriage relation. As

will appear presently, the family should not become a means of

forcing submission, by either party, to marital infidelity of any sort

which is on the whole nullifying of the prerequisite mutuality of the

family relation. My proposition is that, given the necessary degree

of social achievement on both sides, the normal man and the normal

woman as a rule defraud themselves, and they defraud society, if

they plan to get the most out of life by declining marriage, or by

declining parenthood.

In certain nationalities represented in the middle class of our

population the change of social and individual attitude toward

the family has not gone as far as it has in the older native elements.

There are still living a few native Americans of a generation in

which a childless wife regarded herself as humiliated, and she was

regarded by her friends as an object of pity. Within the last

generation there has been rapid spread of the view among women
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that motherhood is to be avoided if possible, and to be escaped in

the last resort by means which are not only illegal, but which are

still so disreputable that few are willing openly to approve of them

on general principles. In some of the best middle-class social strata

in the United States a young wife becomes a subject of surprised

comment among her acquaintances if she accepts the burdens of

maternity! This is a commonplace. It is an everyday matter.

That which to serious people a few generations ago was the choicest

gift of God is now something to be deplored and shunned. Few
Americans have stopped to consider what these facts mean for the

springs of our civilization. I go no farther than to insist that, in

the proportion in which this state of things exists in a nation, that

nation is poor indeed. It might be compared to an orchard of fruit

trees which had developed a means of aborting its own blossoms.

It would thereby escape the burden of bearing fruit, but in so doing

it would abort also its main function as an orchard.

It is always dangerous to assert that one social cause is more

or less effective than another, because there are few cases in which

a common denominator can be found for social causes, and still

fewer in which a precise numerator can be ascertained for the

different fractional causes. We cannot take even a fair superficial

survey of our American family resources, however, without referring

to tendencies which demoralize the family standard among the

rich. In point of members the rich are a small minority of our

population, and if their social influence were merely proportional

to their number it would call for less attention than we must give.^

^ The line between the rich and the middle classes is of course not a line at all,

but a ratio, and the measuring term in the ratio is a matter of judgment. For our

purposes we may regard the rich class as consisting of those who are so situated that

they and their families might maintain their standard of life if no member of the

family continued to create an income by any sort of remunerative labor; that is,

people whose investments would support them and their families if they ceased to be
active in the businesses which make their investments pay. This criterion would of

course place in the rich class the farmer in North Dakota who sells his farm and moves
into town where he lives at leisure on the interest of the proceeds, as well as the man
in New York who pays an annual rental for apartments in the Plaza equal to the whole

amount of the North Dakota man's capital. Our classification is consequently very

inadequate. Yet it is true that men whose actual wealth may vary as widely as these

examples cited may be rich in their respective communities, and that these widely con-

trasted quantities of wealth may have relatively the same influence in the correspond-

ing surroundings. We shall not fall into serious error, therefore, if we use merely this

approximate way of distinguishing the rich class.
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There is not merely a quaint expression of fact, but by implica-

tion a general principle of social pathology, in the old proverb

"Satan finds some business still for idle hands to do." The man or

the woman who is not obliged to work in some way that is socially

useful, to provide or to conserve his or her means for sustaining

life, is an exception to the normal human lot, and because of this

peculiar position is exposed to exceptional temptations, or to

exceptional forms or intensities of typical dangers. Irresponsibility

in one section of life tends to develop irresponsibilities in all sections

of life. Discharge from the necessity of doing remunerative or

thrifty social work tends to relax the sense of obligation in every

other relation of life. When one is "independent of the world,"

as the saying goes, it is easy to acquire the impression that one is

as independent of the common law of morals as of the common law

of labor. This is merely another way of saying that in the degree

in which we are released from the necessity of being social our

circmnstances become less favorable to the will to be social; or,

in still another form, when we are no longer obliged to consider our

obligations to others, the temptations are cumulative to consider

only ourselves.

It would be extremely one-sided to deny or ignore the potential

and actual value of a leisure class. The account between society

and the leisure class has never consisted wholly of dues on the one

side and default on the other. On the contrary, if the truth

could be hunted down, a brilliant contribution to historical and

contemporary knowledge might be written under the title "The

Debt of Civilization to Its Leisure Class." Some of the most

important social services in progress in America today would be

lacking if they were not performed by volunteers from our leisure

class. The judgment that the rich class in the United States at the

present moment does more harm than good would be wholly

imauthorized. The judgment that our rich class is weakening

more than it is strengthening the coherence of the family relation

would also be quite unwarranted. The voluntary services of our

rich class to the promotion of social interests are among the most

significant signs of robust social health. It would be unjust and

unsupported by weight of competent evidence to conclude that on
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the whole our rich class represents a lower grade of social loyalty

than our middle class. Nothing in the present discussion implies

the contrary of these propositions. Here, as in the case of the

extremely poor and the middle class, I am pointing out tendencies

which in themselves are on the expense side of our social account-

ing. No attempt is made to perform the impossible calculation

of the ratio of these items of cost to the total output of our national

process. The one safe and obvious conclusion is that it is rudi-

mentary business sense to make note of these tremendously large

cost items, and to study possibilities of eliminating or reducing them.

With these explanations taken for granted, it is in order to

point out the bearing of certain notorious facts upon the particular

sub5ect of this section.

For various reasons which need not be recited, the faults or the

foibles of the rich are at present exposed to wider publicity than

has ever been the case before, and the individual delinquencies of

the rich are watched with a fiercer searchlight of curiosity than

those of the middle class or the poor. The acts of a "millionaire'*

or of a "leading society woman" have a far more exploitable

dramatic value for newspaper purposes than those of plain human
beings; and it comes about accordingly that in newspaper classi-

fications anyone who has furnished material for a good "story" is

a "millionaire" if he has credit enough with his tailor and haber-

dasher to keep up with the styles, or a "leading society woman"
if she has ever invited anybody to a pink tea or a bridge party.

Among those who actually have a disposable surplus of money and

time, there has been a rapidly increasing number in the United

States since the close of the Civil War who have furnished ocular

proof of the demoralizing possibilities of economic independence.

Confining ourselves to those demoralizations which immediately

affect the family, we have our most common information about

them in evidence that appears in the divorce courts and in scandals

which may not appear in court but which are nevertheless detailed

in the newspapers. The center of interest for our present purpose

is that the domestic difficulties in question may all be reduced to a

single ground pattern, viz. : first, the economic possibility of a life of

pure selfishness; secondly, increasing use of this possibility by one or
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both parties; thirdly, selfishness grows by what it feeds on, becomes

more and more exacting, intolerant, incompatible, irascible; fourthly,

violation of domestic loyalty and assertion of liberty is a law unto itself.

That is, the secret of the whole matter is that as a rule the people

who run this course have drifted into it as a direct consequence of

having more liberty than they were socialized to use in a social way.

They were economically able to make their individual caprices the

end of their lives, to such an extent that their selfishness over-

mastered normal loyalty.

But as we have hinted above, these phenomena are socially

important, not chiefly in their connection with the rich, but in their

influence upon the middle class. One of the automatic functions of

the rich is that of pace-maker for the rest of society. The influence

of the rich in this relation is of course felt most directly and it is

responded to most readily by the class which is socially nearest.

In our society there is no sharp boundary line corresponding to

our distinction between the rich and the middle class. On the

contrary, there is often more intimate social intercourse between

the rich and a certain economic type which would not come within

our definition of the rich, than there is between certain strata

within the group of the rich as we have defined it. If there is not

social intercourse, in the intimate sense, between the rich and the

pseudo-rich, as we may call them for convenience, the former are

more clearly visible to the latter than they are to certain types of

their own economic class, and the ways of the conspicuous rich are

more likely to be copied both for better and for worse by the pseudo-

rich than by some of the inconspicuously rich. By the pseudo-

rich I mean those whose income is sufficient to enable them to a

considerable extent to copy the personal habits of the independently

rich, but whose incomes are drawn from some more or less real

function within the remunerative sections of the social system, and

would cease largely or wholly if they lost their positions. That is,

their incomes are not capitalized or insured.

In this economically intermediate class many people have more

dispensable time and money than many economically better-

secured members of the middle class. These pseudo-rich accord-

ingly become not merely the transmitters but often the originators
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of both virtues and vices which are more generally referred to the

rich.

As a matter of fact then, however it may have been distributed

between the rich and the pseudo-rich, there has been during the last

generation a tremendous development in the United States of that

type of selfishness which shows itself in repudiation of the restraints

of domesticity. Conjugal infidelity, like plurality of wives in

Mohammedan countries, has been advanced to the rank of an

individual right for those who can afford it. Of the two, the

Mohammedan license is much the less destructive of social coher-

ence. The class of economically assured egotists has substituted

for the lifelong loyalty indicated in the functional realities of

marriage a time-contract to be terminated at the pleasure of

either party. Often in some respects an infidelity more danger-

ous to the coherence of society is the aborting of natural affec-

tions, the callousness and cynicism about interest in and duties

toward children, displayed and developed before and after the

breaking of the marriage bond. These social disloyalties have

not merely been active at an accelerated rate, but a cult of sexual

license has been created. Every specific case of domestic infidelity

has become a center of propaganda of a philosophy of individual

liberty to make and unmake domestic relations. Incompatibility

has been put in evidence as a mark of distinction, and it has been

made the basis of a claim to pecuUar liberties and immunities.

Moreover, the claim is often allowed both by the courts and by

public toleration. This acquiescence on the part of neighbors and

friends is the most comfortable alternative. Otherwise social

frictions of many sorts would be unavoidable. Persons who would

not of their uncoerced choice condone domestic disloyalty are

thus in a way forced into a complaisance which in its turn lowers

their own social standards. We tend to seek ways to justify that

which we have once consented to tolerate. This is merely a special

instance of Pope's generalization, "We first endure, then pity, then

embrace." We have a standardized literature of apology for

domestic disloyalty. We have a whole system of ingeniously

devised reasonings to show that domestic incoherence is a more

advanced social condition than domestic coherence.
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What does all this amount to ? In a word, it is a glorification of

overspecialized selfish sensitiveness and of atrophied sense of social

accountabiHty. Its deepest sources are of course in unsubdued

individual passions. The most effective contributing condition

is our economic prosperity. Riches have increased in the United

States faster than men and women have evolved power to control

wealth in the interest of moral excellence. People have multiplied

who have more idle time and money than wholesome social ideals.

One of the easiest ways of killing time and wasting money is

cossetting selfish impulses. When one begins to favor that occupa-

tion, it is not a very far cry to irreconcilable antipathy with anyone

who in the least collides with one's egotism. Trifles Ught as air with

people normally occupied, and responsible for sane ordering of

conduct in accordance with objective social demands, become with

self-centered people inverters of the ratio between their whims and

normal social values. In the family composed of such people it is

easy for the most petty incidents and details to develop into insur-

mountable barriers. Slight variations of taste are coddled and

cultivated into implacable enmities; or husband and wife simply

cease to find each other entertaining. Since entertainment has

become the sole purpose in life for people of this type, they decide

that to "Hve their own life" they are destined to break the family

bonds which were forged by people who were enemies of an advanced

type of freedom.

All this is as paltry and perverted as the special pleading which

the burglar or the deliberate murderer invents to justify his law-

lessness.

So much having been said, two cautions must be emphasized:

First, I have not said that on the whole the American family is

becoming a less valuable social asset than it has been in the past.

Whether that is true or not depends upon a vast accumulation of

facts which have not been accurately ascertained. I have been

pointing out certain well-known tendencies which in themselves

are disintegrating. These tendencies are at present on the increase.

It may be that counteracting and compensating tendencies are

increasing in a larger ratio. No one has the statistical evidence

to justify a dogmatic assertion on this point one way or the other.
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Secondly, I have not touched the question of remedies for the

evils recited. That does not fall within the scope of the present

discussion. Our business in this connection is to emphasize the

general proposition that a coherent type of family is a social asset,

an incoherent type offamily a social liability. I have called atten-

tion to certain familiar phenomena of decadence in American

family life. Without attempting to estimate the proportion which

these phenomena bear to other tendencies in American society,

I have pointed out that these facts in themselves make against

social strength. They are evils, whether they are offset by other

social facts or not. It is possible that our society may be like a

manufacturing concern whose plant is rapidly depreciating. The
concern might nevertheless be solvent and prosperous, because it

might be earning over and above its profits a surplus that would

more than cover the depreciation. It is one of the weaknesses of

American temper to assume that the Uke is the case with all our

individual and social faults. We credit ourselves with enough

compensating virtues to make good the losses. Unless we can

positively locate those reserve resources and can demonstrate that

they more than counterbalance the deficits, our optimism is child-

ish. Whatever the balance of debit and credit in the account with

our family morality, we should be dupes of our own group-vanity

if we imagined that we have grounds for complaisancy over present

American tendencies in the matter of domestic loyalty. There

have been civilizations in which family relations were more coherent

than those of the average American family today, and others in

which the coherence was weaker. It would exhibit foolish credulity

or a low order of social ideal, if we could be satisfied to accept the

degree of family loyalty with which we are acquainted, as a final

measure of the quality of general social loyalty which will be our

source of supply in recruiting good citizens in the future.

v. A CONVINCING RELIGION

It may seem strange that this item is placed so early in a scheme

of social assets. The more appropriate wonder would be that it

was put lower than second in the list.
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The second chapter of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire is entitled "Of the Union and Internal Prosperity of the

Roman Empire in the Age of the Antonines." The first paragraph

implies more distinctly than it expresses the main proposition of

the chapter, viz.: that the greatness of Rome is to be measured,

not alone by the rapidity or extent of its conquests, but by the

wisdom of its principles of government. The first evidence of this

wisdom which Gibbon cites is the Roman policy of religious tolera-

tion. He says:

The policy of the emperors and the senate, as far as it concerned religion,

was happily seconded by the reflections of the enlightened, and by the habits

of the superstitious, part of their subjects. The various modes of worship

which prevailed in the Roman world were all considered by the people as

equally true, by the philosopher as equally false, and by the magistrate as

equally useful. And thus toleration produced not only mutual indulgence,

but even religious concord.

Gibbon goes on to celebrate religious concord as an asset of the

early Roman Empire. My proposition deals with religious unity

rather than with religious concord, but the relations to which this

section calls attention might be afl&rmed by anyone who was as

cynical as Gibbon about the objective truth of religion. I am
not now concerned immediately with the truth of any religion,

nor with the comparative truth of religions. I am calling attention

to religion as a social asset, provided it is convincing to the mass of the

people. The evidence which I appeal to is not any sort of theo-

logical principle or personal conviction. It is the same sort of

evidence to which Gibbon might have appealed, i.e., the fimctional

history of religion as a social phenomenon. I do not enter into

the question of religious concord versus religious unity as social

factors, although I should be obliged to deal with the former

more than the latter in considering the conditions and possibilities

of most modem nations.

My proposition is that there is no more energetic fusing agent in a

nation than unity of religion. So far as homogeneity of the nation

is an element of strength, or a factor of national solidarity for better

or for worse, no combining force is more effective than a common

religion.
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It must be admitted that there have been religions of social

stagnation (Brahmanism). There have been religions of moral

obscuration (the Isis-cult in Egypt). A society dominated by one

of these religions is of course strong only as a mass relying upon

its inertia or transferring a momentum imparted by some force

other than its religion. Every religion which includes any sort of

faith in constructive action in contrast with passivity is a social

asset from the national standpoint, if it convinces the members of the

nation. We might illustrate the proposition by the history of such

diverse faiths as Mohammedanism, Greek Catholicism as exempli-

fied in Russia, Puritanism, Mormonism, etc. A common religious

belief—whatever its character from the standpoint of the scientist

or the moralist—has this fundamental trait. If it contains a code

of obligations, it welds the members of the group more intimately

and more permanently together than any other social influence.

This fact is so familiar that I need not expand these propositions.

There is an underlying reason for the fact which does not have

its share of attention in social science or in social programs. On the

creed side, every religion is virtually a dramatization of all that

has been found out by the makers of the creed about the frame of

things in which men have their experience. The creed is the cosmos

at a glance. It is the whole mystery of life reduced to the dimen-

sions of a working model. It is the solution of all problems, the

answer to all questions, the interpreter of all fears and hopes. It

is the final stimulus of all purpose, and the ultimate arbiter of all

action. The creed is the major premise, the ultima ratio, the

Greenwich meridian, for all who accept it. Perception of this, or

something very like it, made Voltaire say to the French revolution-

ists, "If there were no God we should have to invent one." We
may go farther and say: That nation is weak in which the invention

of religion is not a protected industry.

Throughout this section the term "religion" is used for con-

venience to designate the belief factor in religion, the formulated

creed; and the qualification which is in mind throughout the dis-

cussion is that this creed shall be convincing; it must satisfy the

minds of the citizens. It may not be merely an official creed, repre-

senting things which persons in power have promulgated as a
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scheme of belief which it is the duty of citizens to accept. It must
be a translation of the confusions of experience into such a plausible

version, that it wins the confidence of the common man and con-

vinces him that life is essentially as represented in the creed.

As I have said in effect, every religion is a dramatization of

someone's experience. Every religion that has convinced a

nation presents a picture of life in which the members of the nation

recognize a satisfying version of their own experience. A religion

which interprets more into life than the experience of the people

prepares them to accept, or a religion which furnishes less inter-

pretation of life than the experience of the people has stimulated

them to demand, may be adopted or retained as a conventionality,

but it is not convincing religion, and it consequently has less than

the full value of a convincing reHgion as a national asset.

In his book Father and Son, which is the record of one man's

experience in breaking from the predestination of an impossibly

dogmatic paternal religion and arriving at a nondescript state of

mind, Mr. Edmund Gosse tells this incident (p. 52). (He was six

years old at the time!)

All these matters drew my thoughts to the subject of idolatry, which

was severely censured at the missionary meeting. I cross-examined my
father very closely as to the nature of this sin, and pinned him down to the

categorical statement that idolatry consisted in praying to anyone or any-

thing but God himself. Wood and stone, in the words of the hymn, were

peculiarly liable to be bowed down to by the heathen in their blindness. I

pressed my father further on this subject, and he assured me that God would

be very angry, and would signify his anger, if anyone, in a Christian country,

bowed down to wood and stone. I cannot recall why I was so pertinacious on

this subject, but I remember that my father became a little restive under my
cross-examination, I determined, however, to test the matter for myself, and

one morning, when both my parents were safely out of the house, I prepared

for the great act of heresy. I was in the morning-room on the ground floor,

where with much labour I hoisted a small chair onto the table close to the

window. My heart was now beating as if it would leap out of my side, but I

pursued my experiment. I knelt down on the carpet in front of the table, and

looking up I said my daily prayer in a loud voice, only substituting the address

"O Chair I" for the habitual one.

Having carried this act of idolatry safely through, I waited to see what

would happen. It was a fine day, and I gazed up at the slip of white sky above

the houses opposite, and expected something to appear in it. God would
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certainly exhibit his anger in some terrible form, and would chastise my
impious and wilful action. I was very much alarmed, but still more excited;

I breathed the high, sharp air of defiance. But nothing happened; there

was not a cloud in the sky, not an unusual sound in the street. Presently I

was quite sure that nothing would happen. I had committed idolatry, fla-

grantly and deliberately, and God did not care. The result of this ridiculous

act was not to make me question the existence and power of God; those were

forces which I did not dream of ignoring. But what it did was to lessen still

further my confidence in my father's knowledge of the divine mind. My
father had said, positively, that if I worshipped a thing made of wood, God
would manifest his anger. I had then worshipped a chair, made (or partly

made) of wood, and God had made no sign whatever. My father, therefore,

was not really acquainted with the divine practice in cases of idolatry. And
with that, dismissing the subject, I dived again into the unplumbed depths of

the Penny Cyclopedia!

The incident is not quoted as proof of anything whatsoever.

It would serve our purpose equally well if it were pure and avowed

fiction, instead of (as I suspect) an unequal mixture of fact and

fancy, with the garnishments predominating. It would have

been equally true to life if it had finished up in this way: "After I

had ended my pagan devotions, and was trying to lower the chair

from the table, it slipped, and gave me a knock on the head which

made me think I saw a flock of avenging spirits coming down

from that strip of white sky. Thereupon I was confirmed

for many years in my father's belief about God's treatment of

idolatry."

That is, the incident is a picture of a general truth in religious

phenomena, viz. : Whenever a religion convinces an individual or a

group, it does so by virtue of winning out as the most plausible

competitor among conceivable interpretations of the believer's

experience. Thereupon, and as long as the conjunction between

the creed and the rest of experience lasts, the believer's religion

is the believer's moral sanity and integrity. He lives, moves, and

has his being in a world so pictured. To the limit of his ability

he shapes the course of his life so that it fits into such a world as his

would be if the creed were completely true. A group of con-

vinced and satisfied adherents of one and the same creed will mold

that segment of the world which they can control into a living

picture of that creed.
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The whole history of religions is marked by vivid illustrations of

this rule. Wherever a group has been composed of persons who

accepted one and the same creed without dissent or doubt, there

has been a group miniaturing in its structure and its processes the

structure and processes of the world formulated in the creed. The

children of Israel pilgrimaging toward the Promised Land, the

early Christians expecting the coming of the Lord, the successions

of fanatical sects that have formed local or special groups in all

the great religions, are merely examples that come first to mind.

But the fanatical sects differ merely in degree from religious

groups that are sincere but not irrationally sincere. The extremists

show the pattern virtue of religion in a form distorted by an unbal-

anced content of religion. The main fact is that genuine religious

conviction is the most thorough controller of individual and social

life. Such a sect, for instance, as the so-called "Spirit Wrestlers"

of Russia presents illustrations of a phenomenon which has its pro-

totypes here and there all along through the historic centuries, viz.

:

a convincing creed may make its adherents despise the material

goods of life and the ordinary social goods, and it may transform

them, so far as their own wills have power to carry the transform-

ation, into unfed, unclothed, unsheltered wanderers in an inclement

world. Other men may be no less devout, but, like the immediate

followers of Luther for instance, their creed may make them diligent

in conquering the resistances of the present world, while keeping

their eyes fixed on the prospects of a better.

The absence of a religion which convinces the group leaves that

group without a final appeal, without a court of last resort, without

an arbiter of justice, without a generally recognized criterion of

law or morals. A Mohammedan, an orthodox Jew, a strict

Catholic, a Christian Scientist, a Christian modernist, and a pro-

fessed or practical agnostic may go to and from their business on

the same suburban train every day, yet they do not live in the

same world. The foundation conceptions, the motives, the

valuations of one differ from those of every other. They do not

see life quite as the same reality; they do not see one another in

quite the same light; they do not aim at quite the same things;

or if they do, not for quite the same reasons; which is no alterna-
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tive at all, but merely a different rendering of the same proposition.

A certain mediocre standard of permitted conduct restricts them

within a certain range of diversity; but they are incapable of

action with the full powers of each upon one and the same moral

plane. The most famUiar analogy just at present is a fleet of

battleships, whose speed as a fleet is only that of the slowest ship.

In every modem community a large fraction of rehgious energy

is consumed in efforts to make people with one type of experience,

and consequently with a corresponding impression about the

make-up of the world, adopt the religious interpretations of people

whose experience and interpretations have been of a different

order. These efforts may to a certain extent secure conformity,

but they may not produce conviction. That sort of religious

harmony may be effective for repression. It is a poor substitute

for the spur and lure of a faith which blends all one's mental and

moral insights.

Most men today live in at least two worlds. One of these

is the world of their religious conventionalities. This world may
be as different from the religious world of one's next-door neighbor

as the sky of the shepherds of Judea was from the sky of the astron-

omers at Cambridge. The other of these worlds is that range of

reality within which they pass their practical lives, and which colors

their outlook upon their whole reach of thought and imagination.

This world of reahty may in certain cases be split up into several

spheres, on as many different moral levels; e.g., the sphere of pri-

vate life, the sphere of business, the sphere of politics, etc. In

certain respects each of these detached ranges of Hfe may be

morally unreconciled with the others, as well as with the reli-

gious world of the same persons. For simplicity we may ignore

this frequent subdivision of the immediate life-sphere, and speak

of the two worlds of religion and of everyday affairs.

Many people, to be sure, never become aware that their two
worlds do not coincide. Most people have some inkling that the

world which they may suppose is one to themselves is not the world

of certain prominent groups of their neighbors. For instance, the

Christian Scientist lives in a world as different from that of most
of his neighbors as the world which Atlas was supposed to carry on
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his shoulders was from that member of the solar system on which

we now find ourselves. To a certain extent we are aware of these

differences. The one world, the religious world, of most of us, is

either a negation, a refusal to peer beyond the range of our own
sensible experience, or beyond the experiences of a few people Kke

ourselves; or it is an affirmation of experiences largely not our own,

which affirmation is contradicted in whole or in part by the larger

volimie and more searching quality of all the experience which has

been accumulated by different sorts and conditions of men.

For example, there is in Christendom today one principal

division line. It does not run between sects but as a rule it cuts

through sects, leaving one portion of the same sect within the one

religious stratum and the remaining portion in the other. It is

the line which divides traditionalists from modernists. The late

Pope virtually spoke, not merely for the Catholic church, but for

traditionalists of all sects, when he drew the line between faith

and infidelity at St. Charles Borromeo. Whoever affirms that the

mouthpiece of the Counter-Reformation did not teach the truth,

the whole truth, and the final truth, the same is an unbeliever.

Substantially this distinction runs through all Christian sects,

with differences of distribution between the two strata; and there

is an approximately similar stratification in Judaism, not to mention

other religions.

Now when we permit our literal selves to take the witness stand,

it appears at once that in the light of the new knowledge which men
have gained since his time, Charles Borromeo was a veritable Alice

in Wonderland. The outlook of astronomy, of geology, of physics,

of chemistry, of psychology, of history and of ethics in their present

content had not appeared above Borromeo's horizon. His vision

was only a little less confined than that of the geographers who but

a short time before were still locating the center of the world at

Jerusalem, and finding its outer boundary at the skyline just outside

the Pillars of Hercules. It is needless to analyze the preposterous

issue formulated by papal encyclicals of recent years. They have,

however, performed the great social service of visualizing the present

religious crisis. On the one hand the demand is made throughout

Christendom that people who are mentally of age shall fit them-
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selves into the swaddling clothes of intellectual infancy. On the

other hand minds are irresistibly maturing, so that they grasp a

world of knowledge which retires the world as pictured in the

sixteenth century to the company of earlier mythologies. The

timely question is not how long it wiU take the masses, even in

Christendom, to find out that they do not live in Borromeo's

world. The more pertinent question is whether the men who have

found it out shall be helped or hindered to chart the world which

men's experience up to date has discovered.

A few people know that the Pope's dead line between faith and

imfaith is arbitrary in more senses than one. The much more

fimdamental issue is not whether St. Charles Borromeo had the

truth, the whole truth, and the final truth, but whether in the

nature of the case any finite being or beings ever did have or ever

can have the truth, the whole truth, and the final truth. The

crucial problem at the present stage of religious development is

not whether this, that, or the other doctrinal formula or system is

correct; but the incalculably more radical problem is whether

religion is a hand-out from an external authority or a deposit of the

evolving output of men's objective experience and subjective inter-

pretations and valuations.

An argument here on that question would be wholly superfluous.

Among themselves modernists can treat the case between the

alternatives only as res judicata. The problems that remain begin

with the ways and means of publishing and popularizing the

decision.

The situation affords another outlook upon the service which

the sociologists are trying to perform. Modern men have been

gaining experience so fast and within so many ranges—the whole

indeed covering again and again many reaches of previous men's

experience, although perhaps omitting some areas while annexing

others—that no individual would be competent even to edit the

complete returns, so as to show how the totality of the world's

latest experience supplements and transforms the visions of life

dramatized into the religions of earlier men. A few men calling

themselves sociologists have been so bold as to say that this knowl-

edge is not merely an accumulation of disconnected snapshots at
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reality, but in proportion as it is distinct in its several partial

views, and not a blur, it is knowledge each part of which would

convey more of its meaning if composed into a representation of the

whole which modem experience has encountered. Some of these

sociologists have dared to say, and many more have probably

beheved, that there is only one hop>e of going very far beyond

merely mending our religious manners, in the direction of reaching a

religion that will convince modem men generally. This hope is in

such organization of the world's knowledge that there cannot per-

manently be a dualism in men's minds between this composite

rendering of reality and any other version which might propose

itself as an alternative under the name of religion. Accordingly

the sociologists have volunteered to represent among scholars the

conviction that the world's knowledge, in the degree in which it

approaches objectivity, must be capable of demonstrating its

objectivity in part by its composabUity into an organization of

knowledge, each portion of which shall corroborate and vitalize

every other portion. Nothing less than this is conceivably ade-

quate intellectual support for a religion that should convince all

men. Given this organism of present experience, consisting of

course in part of a distillation of all past experience, there is lacking

only dramatic vision of the incomparable worth of conforming

conduct to the implications of this knowledge, to give a religion

eager with youth, in place of the senile religions of past men's

partial experience.

This program then gives the ultimate forelook of the sociologists.

They aim to perform a necessary portion of the work of constructing

a Weltanschauung, a positive cosmic philosophy,which will do justice

to every fraction of human experience. Such a composite repre-

sentation of life, so far as it has been explored and recorded and

audited in the experiences of all men, is the only conceivable

creedal basis for social unity at its highest power. The sociologists

have voiced as well as they could the implicit hiunan demand for

such a conspectus, and their objective is nothing short of the

achievement of such a conspectus.

Several explanations must be made in order to show how wide

of the mark certain criticisms are which have misconstrued the

sociologists' program.
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In the first place, the sociologists do not imagine that they can

themselves be the discoverers of a very large part of the knowledge

which reflects the world of all men's present experience. The

precise contrary is their own appraisal of their division of labor.

The most characteristic feature of the sociologists' work is the

attempt to discover the functional connections between elements of

knowledge which have been discovered by other men. Incidentally

much new knowledge of very essential kinds has been added to the

common fimd by the sociologists. The prospect is that this second-

ary service of the sociologists will be cmnulative. Their radical

purpose would be served, however, if they succeeded in making

knowledge appear more organic than it is as it comes from first

discoverers, or from specialized interpreters, or appliers. Indeed

the function of all the sociologists, properly so called, is to that

of the great body of scientific explorers, very much as the peculiar

function of organized charity is to the other philanthropic agencies.

With associated charity and sociologists alike, correlation is the

paramount function. The associated charities administer relief,

and the sociologists search for new knowledge, but in each case the

activity named is a secondary function. Sociologists find their

most distinctive vocation to lie in assembling and co-ordinating

knowledge of conditions and phenomena. They are not com-

petitors with all other scholars for a monopoly of the service of

informing the world. They are rather trying to co-operate with all

other scholars in making all knowledge that can be ascertained

as helpful as possible in completing men's comprehension of their

experiences as a whole.

In the second place, the sociologists have no sanction for very

far-reaching conclusions about the dramatic form into which

world-consciousness will next be recast. There have been certain

more pathetic than perverse betrayals of the contrary impression

by individual sociologists. August Comte is doubtless the most

conspicuous instance. His forecast of a " religion of himianity " was

probably nearer to the right line of coming events than he speci-

fically understood, or than any considerable nimiber of scholars have

believed. At the same time there was a lack of humor in his

zealotry which throws his naivete more into relief than his

foresight. His conception of potential humanity already seems
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relatively archaic and empty. By comparison with the individual

and social realization which is conceivable from our present outlook,

Comte's specifications of realized humanity seem trivial. He did

not know that humanity was on the eve of experiences which, before

his century ended, would revolutionize the thinking of the world.

He was not aware that the folk-mind must perform Herculean

labors before epoch-making extensions of knowledge tan be assimi-

lated; and he did not reckon that these labors must be accomplished

before the conditions are present for a dramatization of enlarged

folk-consciousness with verisimilitude enough to serve as the

intellectual background of a convincing religion. From the

scientific and the reUgious viewpoint alike, therefore, Comte's pro-

posal of a religion of humanity was weak in a sense suggested by

no other term so well as by the colloquialism "previous."

In principle, all religions have been both subjectively and

objectively religions of humanity. They have all sprung from

human self-consciousness at dififerent stages of its development.

No reUgion has ever gripped a large and lasting group, unless it

sublimated and crystallized the content of the given group-

consciousness. The program of Comte was still-bom, not because

men had ceased to yearn for a human religion, or had not begun to

yearn for it, but because the folk-consciousness instinctively pre-

supposed a bigger humanity and a richer religion of humanity than

appeared in Comte's specifications. In other words, Comte's pro-

posal failed to appeal strongly because on the one hand it did not

really present an alternative principle of religion, and because

on the other hand the "hmnanity" which it contemplated as

the concrete expression of its principle, and the dramatic motive of

its interpretation, was a less objective and comprehensive humanity

than European consciousness already contained.

This simple instance may be generalized. Sociologists, like

all other men who attend to the problem at aU, will unavoidably

receive impressions about the form and content of the next gener-

ally convincing religion, or of the final religion. Certain sociolo-

gists will doubtless coin their impressions into opinions, and some

will incontinently utter their opinions as prophecies. This will

simply show that sociologists, like other men, sometimes think of
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themselves more highly than they ought to think. The one

fixed point which experience seems to have established for prevision

of religious tendencies is that no religion will permanently con-

vince a social group unless it satisfactorily co-ordinates all the

elements in the experience of that group. The principal function

of the sociologists is to do their part in organizing and so in clarify-

ing social consciousness. The most intense stimulus imder which

sociologists labor is perception that, in the degree in which they

succeed, they are assisting in the intellectual work which is a

precondition of more completely objective rehgion. The drama-

tists that render the contents of a folk-consciousness into a con-

vincing religion do not come by rule. They are hardly likely

in the future to be graduates from the practice of an academic

technique. The pundits of their day will quite probably demand
of them, too, "How knoweth this man letters, having never

learned ?" They will be mouthpieces of a folk-mind which cannot

confine itself to scientific formulas. They will be seers who sweep

the whole range of human experience, with a recapitulating vision

for which all the arts and crafts and sciences and commonplaces

of men have furnished the apparatus; but the intimate process of

their vision will remain beyond the analysis of all the arts and

crafts and sciences and commonplaces combined. What millions

of men before their time have distributively known, the dramatizers

will synthetically see and feel, and seeing and feeling they will speak

the connecting words which will give to their fellow-men more

power to see and feel. In their sober moments the sociologists

know that they are merely among the doers of preliminary dead

work necessary to clear the way for the seers.

Thirdly, as I have already hinted, it would be very captious to

interpret the sociologists as though they assumed that the content

of modem consciousness consists merely of the immediate experi-

ence of modem men. On the contrary, every mental reaction which

has gone into the remembered traditions of the race, or which has

disappeared among the silent but persistent factors of life, is an

element in the social consciousness of the latest day. The experi-

ence of the first man that knew his own act had produced fire, of

the first man that detected a musical note, of the first man that
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was aware of having begotten a child, is adopted into or repeated in

the consciousness of the latest man. Every emotion and judgment

that rings true is resurgent from the earliest generation to the

latest. In all probability the universal vicariousness of the social

process is not less actual in the emotional and evaluating sections

of life than in the division of economic labor. More than this,

as we concede to Phidias and Praxiteles and Michael Angelo and

Raphael a secure primacy in art, so it is altogether thinkable

that Manu, and Buddha, and Moses, and Isaiah, and Jesus may
each have made, in some more or less important particulars,

unsurpassed and even imsurpassable contributions to permanent

and universal world-consciousness.

In other words, certain objective discoveries about life have

been fixed in human tradition for several thousand years. In so

far as these discoveries are permanently true to life, they will have

their place in the final conspectus of life; and it is antecedently

probable that their place will gain in prominence in the successive

versions of the drama of life. This probability rests on the neces-

sary inference that discoveries made early, and continuing to cor-

respond with experience, must stand until superseded as detectings

of real relations in the life-process.

Indeed, a considerable portion of the process in our own day

which I have called "the invention of religion" is closely analogous

with the recovery of ancient Rome. For fifteen centuries men were

engaged in improving Rome by burying it. For approximately

the same period men were carrying on approximately the same

process upon the Weltanschauung of Jesus. The process of exca-

vating layer upon layer of deposits which concealed the imperial

city must be paralleled in recovering the actual world-consciousness

of Jesus. To speak well within bounds, it is probable that when

the barbarian superimpositions upon the insights of Jesus have

been cleared away, the actual content of Jesus' consciousness

which will be recovered will hold a key position in the final world-

consciousness. Modernism is not iconoclasm. It is conservation

and renovation and reconstruction. Much of the work which

falls within the range of the social sciences, and to the necessity of

which the sociologists are directing attention, will doubtless turn
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out to consist in restoring to their actual significance in the whole

interpretation of experience many unnoticed and despised and

rejected perceptions and valuations.

Fourthly, it would be either unintelligent, or disingenuous, or

both, to accuse the sociologists of proposing an agitation to separate

society at large abruptly from religious tradition, followed by a

general popular propaganda of modernism as a substitute for

tradition. If any sociologist entertains such a thought as a defens-

ible sociological program, even if the vested interests of institutional-

ized religion could be canceled from consideration, he has not

well learned the practical lessons of social evolution.

Principal George Adam Smith, whose part in the application

of the historical method to study of the Old Testament is well

known to all Bible students, tells this incident. I give it in his

own words, as nearly as I can recall them.

After an evening meeting at Northfield, Mr. Moody [Dwight L.] at whose

house I was staying, said to me, "Now, Mr. Smith, I wish you would tell me
just what it is about this higher criticism." This was my opportunity. For

an hour or so I did my best to put into a form that would appeal to a man of

Mr. Moody's antecedents a plain statement of the assumptions and methods of

historical treatment of the Bible. He listened attentively, asking here and

there a question which gave me pointers about what to say further, and he

seemed to receive what I said in a thoroughly kindly spirit. After we had

talked ourselves out, there was a pause, during which I had time to wonder

what impression I had made. Presently Mr. Moody said, with the air of

having satisfied himself, and of giving me the upshot of his reflections: "I

think I see your point, Mr. Smith—but after all, what's the use of telling

people there were two Isaiahs, so long as most of them don't even know there

was one?"

As a matter of mere social pedagogy it would be inexcusably

pedantic to disturb normal processes of mental expansion, by
assaulting the minds of men in general with anything like abstract

and doctrinalized modernism. On the one hand, that would not

make them modernists. It would make them merely more con-

fused traditionaUsts. The situation ideally desirable, from the

standpoint of the general social process, is that every man shall be

under the most favorable conditions possible for enlarging his own
personality by assimilating as much as he can appropriate of the
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world's knowledge. It is highly improbable that the best social

results would be reached if all the knowledge which all people have

reached could be spread before an indiscriminate everybody.

There is a conceivable use of knowledge as anarchistic as the use

of explosives. No one has succeeded very well in defining the

course which is most constructive in the relation between those

who have reflected most and those who have reflected least upon

the meaning of extant knowledge. It is not even a universally

admitted principle in the United States, that no removable arti-

ficial hindrance should be permitted to impede men in the pur-

suit of knowledge. On the other hand, it is not certain that denial

of knowledge is always a more serious social injury than imgraded

precipitation of knowledge. If such sociological insight as we have

today could dictate the entire policy of social pedagogy, and par-

ticularly in its connections with religious tradition, I imagine that

its program would be an attempt to apply this principle, viz.:

Never intentionally undo a religious conviction, except through the

process of enlarging the individual or group experience, and of assisting

to reconstruct the conviction, so as to accommodate the new experience.

As I have said in another connection {University of Chicago

Sermons, p. 195):

My own familiar Pillar of Fire and Pillar of Cloud, in this wandering

toward the Kingdom, is a vision of the American Religion. As it invites me,

it is not presumptuous with the conceit that it has opened new sources of

knowledge and interpretation; nor, on the other hand, is it arrogant with the

affectation that it is superior to the homely needs of human beings. It is not

a sectarianism that has triumphed over competing sects, nor is it an indiffer-

entism which is stirred by none of the problems that make sects. The Jew,

the Catholic, and the Protestant might graft this religion each on the trunk

of his peculiar faith, and each might contribute to his rendering of religion all

the spiritual force there is in his distinctive beliefs. The documents of this

religion are every scripture, canonical or uncanonical, in which a seeker after

God or an avoider of God has set down an authentic truth encountered in the

experience of either. Its ceremonial is not a single prescribed ritual. It is

every outward form of worship by means of which anyone feels himself brought

nearer to God and to his fellow-men. Its polity is the concerted purpose of

every American, from Eastport to San Diego, to join in a perpetual league for

finding out the quality and program of life which gives sincerest heed to the

spiritual possibilities in every one of us. Its work is dedication to an ideal of

life in which each shall give his best to all the others, and receive his best from
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all the others in promoting a method of life in which our dealings one with an-

other, from the most trivial individual act to the most momentous public policy,

shall do all that is possible toward realizing the most and the highest of which

each and all of us arc capable. Its last appraisable outcome will be the utmost

refining of our spirits for everything which may hereafter answer to our most
aspiring thought of "the inheritance of the saints in light." I do not know of

anything short of the American Religion which can be more than a settlement

of preliminaries to the genuinizing of our lives.

If space allowed, the following types of social resources would

be discussed: VI, a government which fairly satisfies the group

sense of justice; VII, satisfactory distribution of industrial oppor-

tunity.

It should be said of the whole argument that the order in which

these items have been scheduled does not constitute a thesis as to

their relative importance. Except as indicated in the discussion,

that importance may be an extremely variable ratio.



THE MIDWIFE IN CHICAGO

GRACE ABBOTT
Immigrants' Protective League

The problem of the training and control of midwives has been

for sometime recognized as a serious aspect of the effort to prevent

infant mortality and needless invaUdism on the part of child-

bearing women. It is estimated that 40 per cent of all births in

the United States are attended by midwives. In New York the

estimate is 39. 2 per cent, in St. Louis 75 per cent, in Wisconsin as

a whole 50 per cent. While the figures for Chicago have not been

ofl&cially pubhshed, from examination of the books of the county

clerk it appears that there were registered by midwives during 1913

19,713 births as compared with 19,729 registered by physicians, or

approximately 50 per cent.

Discussion of what shall be done to protect the mothers and

babies from the untrained and therefore careless, dirty, and danger-

ous midwife has been general during recent years and has divided

the laymen and doctors into two opposing camps. Before entering

upon the discussion of the remedies proposed by the two groups,

attention should be called in the first place to the importance of

recognizing as a serious element in the situation the attitude of mind
among foreign women regarding their treatment at time of child-

birth. In fact the "midwife problem" is an excellent illustration

of the necessity of considering the traditions and prejudices of our

immigrant population before approving any proposed solution.

The problem has in fact largely to do with the foreign-born groups.

Midwives in Chicago are almost all of them foreign born, Uve in

foreign neighborhoods of the city, and have a practice confined

almost exclusively to immigrant women.^

^ An analysis of 1,076 births registered in 1908 showed that among Italians

86 per cent were reported by the midwives; among the Austrians, Hungarians, Poles,

and Bohemians, 74 per cent; among the Germans, 68 per cent; among Russians,

25 per cent ("The Midwives of Chicago," Journal of the American Medical Association,

Vol. L, No. 17, p. 1346). '

684
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While midwives are commonly used by the poorer people of

England and were relied upon by American women in the Colonial

period and in the early part of the nineteenth century, they are

little used at the present time by women of native parentage.

Those who are interested in securing the best obstetrical care for

American women of native stock only can devote their attention

to the elimination of the ignorant and poorly trained doctor. But

more than this must be done if the immigrant woman is to be

protected against the ignorant and untrained midwife, for it is not

because she believes that the doctors are poorly trained that she

insists on the midwife.

The immigrant preference for the midwife is due in part to the

very different position which she occupies in Europe. There,

good schools of midwifery are numerous, and in most countries

the midwives who are licensed are carefuUy supervised by the state.

In the United States quite the reverse is true. A difference of this

sort is always a difficult thing to make clear. The women are

quite as likely to conclude that because we do not use midwives,

American women do not know how competent they are, as to follow

our argument that because they are less competent Americans

prefer a doctor. But this difficulty is not so insurmountable as

the prejudice against the assistance of a man during childbirth,

so deep that it is only when a physician is urged as a matter of

life and death that his attendance will be tolerated by the patient or

excused by her circle of friends . That this prejudice will undoubted-

ly disappear with longer residence in this country may be true,

but other women are constantly arriving with the same prejudice,

so that its consequence must be faced as, in a sense, a permanent

obstacle to the use of the physician. For this reason a Joint Com-
mittee of the Chicago Medical Society and Hull House which con-

ducted an investigation of "The Midwives of Chicago" in 1908

declared that the members of the committee "were fully con-

vinced that midwives now and probably for years to come are

socially inevitable,"^ and that the investigation "showed many
inadequately trained, ignorant women practicing as midwives

and in many cases ready to assume charge of abnormal cases and

^Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. L, No. 17, p. 1345.
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to perform abortions." The committee therefore recommended

as the first steps in the improvement of this situation that the law

governing the licensing of midwives be made more stringent, and
that all schools of midwifery should be placed under the supervision

of the state Board of Health. These reconmiendations were never

carried out, and the question has therefore arisen again as a con-

sequence of this inaction.

It might be argued that inasmuch as nothing had been done,

conditions had probably not improved and that further investiga-

tion would only reveal what was already well known. There is,

however, a group of people who believe that anything which gives

the midwife greater skill means a larger following, while if she is

ignored she will eventually disappear. Although nothing has been

done, they urge, then, that the situation may still have improved.

It has therefore seemed best before formulating any plan for meeting

the present Chicago condition to bring down to date the material

secured in 1908. The Immigrants' Protective League therefore

undertook such an investigation after consultation with a number
of those interested in the preparation of the report in 1908. The
schedule used was prepared with the assistance of a doctor who has

had many years' experience in lying-in dispensary work among
the foreign-born.

The names and addresses of the midwives and the number of

births each had reported during three months of 1913 were copied

from the records of the county clerk. These formed a working list

for the investigation. One hundred and eighty-two schedules were

then secured from a representative number of these midwives and

from others who were found in the various foreign neighborhoods in

the course of the investigation. The schedule included information

as to the general education and training of the midwife, the con-

dition of her bag, her house, and person, and also as to the number,

nature, and care of the cases diagnosed as abnormal in 1913, the

number of examinations made during labor, the treatment of the

third stage of labor, the number of lacerations and by whom
repaired, what is done to prevent ophthalmia neonatorum^ and a

number of other questions which gave the investigator an oppor-

tunity to judge what in general are the midwife's standards of care
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and treatment and whether she is overstepping the bounds of her

profession.

Because of the way in which records of those licensed have

been kept by the County Clerk, the number of midwives practicing

in Chicago can only be estimated. These records do not contain

separate lists of midwives, but instead, together with the doctors

and the osteopaths, they are entered in the chronological order in

which they are licensed, so that the whole Kst would have to be

carefully checked in order to find the number of midwives that have

been hcensed. How many of these have died, moved away, or

given up practice there is no way of determining. There are 432

listed in the last city directory; 475 registered births during the

three months that were covered in the examination of the books

of the county clerk. That there are many, both hcensed and

unlicensed, who do not register births is unquestionable. A number

of those from whom schedules were obtained said they never

registered births because it was not worth the trouble. While

the licensed midwives are probably not any more remiss than

doctors in this particular, those who are unlicensed either do not

register the births or register them through some doctor with whom
they have a friendly understanding. It has been noted that 19,713

out of 39,442 births registered were registered by midwives. This

probably means that more than half the births in the city are

attended by midwives, which is an increase over the year 1908, when

only 47 per cent of the registered births were reported by midwives.^

The seriousness of the problem is measured of course by the

extent of the practice taken in connection with the lack of training.

It is not uncommon for a midwife to have a very extensive practice,

though there is naturally much difference in this respect. Table I

based on figures taken from their records by those midwives from

whom schedules were obtained, shows the large number of cases

handled by some of them. Three of the Italian women said that

during 1913 they attended 600 births. During the three months

covered by the examination of the county clerk's records 71 mid-

wives registered fewer than 50 births, 345 registered from 50 to 100,

and 41 registered from loi to 150.

' Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. L, No. 17, p. 1346.
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But the more serious aspect of the midwife situation is their

lack of training and freedom from supervision. For, as Miss

Van Blarcom, secretary of the New York Committee for the

Prevention of Bhndness, points out, in Denmark "although mid-

wives attend between 90 and 95 per cent of all births in the country,

there is neither the same high death-rate among infants nor the

relative amount of unnecessary invalidism which exists in this

country."^
TABLE I

Showing Number of Births Attended by Midwtves of Different Nationalities

FROM Whom Schedules Were Secured

Nationality at
MiDWIPE

Number 07 Births Attended by Each Mmwors

so or
Fewer SI to 100 loi to ISO 151 to 300 Over 200

None or
no Report

Total

Polish 45
8

II

2

4
II

25

4
6

4
1

3

7

3

3
I

I

3

5

4
I

I

7
I

II

I

I

4
2

2

94
27

23
II

Italian

Bohemian
German
Slovak 8
All others 19

Total 81 43 18 10 9 21 182

Examining and licensing are regarded as the first steps in a

proper control of midwifery. In Illinois, midwives are licensed by

the state Board of Health under the provisions of the Medical Prac-

tice act of 1899.* They are required to take a written examination

in physiology, hygiene and antisepsis, anatomy, and care of mother

and child. Candidates for licenses are not required to have either

a general education or any training for midwifery. For a medical

practitioner the state fixes the standard of general education and

medical training that are prerequisites for a medical degree and

requires an examination in addition, while in the case of a midwife,

merely passing an examination in theory is all that is required. It

is not surprising, therefore, to find that the only training thought

necessary by women who expect to be midwives is to secure some-

one familiar with the type of questions usually asked to coach them

' Carolyn C. Van Blarcom, The Midwife in England, p. 13,

' Illinois Revised Statutes, chap. 91, sec. 6.
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for the examination. During the few weeks or months when

answers are being hastily memorized, their only concern is whether

they will be able to remember this undigested mass of information

when they take the examination.

How many of those who are practicing have undergone even

this test cannot be ascertained. Seven from whom schedules were

obtained said they were practicing without being licensed, ten

others were unable to produce their licenses. They gave all kinds

of excuses, and each promised to send the next day the number of

her license but none did so, and the investigator was convinced that

none of them had passed the examination required by law. The

records of the county clerk were searched for several of these, and

they were not found on the books. One woman reported that she

practiced with the "permission" of the doctor with whom she was

studying on condition that she took two other women from the

"school" with her. Two others were "authorized" by a doctor

to put out their signs on condition that they called the doctor to

assist them. As there is no provision for the supervision or investi-

gation of midwives by the state Board of Health, it is to be expected

that even the present law, inadequate as it is, will not be enforced.

A knowledge of English is not necessary for those desiring to

take the examination. Translators may be provided by the appli-

cants, and in practice these are usually the doctors who have trained

them. The translators are seated at one end of the examination

room and the monitors employed by the state Board of Health

take the translations of the questions to the applicant. The official

translator employed by the state translates the answers into English

and the papers are then graded.

There are in Chicago no schools of midwifery worthy the name.

One doctor who "trained" fourteen of the midwives from whom
schedules were received gives one or two hours' instruction five

days a week, for six months. The only requirement for admission

to this school is ability to read and write and the possession of the

money for tuition—$100. The school is held in the physician's

office, which was found to be dirty and confused. At the first

interview with him the doctor was found to have been drinking,

so that he was not able to talk coherently. Another physician
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with whom twenty-seven of those from whom schedules were

obtained had prepared for the examination calls himself and his

office a "College of Midwifery." Instruction, he says, is by lec-

ture, textbook, manikin, and skeleton. Students are not required

to witness any definite number of deliveries, but are taken with

him as often as possible. One Polish midwife, who reported that

she attended 138 births in 1913, had never been to school at all

before she began to study midwifery. She had learned to read a

little at home, and during her nine months' preparation for the

examination in midwifery she learned to write. She did not,

during training, attend a single birth. How much of the theoreti-

cal work which she was given in lectures could be understood by a

mind so untrained can be imagined. After five years of practice

she was unfamiliar with the names of the solutions she used, and

relied in case of an emergency upon the drugstore for advice. She

diagnosed as abnormal 35 cases in 19 13. She says she often treats

such cases and makes it a habit to repair lacerations unless they

are quite serious. Another midwife who finished the fourth grade

at school attended 35 "lectures" in preparation for her examination.

She had witnessed no births during training, and explained quite

simply that when she was called to her first case she was very much
frightened, but "God helped her and the birth was very easy."

An illiterate Italian midwife, who was herself untidy in appearance

and whose bag was very dirty, explained that she "uses old methods

but always has good luck." A Polish midwife who finished the

third grade in school paid $150 for a nine months' lecture course

with a local physician. She has herself had 12 children of whom

5 died, and thinks her own experience has been of the greatest

professional value. Her husband is sick with tuberculosis, so that

she feels the need of greatly extending her practice.

Because the examination is entirely theoretical, graduates of

reputable schools of midwifery with years of experience often find

themselves less able to pass than the ignorant woman who has

never witnessed a delivery but has been carefully coached for the

questions usually asked. One such trained woman has taken six

examinations and has spent over $300 for fees and for interpreters,

and has not yet secured a Ucense. She has applied again and again
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to social agencies asking if there is not some good school which

she can attend in order to learn "American" methods, which she

feels sure are not properly taught by the doctors who are conducting

schools of midwifery in her neighborhood. To her these doctors

seem poorly trained themselves and careless in their habits, as well

as often vulgar in speech.

Out of the 182 midwives from whom schedules were secured, 57,

like this woman, were graduates of European schools of midwifery.

These may be assumed to be well trained. The remaining 125

have had only the most ridiculously inadequate training. Most

of them have had very little general education. Fifty said they had

never gone beyond the fourth grade, and 91 others had not gone

beyond the eighth. One was illiterate, several could read and write

only with the greatest difficulty. Their professional training is

equally unsatisfactory.

Some of the midwives who are intelligent and well trained are

unfortunately not in the habit of taking the precautions which they

know to be necessary for surgical cleanliness. This is probably

in part due to the fact that they are no longer subject to the super-

vision to which they had been accustomed at home and in even

greater part to the fact that the standard of midwifery is so low

in this country. A midwife would not feel free to call a good doctor

in case of a complication, and so those who are well trained are

demoralized by the doctors as well as by the American-trained

midwifes with whom they come in contact.

To many of the midwives surgical cleanliness is entirely un-

known. This was indicated, among other things, by the condition

of their bags. Twenty-one of the bags inspected were found to

be dirty; while fifty-four could be called only fairly clean. Under

such circumstances, the care of normal cases is dangerous, and the

willingness to undertake abnormal ones is alarming. Seventy-one

said quite frankly that they themselves treated cases which they

diagnosed as abnormal, but that when these proved to be very

serious they called in a doctor. Many of the women had pills and

instruments in their bags, although the use of either constitutes a

violation of the Medical Practice act for which they may be fined.

One who had instruments explained that she charged $15 extra
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whenever an operation of any sort was necessary. Some com-

plained of prosecution for such practice, maintaining that they had

been falsely accused.

In the course of the investigation, evidence of criminal practice

was forced on the attention of the investigators, and many midwives

reported their competitors as willing to perform abortions. No
attempt was made to verify these stories or to secure any evidence

as to the extent of this criminal practice among them for the reason

that it is believed to have little or no relation to the education or

training of the midwife. While perhaps more dangerous to the

woman, it is no more criminal for the ignorant midwife to perform

illegal operations than for the well-trained doctor. At any rate,

while difficult of enforcement, the law fully covers this practice and

special attention to this aspect of the problem seemed unnecessary.

The general standard of care given by the midwife is indicated

by the precautions taken to prevent blindness through ophthalmia

neonatorium. The use of a solution of nitrate of silver is now

regarded as a simple protection against this disease which should

never be omitted. Of the midwives interviewed, only 10 said that

they used it in every case, 18 others said if the baby's eyes were

"inflamed," "red," or "sore" they used nitrate of silver, 98 said

they always used boracic acid, while 4 others said they used boracic

acid only in cases of inflamed eyes; 15 used other solutions, and

25 used water. One said she used water only when there was

evidence of inflanmiation. One woman reported that her treat-

ment for either "red spots on the face" or "red eyes" was to rub

them with the mother's placenta for two or three days. Another

said she used the mother's milk, which is in fact commonly regarded

as a cure. Several of them knew they should use nitrate of silver,

but said they were "afraid to"—^meaning that they feared prosecu-

tion for the illegal use of drugs.

That other recognized precautions are omitted is indicated by

the fact that 32 of those interviewed said that during 1913 they had

cases of infected cord. These and many other illustrations which

could be quoted from the schedules show quite conclusively that

a very large percentage of the midwives are quite unprepared to

care even for normal cases.
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With more than 50 per cent of the births of Chicago attended

by these women who are for the most part quite untrained, infant

mortaHty, preventable blindness, and cases of serious invahdism

or of deaths of mothers are greatly increased. As has been said,

there is difference of opinion as to the steps necessary to lessen these

evils. It is admitted by everyone that the midwife with all her

faults is not responsible for as many deaths as the ignorant doctor

who refuses to recognize his limitations.^ It is also generally

agreed that the midwife, however well trained and supervised, can

never furnish the best standard of obstetrical care, which can be

given only by the doctor who has been well trained in obstetrics.

All agree that certainly one conclusion from these two postulates

is that much greater emphasis must be laid on the place given to -

obstetrics in medical colleges. But there is much difference of

opinion as to whether the training and supervising of midwives

should be regarded as any part of a program for providing better

care for all mothers.

The argument against the midwife is, briefly, that she is of

course not a doctor and that a well-trained doctor to attend every

woman during childbirth is the ideal toward which we should

direct our efforts. Any attempt to train midwives, say those

holding this view, means that clinical opportunities which are

needed for medical students will be given to these women.

Those who oppose the training and supervision of midwives

do so, not because they are ignorant of the very large nmnbers who
rely upon them now, but because they are persuaded that the mid-

wife's patients are too poor to pay a doctor and so their remedy

is the elimination of the midwife through the establishment and

extension of medical charities—hospitals and dispensaries.*

It is at this point that the fundamental error is made. In

most cases the immigrant woman, as has been already pointed out,

employs a midwife, not only because she is cheaper than a doctor,

but because the woman prefers a midwife to a doctor who is a man.

' Dr. J. Whitridge Williams, Proceedings of the American Association for Study

and Prevention of Infant Mortality (second annual meeting), p. 192.

2 Dr. Charles Edward Ziegler, "The Elimination of the Midwife," Proceedings

of the American Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality (third annual

meeting), pp. 31-32.
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Social workers who have tried to persuade a woman of this tj^e

to accept dispensary care can give much testimony on this subject.

The case of the Polish woman who was dependent upon charity

because of the illness of her husband and who refused to have a

doctor attend her, even when she was threatened with the with-

drawal of all relief, is not unique. In her case the neighbors,

although themselves poor, contributed toward the payment of a

midwife in order that the woman should not be made to suffer the

"shame" which the society had suggested to her.

It is unnecessary to point out that little by little, especially

when there are some women physicians on the staff, the dispensaries

gain the confidence of the women in spite of this social taboo.

Among the Russian Jews, in whose neighborhood dispensary

service was first organized, much progress has been made. But

although the work of such dispensaries has been much extended

in recent years and an increasingly effective and sympathetic force

of visiting and infant-welfare nurses who co-operate with the dis-

pensaries in the effort to supplant the midwife is now available,

the percentage of births attended by midwives has increased.

All of this is, of course, an argument for more dispensary service,

but to those who are considering the welfare of the women of today

and of twenty or fifty years hence it seems also an argument for

making some effort to raise the present standard of midwifery.

The physicians and laymen who beheve that the midwives

should be trained, licensed, and supervised do not beheve obstetrics

to be an unimportant branch of medicine. They do not hope to

make a doctor out of a midwife. They do beheve that it is imme-

diately necessary to train the midwife so that she will be clean and

careful in the care of normal cases, that she will summon a doctor

in case there is evidence of any abnormahty, and will be able to

bathe and care for the mother and baby, and, what is equally

important, will teach the mother the care of herself and her baby

better perhaps than a doctor is able to do.

Illinois has, as has been said, taken the first step in the direction

of regulating the midwife. The law recognizes midwives and

authorizes them to practice if they have passed the examination

given by the state Board of Health. How inadequate this step
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is has already been shown. Very Uttle more has been done in

any otlier place in the United States. In twelve states/ Connecti-

cut, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri,

New Jersey, Ohio, Utah, Wisconsin, Wyoming, and in. the District

of Columbia, midwives are required to pass an examination before

receiving a license. In Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey,

Ohio, and Wisconsin, midwives are restricted by law to attendance

on normal cases.^ In Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Nevada,

North Carohna, and Washington, the statutory provisions are

irregular and so meager as to be practically without efifect.^ In

New Jersey, Ohio, and Wisconsin, the law requires that mid-

wives shall be trained before being licensed, but as there are no

accredited schools in those states, there is no possibihty of enforc-

ing the law.'*

Since 1907, the Department of Health of the city of New York

has had the power to adopt rules and regulations governing the

practice of midwifery in that city.s Under this authority rules

have been adopted requiring (i) that permits to practice mid-

wifery must be renewed each year; (2) that the appHcant for such

a permit must be twenty-one years of age, must be able to read

and write, must constantly show evidence of habits of cleanliness,

and must present a diploma or certificate showing that she is a

graduate of a school for midwives which is approved by the state

Department of Health.^ The last requirement was, however,

waived in the case of all those who had been previously authorized

to practice midwifery by the board.'' The only approved school

is the one conducted in connection with Bellevue Hospital, which

is the only good school of midwifery in the United States.

The Department of Health has also adopted rules governing

the practice of the midwife in New York City. These include an

' Carolyn C. Van Blarcom, The Midwife in England, p. 16.

^Ihid. *Ibid., p. 17.

» Ihid. s Laws of 1907, chap. 432.

' Rule 3 adopted by the Board of Health of the Department of Health of the city

of New York, October 14, 1913, to take effect January i, 1914.

7 Ihid. Before the adoption of this nile, the applicant must have attended under

the instruction of a licensed physician at least twenty cases of childbirth.
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enumeration of the conditions under which a physician must be

summoned, the equipment the midwife must carry with her, and

what solutions she should use. The enforcement of these rules

is under Dr. S. Josephine Baker, director of child hygiene. The

inspections are made by five medical inspectors and nine nurses,

and on the basis of their reports as to whether the rules of the

department are being followed, the permits of the midwives are

renewed or revoked. New York City has thus the beginning of a

system which will, if developed, do much to improve the standard

of midwifery.

New York state has in the past lagged far behind the city,

although the problem was relatively more important in the smaller

localities because of the absence of medical charities. In Novem-

ber, 1914, however, the state Board of Health, in accordance with

the authority to amend the sanitary code given it in 191 2, adopted

regulations which will raise the standard very much. These

regulations are practically the same as those in New York City

except that appUcants, although not graduates of a recognized

school for midwives, may secure a Ucense if they are able to present

evidence of having "attended, under the instruction of a duly

licensed and registered physician, not less than fifteen cases of

labor and have had the care of at least fifteen mothers and newborn

infants."* With this system of annual hcensing, if inteUigent and

sympathetic supervision is provided, much will be accompUshed

IB New York.

As representing the other point of view, Massachusetts deserves

some special consideration. Quite by intention and not by

neglect as in many states, the midwife in Massachusetts is omitted

from the Medical Practice act and so cannot legally practice.

However, by one of those curious contradictions which legislatures

sometimes enact, she is required to register the births she

attends. The fact that she compUes with the law in this par-

ticular has been occasionally used to convict her of illegal prac-

tice, but the midwife is generally tacitly allowed to practice in

Massachusetts, and she is encouraged to register births in many
cities.

* Sanitary Code, New York, chap. iv.
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Those who have been most interested in improving obstetrical

practice in Massachusetts, beUeving that all efforts in this direction

were worse than futile, have steadily opposed all plans to Ucense,

train, or supervise midwives. An investigation, made in 1909 in

regard to the prevalence of ophthalmia neonatorum as a part of the

work of a '* Committee on Birth Returns and Midwives of Boston

1915," showed 104 midwives to be practicing in Boston and the

most important mill towns of the state. This number was felt

to be so small in view of the very large number of recent immigrants

in the state that it is always cited in support of the theory that the

Massachusetts pohcy of prohibiting the midwife by law and ignor-

ing her in the administration of the law has made the problem much
less serious than in New York and other states where something

more has been attempted. The Report of the Massachusetts Com-

mission on Immigration (19 14) showed, however, that the earUer

report greatly underestimated the number practicing in the cities

and towns covered in the investigation, and says that "although

contrary to law, an increasingly large number of inmiigrant women
are attended during childbirth by midwives, many of whom are

untrained and irresponsible," and urges "the medical profession

and |;he state to face this problem at once and decide on some

method of protecting immigrant women from these absolutely

untrained and irresponsible practitioners."^

European practice would have proved a valuable source of

information as to what might be done in the way of standardizing

midwifery, but the opponents of supervision have insisted that

rules and regulations which could be enforced in Germany, Austria,

Italy, or Denmark could never be successfully administered in the

United States. This reasoning will not, however, allow us to

disregard the successful beginning which has been made in Eng-

land where conditions were in many ways analogous to those in this

country. In England as in the United States many midwives who
were ignorant and untrained were already practicing. Their

practice was very much more general among the poor than in this

country. After extended discussion of the whole subject and in

the face of considerable opposition, an act was passed in 1902 to

' Massachusetts House Records, No. 2300, 1914, p. 196.
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become completely operative only in 19 10. After that time any

woman desiring to be registered or licensed as a midwife was

required by law to be a graduate of a training school, to pass a

written and oral examination given by the Central Midwives Board,

and to conform to the rules and regulations regarding the practice

of midwifery established by the Central Midwives Board. Under

these provisions, three classes of midwives are now practicing : (i) the

"bona fide" midwives who were certified because they had been

in practice one year prior to the passage of the act; (2) those certi-

fied because they held certificates from an approved school; and

(3) those who have passed the Central Midwives Board examina-

tion.

The local administration of the law is in the hands of the Council

of the Counties and County Boroughs who are known as local

supervising authorities. The executive officer is the local medical

officer of the board of health. For a violation of regulations made

by the Central Midwives Board, the midwife is first warned, then

placed on probation or suspended from practice by this board.

The actual supervision of the midwives is done by the inspectors

employed by the local supervising authorities. While the success

of the supervision must of necessity vary under this system of

local administration of the law, Miss Van Blarcom, who studied

the system in the rural districts as well as the manufacturing

towns, found the spirit of the work and the results sought most

commendable. The inspectors have apparently introduced a new

kind of inspection. The midwife is visited at home, she is accom-

panied on calls, and her patients are occasionally visited by the

inspector, but no attempt is made to frighten or intimidate her.

The object of this inspection is not so much to discover the woman
who is untrained as to teach the old, "bona fide" midwife, who is

usually untrained, and to counsel and advise those who have

attended good schools but are still inexperienced practitioners.

The English regulation of midwifery seems therefore to be an

attempt, not only to raise the standard for future licensing, but by

patient visiting and advice to improve the methods of the old

midwife who because of her following could not be successfully

abolished by law.
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This seems to be a system applicable to the situation in the

United States. The greatest obstacle to regulation is the fact that

in this country the midwife is used principally by the immigrant

women, while in England the fact that her patients were English

may have influenced public opinion.

Since the licensing of practitioners is a state function, to meet

the need of the Chicago situation, an amendment to the statutes

containing the following essential features should be obtained:

(i) training in a school approved by the state Board of Health;

(2) licensing after examination; (3) annual renewal of license

without cost provided the midwife has observed the rules and regu-

lations of the board; (4) supervision of the practice of midwives.

In Chicago this supervision should be given by the Department of

Health, in other parts of the state by the state Board of Health.

Until there is a reputable school of midwifery, however, the

passage of a law containing such requirements would be of little use.

It is therefore important that effort should be first directed toward

the establishment of a school. In the investigation made by the

Immigrants' Protective League the midwives were asked whether

they would take such a course were it offered. Some replied that

they were too old, some were too busy, and a few thought their

training entirely adequate. Seventy-one said they would be glad

to attend a school if it offered practical work. In Chicago, such a

school would be logically connected with the Cook County Hospital

in which there is a great maternity ward. As medical students

are not admitted to this ward, this would not mean the sacrifice

of medical students to the training of midwives.



BIBLE-STUDY IN STATE COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS:
A WAY OUT

ETHAN ALLEN CROSS, PH.M.
Greeley, Colorado

The opposition to the use of the Bible in public schools and in state

colleges and universities has not abated. Everywhere teachers recognize

the incompleteness of an education that takes no account of the moral,

the religious, side of human nature; but everywhere they are confronted

with the very real difficulties which so far have prevented any practical

use of the Bible as a source of information or as a foundation for moral

instruction in the schools. Many are seeking to find a way out—

a

means by which the Bible may be made use of without giving offense

to any denomination or sect. In a larger measure than the country is

aware of this seemingly impossible thing has been accomplished in Colo-

rado by what is popularly known as the " Greeley Plan " of Bible-study for

credit. More than half of all the students enrolled in the State Teachers'

College at Greeley are doing systematic Bible-study, and their work is

being accepted for credit toward graduation in this state-supported

school. How is it done ?

Four years ago the Yoimg Women's Christian Association, a strong

organization in the college, was conducting several Bible classes com-

posed of small groups of students. These classes appealed only to those

who were affiliated with the evangelical Protestant churches. They

were viewed with disapproval by other denominations, and, in fact,

received half-hearted support from the local churches with which these

students were associated. The ministers complained that the students

who should attend their church services and Simday schools felt that

their religious obligations had been met if they had attended the weekly

devotional meeting of the Young Women's Christian Association and

the study group to which they belonged. The students had but little

to do with local churches. What they got in their study groups was not

an intellectual foundation for faith, but merely a personal application of

religious precept—good enough as far as it goes, but insufficient for one

who is seeking to become a religiously educated person in an intellectual

age.

700
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The dissatisfaction of the local ministers with the prevailing condi-

tions became acute. Certain of the denominations objected to the exclu-

sion of their adherents from active membership in the Yoimg Women's

Christian Association. And then necessity found the way out. One

of the most scholarly of the ministers—a man of knowledge, of insight,

and of great enthusiasm for education and religion—conferred with the

president of the advisory board of the Young Women's Christian Asso-

ciation; and after going into the matter in detail, they made a report

to the president of the college asking that arrangements be made for

the granting of credit to students who should pursue a successful Bible-

study course in any one of the churches of the town. It was understood

that this work should take the place of the group study of the Bible in

the Christian Association, but that the other functions of the Association

should continue undisturbed.

The plan which they proposed was based upon a provision for "non-

resident courses" which had been made by the college two or three years

previously, recognizing non-resident work as worthy of college credit.

In this non-resident work some students were studying alone, outside

the college walls, and carrying on their work by means of individual

correspondence with the instructors. Others were studying in groups

under the instruction of members of the college faculty, who went out

to neighboring towns for weekly lectures, or of other instructors, found

sufl&ciently well equipped, and appointed by the Director of Non-resident

Work to instruct a particular group. The second phase of the non-

resident work, the group plan, was the one seized upon by the Committee

on Religious Education. The college was asked to accept work done in

the churches in groups under competent teachers, just as it would accept

work done in agriculture taught to groups outside the college. The

President accepted the recommendation and asked the Director of Non-

resident Work to confer with a committee composed of representatives

of the Ministers' Association and the Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion, and with their assistance to work out the plan in detail. The

original committee was composed of the ministers of the Baptist, Metho-

dist, Roman Catholic, and Congregational churches; the President of

the Advisory Board, and the student president of the Yoimg Women's

Christian Association; and the Director of the Non-resident Department

of the College.

After a careful consideration of the many problems before it, the

committee made a report to the President of the college. This report

covered five details of organization: the course of study, the textbooks
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to be used, the appointment of teachers, the organization of the classes,

and the method of granting credit for the work.

The course of study.—In the Teachers' College students are accepted

for entrance whose preparation has covered the usual four years' course

in a reputable high school, or the equivalent of that. The college course

designed to prepare teachers for elementary-school positions is two years

in length. Since most of the students go out to teach at the end of this

course of two years, the plan was made to provide for the foundations

of a knowledge of biblical history and literature in the work of two years.

The committee was painfully aware of the lack of information about

the contents of the Bible which is characteristic of most young people

of our time. They said, then, that the two years' course should aim to

give the student, not a detailed, but a comprehensive study of the story

of the Hebrew people, legendary and historical; of the growth of their

religious ideas; and of the life and teachings of Jesus. It recommended
that a comprehensive, consecutive study of the books of the Old Testa-

ment should be the work of the first year, and that the life and teachings

of Jesus should be taken up in the second.

This recommendation was adopted and has been adhered to from the

beginning. Some supplementary lessons, having to do with teaching

methods in the Sunday schools, are given in some of the classes at the

option of the teachers.

The work of the third and fourth years, designed for students who
stay in the college for the A.B. degree, and for preparation for positions

as supervisors and principals, and for teachers of special subjects in

high schools, covers in a more detailed way some particular period of

biblical history, with emphasis upon the social and ethical significance

of the book studied. Here also is provided a larger opportunity for the

study of Sunday-school pedagogy. This work thus far has been given

in only one or two of the churches, and there only when there has been

a number of third- or fourth-year students, who have had the work

of the first two years, large enough to warrant the organization of such

classes. These courses are outlined in the bulletin concerning "The
Greeley Plan of Bible-Study for College Credit" which is sent out by

the college, gratis.

Textbooks.—No one textbook is required. The committee originally

reconmiended a book for each year as a guide to the student in his study

of the actual textbook, the Bible. This recommendation is still made.

It is understood by all, however, that this is only a recommendation.

If the teacher in any one of the churches prefers a book other than the
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one named by the committee, the book is submitted to the college

Director of Bible-Study for his approval, and, being found acceptable,

it is used in that class as substitute for the recommended book.

For the first year, the Old Testament studies, the committee recom-

mends Georgia L. Chamberlin's The Hebrew Prophets, or her An Intro-

duction to the Bible for Teachers of Children. These books are to be

supplemented by such others as Professor Kent's Historical Bible,

Cornill's History of the People of Israel, Cornill's Prophets of Israel, and,

for special topics, by The Encyclopaedia Brittanica, The Catholic Ency-

clopaedia, The Jewish Encyclopaedia, and Hastings' Dictionary of the

Bible.

For the second year, the New Testament studies, Burgess' Life

of Christ was used for one year, and Kent's The Life and Teachings of

Jesus thereafter. Classes in the Roman Catholic church have used Abbe

Fouard's Life of Christ, and Pope's The Prophets of Israel. For Jewish

classes Montefiore's The Synoptic Gospels has been recommended. Some

variations from time to time have been authorized for the classes in the

Episcopal church and others; but in the main the classes follow the

recommendations of the committee.

Teachers.—^The success of this work depends almost exclusively

upon the quality of the teaching, for it is upon the academic quality of

the work alone that the college presumes to pass judgment. Con-

sequently the college is obliged to be very careful in the selection of

persons, not members of the regular faculty, to conduct its work in non-

resident groups. It has been especially careful in approving teachers

nominated for the groups in Bible-study. The teachers are named

by the superintendents of the Sunday schools. They must then be

approved by the college Director of Bible-Study. The Director insists

'upon the teacher's having a good general education, usually indicated

by a college degree. Besides this, the teacher must have special pre-

paration for teaching the Bible, and personal fitness for this kind of

work. In the Greeley churches now supporting these classes all the

teachers have had their training in colleges or theological seminaries;

all but one are graduates, and four out of the nine are Masters of Arts

or Philosophy. Everyone of the number meets the requirements of

personal fitness and special preparation for teaching the Bible.

Classes.—^When the students are enrolled in the college, the Director

of Bible-Study asks for their church preference or church membership.

A list of the students preferring a certain church is sent to the pastor

of the church. These are then invited to become members of the
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Bible-study class in that church and to take the work either for credit

or without, as the student desires. Persons not enrolled in the college

may take the work in these classes without credit; or, if they desire

the college credit, they may enrol as non-resident students.

Credit.—^The regular work for a student in the college is sixty term

hours a year—twenty hours a term of twelve weeks. Bible-study for

the full year of thirty-six weeks is credited as four term hours. This

makes it the equivalent of one-fifteenth of a year's work. The four

hours in Bible-study may be taken in addition to the sixty hours of

credit that a student regularly earns in the classes within the college

walls. To earn this credit of four term hours the student is required

to attend not less than twenty-eight lessons of forty-five minutes each,

the lessons to be presented on Sundays throughout the school year.

The Director reserves the right to set a final examination covering

the work of the year; but usually the student is asked to present in its

stead his class notebook and a short thesis, covering some piece of inde-

pendent study, at the end of each twelve-week term. These are first

read and approved by the teacher of the class and are then presented

to the Director for his approval. Work of an inferior quality is not

accepted. The amount and quality of this work compares very

favorably with that of any other department in the college.

The success of the plan.—From the beginning the plan has been a

success. In the first year about a hundred and fifty students enrolled

in the classes, and about one-third of these took the work for credit.

There has been no great wave of enthusiasm, to be followed by a deadly

falling off; but instead, a healthy increase in numbers and efficiency

from year to year. This year there are vigorous classes in nine churches

in Greeley—the Methodist Episcopal, Baptist, Congregational, Presby-

terian, Roman Catholic, United Presbyterian, Unitarian, Episcopal,

and Disciples of Christ. The total number of students enrolled is two

himdred and seventy-one—60 per cent of the total enrollment in the

college proper. One hundred and forty-five of these are taking the work
for credit.

The plan meets with the approval of all the churches of the city

—

Catholic, Protestant, and Unitarian. There is no Jewish synagogue in

Greeley, but the director of this work has had letters of hearty approval

of the plan from eminent Jews. On the legal side I may say that there

has been no test case of the plan carried into the courts; but lawyers of

some reputation have declared it to be within the law, basing their

opinions on the fact that the college presumes to pass only upon the
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academic quality of the work, the same as it does upon work in domestic

science, history, or language when sent in as work done in non-residence,

on the fact that the study of the Bible is not carried on within the college

buildings, and that no state money is expended for this work.

Thus far the college authorities have not thought fit to extend these

courses to groups in churches outside of Greeley. So long as the plan

is somewhat experimental, it seems best to keep the classes under the

personal supervision of the Director. If they were extended to other

towns and cities the employment of a paid director who could give all

of his time to them would be necessary to keep this study up to a satis-

factory academic standard. This expenditure of public money would

be contrary to the law. As it now is, the Director carries this work

in addition to that which he does as head of another department in the

college.

An important extension of the "Greeley Plan."—A year ago repre-

sentatives of the Colorado State Sunday School Association in confer-

ence with a committee from the State Teachers' Association adapted

the "Greeley Plan" to the requirements of the public high schools of

the state. Their plan was put into successful operation last September

by a number of schools. Very recently the Board of Education of the

city of Denver, after a full hearing of the matter, authorized the adoption

of the plan for its high schools.
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The Instinct of Workmanship. By Thornstein Veblen. New
York: Macmillan, 1914. Pp. vm-l-355. $1.50.

The present volume is a worthy companion to its author's well-

known work on The Theory of the Leisure Class. It is a further descrip-

tion of the characteristics of society that result from the prestige of

wealth.

According to Professor Veblen, progress and welfare are mostly the

expression of the instinct of workmanship and the parental(or altruistic)

instinct. The operation of these is much "contaminated" by baser

instincts which also take a share in the molding of institutions and of

the habits in which social institutions become intrenched. "History'

records more frequent and more spectacular instances of the triumph

of imbecile institutions over life and culture than of peoples who have

by force of instinctive insight saved themselves alive out of a desperately

precarious institutional situation, such, for instance, as now faces the

peoples of Christendom" (p. 25). Yet hope may be derived from the

fact that "changes are going forward constantly and incontinently in

the habitual scheme of rules and principles that regulate the commimity's

life" (p. 35). But "so long as parental solicitude and sense of work-

manship do not lead men to take thought and correct this otherwise

unguarded drift of things, the growth of usage, customs, etc., as it goes

forward under the driving force of the several instincts native to man,

will commonly nm at cross purposes with serviceability and the sense

of workmanship" (p. 49).

The social sentiments and judgments that characterize a "pecuniary"

basis of organization afford incentive to business rather than to work-

manship, that is, to the effort to get rather than the effort to produce,

to acquisition rather than serviceability. Work even becomes dis-

creditable, except in so far as it is redeemed from disrepute by acquisitive

success. "The display of wealth in conspicuous waste gives an eco-

nomically imtoward direction to industry." And " the incessant gnawing

ing of incompatible pecuniary interests entails estrangement and dis-

trust between persons, classes, and nations," and "lowers the efficacy of

human industry" (p. 175).
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Moreover, the control of industry comes into the hands of business

men, rather than of technologists, greatly to the detriment of its pro-

ductivity. And the owners of material wealth are in effect the owners

of the working capacity of the community and of the social stock of

skills and technologies, for it is they, and not the skilled, who possess

the usufruct of the work and of the skill, "with the contingent qualifi-

cation that if the community does this work it must be allowed a liveli-

hood, whereby the gross returns that go in the first instance to these

owners suffer abatement by that much. This required livelihood is

adjusted to a conventional standard of living" (p. 220). "What
threw the fortunes of the industrial community into the hands of the

men of accumulated wealth was a complex of technological changes

which so enlarged the requirements in respect of material equipment

that the impecunious workmen could no longer carry on their trade

except by a working agreement with the owners of their equipment"

(p. 228).

We still cling to a philosophy of Natural Rights, that is, the appro-

priate offspring of a handicraft system of industry, and show a "some-

what blind fervor" in "the idyllic enterprise of rehabilitating that

obsolescent 'competitive system' that embodied the system of Natural

Rights, and that came up with the era of handicraft and went under in

its dissolution" (p. 298). We have not yet developed the institutions

appropriate to a system of machine technology, for "in its bearing on the

growth of institutions the machine technology has yet scarcely had time

to make its mark" (p, 340). "The system of Natural Rights and indi-

vidual self-help did not come to passible maturity and take rank as a

principle of enlightened common-sense until the era of handicraft and

petty trade, of which it is the institutional by-product, was already giving

way to the era of machine industry Hitherto the work of the

machine industry has been organized and conducted under a code of

legal rights and business principles adapted to the state of industrial

arts which the machine industry has displaced" (p. 342).

This may sound like an argument for socialism. But Professor

Veblen is not advocating any legislative measures whatever, but a devel-

opment of prevalent ideas and sentiments adapted to turn the existing

industrial system to hiraian uses. The passages quoted give only one

strand of the argument. The author discusses at equal length the char-

acter of the prevalent religious, philosophical, and scientific or pre-

scientific conceptions that correlate with different stages of economic

development, in part as effects, in part as causes.
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As to the economic tendency of the book, each reader will judge for

himself according to his light and his prejudices. Possibly the general

truth of the book would have been surer of acceptance if it had not been

quite so much left to the reader to supply qualifications and answer

objections. Questions might be raised with reference to some of the

author's expressions on such debatable matters as the exact conception

of instincts, or as the relation between institutions and habits, or as

racial tracts, and one might query whether at points he has not yielded

to the temptation to squeeze the last drop out of a theory, for instance

in what he says concerning the causal relation between the price system

and the growth of quantitative science. Unquestionably it is a book of

intelligence and learning. And it is thoroughly characterized by the

sociological point of view in that it recognizes the fundamental impor-

tance of inborn propensities, in that it is broadly comparative in method

with a liberal use of ethnological material, and especially in that it clearly

recognizes the character of those tough and momentous, yet changing,

realities which are built up out of the ideas and sentiments which, as a

result of a continuous process of natural causation, prevail at any given

time in many minds.
Edward C. Hayes

University of Illinois

The Great Society. By Graham Wallas. New York: Macmillan,

1914. Pp. xiiH-383. $2.00.

Human nature was not prepared for the problems set by the Great

Industry, and it remains to be seen whether mental endowments adapted

to primitive small groups can respond to the demands of the Great

Society of today. The effort to think in terms of national and world-

organization has not kept pace with material developments, and to

counteract specialization is one aim of social psychology.

Quantitative precision is impossible in social psychology, for it deals

with many variables and strives to interpret and to guide human behavior.

Starting with the facts obtained by the analysis of introspective and

experimental psychology, the social psychologist selects certain "type-

dispositions" which connect directly with human behavior. He may
take the "elementary" dispositions to perceive, to remember, to will,

etc., and explain action as the result of combination of simple tendencies;

or he may start with "complex dispositions" such as the various instincts
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and the "intelligent" dispositions—curiosity, trial and error, thought,

and language—treating each complex disposition as a unit and exhibiting

its working in personal interaction. The complex of intelligent dispo-

sitions reveals increasing clarity and decreasing fixity. This contention

is vital for Mr. Wallas, since it is one main purpose of his book to attack

the tendency of social psychology to simplify the structure and springs

of human nature. He charges the English utilitarians with this fault,

criticizes McDougall because he reduces intellect to a position below

instinct, and confesses that he was somewhat guilty of a similar mis-

conception in his Human Nature in Politics.

Part I proceeds to a discussion of certain complex dispositions, which

have been overemphasized both in psychological theory, as habit, fear,

hatred, and imitation, and in social practice. The claim is made that

English hedonism failed to grasp the meaning of happiness, that it under-

estimated the strength of the various "forms of love." In the past

psychologists have usually selected a few dispositions to explain all the

phenomena of human nature. Habit is important, but unless intel-

lectualized, it is unreliable and a menace to leadership. Fear as a social

force has been made to bear too much weight. Imitation and suggestion,

as categories, are crude. Hatred is a real disposition: it is, however,

subject to modification and direction, and no convincing proof that war

is inevitable can be deduced.

All of these dispositions are innate. They originated within an

environment which has largely disappeared. The main task of civili-

zation is to shape a new environment in which the "stimulations of our

existing dispositions shall tend toward a good life." How can this be

done ?

Although thought is an independent process, not another name for

the complex interweaving of instincts, it can be indirectly guided by
seeing to it that the appropriate material surroundings are at hand, by
fostering the mental attitudes conducive to it, and by the fruitful use of

memory and printed records. "Instinctive inference" is increasingly

dangerous in the Great Society. The author seems to be spurred by
the revival of intuitionism heralded by Bergson (pp. 223-32).

The "organization" of thought, of happiness, and of will is the

theme of Part II. The face-to-face oral group is the prototype of

thought-organization, and valuable comments on the proper conditions

of effective action in the work of committees, councils, and parliament

are offered. Wage-workers can seldom talk while at work and must

depend on newspapers and books. Cities in the Great Society must
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provide parks, meeting-places, theaters, and universities in order to

encourage individual thought and thorough discussion.

Three important "will-organizations" are property (individualism),

the democratic state (socialism), and non-local association (syndicalism).

Each contains elements of value which may be organically combined by

future thinkers. A further field of endeavor is to foster an international

will-organization. There are, indeed, few books which are more needed

than a description and classification of the forms of 'eomienicar co-

operation which already take place" (p. 318).

Happiness is a legitimate aim of the Great Society. It is probable

that men are less happy now than in the days of handicraft, and the new

scientific management may increase output and unhappiness. Women
are peculiarly unadapted to modern industry, and the result is "baulked

dispositions." The principles of economy, the mean, and the extreme

are treated in Aristotelian fashion when the author essays suggestions

on the road to happiness.

A bare resimie of the argument of the book does not do justice to the

wealth of comment on affairs drawn from the personal experience of the

writer. In the reviewer's judgment the "sidelights" on problems are

more important than the "headlights." Criticism of the inadequacies

of the older treatments of habit, fear, and the crowd (chaps, v, vi, viii)

are more satisfactory than the author's revision of the classifications

and terminology of social psychology. It is well to defend the dignity

and originative power of ideas, and if McDougall denies that thought

may set up ends which are not dictated by crude instincts he is open to

correction. If, however, he aims to relate our most sublimated theories

and interests to the interwoven pattern of hiunan nature and to the

demands of a good hmnan life, thus supplying the practical aim of social

psychology with an empirical basis, his method of simplification is

validated. The issue of the wearisome quarrel between instinct and

intelligence (pp. 39-45) depends on a pragmatic distinction. Mr.

Wallas realizes the need of thought to check war, exploitation, and waste

in modern England. To maintain the dignity of thought he insists upon

its inherited, independent, even automatic nature (pp. 48-49). Bodily

inertia, absence of relation between thought and action, are said to be

differentiae of pure thought, and the grave concentration of monkeys,

dogs, and the solitary meditations of shepherds are instanced to prove

the independence of "natural" intellection. McDougall uses the

scientific principle of parsimony, connecting all thought with assignable

instincts and sentiments, in the belief that the philosophic tradition,
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both of the Continent and of England, obscured the antecedents of

thought and became esoteric and speculative. The evident sympathy

of Mr. Wallas with the theoretic reason of the Greek suggests that there

is some danger that social psychology may enter the region of meta-

physics prematurely.

UNrVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
E. L. Talbert

The Modern Factory. By George M. Price, ist. ed. Preface,

Table of Contents, many illustrations, three appendices:

(i) Bibliography; (2) A Partial List of Investigations into

Working Conditions Authorized by the Federal and State

Legislatures; (3) Suggestions for the Organization and Exe-

cution of Exit Drills. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1914.

Pp. 574. Cloth, $4.00 net.

This is a contribution by a competent authority to the scant American

literature concerning the factory. The author is a physician of many
years' practice, chiefly among indoor employees in city factories and

workshops. His acquaintance with the subject-matter of this volume

arises from twofold experience—as director of the Joint Board of Sani-

tary Control in the cloak, suit, and skirt, and the dress and waist indus-

tries in New York City, and as a director of investigation of the New
York State Factory Commission. In both capacities, Dr. Price has

published reports of permanent value. His Handbook of Sanitation,

A Manual of Theoretical and Practical Sanitation for Students and Physi-

cians, having passed through three editions, is a work of recognized

authority.

Readers of the present volume profit by this unusual preparation

of the author for his task. The book is further distinguished by its

scrupulous limitation to the field indicated in its title. The chapters

deal with ''The Factory, Its Rise, Growth and Influence"; "The
Workplace"; "Factory Fires and Their Prevention"; "Factory

Accidents and Safety"; "Light and lUiunination in Factories"; "Fac-

tory Sanitation"; "Employers' Welfare Work"; "Air and Ventila-

tion in Factories"; "Industrial Dusts and Dusty Trades"; "Industrial

Poisons, Gases and Fiunes"; "Factory Legislation"; "Factory In-

spection."

The twelve chapters are technical and precise, yet they are written

with such clearness and simplicity that general readers, factory
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wage-earners, social workers, and students of sociology can all read

them with interest, pleasure, and advantage.

In a work so comprehensive, one omission is conspicuous. This is

the absence of all discussion of fatigue in relation to the general health

and welfare of factory workers. Although in the chapter on "Factory

Accidents and Safety" fatigue is mentioned as one cause of accidents,

the long struggle in the courts of the United States for a shorter working-

day in manufacture is nowhere recognized, and Josephine Goldmark's

epoch-making volumes on Fatigue and Efficiency are ignored alike in

the text and in the bibliography.

It is to be desired that this work may pass through many editions,

in which case the index—the one glaring weakness of the present edition

—^may well be made more complete. The imperfect index is only

partially compensated for by a full and well-arranged table of contents.

Florence Kelley
New York Crrv

Racial Integrity and Other Features of the Negro Problem. By
A. H. Shannon. Nashville, Tenn.: Publishing House of the

M. E. Church, South. Pp.305. $1.00.

The author of this book is a southern man who approaches the negro

problem chiefly from the moral standpoint, and bases his views largely

upon personal observations. His central thesis is that the mulatto is on

the increase through the amalgamation of white and black. He uses

the Census reports and some investigations of his own in support of his

conclusion. He assiunes that the mulatto is necessarily a bastard, and

that, instead of being placed under a social ban as would be done in case

of a white bastard, he is pampered, appointed to office, and allowed to

lead in education, the ministry, etc. A negro woman, therefore, finds

that through a life of sin she has the best prospect of producing children

who may rise to distinction. "With mongrels as its political leaders,"

says the author, "as the teachers of its youth, and in its pulpits, we see

no hope whatever of any marked improvement or moral uplift in the

character of the race."

A chapter deals with the criminal negroes in the cities and suggests

the use of vagrancy laws to keep them on the farms. Another chapter

gives a brief history of negro slavery, a striking feature of which is an

absence of knowledge of the causes underlying the origin and disap-

pearance of human servitude. The author seems not to have heard of
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Nieboer's classic work on that subject. A final chapter points out the

need of a curriculum adapted to the negro's peculiar capacities, but

gives more weight to the size of the brain, early closing of the sutures,

etc., as compared to the white race, than modern scholars generally allow.

The author is wrong in supposing that all mulattoes have a vicious

origin. The tendency to judge the individual mulatto on his merits,

regardless of his ancestry, is in line with moral progress. The Almighty

visits the sins of the father upon the children through heredity, but it

is no business of man's to visit sins upon children; rather man should

seek to free children as far as possible from all stigma. To cultivate

antagonism toward innocent people for the sins of others is neither noble

nor Christian in spirit.

Most southern people agree with Thomas Nelson Page that amalga-

mation of white and black is declining, and that there is nothing to fear

from the increase of mulattoes which is due to the intermarriage of

mulattoes and pure negroes. Mr. Shannon's book, however has suffi-

cient merit to deserve the attention of serious students of the negro

problem.

Jerome Dowd
Norman, Okla.

Working Girls in Evening Schools. By Mary Van Kleeck. New
York: Survey Associates, 1914. Pp. 252.

This volume on industrial education recounts the attempt of public

evening schools in New York City to correlate class instruction with

daily occupational needs. The evening school is regarded as a means

of supplementing inadequate training and also as an agent for inter-

preting American institutions to foreign-born working girls. Kinds of

occupations, hours of labor, and previous training are matters dealt

with. There is a statement of the relation of evening schools to certain

aspects of the problem of industrial education.

E. L. Talbert
University of Cincinnati
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C. R. HENDERSON
Chairman of the Chicago Industrial Commission

On January 22, 191 2, His Honor Carter H. Harrison, mayor of

Chicago, at the suggestion of the chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee of the United Charities, sent a communication to the City

Council of Chicago requesting it to authorize a commission to study

and report on the whole subject of unemployment and to make such

recommendations as might suggest themselves for the amelioration

of existing conditions.

The City Council acted on the request of the Mayor and author-

ized and directed the Mayor to appoint a committee consisting of

five members of the City Council, and ten other citizens of

Chicago, to make necessary investigation and report recommenda-

tions.

The commission held its first meeting February 24, 191 2, and

at once undertook the investigation of seven subjects: the nature

and extent of unemployment, employment bureaus, immigration,

vocational guidance, adjustment of employment, emergency relief,

and the repression of vagabondage.

Each of the subcommittees, with the help of specialists, studied

a particular phase of the problem and reported back to the Com-
mission on Unemployment.

' This summary was dictated by the author after the beginning of the iUness

which proved fatal.—^A. W. S.
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On May 25, 191 2, the commission unanimously recommended

a law for the reorganization of the free state employment bureaus.

This law was afterward approved by the Judiciary Committee of

the City Council of Chicago and recommended to the legislature.

In the autumn of 1914, the City Council established another

commission, called the City Markets Commission. It made

another investigation of the situation at that time and came to

practically the same conclusions as those reached by the previous

Commission on Unemployment. It recommended further that the

City Council establish still another commission, whose function it

would be to advise the Mayor and City Council in regard to further

measures, and especially to do what was possible to meet the present

crisis by stimulating private employers to employ as many men as

possible, either by introducing the part-time system or by antici-

pating the work which would be required later in the ordinary

process of business.

The Industrial Commission during the winter of 1914-15, in

co-operation with the existing free state emplojonent bureaus and

the Department of Pubhc Welfare in the Chicago municipal

government, has been able by vigorous canvassing to secure tem-

porary or permanent work for a considerable number of the

unemployed. The co-operation was friendly and helpful, although

it revealed some defects in existing machinery of the employment

agencies.

It was suggested to this Industrial Commission that it follow

the traditional method used in this city in 1893-94 and at subse-

quent periods of stagnation in business. At first the Industrial

Commission accepted this task, but as soon as it consulted leading

business men of the city in regard to the policy of raising $5oo,ooo.cx)

to mitigate the suffering for a few weeks until the general industries

should revive, it found practically universal antagonism to the plan.

When it asked for contributions to this large sum of money, it was

met by this answer: "Emergency relief work is to all intents and

purposes simply passing the hat for a charity collection, and the

public and private charities in Cook County are so well organized,

that they can meet all charity cases and prevent extreme suffering."

And this claim was founded on fact. The United Charities, co-
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operating with about seventy-five other agencies, has shown that

the labor of over twenty years in building up a good organization

and central registration of cases has proved the wisdom of keeping

up a thorough district organization with a trained staff. The

public has supported the regular organized charities, so that we are

prepared to show that no family need be evicted from its dwelling

or suffer from hunger and cold on account of inadequate funds or

imperfect organization. Therefore, it was wasteful to build up still

another charitable organization dependent upon the gifts of exactly

the same people who were supporting the regular charities.

Furthermore, the United Charities and some of the other prin-

cipal agencies had already been carrying out their policy of giving

relief wages in return for useful work performed, so far as possible,

and it was not good policy to charge charity funds with the expense

of duplicating this plant and machinery by adding still another

emergency relief work.

Furthermore, these leading business men of the city said that

the task was too great for private charity and that the responsibility

rests with the city, state, and federal governments, and that no

other organization could venture to assume the responsibility of

providing work for the vast numbers of persons who were involun-

tarily out of work.

The trades unions and SociaUsts held meetings at the highest

point of stress and protested against the emergency rehef fund and

all that it implied. One of the leading business men, when told of

this action, said that he was glad at least for once in his life to agree

with organized labor and with the Socialists, and thought their view

was thoroughly sound on this subject.

The Industrial Commission asked the Mayor to appoint one

hundred other citizens, representing all of the great interests of the

community, to meet with them for conference and to give their

opinion. Without a dissenting voice the members of this conference

expressed the same convictions, and said that the emergency relief

method was not a really serious way of undertaking the task.

After this study and conference, the Industrial Commission sent

a communication to the Mayor and to the City Council urging them

first of all to secure legislation if possible from the state General
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Assembly then in session, to bring up the free state employment

bureaus to a good modern standard as the starting-point of the new
system.

It urged that a law should be passed which would place this

work under the merit system of appointment and promotion; free

it from partisan influences; specify the qualifications of the execu-

tive oflScers; and protect the employee from the spoilsman.

It urged that sufficient means should be provided for carrying

out in a thorough way the purposes of the offices, and that the

board of managers representing the interests of business and labor

should have charge of the whole matter.

The Industrial Commission also recommended that this board

of managers in charge of the state employment exchanges should

be required by law to make all possible efforts to persuade the great

employers of labor, including corporations, county, city, and state

government and the federal government, to adjust their contracts

and schemes of public work so as to avoid unemployment in the

future, as far as possible.

This idea of course was not new, but the creation of an organ

for making it effective seems to be somewhat novel. It would make
it the definite duty of a public body to make an honest attempt to

provide employment on a very large scale, not merely to mitigate

suffering, but actually to prevent unemployment.

All of the commissions mentioned above came to the conclusion

that unemployment insurance ought to be introduced at the earliest

possible moment, so that when the next great crisis comes in the

life of the unemployed and their families, a fund would be available

to meet the more urgent demands of existence. This business also,

it was suggested, should be placed in the hands of the same

board which manages the free state labor exchanges.

One of the most interesting and instructive lessons of this bitter

winter has been that the so-called "hard-headed" business men, the

trades unions, the Socialists, and the academic theorists in the field

of social legislation in this great industrial state and city have by

various routes met in agreement under the pressure of necessity.

The disappointment which has followed all previous plans of

dealing with the great problem by "passing the hat" has made a
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strong impression upon men of affairs. It is not good business. It

is not a fair method of distributing the burden. It makes no pro-

vision whatever for preventing unemployment. It offers no way
out of the difficulty which comes from lack of vocational training

and guidance, and it leaves the great community with its millions

of industrious people without any fund, except the charity fund, in

times of regularly recurring industrial disaster.

This view of the vastness and difficulty of the problem was con-

firmed by the Mayor, who in explaining his rejection of one request

of the commission (that for increase of public municipal works),

said that the city itself did not have money enough to give employ-

ment to the throng of the unemployed; that it was too poor to

keep people from starving by giving them work and paying them

out of the public funds.

No more striking confirmation of the conclusions of the Indus-

trial Commission could have been made. This commission has

honestly declared its belief that the problem is too great for private

charity. The Mayor now declares that it is too great for the re-

sources of the second city of wealth and power of the richest coun-

try on earth—and in time of peace with us.

Evidently the next resource must be the state. But already

instructed public opinion accepts the view that not even the com-

monwealth is competent to cope with the miseries caused by inter-

state and even international conditions of trade, transportation, and

commerce. It seems reasonable to hope that this intense suffering

has at last aroused the business world to a serious effort to grapple

with the evil in some thorough and earnest fashion.

The conclusions of the Industrial Commission were reached by

prolonged and honest effort of the members to look straight at the

facts; to do all they could to mitigate immediate distress, and at

the same time to evolve plans large enough in their scope to corre-

spond with the immensity of the task.

Primarily the calculations which led to this conclusion were

those of business men who are in the habit of undertaking tasks

only when they know that they can command enough capital to

make the enterprise successful. But it was also seen that these

men were moved, not only by an economic motive, but also and
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strongly by a humanitarian sentiment, and by a profound and sin-

cere consciousness of the social obligations of men of financial power.

The trades-union members of the conomission were treated with

perfect courtesy by the captains of finance in the same body, and

the relations were friendly and frank throughout. Why should not

this temporary experiment, in time of a crisis, lead to the organiza-

tion of a permanent public body in which the situation will always

be discussed in the same spirit of patriotism, business wisdom, and

moral earnestness?

The lesson has cost more than can be set down in figures, but it

may after all offer compensation in a more thorough and complete

social organization for deaUng with that national pest, which corre-

sponds in our day to the famine and black plagues of mediaeval

times.

MEMBERS OF INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Charles R. Henderson, Chairman

John E. Merrion
R. T. Crane, Jr.

W. L. Park
Edward Tilden (deceased)

JULTOS ROSENWALD
A. H. Atwood
John Grunau
Edward Nockels

Simon O'Donnell
Louis B. Kuppenheimer

REPORT ON FUND PLAN

The Industrial Commission's report to the Mayor reads as follows:

"The Industrial Commission appointed by you has endeavored earnestly

to carry out the purpose named in the ordinance creating the commission; that

is, to stimulate employment of the imemployed by private citizens.

"We shall continue to work faithfully in this direction.

"We have used all available means of setting the facts before manufac-

turers, merchants, and householders. The response has been courteous and
serious, but has not met the situation, and there is no immediate prospect of

suflficient relief in that direction.

"While no complete statistics of unemployment exist, the reports of the

Commission on Unemployment and of the Municipal Markets Commission^
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and the records of the public and private relief agencies reveal a widespread

distress.

"Families which have no previous record of distress in great numbers are

making appeals for charity. School physicians and inspectors report numer-

ous cases of children unable to study because they are weak from hunger.

"We recognize the gravity and peril of the situation and the serious duty

of the community.

"We had thought of asking the public to provide a large fund from private

subscriptions that we might give some relief work and pay something in wages

for labor in improving parks and cleaning streets.

"This emergency rehef work with charitable funds is at best a sorry

makeshift; it is a serious question whether it is a wise method. Generally

it is wasteful. Often the results are disappointing.

"From our inquiries we have satisfied ourselves that the business com-

munity does not approve this plan and will not support it. This is also the

advice of the committee appointed by Your Honor to confer with us on the

subject,

" It is therefore the conviction of the Industrial Commission that the task is

too great for a private committee which has no resources but those obtained

by persuasion.

"We recommend to the city government the following policy:

"To enlarge municipal public works under a wise plan which will create

permanent utilities for all the people—for example, improvement of parks,

streets, roads, subways, etc.

"As soon as possible land owned by the city, county, and sanitary district

could be used for growing food. Many persons could thus find profitable

occupation and many a suitable outdoor trade. We are informed that plenty

of good land in or near the city can be had without expense, and this could

be put to use, some of it at once.

"We ask the mayor and council to unite with us in petitioning the legis-

lature to assume its share of responsibility and provide immediately for useful

public work on a large scale.

"To prevent, at least in great measure, a future recurrence of these periods

of distress we call upon the city, county, state, and federal authorities to co-

operate with the business world in a system of arranging plans and contracts

for public work which will call for increased labor demand at seasons and in

periods when regular business is depressed.

"We also call for systems of unemployment insurance by state or nation.

"We urge a better equipment of the state free emplo5mient offices on the

plan recommended by the Chicago Commission on Unemployment, described

in the bill for a law approved by that commission. This is urgent and is now
before the City Council. This should form a part of a national system of

employment exchanges."
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THE COMMISSION'S BILL

A Bill for an Act to Relieve Unemployment in the State of Illinois, and to Establish

a Free State Employment Exchange and to Repeal an Act Relating to Employ-
ment OflSces and Agencies.

Section i. Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented

in the General Assembly: That there shall be, as part of the Civil Service of the

State of Illinois, a bureau to deal with the problem of diminishing the evils

arising from lack of employment or casual or irregular employment of labor,

to be known as the Illinois Free Employment Exchange.

Sec. 2. Said Free Employment Exchange shall be under the general

supervision and control of a Board of Managers, to consist of five members,

to be appointed by the Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate, of whom two shall be representatives of employers, two representatives

of organized labor, and one shall represent the public. Said members shall hold

their ofiices for a term of five years, except that, of the members first appointed,

one shall hold office for the term of one year, one for the term of two years, one

for the term of three years, one for the term of four years, one for the term of

five years, and all appointments thereafter shall be made for terms of five years.

Said members of the Board of Managers shall serve without compensation,

but each shall be allowed, for actual traveling expenses and other necessary

expenses incident to their duties, not to exceed two hundred dollars per year,

itemized accounts for which shall be submitted to and approved by the Auditor

of Public Accounts before payment. Said Board of Managers may adopt a

seal for said Exchange and may also adopt rules for the transaction of its busi-

ness. A majority of their niunber shall constitute a quonim for the transac-

tion of official business. They shall keep a record of their proceedings. The
official seat of said Exchange shall be in the City of Chicago but they shall

have authority to meet elsewhere in the State.

Sec. 3. Said Board of Managers shall appoint a general superintendent,

who shall be selected and hold office in accordance with the Civil Service Law
of this State, and who shall receive an annual salary of $4,000.00. Such

general superintendent shall be a person of managerial ability and experience

as an administrator and shall have a practical and scientific knowledge of the

problem of unemployment, and the Civil Service examination by which he

shall be selected to the said position shall be open to every citizen of the United

States and shall include an inquiry into his ability and experience in such mat-

ters and shall be such as to test whether the applicant has the said qualifications.

Said superintendent shall, subject to said Board of Managers, have the general

executive direction of the said Exchange. He shall reside in the City of Chicago.

Sec. 4. Said Board of Managers shall establish a central free employment

exchange in the City of Chicago, and such number of branches in the City of

Chicago and in other cities or localities of the State as they may from time to

time determine to be advisable and as the Governor may approve. Subject

to like approval, they shall have power to reduce the number of said branch
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or local offices, or to consolidate several offices into one, and for that purpose

to make the necessary official changes. Each branch office shall be in charge

of a business manager who shall be responsible and subject to the direction of

the general superintendent. He shall be appointed by said Board of Managers

and selected and hold office in accordance with the Civil Service Law of the

State, and receive a salary not to exceed $ . The clerical organization

and office equipment of said central exchange and branch offices shall be deter-

mined by said Board of Managers in co-operation with said general superin-

tendent within the limits of the amounts appropriated for said service by the

General Assembly. As far as practicable, separate rooms shall be provided

in each office for male and for female or juvenile applicants for employment,

and where there are several clerical employes in any office it shall be the policy

of the exchange that at least one of said employes shall be a woman.

Sec. 5. Subject to said Board of Managers the general superintendent

shall organize, in connection with each branch of said exchange, an advisory

board of not more than five members, of whom one shall represent the general

public and the others in equal numbers shall represent employers and organized

labor. The members of said advisory board shall serve without compensation,

and the functions of such advisory boards shall be determined by niles of said

Board of Managers.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the Illinois Free Employment Exchange

to investigate the extent and causes of unemployment and the remedies there-

for and to devise and adopt the most effectual means within its power to pro-

vide employment and to prevent distress and involuntary idleness, and for

that purpose it shaU have power to co-operate with similar bureaus and com-

missions of other States, with the federal employment office in the Department

of Labor and with such municipal employment bureaus and exchanges as are

now in operation or may hereafter be created.

Sec. 7. The Free Employment Exchange, through its central and branch

offices, shall receive applications of persons seeking employment and applica-

tions of persons seeking to employ labor, and collect information and data

regarding conditions of labor and employment in the State. Full records shall

be kept of all applications received and positions secured. Provision may be

made for handling separately the securing of employment for young persons,

for persons unable to support themselves permanently in adequate manner,

for ex-convicts and paroled prisoners, for unorganized migratory labor, and

for such other classes of labor as may require special treatment. In connection

with any of such classes of labor provision may be made for the keeping of

special registers showing particulars regarding the age, nativity, trade or occu-

pation of each applicant, cause and duration of non-employment, whether

married or single, the number of dependent children or relatives, together with

such other facts as may be required by said Board of Managers. Such special

registers shall not be open to public inspection, but shall be held in confidence

and the data shall be so published as not to reveal the identity of any person.
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Arrangements may be made with public and parochial school authorities under

which juvenile applicants may be permitted to register their applications at

the schools which they respectively attend, the registers of such applications

to be transmitted to the Central Free Employment Exchange, and the said

exchange shall otherwise co-operate with educational authorities in furthering

the vocational interests of pupils and may organize special advisory boards

for that purpose.

Sec. 8. All local or branch ofl&ces shall be in constant communication with

said central exchange and shall co-operate with each other as directed by said

central exchange. Reports shall be made to such central exchange as directed

by the general superintendent. It shall be the duty of the general superinten-

dent to place himself in communication with manufacturers, merchants, and

other employers of labor and to use all diligence in securing the co-operation of

said employers of labor with the purposes and objects of said employment

exchange. To this end it shall be competent for such superintendent to adver-

tise in the columns of newspapers or other mediums, for such situations as he

has applicants to fill, and he may advertise in a general way for the co-operation

of large contractors and employers in such trade journals or special publications

as reach such employers, whether such trade or special journals are published

within the State of Illinois or outside of the State. The like duties may be

performed by the manager of each branch office subject to the direction of the

general superintendent. The services of said exchange in securing employ-

ment shall not be withheld by reason of any strike or lockout, but full informa-

tion shall be given to applicants regarding the existence of any such labor

disturbance.

Sec. 9. It shall be the duty of the general superintendent to make report

to the Board of Managers not later than December loth, in each year, concern-

ing the work of the exchange for the year up to October ist of the same year.

Such report shall be transmitted by said Board of Managers to the Governor,

who shall submit it to the General Assembly.

Sec. 10. No fee or compensation shall be charged or received directly

or indirectly from persons applying for employment or help through such

employment exchange, and any manager or clerk or other employe of any of

said officers or exchanges who shall accept directly or indirectly any fee or

compensation from any applicant or from his or her representative shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less

than $25.00 nor more than $50.00, or imprisoned in the county jail for not

more than thirty days, or both fined and imprisoned as aforesaid.

Sec. II. All printing, blank books, stationery, and other supplies that

may be necessary for the proper conduct of the business of the offices herein

created or authorized to be created shall be furnished by the Secretary of

State, upon request for the same signed by the general superintendent.

Sec. 12. An Act relating to employment offices and agencies, approved

and in force May 11, 1903, as subsequently amended, is hereby repealed.



THE BOYS' COURT OF CHICAGO: A RECORD OF SIX
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EVELINA BELDEN
First Social Service Secretary for the Boys' Court, now of the

Children's Bureau, Washington, D.C.

Fifteen years after the Illinois Juvenile Court law removed

children from the jails and police stations and opened the first

special court for children—girls under eighteen years and boys

under seventeen—the Chicago Municipal Court organized the

special court for boys over this juvenile age—namely, from seven-

teen to twenty-one.

For some years, boys of this same age held in the County Jail

while awaiting trial have been separated within the jail from the

adult criminals. They have been confined in a separate tier of

cells, and their exercise hours, instead of being spent in wandering

aimlessly back and forth across a common "bull pen," have been

occupied in a schoolroom that was opened by the Chicago Woman's

Club.^

As a result of an investigation undertaken by the Juvenile

Protective Association of Chicago, it was found that, while some

of these boys were guilty of serious crimes, many of them were

arrested on insignificant charges, and many were subjected need-

lessly to long detention in the jails. It appeared, also, that often

the real culprit in the case, being cleverer, escaped; that the boys

' The sight of this pathetic group of from forty to ninety young lads constantly

in the jail school aroused the Juvenile Protective Association of Chicago to a con-

sideration of the possibilities for these lads, if their cases could be individually under-

stood by the judges and wisely dealt with later by social workers. An oflficer of the

Juvenile Protective Association was assigned to the jail work to interview all these

boys and later to present to the judges in open court the subsequent investigations

made by the association. Investigations included information pertaining to the homes

of these boys, their work and school records, characters, and any significant facts

relating to the case on trial. Eighty-nine per cent of the boys responded to the efforts

made for them by telling the truth to the interviewer, not only about themselves

personally, but about the facts of the crimes for which they were held.

731
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and their ignorant or foreign parents were the prey of unscrupulous

bondsmen and shyster lawyers; that if the judge had been in full

possession of all the facts and extenuating circumstances, probably

half of the boys held in the jail awaiting indictment or criminal

court trial during about six months might have had their cases

settled in the Municipal Court.

Without a centralization of the cases in one court it was impos-

sible to deal with the many difficult and complicated problems of

treatment that were presented. Because of the flexible organiza-

tion of the Municipal Court of Chicago a specialized branch can

be organized without new legislation, and cases of arrest from all

over the city can be transferred for trial before one judge. Pre-

cedents for the organization of specialized courts had already been

established in the Court of Domestic Relations, the Morals Court,

and the Speeders' Court. Moreover, the chief justice of the

Municipal Court was a man of broad human sympathies and social

intelligence; he was quick, therefore, to recognize the need for

specialized treatment for this class of offenders, and opened the

Boys' Court of Chicago on March i8, 1914. The judge who is

assigned to the Boys' Court hears all classes of cases on the calendar,

averaging 863 cases to the month. These boys' cases are subject

to the same jurisdiction as adult cases brought before any criminal

branch of the Municipal Court of Chicago. Defendants over

twenty-one years of age who are involved in the case with a boy

are often tried at the Boys' Court with the boy. Table I shows the

number of cases that had been heard in the Boys' Court at the end

of the sixth month after its estabhshment.^ It appears from this

table that during this period 5,610 cases were disposed of. The

number brought in during any one month varied from 767 during

the first month following the organization of the court to 1,020

during the fifth month, August. It is important to note that the

great majority of these, 3,939, or 70. 2 per cent, were cases of boys

arrested for violations of city ordinances; and only 967, or 17.2

per cent, were the serious cases of boys arrested on felony charges,

who were given preliminary hearings in the Municipal Court;

' The period was really about six and -a half months, that is, from March 18 to

September 30.
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and 704, or 12.6 per cent, were cases of boys arrested for misde-

meanors.

A question of first importance about these 5,610 boys who
were brought into court is, "What was done with them?" The

following table shows the disposition of the different groups of

cases, that is, the number discharged as not guilty by the judge

in court, discharged for want of prosecution, "nolle prossed" or

non-suited, and in contrast the number convicted.

TABLE I

NxiMBER OF Cases Disposed op in Boys' Cottrt, by Months and General
Classification

Month
Violation of City

Ordinances
(Quasi-Criminal)

Misdemeanors
(Criminal)

Felonies
(Preliminary
Hearings)

Total

March 18-31
April

May
June
July
August
September.

.

Total. ..

Percentage. .

i8s

564
596
689
652
718

535

3,939
70.2

29
88

"3
149

99
125
lOI

704
12.6

39
"5
121

136
180

177
199

967
17.2

253
767
830

974
931

1,020

835

5,610
100

The most striking fact that appears in Table II is the large

percentage of discharged cases, 73 . 8 per cent of all cases tried, and

the small number, 18.4 per cent of convictions; the remainder,

7 . 8 per cent, were held to a higher court, the Criminal Court, for

trial; their final disposition will be given later; 5.6 per cent of

all cases tried were fined, and 8 . 8 per cent committed to an institu-

tion, either House of Correction or County Jail, and but 3.8 per

cent of all cases tried were released on probation.

It is significant to note the kinds of charges for which this large

number of defendants discharged by the court were arrested.

Tables III, IV, and V specify the charges by name and disposition.

Table III develops the extremely significant fact that two-

thirds of the violations of city ordinances were classified as disorderly

conduct, or that 2,992 (53^ per cent) cases out of the total number
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TABLE II

DisposinoN OF Cases: Violations, Misdemeanors, Felonies

DiSPOSITIOK

Violations op
City Ordi-

nances (QUASI-
Crdonal)

MlSDEUEANORS
(Crihinal)

Felonies
(Preliminary
Hearings)

Total

No.
Per-

centage No.
Per-

centage
No.

Per-
centage

No.
Per-

centage

Non-suit 19]

123J
3,140

3-6

79-7

X9\

27/

211

3,883

Nolle prosequi ll

39J
287

5-7

40.7

26|

49J
456

7.7

47.2

0.8

Discharged for want of

prosecution 3-8
69.2Discharged

Total discharged 3,282 83-3 327 46.4 531 54.9 4,140 73-8

Fined 309

312

7-9

7-9

19

176

2.7

2S-9

25.0

328

^}
212

5-8
Committed to House of Cor-

rection

Committed to County Jail.

.

8.8

Probation 36 0.9 3-8

Total convicted 6S7 16.7 377 53.6 1,034 18.4

Held to Criminal Court. . .

.

436 45.

1

436 7.8

Total 3,939 100. 704 100. 967 100. 5.610 lOO.O

TABLE ni

Disposition of Violations, by Charge

Grand Total Discharged Convicted

Charge

No.
Per-

centage
Dis-

charged

Dis-
charged

for

Want of

Prose-
cution

Non-
suit

Total Fined
House
of Cor-
rection

Proba-
tion

Total

Carrying con-

cealed weapons
Disorderly con-

duct and va-
grancy*

Gamblingt
Keeping dis-

orderly house.
Miscellaneous

ordinances}. . .

100

2,992
211

37

599

2.5

76.0

5-4

0.9

15.2

50

2,340

199

34

517

3

112
I

I

13

54

2,465
200

34

529

7

249
II

34

251

5

27

46

527
II

3

I

3

707 S 42 27

Total 3,939 lOO.O 3,140 123 19 3,282 309 312 36 657

* Including vagrancy (15 cases) and violation of Park ordinances (yg cases),

t Including keeping gambling houses and slot machines.

% Including bastardy (3 cases), indecent exposure (5 cases).
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of all cases, 5,610, were disorderly-conduct cases. The 211 cases of

gambling, 200 of which were discharged, represent poolroom raids

where both inmates and keepers were arrested.

TABLE IV

Disposition or Misdemeanors, by Charge

Charge

Assault and battery
Assault with deadly
weapons

Contributing to de
pendency and de
linquency

Larceny
Malicious mischief . .

.

Receiving stolen prop-
erty!

Other offenses

Total

Grand Total

No.

43

89

19
401
18

47
87

704

Per-
centage

6.1

12.6

2.7

S70
2.6

6.7
12.3

Discharged

Dis-
charged

24

49

5
112

14

30
53

287

Dis-
charged

for
Want of

Prose-
cution

S

II

I

20'*

40

Total

29

60

6

132

14

31

ss

327

Convicted

Fined

19

House
of Cor-
rection
and

County
Jail

24

126
I

s
18

i82t

Proba-
tion

S
140

2

II

13

176

Total

14

29

13

269

4

16

32

377

* Including one nolle prosequi.

t Including false pretenses, s cases (a discharged, 3 probation).

t Only 5 sent to County Jail

.

One-half of the misdemeanors were larceny charges, and there is

a considerable number of convictions of these charges; in fact,

stealing of different kinds, as petty and grand larceny, burglary,

receiving stolen property, and robbery, was, next to disorderly

conduct, the most frequent offense.

From these tables giving the classification and charges it is noted

that a very large proportion of arrests were for minor offenses

—

that one-half of all cases were for disorderly conduct. The trivial

character of these disorderly cases is shown in the fact that 76 per

cent of them were discharged. The charge includes such acts as

these: standing on the sidewalk, being found in bad company or

in a disorderly crowd, failing to move at the command of an officer,

driving without a license, sleeping in box-cars or bams, "flipping

trains" or "bumming," making a boisterous noise, being found in
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a poolroom or being found drunk, "rushing the can," idling,

insisting on carrying valises at stations. Sometimes a lad is

arrested and discharged over and over again. During July there

were 114 boys tried in the court who had been in the court once

before since March 18, one-half of whom were arrested for dis-

orderly conduct. Six of these boys had been tried in the Boys'

Court four times in the first six months. Many of these boys are

TABLE V

Disposition or Felonies, by Charge

Total

Discharged

Discharged
FOR WANT

OF
Prosecu-

tion

Nolle
Pro-
sequi

Total
Discharged

Held for
Charge

No.
Per-

centage

Criuinal
Court

Arson 4
26

409
181

33}

i\

8/
177

48

49
2

I

4
23

0.9
2.6

42.3
18.7

35

0.9

18.3

4-9
50
0.2
o.i

0.9
2-3

3
16

157
104

16

3
17

177
119

21

I

I

8
88

43
30
I

I

3
18

I

Assault to kill I

4
4

9
232Burglary 16

II

S
I

Larceny 62

Confidence* game,
etc 12

Conspiracy
Manslaughter
Murder

I

8

""e"
I

Robbery 80

40
23

8

3
I

89
Receiving stolen

property
Rape

5

19
Abduction I

Abortion I

Crimes against

nature .... 3
13

I

Other 3 2 s

Total 967 100.6 456 49 26 531 436

^Including forgery (i), obtaining money under false pretenses (3), embezzlement (i).

arrested again and again on slight charges. There are often boys

arrested and brought to court when no case can be made against

them, but they are suspected because of a previous record. One

lad said he had been arrested nine times within eighteen months.^

Notwithstanding these many minor offenses, however, it has been

foimd in this court, as elsewhere, that boys of this age are involved

' A few illustrations of disorderly cases which were discharged were taken from

the records:

S. T.: First offender, seventeen years. "Found in poolroom. Under age to
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in some of the most daring and desperate crimes, that they are

thoughtless of consequences and boldly take risks older criminals

would shun, and that they are the ready tools for older criminals.

Many of them are subnormal or are so unsettled emotionally that

any suggestion appeals to them. It is often appalling how httle

be allowed there. First time in this poolroom. No evidence of gambling. Several

boys arrested."

D. S.: Nineteen years. " Playing cards in a vacant store. Several boys arrested

and discharged."

E. H.: "Did not move when oflBicer spoke. Going into dance hall i. 00 a.m.

No evidence of disorder."

E. S.: "Was with a man who had a stolen bicycle."

M. S.: "With 16 boys over eighteen years in poolroom raid. Only one gambling;

others orderly and of good character."

S. E.: Nineteen years. "No license. Father had applied for license." Five

times in Boys' Court.

E. E.: "Playing ball on street."

G. S.: "With two men sleeping in wagon at 2:00 a.m. at Liberty and Halsted

streets." All arrested.

E. F.: "Sleeping in bam."

L. S. :
" 4 : 30 A.M. on street." Has been arrested for disorderly conduct nimierous

times before and since.

C. T.: "Flipping trains into town."

W. G.: "Singing in Lincoln Park at the High Bridge."

A. U.: "Girl said some remarks were made to her on street by defendant. De-

fendant cannot speak English nor she his language."

P. K.: "Fight in saloon at Wells and Fugel streets. Defendant had a lemon

squeezer."

E. N.: "Ran away from home. Not working." Arrested three times for similar

offenses.

G. H.: "1:45 A.M. Western Avenue coming home from a party."

J. G.: "Drinking beer on prairie on way from party." Arrested following

month for similar offense.

A. D.: "5:00 A.M. refused to move on 'quickly.'"

O. M.: Son and father arrested together. "Driving a horse which ran away in

their possession" (sic).

A. F.: "Complainant says defendant throws a dog over the fence."

L. J.: "In crowd near fight."

J. L.: "Sleeping in barn." Two weeks later, "Rushing the can with a crowd."

M. K.: "Fighting with man who refused to leave the hallway, where defendant

was working."

H. U.: "In freight yards of railroad."

J. B.: "Two boys sleeping in hallway," Both boys arrested again within a

few weeks for similar offense and discharged.

F. W.: " Sleeping outside Polk Street Depot."

F. L.: " 2: 15 A.M. on street at 44th and Montrose." Three boys arrested.
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they realize the seriousness of their offenses. A boy answered

nonchalantly to the question as to what he had done to bring him

into court, "Oh, I killed a man."

There is often much carelessness in booking prisoners. When
the evidence is given in court, the judge either discharges the case

or rebooks the defendant on another charge. Five boys were

booked on the serious charge of robbery, but upon the evidence

brought in court it was found that the lads had merely taken

five whiskbrooms worth, in all, seventy-five cents, from a peddler

whom they had been teasing. All the boys were willing to pay

for the brooms, but, instead, were arrested and booked on a felony

charge. The judge took the seventy-five cents, handed it to the

peddler, and discharged the boys.^

Cases are frequently inadequately prepared by the officers and

consequently, when they come before the judge, discharged because

of no evidence. In the course of a trial of a defendant who was

accused of loafing aroimd a poolroom, the officer, in pressing his

case, stated that the defendant was Uving with a woman to whom
he was not married. He had, however, neither booked the boy

on this charge nor brought in witnesses or evidence and the lad

was discharged. There are cases, too, when better judgment on

the part of the police investigating the situation would have saved

the defendant an arrest and court trial.'

In many cases a warning at the police station might have been

sufficient and would have engendered greater fear of the law than

a trial followed by a discharge. For example, an immigrant

Polish lad, a first offender, was arrested for picking rotting potatoes

from the railroad tracks, held a night and part of a day in a police

•Another case: S. B.: Charge, assault with a deadly weapon. "Complainant

says while he was mowing grass defendant pulled down some wire and was swinging

on it. The wire hit him."

»E. S.: Charge, larceny. "Found in basement by owner of grocery."

A. S.: Charge, larceny. "Horse and buggy stolen. No evidence that this

defendant knew anything about the charge."

H. H.: Charge, larceny. "Was with boys who had a stolen bicycle. No evi-

dence of knowledge of stealing."

L. S.: Charge, disorderly conduct. "Officer arrested him at midnight while he

was waiting for a car, asking his address. Boy gave address of vacant building by
mistake because family had recently moved and he made mistake in number. When
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jail, brought into court, where he was tried without understanding

any of the proceedings, for he spoke no English, and discharged.

The warrant clerks at the police station hear many requests of

parents to make arrests because the boy will not work, is abusive to

his parents, strikes his mother, is getting in with a bad gang, and so

on. Disorderly warrants are given; the boys, often first ofifenders,

are thrown into the police jails, and when brought to trial dis-

charged. These lads are in a condition of delinquency rather than

guilty of a specific act of law-breaking, and there are many extenuat-

ing circumstances and complications requiring careful treatment.

The Social Service Department of the Boys' Court has dealt with

some of these cases as complaints without an arrest.

In reviewing the dispositions of felony cases it should be remem-

bered that the Municipal Court judge sits only as an examining

magistrate to hold the case to the grand jury or to discharge it.

Because of this lack of jurisdiction to pronounce sentence, a judge

frequently dismisses the felony charge and orders the defendant

rebooked on a misdemeanor charge or for violation of a city ordi-

nance. If it seems from all the facts and extenuating circumstances

that leniency or a release on probation is to be given eventually,

this method saves the boy a long wait in jail pending his indictment

and Criminal Court trial.

Table VI not only shows for a single month the disposition

of these felony charges in the Municipal Court, but also gives the

disposition for the cases which were not concluded in the Mimicipal

Court but held to the grand jury and Criminal Court.

A study of these felony records leads to the conclusion that a

large proportion of felony cases, as of lesser charges, are discharged.

From Table II it was seen that 54 . 9 per cent were discharged in the

searched by police he had two skeleton keys. Employer later identified these keys

as those he had given the boy for entrance to the office." Case discharged.

E. B.: Discharged. "In a fight. Witness against man who hit him with a

steel bar." This defendant in jail over night till case tried.

W. K.: Charge, carrying concealed weapons. "12:15 a.m. defendant came out

of a dance hall and threw a knuckler away. He had found it, but when told it was
wrong to have it, threw it away."

R. S.: Charge, vagrancy. "Standing in front of Saratoga Hotel at night."

Four defendants, night in jail. All had positions, had never been arrested before, and

were disgraced by this unfounded suspicion.
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Municipal Court, and from Table VI that, in July, which was

probably a representative month, the additional cases discharged

by the grand jury and by the Criminal Court brought the total

number of discharges up to more than 86 per cent of all felony

cases.

TABLE VI

Disposition op Felony Cases for Juxy, 1914, in Boys' Court and Criminal Court

Number of Cases
Percentage of

Cases Disposed
Of

Discharged in Municipal Court 94
25
16
8

Discharged by grand jury, "no bill"

Discharged, "stricken off"

Discharged after trial in Criminal Court, "not guilty"

Total number discharged 143 86.7

Sentenced to Reformatory 12

8
2

Sentenced to House of Correction

Released on probation

Total number convicted 22 I^.^

Total cases disposed of i6s 100.

Cases still pending 14
IDefendant died in jail

Grand total 180

It is not true, however, that 86 per cent of defendants arrested

for felony charges were turned loose in the world, because the num-

ber of cases does not represent the number of boys. Many boys

are held on more than one charge, but when these cases are heard

by the grand jury or in criminal courts it is the custom to simplify

procedure by trying but one case and returning a "No bill,"

"Nolle," or "Stricken off with leave to reinstate" for all other

cases of which one defendant may be accused. If a table were

prepared showing the number of boys instead of the nimiber of

cases discharged, the percentage of discharges would be consider-

ably decreased.

The 46 per cent of grand jury boys discharged make it important

to discover how long a time these and the other boys spent in jails

pending trial. Six of the 51 boys held to the grand jury in July
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secured bond for the entire time of pending trial, 45 spent from a

few days to 20 weeks in the County Jail. Eight of the boys dis-

charged spent over a month in the jail and two over three months.

Such time spent in jail before trial is not deducted from an ultimate

sentence. Table VII shows the length of time the different groups

of boys spent in the jail.

TABLE VII

Length of Time Waiting in County Jail with Final Disposition of Boys Held
TO Grand Jury in July from Boys' Court*

1

Discharged Convicted

S
a
H
Q

3

I

p
H

Length or Wait in
County Jail

pq

1

13 >,

H
it

Is

M
1

Less than i week .... 4

4

S

I

8

13

8

2

3

I

3

I I

I

I week and less than 2

weeks 2

2

I

4

I

I

3

2

2

3

I

4

4

2

2 weeks and less than 3
weeks 2

3 weeks and less than 4
weeks

4 weeks and less than 8

weeks I

7

3

X

9

4

I

3
8 weeks and less than

12 weeks I

I

I

I

12 weeks and less than
16 weeks 2

16 weeks and less than
20 weeks I

Total 45 10 6 16 II 7 I 19 I 9

'*' Does not include six boys who secured bond for the entire time pending trial.

Some of these boys who spent time, as noted in Table VII,

in the County Jail while trial was pending, had also been held in

the police station jail from the time of arrest until the case was

first brought to trial in the Boys' Court. During November each

boy who had not secured bond at the police station was asked the

date of and time of his arrest, and from this information Table VIII

was compiled. A few boys could not be interviewed, and informa-

tion from a few others could not be relied upon, yet the group,

although not absolutely inclusive, is representative. The length
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of time a single defendant who is ultimately discharged may thus

spend in the police jail and County Jail under their contaminating

influences is considerable.

TABLE VIII

Length of Time Spent in Police Station Jail before First Hearing, Together
WITH Disposition of Boys Tried in Boys' Court in November

Length of Wait in Police Jail Grand Total Discharged
Convicted

and
Sentenced

Held to
Grand Jury

Still Pending

1 night and i day* 138
lOI

21

7
I

76
41

7
2

40
36

9
I

10

15

3

3
I

12
2 nights and i day t 9

23 nights and 2 days
4 nights and 3 days I

5 nights and 4 days

Total 268J 126 86 32 24

* Or part of this time.

t Half of these boys were held over Saturday and Sunday, when of course a two-day wait was neces-
sary since no court is held Sunday.

X About 70 per cent of these boys were first offenders as far as could be ascertained.

Boys held in the County Jail because unable to furnish bond

during a continuance in the Boys' Court spend less time in jail

than the grand jury boys; but it is significant that, as shown by

Table IX, of the 76 boys whose cases were disposed of during

July and who were in the County Jail, 61 were discharged at their

final hearing. Of these 61 discharged boys, 22 spent from one to

three weeks in jail and one spent over a month in jail. The custom

has grown of using a detention in jail before trial as a punishment.

Although this is useful in cases when the boy needs to be discharged

without a record, the system is wrong. These detentions, too, are

often used instead of a provision in a suitable home pending an

investigation.

From this study of the first six months of the Chicago Boys^

Court a few facts stand out in relief: a large number of boys between

seventeen and twenty-one years of age are being arrested monthly;

a large proportion of these are discharged both by the Municipal

Court and by the grand jury and Criminal Court; the court's

time is filled with cases of arrest for acts so trivial—even if viola-

tions of ordinances and statutes—that judges will not convict
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and sentence; boys eventually released are spending considerable

time in the jails. It has been found that an arrest does not solve

the problem, for boys have been arrested over and over again

within a short period of time. It has been foimd, also, that there

are many under-lying causes behind each trivial arrest and that

constructive work for their future is necessary for a large number

of the discharged boys.

TABLE rX

Length op Time Spent in County Jail, with Final Disposition of (All) Boys

Whose Cases Had Been Continued, but Were Finally Disposed of in July,

1914 IN Boys' Coxirt (Excluding Grand Jury Cases and Motions)*

DiSCHAKGED Fine

Convicted

County Jail House of
Correction

Probation

Total

Less than i day 8
10
2

5

5
2

4
13

3
6

I

I

I

8
I day and less than 2 days .

.

10
2 days and less than 3 days .

.

I

I

3

3
63 days and less than 4 days .

.

4 days and less than 5 days .

.

5 days and less than 6 days .

.

6 days and less than 7 days .

.

7 days and less than 10 days .

.

10 days and less than 14 days .

.

14 days and less than 21 days .

.

I I 10
2

4
20

4
6

3 I 3
I

22 days and less than 23 days .

.

27 days and less than 28 days .

.

I

I

36 days and less than 37 days .

.

I

Totalt 61 8 2 S 76t

* There were 135 boys (147 cases) whose cases were continued and disposed of finally in July who
secured bond for the whole length of continuance and consequently spent no time in the County Jail.

It is seen that 36 per cent of these boys whose cases were contmued and finally disposed of in July spent
some time in the County Jail waiting for trial.

t There were 76 boys but 88 cases.

The Psychopathic Laboratory records already show that a

large proportion of the defendants in this court, especially the

repeaters and the boys arrested on slight charges, are mentally

subnormal and therefore unfit to meet the normal requirements of

city life and discipline. A new court procedure must therefore

be developed in order to deal constructively with these feeble-

minded law-breakers, and if the vast number of trivial cases dis-

charged is to be reduced, and if society is to be protected from the
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very serious crimes which these irresponsible boys sometimes

commit, outside treatment and custodial care must be provided.

The Chicago City Council Commission to Investigate Crime

is attempting to study generally for Chicago just such problems

as are suggested by the foregoing statistics; and the various

branches of the court, the judge, the Psychopathic Laboratory,

and the Social Service Department are working, on individual

problems, to develop constantly greater efficiency for the Boys'

Court of Chicago.



THE "WHY" OF INCOME

SCOTT NEARING
University of Pennsylvania

I. THE DISTRIBUTION QUESTION

Few will dissent from the proposition that all incomes owe

their origin to the productive processes. The question of vital

importance to the student of income involves the reason for the

payment of income. It is a truism that the incomes of different

persons are different. Why are they different? It is a truism

that different people receive incomes for different reasons. What
are some of the reasons? As in any other scientific problem, so

here the question "Why?" is of paramount importance.

The simplest and most obvious income relation would seem to

be that existing between the participants in the productive process,

and the returns which these participants receive in the course of

distribution. "These individuals have taken a part in creating

values. Now they receive a part of the values which they have

created," makes good reading, but it is very far from jibing with

the facts. An analysis of any productive operation (such as the

production of a ton of coal) leads at once to the conclusion that

the participants in production and the sharers in distribution are

not identical groups. The theorem that all incomes owe their

origin to the productive processes is not followed by the corollary

that only those who participate in the productive processes receive

income. Indeed, the receipt of income carries with it very different

connotations. All goods owe their origin to the productive pro-

cesses. Flour, sugar, shoe-laces, bricks, and the like, are made
from some product of the land, by labor with the aid of capital.

Services are likewise possible only while the person rendering

service is being supported with food and clothes which the pro-

ductive processes have created. Both goods and services owe

their origin to land, labor, and capital. This is a very different

745
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thing from saying that the landlord, the laborer, and the capitalist

should share in distribution.

The modern economic world presents this significant picture:

many people striving to create wealth and enjoying a part of the

wealth which they create; other people, who have never partici-

pated in the activities of production, receive income. Infants,

idiots, cripples, normal men and women whose hands have been

eternally incased in kid gloves, and whose heads have been forever

engaged with social pettinesses, receive liberal incomes from stocks,

bonds, mortgages, or other certificates of indebtedness which they

happen to possess, or which are held in trust for them. All pro-

ducers receive income; but all income receivers are not producers,

since many of those who share in the distribution of values assisted

in no way in the production of the values which they share. Econo-

mists have sidestepped the issue by insisting that "it is the task

of the theory of distribution to explain what causes, at last analysis,

determine the size of these different shares."^ This question is

in truth but secondary to the main issue which concerns itself with

the reasons for the payment of income.

There can be no simple contrast between activity in production

and participation in distribution. Rather the problem must be

dissected from an essentially different viewpoint. Perhaps it can

be stated in the form of a question, "Why do certain proportions

of wealth, created in the industrial processes, go to landowners,

to owners of capital, and to workers?"

II. "participation" as an explanation

The old explanation was naive and simple. Economists stated

that land, capital, and labor participated in production, and that

they therefore shared in the values which were created through

the productive processes. It was but natural, the economists

maintained, that the participants in the creation of values should

enjoy the values created.

The concept is well illustrated in the writings of Francis A.

Walker, whose book on Political Economy was for years looked

' H. R. Seager, Introduction to Economics, New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1904,

p. 167.
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upon as authoritative. Walker thus explains the phenomena of

distribution:

In a primitive condition of society, the problem of distribution is a simple

one. Three hunters join ui an expedition, and at the conclusion of vhe day's

or the week's chase, divide their game into three equal parts. If boys or

cripples, or men of less than ordinary force or skill, are taken into the partner-

ship, it is easily determined what portion of a full man's share each person

shall receive.

In a highly organized commimity, however, the division of the product of

industry into shares corresponding to the number of persons who have taken

part in production is a very complicated problem.

For example, let us take the case of a cotton factory, at Lawrence, which

produces in a given time a million yards of cloth. We may suppose that this

is all woven in one piece, and that each person who has, in any way, contributed

to the making of this giant web, advances in a certain order to receive his

share

Under the industrial system which we have taken for the purpose of the

present discussion, we have four classes of claimants upon the product of

industry, and that product is accordingly divided into four grand shares.

These classes and the shares respectively received by them may be expressed

as follows:

1. The landlord, receiving rent.

2. The capitalist, receiving interest.

3. The employer, or entrepreneur, receiving profits.

4. The employed laborer, receiving wages.^

Seager, in his Introduction to Economics^ (ist ed., 1904), writes

of rent as "the share of income that is assigned or paid to owners

of land, sources of water power, and other gifts of nature which

assist in production, for the use of these factors" (p. 206); wages

as "earnings assigned to men for their work" (p. 222) ; and interest

as "the share of income that is assigned to capital goods, ....
for the part the latter play in production" (p. 224).

The term "participated," as it was used by the early economists,

really meant "were necessary to." The most cursory study of

industry showed that no productive activities could be carried on

without natural resources, tools, and labor. In primitive society,

to be sure, there were no tools or machinery—^no capital in the

modern sense. For the present-day production, however, all three

» New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1884, pp. 161-67.

» 3d ed., revised and enlarged, New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1906.
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factors are necessary. Therefore, because land, labor, and capital

are necessary to, or participate in production, they share in the

values created.

There are two ways in which this question may be approached.

It may be asked, on the one hand, whether there is any justifiable

connection between "participation" in production and a share

in the rewards of distribution. On the other hand, it is perfectly

fair to ask whether the division of the distributive factors into

shares called rent, interest, and wages, or into shares called rent

interest, wages, and profits, is a workable classification. The

argument may be sound which assigns to each of the participants

in the production a share in distribution. At the same time, the

available economic facts may be of such a nature as to make

virtually impossible an income study based on such a classi-

fication. As a matter of fact, the division of the distributive

shares into rent, interest, and wages is not even justifiable on

a historical basis, while for the purposes of the present discussion

it is so much worse than useless that it is both misleading and

mendacious.

There seems to be some faint historic justification for the

division of distributive shares into rent, interest, and wages.

There was under the feudal system a landlord class, which lived

upon the rent of its properties. The rise of commerce and industry

developed a capital class, which secured interest in return for its

capital or money. There never was a time, however, when the

return to the landlord was rent, pure and simple. There were

improvements on the land, and, under any econoniic theory, the

return on these improvements was interest. There never was

a time when the capitalists did not depend to some extent,

and generally to a very large extent, on natural resources

for their "interest." No capitaKst venture is conceivable that is

not foimded upon natural resources, and in every great capitalistic

enterprise resources play a leading part. Hence a part of the

return of the capitalists was rent. Crudely speaking, there was

a landlord and a capitalist class. Accurately, there never has

been a group in the community whose income was derived from

rent exclusively, or from interest exclusively. The attempts to
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postulate such a situation as a basis for argument is historically

unjustifiable.

The question of the historical justification of dividing dis-

tribution shares into rent, interest, and wages, is, on the whole,

trivial. The real point in the discussion concerns itself with the

questions as to whether there is any real connection between

"participation" in production, and sharing in distribution.

On the face of things, there is no reason why the various factors

which participate in production should share in the values created

by production. The rain, wind, and sunshine which assist in the

growth of an acre of wheat are not for that reason rewarded. The

sheltering rocks and cliffs which surround a natural harbor make

commerce possible, and yet even in modern civilization such rocks

and cliffs do not participate in the profits of the commerce which

they so ably protect. The Mississippi River and the Great Lakes

are an invaluable aid to internal commerce; no reward is paid

to them for their assistance. Indeed, we, in the twentieth century,

do not even pour out Ubations and offer up burnt offerings to our

natural benefactors as did our ancestors in Greece and Rome.

We take the climate, the harbors, and the rivers for granted.

Participation in production is in no sense a conclusive argument

in favor of participation in the distribution of values created in the

productive process.

There are, of course, circumstances in which these natural

resources might be said to participate in distribution. A band of

pirates, taking possession of a fastness, levies tolls on the merchant-

men that pass by that way. The mediaeval barons perched their

castles on promontories, overlooking the great highroads, and held

up the caravans that used the roads. In modern times an enter-

prising fellow gets possession of a strategic bit of water, and sells

it to the community as a source of water supply. A private com-

pany secures possession of a water-power site, which it is willing

to dispose of for a consideration. Coal lands, on government

tracts, are secured free by individuals, and promptly sold for a

price. The tendency, in commerce at least, and probably in the

use of water power as well, is to give the government control

over navigable rivers, over harbors, and over water-power sites,
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leaving them open to public use, upon the payment of a cost price

for the privilege. Civilization has outgrown the practices of

piracy and highway robbery. The feeling is already strong against

allowing the owner of natural resources to molest the community.

Those natural gifts which are needed in industry, particularly in

commerce, which was the earUest economic activity operated on

a large scale, are looked upon as public or social property. In no

sense do they share in the values which the productive process

creates.

ni. "productivity" as a measure of income

The idea of an income paid for mere "participation" was so

primitive that it was of necessity replaced by a more rational

explanation. The newer school urged that land, labor, and capital

shared in the distribution of values because of their "productivity";

furthermore, that under normal conditions productivity was the

measure of the share which each received. Thus an acre of wheat,

grown on land with the assistance of machinery by the application

of human labor and ingenuity, would sell for a certain amotmt.

This amount then would be apportioned between the land, the

capital, and the labor in accordance with the value of the contri-

bution made by each of these factors in the process of raising an

acre of wheat.

The theorists who insist that "productivity" is the true cause

for the payment of income have variously stated their positions.

John B. Clark, one of the leading exponents of the doctrine, sum-

marizes his position in these terms: "Where natural laws have

their way, the share of income that attaches to any productive

function is gauged by the actual product of it. In other words,

free competition tends to give to labor what labor creates, to cap-

italists what capital creates, and to entrepreneurs what the co-

ordinating function creates."*

Seager sets out to prove the thesis that "competition tends to

secure for each factor in production a share of the product equal

to what it itself creates."' The issue has been clearly defined

and elaborately defended.

» The Distribution of Wealth, New York: Macmillan, 1899, p. 3.

* Introduction io Economics, p. 167.
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The explanation is plausible, but it leads naturally to a question,

namely, "What will be the measure of productivity?" Without

the acre of land on which to grow wheat, there could be no wheat

grown. Without the labor, no crop could be raised or harvested.

Capital has become an essential in agriculture. How shall the

productivity be determined? The answer made by the pro-

ductivity school is that the measure of productivity is the difference

between the product of a marginal acre, and of the acre imder

consideration. A marginal acre is an acre which raises a crop of

wheat so small that if it were smaller the acre must necessarily be

abandoned as a non-paying investment. This explanation does

not in any sense explain why one piece of land returns a larger crop

than another piece. The answer to that question is apparent.

One piece of land yields a larger crop of wheat than another because

it possesses greater fertility, or a better location with regard to the

market. There is still no conclusive answer as to the measure of

productivity in either land, capital, or labor. The distribution

problem remains. Some pieces of land command higher rents

(receive larger shares of the value produced) than others. Some

investments of capital pay higher returns (receive a larger share

of the values produced) than others. Some expenditures of labor

energy are more highly compensated than others. Why should

this be so ?

Land shares in production in only one limited sense—it grows

things. Wheat is planted in the ground; the moisture expands

it; the heat encourages it; it sprouts, develops, and produces a crop.

Thus the climate, the fertility and the texture of the soil aid

actively in the production of a crop. The same thing is true to

a less extent in the growth of forests. It is likewise true to an

infinitesimally small degree in the deposits of minerals and fuels

and the water-power and transportation facilities. Nature may
still be making coal and iron; she is certainly carving out rivers

and harbors. For the purposes of the present generation, however,

the water power, the coal, the iron ore, the petroleum, and the soil

fertility exist. They are not made from year to year, or from

century to century. For ages they have retained their present

form. In terms of human life, they are permanent and fixed.
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Return for a moment to consider the case of a coal mine. Is

there any sense in which a coal vein participates in production?

To be sure, no coal could be mined if it were not already in the vein.

On the other hand, if the American Indians still dominated this

continent, the coal would lie inanimate, and would remain so while

the Redskin civilization continued. The coal is a gift of nature,

a resource—essential in the production of heat and power, and

therefore to the continuation of industry; but surely no one can

assert that the coal takes any active part in the productive process.

Nevertheless, the owner of the coal demands a return for his coal

because he is the owner. From the standpoint of production he

has no other claim to a share of the values produced.

There is another point worthy of consideration. If the service

performed by the coal (its productivity) is the provision of heat

and power, it is hard to understand why the coal should possess

more value at one time than at another, unless it furnishes more

heat or gives more power. Obviously, the only contribution which

coal can make to the productive process is its contribution to heat

and power. Granted that these are not increased, its share in the

values of production should likewise not increase. It is interesting

to note, however, that the owner of coal properties has been taking

a continually higher toll during the past two decades for the product

of these properties. Men say that coal-land values have risen

with great rapidity, yet the part which a ton of coal can play in

production has not increased. The coal yields no more of the heat

and power which are essential to production, yet it demands and

receives a larger share in distribution.

IV. THE MONOPOLY POWER OF OWNERSHIP

The secret of the value of coal properties and of coal lies in this

fact, that the owner of the coal properties demands and receives

a rent for ownership alone. That is, he can say to all mankind,

"Pay me what I demand or let the coal stay in the ground." If

he fixes his demand at a point where the coal can be used profit-

ably, he receives the rent demanded, the coal is marketed, and the

rent, be it large or small, is charged into the price. This rent

charge exists because the monopoly power which the title to coal
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lands gives to the owner of these lands enables him to fix a price

and to receive a return for his ownership of the coal land.

The monopoly power which land ownership gives is apparent.

The acre of wheat land in Dakota is valuable. Why ? Because

the number of acres of equally fertile land is less than enough to

go around. Timber land is increasing in value with great rapidity.

Why? Because the timber supply of the United States is being

used up faster than it is produced. Warm breezes, rain, and sun-

shine are free to all without the payment of any return. Why?
Because there is a sufficient supply of them to go around. Spring

rain and sunshine participate in the production of wheat equally

with soil fertility. The fertile soil possesses rent value because

it is so Umited in amount that there is not enough for all. Air and

sunshine possess no rent value because they are so Hmitless in

amount that after each one has secured his share an abundant

surplus remains.

Should productivity or monopoly power be regarded as the

chief reason for the pa3anent of a return to land for its participation

in production? If productivity is the answer, then unless the

actual producing power of the land increases in bushels per acre,

or tons per square mile, it should receive no increased return.

If, on the other hand, monopoly power is the source of the values

which the landowner receives from the productive process, then

an increase in population and an increase in the wants of people,

irrespective of the productivity of the land, should increase the

share which the landlord receives out of the products of industry.

This latter hypothesis fits the facts exactly. The more people

there are on a given area, the higher the civilization, and the more

wants which people have, the higher will be the value of natural

resources, and the greater will be the share which the owner of

them receives, provided always that they are limited in extent and

may be monopolized under the laws of private property. Rivers

and harbors receive no share in distribution. Air and sunlight

receive no share in distribution. Neither is subject to private

property. Coal lands, timber lands, city land, agricultural land,

all of these forms of resources which are the subject of private-

property law show increased values, and receive increased shares

with the development of society and the increase in population.
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The matter may be looked at from a somewhat different angle.

Here is a ton of iron ore, and there a gram of radium. The iron

ore is worth a few dollars; the radium is worth thousands. What
is the cause of the difference in value? Nothing more than the

scarcity of one as compared with the scarcity of the other. The

gram of radium has not assisted in production any more than the

ton of iron ore has assisted in production. Iron ore is more plenti-

ful than radium, however; therefore the owner of the radium,

because he possesses a thing which is very scarce and in great

demand, may exact a high monopoly price for his product. Natural

resources share in the values created in productive processes only

when they are subject to the monopoly of private property owner-

ship, and only in proportion to their monopoly power.

v. THE MONOPOLY PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO CAPITAL

Capital like land is necessary to production. In the form of

tools it participates in the productive processes. In the form of

money and credit it likewise participates in the activities of industry.

The capitalist, by transferring credit at the bank, provides

for the erection of a coal breaker; he does not erect the breaker

himself. He merely gives into the hands of another a sufficient

amount of purchasing power to enable him to hire the labor and

buy the materials out of which the breaker is to be made. Never-

theless, the capitalist expects to receive in return for the use of his

credit a share in the products of industry.

A coal breaker standing alone could never produce anything.

The production of coal presupposes the activity of labor. In one

sense, therefore, the breaker is not productive. On the other hand,

the presence of the breaker greatly facilitates the mining and

marketing of the coal; that is, the breaker is an aid in production.

The capitalist does not erect the breaker, however. He merely

owns the power to erect a breaker, and by giving directions that

bank credit be transferred and a breaker be erected, he secures

that result. On what groimds does the capitaUst take a share

of the values created in the coal? Merely because the amount

of capital in the comjnunity is limited, and because the ownership

of capital gives the owner the right to exact a return for his owner-
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ship. The economists who insist that capital shares in distribution

because of its productivity overlook the fact that during the past

hundred years, while the productivity of capital has increased

enormously, the interest rate, or return to capital, has declined.

At one stage in the development of the country, capital was

extremely scarce and interest rates were high. Yet at that time

a given amount of capital invested in a shoe factory actually pro-

duced fewer shoes than it does today. Nevertheless, with the

passage of time, interest rates have decreased considerably. The
explanation is easy. The amount of capital in the community

has increased. Its monopoly power is therefore less; the risk

incident to investment is not so great; and although a hundred

dollars' worth of capital is more efficient today, judged by the

number of shoes it will produce, the cost of securing that capital

is considerably less than it was a hundred years ago.

The capitahst, like the landlord, receives a share in the products

of industry. He receives a share because he owns capital. His

share, moreover, is in direct proportion to the scarcity of capital

in the relation to the demand for it. The monopoly power of

ownership, and not productivity, determines that the capitahst

shall receive a share of the values created in industry.

VI. LABOR MONOPOLY AS A DETERMINER OF WAGES

Labor is necessary to production. Labor supplies the motive

force which animates industrial activity. Labor is the energizing

and directing influence in the productive processes. Used as a term

covering all forms of productive effort, labor is the hfe force of the

productive machine. The landlord and the capitahst shared in

the products of industry because of their ownership of land and

capital; labor shares in the products of industry because it is

expending energy on the industrial processes. Thus rent and

interest appear to be a return for the ownership of wealth, while

salaries and wages are a return for the expenditure of energy.

The amount received by labor for its share in production, like

the amount of rent and of interest, is determined by the extent of

its monopoly power, or by its scarcity. The unskilled laborer in

a section of the country where labor is very scarce receives a given
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wage. In another section of the country, where immigrants com-

pete fiercely with one another for an opportunity to work, a laborer

expending exactly the same amount of energy and producing the

same commodities, will receive perhaps a half or two-thirds of the

wage paid to his fellow in the district suffering from labor scarcity.

On the other hand, a laborer bargaining individually with a great

corporation or a large employer is at such a woeful disadvantage

that he can receive a wage little, if any, above the bare cost of

subsistence. Organized into a powerful imion, this same laborer

can add perhaps 50 per cent to his wages. The experience of the

building trades in various cities where there are unions and where

there are not imions amply demonstrates the difference between

the two groups of men. The man who can draw brilhantly, and

in a style which is readily demanded by the public, secures an

extremely high wage for writing advertisements. If there were

ten men of equal ability clamoring for this position, it would pay

a bare pittance. Witness the high returns to advertisement writers,

and the low returns to poets, both groups of men having equal skill

in their crafts. The wages of labor are returns in proportion to

monopoly in exactly the same sense that the interest on capital

and the rent on land are returns to monopoly power.

VII. SOME EXPLANATIONS BY ECONOMISTS

The facts in the case are so clear that one wonders why they

have been so persistently ignored. Yet for a generation, a grist of

economic books has been poured upon the market in which the

subject of distribution is discussed in terms that might be employed

by men knowing little or nothing about the facts of income dis-

tribution. Economist after economist has broached the question

of distribution, yet the reader looks in vain for a reason consistent

with fact as to why income is paid to land, to capital, and to labor.

Theories galore, purporting to explain the proportions of values

going to land, capital, and labor give in detail reasons for the

varying payments made for different pieces of land and for different

units of capital, but there is scarcely an attempt in the pages of

generally economic theory to tell why rent is paid for land, why
interest is paid for capital, and why wages are paid for labor.
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Proudhon, Owen, Thompson, Marx, George, and a few others have

set forth the reason in no uncertam terms, but the great majority

of economic writers cover the pages of their books with inconse-

quentialities about relation and proportion, when the real ques-

tion at issue is concerned with the very existence of the thing

under analysis. Well may Cannan describe such treatment as

"unscientific and illogical."* It is difficult to leave the subject

with so mild a characterization. Cannan, indeed, puts the matter

quite strongly:

Before J. S. Mill wrote, the economists had nothing to say about the

distribution of rent among landlords and the distribution of profits among
capitalists, and what little they had to say about the distribution of wages

among laborers generally took the form of a somewhat indiscriminating

eulogy of Adam Smith's illogical attempt to prove the equal advantageous-

ness of all occupation. Mill paid more attention to these subjects, but even

he had no idea of representing the explanation of the causes of the community's

income among its individual members as what it obviously should be, the

ultimate aim of all discussions on the subject of distribution.'

Whatever the final outcome of the controversy over distribution,

which was waged during the nineteenth century, it seems pretty

clear that it will not lead to any consequences of importance.

Complexity, intricacy, abstraction, and artificially created diffi-

culties are not sufficient to justify a theory. There must be some

basis in fact, where fact is available, and ultimately some appli-

cation to the affairs of the world.

VIII. THE REAL ORIGIN OF THE "PARTICIPATION" IDEAS

The economists, dating from the publication of The Wealth of

Nations in 1776, originally ascribed "productivity" to labor alone.

"All of the wealth of the world was originally produced by labor,"

writes Adam Smith (Book I, chap. v). When Karl Marx attempted

to demonstrate the labor theory of value, he found a rich field of

material in the writings of the early economists.

No one has more sympathetically interpreted the "labor

theory" attitude of this early school of economists than Edwin

' Edwin Cannan, Theories of Production and Distribution, London: P. S. King

& Son, 1903, p. 381.

' Ibid., p. 383.
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Cannan in his Theories of ProducHon and Distribution. After

showing that Adam Smith used the terms "wages," "profit," and

"rent" to mean the wages of labor, the profit of stock, and the rent

of land, Professor Cannan writes:

When it is settled that the whole revenue of the community is composed

of three great parts,—wages, profits, and rents—and it has been decided

what revenues belong to each of the three parts, the next question seems to be

into the cause of the division of the whole revenue into the three parts. Why
are wages, profits, and rents obtained by those who receive them ? No one

seems to have thought of formally asking why wages are paid, or why labor

is remunerated. It was considered "natural" that labor shoxild be remim-

erated, not only by a part, but the whole of the produce.

"The produce of labor," he says, "constitutes the natural recompense

or wages of labor. In that original state of things, which precedes both the

appropriation of land and the accumulation of stock, the whole produce of

labor belongs to the laborer. He has neither landlord nor master to share

with him. According to this view of the subject the laborer receives a part

of the produce because he produces the whole of it, and what needs explana-

tion is not that he gets a part, but that he does not get the whole. Wages
are natural and original, while profits and rent are artificial and of later intro-

duction. We are left to inquire how and why profits and rent come to be

deducted from the natural recompense of labor."'

Apparently the real problem before the modem economist is

not the explanation of the proportion of the products of industry

which goes in the form of interest and rent, but a justification of

interest and rent themselves.

Appearances indicate that the followers of Adam Smith found

the obstacles in the way of justifying interest and rent much more

serious than they had expected. Professor Cannan ascribes to

Senior an interesting effort to explain interest:

Senior was too able a man to try to make profits into wages, but he was

desirous of showing that profits, like wages, are the remxmeration of something

and hit on the idea that they are the remuneration of the conduct or the sacri-

fice involved in "abstinence." "By the word 'abstinence,' he says, "we
wish to express that agent distinct from labor and the agency of nature, the

concurrence of which is necessary to the existence of capital, and which stands

in the same relation to profit as labor does to wages." And again: "The
words capital, capitalist, and profit" express the instnunent, the person who
employs or exercises it, and his remuneration; but there is no familiar term

' Op. cit., pp. 199-200.
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to express the act, the conduct of which profit is the reward, and which bears

the same relation to profit which labor does to wages. To this conduct we
have already given the name of abstinence."^

Whatever the situation may have been in Senior's day, nothing

could be clearer at the present day than that interest is paid, not

for abstinence, but for the ownership of capital. Capital may have

been begged, borrowed, or stolen—it draws interest just the same.

The stories which many economists tell about savages abstain-

ing from the consumption of fish or rabbits while they built a

canoe or fashioned a bow and arrow make good reading, but they

are peculiarly inapplicable to the present generation. Two hundred

years ago, when the early settlers were subduing the continent,

such explanations could have been Hstened to. At that time,

when capital was scarce and hardship was universal, interest con-

stituted, in a large sense, a return for abstinence. Those who had

received interest had frequently gone without the necessaries of

life in order to accumulate savings. How different are conditions

today! Interest is still a means of compensating savers. It is

also a means which enables men to live without working. People

formerly saved in order to lay by for a rainy day. Today they

save in order to secure a share of the products of industry—an

income—for which they need expend no direct effort.

Certainly no student of modem financial transactions would

regard interest as a return for abstinence or for saving either. It is

very clearly a premium paid by the man who wants capital to the

man who has it. In the face of the facts which industry arrays

on every side, so eminent an economist as J. A. Hobson can write:

"This extra payment (interest) was regarded by classical econo-

mists as a cost or price paid for an effort or abstinence." Abstinence

is the correct term, Hobson insists, because it does suggest a painful

effort involving some human cost, some play of motives naturally

averse to saving which requires to be overcome by a positive

economic payment." On a preceding page, Hobson explains the

motive behind saving:

It is of the first importance that the ordinary business man, to whom
"saving" is apt to mean putting money in a bank, or buying shares, shall

' Carman, op. cit., p. 213.

' Work and Wealth, New York: Macmillan, 1914, p. 94.
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realize the concrete significance of his action. What he is really doing is

causing to be made and to be maintained some addition to the existing fabric

of material instruments for furthering the future production of commodities.*

Were this argument correct, only those who had ''abstained"

would get interest. As a matter of fact, people are hving in every

country of the western world who have never abstained all of their

lives, and yet who have been extravagantly supported by an assured

income. Babies, inheriting paternal fortunes, receive interest.

Business houses, investing surplus, receive interest. Interest is

paid neither for abstinence nor for saving, but for the use of capital,

with no reference to the manner in which a man came by it. Hob-

son's saver is really laying by a fund which, drawing interest at the

current rate, will enable him to live without working.

The defense of rent is even more futile than the defense of

interest. Perhaps before Henry George wrote his Progress and

Poverty there were some satisfied souls who were able to find a

justification for rent payment. There were many questioners,

however, even in the early nineteenth century. Professor Cannan

finds that, in 1814, David Buchanan, in his edition of The Wealth

of Nations, challenges rent.

But in 1814, when everyone was thinking of protection, prices, and rents,

circumstances were much more favorable. In that year the question was

definitely asked in David Buchanan's edition of The Wealth of Nations. In

a note on a passage in Book I, chap, vi, Buchanan observes: "Dr. Smith here

states that the landlords, like other men, love to reap where they never sowed,

and demand a rent even for the natural produce of their land. They do so.

But the question is why this apparently unreasonable demand is so generally

complied with. Other men also love to reap where they never sowed, but the

landlords alone, it would appear, succeed in so desirable an object."

Buchanan does not succeed in satisfactorily answering his own questions.

The price of corn, he thinks, is settled entirely by demand and supply, and the

state of demand and supply is always such that the price is sufficient to yield

a surplus above the cost of production, but he does not show clearly why this

should be so. He seems to have thought that it is because the supply of food

is "limited by the quantity of land which can be taken into cultivation."

Rent is thus made the result of the "monopoly" of land: "The profit of

monopoly stands on precisely the same foimdation as rent. A monopoly

does artificially what in the case of rent is done by natural causes. It stints

the supply of the market xintil the price rises above the level of wages and

profit."

' Work and Wealth, New York: Macmillan, 1914, p. 92.
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As he believed that rent existed in consequence of the scarcity of culti-

vable land, Buchanan, in refuting the physiocrat's theory that rent is the only

taxable revenue, was naturally led to insist on the fact that if it is "advan-

tageous to those who receive it," it "must be proportionally injurious to those

who pay it."^

There is yet one criticism which must be considered. Bearing

in mind the early theories regarding the origin of value solely in

labor, it is interesting to note, as Jevons remarks, that,

although labor is the starting point in production, and the interests of the

laborer the very subject of the science, yet economists do not progress fai

before they suddenly turn around and treat labor as a commodity which is

bought up by capitalists. Labor becomes itself the object of the laws of supply

and demand, instead of those laws acting in the distribution of the products,

of labor. Economists have invented, too, a very simple theory to determine

the rate at which capital can buy up labor. The average rate of wages, they

say, is found by dividing the whole amount of capital appropriated to the

payment of wages by the number of laborers paid ; and they wish us to believe

that this settles the question. But a little consideration shows that this

proposition is simply a truism. The average rate of wages must be equal to

what is appropriated to the purpose divided by the number who share it. The
whole question will consist in determining how much is appropriated for the

purpose; for it certainly need not be the whole existing amount of circulating

capital. Mill distinctly says that, because industry is limited by capital,

we are not to infer that it always reaches that limit; and, as a matter of fact,

we often observe that there is abundance of capital to be had at low rates of

interest, while there are also large numbers of artisans starving for want of

emplojmient. The wage-fund theory is therefore illusory as a real solution

of the problem, though I do not deny that it may have certain limited and

truthful application, to be shortly considered.

Another part of the current doctrine of economics determines the rate

of profit of capitalists in a very simple manner. The whole produce of industry

must be divided into the portions paid as rent, taxes, profits, and wages. We,
may exclude taxes as exceptional, and not very important. Rent also may
be eliminated, for it is essentialy variable, and is reduced to zero in the case

of the poorest land cultivated. We thus arrive at the simple equation : Produce

= profit+wages.*

Care has been taken to cite the criticism of men virho are ranked

high as economists. From outside of the professional ranks there

' Cannan, op. cit., pp. 221-22.

'W. S. Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy. London: Macmillan, 1911

pp. 267-69.
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sounds a perfect babel of anathema. The rhetoric of Ruskin, the

front attack of Karl Marx, and the vigorous assaults of Henry-

George are notable illustrations of the opposition that classical

economics has encountered. That these criticisms have already

had a marked effect in turning the main stream of economic thought

from wealth and production to welfare and consumption. There

remains one major task for the champions of economics as a science.

The theories of distribution must be revised to correspond with

distribution facts.

The exigencies of the situation demand a new classification of

the sharers in the products of the industrial system. Heretofore

economics has distinguished between landlords, capitalists, and

laborers, for the very absurd reason that at some time in the past,

under an agricultural civilization, such a classification was supposed

to have been accurate. Such a distinction was never particularly

valid. Its greatest justification lay in its traditional origin. It

was, moreover, an objective distinction. The same man might be

a capitalist and a landlord. Indeed, according to the writings of

the later economists, he might be capitalist, landlord, and laborer,

too, paying himself rent and interest in addition to wages.

The time has come when a new classification of the reasons for

paying income must be formulated. This classification will be

based on function rather than tradition. It will be made personal

and concrete, rather than impersonal and abstract. The new

classification, instead of contrasting the returns paid to the various

forms of wealth and to those who expend energy in production,

will make a new alignment between the returns paid to the owner

of wealth, on the one hand, and the returns paid to those who

expend energy, on the other. That classification exists in fact

in the contrast between property income (the income from property

ownership) and service income (the income from human effort).

The distinction between property income and service income

measures the relation of the income-earner as an individual to the

productive process. The capitalist and the landlord receive

returns for the ownership of property; they therefore receive

property income. The laborer receives returns for the expenditure

of energy; he therefore receives service income. The distinction
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is not absolute. The amount paid to the laborer will vary with

his monopoly power, just as the amount paid to the landlord and

the capitalist vary with their monopoly power. The classification

is, however, more accurate than the old one, in the sense that it

applies more nearly to American conditions, and it is more absolute

in the sense that it recognizes the distinct forms in which income

is now paid.



THE SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RICARDO'S
ECONOMICS

CECIL CLARE NORTH
DePauw University

Introduction

Few names in the field of the social science of the nineteenth

century outshine that of David Ricardo. Himself a man of affairs,

he assumed without serious dispute the place of leadership of the

academic thinking on economic subjects, and few leaders have

been followed with more loyal devotion than he. Moreover, the

importance of his position has not always been due to a conscious

attitude of admiration. In fact his detractors have done almost as

much to center attention upon his work as have his most faithful

disciples. This is doubtless due to the fact that his forcefulness of

thought gave an authoritative air to his work that prevented even

those who shuddered at his conclusions from questioning the ac-

curacy of his conclusions if his foundations were granted. Bonar^

has pointed out that, notwithstanding the close friendship of Mal-

thus and Ricardo, they were really engaged in contending for the

leadership of the science of political economy that traced its lineage

through the Wealth of Nations. Although each was too modest to

have entertained such an idea had it been broached to him, they

did represent methods of economic thinking which Bonar has

compared respectively to the Arminianism and Calvinism of modern

theology. The Calvinism of Ricardo won, and the economic think-

ing of the nineteenth century was, to a very considerable extent,

cast in the mold furnished by the Principles of Political Economy

and Taxation.

But, as already noted, this influence was not exerted upon

willing disciples only. While the Principles became the holy writ

of capitaUsm, it also became the storehouse of proof-texts for

* Malthus and His Work.

764
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socialism. So far as Ricardo had attempted to draw conclusions

from assumed conditions, his results were accepted as authoritative.

And because of the unflinching logic of the method by which he

seemed to carry capitahsm to its logical outcome, the opponents of

capitaUsm seized upon his work as the true picture of the capitalistic

scheme. Taking the Ricardian economics as the major premise of

their argument, they set up as the middle term the statement that

the centering of wealth in the hands of the few was detrimental

to the welfare of society. From this various conclusions were

reached, ranging from Henry George's scheme of a single tax to the

extreme measures of the Marxians. The capitalists retorted by

setting up a different middle term, namely, that the acquisition of

capital to be controlled by the few was the greatest possible blessing

to society, and their conclusions differed from those of the sociaHsts

only because of the different assumption in the middle term of their

syllogism. Both parties to the controversy, however, were agreed

that there was to be no going behind the returns in the validity of

the major premise, namely, the Ricardian economics.

There came next upon the field another group who took a

different view of the whole situation. This group represented the

labor party in England, who were not willing to go the lengths

of the Marxian sociaHsts, but who saw in the Ricardian economics

a dismal picture of the ultimate fate of all but the few who had the

special privileges conferred upon them by the capitaHstic organiza-

tion of society.'^ The attitude of this group was that Ricardo had

made a specious argument for capitalism, clothing its rights with the

sanctity of a natural law, while attempting to keep the laboring

class in subjection, by convincing them that some sort of eternal,

irresistible power had decreed that they should continue to grow

poorer while the favored few should grow richer; and that any

attempt to prevent the operation of this law was not only futile

but sacrilegious. Here again there was no attempt to find out

just what Ricardo had said and why he had said it, and whether it

was true in the way he had said it. Those who were interested

in the maintenance of the status quo proceeded to make the

^ For a picture of the opposition to the Ricardian economics from this quarter,

see Toynbee, Industrial Revolution, pp. 1-3.
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appearance of sanction from natural laws for their position go as

far as it would in helping them to keep their position. Those

who were interested in a shifting of the equilibrium continued to

regard the Ricardian economics as the paid advocate of the privi-

leged class, an argument in court rather than an impartial state-

ment of facts. They consequently denied both its sincerity and its

validity.

It would be imfair to recent economic thinking and untrue to

the facts to say that the valuation of Ricardo has not gone beyond

the stage marked by the two different sorts of controversy noted

above. But most of the discussion of Ricardo during the nine-

teenth century centered about one of these two vortexes. There

is of late a tendency to estimate Ricardo more at his true value, by

placing him in his historical perspective, and by reading his con-

clusions in the light of the conditions and economic theory which he

found at hand to work with. But there is one chapter in the task

of correctly placing Ricardo which has not been written. This

is the pointing out of the signij&cance of his conclusions in the light

of an inclusive social philosophy. Until we know to what extent

his conclusions were based on data that were essential to any inclu-

sive social theory, we cannot reach correct ideas as to his real place

in the whole of social science.

It is the purpose of the present study to show how the Ricardian

economics is related to data of social significance wider than merely

economic technique. The point of view taken is that an economic

conclusion has no significance as a social fact until it has been

related to a larger complex of human experience; that is, that the

merely economic is not truly economic*

By way of anticipation of our later argument, we hold that the

interpretation of Ricardo has failed to recognize two essential facts,

which failure has resulted in a distorted conception of what his

contribution really was, and a luring of classical political economy

on the rocks of barren sophistries. Those two facts are: (i) that

the Ricardian theories were worked out with special reference

to specific technical measures which the author was interested in

* For a complete exposition of thb point of view see Small, Adam Smith and Modern

Sociology, Chicago, 1907.
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furthering; (2) that the economic data on which his conclusions

were founded were not correlated with data of wider social signifi-

cance. The result was that these conclusions had the appearance

of universally valid principles with certain moral implications,

while in content they were technical, specific, and concerned with

only one restricted phase of human activity, hence without validity

as moral postulates or statements of social reality.

As preliminaries to our study we shall briefly review the

Ricardo literature, and attempt to find the relation of its subject

to the general philosophic thought of the period and to the particular

social situation in which he was reared and in which he worked.

The exclusively economic exposition of Ricardo Hes outside

our purpose. An account of his influence upon technical economic

thinking would require a survey of the whole of nineteenth-century

economics, and would not materially further our purpose of finding

the wider social impUcations contained in his conclusions. We
shall, therefore, in noting the Ricardo Hterature, confine attention

to those who have treated of his wider social significance.

Ricardo belongs to that group of political and economic thinkers

which reflected the rising demand for freedom in political and

economic activities. His work must be regarded largely as a wave

in that general upheaval of thought which accompanied the tre-

mendous political and economic changes of the close of the eight-

eenth century and the opening of the nineteenth. But when we
attempt to attach his work to that of specific writers we can find

little, if any, dependence, at least on his economic side, on any but

Adam Smith and Maithus, besides the "Fellow of University

College, Oxford" (Mr. West) whom he mentioned in his preface

as having written on rent. James Steuart had written on popula-

tion and agriculture, trade and industry, money and coin, credit

and debt, and taxes; and Hume in his Political Essays had chapters

on commerce, refinement of the arts, money, interest, balance of

trade, taxes, public credit, and other subjects more remotely con-

nected with economics. But Ricardo's first glimpse into the world

of technical economic thought came when, in 1799, he stumbled

upon a copy of the Wealth of Nations while staying at Bath for his

wife's health. His economic thinking was further stimulated by
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his correspondence and conversations with Maithus. Bonar^ has

shown how these two followers of Adam Smith interpreted their

master along diverging Unes. Nevertheless Ricardo is indebted to

Malthus for the theory of population on which Ricardo's theory

of wages and profits is built, and he recognizes in his preface his

dependence upon Malthus for his doctrine of rent. Bonar has

shown the very close interrelation involved in the development

of their whole thinking, and the publication of the correspondence

between them has given further proof on this point.

Ricardo's dependence upon Smith is manifest on nearly every

page. To say, however, that the Principles is but a running

comment on the Wealth of Nations is extravagant.' It is not part

of our present task to show the origin of the various doctrines of

Ricardo, but in the analysis of the text reference will be made to

the relation of his leading ideas to the Wealth of Nations. Patten^

has shown some of the specific points of this dependence, while at

the same time showing Ricardo's relation to Malthus and the parts

in which he is wholly original.

Ricardo shows in the last paragraph of his preface that he did

not regard Say as much more than an interpreter of Smith. He
may have and probably did make use of Say's work as a logical

arrangement of the ideas contained in the Wealth of Nations, but

further than this there is no evidence of dependence upon him.

PART I. REVIEW OF THE RICARDO LITERATURE

The best account of Ricardo's hfe is given by his friend and

editor McCulloch in the introduction to Ricardo's collected works.'*

It is from McCulloch also that we get the first estimate of the

character and importance of Ricardo's work. He finds in Ricardo

a master and regards his writings as the oracular enunciations of an

economic prophet. In the Literature of Political Economy (Lon-

don, 1845) he says:

This is a most able, original and profound work. Its appearance formed a

new era in the history of the science. Exclusive of many valuable correlative

* Malthus and His Work.

» For example, Cohn, System der National-Oekonomie. English tr. by Edmund J.

James {Annals American Academy, Supplement, IV, 43).

3 "The Interpretation of Ricardo," Quarterly Journal of Economics, VII, 322 ff.

* J. R. McCulloch, ed., The Works of David Ricardo, London, 1846.
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discussions, Mr. Ricardo has traced the source and limiting principle of

exchangeable value, and has exhibited the laws which determine the distribu-

tion of the various products of art and industry among the various ranks and

orders of society. The powers of mind displayed in these investigations, the

dexterity with which the most abstruse and difficult questions are unravelled*

the sagacity displayed in tracing the operation of general principles, in dis-

entangling them from such as are of a secondary and accidental nature, and

in perceiving and estimating their remotest consequences, have never been

surpassed, and will forever secure the name of Ricardo a conspicuous place

amongst those who have done most to unfold the mechanism of society

The establishment of general principles being Mr. Ricardo's great object,

he has paid comparatively little attention to their practical application, and

sometimes he has wholly, or in a great measure, overlooked the circumstances

by which they are occasionally countervailed

The brevity with which Mr. Ricardo has stated some of his most important

principles, their intimate dependence on each other, the fewness of his illustra-

tions, and the mathematical cast he has given to his reasonings, render it some-

times not a little difficult for readers unaccustomed to such investigations

readily to follow him. But those who give to his works the attention of which

they are so worthy wiU find that he is remarkably consistent in the use of

terms, and that he is as logical and conclusive as he is profound and original.

It was the opinion of Quintilian that the students of eloquence who were

delighted with Cicero had made no inconsiderable progress in their art, and the

same may, without hesitation, be said of the students of political economy who
find pleasure in the works of Ricardo: Sciat se non parum profecessi cui

Ricardo valde placebit.

Separating McCuUoch's conception of the nature of Ricardo's

work from the element of praise in his account, it seems to be

this : It is a formulation of fundamental principles without regard

to their practical applications. The circumstances which would

interfere with the carrying out of these general theories are neglected

although this does not interfere with the general validity of the

principles themselves. The difficulty in following his reasoning

arises from the brevity, the closeness of the reasoning, the lack of

illustration, and the mathematical cast of his statements. The
work is a study in abstract logic, the ability to appreciate which is

an indication of one's grasp of the nature of political economy.

DeQuincey takes practically the same view of the character and

importance of Ricardo's work.^

' "Confessions of an Opium Eater," Works, ed. Masson, III, 431-32.
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Cossa to some extent confirms the view of McCuUoch and

DeQuincey/ My later argument will show that I dissent from this

view of Ricardo. Without stopping at this point for the details

of the argument, this dissent may be stated as follows: (i) The
Principles is not a work in pure science, although it takes an

abstract form, but it is an immensely practical work that had for

its object the attainment of very practical ends. (2) Since Ricardo's

arguments were aimed at specific economic reforms of the period,

they are not wholly applicable to problems of other times and

circumstances. (3) Although Ricardo's premises were more true of

his own day than of ours, they fail so far in taking account of other

data which existed at the time, that in many cases his conclusions

are actual perversions of the truth.

A very different estimate of Ricardo from that of the three

writers noted above comes from Toynbee.* The fragment of the

essay on Ricardo which appears in this volume, while in the author's

own writing, is incomplete. Mrs. Toynbee in the preface says

that it was begun in 1879 but thrown aside unfinished because the

author was dissatisfied with it, and perhaps also because Bagehot's

Economic Studies, published soon after the greater part of the essay

was written, appeared to cover somewhat the same ground. The

ideas contained in the twenty-six pages on Ricardo are rather in

the form of suggestions than carefully worked out points. On the

first page Toynbee says:

Assailed for two generations as an insult to the simple natural piety of

human affections, the political economy of Ricardo is at last rejected as an

intellectual imposture.

Toynbee attributes both the adoration paid Ricardo by his fol-

lowers, and the antagonism of the laboring classes toward his

conclusions, to the abstract logical form of his statements. He
finds the foundations of Ricardo's conclusions in the philosophic

and economic assumptions with which he started, but of which he

was entirely unconscious.^

' Introduction to the Study of Political Economy, p. 314.

* Lectures on the Industrial Revolution, New York, 1884.

* Loc. cit., pp. 2, 3, 6, II, 12.
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It is impossible to evaluate Toynbee's estimate of Ricardo,

because of the fragmentary nature of his criticisms, and his failure

to point out from an analysis of the text of Ricardo how far he

could verify his statements. As indicated in the Preface, Bage-

hot's Economic Studies covers somewhat the same ground and in a

much more systematic manner. Toynbee's criticisms are, however,

extremely suggestive, and we shall return to the substance of them

later.

Bagehot, in his Economic Studies,^ devotes but ten pages to

Ricardo specifically, but his chapters on "The Postulates of

Political Economy" and "The Preliminaries of PoUtical Economy"
apply equally to him with the later members of the classical school.

Among the influences which impelled Ricardo to produce a

work such as the Principles Bagehot notes the following: (i) a

natural ability for reasoning from intangible data, evidenced by his

remarkable success on the stock exchange; (2) the preparation of

race—coming from a stock that has always shown an aptitude for

abstract and speculative pursuits; (3) the circumstances of the

times. The bank restriction, which gave rise to an inconvertible

currency, and the corn laws which were based upon an attempt arbi-

trarily to control the price of corn, both gave rise to animated

economic discussions which furnished him with opportunity to

exercise his abihty. (4) The abstract philosophy of the times,

which sought to deduce all laws of government and social activity

from a few a priori principles. Such doctrines "must have come
like fire to fuel" to a mind predetermined to such a method. His

lack of academic education prevented him, if he had even so

chosen, from analyzing these a priori assumptions.

Among the "postulates" of poHtical economy which Bagehot

assigns as the unreal assumptions of the classical school are:

1. The transferability of labor—the doctrine "that within the limits

of a nation labor migrates from employment to employment as increased

remuneration attracts or decreased remuneration repels it."

2. The transferability of capital—the doctrine "that it flows or tends to

flow to trades of which the profits are high, that it leaves or tends to leave those

in which profits are low, and that in consequence there is a tendency—

a

* 2d ed., London, 1888.
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tendency limited and contradicted, but still a tendency—to an equality of

profits through commerce."

3. The nature of the force which lives behind economic activity. It

assumes a pure economic impvdse, an activity based solely on the desire for

gain.

4. The nature of the object sought. This is wealth, that is, anything that

will satisfy a human desire.

5. A certain stage of economic activity, namely, one in which land is

"limited in quantity and variable in quality" and also in which "the fertility

is such that the labor of a cultivator, if he has but a very moderate degree

of knowledge and skill, will produce not only a subsistence for himself but

also many other persons."

6. A certain fixed formula for the increase of population. This formula

asserts " that in any particular society the power of parents to produce children

exceeds the power to provide for them in what those parents think sufl5cient

comfort; whence it comes that either parents must not produce all the children

they can or that if they do the standard of comfort in the population must

deteriorate, and, if the multiplication continue and the deterioration augment,

that the population must die off."^

The relation of all the foregoing to Ricardo is evident when we

read (p. 151), "The true founder of abstract political economy is

Ricardo." We shall discuss the significance of this criticism when

we come to a somewhat similar criticism by Patten.

Leslie Stephen, in his English Utilitarians (London, 1900), has

a chapter on Ricardo which interprets him in connection with the

utilitarian school. His estimate is in the main in harmony with

that of Bagehot. On p. 216 he says: "Ricardo had worked out

the main lines of the classical poUtical economy; the system which

to his disciples appeared as clean, consistent and demonstrable as

Euchd." And later: " Ricardo's purpose was to frame a calculus,

to give a method of reasoning which will enable us to clinch our

economic reasoning.""

Patten has made two very excellent studies of Ricardo, in

which he compares Ricardo with Malthus, and interprets the

foundations and point of view of the former.^ The interpretation

* For Bagehot's opinion as to the bearing of these assumptions upon the validity

of the conclusions reached, see op. cil., pp. $, 16-18.

* For Stephen's opinion as to the validity of the conclusions of Ricardo and his

followers, see op. cit., pp. 218 fif.; cf. also p. 22.

* Simon N. Patten, "Malthus and Ricardo," Publications of the American Economic
Association, IV (1889); also "The Interpretation of Ricardo," Quarterly Journal of

Economics, VII (1893), 332-52.
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is avowedly sympathetic, and accounts for the peculiar traits of

Ricardo's conclusions on the basis of his philosophical background,

his training, his environment, and the peculiar bent of his interests.

The following points may be noted: (i) Ricardo was a product of

the city and the stock exchange. He viewed the world from the

standpoint of the commercial interests and the trading world.

Rent, profit, wages were to him items of the ledger rather than

actual living processes. (2) He was dominated by a philosophical

conception which saw the world as the working out of a few simple

mechanical laws. (3) Lacking any general theory, he studied

each problem as a separate concrete phenomenon. His conclusions

therefore have not the aspect of general principles, but that of laws

of concrete activities. (4) His method was that of selecting one

cause or set of causes for each phenomenon that he studied, and

following that out into all its minute ramifications and consequences,

to the neglect of other influences.

While I find myself in hearty accord with this outline of the

premises and characteristics of Ricardo, I do not so fully agree with

one of the conclusions drawn by Patten. This conclusion is to the

effect that although it was an unreal world which Ricardo described,

nevertheless it was of the greatest advantage to have such a hypo-

thetical world carefully analyzed and presented.*

While it is true that an advantage does arise from the disen-

tanghng of complex phenomena, so that certain influences may be

traced in their purity, to state these influences as laws or principles

of social activity is nothing short of perversion of the truth. We are

not so much concerned here with fixing any praise or blame upon

Ricardo or his followers, but conscious or unconscious as Ricardo

may have been of the unreality of the world he was describing. The

Principles of Political Economy or Taxation did stand as the founda-

tion of later classical economics; and no one can easily show that

Ricardo's followers did not copy him faithfully. In the case of

Adam Smith, Professor Small has shown that his followers did not

follow his whole argument, but selected one only, the technological

element. But it is entirely different in the case of Ricardo. His

ghost cannot rise up and say that he was not taken at his word, and

* Publications of the American Economic Association, IV, 30 ff.
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his whole word. If it is true, as Patten admits, that the world he

described was wholly unreal, then it was as incorrect to call his

work "The Principles of Political Economy" as it would be to call

Moore's Utopia "The Principles of Social Science." Perhaps a

large measure of blame is to be attached to those who confused

Ricardo's world with the real world; but if we may excuse Ricardo

on the ground that he was unconscious of his blunder why may we
not excuse his followers on the same ground ?

But, I repeat, the question for us is not primarily one of fixing

the blame, but of pointing out in what respects an error was made
in regarding the economic principles of Ricardo as vaUd social

theory. I do not fully share the belief of LesHe Stephen that the

claim of scientific accuracy for the classical economy may be said

to have become obsolete. Whenever there is a refusal to consider

the whole of human personality in any matter of public poHcy, there

is generally a resort to the classical implication that the economic

factors are the sole criterion of judgment in the case. We shall con-

tinually need as close analysis as possible of the economic factors

involved in social activity, but we need also to connect these with

other equally prominent factors in making up our complete social

theory.

The Ricardian economics is indeed valuable in pointing out the

tendencies of certain economic forces; but this important function

operates as a positive hindrance to correct social theory, so long as

we are ignorant of the other factors involved in any real situation.

Many of these other factors have already been taken into account

in later economic thinking. The purpose of the present study

is to further this connecting of the Ricardian principles with other

social factors. But it does not enhance the real use to which the

Ricardian economics may be put to attempt to free its author from

all blame for the formal barrenness into which poHtical economy

fell, largely through his influence. The assumption that the eco-

nomic factors of society could be discussed independently of their

relations to other factors is in itself a sufficient ground for the indict-

ment of Ricardo.

Probably the most radical interpretation of Ricardo is that

made by Adoiph Held.^ His position is that Ricardo avowedly

» Zwei Biicher zur socialen Geschichte Englands, pp. 1 75-204.
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and consciously was working in the interest of the capitaHstic class

and, with that in view, under the guise of a severely abstract and

logical method, was holding a brief against every other interest

in society. It is doubtless true, as Held points out, that Ricardo's

work was used in the interest of capital, but it is a far cry from this

fact to some of Held's assertions/ Thus we are told that the

doctrine of rent and of the inexhaustible quahty of the soil were

set up to show that the income of landlords is unjust. Held goes

still farther and says (p. i86) that Ricardo had no interest in his

own land holdings except to get the increased social and poHtical

recognition that came from being a landowner. This is clearly dis-

proved by a letter of Ricardo to Say, published in the Letters of

Ricardo to Malthus (p. 147, note), in which he speaks as follows:

Since your visit to England I have been by degrees retiring from business;

and as our debt is enormous and the price of stock very high, I have from time

to time withdrawn my capital and have laid out much of it in land.

Hence it is plain that it was entirely on business grounds that

he became a landholder of considerable magnitude. In a speech in

the House, June 11, 1823, he says:

It would puzzle a good accountant to make out on which side my interest

predominated; I should find it difficult myself from the different kinds of

property which I possess (no part funded property) to determine the question.

It is manifestly absurd to picture Ricardo as selfishly defending

the capitahst class against the landowners because of a personal

bias.

As in the doctrine of rent so, says Held, the Ricardian theory of

profits and wages is a mere means to an end, that end being the

arraigning of labor against the landowner, and allying itself with

capital for the purpose of furthering the interests of the latter.

Held even follows his clue into Ricardo's parliamentary work,

and seems to find in his efforts at reform and sympathy with the

Radicals another case of a shrewd defense of the interests of cap-

itaHsm. In short, the key to his whole doctrine is alleged to be

capitahsm (p. 204).

The pubhcation of Ricardo's correspondence with Malthus,

Trower, and others was too late to be of use to Held in making up

» See op. cit., pp. 176, 183, 195.
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his estimate of Ricardo. His view is an extreme one, if based on

no other data than the Principles, but it becomes entirely impos-

sible when viewed in the light thrown on Ricardo by the publication

of his correspondence. His practical interests and purposes are

doubtless in evidence even in the letters, but these interests are not

a one-sided partisanship. These letters present him as a man
earnestly and candidly seeking for the truth, with no other interest

than the accomplishment of the measures of reform which the

establishment of the truth would bring. Whatever of wrong may
be laid up against the Ricardian economics, no one can charge their

author withconsciouspartisanship orwith the rdle of a narrow special

pleader for a particular interest after reading his letters. I shall

later indicate the forces by which it seems to me his thought was

unconsciously influenced, but his honesty and sincerity no one

can successfully question.

Professor Ingram in two articles^ has given a somewhat com-

prehensive exposition and criticism of the Ricardian theories. The

work is chiefly an exposition of Ricardo's economic system, but

contains some criticisms of a wider significance. The greater part

of these criticisms deals with Ricardo's method, a subject on which

so much ink has been spilled. In several sentences, however,

Ingram goes farther, and follows Held in implying that Ricardo

was a narrow and sordid defender of the capitaUstic class, who was

almost if not entirely devoid of any social sympathy. Thus he says

:

"He shows no trace of that hearty sympathy with the working

classes which breaks out in several passages of the Wealth of

Nations.^^

In another paragraph Ingram imphes that the Ricardian theory

of rent was consciously adapted to the creation of a poKtical pre-

judice. Since Ingram quotes Held, it is probable that he was influ-

enced to some extent by the unfavorable opinions expressed by

the latter on the motives and social sympathies of Ricardo. But

whether this is the case or not, the same may be said of Ingram's

criticisms which has already been said with regard to those of Held.

One sentence of Ingram's indicates that he, as many others, has

missed the essential error in the Ricardian conclusions. He says:

" "Ricardo" and "Political Economy" in the Encyclopaedia Briltannica.
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"he [Ricardo] was an economist only, not at all a social philosopher

in the wider sense, as Adam Smith or John Mill."

No just criticism would lie against an economist merely because

he confined himself exclusively to the economic field, so long as his

economics was correlated with the rest of social reality. I may
repeat here the substance of the thesis of this study, namely, that

the essential error of the Ricardian economics was that it assumed

that there could be a vaHd science of political economy without

recognition of the essential correlation of economic with other

social facts.

Jevons, in the preface of his Theory of Political Economy^, has

taken serious issue with the Ricardian economics. But Jevons'

criticism is directed largely against the logical deductive method

of Ricardo. He proposes to substitute for Ricardo's method a

purely mathematical one; that is, simply a reconstruction on a

quantitative basis.^ In addition to the matter of method, Jevons

takes issue with the Ricardian theories of rent, wages, value, on the

groimd of their relation to one another in the productive process.

The relative merits of the logical deductive method of Ricardo

and the mathematical method of Jevons, and the relations of the

factors of production to one another, are both matters that he

in the field of economics rather than in that of sociology, and do not,

therefore, call for discussion within the scope of this paper.

Among the innumerable evaluators of Ricardo, we mention

merely the following:

Richard Schiiller has undertaken a defense of Ricardo and the

other classical economists against their critics.^ He makes no

attempt, however, to take up systematically the Ricardian eco-

nomics in their essential elements and to point out the underlying

principles. His method is that of searching for proof-texts rather

than that of critical analysis.

Karl Diehl has given a somewhat voluminous criticism of

Ricardo.'* The work is chiefly devoted to a critical survey of the

' 2d, ed., 1879. ' Pp. XV and vi.

3 Die klassiscke National-Oekonomie und ihre Gegner, Berlin, 1895.

* Sozialwissenschaftliche Erlauterungen zu David Ricardos Grundgesetzen der

Volksmrtschaft und Besteuerung, Leipzig, 1905.
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doctrines of Ricardo on the technically economic side, with which

we are not here concerned. The last chapter is devoted to a general

estimate of Ricardo and his importance for the history and the

method of social science. But the discussion does not fulfil the

promise of the title. It amounts to little more than a discussion of

various phases of Ricardo's method. Diehl does not attempt to

account for the origin of Ricardo's principles, but confines himself

almost entirely to the logical character of the economic laws

involved.

P. Beauregard has a brief introduction to the Ricardian econom-

ics prefixed to his edition of the chapters of the Principles dealing

with value, rent, wages, and profits.^ The introduction is devoted

chiefly to a resume of the leading doctrines of Ricardo's economics,

with occasional remarks on the social significance of the Principles.

The author's chief criticism of Ricardo is directed against his

method and the temporary validity of his assumptions. Beaure-

gard has high respect for the depth of Ricardo's thinking,* but he

takes no notice of the lack of correlation of the economic factors with

other social elements.

A recent brief interpretation of the Ricardian economics is that

of Cannan.3 xhe position that Ricardo's work is that of an exact

logician, working in a pure science regardless of practical appHca-

tions, meets here a direct contradiction. Carman describes the

work of the whole group of nineteenth-century economists as one

of an eminently practical nature, designed to accompUsh certain

tangible results in the public poUcy of the period,^ but he does not

allow the practical aims of their work and the usefulness of their

theories for solving temporary problems to blind him to the defects

of their theories when viewed as final social theory. On p. 392 he

says: "However lucky Error may be for a time. Truth keeps the

bank, and wins in the long run. Mistakes which were harmless

in the discussion of free trade, the poor-law and the resumption of

' P. Beauregard, Ricardo: Rente, Salaires et Profits. Paris: Guillaumin's Petite

BibliothSque Cconomique.

' For example, pp. xii, xxv, xxvii.

s Theories of Production and Distribution, 2d ed., London, 1903.

4 Cf. pp. 383 and 387.
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cash payments, have often been extremely pernicious in their

influence on the later controversy." According to this view, then,

Ricardo's economics, far from being pure science, is so intensely

practical that its vision does not extend beyond the particular con-

ditions and problems with which its author was concerned. We
shall dwell at greater length on the significance of this point of view

in the section of our argument to which we now turn.

PART II. THE HISTORICAL SETTING OF THE RICARDIAN
ECONOMICS

On the basis of the foregoing review of the Ricardo literature,

we may now briefly summarize the influences which helped to give

character to our author's economic theories. These may be

grouped under the following three heads: (i) his training; (2) the

social situation and problems which confronted him; (3) the social

and political philosophy which dominated all his thinking. I do

not assume that the Ricardian economics can be entirely explained

by an analysis of these influences which played upon their author.

To do so would be to revert to the philosophy in which Ricardo

himself lived, namely, that which attempted to account for all

human activity by the particular combination of mechanical forces.

But, on the other hand, it would be an equally egregious error to fail

to recognize these influences in attempting to relate his conclusions

to general social theory.

His Ufe^ is a typical case of a man devoted during both his

period of education and his constructive period to business pur-

suits. Driven to the stock exchange at fourteen years of age

from force of circumstances, he became its master. To be master

of the market requires that one's vision be clearly fijced upon a

small section of reaUty at a time. It demands close work, decisive

action, few theories. That he was, during the entire constructive

' The sources for our information of Ricardo's life are: (i) McCulloch's brief

account in the introduction to his edition of Ricardo's works, in which he says that he is

indebted for the particulars to a relative of Ricardo; (2) Ricardo's letters to McCulloch
(edited by J. H. Hollander, Publications of American Economic Association, X); his

letters to Hutches Trower and others edited by Hollander and Bonar; and his letters

to Malthus edited by Bonar.
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period of his life, thus engrossed must have made his view of the

world essentially that of the man of affairs. That he was successful

on the exchange is evidence in itseK of a bent toward application

to minute details rather than an interest in general situations.

Nothing short of a miracle could have prevented this natural bent,

together with the dominant interest of the whole period in which

his conception of the world was being formed, from narrowing his

vision to the limited range of a practical man of business. The

world became to his intellectual vision a simple interplay of bare

economic forces. Men and events were to be explained only in the

light of their economic activity. He was led farther in the same

direction by the social conditions and problems of the period. The

changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution were already

working. Adam Smith had lived at the beginning of the great

upheaval, but he did not represent it. The industry that he speaks

of is hand industry and largely household industry. Ricardo lived

in the full swing of machine and factory production. Smith gave

to a machine the name of "labor-saving device." It was still sub-

ject to the man. Ricardo saw the man subject to the machine. He
did not consciously recognize the different economic problems pre-

sented by the difference of situation. His range of survey was not

general enough for that. He only looked out upon a world in which

the man seemed to be merely one of the instruments in production.

He did not stop to inquire whether this had always been the situa-

tion. He only saw that it was true in his world.

Moreover, capital had now become a dominant influence in

production. Here again he did not stop to inquire into the his-

torical significance of the fact. From his operations on the exchange

and from his observation of the industrial world he was forced to

recognize that capital was a prime requisite in production. Smith

had recognized the justice of a profit on stock, but it loomed less

big on his horizon than on the horizon of Ricardo. Money had now
come to the place where it could initiate industrial enterprises.

The management of property with a view of gain was the great

economic concern. Exchange and distribution were brought to

the front as the central economic activities, with production and

consumption as secondary forms.
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Production was controlled by the market and consumption was

taken for granted in the pleasure-pain economy. Since every

individual wanted to have pleasure and escape pain, he would con-

sume all he could get, and the amount he could get was governed

by the laws of distribution.

In this world, dominated by mercantile ideals and viewed

from the mercantile viewpoint, competition had come to be a

relentless struggle. This competition between traders, which was

practically the only kind that Ricardo knew, was a competition of

equal economic units. The inequality of the individual laborer

when brought into competition with the employer did not occur

to him. It was the uncompromising battle between traders that

gave Ricardo his picture. Moreover, the days of great combina-

tions and corporate interests had not yet arrived, and individuals

competed with individuals. Again, the competition that he knew

on the stock exchange was between men who knew the field. No
other occupation would give a man such general knowledge of

business conditions over the whole country. The equal knowledge

of opportunities that played such an important role as an assump-

tion in his theory was approximately a reaHty in his world.

Again, his assumption of the mobiHty of capital and labor

was based upon a measure of reaHty in Ricardo's world. Capital

and labor were moving from one trade to another, and from one

part of the country to another, with great rapidity. Here again it

was doubtless not so general a phenomenon as Ricardo assumed,

but it was sufficiently a reality to impress itself upon an unacademic

mind as a part of the regular and natural order of things, which

might easily be regarded as universal in time and space. The

appHcation of machinery was not uniform for all industries. This

led to a release of laborers from some industries and a large demand

for them in others. The result was a constant migration of laborers

from one trade to another. Moreover, the localization of industries

which was just beginning depopulated some districts and built up

others. Capital shifted rapidly from one trade to another accord-

ing as mechanical inventions raised or lowered profits in particular

trades. From 1770 till after Ricardo's death was the great period

of transition, during which capital and labor were becoming adjusted
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to the new conditions of trade and manufacture; and the world

which impressed itself upon Ricardo's mind was one of unsettled

and changing conditions/ It was but natural that he should

assume that freedom of capital and labor to move rapidly from

one trade to another was a natural and continuous condition.

From the foregoing two things are evident: (i) The economic

man, whose unreality has been so generally asserted, came much
nearer to being a reality in Ricardo's day than at any time since.

Keen, restless, relentless, seeking money and httle else, such is very

nearly a description of the actual trader that Ricardo knew, the

dominant factor in the economic activity of his day. (2) The
assumptions of free competition between equal units, general and

equal knowledge of all economic opportunities, free mobiUty of

capital and labor, all existed to a suj0&cient degree to impress them-

selves thoroughly on the mind of a practical man of affairs. But it

scarcely needs to be pointed out that the conclusions reached from

such premises would not be valid in a situation where competition

has been very largely supplanted by combination as the significant

mark of economic activity; when, even with increased means of

communication and publicity, profits in particular industries remain

hidden; when, with increasing division and specialization of labor,

its mobihty becomes a small factor; when, under great combinations

of impersonal capital, the individual laborer has practically no

choice in making a wage contract.

Not only did contemporary conditions of the industrial world

furnish Ricardo with his most important premises, they also

furnished him with his particular problems. Because of the issue

of inconvertible paper currency, there had come about a rise in the

market price of bulUon. In consequence of the depreciation of

the paper currency, property values were seriously endangered and

business conditions suffered. Ricardo saw that the solution of the

difficulty lay in a reduction of the quantity of notes in circulation till

their value might rise to a par with bullion. As a practical business

man he turned his attention to the subject and discussed it with

various friends. His views came to the attention of the editor of

* See Cunningham, " Growth of English Commerce and Industry," Modern Times,

pp. 614-20.
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the Morning Chronicle, who finally induced him to publish a letter

on the subject in the columns of the Chronicle.^ This letter

appeared in the issue of August 29, 1809, and marks Ricardo's

first venture into the field of authorship. The letter was sharply-

attacked, and Ricardo replied in the issue of September 20. His

critic replied, and Ricardo sent the last instalment of the con-

troversy for the issue of November 23. In 18 10 appeared his

first pamphlet. The High Price of Bullion a Proof of the Depreciation

of Bank Notes. This is an enlargement of the point of view set

forth in the letters, but it is not by any means simply a reprint. It

is a more systematic and elaborated setting forth of Ricardo's

monetary theory.

The purpose of the letters and the pamphlet is manifestly prac-

tical. The first paragraph of the first letter reads:

The present high market price above the mint price of gold appears to have

engrossed a great portion of the attention of the public; but they do not seem

to be suflSciently impressed with the importance of the subject nor of the dis-

astrous consequences which may attend the further depreciation of paper. I

am anxious, whilst there is yet time, that we should retrace our steps and

restore the currency to that healthful state which so long existed in this country

and the departure from which is pregnant with present evil and future ruin.

And near the close of the pamphlet Ricardo says: "We must

keep our eyes steadily fixed on the repeal of the restriction bill.""

It is evident, therefore, that the repeal of the law which made the

paper notes inconvertible was the object in view when Ricardo

began his writing on the subject of poHtical economy. His remedy

was to compel the Bank of England to redeem its notes in gold at

face value. This would naturally lead the Bank in self-defense to

call in the notes, until the smaller number caused a rise in their

value to parity with gold. His argument is the familiar one that

' The popular impression that Ricardo prepared a series of letters which were

published in the Chronicle and were systematized into the pamphlet on the high price

of bullion is due to McCulloch's carelessness in the preparation of this part of Ricardo's

biography which appears in his introduction to the works of Ricardo. For an exact

account of the appearance of the letters, their text, and the errors in McCulloch's

account, see Three Letters on the Price of Gold, an economic tract by David Ricardo

edited by J. H. Hollander.

* McCulloch, ed., Works, p. 290.
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the value of money with reference to other commodities depends

on its quantity, and that this value will be kept at practically a

level all over the civilized world if freedom of intercourse and

exchange is maintained. To make his point he falls back on a

theory of value which he took from Adam Smith and later elabo-

rated in the Principles:

Gold and silver like other commodities have an intrinsic value which is

not arbitrary, but is dependent on their scarcity, the quantity of labour

bestowed in procuring them and the value of the capital employed in the mines

which produce them This value was antecedent to and independent of

their being employed as coin and was the quality which fitted them for that

emplojrment.^

Here then, in an effort to stop the depreciation of the currency,

we find the beginnings of the theory of value which became one

of the cornerstones of the Ricardian economics. That this theory

is well adapted to his prime purpose is evident from the fact that

the Bullion Committee in its report adopted the point of view of

Ricardo. But how useful the theory was as a foundation of the

social conception of value is another matter. We shall discuss this

when we come to a consideration of the text of the Principles.

Apart from the theory of value, the treatment of rent, profi.ts,

and wages constitutes the essential part of the Ricardian economics.

But we find that this too was born out of the stress of practical poU-

tics. In 18 1 5 the question of the com laws came prominently

under discussion. Malthus put forth his essay on The Grounds of

an Opinion on the Policy of Restricting the Importation of Foreign

Corn, and another on ^w Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of

Rent. Ricardo at once accepted Malthus' general views, but

differed from him on the practical expediency of a continuance of

the restrictions on the importation of corn. He therefore wrote

his Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of Corn on the Profits of

Stock, Showing the Inexpediency of Restrictions on Importation.

Here again Ricardo's purpose was the accomplishment of a prac-

tical reform, namely the abolition of the corn laws. And as in his

advocacy of finance reform, here also he seeks to accompUsh his

purpose by the use of a theory especially adapted to the end in view.

» McCulloch, ed., Works, p. 263.
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He takes the theory of rent propounded by Malthus, and, carrying

it a step farther, draws out of it his theory of profits and wages;

but all for the purpose of showing that the interests of the country

would be advanced by cheap corn. This is evident from his

introduction.^

In order to show that the corn laws should be repealed, he

begins with the so-called Ricardian theory of rent, but actually

quotes from Malthus.* He then relates profits to rent,^ and

reaches the following practical conclusion:''

If, then, the principles here stated as governing rent and profit be correct,

general profits or capital can be raised by a fall in the exchangeable value of

food, and which fall can only rise from three causes:

1. The fall of the real wages of labour, which shall enable the farmer to

bring a greater excess of produce to market.

2. Improvements in agriculture, or in the implements of husbandry, which

shall also increase the excess of produce.

3. The discovery of new markets, from whence com may be imported at

a cheaper price than it can be grown for at home
Profits, then, depend on the price, or rather on the value of food. Every-

thing which gives facility to the production of food, however scarce, or however

abundant commodities may become, will raise the rate of profits, whilst on

the contrary, everything which shall augment the cost of production without

augmenting the quantity of food, will, under every circumstance, lower the

general rate of profits. The facilities of obtaining food are beneficial in two

ways to the owners of capital; it at the same time raises profits and increases

the amount of consumable commodities. The facilities in obtaining all other

things only increase the amount of commodities

If, then, the prosperity of the commercial classes will most certainly lead to

accumulation of capital, and the encouragement of productive industry; these

can be by no means so surely obtained as by a fall in the price of corn

If com can be imported cheaper than it can be grown on this rather better

land, rent will fall and profits will rise, and another and better description of

land will now be cultivated, for profits only. In every step of our progress,

profits of stock increase and rents fall, and more land is abandoned; besides

which, the country saves all the difference between the price at which corn can

be grown, and the price at which it can be imported, on the quantity we receive

from abroad.

As in his advocacy of finance reform, Ricardo's theories of rents

and profits were excellently adapted to their immediate end.

' McCuUoch, ed., op. cit., p. 369.

» Ibid., p. 371. 3 Ibid., pp. 371-73- • Ibid., pp. 381, 388-89.
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When, however, we turn to the Principles and find these same

theories divorced from the practical ends with which they were

first connected, we are at a loss how to judge them. The practice

has been to read the Principles by itself without reference to the

discussions under which the theories took form. But in the fight

of the origin of those theories, it is evident that to divorce them from

the practical considerations that called them forth is to miss the

whole import of the Ricardian economics.

The Ricardo fiterature has not sufficiently emphasized what

this shows as to the scope of Ricardo's vision. LesUe Stephen

to a sUght extent, and Carman to a greater extent, have pointed

out the practical purposes of these first contributions. But it

needs to be further recognized that the Principles was, because of

the origin of the arguments contained in it, necessarily a purely

technical treatise, with a social horizon that was bounded by the

money market and the price of corn. Nowhere in it does Ricardo

rise to the point of placing his argument in connection with social

facts of a wider significance.

On this point he is in marked contrast with Smith. Professor

Small has clearly pointed out^ that Smith's economic principles

were a technical treatise within a larger social philosophy. Smith

came to the Wealth of Nations with a clearly defined theory of the

whole of life, and proceeded to discuss economic principles as a

section of this larger theory, occupying a definite but limited place

in the whole. Ricardo, however, instead of proceeding from the

whole to the part, went from the part to the whole. He began with

his interest and attention fixed upon a purely technological task,

and proceeded to enlarge this into a treatise on economics in general.

And just as the Wealth of Nations shows in nearly every chapter its

relation to the larger whole, so the Principles shows equally its

origin in the discussion of matters of Hmited social significance.

To regard, therefore, Ricardo's Principles as a discussion of prob-

lems of wide social significance is to read into it a conception which

doubtless never occurred to the author. He had no clearly defined

social philosophy. He had no theory of society, consciously held,

to which his economic principles were amenable. As a man of

' Adam Smith and Modern Sociology, noted above.
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affairs, with a deep interest in the practical outcome of certain

policies, he undertook to present clear and cogent reasons in sup-

port of certain policies and against other pohcies. In doing so he

made use of a form of argument that seemed to take in general and

universally valid social laws. Having his particular problems in

mind, he in all probability did regard these conclusions as universal

in their appHcation, but only concerning those problems which he had

in mind. There is no evidence that his attention or interest was

at all fixed upon facts of a wider social significance than those

immediately concerned with business enterprises. How closely

his conclusions followed the bent of his principal interests is evi-

denced in his remark to Malthus concerning the nature of political

economy. He says:

Political economy you think is an enquiry into the nature and causes of

wealth; I think it should rather be called an enquiry into the laws which deter-

mine the division of the produce of industry amongst the classes who concur

in its formation.^

Not less important than his economic assumptions are those of

a philosophical and political character. He was, if possible, more

unconscious of the existence of these than of the former. His com-

plete divorce from academic Ufe rendered any systematic eluci-

dation of these assumptions impossible, but it also rendered his

allegiance to them all the more fixed, just because they were the

unchangeable and (by him) unseen foundations of all his thought.

Among the more important of these underlying postulates was
the beHef in the beneficence of Uberty in all departments of Ufe.

Ricardo was engaged in continuing the fight which Adam Smith had

so valiantly begun against commercial and industrial restrictions.

It was a part of the universal thirst for freedom that had seized the

leading minds of the age. Industrial and commercial freedom

and freedom of contract were bound up together with poHtical

freedom. Liberty in all departments of Hfe was the panacea for all

human ills. There was no malady of the social body that would

not undoubtedly disappear before the wonderful magic of this

new-found power.

* Letters of Ricardo to Malthus, p. 175.
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Closely connected with this conception was that of the identity

of individual and social interests. If left free to choose for himself,

the individual would eventually do that which would be best for

both himself and society. The good of society was simply the

simi of the good of individuals. Bentham said that he was

the spiritual father of James Mill and that Mill was the spiritual

father of Ricardo, so that the latter was the spiritual grandson

of Bentham.^ The whole system of narrow individualism was the

unconscious background of all of Ricardo's philosophizing. Bonar*

has attempted to show that Ricardo's individualism came from

Smith rather than from Bentham, that all his political and social

philosophy was reached through his economic doctrine of industrial

and economic laissezfaire. It is doubtful whether we have sufficient

data concerning Ricardo's relation to Bentham to reach any valid

conclusion on this point, but for our present purposes it is unneces-

sary to raise the question of the source of his individualism. It is

certain that if he did get it from Smith it was a very distorted copy.

The important thing, however, is that Ricardo reflects the atomistic

social philosophy of the period, and never thinks it necessary to

question its validity.

In the essay on The High Price of Bullion we have a frank

expression of this:

It is self-interest which regulates all the speculations of trade, and where

that can be clearly and satisfactorily ascertained we should not know where to

stop if we admitted any other rule of action.^

Again, in a speech on parliamentary reform, he says, concerning

the forces that move men to action:

Let me know what the state of their interest is and I will tell you what

measures they will recommend

The sanctions of religion, of public opinion and of law all proceed on this

principle, and that State is most perfect in which all these sanctions concur

to make it the interest of all men to be virtuous, which is the same thing as to

say, to use their best endeavor to promote the general happiness.^

» Bowering's Life of Bentham, quoted by Bonar, Letters of Ricardo to Malthus, p. 55.

* Letters of Ricardo to Malthus, pp. xi-xv.

* McCulloch, ed., Works, p. 29a.

* Ibid., p. 554.
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Behind all this was the firm belief in a natural order which was

the norm to which all hmnan activities tended to conform if left

free to do so. There was always one right way of doing anything,

and only one right way. The ideal of industrial and commercial

activity, as well as of moral and poHtical actions, was to find out

what this absolute norm is and then permit men to conform to it.

The possibiUty of a given type of activity being normal under

one set of circumstances and abnormal under others was a heresy

undreamed of in the philosophy of the period.

And not only was there one norm for all men and all activities

to conform to, but all men were made in exactly the same mold,

and could be explained by a few simple terms. The association

psychology and the pleasure-pain scheme of utilitarianism would

enable one beforehand to describe the activity of any man, pro-

vided one knew the mechanical influences that would be brought

to bear upon him. Given a few simple forces that played upon an

individual, and his activity in any direction was as certain as that

the tides would rise and fall in response to planetary attraction and

repulsion.

A world operated by fijced and eternal natural laws, which

always tended to approach an absolute norm, a world where free-

dom was not only possible but desirable above all things, where

the good of all would inevitably result from each seeking his own,

and a race of men whose actions were the mechanical results of

external forces operating through a response to a pleasure-pain

economy, were the materials that furnished a background for

Ricardo's economic abstractions.

But the Ricardo that we see in the Principles was not the

Ricardo of real life. Because people have insisted on seeing in the

Principles a complete scientific work, the embodiment of all his

philosophy of life, they have of necessity created a picture of a cold,

heartless, sordid, scheming capitalist whose whole world had

dwindled to the mad fight for wealth. Held, whose view we have

noted above, is a typical exponent of this phase of opinion.

Scarcely anything could be farther from the truth. His corre-

spondence reveals him as a warm friend. Malthus, with whom
he had the sharpest differences on economic problems, writes
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that he never, loved anybody out of his own family so much.

And the austere James Mill was overcome with grief at his death.

His career in the House of ParUament shows a warm espousal

of reform measures. The extension of the suffrage, more frequent

sessions of ParUament, secret voting, reform of the poor law, reform

of the method of choosing members of ParUament, freedom of the

press, all found in him an active and alert advocate. In a letter

to McCuUoch he refers to being treated as an ultra-reformer,^ and

in writing to Malthus he remarks that in six walks James Mill and

himself could make a "very tolerable reformer" of Malthus."

In another letter to Malthus,^ in speaking of the poUtical conditions

in France, he says:

I hope in that quarter there will be no interruption of the present order

of things for some time to come; but if they do make a movement, I trust it

wiU be for the purpose of securing more effectually the liberty of the people by

perfecting as far as human means can perfect the representative system. There

is nothing on which the happiness of the great body of people so much depends.

Surely these are not the words of a man who, either from atrophy

of a part of his humanity or from conscious purpose, was interested

only in a narrow economic activity.

McCulloch tells us that he contributed to nearly every benevo-

lence in London and supported entirely two schools and an alms-

house near his country seat. In writing to Malthus in reply to some

observations the latter had made on the condition of the people in

Ireland, Ricardo says:

Happiness is the object to be desired and we cannot be quite sure that,

provided he is equally well fed, a man may not be happier in the enjoyment of

the luxury of idleness than in the enjoyment of the luxuries of a neat cottage

and good clothes. And after all we do not know if these would fall to his

share. His labour might only increase the enjoyments of his employer.^

There is nothing to show that, when he was not beset by the

apparition of the economic man, his philosophy of Ufe did not

hold, without any questioning, happiness and well-being as the

goal of all human effort. It would be a difficult task indeed to

show that he was not a lover of his kind and completely human in

* Letters of Ricardo to McCulloch, Letter XV.

« /did., Letter LXVI. J /itd., Letter LXXIL * /W<i., Letter LXI.
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his whole attitude toward life. It was only when he put on the

colored glasses of a segregated political economy, and attempted to

describe economic activity as an isolated phenomenon, that he

saw the world awry. Or rather, his attention became so fixed upon

this small section of reality that he described it as though he wer e

describing the whole of life. His followers forgot the circumstances

that had limited his vision to a narrow technology, and took it for

granted that he was describing actual social reaHty. They went

on implicitly denying the existence of any other elements in life

until classical pohtical economy found itself an esoteric system of

dismal sophistries. We must hold Ricardo responsible for making

the first great departure from the inclusive moral philosophy of

Smith, but we must also hold his followers responsible for failure to

see that Ricardo's pohtical economy was not his whole philosophy

of Hfe; that the lack of correlation between his economics and a

larger social philosophy was due to such peculiar circumstances as

his training, the social and pohtical philosophy of the period, and

the technical, concrete problems which attracted his attention.

Such recognition would have resulted in placing Ricardo in a much
more favorable and just light before a later generation, and also

in helping to save pohtical economy from becoming the science

of an unsocial commercialism.

We may summarize the thesis of our argument as follows : The

defect of Ricardo's Principles is not that his conclusions lack prac-

tical appHcation. They are intensely practical, in that they

represent the efforts of an entirely human, pubhc-spirited man to

solve some specific problems pecuhar to his day. The process

consisted of passing a particular social philosophy and some par-

ticular social facts through the mind of an intensely practical and,

at the same time, intensely abstract thinker. The outcome was

conclusions whose chief defect lies in the fact that they treat eco-

nomic activities as separable from the whole of human experience;

from which point of view was developed a political economy that

was unreal and non-moral where not actually immoral in its

influence.

We shall now subject Ricardo's Principles to an analysis, in

order to point out in what respects the treatise is a narrow
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technology, whose lack of correlation with a larger moral order

renders its conclusions invalid for an inclusive social theory.

PART III. ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT

Preface: The Method and Scope of Political Economy

As to Ricardo's method little needs to be said. That in form

at least it is rigidly and uncompromisingly logical has required no

demonstration to anyone who has read a page of the Principles.

That it is in reality not so logical is a fact that has not been so

generally recognized. Mr. Conner, in the introduction to his

edition of The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, has

pointed out in some detail the illogical character of much of it, the

numerous and almost inexcusable errors, and the faulty arrange-

ment. But undoubtedly the particular cast of Ricardo's mind,

which gave to his work such an abstract character, has in itself

much to do with the estimation of his work as a treatise in pure

science. That is, the form has given to the content a character

that would probably not otherwise have been attributed to it.

Ricardo undoubtedly regarded science as an elucidation of

general principles divorced as far as possible from particular facts.^

In short, the science of political economy, for Ricardo, should dis-

engage itself as far as possible, in form, from any explanation of

actual situations, and confine itself to those general principles or

forces that operate over a wide area and through wide differences

of circumstances. We have already commented on the fact that

in reality Ricardo was not, in content at least, following this ideal,

even though he may have thought that he was. His principles were

worked out with special reference to concrete problems, such as the

high price of bullion, the corn laws, and the poor laws. However

much he may have thought that he was pursuing an abstract

science, in reality his mind was directed toward the solution of these

concrete problems. His method was not, therefore, in keeping with

his actual purpose.

And not only was his real purpose closely connected with actual

situations; his philosophy, both social and political, was of the

earth, earthy. That is, even when he thought that he was escaping

' Letters of Ricardo to Malthus, Letters IX, LIII, LXXI, XXXVI.
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from the entanglements of earthly details and declaring principles

that were true of human nature under all circumstances of time and

place, he was actually describing the EngUsh world of the early

nineteenth century, or rather the particularly small part of it that

came under his business man's vision, and looking at this small

section of reality through the colored glasses of the laissez /aire

philosophy of the period, and the mechanical associational psy-

chology which explained all men as automatons that worked accord-

ing as the pleasure or pain string was pulled.

In short, the method that Ricardo essayed was neither con-

sistent with his actual purpose nor possible of appHcation, in strict-

ness, by any writer, and least of all by one whose training and

experience had rendered it impossible for him to analyze the two

presuppositions that beset him like the unobserved ether.

As to the content of poHtical economy, we find his conception in

the first three paragraphs of the Preface to the Principles.^ Accord-

ing to Ricardo the central problem for political economy is distri-

bution. Production is governed and directed by the market.

Hence any theory of it is unnecessary, since it will be explained

when the operations of the market and exchange are explained.

Consumption, likewise, is a secondary phenomenon. Consump-

tion is pleasure, privation is pain. Every individual will secure all

of the one and avoid all of the other that is possible. The exact

amount that he is permitted to consume is determined by the laws

governing the distribution of the goods of the community.

We have here in essence all that is required for the typical shop-

keeper's economy. Adam Smith had taken consumption as the end

of all economic activity. Ricardo does not expHcitly declare that

any other end is the goal of the economic activity which he describes,

but it is the emphasis which he puts upon distribution and exchange

which leads the way for later writers wholly to neglect consumption.

Doubtless a few Socratic questions put to Ricardo would have

elicited the fact that he too regarded the consumption of the goods

of Hfe as the real goal of economic activity. But here at the begin-

ning we find this unconscious impHcation that economic activity

' The references to the text of the Principles are to the edition of E. C. K. Conner,

Bohn Libraries, London, 1903.
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could be divorced entirely from all the moral ends of life, and
studied as an activity which has its beginning and its end in itself.

A viewpoint which had consciously recognized the necessary corre-

lation of the distribution of wealth with the object for which it was
distributed would have prevented that omission of consumption

from classical economics which was in large measure responsible

for many of its non-moral if not immoral consequences.

Production, while equally neglected with consumption here,

does find its place later as an essential and primary part of the

process. In fact, it came to assume the place that consumption had

occupied for Adam Smith, the goal of the activity. The process

by which this took place is a chapter in later economic history with

which we are not concerned at this point. As we shall see later,

there were elements in Ricardo's treatment of capital which directly

furthered this step, but here it is sufficient to note that the first

step is taken toward bounding the horizon of economic activity

by its own circuitous processes when the goal of consumption is

omitted.

We should not leave this point without repeating that there is

no purpose whatever evident here on the part of Ricardo thus to

limit his field. There simply is an unconscious impHcation. But

the implication, unconscious as it was, opened the way for that

philosophy of life which exalted the trader into the position of the

arbiter of human destiny.

When Ricardo divides society into three classes according to

their particular share of the profits—the landlord, the owner of

capital, and the laborer—^he is simply naming the divisions of the

society of his day. It never occurred to him that there could be

a division based upon any other principle. For him that was the

"natural" or normal state of society at all times and in all stages

of development. To have suggested that there had one day been,

or that there would in the future come about, a situation in which

there was a different division, would have caused as much surprise

as to have questioned the rightness of the system. In fact, it is

hard to see how there would be any science of political economy

left for Ricardo if his system of society should change; since, as he

saw it, the problem of economics is to determine the portions which
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fall to the various classes of society as constituted in his day. If, for

example, we should institute the division suggested by Plato in his

Republic—the rulers, the defenders, and the laborers—it would

puzzle anyone to see how the division of the goods of society could

be made on the same basis as it was in Ricardo's day. Moreover,

in our own day, when the government has undertaken various

economic activities, it requires a wholly artificial division of the

products of such activity to say that a part is rent, a part interest,

and a part wages, when the community as a whole is at once

capitalist, producer, and consumer.

With Ricardo the prevaiHng division is no temporary one which

may give place to some other sort under different circumstances. It

is the "natural course" into which "the produce of the earth—all

that is derived from its surface by the united apphcation of labour,

machinery, and capital—is divided among the three classes of the

community." In "different stages" the proportion "will be

essentially different," but in all stages these are the three "natural"

ones. We need enter into no exposition of the different apphcations

of the terms rent, profit, and wages by later economists, to see that

Ricardo's division is not the essential and "natural" one under all

circumstances. On the other hand, it does not diminish the real

value of Ricardo's conclusions, as important steps in the develop-

ment of economic thinking, to recognize that his division is not a

final one. It is important to note, however, that the limitation that

he thus puts upon poKtical economy would render it a mere jumble

of words if applied to a different social situation from that which he

was describing. It indicates that he was describing some of the

external phenomena of economic activity, rather than the funda-

mental character of such activity as an integral part of the whole

social process.

In the second paragraph of the Preface Ricardo hints at a

line of investigation which, if followed out, would have carried

him far from the conclusions which he did reach. He says that in

the different stages of society different portions will fall to the

several classes. This is essentially a dynamic conception of society,

a conception of a process in which, with each new step, there is a

readjustment of the constituent forces and the striking of a new
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equilibrium. It is impossible of course to know how far Ricardo

recognized such an idea as a dynamic one. It raises, however, an

interesting speculation as to what the results would have been had

he allowed that idea to become operative in his treatment. Stand-

ing as it does, it only helps to throw into bolder outlines the rigidity

of the statical conception which he actually developed.

The factors determining the actual division are, "mainly," says

Ricardo, the fertility of the soil, the accumulation of capital and

population, the skill, ingenuity, and instruments employed in agri-

culture. Here again it is impossible to determine the exact mean-

ing. The term "mainly" may indicate only the more generally

important factors or may indicate practically all the factors that

Ricardo recognized as of any importance. Such elements as differ-

ent degrees of efficiency of labor, the combination of laborers into

organizations, and the massing of capital into enormous impersonal

agencies of control are examples of some other factors that might

consciously creep in through this loophole if a loose construction

is to be appHed to Ricardo's words. We shall see, however, that

in his treatment he confines himself to those factors that he regards

as the "main" ones, thus implying at least that the others are

negligible.

Chapter I: Value

Section I.—
The value of a commodity, or the quantity of any other commodity for

which it will exchange, depends on the relative quantity of labour which is

necessary for its production, and not on the greater or less compensation which

is paid for that labour.^

It would be entirely beside our purpose to enter here upon any

criticism of the Ricardian theory of value, on its economic side.

This has been done in detail and with painstaking effort by many
economists. We propose merely to point out some of the more

important sociological impHcations imbedded in the theory.

Here, as in many other places, it is difficult to know whether the

vagueness and apparent inconsistencies are due to an indefinite-

ness in thought, or to his oft-mentioned literary infehcities. His
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obvious object is to show that value is a relative matter.^ But in

the following he manifestly is groping after some absolute standard

:

Two commodities vary in relative value, and we wish to know in which

the variation has really taken place. If we compare the present value of one,

with shoes, stockings, hats, iron, sugar, and all other commodities, we find that

it will exchange for precisely the same quantity of all these things as before. If

we compare the other with the same commodities, we find it has varied with

respect to them all: we may then with great probability infer that the variation

has been in this commodity, and not in the commodities with which we have

compared it. If on examining still more particularly into all the circumstances

connected with the production of these various commodities, we find that

precisely the same quantity of labour and capital are necessary to the production

of the shoes, stockings, hats, iron, sugar, etc. ; but that the same quantity as

before is not necessary to produce the single commodity whose relative value

is altered, probability is changed into certainty, and we are sure that the

variation is in the single commodity; we then discover also the cause of its

variation.*

If of two commodities one only has varied, there must be some

fixed standard from which it has departed, for if the variation were

relative there would be no need of ascertaining which one had

changed, since with reference to the other each has changed.

Here we find an excellent example of Ricardo's inabiHty to

escape from his assumptions, and the assumption here is the

existence of a natural, normal, absolute something behind all social

phenomena. While trying to estabUsh the relative character of

value, there lingers in his mind the feeling that there was a natural

something, all departures from which were temporary and in the

nature of exceptions. This idea of absoluteness runs through

all the poHtical and social philosophy of the period. There was one

right way and only one right way of doing anything. PoHtical

economy was the science that dealt with eternal fixed laws and

principles in the realm of economic activity, and, while particular

cases were generally imperfect results of the working of these laws,

the departure from the absolute was a temporary exception which

might for scientific purposes be neglected. This idea Hes behind

many of the injustices of social relations that were perpetuated in

the name of natural law. We shall see later how it worked out in

the theory of wages. As applied to the sphere of government it

'P. II. =>?. 12.
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took the form of laissez faire, and as applied to ethics it erected a

code of conduct that found its completest expression in the Kantian

ethics. Ricardo gives it its best expression in political economy.

A second fundamental assumption is found on p. 7

:

In speaking then of commodities, of their exchangeable value, and of the

laws which regulate their relative prices, we mean always such commodities

only as can be increased in quantity by the exertion of human industry, and on

the production of which competition operates without restraint.

Ricardo is to discuss only those commodities on the production

of which competition operates without restraint. Just how far this

is a picture of what Ricardo actually saw in the world in which he

lived it is impossible to say. It may be granted, however, that

what he saw in the industrial and commercial world at large, and

particularly in that branch of it on which his almost Hfe-long

attention was fixed, corresponded much more nearly to this state-

ment than conditions do today. It may also be granted that the

degree to which it was true in his particularly restricted world

would have considerable tendency to convince a man of affairs that

it was generally true. But it cannot be granted that any such con-

dition as he describes ever did actually exist in all its rigidity. If

he meant that he was describing the operation of general laws that

were sometimes interfered with, and that therefore he was abstract-

ing from the sum total of social phenomena, for the purpose of study-

ing these laws by themselves, we may reply that he is only describing

what might be if things were not as they are. Senior carries this

point of view to its logical end when he says: "Political economy

is not greedy of facts; it is independent of facts." No argument is

necessary today to show that a state of unrestrained competition

is neither desirable nor possible. A political economy based upon

such an assumption, therefore, can at best show only the tendencies

of certain forces operating in conjunction with other forces. But

when the existence of the other forces is either denied or entirely

neglected, such a poUtical economy ceases to be a science, even in the

most attenuated conception of the term.

The measure of value, says Ricardo, is the quantity of labor

expended on the production of a commodity.^ He was too thor-

' Pp. 7 and 8.
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oughly imbued with the hedonistic philosophy not to feel that labor

cost ultimately was measured in pain. But not being an academic

philosopher, he makes no explicit statement that the amount of

pain suffered was the real measure of value. If he had done so he

would have been confronted with the difficulty of measuring pain.

His lack of academic finesse, however, saved him the trouble of

going farther back than simply to quantity of labor.

Ricardo's whole discussion of value and price takes Smith's dis-

.cussion as the starting-point. And although he criticizes Smith

for failure to recognize the variabiHty of labor as a measure of

value, he does not depart far from Smith's theory of value.' The

passage cited makes it evident that Ricardo failed, just as Smith

did, to make clear the difference between the measure of value and

the source of value. He apparently is discussing only the measure,

but falls back frequently into an assumption that labor is the

source as well as the measure. Undoubtedly this failure on the

part of both Smith and Ricardo is largely responsible for the con-

clusion which Marx later drew from the labor-cost theory of value;

namely, that since labor is the sole foundation of value, the entire

product of labor belongs by moral right to the laborer. It is evi-

dent that Ricardo did not raise the question as to the ethical import

of his statement that value depends on the quantity of labor in-

volved in production. It meant no more to him for purposes of

moral evaluation than the statement that the force of a stream of

water issuing from one end of a water main depends on the amount
and the pressure at the other end. But the theory was made use

of by those who were concerned with its moral import, and it is in

this connection that its defects appear. In the first place, the whole

theory of value has undergone a thorough change since Ricardo's

day, in the taking of the issue out of the field of mere external

phenomena into the psychological. The ultimate nature of value

is to be found somewhere in a subjective appreciation more than

in the nature of the external commodities evaluated.

Furthermore, we see that the labor-cost theory of value belongs

to an individualistic conception of society and a state of handicraft

industry. Smith, who gives the original impulse to the theory,

* See pp. 8-9.
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was describing an industrial situation in which the contribution of

each individual could be much more easily detected than today.

If Smith and Ricardo are right in saying that value depends upon

the amount of labor required to produce the commodity, then

Marx is right in saying that the whole value belongs to the laborer.

It needs to be remembered, of course, that Ricardo and Marx did

not mean the same thing by the term "labor." With the former

it includes the part played by capital; with the latter it means only

the physical force exerted by the personal element in production.

What both fail to see is that value is a social creation; and in the

complex situation of the capitalistic regime it is impossible com-

pletely to separate in any given situation the actual contribution of

any one of the various factors in production.

Advancing still another step, it may be asked what grounds

we have for saying that the well-being of society depends upon the

awarding to each factor, whether a class or an individual, the

exact share due him from his contribution. Such an ethical claim

is valid only when each factor is considered as an atom in the social

whole. If the welfare of the whole is something different from and

above the sum of the welfare of all the individuals, then the com-

pensation returned to any one factor is ethical in proportion as it

furthers the welfare of the whole. It is entirely possible that this

general good may sometimes demand that any one factor in pro-

duction may receive more or less than it has actually contributed

to the process. This is not to fix any scheme of distribution that

shall, on the basis of privilege, give a permanent advantage to any

one of the factors. On the contrary, it is a demand that the scheme

of distribution be held constantly subject to the general good rather

than the individual good. And just as there are practical difficulties

in determining the actual contribution of any one factor in the

production of a commodity, such as to render an exact computation

impossible, just so there are ethical difficulties in attempting to

return to each individual or class his particular share on the basis

of his contribution, even if this could be determined.

Section II.—Here we find a good illustration of Ricardo's con-

ception of society as statical. The proposition which he sets

himself to prove is indicated in the title: "Labour of different
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qualities differently rewarded. This no cause of variation in the

relative value of commodities." The argument is stated in the

first paragraph:

In speaking, however, of labour, as being the foundation of all value, and

the relative quantity of labour as almost exclusively determining the relative

value of commodities, I must not be supposed to be inattentive to the different

qualities of labour, and the difficulty of comparing an hour's or a day's labour,

in one employment, with the same duration of labour in another. The esti-

mation in which different qualities of labour are held, comes soon to be adjusted

in the market with sufficient precision for all practical purposes, and depends

much on the comparative skill of the labourer, and intensity of the labour

performed. The scale, when once formed, is liable to little variation. If a

day's labour of a working jeweller be more valuable than a day's labour of a

common labourer, it has long ago been adjusted, and placed in its proper

position in the scale of value.'

This is a description of a society which is as much determined

by its past judgments as were the citizens of Hobbes's state,

whose far-off ancestors had contracted away the freedom of man-

kind for all future time. Any appreciation of the historical point

of view whatever would have led Ricardo to realize that not only

do the valuations put by society upon different sorts of labor fail

to remain fixed, but that they do not even become fixed. Any
of the myriad factors that go to shape public opinion, or turn the

direction of the attention of any section of society, will make for the

higher evaluation of some kinds of labor and the depreciation of

others. And so constantly are these forces operating that there

is a continual flux in the relative appreciation put on different sorts

of labor. The labor of the clergy is a case in point. Although

Ricardo probably would not have regarded such effort as productive

labor, we do regard today the work of the clergy as one of the tasks

which society has to perform. It would be extremely hard to find

any period of long duration during which the appreciation that

society shows for this work has been constant. The shifting of

belief, the efficiency of the ecclesiastical organization, the standard

of popular intelligence, and a hundred other factors are forever

forming and reforming new situations that call for a higher or

lower appreciation which society maintains toward the priesthood.

'P. IS. .
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Every other body of workmen in society is subject to the same

sort of changes which affect the valuation of their work. And
because of this the value of the commodities which they produce is

a constantly shifting one.

Section III.—
Not only the labour applied immediately to commodities affects their

value, but the labor also which is bestowed on the implements, tools, and

buildings, with which such labour is assisted.

Here we have the entrance of capital into the argument. Ricar-

do again goes back to Smith for his starting-point.'' Ricardo never

thought, of course, that any justification for the taking of profits was

necessary. He is describing merely what he takes to be the facts

that exist. That there could be moral problems connected with the

payment of an income to capital was a possibility that lay outside

the circumference of his economic vision. But here as elsewhere

his description of facts has passed into an assumption of moral

justification in the mind of the business world, and those who have

made such an assumption have not stopped to inquire into the

naivete of regarding the making of bows and arrows by savages as

fulfilHng exactly the same function as drawing a check for the pay-

ment of the wages of laborers in modem society. The labor that

a savage puts into a weapon or canoe is no more parallel with the

operation of capital in the modern world than are the daily occu-

pations of the savage comparable to the round of events entering

into the life of a Wall Street operator. They are both dominated

by certain fundamental human interests, and both seek to satisfy

these felt wants by indirect rather than direct means. But the

economic fact that a savage may kill more deer with a bow and

arrow than without, and the moral fact that he is entitled to have

more deer because he has made the weapon, throw little Hght on

either the source of the justification or the profits of the modern

investor in securities. The most that can be made out of the

analogy is a presumption in favor of a recompense to tool capital.

But the great moral questions are not those connected with a

reward to the man who invests some of his time or luxuries in tools.

' Cf. pp. 17, x8.
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To compare the modern capitalist, who is a member of a syndicate

that controls the operations of vast industries, and whose personal

consumption varies all the way from automobiles and grand opera

to buying foreign titles for members of his family, with the individual

who does without a meal that he may use the time required for

supplying the meal in making a weapon, is rather far-fetched if not

actually humorous.

Furthermore, we may question the validity of the assumption

that the economic motives are the only ones operating in the

savage mind, or any other mind, in estimating the value of com-

modities or the factors used in the production of the commodities.

Ricardo says again:

Suppose that in the early stages of society, the bows and arrows of the

hunter were of equal value, and of equal durability, with the canoe and imple-

ments of the fisherman, both being the produce of the same quantity of labour.

Under such circumstances the value of the deer, the produce of the hunter's

day's labour, would be exactly equal to the value of the fish, the produce of

the fisherman's day's labour. The comparative value of the fish and the game
wotild be entirely regulated by the quantity of labour realized in each ; what-

ever might be the quantity of production, or however high or low general

wages or profits might be. If for example the canoes and implements of the

fisherman were of the value of £100 and were calculated to last for ten years,

and he employed ten men, whose annual labour cost £100 and who in one day

obtained by their labour twenty salmon; If the weapons employed by the

himter were also of £100 value and calculated to last ten years, and if he also

employed ten men, whose annual labour cost £100 and who in one day procured

him ten deer; then the natural price of a deer would be two salmon, whether

the proportion of the whole produce bestowed on the men who obtained it,

were large or small.'

Here Ricardo fails to see that at any moment the savage may
change his estimation of the value of the bow and arrow in relation

to that of the canoe on grounds entirely divorced from the amount

of labor consumed in the construction of either. The priest may
forbid him to eat deer on certain days of the week, or the "first

families" of the tribe may declare that it is no longer fashionable

to eat deer, or the chief may discourage the killing of deer because

it involves getting into trouble with a neighboring tribe, any of

which facts would alter the comparative value of the deer and of

* Pp. 20-21.
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the instruments which were used in getting it. Similarly, in the

modern world, the valuation of any commodity and of the instru-

ments used in its production may change in response to any one of

a thousand social influences beyond the economic.

The remainder of the chapter on value (sees. IV-VII) is taken

up with the discussion of exceptions to the principles set forth in the

first part of the chapter, and with corrollaries of a purely technical

character.' These sections merely elucidate the technical varia-

tions of the main theme suggested in the titles, without advancing

principles of any significance beyond the most specifically economic.

The relation of wages and profits and rent, referred to in sec. VII,

will be discussed when we come to Ricardo's completer treatment

of those topics.

Chap. XX properly belongs here. Its title, "Value and Riches,

Their Distinctive Properties," might indicate a discussion of the

sociological significance of these two categories. The argument

is confined, however, to showing that while riches have to do with

the quantity of goods, value is a relative term applied to the diffi-

culty or facility of production; a point of distinction that is largely

a matter of terminology and, at the most, a matter of mere economic

technique.

Chapter II: Rent

The attaching of Ricardo's name to the doctrine of rent which is

set forth in the Principles is one of those chances of fortune which so

frequently result in credit or blame to a man for a doctrine that was

not at all his own from the standpoint of originality. Ricardo

laid claim to no originality in his doctrine of rent. In his Preface

he distinctly assigns the authorship of it to Maithus and a "Fellow

of University College" (Mr. West, after Sir Edward West.) It

is evident that Ricardo merely makes use of the doctrine, as it had

been formulated for him, as a Unk in his general theory of dis-

tribution. He probably did not know, since he does not mention it,

that Anderson had really stated the essence of the doctrine before

Malthus and West. Ricardo seized upon it at once as an excellent

means of helping to explain the manner in which the goods of society

« See pp. 23, 32, 36, 40.
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were distributed among the various classes—which, as we have

seen, was for him the central problem of political economy. And it

is probably just because it became such an integral part of his

general theory that this doctrine of rent has ever since borne his

name. In fact, it constitutes a cornerstone if not the keystone in his

whole argument. His doctrine of value would hang in the air if it

were not for the doctrine of rent to connect it to the general theory

of wages and profit. The iron law of wages and a pre-established

rate of profit would fail of their social significance if they were not

connected with it. In the first paragraph of the chapter Ricardo

states the significance of the discussion of rent to be for the purpose

of finding out if the phenomenon of rent causes any variation in the

labor-cost theory of value, which Hes at the basis of his theory of

distribution,^ Rent is defined as "that portion of the produce of

the earth which is paid to the landlord for the use of the original

and indestructible powers of the soil."

The quality of the land depends, however, as the theory ex-

phcitly explains not upon its original resources only, but upon the

capital spent in enriching and improving it. Hence the expendi-

ture of capital on the land must be taken into consideration when

we are determining the relative value of two fields.^

Our discussion here of the Ricardian theory of rent is not con-

cerned with the specifically economic phases of the subject.

Whether there are such entities as "original and indestructible

powers of the soil," or whether the phenomenon of rent should be

applied to other factors of production besides land, are questions for

the economists to determine, as is also the precise statement of the

technique of the process by which rent appears at all. There are,

however, questions of the import of rent for social welfare that the

economic technique is not quahfied to handle and which fall,

properly, within the scope of sociological discussion.^ We are

concerned only with such sociological impHcations in the Ricardian

theory of rent.

Adam Smith's treatment of rent was not consistent or clearly

defined. Both Malthus and Ricardo point out that although at

' Pp. 44-47. ' P. 48.

3 For a clear statement of this point of view see Small, Adam Smith and Modern
Sociology, pp. 142-48.
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times he seems to see clearly the fundamentals of the correct doc-

trine, in other passages he accepts the popular theory that rent

is a part of price. But the important thing for us in Smith's

treatment of the subject is that he nowhere seems to regard rent

as anything more than a matter-of-fact economic phenomenon

that lies entirely beyond the pale of social justification. As Pro-

fessor Small has pointed out/ the conditions were not ripe for

forcing upon Smith's attention the necessity for any justification

of the payment of rent to landlords.

It is significant to note, however, that the essential element of

the new theory, which was overlooked by Smith and first proposed

by Anderson, took its rise along with an attempt to justify such

a payment. This essential element in what came to be known as

the Ricardian theory is that price is independent of rent; that

cost of production, which is a marginal cost, determines price,

and that rent rises as the result rather than the cause of high prices.

In Anderson's statement there are manifest evidences of a desire

to show that the payment to landlords is not the cause of the dis-

tress of the peasants.'

Ricardo also takes occasion to point out that this theory leaves

the landlord free from any blame .^

It is significant that neither Anderson nor Ricardo raises

the question whether there may not be some means of giving the

whole of society the benefit of rent. As in the case of Smith, there

is no indication that this phase of the question even occurred to

them. What they were intent upon showing was that the payment

of rent to somebody was inevitable and that the price of corn was

not raised thereby. That there should be a particular class of

people whose opportune position enabled them to reap the benefit

of this was accepted as a part of the inevitable, foreordained struc-

ture of society. Thus Ricardo says, " It remains to be considered,

whether the appropriation of land and the consequent creation of

rent," etc* Here he means by rent, not the economic phenomenon

» Loc. cit.

' See Anderson, An Inquiry into the Nature of the Corn Laws, 1777, quoted by

Macfarland, Value and Distribution, pp. 91-95.

3 Principles pp. 51-52. • P- 44-
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of a marginal difference in the quality of soils, but the payment

of a certain sum to a landlord. Starting with the assumption that

such payment was inevitable, he proceeds to show that it is no

injury to society, because it does not raise the price of corn. The
abolition of the corn laws was the immediate purpose of Anderson,

as indicated by his title; and Ricardo also is known to have been

an ardent advocate of the same measure. The theory, therefore,

is not without its practical purport, since it sought to show that the

highest welfare of the people demanded a lower price of wheat,

and in doing so both Anderson and Ricardo were conscious of the

need of showing that the landlord was not to blame for the then

high price, but that the high price occasioned by the corn laws

was instrumental in maintaining the payment of a large part of the

income of the country into the hands of the landlords.

The great significance therefore of the theory, in the Ricardian

economics, comes from its connection with the rest of his scheme.

Rent is the share of the whole value which goes to the landlord.

Ricardo does not distinguish between the meaning of the term as a

physical phenomenon and that of a cash payment. That is, it

did not occur to him that the two meanings are separable. Thus,

although he explains its origin as a physical phenomenon arising

from the law of diminishing returns, he at the same time defines it

in terms of a payment, "Rent is that portion of the produce of the

earth which is paid to the landlord" (p, 44); and, "In the future

pages of this work, then, whenever I speak of the rent of land, I

wish to be understood as speaking of that compensation which is

paid to the owner of land for the use of its original and indestructible

powers" (p, 46), Sometimes his language impUes that he means

an actual cash payment, but more often he means the share of the

whole produce which goes to the social class known as landlords.

Here, again, he did not distinguish.

This assumption of indentity in meaning between the existence

of rent as a physical phenomenon and the payment of it to a par-

ticular class is an excellent illustration of the unconscious process

by which one may pass from the explanation of a purely economic

fact to a moral justification of a particular use of the fact. This

naive procedure has been guilty of propping up many unsocial
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policies with the apparent force of natural law. Ricardo is doubt-

less largely responsible for the confusion with respect to rent.

Another phase of the theory of particular social importance

is its relation to wages and profits.^ In brief, Ricardo argues that,

in any advancing society, the landlord must continue to get a

larger and larger share of the total produce, while wages and

profits must decrease proportionately. This gloomy picture of the

paralleKsm between "progress and poverty " depends for its validity

upon two assumptions, namely, that the private landlord is to

receive the marginal production of the better lands, and that the

Ricardian theory of wages and profits is correct. The latter of

these we shall discuss later under those chapters devoted to them.

The former has been challenged in a variety of ways. Henry

George's demand for a single tax is perhaps the best theoretical

example, while Germany's system of land tenure and taxation is

the best practical example. Henry George, accepting in toto the

analysis of the economic situation set forth by Ricardo, enters a

disclaimer against the assumption that the payment of the surplus

to the private landlord is a part of the foreordained system. If

society cannot prevent the rise in value of the products of the land,

it can say to whom this increase shall be given, and it has a special

right to do so since the cause for such increase is a social one. The
net result, however, of George's argument goes little farther than to

show the desirability of a land tax which shall appropriate the

surplus for the benefit of society.

Chapter III: On the Rent of Mines

This chapter is merely an application of the theory of land

rent to mines, in which also the meanings of the term as a physical

phenomenon and a payment to the de facto owner are not dis-

tinguished.

Chapter IV: On Natural and Market Price

This chapter contains no advance on the argument previously

sketched. It is a reminder to the reader that the author did not

disregard the existence of temporary fluctuations; and is also a

description of the way in which capital and labor are transferred

' Principles, pp. 54, 77, 79, 98.
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from one business to another. In order to point out this recog-

nition of exceptions and to describe this transfer, Ricardo makes

use of several assumptions already noted: (i) the natural con-

dition of industry and trade is one in which capital and labor are

freely transferable from one business to another. (2) There is a

natural or normal price for all commodities. (3) Temporary

fluctuations from this normal are to be treated as exceptions in

political economy.

So far as Ricardo was describing the mechanism of transfer

of capital and labor, as it took place in his day, there is no criticism

to ojBfer; although of course the description would not fit very

precisely the present conditions. The points here on which

Ricardo led political economy astray are in assuming that the

actual is not the natural, and that the barely economic factors

may be accurately described without recognizing their relation

to the other factors operating with them in any actual situations.

The first of these points has been somewhat fully dealt with by later

economists and calls for no further elucidation here. The present

study of Ricardo is for the purpose of pointing out the significance

of the second.

Chapter V: On Wages

It is by his discussion of wages that Ricardo brought down on

his head such bitter condemnation from the laboring classes of the

generation that was dominated by his economic principles. This

is not because the brief chapter of less than seventeen pages con-

tains an unusual amount of argument hostile to the laboring class,

but because here the whole force of his entire argument reaches

conclusions which came to be made use of in the interest of the

capitalist class. Here, again, it is the sociological rather than

the economic side of the argument with which we shall deal. The
case is thus presented

:

Labour, like all other things which are purchased and sold, and which may
be increased or diminished in quantity, has its natural and its market price.

The natural price of labour is that price which is necessary to enable the

labourers, one with another, to subsist and to perpetuate their race, without

either increase or diminution.

The power of the labourer to support himself, and the family which may be

necessary to keep up the number of labourers, does not depend on the quantity
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of money which he may receive for wages, but on the quantity of food, neces-

saries, and conveniences become essential to him from habit, which that money
will purchase. The natural price of labour, therefore, depends on the price of

the food, necessaries, and conveniences required for the support of the labourer

and his family. With a rise in the price of food and necessaries, the natural

price of labour will rise; with the fall in their price, the natural price of labour

will faU.^

Here is explicit expression of the conception that labor is a com-

modity that can be bought and sold in the market. This raises

at once a question on which Marx took issue with Ricardo, namely,

What is labor? While Ricardo, being no academic philosopher,

does not go explicitly into a definition of labor, his hedonistic

background would make it necessary for him to define it as dis-

utility, pain, sacrifice. In this case labor may be measured,

conceivably, by the degree or amount of pain. This is of course

intangible and does not lend itself to any accurate measurement,

either in time or in intensity. But for practical purposes it is

roughly estimated in Ricardo's theory in time units and is sold

as such, independent of the laborer as a personality.

For Marx labor is not a commodity but a process. In this

process the vital forces of the laborer are consumed and reappear

in the product, which represents so much congealed force. It is

not a tangible, purchasable commodity. But whether or not we
regard the actual force that enters into the product as a com-

modity, as a matter of fact labor is never dissociated from the

laborer, and human sentiment will not consent to look upon the

laborer as a commodity. Doubtless Ricardo, the kindly disposi-

tioned philanthropist and lover of his kind, would have been greatly

shocked if anyone had accused him of regarding an individual

laborer as a commodity. It would have been as repugnant to him

as to any other man of large and deep human sympathies. But

Ricardo, the abstract economist, set up a description of labor which

easily lent itseK to such an attitude toward the laborer. Here

again the question might be raised of apportioning the blame

between the author of a theory that was capable of misinterpreta-

tion, and his followers who failed to make the discrimination

between the commodity, labor, and the personal source behind the

» P. 70.
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commodity. But it is the Ricardian economics as they were

accepted by the generation with which we have chiefly to deal.

And there is no escaping the historical fact that, whether correctly

or incorrectly interpreted, the Ricardian theory of labor led directly

toward conceiving the laborer as a mere cog in the wheel of pro-

duction, whose personality and well-being were negHgible quantities

as compared with the output of his efforts.

But the Ricardian theory was not only unfortunate in its con-

fusion of labor and the laborer. In the same paragraph we are

told that labor has a "natural price." That is, there is an iron law

which has predetermined an immutable share which the laborer is to

receive and a fixed condition in which he is to Uve. Temporary

causes may for a time prevent these laws from bringing about their

logical consequences, but there is a predetermined approach toward

this fixed state. This is but one phase of that general conception

of society that regards humanity as helpless in the clutch of an

inexorable destiny, that reached its best sociological expression in

Herbert Spencer. The refutation of this argument in its larger

philosophic aspects has already been accompHshed.^ A "natural

wage" for laborers carries on its face an assumption that the forces

that fix their condition of Hfe He entirely outside themselves. Any
attempt on their part to frustrate the working of the plan is not

only futile, but indicative of a sinister attitude toward the welfare

of society. This argument of course became a most useful instru-

ment in the hands of the class that was interested in maintaining

the status quo with respect to the relations of employer and laborer.

But, on the other hand, it helped, in the minds of a great number of

all classes, to estabHsh the conception of poHtical economy as the

dismal science, since the theory impHed the existence of something

entirely inconsistent with human sympathies and moral ideals. The

power of human organization to change these "natural" laws has

been shown more completely, of course, in the modern labor move-

ment than was evident in Ricardo's day. But before his eyes as

he wrote there were being laid the foundations of a movement

whose members would not be convinced by his arguments; and

'See Huxley; Essay on Evolution and Ethics; Ward; Psychic Factors of Civi-

lization; Ritchie; Darwinism and Politics.
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this effort on the part of organized laborers to secure for themselves

a larger share of the product has doubtless had a very considerable

part in forcing academic thinking out of the Ricardian groove.

But this natural law does not stop with fixing an unchangeable

price for labor; the price fixed is merely that which will enable the

laborer to Uve and propagate a sufficient number of offspring to

carry on the process of production. It is therefore contrary to

nature that the laborer should increase in efficiency of workmanship,

or should secure a constantly increasing measure of the material and

spiritual goods of fife. The inscription over Dante's Inferno gives

scarcely less ground for hope. It is true that Ricardo paren-

thetically assures us that the standard of Hfe is not fixed but

materially differs in different countries and at different times in the

same country.'' This is one of those gleams of another method

that occasionally shoot across the pages of the Principles without

changing in the least the regular onward march of the absolute

argument. The idea of a changing standard of life, being an

essentially dynamic one and involving social factors beyond the

purely economic, is entirely foreign to the static and narrowly

economic conception that the rest of the theory rests upon. If

Ricardo had followed out this clue, the iron law of wages might

have been proclaimed, but it would not have borne his name. That

he did not really grasp the dynamic idea is evident from the fact

that the difference in the standard of life is not a constantly

changing one for him, but is only different at different times.

Had he raised the question as to the causes of the change and the

continuity of the process, he might have been led to a complete

revolution of his wage theory. As he left it, this apparent excep-

tion has no effect whatever upon his argument.

A further implication in the theory is that the purposes of the

wages that are paid are solely to enable the laborers "to subsist

and to perpetuate their race." That the end of life is complete

satisfaction of human needs or the development of human person-

ality is not only not hinted at, but seems to be actually at variance

with the scheme. Here again the Ricardo of reality would have

indignantly denied the charge. Happiness and well-being (as we

' P. 74.
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have noted above, pp. 789-90) were in the forefront of his private

philosophy of Hfe. But when he seats himself to describe the

economic activities of men, happiness and well-being fall into the

background, and the perpetuation of the race for purposes of

production becomes the end of social activity.

Again, the only question that Ricardo raises with reference to

the relation of the laborer to his work is that of wages—"the

quantity of food, necessaries, and conveniences of life" that he is

to receive. But the question of wages is scarcely ever such an

isolated problem in actual life. Men have always been unwilling

to look upon the mere money return as the only one of importance

in their work. Questions involving the expression of their person-

aUty in their work, comfort of body, and conditions that permit

them to maintain self-respect have played a very important part

in the efforts of laborers to better their condition. The problem of

wages is not a solitary one and cannot be treated in as isolated a

fashion as the Ricardian theory imphes.

We have in this chapter, in addition to the theory of wages,

a number of statements concerning the relative importance of

capital in the productive process.^ It is difl&cult here to draw the

line very sharply between the economics and sociology of capital

as discussed by Ricardo. We may, however, call attention to some

of the larger implications of social significance. It has been a

disputed point whether Ricardo can be charged with holding to and

promoting the wages-fund doctrine. The decision must depend

upon whether we mean by the wages-fund doctrine the mathe-

matical and definite statement of it which later economic writers

developed, or a more loosely defined conception of the relation

of capital to labor. There can be no doubt, however, that the

passage alluded to maintains two fundamental ideas: first, that

capital is the initiating factor in production; second, that the

amount of wages depends upon the amount of capital. Capital is

"necessary to give effect to labor," it is the prime factor of pro-

duction, and increase in capital is the great hope of the laborer.

From this time on the glorification of capital proceeds until classical

economics found itself in a position diametrically reversed from

' Pp. 72, 73-
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that of Adam Smith, that labor is the original source of all value.

The history of this movement is a section of the development of

economic thought which has already been traced by economic

writers/ It is important to note, however, that Ricardo's precise

statements gave momentum to the movement.

It is not probable that in writing the last paragraph of the

foregoing citation Ricardo was at all conscious of the impHcation

that "every improvement in society" is a synonymous expression

with "every increase in its capital." And it might be an unfair

conclusion that he even unconsciously held such a position, were

this not entirely in harmony with his whole treatment of capital

and its relation to the welfare of society. But there can be no

doubt of the fact that the identity of the meaning of these two

expressions came, in the classical theory, to be pretty generally

accepted. And there is yet in popular thought no complete escape

from the conviction that every improvement in society at least

depends on an increase in capital as its most essential factor. A
conversion of capital into the means of promoting the satisfaction

of human needs, and the proper distribution of such satisfaction

among all the classes of society, are ideas that are yet but dimly

perceived as the essential meaning of a real "improvement of

society." But it is a part of the task of sociology to point out that

any theory of the function of capital is invahd which does not

directly relate it to such social ideals.

In one of his characteristically precise statements Ricardo

tells us that there are but two things (money being considered

invariable in value) that affect the amount of wages:

Independently of the variations in the value of money, which necessarily

affect money wages, but which we have here supposed to have no operation, as

we have considered money to be uniformly of the same value, it appears then

that wages are subject to a rise or fall from two causes: ist. The supply and

demand of labourers. 2ndly. The price of the commodities on which the

wages of labour are expended.'

This part of his theory, which shows the influence of the Mal-

thusian doctrine of population, is of course but a corollary to the

general theory of a fixed, natural wage, and the necessity for a

' See especially Taussig, Wages and Capital. ' Pp. 74~7S'
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fund out of which the wage can be paid^ But that wages should be

affected by no other influences than the supply and demand of

laborers and the price of the necessaries consumed by the laborers is

as inconsistent with a complete view of the situation as it was con-

sistent with the Ricardian point of view. It shows plainly the

failure of his exception concerning different standards of living

to modify his general position. A changing standard of living

must always be a most potent factor in determining the rates of

wages. Ricardo does not recognize it as such, and evidently

regarded it as a negligible quantity. The power of laborers to

effect a change of rate by organized effort has already been com-

mented on, but was of course entirely neglected by Ricardo. The

right or expediency of regulation of wages by law was a part of the

whole conception of industry and political philosophy which

Ricardo was engaged in helping to overthrow. It is not to be

presumed, therefore, that he would put law in his list of the factors

that regulate wages. That his theory was admirably adapted to

promoting the then current political philosophy is no less evident

than that it fails under a wider conception of the function of

government. In noting the attitude of the Ricardian school toward

the control of wages and industry by law, it is of course important

that we take into consideration the example of the poor laws as they

then existed. But this does not change the fact that the argu-

ments which were effective in defeating an ill-advised governmental

regulation is ineffective in solving the problems of a different indus-

trial situation.

Concerning the productive powers of labor, we read (p. 75)

that it depends chiefly on the fertility of the soil. As a statement

of fact that labor is generally most productive where the land is

most fertile, this amounts of course to a simple economic truism. By
omission, however, it implies that there are no other factors that

exercise a dominant influence on the efficiency and productivity

of laborers. On the following page Ricardo allows for two of these

additional influences, namely, a stable government and a general

education. The implication is that a stable government and general

education are the only exceptions worth noting to the general prin-

ciple that the productiveness of labor depends on the fertility of the
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soil. England has today a living testimony to one of the results

of such an economic theory when put to actual practice in the

workshops of a country. There are today, roughly estimated,

nearly a million individuals on the East Side in London who are

economically ineflScient and improvident, in the midst of compara-

tively great economic opportunities. These inefficients, not only a

national economic loss, but a social menace, are the natural fruitage

of an economic policy that failed to recognize the relation of child

labor to economic efficiency. It might be possible to read into

the term "education" as used by Ricardo a wide sociological con-

tent, but there are no evidences that he meant by it anything

more than the common-school education of the England of his day,

ending at eight or ten years for the larger part of the population,

and even earlier where the parents were in need of the income from

their children. Any economic pohcy which does not recognize

as essential factors of the efficiency and productivity of labor the

physical and mental and moral health of the laborers is of course

doomed to self-destruction. The remarkable thing to note is that

the lesson taught by the experience of England under the classical

economy has to be learned over again by practically every modern

community embarking on the same industrial activity. What can

be done to increase the efficiency of labor, beyond providing the

minimum of conditions for physical and mental and moral health

of the workmen, is in part illustrated by the technical education of

modern Germany, which is, on merely economic grounds, enor-

mously increasing its output.

In the midst of the theory of wages, with all its unsocial tend-

encies, several paragraphs appear indicating the thoroughly

social point of view of Ricardo, so far as his ultimate purposes were

concerned. One of these occurs in the discussion of the Malthusian

theory of population.

The friends of humanity cannot but wish that in all countries the labouring

classes should have a taste for comforts and enjoyments, and that they should

be stimulated by all legal means in their exertions to procure them. There

cannot be a better security against a superabundant population. In those

countries, where the labouring classes have the fewest wants, and are contented

with the cheapest food, the people are exposed to the greatest vicissitudes and

miseries. They have no place of refuge from calamity; they cannot seek
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safety in a lower station; they are already so low, that they can fall no lower.

On any deficiency of the chief article of their subsistence, there are few substi-

tutes of which they can avaU themselves, and dearth to them is attended with

almost all the evils of famine.^

In the face of this paragraph it would be hard to convict Ricardo

of being unmindful of the welfare of humanity, at least of the poorer

classes. And nothing indicates more clearly that his arguments,

while taking the form of universal validity, were in reahty directed

against the particular evils which confronted himself and other

reformers of his day. The great need which appeared on their

horizon was the aboKtion of a pernicious system of pauperizing

charity; and one of the chief ends which they had in view was the

betterment of the condition of that class which was most grievously

wronged by an erroneous conception of philanthropy. The end,

as they saw it, was to be reached by two means: the gradual

abolition of the poor laws, and the incitement by education, by

legal or any other means, of the poorer classes to a greater degree

of independence and self-respect. This latter would be promoted

by the inculcation of higher wants, which would lead to later

marriages and smaller families.^

We repeat, there is no indication that Ricardo and his co-

reformers had any but the most broadly social object in view as

their ultimate purpose. And we may go farther and say that the

means that he proposes here (pp. 82-85) for the accomplishment

of that purpose were doubtless the ones that were especially needed

in that particular situation. The whole difficulty comes in with

the implication that a reform in the condition of any class of people

can be effected only through the exercise of individual discretion;

that is, that social salvation hes in the perfection of individual

character only, without a change in social relations. Here again

the apportionment of blame between the author of the implication

and the followers who failed to see the incompleteness of the method

might be a subject of discussion. It would seem, however, that in

this case Ricardo and his fellow-workers cannot be held to blame.

Any direct reform must have sufficient simplicity and concreteness

to have a point of attack. The great need of the situation that

' P. 77. ' Cf. pp. 82-85.
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confronted them was the particular measures that Malthus and

Ricardo advocated. The chief blame must fall on those who
would enlarge the advocacy of a particular, temporary measure into

a continued social policy.

Chapter VI: On Profits

Ricardo's explanation of profits is an excellent illustration of

the extreme simplicity to which he could reduce a situation. One

lays down the book after a first reading of the chapter of twenty

pages with the wonder how such a simple matter could cause diffi-

culty to any mind. A large part of the chapter is taken up with

mathematical computations for illustrating the principles involved,

and the actual theory of profits is set forth in a few of those short,

direct statements whose air of authority helped to make Ricardo's

teaching appear to be the final statement of economic gospel.

The simphcity of the theory comes from its relation to the points

estabHshed in the discussion of rent and wages. Rent is the surplus

of production of good land over poor land. The price of all raw

commodities is determined by the cost of production of the com-

modities raised on the poorest land in cultivation. The wages

of labor are those that enable the laborer to subsist and propagate

the race of laborers in the same number and standard of comfort.

The capitalist farmer will of necessity pay the owner of the land

the marginal production of the particular piece of land he is culti-

vating. He will also pay the laborer the minimum subsistence

wage. The remainder is profit. The amount of his profit will

depend upon the amount of wages he must pay. With the growth

in the need for more commodities poorer land will be called into

cultivation, thus raising the rent of all the land already in use.

The rise in the price of commodities will increase the subsistence

wages of the laborer and lower profits. Since the manufacturer

depends on the raw materials, his profits will vary with those of the

capitaHst farmer. They are working under exactly the same con-

ditions and belong to the same economic class.

^

The confusion of interest and profit in Ricardo's theory is a

matter that the economists have spent considerable effort upon, and

» Pp. 87-92.
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it calls for no treatment in our discussion. They both stand on

the same footing, if in fact they are not interchangeable in the

Ricardian theory. They together constitute the third side of the

triangle which represents the recipients of the whole of the social

product. It is important to note, however, that Ricardo views

the whole social process from the standpoint of the capitalist. Rent

is the amount paid the landlord, and it is the capitalist who pays

him. Wages are paid by the capitaHst to the laborers. The
capitaHst is the central and directing factor in carrying on the

machinery of production and distribution. Moreover, the good of

the capitaHst is identified with the good of society. Since labor

can be employed only when there is already an accumulated surplus

out of which to pay wages, the welfare of society depends on the

accumulation of capital. In fact, there could be no accumulation

of the capital so essential to social welfare if there were not a suffi-

cient profit to serve as a motive for accumulation.^ In the passage

referred to, the implication is that the capitalist is a necessary

part of the social machinery. His function is to accumulate

capital, and the only way he can be persuaded to perform his

function is to give him a profit.

This argument impHes several very important assumptions:

first, that there can be no accumulation of capital without the

motive of personal profit; second, that there must be a particular

class that is to receive and hold in trust this social surplus; and,

finally, that its having been designated the trustees of this fund

constitutes this class the rightful dispensers of the fund, that is,

the controlhng and directing agent of the producing and distributing

process.

The way in which these impUcations were converted into ethical

postulates constitutes one of the most interesting chapters in the

history of moral jugglery. Ricardo himself of course never raised

the question as to the ethical justification of a capitaHst class which

should constitute the controlHng factor of the social process. Its

existence as such a factor was as essential a part of the world of his

thought as were the hiUs and valleys of England a part of her

topography. But with those who came to look upon the Ricardian

' Pp. lOO-IOI.
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economics as the final statement of social theory, the implication of

his argument grew into convictions that supplied an ethical justi-

fication for a social program that extended far beyond the limits

touched by the Ricardian economics. It was the carrying of such

implications as these over into the field of ethical postulates that

gave the classical economy the appearance of an interloper in a

field for which it was poorly fitted. We repeat here what has been

said in other connections, namely, that Ricardo gave no evidences

of making the transition in his own conscious intellectual processes,

but the unconscious impHcations of his economic theory easily

lent themselves to such a transition in the hands of later economists,

and especially in the hands of those men of affairs who were desirous

of furthering the interests of their class.

As to these particular implications, concerning the social

function of the capitalist class, it does not need to be pointed out

at great length that they cannot be accepted in the social theory

of today. While personal profit has been and is still the chief

motive for the accumulation of capital, the burden of proof rests

upon those who assert that it is the only possible motive that society

may make use of to accomplish this end. Certainly many social

tasks are being, and always have been, performed from different

motives; and a resort to the socialist program is not the only

alternative of having a particular class that shall be the trustees

for receiving the social surplus which is to be used for further

production. The social ownership of capital has been growing

more and more into a reahzed fact since Ricardo's day, and doubt-

less wiU continue to increase without any necessary identification

with state socialism. But it is particularly toward the social

control of capital that the present tendencies point. The indi-

vidual owner may continue to hold a large part of the capital of

society, and he may continue to go through the form of occupying

the center of the stage in the producing and distributing processes,

but more and more is society as a whole coming to be the conscious

director in the whole processes of producing and distributing.

While, therefore, there may continue to be a class which will hold

this social fund called capital, its use of it will be imceasingly con-

trolled by society in the interest of all, instead of in the interest of

the class which happens to hold it.
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Having pointed out that the Ricardian theory of profits must

depend for its validity upon considerations that go entirely beyond

the ken of economics, and that these wider social factors which

were unconsciously implied in the Ricardian theory are not such

unquestionable postulates as he assumed, we need not, in the scope

of the present paper, carry farther the discussion of the implications

themselves. Our purpose is simply to show the extent to which

the Ricardian economic theory is correlated with social elements

beyond economics, and what is the significance for social theory of

his success or failure at such correlation.

The More Technical Contents of the Principles

From this point to the end of the Principles the discussion is

more highly technological than the first part. The chapters on

value, rent, wages, and profits, which contain the fundamental

economic principles of Ricardo's whole theory, contain also the

chief sociological implications. What follows is largely an apphca-

tion of the conclusions reached in the first six chapters to particular

problems. Much of it amounts to no more than parentheses, while

other chapters are elaborated treatments of special topics. Strange

to say, however, several of these chapters have received the highest

praise from some of the critics of Ricardo. It has often been

asserted that he was most at home in such fields as "Foreign

Trade," and "Currency and Banks." Doubtless the reason why
he has received more praise and less blame for these chapters is

that they are subjects which lend themselves readily to a highly

technological treatment. The failure to take into account the

data of larger social significance than the merely economic is less

disastrous in a discussion of such topics. Moreover, his chosen

field was practical finance and trade, and here he shows most com-

plete grasp of all the various sides of the problems. While, there-

fore, this part of the Principles is highly important to the historian

of economic thought, it presents little of interest to the sociologist.

It is useful chiefly in showing the inabiHty of technical economic

theory to solve the larger moral problem of society. Such dis-

cussion is as remote from the problems that concern the well-being

of persons in society, as is a description of the mechanism of a voting
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machine from being a discussion of the problems of modem democ-

racy. In either case there is some relation between the two prob-

lems involved. In the case of the voting machine, however, there

are few persons of normal mind who would maintain that a descrip-

tion of how the machine works to register the vote of an individual

is a solution of the question how to endow the voter with sufficient

intelligence and sense of responsibility to vote in the interests of

society. In the case of technical economics, on the other hand,

there has generally been lingering in the background the implication

that a description of the mechanism of production and exchange

was the final word in the treatment of social well-being. It is

the task of sociology to supply the Hnk in the chain of the argument,

or, to change the figure, to furnish a setting in which the mechanism

of the economic activity of society is seen in its proper relation to

the whole social situation.

For example, the chapter on foreign trade begins with the state-

ment: "No extension of foreign trade will immediately increase

the amount of value in a country, although it will very powerfully

contribute to increase the mass of commodities and therefore the

sum of enjoyments." The argument which follows is devoted to the

proof of the first half of the sentence. The truth and significance

of the latter part is assumed. The argument on this point is con-

cluded with the following sentence

:

Foreign trade, then, though highly beneficial to a country, as it increases

the amount and variety of the objects on which revenue may be expended,

and affords, by the abundance and cheapness of commodities, incentives to

saving, and to the accumulation of capital, has no tendency to raise the profits

of stock, unless the commodities imported be of that description on which the

wages of labour are expended.'

No exception can be taken to this plain statement of a physical

fact; and there is evident indication that Ricardo himself in this

case looked beyond the mechanism of the progress to its significance

for social well-being. He was not, however, concerned in showing

the details of the problems of greater consumption made possible

by foreign trade. His interest was directed almost exclusively

toward showing that foreign trade did not increase value. This

established, his scientific interest ceased. It is evident, however,

that he was human enough to recognize the existence of another

* P. 113.
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problem, and doubtless would, if questioned, have frankly avowed

the greater importance of the problem which he left at one side

undiscussed.

Again, the title. Principles of Political Economy and Taxation,

which Ricardo gave to his work, indicates that he regarded the

subject of taxation as a matter lying outside the field of pure eco-

nomic theory. It is rather a phase of appHed or practical economics,

as in fact are most of the disconnected subjects treated from chap,

vii on to the end of the book. As I have already noted, these

subjects, being more specific and practical in their nature, called

for a treatment even more highly technological than the main

elements of his general theory. But his treatment of taxation

he carried to greater length than that of the other practical subjects,

and made it a co-ordinate part of the title aflSxed to the whole

work. The treatment of taxation was not, however, wholly

separate from the rest of the discussion, for he uses the theoretical

principles arrived at in the first part to solve the practical problems

involved in taxation. So far, therefore, as theory is concerned,

we find the same general point of view running through the twelve

chapters on taxation which we have already discussed, and, on its

practical side, there is little of sociological importance in the way
these general theories are applied specifically to a solution of the

incidence of taxation. Nor are we concerned here with whether

Ricardo reached correct conclusions as to the exact class of society

which a particular tax will fall upon. This is an economic problem

the solution of which carries with it no significance beyond that of

pure technique.

There are two ways, however, in which Ricardo's treatment of

taxation indicates his conception of its wider social significance,

namely, the point of view from which he discussed it, and the

attitude which he takes toward the payment of taxes. His view-

point was essentially that of the bookkeeper. The central problem

in the whole discussion is to find who has to pay the tax, against

whom is it to be charged in the social ledger. This is indicated by
the opening sentence:

Taxes are a portion of the produce of the land and labour of a country,

placed at the disposal of the government; and are always ultimately paid,

either from the capital, or from the revenue of the country.^

' P. 131.
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The title "The Principles of Taxation" is a greater misnomer for

this part of his work than is "The Principles of Political Economy"
for the other part. The author apparently does not see in taxa-

tion a social activity governed by general social laws. At least

his interest is directed only to a few specific and disconnected

problems, the central one of which is, Upon whom does the dis-

agreeable duty fall? It is the same fact still further emphasized

which we have noted with respect to the main part of his work,

namely, that Ricardo's attention all the time was fixed upon specific,

practical, business problems, and that while the form of his treat-

ment is that of the general and universal, he never rose to such a

height that he could see an economic activity in its connection with

the totality of the social process. The picture which he put upon

the canvas was a distorted one, because his perspective was

warped by a too exclusive and close attention to one detail.

In the second place, his attitude toward the payment of taxes

was that of recognizing it as a necessary evil, and that the only prob-

lems connected with it are to see that each pays his share, and that

the total amount is as small as possible.'' His point of view neg-

lects the efifect which taxes have upon increasing production

through providing for a more efficient government. It neglects

the effect which the payment of a tax has upon arousing and main-

taining an interest in government on the part of the taxpayer. It

neglects the ethical significance of the method of collecting a tax,

and of placing it where it can be most easily met. In fact, it

neglects all the problems of political and ethical significance that

enter into the general subject of taxation. Historically considered,

the greatest problem connected with taxation has not been the

amount required to be paid. Political and ethical considerations

have always been closely connected with the purely economic,

and sometimes the economic element has been an almost neghgible

one. The principles of taxation can be seen in their true fight

only when the economic element is correlated with political and

ethical considerations.

Moreover, if participation in government has any greater sig-

nificance for the individual than a compulsory sharing of a dis-

» Cf. pp. 226, 132, 133, 134.
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agreeable task, then the payment of taxes is something more than a

necessary evil. Ricardo's point of view on taxation is, of course,

thoroughly consistent with his poHtical philosophy which we have

noted above. It is suflBicient to point out here that the payment of

taxes is only one of the many forms of participation in the burdens

of government which have enoromus consequences to the individual

in his social capacity. The significance of no one of the duties which

government imposes upon the individual is exhausted by looking

at it from the standpoint of a disagreeable task or a necessary

burden. There is no denying that the contribution of a part of

one's substance for the maintenance of government is from one

standpoint a disagreeable task. But to imply that this is the sole

point of view from which to regard it is to distort the meaning of

the act as a social activity. It would be, of course, too much to

expect from a man in Ricardo's day an attitude toward government

which the later democratic movement has developed. But it is

important to note that the conception of the significance for the

individual of participation in government, which the political

philosophy of the day as reflected in Ricardo set forth, is entirely in-

adequate even when applied to such a technical social activity as

the payment of taxes.

Once more, the chapter on machinery, which did not appear till

the third edition of the Principles, is an excellent illustration of the

fact that Ricardo was not at all conscious of the significance of

much that was going on about him. The object of his inquiry is

stated in the opening sentence:

In the present chapter I shall enter into some inquiry respecting the

influence of machinery on the interests of the different classes of society, a

subject of great importance, and one which appears never to have been investi-

gated in a manner to lead to any certain or satisfactory results.^

The discussion, however, is confined to ascertaining whether

the use of machinery leads to such an increase in the produce of a

country as to benefit all or simply a part of society. It would

be, of course, impossible for a man writing in Ricardo's day to

discuss all the effects of machine production which have later

become apparent. The Industrial Revolution had not yet been

*P.377.
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completed, and many industries were yet in the transition period

when Ricardo wrote. But there had already taken place such

social changes as a result of the introduction of machinery, that it

can hardly be said that Ricardo's discussion covered all the prob-

lems then apparent. As was noted in the first part of this paper,

it is probable that some of the effects of the new order of things

influenced Ricardo's viewpoint unconsciously. But this chapter

is sufficient evidence that the effect of the machine process on the

personality of the worker, and the social effects of the congregation

of workmen under a single estabHshment, and other similar results

of the use of machinery did not attract the attention of Ricardo.

There is a wider disparity between the' points discussed in this

chapter and those which Karl Marx discusses in his chapter on

machinery, than there is between the dates of their writing. The
difference in treatment, apart from the difference in time, can be

accounted for only by the fact that Ricardo fixed his attention on

too Umited a section of the subject. I may repeat the general

proposition of this paper, that the economic factor in any situation

is itself not accurately described until it is correlated with other

social factors; and Ricardo's treatment of the effect of machinery

upon society is a case in point.

Conclusion

The task for a science of society is to see social reality as a

whole. This whole is not a mechanical sum of a large number of

separate activities. It is a process the outworking and ongoing of

which involves the constant reaction of all the factors upon one

another. The complete description of any one of the primary

factors in the social process involves, therefore, a description of the

whole. To attempt to describe any one of the factors in the whole

process without taking into consideration its relation to all the

others is to give a wholly wrong account of it. The economic activ-

ity of men is one of the primary ways in which they attempt to

satisfy the fundamental human needs. But they are at the same

time engaged in attempting to satisfy other needs. The resultant

of all the individuals in society reacting on one another in their

attempts to satisfy all these needs is social activity. To abstract
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the economic activity and treat it as though the other factors in the

situation were not operating is to warp and distort the account of

this one activity. Economic activity is what it is only by virtue

of its action upon the other factors and their reactions upon it.

Economic activity cannot be described veraciously as a separate

element in the whole activity of any individual or set of individuals.

There is possible a science which undertakes to follow out in

particular the economic factor in the total social reality. But such

a science defeats its own purpose when it leaves out of consideration

the correlation which the economic element makes at every point

with other elements. The essential error in classical poUtical econ-

omy was the assumption that a science of economic activity was

possible without an accounting with these essential correlations.

Ricardo was the first to break seriously with the setting of moral

philosophy which Adam Smith gave to economics. It will always

be a question as to the extent to which he is to be held responsible

for all the sins of the classical school. As I have pointed out

above, in his own personal view the wealth-interest was not the all-

inclusive interest which classical economists, and those who applied

their theories to government, implied that it was. The Principles

of Political Economy and Taxation, however, did furnish a point

of departure which it was easy to interpret as a start in this direc-

tion. Ricardo himself was unconscious of the wide disparity

between the form and the content of his work. He was uncon-

scious that his treatment of economics was inconsistent with his

personal views. Since this is true, it is rather too much to expect

that those who came after him would be able to distinguish between

his practical, humanitarian motives, and on the other hand the

assumption of his treatise that economic activity is wholly separable

from all the rest of life. Who was more to blame, Ricardo who
made such a mistake possible or those who made the mistake of

reading him wrongly, is a rather unprofitable question. The fact

remains that the social heresies due to these unwarrantable assump-

tions concerning the economic activity of men run back to the

interpretation put upon Ricardo.

While the economists themselves have done much of late to

correct the errors of the classical school, they have not rendered
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any less needful the establishment of a point of view that shall

make plain the essential interrelation between all human activities.

Whatever else may be said, to the credit or to the discredit of the

sociologists, they have been laboring for more than a generation to

convince all students of human experience that the best of their

results are merely tentative, until they are correlated into an

objective rendering of social activities in their wholeness.



COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of the "American Journal of Sociology":

Sir: In their informing article on "Sociology" in the Cyclopedia

of Education, Vol. V (1913), Professors A. A. Tenney and F. H. Giddings

make the following statement: "The first teaching of scientific sociology

as a regular part of a college curriculum appears to have been in the

United States when Professor Sumner in 1873 introduced Spencer's

Study of Sociology as a textbook at Yale" (p. 358). The fact of Sumner's

priority in this matter I have no reason to dispute; but the statements

in reference to the date of his action and the book he is said to have used

would appear to be brought in question by the following data.

In a sketch of Sumner, recently reprinted from the Popular Science

Monthly, Vol. XXXIX (1889), by A. G. Keller in The Challenge of

Facts, the third volimie of Sumner's essays issued under his editorship

by the Yale Press, it is stated that Sumner entered upon his duties at

Yale as professor of political and social science in the autiunn of 1872;

in this connection he is quoted to the following effect:

I was definitely converted to evolution by Professor Marsh's horses some

time about 1875 or 1876 As Spencer's Principles of Sociology was now
coming out in numbers, I was constantly getting evidence that sociology, if

it borrowed the theory of evolution in the first place, would speedily render

it back again enriched by new and independent evidence. I formed a class

to read Spencer's book in the parts as they came out, and I believe that I began

to interest men in this important department of study, and to prepare them

to follow its development, years before any such attempt was made at any

other imiversity in the world [pp. 10, 11].

A reading of this statement leaves the impression that the date at

which Siunner formed the class of which he speaks was in the neighbor-

hood of "1875 or 1876." This impression is strengthened by an exami-

nation of the dates at which appeared "the parts" of the "System of

Synthetic Philosophy" which were comprised in Spencer's Principles

of Sociology. The first of these parts came out in June, 1874; the last

in June, 1877, according to Spencer's prefaces contained in Vol. I of

a reprint of the third edition of the Principles of Sociology, Appleton,

1897. These facts make it impossible that Sumner could have formed
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a class to read "the parts as they came out" till after June, 1874. And
here it should be noted that Messrs. Tenney and Giddings speak of the

Study of Sociology, whereas Sumner mentions only the Principles of

Sociology. The essays comprised in the Stiidy of Sociology did indeed

play a decisive part in impelling Sumner to choose sociology as his field

of work, as can be seen from a reference to the brief sketch of his life in

The Challenge of Facts, but it is the later work that he seems to have used

as a "textbook."

Finally, an examination of the Yale catalogues from the year

1872-73, through the year 1874-75, reveals Sumner as a lecturer and

teacher in several subjects, but not in sociology. It is only when one

comes to the outline of the work given in the year 1875-76, that the

word " sociology " makes its appearance in these catalogues. The state-

ment of Sumner's courses for that year for the graduate students reads

as follows: "Professor Sumner will instruct in Constitutional Law, with

lectures on the History of Politics and Finance in the United States;

also, in Sociology" (p. 49). According to the method followed in the

catalogues, these courses would seem to have been taken up in the first,

second, and third terms in the order named. Such reckoning would

give as the date for the course in sociology the spring of 1876.

In view, therefore, of these facts, it becomes a matter of interest

to know on what evidence reliance is placed to prove the accuracy of the

statement quoted at the beginning of this letter.

Curtis Howe Walker
University of Chicago

March 16, 1915

ANNOUNCEMENT

The next meeting of the American Sociological Society will be held

in co-operation with the American Economic Association at Lexington,

Kentucky, December 28-30, 1915.
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Round about a Pound a Week. By Mrs. Pember Reeves. Lon-

don: G. Bell & Sons, Limited, 19 14. 2s. 6d. net.

Sir Robert Giffen estimated, twenty years ago, that there were in

England two million families living on an income of less than a pound a

week. Professor Bowley estimated in 191 1 in England that 2,500,000

adult men working full time earned less than twenty-five shillings a week,

and Philip Snowden, on the basis of Board of Trade figures, some pub-

lished later than 1911, concludes that the [Mr. Bowley's] numbers are

considerably below the true number and the estimate of Sir Robert

Giflfen in 1891 is less than the whole truth in 19 14. The income thus in

hundreds of thousands of families remains at a level which all students

would agree is on or below the margin of poverty. And during this

period not only have the prices of necessities risen, but new burdens have

been laid on the family group. The compulsory school and child-labor

laws have been enforced with steadily increasing rigidity, and higher

standards of child-care have been formulated. Not only is the child

no longer a source of income as children beyond the tenderest years were

until the recent past, but they are the occasion of increasingly great

expenditure for food while they are younger, for shoes and clothes when
they are older.

Obviously the situation is an unendurable one from the point of view

of reasonable justice and of national vigor. An income, below the margin

twenty years ago, cannot bear the additional burdens of child-care laid

on the family under modern standards of parental obligation. Many
methods of attack are proposed. The minimum wage at least recognizes

that there is a community standard; but the minimum wage cannot,

until administrative machinery has become vastly more delicate, take

notice of the size of the family. The school is aheady authorized, by
the provision of Meals Acts, to give necessitous children of school age

meals on certain days of the week during certain months of the year.

But these acts do not apply to all meals, nor to all days of the week, nor

to all months of the year. Since the days of Sir Frederick Eden^ at least

a favorite remedy has been the more skilful administration of their house-

' Eden, The State of the Poor, 1797.
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hold affairs on the part of the women. Undoubtedly there is room for

improved domestic practice, but the result of this study goes to show

the slender margin of improvement in living conditions and in the well-

being of children to be hoped for by trying to increase the skill of women
who have less than a pound a week to spend.

This study has been made by the Fabian Women's Group among
families in "Lambeth," London, whose household allowance is about

twenty shillings. They were not the disorderly or vagrant poor, nor the

unemployed or unemployable, but families of men in regular work, men
who did not drink, whose meager share in their own earnings was not

above two shillings, from which clothes and carfare had to be paid. The
studies are based on visits made, and accounts kept, often with great

diflSculty, under the sympathetic and patient direction and supervision

of the investigator. There were thirty-one families studied, selected from

the list of a lying-in hospital on a basis of there being a prospective baby

who with the mother should be observed until the child was one year old.

The period of observation was from three months before until a year after

the baby's birth. The families ranged from three to eleven children bom
and the exact use of the income was accurately ascertained and sympa-

thetically interpreted. The inadequate and costly housing claiming a

much greater share of the income of the poor than in the case of the well-

to-do, the makeshifts for furniture, the inevitable resort to the insurance,

(by way of thrift) to save one's dear ones from a pauper burial, the

articles chiefly relied on in the diet of the poor, their practices in buying,

determined largely by lack of space and the constant necessity of under-

feeding, the effect on children, who at birth have a basis for a fair physical

development, of wretched housing, inadequate clothing, underfeeding

and overwork on the part of the mothers, are all set out with accuracy

and with great sympathy. Perhaps the most interesting portions among

the whole extremely interesting material are those relating the mortality

among the children to the rent paid, and describing in detail the ways in

which the mothers in these poor homes spend their time. Space does

not permit of long citations here, but what comes out of such a study is

what must come out of such conditions honestly observed. It is made
clear that the poverty is due to no lack of industry or of effort on the part

of the father, that the children (p. 174) of the poor suffer from insufficient

care, not "because the mother is lazy and indifferent to her children's

well-being," but because having "but one pair of hands and one over-

burdened brain .... she can just get through her day if she does every-
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thing she has to do inefficiently One woman is not equal to the

bearing and efficient proper care of six children." The logic is inexorable.

The new responsibility laid on the parents can be fulfilled only if there

is co-operation on the part of the public. Moreover, a nation is only as

strong as the children who come out of the great mass of its homes.

Besides, the modern conscience rebels against the injustice evidenced by

such unequal allotment of burdens. The remedy proposed is the estab-

lishment of a public department of true and intelligent guardianship.

"The final responsibility for the child's welfare, the paramount authority

in securing it, belong to the state. Why not recognize the national

responsibility by the definite appointment of a public guardian who
would enter upon the relation of co-guardian with the parents of every

child at the registration of its birth?" There is nothing novel in the

reasoning. The ancient equity powers exercised by the Court of

Chancery are analogous in kind and rest upon the same reasoning.

The difficulties lie not in public power nor in the reasoning, but in

actual lack of technique. In Illinois, for example, there is not yet even

a full registration of births, and with such civil service as we have

developed we can hardly yet hope to undertake tasks so delicate and

difficult. There are bright spots of public effort to which attention may
be called—the administration of the Funds to Parents Law under Judge

Merritt W. Pinckney and Chief Probation Officer Hunter, the creation

of public service bureaus through which the county enters into a special

relationship of service with parents whose children are in institutions,

are suggestions of realization that the task is a difficult one. The various

functions of the school as guardian may and should be developed as

rapidly as practicable, and with the experience and technique that may
result from these the basis for a real co-guardianship—^parental in intel-

ligence, in flexibility, in patience—may be realized. From the testimony

taken before the Royal Commission on the Poor Law and from criticisms

of the administration of those laws under the Local Government Board,

however, the reader is led to think that even in England much remains

to be done in the perfection of technique and in the development of

persons skilled in these forms of social service before such tasks as those

suggested by this study can be properly performed. In the meantime

from inquiries like this comes an impelling impulse in the direction of

working out such methods that the work may be honestly undertaken.

S. P. Breckinridge
University of Chicago
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Common-Sense in Law. By Paul Vinogradoff. New York:

Henry Holt & Co. Pp. 256. $0. 50.

This volume is an interesting discussion of the nature, sources, and

methods of the common law and its place in the social order. Its

method and scope are adapted to the needs of the general reader rather

than to the professional legal student.

In the first two chapters the author deals with social and legal rules,

pointing out that jurisprudence is a social science, since law forms a

basis for the co-operation necessary to every phase of social progress.

The author, rejecting previous definitions of the law, defines it as "a
set of rules imposed and enforced by a society with regard to the attribu-

tion and exercise of power over persons and things" (p. 59). This he

regards as much more comprehensive and as laying "stress on the pur-

pose of law rather than on the means by which law is enforced." Direct

sanction is not necessary to the existence of legal rules, as the voluntary

recognition by the persons concerned is deemed sufficient. The distinc-

tion between moral and legal rule is that in the former one subjects his

will to the dictates of his conscience, whereas in the latter he submits to

the will of an organized society.

In the two succeeding chapters follows an orthodox discussion of

"Legal Rights and Duties" and a very excellent account of "Facts

and Acts in Law." The latter contains a very lucid statement of how
the law, in dealing with complicated and intangible matters such as

questions of intent, must ignore some facts that logically may be perti-

nent and substitute legal presumptions for some others. In the next

three chapters, the legal sources of the law, legislation, custom, and prece-

dent are considered. The vital relationship between legislation and

judicial construction is ably set forth, though the writer singularly

omits any reference to the peculiar importance of legislation as a modem
legal source because of its abrogative and prospective elements, and

because it makes possible the division of labor and expert investigation

so necessary to the legal solution of modern economic and social prob-

lems. In discussing custom and precedent the scientific character of the

law is duly emphasized. The modern viewpoint is accepted that in

developing the common law the courts create rather than discover legal

principles.

In the concluding chapters dealing with equity and natinal law,

the conflicting needs for more law and a larger discretion in legal adminis-

tration are admirably stated, the conclusion being, that in extending law
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to meet new conditions of modem life, a certain discretion in its applica-

tion must be preserved, else the legal system will be reduced to "hopeless

formalism and intolerable pedantry." Upon the careful adjustment of

these conflicting notions depends the vitality of the law. The law of

nature is not a legal source, nor could it be, since its ideals and concep-

tions are so shifting that it would lack the certainty and definiteness so

necessary to legal rules. Its function today is to afford a basis for the

criticism of positive law in the light of present-day moral and social ideas

to which the positive law must ultimately conform.

As an elementary discussion of the methods and nature of our legal

system this volume should serve a useful purpose. It is scientific,

accurate, and readable. Coming, as it does, at a time when our legal

system seems threatened with popular disapproval based largely upon an

ignorance of the nature and necessity of law, it should help materially

in securing a more enlightened basis for popular legal criticism and

appreciation.

Arnold Bennett Hall
University of Wisconsin

Social Justice without Socialism. By John Bates Clark. New
York: Houghton Miffin Co., 1914. Pp.49- $0.50.

This little volume contains the author's lecture delivered at the

University of California on the Barbara Weinstock Foundation. The

lecturer seeks "a golden mean between letting the state do nothing and

asking it to do everything" (p. 5). He believes that private initiative,

stimulated by competition, is the most effective way to increase the pro-

duction of wealth. With increasing population progress in power of

production is essential to human happiness. To surplant private

initiative by public monopoly is to reduce production and that would

be an unjust act to all society.

The evils of the present system are not inherent, and their elimina-

tion through more effective government offers a program of social

justice quite as attractive and inspiring as, and more practicable and

assuring than. Socialism. The evils which should be eliminated are

overworked and unpaid labor, dangerous machinery and preventable

disease, taxation discriminatory against the poor, unemployment, wasted

natural resources, ineflSicient public utilities, child labor, delays and cost

of legal justice, lack of protection for small investments in productive

enterprise, private monopoly, and unfair forms of competition. With
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these evils eliminated most of the injustice to which the Socialist objects

will disappear, and the result would be to "give to every competitor a

fair field and no favor, and, in so doing to infuse again into the industrial

system the life and vigor which competition guarantees" (p. 30).

"Technical progress, power to make two blades of grass grow where one

grows now and to do it in the various departments where men labor,

is the sole condition of a sound hope for the future of the wage-earner.

It will be as necessary under Socialism as imder the present system;

but under Socialism it will be dif&cult to get. In so far as it is possible to

judge, it depends on the preservation of normal competition in the

general economic field" (pp. 31-32).

The author then takes up the division of the social income. It is

at present fixed in "a rough-and-ready way though not without some

reference to what labor produces and what employers can pay, and not,

therefore, without the action of a principle which makes in a powerful

way for justice" (pp. 33-34). Beneath the violent struggle of the

classes this principle tends to assert itself like the law of gravitation,

and if monopolies be excluded and competition be made free and open,

this principle may dominate, "till recently American workmen have

lived with their employers without hating them; and if wages can be

fixed now by some appeal to the principle of justice, they can live with

them in that way again" (p. 37). That such a scheme is possible and

practicable is the author's firm belief. This will do away with the

bitterness of the present strife which is both costly and ineffective.

The lecture is an able plea for the fair trial of the present system with

its abuses removed, fair and open competition restored, and the conflict

between the classes referred to principles of justice rather than to trials

of force.

Arnold Bennett Hall
University of Wisconsin

Historical Essays on Apprenticeship and Vocational Ediication.

By J. F. Scott. Ann Arbor Press, 1914. Pp. 96.

Parts of a Doctor's dissertation are here combined with several

essays to form a book which makes little pretence to organic imity. So

far as a thesis appears, it is that apprenticeship was a valuable system of

education in mediaeval times because adapted to the conditions of social

life, but its value was destroyed by the changes incident to the industrial

revolution, and a new system of vocational education is therefore neces-

sary. It is, thus, partly a historical account of the development,
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decline, and success of the apprenticeship system in England, and partly

an argument for vocational education in modern America. But these

two parts are not intimately related.

The historical portion is carefully written, with critical use of

sources. But varying points of view appear even in this portion. For

instance, in the first chapter the author establishes the fact that appren-

ticeship existed in specified places at specified times, but makes no

attempt to explain why it existed; but in the third chapter he explains

why, from the standpoint of apprenticeship, the Statute of Artificers

was passed, considering for this piirpose the general social and economic

conditions out of which the statute originated. The former method

is merely descriptive, the latter is genetic and explanatory. While both

methods are valuable, the shift leaves great gaps in the thought; par-

ticularly this leaves the author's principal thesis without concrete

basis, for he does not show specifically that apprenticeship arose in

adaptation to the social and economic conditions.

His argument in the latter portion for the establishment of voca-

tional education in connection with the public schools is a good summary

of contemporary thought on the question. A valuable bibliography of

the soiu-ce material on the history of apprenticeship in England is

appended.
E. H. Sutherland

William Jewell College

A Decade of American Government in the Philippines, 1903-1913.

By David P. Barrows, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Political

Science in the University of California. Formerly City

Superintendent of Schools, Manila, 1900-1901; Chief of the

Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes of the Philippines, 1901-3;

Director of Education for the Philippines, 1903-9. Yonkers-

on-Hudson: World Book Co., 1914. Pp. xiv+66.

The facts presented are arranged under forty-eight subject headings

which follow, with few exceptions, the chronological development of the

subjects named. Less than three pages are occupied by the subject

treated at greatest length; so of necessity only the barest presentation of

fact could be given. The book is a clear statement of the important

public facts connected with American occupation of the Philippines.

The author seldom puts his own opinion to the front. Where opinion

is expressed it is favorable to the Republican administration which was
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responsible for the Philippine policy; this would be expected from one

who held important administrative positions mider the Philippine

government dming most of the years covered by the text.

Of the governors-general he speaks in the order of their incumbency.

Credit is given to each for work done, though much of it may have been

accomplished while yet the incumbent was a secretary of the Commission;

this is particularly true of the work accredited to Mr. Ide. Only the

most outstanding characteristics of the administration of each governor-

general are presented in this review. Mr Taft's administration (1900-3)

is credited with the settlement of the Friar-lands problem, and with

the policy of "the Philippines for the Filipinos." The administra-

tion of Mr. Wright (1904-6) is given credit for the most needed and

excellent reorganization of the administration of insular matters, and for

the important improvement of the port, and the city, of Manila. Mr.

Ide's administration (1906) is credited with the currency reform

—

"one of the most brilliant achievements of the American administration"

—and with the postal savings system, which "so recommended itself

to Mr. Taft that as President he secured the enactment by Congress of a

similar system for the people of the United States." The administra-

tion of Mr. Smith (1906-9), who "possesses wide acquaintance with the

Filipinos, and sympathy for their aspirations," saw the matiiring of

native political parties, and the meeting of the first Philippine Assembly.

Mr. Forbes (1909-13) "insisted upon curtailing the program for the

general education of the people." His administration saw enacted the

beneficial Payne tariff act.

The work of Mr. Worcester (secretary of the Interior for thirteen

years), the army administration of the Moro Province, public instruc-

tion (with which the author was so long connected), the Bureau of

Science, the Democratic administration of the Islands, are all clearly

and suggestively touched upon. In discussing the latter the author says

that President Wilson accepted the resignations of all American members

of the Philippine Commission and appointed "Mr. Bm-ton Harrison, a

Democratic congressman from New York," governor-general. The

Democratic administration "seems to revive the discredited type of

colonial government in the American Colonies before their rebellion

against Great Britain." In the last paragraph of the little book are

these words:

There would seem, however, to be but two probable futures before the

Philippines—either a continuance of the policy of the last decade, .... or

the complete abandonment of the islands to theirown support Thees-
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tablishment of orderly and progressive society is too precious a thing to civili-

zation to save from execration those who would suffer it to sink in strife and

sedition and permit its elements to be scattered over the China Sea like the

debris of a typhoon.

All unprejudiced persons will probably agree with this last sentence of

Dr. Barrows.
Albert Ernest Jenks

University of Minnesota

Problems of Conduct. An Introductory Survey of Ethics. By
DuRANT Drake. New York: Houghton Miflflin Co., 1914.

Pp. xiii+455. $1.75.

This is a textbook in ethics. The contents are divided into three

general parts: the evolution of morality, a psychological analysis of

moral obligations and ideals, and solutions of concrete contemporary

problems.

The evolution of morality is treated in a merely conceptual way;

the concept of evolution of morality is stated and illustrated. It is not

a historical treatment; changing social situations are not presented to

which changing moral standards are shown to be adapted. More than

half of this part is devoted to a discussion of the conscience. In view of

this treatment it is extremely doubtful whether the student would

secure an actual working concept of the evolution of morality. This is

so, especially, because the author is doing little more than pay lip-service

to evolution and has not thoroughly translated his biological theory

of evolution into ethical terms. For this reason he can state: "The
standard of morality is absolute and objective, then, for each individual,

and approximately the same for all human beings" (p. 146). For the

same reason morality is divided into fixed categories, first of all into

"personal morality" and "social morality"; then each of these is stated

in terms of fixed categories, such things as courage, self-control, prudence,

and temperance being included in "personal morality," and love,

sympathy, and obedience in "social morality."

The analysis of moral obligations and ideals results in eudaemonism

as a standard. The "philosophy of happiness in a nutshell" is stated

to be "hearty allegiance to duty," "hearty acquiescence in our lot," and
"hearty appreciation of the wonder and beauty of life."

The book differs from most texts in ethics in the greater amount of

space allotted to concrete problems of contemporary life; the discussion
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of such problems occupies three-fifths of the book. It is the intention of

the author to offer a "clear-cut set of standards" rather than a "chaos

of confused possibilities."

This third part of the book is divided into problems of "personal

morality" and problems of "public morality." The first are "primarily

problems of private life, problems for the individual to settle," while the

second are "those wider problems which the community as a whole

must grapple with and solve by public action." The assignment of

problems to these compartments is exceedingly naive, arbitrary, and

illogical. In the first he includes such problems as health, competitive

athletics, alcohol, smoking, chastity, divorce, gambling, and censorship

of art; in the second, international peace, industrial wrongs, political

corruption, and eugenics. It is difficult to see why divorce is any

more a personal problem than eugenics, or any less a public problem.

Such a division assumes the method of solution at the start. Again,

there is a very facile solution of the difficult problems of the day; eco-

nomic interest, for instance, is asserted to be an "unearned" income,

and this is proved in half a page.

It is doubtful whether a textbook in ethics should devote a major

part of its space to concrete social problems, or whether the class in

ethics is the place for the student to secure a "firm, intelligent attitude

toward the vital moral problems of the day." The sociologists are

coming very prevalently to the belief that social problems can best be

approached through social psychology, through an imderstanding of the

attitudes and motives of the groups involved. Such an approach is

especially desirable and necessary in cases of definite group conflict, such

as industrial and labor problems. A series of discrete and disconnected

problems, approached through an absolute and general moral criterion,

can receive only the most superficial treatment, from the standpoint of

arguments for and against; consequently the principal aim must be to

impart "good advice" on the basis of arbitrary, cut-and-dried decisions

in regard to the problems.
E. H. Sutherland

William Jewell College

The Public Schools and Women in Office Service. Boston: Women's

Educational and Industrial Union, 1914. Pp. xv+187.

The report published in this volume makes a fiu-ther addition to our

specific knowledge of occupations—office service for women. A very

careful and detailed study has been made of the commercial training
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of these women from the standpoint of conditions prevailing in the busi-

ness, in the school, and in the homes from which these girls and women
come.

More than 500,000 women in the United States are employed in office

service. "It ranks among the foremost occupations for women in its

opportunities for development and advancement and in the superior

conditions of work" (p. 172). Up to the present time, however, ade-

quate vocational training for office service has not been provided either

by private business schools or by the public high schools. The investiga-

tion shows education to be the most important influence determining the

kind of work a girl can enter, the initial wage, and the length of experience

necessary to secure a higher wage. The longest and the broadest possible

preliminary training is urged and the close correlation of the general

course in the high schools with the special vocational training. Responsi-

bility for the adequacy of this training is placed upon educator, vocational

guide, or placement agent, and upon the business man. Definite

principles for the guidance of each are given, some of which (as is sug-

gested in the Introduction to the volume) have already been incorpor-

ated in the New Clerical School of Boston and in new commercial

courses introduced in the general high schools.

Frances Fenton Bernard
Columbia, Mo.

Negro Culture in West Africa. By George W. Ellis, K.C,
F.R.G.S., formerly Secretary of the U.S. Legation in Liberia.

Introduction by Frederic R. Starr, Ph.D., Sc.D., Professor

and Curator of Anthropology in the University of Chicago.

New York, 1914. Pp. 290, 2 charts, 32 illustrations, map,

and index.

This book is not, as the title might suggest, a description of the

institutions and social life of West Africa as a whole. It is rather an

intimate study of a single tribe, the Vais, whom the writer, for a nimiber

of years secretary of the United States legation at Monrovia, Liberia,

had unusual opportunities to know. The Vais occupy a small strip of

territory on the borders of Liberia and Sierra Leone, between the Western

Highlands of the Soudan and the coast. They are a Mohammedan
people, as yet but slightly influenced by contact with Christian mis-

sionaries. They have a unique distinction of being the only Negro

group which has invented an alphabet of its own. This alphabet, the
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existence of which was first made known in 1849, was invented by
Doalu Bukere, who, as a boy, had learned to read in a mission school. An
interesting circumstance, in this connection, from the point of view of

recent psychology of the subconscious, is the fact that the inventor of

this alphabet was induced to imdertake this difficult task by a dream

in which "a tall, venerable-looking white man, in a long coat," appeared

to him, saying that he had been sent "to bring you this book, in order

that you may take it to the rest of the people."

The volume contains six engravings of Vai script and, in addition, a

discussion of Vai social institutions, a discussion of the influence of

Mohammedanism in West Africa, fifty examples of Vai folklore stories,

and one hundred and fourteen proverbs illustrating the Vai philosophy

of life. Although the author's observations, as recorded in this volume,

have been confined pretty clearly to one tribe, the introduction to the

volume, written by Professor Starr, informs us that the culture which

Mr. Ellis describes is fairly representative.

Robert E. Park
University of Chicago

Japan to America. A Symposium of Papers by Political Leaders

and Representative Citizens of Japan on Conditions in Japan

and on the Relations between Japan and the United States.

Edited by Naoichi Masaoka. Authorized American Edition,

Issued under the Auspices of the Japan Society of America,

with Introduction by Lindsay Russell, President of Japan

Society. New York and London: Putnam, 1914. Pp. xii+

235. $1.25.

This somewhat minutely descriptive title-page relieves the reviewer

of much of his responsibility. However, by way of amplification and

explanation, it may be noted first of all that the Japan Society of America

was organized in New York some ten years ago "to promote friendly

relations between the United States and Japan and to diffuse among

the American people a trustworthy knowledge of the people of Japan,

of their arts, sciences, industries, and economic condition, and of their

aims and ideals." The present membership of the Society comprises

about nine hundred Americans and one hundred Japanese.

The editor of Japan to America accompanied Baron Komura to the

conference at Portsmouth which terminated the Russo-Japanese War.

Later he visited America with a party of Japanese business men who came
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on invitation of the chambers of commerce of our Pacific Coast cities.

He has ahready published two volmnes designed to familiarize the

Japanese with America and Americans; and, believing that the average

American knows less about Japan than the average Japanese knows

about America, he presents this volume in the hope that Americans may-

find represented in it "the true Japan," and that these essays may
"make clear the conviction on the part of the foremost thinkers of

Japan that the best and lasting interests of their coimtry lie in the

preservation of the historic friendship with the United States."

The volimie is made up of thirty-six short articles from as many
pens. Each is prefaced by a biographical sketch of its author. These

sketches show that some of the most eminent men of Japan have con-

tributed to this symposium—leaders in political, educational, commercial

literary, and religious activities. About one-half the contributors

have traveled more or less extensively in the United States, and a dozen

or more have received training in our universities. Japanese woman-

hood is represented by Mme Shimoda, founder and principal of the

Jieesen Girls' School.

In range the book touches almost every phase of national life and

international relationship: "Our National Mission"; "The Real Char-

acter of the Japanese Race"; "Outline of Japanese Civilization";

"Japan and the Preservation of China's Integrity"; "Japan's Colonial

Policy"; "Centripetal Mikadoism"; "Socialism in Japan"; "Chris-

tianity in Japan"; "A Short Account of the Bank of Japan"; "The
Railways of Japan"; "Fukuzawa's Moral Code"; "The Ethical

Problems of New Japan " ; "The Spirit of Japanese Education"; "Reli-

gion and Education in Japan"; "Technical Education in Japan";

"The Virtues of Japanese Womanhood"; " Ideographia Delenda Est";

"Improvements in Japanese Commercial Methods"; "Western Works
of Literature, Religion, and Philosophy Translated and Introduced in

Japan"; and "The Historical Development of Western Learning in

Japan." Naturally, especial attention is given also to the Japanese-

American immigration problem, to Japanese-American trade relations,

and to the prospect of international peace.

Few readers of the American Journal of Sociology will fail to be

attracted by one or more of these titles. In many cases they will find

the treatment disappointingly meager and general—a suggestion rather

than an essay. The work is addressed to the general reader rather

than to the specialist; but students of social and economic questions

will find some of the chapters, not only reflecting the Japanese spirit,
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but informative concerning persons and movements hitherto little

known to most Americans. In a volimie to which so many have con-

tributed, one does not look for consistency of viewpoint. As we should

expect, the tone is prevailingly conciliatory, optimistic, pacific. The

book is designed to make a favorable impression upon American readers.

Nevertheless it is not without a note here and there of misgiving, of

frank criticism, not to say of challenge. Especially do the discussions

of Japanese immigration present diversity of tone. In these a sense of

injustice is commonly combined with a faith in more satisfactory adjust-

ments to come through better understanding. One writer, however,

goes so far as to ascribe much of the friction to the undesirability of

many Japanese in Pacific Coast states; while another charges the

Americans with infidelity to their traditions and fears that friendly

relations between the two countries will cease unless the United States

either grants the right of naturalization to Japanese or guarantees to

them the right of owning land and leasing farms.

P. S. Peirce
State University of Iowa

Problems of Child Welfare. By George B. Mangold. New
York: MacmiUan, 1914. Pp. xv-1-522. $2.00.

This book is "designed especially for use by college and university

students in courses on constructive and preventive philanthropy." It

will answer his purpose excellently. But the general reader need not

shun it for fear of its technicality, or abstractness, or difficultness, or

theorization, or dryness: it is not guilty on any of these points. In fact,

it should accomplish as much good outside the college as inside; for

the practical seeker of salvation for children can scarcely ask a question

to which it will not return an adequate reply.

The plan of the work is simple, considering its vast compression of

facts. In the introductory chapter, the author lays down the "social

obligations to childhood," namely: (a) the preservation of life; (b) the

preservation of health; (c) the opportunity to play; (d) freedom from

toil; (e) education; (/) care of dependents. These topics, together with

that of juvenile delinquency, furnish the basis of the six major divisions.

There is a selected bibliography of 18 pages, classified by topics; and

the index gives efficient service for reference work.

The treatment of child labor may be presented as typical. Its

causes are analyzed; its factors are enumerated; its actual effects,

economic, social, moral, and physiological, are pictured; finally, the
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reform measures attempted, thirteen in all, are set forth. Similarly,

juvenile delinquency is analyzed as to its causes; and the juvenile court,

the probation system, and other agencies of reform and protection, are

treated in some detail. The historical paragraphs frequently intro-

duced throughout the book, setting forth the origin and development of

the various measures and institutions of child-welfare work, add interest

and develop perspective.

The character of the book is impersonal. The author does not

preach, scold, harangue, or ridicule. He has no personal propaganda.

Society seems to be taking off its mask and uttering its own voice, half-

proud, half-ashamed, of what it is doing for its children.

Even the recommendations of the Conclusion seem like a social

soliloquy: We must drop our old methods of individual effort, and rely

more on developing social intelligence and public action; we must have

more cool-headed research, with special attention to critical problems;

we should look with suspicion on the "reputed omnipotence of law,"

and be ever mindful of the economic basis of reform; we must cultivate

a collective awareness of what we are doing; we must remember that

"by beginning with the child we may hope to build up and perfect the

coming man."
D. W. LaRue

State Normal School

East Stroudsburg, Pa.

Biology and Social Problems. The William Brewster Clark Memo-
rial Lectures for 1914. By George Howard Parker. New
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914. Pp. xix+130, 3 plates.

In this series of lectures, the author has attempted to present to

a lay audience some of the recent developments in biological science, and

their value in the direction and control of diverse social phenomena.

The four topics treated "The Nervous System," "Hormones," "Repro-

duction," and "Evolution" are covered in such manner as to make clear

to the general reader the accomplishments of the past decade of investi-

gation, and some of the possible advances in the future. The first two

chapters, while distinctly the most interesting, are on the whole rather

heavy for the average reader, while the last two, more popular in their

tone, do not create so favorable an impression upon the trained reader.

On the whole the book seems well balanced, and it is pleasing to find

absent the morbidity and extreme partisanship so common in books of
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this character. Everywhere the author has presented the facts in dig-

nified manner to show his readers what the state of knowledge is at the

present time, and what the possible r61e of these findings may be in

social phenomena. The first two chapters may be especially commended

as excellent general resmnes of the topics treated therein, and are well

worth careful reading and thought by special workers in social science.

W. L. Tower
University op Chicago

Career and Education of Crippled Children. By Edith Reeves.

New York: Survey Associates, 1914. Pp. 252.

A recent report of the Russell Sage Foundation is based upon a study

of 37 representative institutions for crippled children. The niunber

visited includes hospitals, special schools, and asylum homes. Both

private and state institutions are considered. The points given par-

ticular attention in the survey are: (i) physical care, in such diverse

aspects as provisions for surgical aid and for "home atmosphere";

(2) educational facihties. There is detailed description of each insti-

tution.

E. L. Talbert
University of Cincinnati

The Social Problem. A Constructive Analysis. By Charles A.

Ellwood. The Citizen's Library of Economics, Politics, and

Sociology. Edited by Richard T. Ely. New York: Mac-
millan, 1915. Pp. xii+255.

Professor Ellwood has performed the rare feat of discussing a wide

range of tangled and difficult problems in a way that will enable readers

of ordinary intelligence to follow him without falling into confusion, and,

what is still more notable, without imagining that they have exhausted

the subject. The author is radical in his analysis without being pre-

mature in his conclusions. His readers must get the impression that

principles are much more conclusive than programs, that social problems

are not likely to be solved wholesale, and that it is the part of good citizens

to do their particular work upon honor, while adjusting their plans to a

large survey of other men's work. More clear and stimulating thinking

is seldom condensed into so few pages.

Albion W. Small
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS
The Regulation of Prostitution in Europe.—Europe has changed almost com

pletely from a policy of regulation to so-called abolition with regard to prostitution

Neitiier public healtii nor public order has been promoted by regulation, as only one
prostitute in ten is registered for regulation. More rigid registration simply converts

the temporary prostitute into the permanent professional—precisely what society

does not want to do—and street-walking and venereal diseases are still notorious in

"regulated" cities. By making itself responsible for the safety of promiscuous
intercourse through medical inspection, the state incidentally incites to prostitution,

and at the same time it is well established that medical inspection in European cities

is utterly inadequate. The alternative policy, abolition, now generally adopted, does

not claim to do away with prostitution. It does, however, refuse it recognition as a
legitimate trade and suppresses it as far as possible. American cities need to discrimi-

nate carefully in quoting European precedents.—Abraham Flexner, Social Hygiene,

December, 1914. B. W. B.

Marriage, Sterilization, and Commitment Laws.—A growing sentiment against

the marriage of persons tainted with insanity, epilepsy, and venereal diseases has led

to restrictive marriage laws in thirty of the United States and in several countries

of Northern Europe. Twenty-two of these affect only insane; Ohio nominally includes

drunkards in its statute; Indiana and California have secured the most successful

enforcement. Sterilization is practiced with success on the insane and should be
extended to the feeble-minded. The weakness of marriage laws at present is largely

due to procreation without marriage and to the ease of evading a statute in another

state.—J. S. Smith, Journal of Criminal Law, September, 1914. B. W. B.

Can the Law Protect Matrimony from Disease?—Laws requiring only the appli-

cant's own statement offer no safeguard of public health. Even the physician's

guaranty has been questioned and in Washington it has been abolished. Such laws
as that of Wisconsin fail to provide a fee adequate for careful laboratory tests. We
are forced then to the Wasserman test for protection. But even the Wasserman test

may fail to disclose the presence of disease in some dangerous cases; and in other
cases, not dangerous because non-transmissible, the Wasserman reaction is positive.

Laws requiring such examinations may be helpful in stimulating social hygiene but
a little wit and medical knowledge readily deceive the law.—Edward L. Keyes, Social

Hygiene, December, 1914. B. W. B.

The Conditions of State Punishment.—Regulation of social conduct may be
effected by rewards or punishment or both. Punishment, the more common form of

regulation, is justified by its deterrence of the individual wrongdoer and of other
potential wrongdoers. No man is punished by the law of England unless such punish-
ment is deemed capable of operating on his mind, and the minds of other potential
wrongdoers. Judged by this standard of prevention, the entire punitive system of

England is reasonably effective, with two notable exceptions. First, the privately
managed reform schools, largely supported by the state, are poorly classified, poorly
disciplined, and, judged by the criminal records of their "graduates," are practically
schools for crime. Second, "preventive detention" of habitual criminals under the
act of 1908 has been so badly administered as to place a premium on recidivism.
Hardened criminals are comfortably housed and pampered in contrast with the much
more severe punishment of less dangerous and anti-social offenders.—E. Bowen-
Rowlands, Quarterly Review, October, 1914. B. W. B.

847
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The Work of Rural Organization.—To stop undesirable migration from country
to city, country life must be made as profitable and attractive as city life. Mere
insistence or more intensive cultivation ignores the fact that this is justified only
when prices for farm products are high. Low prices coupled with high cost of farm
supplies and poor credit facilities force the poorer acres out of cultivation and the
poorer farmers out of business. The comparative disadvantage of the small farmer
in bargaining, his dependence on the middleman, the increasing need of capital in

working poor land, danger from pests, problems of sanitation, absentee landlordism,
all call for greater rural organization. On the other hand, immense nimibers, diversity
of interest, physical distances, and lack of communication, and the proverbial indi-

vidualism and conservatism of the farming group, make organization a difficult

problem. The most pressing need is for rural credit facilities.—T. N. Carver, Journal
of Political Economy, November, 1914. B. W. B.

Unfair Competition.—In a study of certain practices and their relation to the
trust problem in the United States, discriminations in the form of rebates and pref-

erential contracts may first be considered. One of the most common methods of

securing exclusive selling is by the use of the rebate, rendering powerless the productive
efficiency which might have enabled marginal concerns to compete. Another practice,

dating from more than two decades ago, is the acquisition of control of machinery and
goods used in the manufacturing process. By manipulation, also, as in loans from
trusts as undisclosed principals, potential competitors are suppressed. In order to
prevent shipments directly from the manufacturer to the consumer, both wholesale
and retail trade organizations published (i) trade lists of wholesalers and retailers

regarded by the trade as legitimate customers, and (2) recommended lists from which
the names of offending concerns are removed. The only purpose that espionage and
the use of detectives can serve is to be used as a function of one or another of the unfair

practices. The use of coercion, threats, and intimidation lies in preventing potential

competition from becoming actual. The fundamental question to be considered
in solving the trust problem is the interest of the consuming public. Therefore the

units having the highest productive efficiency must be preserved, whether this means
competition or combination. If the only competition tolerated were based upon
productive and selling efficiency, it would show a greatly increased effectiveness over
the present competition hampered by unfair practices.—^William S. Stevens, Political

Science Quarterly, September, 1914. A. D.

Service Income and Property Income.—The individual whose effort creates

values for which society pays receives service income; the individual who secures a
return because of his property ownership receives a property income. The task of

compiling income facts cannot be successfully completed until the government takes

it in hand. The most highly organized of the transportation agencies, the railroad,

gives the most complete information regarding property and service income. These
figures, checked by the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, show that

in 191 1 the owners of railroad property were receiving more than one-half as much as

the people who do the work of the railroads. The fragmentary data concerning
municipal utilities shows, in the United States Census for 191 2, that the ratio between
service and property income is ten to seven. The study of manufacture, made in

connection with the Twelfth Census, gives one-fifth of the gross value created in

manufacture, as the amount paid in wages and salaries, while a considerably less

proportion takes the form of property income. The Report on Mines and Quarries

for 1902 fixes the ratio between total value produced and service income as two to one,

and between total value and property income as nine to one. Today, in business

accounts, the words "compensation," "dividends," "interest," and "surplus" are

taking the place of "rent," "wages" and "profits." Compensation is sendee income;
dividends and interest are property income; surplus is undistributed income. The vital

distinction between incomes from services and incomes from property must be con-

sidered in income issues.—Scott Nearing, American Statistical Association, September,

1914. A. D.

Some Fundamental Ideas of Chinese Culture.—The theory of perfect isolation

of ancient Chinese culture can no longer be upheld. The conviction is gaining ground
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that Chinese culture, in its material and economic foundation, has a common root

with our own. The present Chinese territory is largely composed of two distinct

culture-areas—a northern one, decidedly Chinese; and a southern one, originally

non-Chinese, but later assimilated to Chinese rule. Present-day China is a political,

not a national or ethnical unit. The secret of her rapid progress lies chiefly in the

sound development of all social and civic virtues, finally culminating in the political

and ethical system brought forth by Confucius. The sane family organization, based

on the religious institution of ancestral worship, accounts for the racial and national

continuity of the Chinese. Next to the Greeks, they have furnished the most exten-

sive contributions to our scientific knowledge. The completeness of their traditions

laid down in their twenty-four national annals may be called one of the wonders of the

world. With the idea that it is the individual national State only which has a right

of existence under modern conditions, the renaissance of the nation has taken place,

and will doubtless result in the reshaping of a new national culture.—Berthold Laufer,

Journal of Race Development, October, 1914. A. D.

Child Labor and Delinquency.
—"Working children, because they are working

rather than school children, are far more likely to go wrong, than those who can enjoy

a childhood unburdened by adult responsibility." The Federal Report on Juvenile

Delinquency and Employment makes three contributions in this connection. The
first table shows that the ratio of working delinquents is very much larger than that

of the non-working. A second tabulation brings out the fact that the non-workers

are responsible for about one-third, the workers for nearly two-thirds, of the total

offenses. From a third classification of delinquents into recidivists and first offenders,

it appears that the repeaters constitute 52.4 per cent of the delinquent working chil-

dren, and only 36.4 per cent of the non-working children. Comparative tablesas

to type of home prove that the working child, more frequently than the non-working

child, goes wrong even where home surroundings are favorable. In general, the

occupations producing the greatest number of delinquents are those in which the child

works largely without supervision. Since working children furnish far more than their

proportionate share to juvenile delinquency, which is not limited to any one offense,

and since it cannot be accounted for by home environment, the conclusion seems

inevitable that the fact of being at work constitutes the important element in the

problem.—Fred S. Hall, Child Labor Bulletin, November, 1914. A. D.

Phenomena of Inheritance.—There are general resemblances but particular

differences between parents and offspring. Whenever the differential cause of a

character is a germinal one, the character is inherited; whenever this differential

cause is environmental, the character is not inherited. Hereditary resemblances are

noticeable in the transmission of racial characteristics. Both the physiological and
psychological peculiarities of many individuals are also known to be inherited. There
are, however, many limitations to the general rule that children resemble their parents.

Sometimes these differences are due to new combinations of ancestral characters;

sometimes they are actually new characters not present, so far as known, in any of the

ancestors, though even such new characters must arise from new combinations of the

elements of old characters. Francis Galton, in his statistical study, has established

the law of ancestral inheritance, which gives the average contribution of each ancestor,

and the law of filial regression, showing the tendency to mediocrity. Mendel's

experimental studies have established: (i) the principle of unit characters; (2) the

principle of dominance, by which it is shown that contrasting unit characters in parents

are not blended in the offspring, but one appears dominant, while the other is reces-

sive; (3) the principle of segregation, showing that every individual germ cell is

"pure" with respect to any given unit character.—Edwin G. Conklin, Popular Science

Monthly, October, 1914. A. D.

Feminism and Polygamy,—"The true goal of the feminist movement is polygamy:
legalized, regulated by the state; respectable, and moral." The evils resulting from
a surplus of females under monogamy are prostitution, and a vast armj^ of virtuous

but unhappy, futile-lived women. From the latter arises the demand that is struggling

for a voice in feminism. "The demands of the feminists," in the words of their spokes-

man, W. L. George, "are for the furthering of the interests of women, social, political,
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mental, economic, and physical." These can be reduced to the last
—" the physical "

—

by which can only be meant a readjustment of sexual relations, both as to rights and
as to privileges. Every normal woman desires a wholesome sexual life, the chance to

become a mother, and the right to a full freedom of choice. These desires can be
met only by polygamy, for in no other way can the legitimate demands of the women
be satisfied with safety to themselves and to their children. The sentimental objec-
tion to polygamy is no more than an acquired habit of mind. The economic objection
would soon disappear, for the second wife would cost no more than the present cost

of the prostitute, and the unmarried female relative. That state of balance wherein
"sex privileges" will vanish, and women shall have the freedom of choice they ask,

can come only by re-establishing polygamy.—Henry Walker, Forum, December, 1914.
A. D.

Influence of the War on Employment.—The harmful effect of the war on British

trade has been to destroy it entirely with enemy countries, seriously to interrupt it

with friendly belligerent countries whose normal economic life has been completely
upset, and to curtail it with neutral states because of the risks of transport and the
consequent increase in cost of freight and insurance. On the other hand, there has
been an immense increase in demand for labor in those trades engaged in filling govern-
ment contracts, and certain other industries have been stimulated by home demand
for goods previously supplied from abroad. The percentage of men who were em-
ployed last July but who were not employed last October, was 10. 7; the percentage
known to have joined the forces is 10.6. This indicates that practically the entire

contraction of male labor is accounted for by recruiting. The percentage of women
employed in July and unemployed in September, was 8.4; this was reduced to 6.2
in October and is still decreasing—an encouraging tendency. About 17.3 per cent
of the men, and 26 per cent of the women employed in October were on part-time
work, in a majority of cases being on three-quarter time or greater. Although we
may expect a betterment of conditions as a result of acquiring a firmer economic
equilibrium as time goes on, there is not likely to be any great change for better or

worse during the period of the war. The real crisis will come when the more than a
million men return from the war and require to be reabsorbed into Britain's industrial

life.—H. D. Henderson, Economic Journal, December, 1914. E. E. E.

Sport and Crime.—Sport in itself is a good thing, but sport, as all things else,

has its abuses. Races and concourses, with their assembled multitudes of spectators,

afford opportunities for professional criminals to operate swindling games and other
criminal devices. Again, overindulgence in sport, by its very development of reservoirs

of surplus energy, tempts its devotees to direct that super-energy toward harmful
activities. But possibly the gravest criticism in this connection is with respect to its

influence upon indirect participants. Young men are sometimes tempted to lying

and theft to obtain money for indulgence of their sportive tastes. The keenness
and the uncertainty of contests encourage gambling, contests which in some cases

would not live mthout the gambling feature. Boxing matches, especially, are highly

demoralizing per se, as presenting a brutal and sanguinary spectacle to the beholders,

who cannot help having their sensibilities hardened by the sight. Professional sports-

men themselves rarely indulge in any form of remunerative toil aside from their sport.

In this they are encouraged by the notoriety and praise accorded them by the press,

publicity far in excess of that given to men who distinguish themselves in worthier
activities. Sexual temptations follow closely in the train of such unwholesome
popularity—R. A. Reiss, "Le Sport et le crime," Archives d'anthropologic criminelle,

July IS, 1914. E. E. E.

Insanity and Divorce.—Every precaution should be taken to avoid matrimony
where either of the contracting parties presents any tendency indicative of a likelihood

of mental disorder, both for the sake of the individuals themselves, and for that of the

potential offspring who might be similarly tainted. But what of those cases where the

mental weakness appears subsequent to marriage? It would be unjust to allow
divorce on this ground where any possibility appears of a return to normal mind; but
80-90 per cent of mental diseases are incurable. Where such is found to be the case

after expert medical examination properly conducted over a sufficient period of time,
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divorce should be permitted. Divorce would give the normal partner an opportunity

of giving the children already born another normal parent; it would prevent the

birth of others, who might prove mental defectives. The sentimental attitude

toward marriage is giving way in this modern day, and the social importance of the

institution becoming realized more and more fuUy. It is this modern viewpoint that

is making it evident that when one of the contracting parties is no longer capable

of appreciating the importance of the relation, justice demands that the other shall

be protected. Through their protection will come preservation of society and the

race.—^Alfred Gordon, Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, November, 1914.
E. E. E.

The Necessity for a Public Defender.—To quote from a recent speech of former

President Taft: "Of all the questions before the American people I regard no one as

more important than this, to wit, the improvement of the administration ofjustice. We
must make it so that the poor man will have as nearly as possible an opportunity of

litigating as the rich man, and under present conditions, ashamed as we may be of it,

this is not the fact." At present the district attorney is expected by the state to func-

tion as a public prosecutor, and as such he must be partisan, to the prejudice of the

indigent defendant. The poor person is frequently at a disadvantage when represented

by unpaid, incompetent, indifferent, unscrupulous assigned counsel who is no match
for the skilled district attorney. Miscarriage of justice is not an infrequent outcome.

The remedy—vital, practical, economical—is the establishment of the office of a
public defender, the object of which shall be to furnish as high a quality of legal skill

in behalf of the defendant as that which is now directed against him by a state's prose-

cutor. Such an office has been proved an unqualified success in Los Angeles. The
agitation in its favor in New York, Chicago, Boston, and other large communities
indicates that the movement is becoming national.—Mayer C. Goldman, Journal of

Criminal Law and Criminology, January, 1915. E. E. E.

The Religion, Superstitions, Magic, and Sorcery of the Araucanians.—The
Araucanians are a tribe of Indians inhabiting the meridional region of Chile. Their
modern religious conceptions are a fusion of Christian customs and primitive supersti-

tions. They have but an obscure notion of spiritual things, and are highly material-

istic in their religious beliefs. They have no temples, and no priestcraft in the religious

sense of the word; they do not recognize the existence of a superior being of definite

attributes. Their religion, such as it is, exerts but a weak influence over their morals.

They believe in a future life, but the idea of hell has no place in their theology, although

they regard the poor, and women of ill repute, as condemned in the future life to a
region of perpetual cold. As is customary with primitive peoples, they are extremely
superstitious. Many of their beliefs have to do with animals: they imagine, for

example, that a man will become endowed with the characteristics of any beast whose
pelt he will carry—the courage of the puma, the subtlety of the fox, the invisibility

of the serpent being imparted in this way. Th^ir tribal wonder-workers are divided

into three classes: (i) the huecunuye, or sorcerers, who dwell in mountain caverns

and are responsible for rites, ceremonies, sacrifices, and religious observances; (2) the

dungune, or soothsayers, who serve in a capacity similar to that of the Roman augurs,

and who exert a considerable influence on Indian society; and (3) the machi, or "medi-
cine men," who combine their very slight knowledge of medicine with the functions of

exercisers of spirits. The modem Araucanians give evidence of having descended
from an ancestry of animal-worshipers.—M. J. Nippgen, "La Religion, les supersti-

tions, la magie et la sorcellerie des Araucaniens," UEthnographic, July 15, 1914.

E. E. E.

Concerning Sexual Instruction of the Youth, Especially at School.—How to

explain the phenomena of sex to the youth of the nation is acknowledged to be one
of the most serious problems of today. Almost every child who has attained the age
of seventeen or eighteen has come to sexual knowledge through improper channels of

information which have affected him injuriously. The problem now before us is:

How should this be taught? There is one way proposed by the educationist, viz.,

that it should be presented progressively, from the fertilization of plants first, then as
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it appears in the realms of the lower animals, and finally in its manifestations in the
human race. However, a difficulty lies here in the fact that adults themselves do
not agree as to what point of view they shall take in the matter. This is because the
question has a moral as well as a physiological side. What seems moral to one because
it is natural, seems immoral to another because of the unnatural uses to which sex
functions may be put. The sexual process is not in itself immoral—it is one necessary
for himian existence; but by abuse it may become immoral. Possibly we may best
carry this to the children in our schools by likening it to the alcohol question. Here
the harmful effects of abusive use are easily apparent. Perhaps we may establish

a similar connection in the question of sex.—S. von Peters, " Uber sexuelle Belehrung
der Jugend, besonders in der Schule," Zeitschrift fiir Sexualwissenschaft, August and
September, 1914. K. K.

The Extent of Child Labor Officially Measured.—The Occupation's volume of

the Thirteenth Census indicates that, of the total number of children ten to fifteen

years of age in the United States, more than one in six (1,990,225), were at work in

1910. Although this number exceeds by more than 100,000 the corresponding returns
given for 1900, still it shotild be noted that the increase is due entirely to the vast
number employed as agricultural laborers. The number of children at work in other
industries is a "little less than half that given in the Census for 1900." This is ample
proof that the National Child Labor Committee has not labored in vain. Agricul-

tural employment has a more pernicious effect upon children than is generally sup-
posed. Every summer thousands of children are at work in the berry and vegetable
fields of the various states. They return in the autumn to the schools in a " deplorable

condition, morally, physically, and intellectually, due to improper food, poor housing,

and want of supervision." Among some of the astonishing features of the value is

the report that "355 little boys, ten to thirteen years of age, were at work as laborers

on steam railroads," and nineteen boys of the same age were employed as messengers
in the offices of the federal government. The report also reveals a striking relation

between child labor and illiteracy. Mississippi has 47 . 8 per cent of her children at

work and 22.5 per cent of her total population are illiterate, while Massachusetts
has 8 per cent of her children at work and 5 . 2 per cent of illiterates.—Edward N.
Clapper, Ph.D., Child Labor Bulletin, November, 1914. R. McK.

Larger Aspects of the Woman's Movement.—The present world-wide woman's
movement is the result of certain evolutionary trends which are international in their

manifestations. First, the growth of self-government throughout the world has taken
place pari passu with the expansion of human interests. New classes invariably

strive for the franchise whenever their interests become an object of govermnental
control. The "humanitarian activities" are primarily woman's interests. Of these,

modem governments have deprived her by putting them under state control. Therefore
in seeking the vote, woman is merely endeavoring to retain control over her traditional

interests. Secondly, the movement is partially the result of the modem change in

the conception of politics. The old ideas of political action fail to meet the demands
made by modern social conditions. Statesmen require the assistance of women "to
translate the new social sympathy into political action." Thirdly, the feminist move-
ment has been augmented by the revolutionary demands made by men in various

parts of the world for the franchise. These demands, as a rule, have embodied the

most progressive features of existing governments. Consequently we find in Russia,

China, and Siam, where recent revolutions have taken place, certain classes of women
enjoying political status.—^Jane Addams, Annals of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, November, 1914. R. McK.

A Research on the Proportion of Mental Defectives among Delinquents.—The
large majority of statements heretofore issued by experimental workers, in regard to

the proportion of mental defectives among delinquents, have been fundamentally
misleading and opposed to the general opinion of thoughtful observers. Studies

have as a rule been made on highly selective groups found in detention homes. The
brighter delinquents are not to be found in reformatories. They either escape deten-

tion or are let out on probation. Moreover, the Binet tests have been used indis-

criminately and examinations made under conditions adverse to the person studied.
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Defective sight, physical ill-health, bad habits, and language deficiencies have been
ignored as ostensible causes of mental dulness. In an endeavor to overcome these

deficiencies as far as possible, the Psychopathic Institute of the Juvenile Court of

Cook County, Illinois, made an investigation of 505 cases of delinquent children in

the Detention Home. The children studied were as nearly representative of the
general delinquent class as is possible to obtain. Tests were made individually, under
normal conditions, and by the same examiner. They were repeated during several

months. School and Binet tests were used with discretion. The results obtained by
this investigation indicate the percentage of feeble-minded among delinquents to be
less than 10 per cent and the normal in ability to exceed 90 per cent.—Augusta F.

Bronner, Journal of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology, Novem-
ber, 1914. R. McK.

The German Sugar Industry and the Support of the People.—Among the mis-
fortunes due to the war must be included the injury to the German sugar industry,

though the crop this year was double that of last. The manufacture of beet sugar,

first begun in Germany, has steadily increased in importance, while more intensive

cultivation has increased the supply of beets and has raised the value of the land.

Duties have been laid which have kept up the price at home and have made it possible

to sell German sugar cheaper in other countries than at home. When the war broke
out, exportation was forbidden in order to embarrass the enemies of Germany, espe-

cially England, and also to insure her own supply. Although the price of sugar has
risen, without suspension of the duty it would have risen even higher. Cheap sugar
is important as food for the people, as it can be substituted for other foods and spices.

After two months, export was allowed to neutrals, but in limited quantities lest England
should buy from them. If the supply of beets is greater than the demand for them,
they should be manufactured into food products, thus increasing the food supply
and at the same time furnishing employment. It is to the interest of the sugar indus-

try as well to increase home consumption. If the German sugar industry is to con-

tinue to prosper, a home market must be maintained, not only in the present war,
but in time of peace.—Emanuel Wurm, "Die deutsche Zuckerindustrie und die

Volksemahrung," Neue Zeit, October 23, 1914. J. W. H.

Records of Health and Sanitary Progress.—Observations and analysis of the

problems that confront a community may reveal relations of cause and effect which
are of the greatest significance in community action for the common welfare. If

records of births, deaths, and sickness were more carefully kept, the result would be
a distinct gain for the community, for the following reasons: (i) "Vital statistics are

the bookkeeping of the health movement. Whatever affects either births or deaths
conditions the very existence of the population. That which causes sickness and
disability conditions efficiency and happiness." (2) "Vital statistics show us where
to look for bad health conditions and demonstrate the success or failure of a new
health policy when adopted." (3) Vital statistics may be related to other social

phenomena such as occupation, housing, and nationality. (4) "Vital statistics have
a most important practical bearing upon the problems of widows' pensions and the
minimum wage." If the causes of accidents and low wages are known, the community
will be in a position to remedy them. (5) "Vital statistics make possible the wise

and efficient administration of a health department." If properly collected and tabu-

lated, and presented to the citizens, as well as to public officials, vital statistics might
be much more effective than at present.—R. E. Chaddock, American Statistical

Association, December, 1914. A. B. L.

On Infanticide.—A mother who kills her illegitimate child at, or immediately
after, birth, is punished with not less than three years, or where there are extenuating
circumstances, not less than two years in the penitentiary. This mild punishment
of infanticide, in contrast to other murder, is due to a consideration of influences at

work on the mother, such as shame, poverty, or mental disturbance. If the child is

killed later than " at or immediately after birth," the deed is counted as murder and the

punishment is more severe. That infanticide was not always regarded with leniency

is shown in the old laws, which sentenced the murderess to be burned alive, drowned,
or torn with red-hot tongs. This punishment was later changed to decapitation.
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The criminal code of Bavaria was the first to abolish capital punbhment for infanticide.

In 1909, suggestions were made to make the minimum sentence six months, and the
maximum fifteen years in prison. In 191 1, 141 women were sentenced for infanticide.

Of these, 68 per cent were between eighteen and twenty-five years old; 134 were
single; 4 married; 3 widows or divorced; 80 were Catholics; 61 were Protestants;

7 of them had been punished before for various reasons; 6 once, and i three times.

That the crime is most frequently found among the poorer classes is shown by the fact

that only one was independent; 61 were engaged in agricultural labor; 40 in domestic
service; 17 were industrial workers; 9 were shopgirls; and 5 had no particular occu-
pation. The greatest number of infanticides is found in the principalities where the
regulations are the least severe.—R. Bloch, " Uber den Kindsmord," Sexuale Probleme,
September, 1914. A. B. L.

Socialism and the War.—The SociaUst party has always discussed means of
preventing war, rather than the position it should take when war is in progress. Not
being able to prevent this war, the question of the Socialists in each country becomes
that of the victory or the defeat of their fatherland. There are several criteria by
which they might determine their position. Bebel declared many times that the
fatherland must be defended in case of attack. But it may be doubtful who the real

aggressor is, when several powers come to a deadlock in their relations with each other,

and chance or diplomacy determines who shall strike the first blow. There is another
criterion: the interest of the proletariat. The application of this principle resulted

in the alliance of the French Republic with the despotism of Russia against German
imperialism, while Germany must defend its institutions against the republicans of

France and the despotism of the Czar. Although Russia has made great progress, her
victory would be a calamity for Germany. The best interest of the proletariat may
admit of several interpretations, but one thing is clear: it is to the interest of a people,

including the proletariat, to oppose the entrance of an enemy across its borders.

Which of these criteria may have decided the conduct of the Socialists of the different

countries is impossible to say. The application of the aggressor and the attacked is

dangerous, for that may result in hate between the comrades of the opposing camps.
The only true criterion is the necessity of saving the fatherland from the terrible effects

of defeat. The interests of democracy and of the proletariat demand that no nation

shall lose its integrity and independence, and therefore there is no question about the

final position of the party, unless its members in the different countries will keep the
stand they took at the beginning of the war. The articles of peace at the end of the
war must naturally correspond with our point of view, and leave no cause for war in

the future. K. Kantsky, "Die Sozialdemokratie im Kriege," Neue Zeil, October 2,

1914. A. B. L.

Railway Accidents and "Safety First."—Railway accidents have been subjects

for discussion and just criticism ever since railway operations started. Most of them
might be prevented if some thoughtfulness and care were exercised by the employees
of the raUroad, as well as by the genera] public. If more laws penalizing trespassing

were made and enforced, there would not be so many people injured or killed walking
on tracks or "flipping" on cars. A little more care on the part of persons crossing the

tracks would materially decrease accidents at highway crossings. For the past few
years the railroads have made a scientific study of accident prevention and they
have turned to every phase of railroad construction, equipment, and operation.

Safety methods are constantly studied and safety devices perfected. To reduce acci-

dents resulting in the death or injury of employees, the movement known as
'

' Safety

First" was inaugurated about four years ago by the Northwestern Railroad. It

seeks the co-operation and assistance of all employees and attempts to reach them all

by the organization of committees in all branches of the service, as well as a central

committee, which represents all subcommittees, and considers suggestions before

turning them over to the company. An attempt has been made to interest the general

public in the movement. There has been a marked reduction in accidents since its

organization, and it has been imitated by seventy-six other railroads.—R. C. Richards^

Journal of Political Science, January, 1915. A. B. L.
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The War and Invalid Insurance.—^The consequences of the law of necessity

passed in August, which prevented all future functioning of the sick funds, were
immediately felt in the decided increase of outcries from the beneficiaries. Raising

the premium rate only slightly bettered the financial state, since so many contrib-

utors to the fund have gone to the war. The members at home are among the

smallest contributors, owing to the low wages received, and war, unemployment, and
increased doctors' fees have added so much to the expenditures that the available

cash is barely enough to meet the running expenses. Those managing the funds can
scarcely make up the deficit. The church has proposed that during the war the rights

and duties of all participants shall cease, but since the state has made no such provi-

sion it would not be lawful to act on that principle nor on the suggestion to discriminate

in favor of married members. The same privileges must be granted to all. The
funds must be enlarged to recover the losses, nor must they be permitted to dwindle,

for in this time of sacrifice so many are suffering and in need.—Eduard Graf, "Der
ELrieg imd die Krankenversicherung," Neue Zeit, November 6, 1914. M. G. B.

The War and Employment Insurance.—In times of war the matter of employ-
ment insurance needs adjustment to obviate insufficiency of funds. The situation

has been partially relieved by August legislation restricting amounts paid out to the

lowest rate permitted and raising contributions to the highest possible rate. In this

way it has been possible to aid a greater nmnber of the sick, crippled, and irregularly

employed. As the funds are still insufl&cient, the law has provided for additions from
other than the usual contributing organizations. The funds for the sick have been
considerably decreased during the war, but the other branches of employment insurance

also have suffered. Probably accident insurance has had relatively the fewest inroads,

since in most factories young and old alike have gone to the war. The need of a
practicable system of unemployment insurance has been demonstrated by the present

war, since the system now in use has proved insufl&cient and insecure. The continu-

ance of the war adds to the gravity of the problem. After its close more legislative

power should be given the working people so that the solution of the insurance problem
may be for their benefit.—Gustav Hoch, "Der Krieg und die Arbeitsversicherung,"

Neue Zeit, October i6, 1914. M. G. B.

Socialism during the War.—With the beginning of war, socialism became a
conscious reality and its need was felt by all. Solidarity is a great necessity and
socialism is merely an application of it in all departments. Socialistic regulation

alone can lessen the scarcity caused by the war. The first week of the conflict proved
that a modem industrial country can the more easily carry on a war if there are exten-

sive communal possessions. Opening up the millions of acres of available forest

land will help the indigent and needy in the families of those who have gone to war.
The proposed schemes of cultivating certain tracts will provide work for many. High
net profits on public utilities will influence economic movements after the war. Com-
munal possessions have grown to be much more important in the last twenty years.

Means of defense in the future will be based upon their earnings. Not all the socio-

political arrangements made during the war will be permanent, but many will remain
in force. Ideas of solidarity and socialism developed under necessities of war will

help in the solution of problems arising after it is over.—Edmund Fischer, "Der
SociaUsmus wahrend des Krieges," Socialistische Monatshefte, October 14, 1914.

M. G. B.

Relief to the Wretched in France.—M. Anatole Weber recently finished the pub-
lication of a remarkable work in four volumes. The author has two noteworthy char-
acteristics: the logic of his mind—a little too much logic perhaps—and a close fidelity

to statistics. In the two present volumes. Assistance to the Poor in France, he at-

tempts to show the extent of wretchedness and points out the ingenious remedies
by which societies try to overcome them. He considers variations of salaries, hours of

labor, punishments, alcoholism, tobacco, tuberculosis, insufl&cient savings, and pre-

mature social laws. Assistance is always insufl&cient but one can say with the author
that the charitable deeds carried out in the district of the Seine would have sufficed

to conquer misery if the numerous groups of professionals had not worked to the
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detriment of the honestly unfortunate. The author is a little radical in his conclusions-

For public good he would advise obligatory assistance for all deserving needy. He
devotes his last chapter to a study of private beneficence which is generally of a reli-

gious nature. He does not establish an essential distinction between the Catholic,

Protestant, and Jewish charities, but observes more cohesion in the works of the
Catholic charities. Mr. Weber appears to have exhausted the subject. He has
thought of all the organs of private beneficence, assistance dictated by the spirit of

politics, co-operative assistance, patronage, assistance by railroad and financial com-
panies. The necessary conclusion from all this is that the means efficiently to relieve

miser>' are not yet discovered. The inquiry is conscientious and well done.—^Jules

Arboux, "L'Assistance aux mis6reux en France," Revue de la pr&ooyance et de la

mtiiualite, September, 1914. E. B. R.

Insurance in Favor of French Seamen.—The exceptional risks to which seamen
are exposed has caused exceptional solicitude in their favor. Registered seamen are

admitted to the benefit of a fund for disabled seamen, managed as a state institution

and supported, in major part, by the public treasury. This fund assures them a
pension in old age. Seamen engaged in private navigation are admitted, in case of

natural or accidental invalidity, to the benefit of a fund having for its object mutual
assistance. This fund has no other normal resources than the support of those inter-

ested. The two funds show the general points of view upon which such insurance

may be based. The first grants pensions to enrolled seamen, their widows and orphans,

in amounts which vary in size according to the seaman's rank and term of service. The
second fund furnishes somewhat similar protection. It is supported by the payment
of a small percentage of the salary of the seaman, by a tax levied on the shipowners,

or by special measures which do not amount to registry. The strength and life of the

fund would seem to depend upon its receiving subsidies from the state or upon the

adoption of a system of capitalization. The technical errors in the organizations

appear more clearly in the fund for the protection of seamen by reason of the autonomy
of this fund.—Maurice Bellom, "1/Assurance en faveur des marins frangaise," Revtie

de la prSvoyance et de la mutuality, September, 1914. E. B. R.

The Obligatory Notification of Tubercular Cases.—^Tuberculosis is and has
always been a social disease. It is not possible to give trustworthy statistics but
its spread in Portugese India has been truly alarming. \Vhen we study its geographical

distribution we see that those provinces are least affected whose inhabitants lead a
sedentary life and remain for the most part in the country. The non-Christian classes

are least attainted, either because they remain more in the country or because their

condition, on account of the lack of medical assistance, is less well known to us.

Among the native soldiers, however, the disease spreads more rapidly than among
their Christian fellows. Against an obligatory notice of the disease much argument
both of sentiment and reason has been made. Also the French medical world has been
opposed to it. But the Anglo-Indian people would not revolt against the measure,

and despite the arguments to the contrary, compulsory notice of tubercular cases is a
necessary sanitary measure. As such it is in force in Germany, Denmark, and other

countries, and it is very desirable that such notice be made obligatory in India. It

is also to be strongly recommended that governments, municipalities, and philanthropic

associations encourage the anti-tuberculosis campaign.—Dr. Froilano de Mello, "La
d6claration obligatoire de la tuberculose," Revue d'hygi^e, July, 1914. E. B. R.

The War and the Woman.—The present war is a practical school of socialism.

Under the pressure of necessity, many things that hitherto have appeared to the

greater part of the world as improbable or impossible have suddenly become realities.

When the state or municipality decrees that the private goods of an individual be
seized, when the authorities determine the selling price, the maximum amount that

an in(ividual may consume, and requisition whatever military necessity may require,

then even the most skeptical observer cannot help but see in this a realistic and practi-

cal course in socialism. In the future women will also be important factors in the

socialistic movement. The many positions now open to women because of the war,

that have hitherto been closed to them, means that their place in the professional as
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well as industrial field is assured. The socialistic spirit requires from them the sub-

ordination of private as well as family interests to the interests of society as a whole.

To the women, then, the war will furnish a new impulse to secure the full right of

helping to determine the conditions of life in general.—Wally Zepler, "Der Krieg und
die Frau," Sozialistische Monatshefte, November, 1914. H. A. J.

The War and Socialism.—It cannot be denied that the present war means a

great defeat for the Social Democratic party. The power of the organized working

classes was found to be even less than that of the Socialists themselves, in attempting

to make an effective resistance against the nations' desire for war. One is tempted

to seek, not only powerlessness, but also indifference, as lying back of the defeat.

With the exception of Russia, from which we have no reliable statistics, there are in

the warring nations between seven and eight million enfranchised Social Democrats,

and this enormous class-conscious mass has not been able to accomplish anything.

One thing the Social Democrats have learned in their struggle against war is never

again to rely on the argvmient that preparation for war is the best guaranty of peace.

—

Edv. Bull, "Krigen og socialismen," Samtiden, December, 1914. H. A. J.
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wiss. 1:418-24, Feb. '15.

Tumpson, George. The Income Tax
—When Net Loss May Be Net Income.
Outlook 109:394-400, Feb. 7, '15.

Vaile, Gertrude. Some Social Problems
of Public Outdoor Relief. Survey
34:15-17, Apr. 3, '15.

Villard, O. G. Higher Education of the

Negro. Nation 100:187-88, Feb. 18,

'15.

Waite, Henry M. The Engmeer as

City Manager. Engineering Mag. 48:

894-98, March '15.

Wald, Lillian D. The House on Henry
Street. Children and Play. Atl. Mo.
115:464-74, Apr. '15.

Ward, Wilfred; The War Spirit and
Christianity. Living Age 66:579-88,
March '15.

War's Effect on Crime in Paris. Lit.

Dig. 50:482, March 6, '15.

Washington, Booker T. Inferior and
Superior Races. No. Am. Rev. 100:

538-42, Apr. '15.

Waterman, T. T. The Last Wild Tribes
of .California. Pop. Sci. Mo. 86:233-

45, March '15.

Wehmann, Konrat. Die Bekampfung
des Alkoholmissbrauchs eine Kultur-
aufgabe. V. J. Schr. Innere Mission

35:31-48, Jan. '15.

Wendland, Pastor. Die deutsche Frau-
enwelt in Kriege. Vierteljahschr. f.

Innere Mission 35:85-92, Jan. '15.

Wentworth, M. C. Civic Center of

Real Beauty for the People of Santa
Barbara. Crafts 27:320-23, Dec. '14.

What Pittsburg Is Doing to Improve
Housing Conditions. Am. City 11:

203-4, March '15.

Whittier, J. D. The Little Red School-

house in a Race. Rural Manhood
6:107-11, Apr. '15.

Willard, Frederic R. The Motion
Picture Theater and the Child. Edu-
cation 35:350-61, Feb. '15.

Wilson, W. B. Uncle Sam: Employ-
ment Agent. Outlook 109:394, Feb.

17, 'is-

Winchester, M. M. What the United
States Bureau of Education Is Doing
for the Kindergarten. Nat. Ed.
Assn. Proc. 1914:413-15.

Winslow, C. E. A Community Defense

of National Vitality. Pop. Sci. Mo.
86:319-24, Apr. '15.

Wissel, Rudolf. Die Arbeiterversich-

erung wahrend des Krieges. Sozialist.

Mh. 1:132-40, Feb. 18, '15.

Women and War. Outlook 109:676-77,
March 24, '15.

Woodruff, C. R. American Mvmicipal
Problems. Pop. Sci. Mo. 86:376-84,
Apr. '15.

Wooten, D. G. Mexico for the Mexi-
cans. Cath. World 100:799-817,
March '15.

Wright, Henry W. The Religion of

Democracy. Forum 53:327-34.
March '15.

Wright, P. G. The Contest in Congress

between Organized Labor and Organ-
ized Business. Quar. Jour. Econ.

29:235-61, Feb. '15.

Wright, WiUiam K. The Evolution of

Values from Instincts. Phil. Rev.
24:165-^83, March '15.

Wurm, Emanuel. Die Volksemahrung
im Kriege. N. Zeit 33:670-72, Feb.

'IS-
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